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The general expressions of all inequivalent irreducible projective representations of 
crystallographic and noncrystallographic point groups (except for the icosahedral group) are 
given in terms of the vector representations of the proper double point groups. Its application to 
the representations of the space group of wave vector is discussed. Construction of the basis sets is 
discussed. 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b 

In the previous work 1 (referred to as I) we have present
ed the general irreps (irreducible representations) of the dou
ble group G' of a point group G. Based on these, we shall 
construct the general projective irreps2-4 of the double group 
G '. As is well known, the projective irreps of a group are 
given by the ordinary vector irreps of its representation 
group.4.5 Here, we have the definite advantage that the re
presentation group G " of G ' is much simpler in structure 
than that of the single group. On account of the special sim
ple structure of G ", which will be given explicitly, one can 
construct their general irreps by means of a modified theory 
of induced representation.6-7 The general projective irreps of 
the double group G ' thus obtained are explicit in terms of the 
ordinary irreps of the double groups given in I; there is no 
need of further tabulation. The projective irreps previously 
available for point groups are limited to crystallographic 
point groups and are given for each individual group in 
terms of actual matrices.3

,4 The present result applies for all 
point groups with a single exception of the icosahedral 
group; it is more than sufficient to find all the irreps of the 
space groups of wave vector through simple gauge transfor
mations. In the following, the representative group G " ofthe 
double groups G' will be constructed first, then its vector 
irreps will be constructed with use of a modified theory of 
induced representations. Two typical examples of the wave 
vector groups will be discussed to show how to determine 
their irreps through gauge transformations. 

Since half-integral representations of a point group be
come vector representations of its double group, many dou
ble groups have only one class of the factor systems, i.e., all 
their representations are p-equivalent to the vector represen
tations. In fact, all proper double groups, the double group 
T i. of the group Th and hence the double groups isomorphic 
to these have only one class of the factor systems. 2-4 Thus, all 
double groups with more than one class of the factor systems 
have the following special form of a direct product: 

G'=H'XC;. C; = {e.fJ, (1) 

where H' is limited to the proper double groups C ;P' D ~, 
and 0' with integers p and n, and C; is t~e group of inversion 
with e being the identity operation and i the inversion. Since 
H' has only one class, the representation group4.5 G" of G ' 
given by (1) can easily be constructed. We may express G " for 
the double groups C ;p,h' D ~i (D ;p,h or D ;p -'- I,d)' 0 i. by the 

defining relations with the group generators as follows (cf. 
Ref. 4): 

C2" h' a2p =e,ia=pai,i 2 =e, (2a) p, , 

D :;; an = b 2 = (ab )2 = e, ia = Pai, ib = ybi, i 2 = e, 
(2b) 

o i:; a4 = b 3 = (ab)2 = e, ia = pai, ib = bi, i 2 = e, 
(2c) 

where e(21T rotation), p, and yare all second-order elements 
in the center of the respective group G ". Their matrix repre
sentations are ± 1 with appropriate dimensions except that 
p = 1 for D ;p + I,d' The representation e = 1 or - 1 identi
fies the integral or half-integral representations of G " . A set 
of the vector irreps of G " characterized by a representation 
of p or { p, y J identifies a set of the projective irreps of G ' 
belonging to a class of the factor systems. Since different sets 
of the possible values of p or { p,y! correspond to different 
classes of the factor systems, there exist only two classes of 
the factor systems for C ~P,h' D ~p + I,d' and 0;' while there 
exist only four classes of the factor systems for D ;p,h . 

In order to construct the irreps of the representation 
groups G" given in (2) we observe that G" has an invariant 
subgroup H " of index 2 which has the general structure 
H'XG[3orH'XG[3XGy withG[3 = {e,P!andGy = {e,yJ. 
Let us decompose G " into left cosets with respect to H " , 

G" =H" +AH", (3) 

where A is the coset representative. 
Then, one can construct all irreps of G " by the induced 

representations from the irreps of H " which are easily deter
mined from those of H' given in I. We shall approach this 
problem in a more direct manner than the ordinary ap
proach such that one can retain all the irreps of H " and their 
bases without modification for the direct sums which may 
occur in the induced irreps, The irreducibility and the com
pletenss of the irreps thus obtained follow naturally without 
involved arguments on the small (allowable) representations 
of the little group method.6 

Let I r V(B) I be a complete set of the irreps of BEll. and 
let !f/ v be a basis row vector of dimension d v belonging to the 
vth irrep r V(B ) such that 

BIV = 1fT V(B ). (4) 
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Then A 1/1 V belongs to the conjugate irrep r vIA - I BA ) which 
must be unitarily equivalent to one of the given irreps, say, 
the jlth irrep r I'(B ) of H ". Thus, there exists a unitary ma
trix N (A ) such that 

rV(A -IBA) = N(A )-lrl'(B)N(A), 

AIr = t/>I'N(A), (5) 

where t/> I' is a basis belonging to r I'(B ). Accordingly, the set 
[t/Jv, t/> !'] provides a basis row vector which defines a repre
sentation D (v,!'1 of G" given by 

D (V,!'I(B ) = (r V(B ) 0 ) 
o r!'(B) , 

D (v,!'I(A ) = (0 r vIA 2)N (A ) -I) . 
\N(A) 0 

(6) 

This representation is irreducible if and only if v#jl. The 
proof is easily established by calculating the sum of the abso
lute squares of the characters of D (v,l'l. In the case v = jl, we 
can takeN (A ) such thatN (A )2 = r vIA 2) adjusting the phase 
factor of N (A ). Then one sees immediately that the represen
tation (6) can be reduced by a unitary transformation into 
two inequivalent irreps D (v + I and D Iv - I given by 

D (v ± I(B ) = r V(B), D Iv ± I(A ) = ± N (A ), (7) 

with the respective basis 

f/Jv±I=t/Jv±At/JvN(A)-1 (8) 

excluding the null case. The completeness of the induced 
irreps thus obtained is easily established by calculating the 
sum of the squares of the dimensions of the induced irreps, 
provided that one uses every irrep of H " once and only once 
in constructing the induced irreps. 

The representations given by (6) and (7) are completely 
explicit in terms of the vector irreps of H' except for the 
matrix N (A ). Obviously, N (A ) = 1 when r v is one dimen
sional. In general, if one uses the general irreps of C ip , D ~ , 
and 0 ' given in I, one can easily determineN (A ) explicitly for 
each class of the factor systems with use of the commutation 
relations of the group generators given in (2). It is simplest to 
take A = t. Then r v(i 2) = 1 for all r v, and for given values 
of p and y we have 

prV(a) = N(t)-lr!'(a)N(t), 

yrV(b)=N(t)-lr!'(b)B(i) (9) 

from which follows N (i). The explicit representations thus 
obtained are denoted by D (r v,r!';N (il) for D Iv,!'1 of (6) and 
by D (r v; ± N (;)) for D Iv ± I of (7), In the following, we shall 

give all projective irreps of C iP,h' D ~i' and 0 ~ except the 
vector irreps given by D (r v; ± 1) corresponding to the class 
characterized by p = 1 or [ p = 1, Y = I}. 

Group C ip,h : According to I, the full set of the vector 
irreps of C ip is given by a set of 4p one-dimensional irreps 
[M m; - P < m < p; m an integer or half-integer}. The pro
jective irreps corresponding to p = - 1 are given by a total 
of 2p two-dimensional irreps, 

D(Mm ,Mm _ p ;I), m=p, ... ,p. (10) 

Note that in the limiting case of C:"h' we have only one-
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dimensional vector representations as in the case of S4P + 2' 

Group D ~i (D ip,h or Dip + I,d): The irreps of D ~ are 
given in I by four one-dimensional irreps A I' A 2, B I' and B2 

and(N - l)two-dimensionalirrepsEm , m =!, 1, ... ,!In - 1) 
defined by 2 X 2 matrices M jm, where j>m. It turns out that 
it is simplest to take the integral part of j even to determine 
the matrix N (~. Then, the projective irreps belonging to each 
class K (P,r) of the factor systems are given by 

K(I, - 1):D(A I.A2;1), D(BI.B2;1), D(Em; ± u y ), 

m = !, 1, ... , !In - 1), 
(l1a) 

K( - 1,1): D(A 1.B2;1), D(A2.BI;I), D(Ep/2; ± uz ), 

D(Em"Ep_m';uz ), m' =!, 1, ... , !(p - 1); n = 2p, 
(llb) 

K( -1, - I\D(A I.BI;I), D(A2.B2;1)(, D(Ep/2 ; ±ux ) 

D(Em"Ep_m';ux )' m l =!, 1, ... , !(p - 1); 
n = 2p, (lle) 

whereux , uy , Uz are the Pauli spin matricesrepresentingN (i) 
and the last two classes occur only for even n. There are 2n 
two-dimensional irreps for the first class K (1, - 1), while 
there exists four two-dimensional irreps and (p - 1) four
dimensional irreps for the last two classes. In the limiting 
case of D:"h' there exist only two classes of the factor sys
temsK (1,I)andK(I, - l)analogoustoD ip+ I,d' Theprojec
tive irreps of D :., h belonging to K (1, - 1) are given by 

D(AI,A2;1), D(Em;±uy ); m=p, ... ,ao (12) 

since there exist only two one-dimensional irreps A I and A2 

for D ~ according to I. 
Group 0 ~ : The irreps of 0 ' has been given in I by 

FI-Fs andF6 , F7 = F 6XF2, Fs = F6XF3 with dimen
sions (1, 1,2,3,3; 2, 2, 4) where the last three irreps are half
integral representations. The projective irreps belonging to 
K ( P = - 1) are given by 

D(Flr 2;1), D(F3; ±uy ), D(r4,rs;1 3); D(r6,r7;1 2 ), 

D(rs; ± l:y) (13) 

with dimensions (2,2,2,6; 4, 4, 4) where 13 and 12 are the 
3 X 3 and 2 X 2 unit matrices and l:y is the 4 X 4 Dirac spin 
matrix given by the direct sum uy E9 uy . 

We have thus constructed all projective irreps of all 
point groups in terms of the vector irreps of the proper dou
ble groups except for the icosahedral group. These results 
(10)-(13) are more than sufficient to find the representa
tions 7-9 of any space group of wave vector G (k ). It is only 
necessary to find the appropriate gauge transformations3

-4 

which make the generators of G (k ) satisfy the defining rela
tions of the corresponding representation groups given in (2). 
Let us illustrate the procedure through two typical examples 
of G (k ) in the following: 

Example 1: o~ (No. 222) at R = [1Tla,1T/a,1T/a J of the 
Brillouin zone following the notations given by Zak et al. s 
The wave vector group G (k ) has the following symmetry, 

0+(11!!:... !!:... !!:...)o, (14) 
2 ' 2 ' 2 

where 0 stands for the symmorphic space group, with the 
point group symmetry O. Ifwe identify the generating opera-
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tors by 

a~(C~ 1(00), b~(C?ZIOOO), f~(I I ~ ~ ~). (15) 

we obtain/3 = - 1 with use of(2c). Accordingly, all irreps of 
G (k) are given by (13). 

Example2:D~h (No.194)atA = 10,0,1Tlcj of the Bril
louine zone. The symmetry of G (k ) is described by 

D3d + ( Czl 00 ~ )D3d = [D3 + ( C21 00 ~ )D3] X Co 

(16) 

where C j is the group of inversion. We make the following 
correspondence for the generating operators of D6h : 

a~ ( C61 00 ~), b~i( U XIOOO), f~(I 1(00), (17) 

where i = r-t and U x is a binary rotation perpendicular 
to the sixfold rotation axis C6 • Then, we obtain the following 
defining relations: 

0 6 = b z = (ab )2 = - e, fa = - ai, fb = bi, 

(18) 

Comparison with (2b) yields /3 = - 1 and r = 1. The sign 
difference in front ore between (18) and (2b) simply ex
changes the integral and the half-integral irreps. Thus, we 
obtain six irreps of G (k ) from (17) and (11 b), which are expli
citly given by 

D(A I,B2;12), D(A2,BI;12)' D(E\>E2;uz); 

D(EI/2,E5/2;Uz); D(E3/Z; ± uz ), (19) 

of which the first three describe the half-integral representa
tions of G (k ) while the last three describe the integral repre
sentations of G (k). This kind of exchange is not uncommon 
(see Ref. 8). It is interesting to note that if we take 
A = (C21~) for the augmenting operator A of (3), this kind 
of exchange does not occur. This requires, however, recalcu
lation of the induced representations given by (6) and (7) in 
terms of the irreps of D 3d . 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have presented the general expressions of all inequi
valent irreducible projective representatios of the double 
groups C 2p,h' D 2P,h' D 2p + I.d' 0;' and their limiting double 
groups in (10)-( 13). These are explicitly given in terms of the 
vector irreps of the corresponding proper double point 
groups. The irreps of the remaining double point groups are 
p-equivalent to their vector irreps. Here, we have excluded 
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the icosahedral groups. The present results and the general 
irreps of the proper double point groups given in I are more 
than sufficient to find all the representations of any space 
group of wave vector G (k). This is exemplified by the wave 
vector groups of O~ and D:h as given in Examples 1 and 2. 

One of the most important applications of the projec
tive irreps is to construct the symmetry adapted functions 
belonging to the irreps.3 The present formalism is particular
ly suitable to this purpose since according to (5) and (8), the 
basis functions of the induced irreps of G ' are given in terms 
of the basis functions of the subgroup H'. Thus there is no 
need to use the laborious projection operator method to con
struct the basis functions of G '. The construction of the basis 
of H ' is also very simple since all projecti ve irreps of H ' are p
equivalent to vector irreps of H'. Thus, one can easily incor
porate the theorems 10 on the symmetry adapted functions 
developed for the vector irreps into those belonging to the 
projective irreps. 

As one can see from the flow of logic in the present 
treatment of induced representation, if one replaces the aug
menting operator A in (3) by an antilinear operator, the re
presentations given by (6) and (7) hold for the corepresenta
tions II for a magnetic group with minor modifications. It is 
also mentioned that the present treatment of the induced 
representations can easily be extended to a finite group with 
a normal subgroup of prime index. These extensions of the 
present work as well as further applications ofthe present 
theory in constructing the symmetry adapted linear combi
nations of the equivalent basis functions will, however, be 
discussed somewhere else. 12 
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This paper introduces a new system of classification of improper point groups which is most 
effective for describing their general irreducible representations. The complete set of the general 
angular momentum eigenfunctions is classified according to the general irreducible 
representations of the seven sets of the improper point groups corresponding to Cn (Coo) and 
D n (D 00 ) for an aribtrary n. 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the previous work! (referred to as I), the double 
group of a proper point group has been constructed as a 
subgroup ofSU(2) by imposing a set of polynomial equations 
on the matrix elements of a 2 X 2 unitary matrix belonging to 
SU(2). The formalism is proven to be very effective in con
structing the general expressions of the vector and spinor 
irreps (irreducible representations) of the point groups in a 
unified manner. Moreover, it has enabled us to classify the 
complete set of the pure spinors [ ifJ (j, m );j, m integers or half 
integers;j:;;.m I by the general irreps of the uniaxial group 
Cn (Coo) and the dihedral group Dn (D 00 ) for an arbitrary n. 

In the present paper, we shall classify the complete set 
of the general angular momentum eigenfunctions [t/J(j, m) I 
according to the general irreps of the improper point groups 
corresponding to Cn and Dn for a general n. This will be 
achieved by using the correspondence2

-4 between [ifJ (j, m) I 
and [t/!{j, m) I under the point operations. It turns out, how
ever, that the existing classifications of the improper point 
groups G by the Schonfties5 or Shubnikov6 or the interna
tional symbols 7 are not really suitable for describing the gen
eral irreps of G corresponding to C nand D n for a general n. 

TABLE I. Improper point groups, G = H + AH. 

Present H 

SO(3), SO(3) 
Cooi Coo 
Coo v Coo 

Dooi Doo 

en; Cn 

Cnp Cn 
Cnv(n> \) Cn 
Dn,(n> \) Dn 

Dnp(n> \) Dn 

T, T 
Tp T 
0, 0 
Y, Y 

(1) c2n = fe2" , ci = fe' 2; j = inversion. 
(2) n, (no) is even (odd) n. 

A 

~4 
i 

Isomorphism 

SO(3)XC, 
Coo XC, 
Doo 
Doo XC, 

Cn XC, 

C 2n 
Dn 
DnXC, 

D 2n 

TXC, 
0 
OXC, 
YxC, 

This can be demonstrated by the following simple examples 
of the isomorphisms written in Schonfties symbols: 

(1.1) 

where ~ denotes the isomorphism and no(ne) is odd (even) n. 
Thus, it is highly desirable to have a modified system of clas
sification of G which does not require such distinction on n 
when describing the isomorphisms [see Eq. (2.5)] or the gen
eral irreps of G. In Sec. 2, we shall show that such a conven
ient classification of G follows very naturally from the meth
od of constructing G from its halving subgroup. With the 
modified classification, we shall, then, describe the basis 
functions belonging to the irreps ofG corresponding to Cn 

and D n in terms of the complete set of angular momentum 
eigenfunctions t/J(j, m) in Sec. 3. We shall leave out, however, 
the discussion on the basis functions of the improper point 
groups related to tetrahedral (T), cubic (0), and icosahedral 
(Y) groups partly because we are as yet unable to classify the 
complete set of ifJ (j, m) according to the irreps of T, 0, and Y, 
and partly because comprehensive tables of the basis func
tions for the cubic groups are available in the existing tables. 8 

SchOnfties Shubnikov 

SO(3)h oo/oo·m 
Cooh oo:m 
Coo v oo·m 

Dooh m·oo:m 

Cn,!>' S2n" ne:m , 2no 

C"oh,S2n .. no:m,2n, 

Cnv n ·m 

Dn~" Dnud m·ne:m, 2no ·m 

Dnoh,DI1,.d m ·no:m, 2n,· m 

Th 6/2 
Td 3;4 

Oh 6/4 
Yh 3/ TO 

(3) The different notations on the fifith line mean that Cn,;-Cn,!>-n,:m and Cno,-S2no - 2no. 
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TABLE II. The irreps and the basesofC~1 (C~h)' 

Cz(a) 

exp( - ima) 
exp( - ima) 

(1) cr. Eq. (5.2) ofl. 
(2) -1T<a<1T, m = 0, ±!, ± 1, .. ·. 

1 
-1 

Bases 

l/A.j,m). 
l/A.j,m). 

2. CLASSIFICATION OF THE IMPROPER POINT 
GROUPS 

In order to arrive at a new modified system of classifica
tion wh.ich is best suitable for describing the general irreps of 
improper point groups G, we shall first reexamine the con
struction ofG. In general, S an improper point group G has an 
invariant subgroup H of index 2 which is a proper point 
group. Thus, one can decompose G into the left cosets with 
respect to H, 

(2.la) 

where A is an improper point operation which satisfies 

ABA -I, A 2El1 for any BEll. (2.lb) 

On account of condition (2.1 b), only a very limited num
ber (" 3) of improper operators are compatible with any giv
en H, obviously within a multiplicative operator BEll. For 
example, when H = Cn , the allowed set of A may be chosen 
to be 

A A A 

A = i, C2n ( = i c2n ), c~ ( = i c~), (2.2) 

where i is the inversion, c2n is the 2n-fold rotatory-inversion 
axis parallel to en eC n , and c~ is a mirror reflection parallel to 

en' These correspond to I, 2n, and 2 in the international 
notations. For H = D n' we have only two augmenting opera
tors, 

(2.3) 

where c~ does not come in since e~ EDn' Analogously, for 
H = T, we have A = i, C4 and for H = 0 or Ywe have only 
A = i. In this way, we have constructed the complete set of 
improper point groups as fven by Table I. It shows that only 
three types of operations i, C2n , and c~ are sufficient for A in 
order to construct all the improper point groups from the 
proper point groups. 

Since a given set {H, A J uniquely defines a G, it seems 
most natural to classify G by the set {H, A J and denote the 

TABLE IV. The irreps and the bases of D~, (D~h)' 

Doo; Czla) Ci. 1I 

A" 1 1 1 
A,. I I -1 
A 2• 1 -1 1 
A 2. 1 -1 -1 
Em. Mmla ) M{"IP) 1 
Em. Mmla ) M{,,(P) -1 

II) Cf. Table III. 
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TABLE III. The irreps and the bases of C", u ("",D ~ ). 

C~u Cz(a) 

A, 1 
A2 1 
Em Mm(a) 

(1) cr. Table I ofI. 
(2) -1T<a,p<1T. 

Cip Bases 

1 l/A.j .. 0)., l/A.jo, 0). 
-1 l/A.j., 0)., l/A.jo, 0). 
M{,,(P) [tf+U, m), tf-U, m)], 

[tf-U, m), - tf+U, m)]. 

(3)j. Uo) is aj with an even lodd) integral part. 

[
cosma 

(4)Mm(a)= . 
smma 

-Sinma] , 
cosma 

Mi IP) = I _1)2i [CC::- mp 
m smmp 

sinmP] . 
- cosmp 

set by HA. with A being expressed by symbols; 

(2.4) 

where suffixes i, p, and v correspond to the augmenting oper
ators i, C2n , and c~, respectively. Thus, for example, when 
H = C n or Dn we have Cn;, Cnp, C nv or Dnj! Dnp. In Table I, 
these symbols are compared with the SchOnfliess and the 
Shubnikov6 symbols. In particular, note that T; = Th , Tp 

= Td , and 0; = 0h' The symbol Hv agrees with the Schon
flies while H; agrees with it only when G = Cn.;' It is also 
noted that the present symbols and the international sym
bols use rotatory-inversion axis instead of rotation-reflection 
axis. 

Now we are ready to construct all the irreps ofG from 
those of H. By definition, all irreps of H; follow from 

H;-::::dI XC;, C; = fe, iJ, (2.5a) 

while those of Hp and Hv follow from 

C np c::!!.C2n , Dnp~2n' Tpc::!!.O, Cnv~n' n> I 
(2.5b) 

with the correspondence c2n ++C2n and c~ ++C~ • These isomor
phisms will hold for their double groups as well. There exist 
further isomorphisms given by 

(2.6) 

with the correspondence 1++c2, which holds, however, only 
for the single groups since i2 = e, c~ = 'if (21T rotation) for a 
double group. Thus, only the former set of isomorphisms is 
necessary and sufficient to construct all the irreps (vector 
and spinor) of H;, Hp, and Hv from those of proper point 

Bases 

I/A.j.,O). 
I/A.j .. O). 
l/A.joo 0). 
I/A.jo,O). 
[tf+U, m), tf-U, mH. 
[tf+U, m), tf-U, mH. 
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TABLE V. The irreps and bases of Cni (Cn,h' S2n,,). 

Cni C~ 

exp( - i2rrmk In) 
exp( - i2rrmk In) 

1 
-1 

(1) Cf. (5.4) of I, where k and m are defined. 
(2) I/JIj, m) and I/JIj. m ± n) belong to the same irrep. 

Bases 

I/JIj,m)g 
I/JIj, m)u 

groups. The results of construction will be presented in the 
next section together with their basis sets. 

Before concluding this section, it is worthwhile to men
tion that the present system of the symbols is also very effec
tive in describing the complete set of the projective irreps of 
the point groups9 and that it can easily be extended to classi
fy the Shubnikov black and white point groups. 10 The pre
sent symbols also simplify the notations for the space groups. 
One can see this by comparing the present symbols for the 
seven crystal systems (the point symmetry of the Bravais 
lattice), 

with those written in Schonflies notation, 

S2' C2h ' D 2h , D 4h , D 3d , D 6h , 0h' 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

One also sees that (2.8) follows easily from (2.7) since c; is 
always a reflection through a plane perpendicular to c;. The 
symmetry hierarchy and the solvability of improper point 
groups are also easier to understand with the present sym
bols. 

3. THE BASIS FUNCTIONS OF THE IMPROPER POINT 
GROUPS 

We shall now construct the basis functions belonging to 
the irreps of the improper point groups. For this purpose, we 
shall first discuss the correspondence between the pure 
spinor bases ! ¢; (j, m) J and the general angular momentum 
eigenfunctions! ¢(j, m) J. The former I is defined by a set of 
(2j + I) monomials of two elementary spinors 51 and 52' 

¢; (j, m) = 5~- rn5~-m/[(j + m)!(j - m)!]1/2, 
(3.1) 

m=j"j-l, ... , -j, 

wherej is an integer or a half integer. It is stressed here that 
we have assumed the positive sign convention for the square 
root in (3.1) without any other phase factor which may de-

TABLE VI. The irreps and bases ofCnp (C""h' S2n)~C2n' 

c" 2n 

exp( - irrmk.ln) 

C~ 

1 
-1 

exp( - irrmkoln) 

(1) k, (ko) is even (odd) k with k = 0, ± 1 .... , ± (n - 1), n. 
(2) -n<m#O<n. 
(3)l/JIj. m) and I/JIj, m ± 2n) belong to the same irrep. 
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pendonm. The correspondence between I¢; (j,m)} and! t/!{j, 
m) J has been established first by Weyl,2 then by van der 
Waerden3 and by others4 with varying degrees of sophistic a
tion. We find it most convenient to restate it in a form of a 
theorem as follows: 

Theorem: The representation D j(U) of UeSU(2) based 
on the set ofthe (2j + 1) pure spinors ! ¢; (j, m)} defined by 
(3.1) is identical with the representation of the double group 
ofSO( 3) based on a set of(2j + 1) general angular momentum 
eigenfunctions! t/!{j, m) J for a system of any number of the 
electrons, provided that the set satisfies the phase conven
tion due to Condon and Shortley.4 

It should be noted that t/!{j, m) may depend on the spa
tial variable or the spin variable or both andj, m are the 
resultant angular momentum quantum numbers. In spite of 
the existing proofs of the theorem, it may be worthwhile to 
give the following simple proof which manifests the pahse 
convention. Let ! (/> (j, m) J be a set of spin angular momen
tum eigenfunctions of a system of 2j electrons given by a set 
of symmetrized spinors, 

(/> (j, m) = [(2j)!(j + m)!(j - m)!] -1/2~ P51(1) 
p 

'''51(j + m)52(j + m + 1)"'52(2j), (3.2) 

where the summation is over (2;1! permutations P 's of the 2j 
electrons. Here, Condon-Shortley's convention amounts to 
the positive sign convention for the square root in (3.2). In 
view of (3.1) and (3.2) it is evident that the representation 
Dj(U) of UeSU(2) based on I¢; (j, m)} is the same as those 
based on ! (/> (j, m)} under the direct product operation 
U(I)U(2) ... U(2j) of2j particles. Now, the theorem is proven 
since both sets {(/> (j, m) J and {t/!{j. m) J transform exactly in 
the same manner under the infinitesimal rotations expressed 
by the total angular momentum operator of the system. 

Now, to account for the inversion symmetry, let us de
note an even and odd ¢(j, m) by ¢(j, m)g and ¢(j, mJu, re
spectively. Then in comparison with the pure spinor bases of 
the proper point groups given in I, one can express all the 
basis functions belonging to the vector or spinor representa
tions of the improper point groups by t/!{j, m)g/n or by their 
linear combinations 

¢+(j, m)g/u = 2- 1/2 [¢(j, m) + t/!{j, - m)]g/u' 
(3.3) 

¢_(j, m)g/u = - i2- 1/2 [t/!{j, m) - ¢(j, - m)]g/u' 

As is well known, whenj equals an integer lone can express 

Bases 

I/JIj, O)g' '" ± (j, 2n)g, rfJ ± (j, n)u 
I/JIj, O)u, rfJ ± (j, 2nlu, '" ± (j, n)g 
I/JIj, mig, I/JIj, m - n)u 
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TABLE VII. The irreps and the bases of C •• ~ •. 

C •• C: C 2." Bases 

AI 1 
A2 1 

BI (_ l)k 

1 
-1 

( - 1)' + I j - <1') 

I/!UeIO' O)glu, I/! ± (je' n )glu, I/! ± (jo, n )ulg 
I/!(jelo, O)uIg' I/l ± (je' n)u/g, I/l ± (jo, n)glU 
I/! ± (jo, n/2)glu, I/l ± (je' nl2)uIg 

B2 (-w ( _1)"j-<1n) I/! ± (jo, n/2)u/g, I/l ± (je' nl2)glu 
Em Mm(k) Mim(q) [I/l+(j, m), I/l-(j, m)lg 

[I/l-(j, m), - I/!+(j, m)lu 

(1) Cf. Table II ofl where k, q, and m are defined. 
(2) E(n) = 0 for even nand E(n) = 1 for odd n. 
(3) I/l ± (j .. n)glu means I/l+(j .. n). or I/l-(j .. n)u' 
(4) Mm(k) = Mm(a = 217'kln), Mim(q) = Mim({3= 2p In) where Mm (a) andM-:"({3) are defined in Table III. 

TABLE VIII. The irreps and the bases of D nl (D n,h' D n"d ). 

D,,; C: C 2." 

A lg 1 1 
A lu 1 -1 
A 2g 1 -1 
A 2u 1 -1 

BIg ( -I)k ( - I)" + I j - <1.) 

B lu ( -I)k ( _ I)" + 1 j - <1.) 

B 2g ( _I)k ( - I)" j- <1') 

B 2u ( _I)k ( _ I)" j- <{n) 

Em. Mm(k) M~(q) 

Emu Mm(k) M-:"(q) 

(I) Cf. Table VII. 

TABLE IX. The irreps and the bases of D.p (Dn•h , D.,d)"",D2 •• 

AI 
A2 
BI 

cke 
2. 

B2 I 
Em Mm(ke) 

(I) Cf. ofTable VII. 
(2) m = !, I, ... ,n - !. 

C' 2. q~ 

-I 
-I 

I 

M~(qe) 

C kO 
2n 

I 
-I 
-I 

Mm(kO) 

C' 2. qo 

-I 

I 
-I 

M-:"(qo) 

(3) Note that Mm Ik ) = Mmla = 1Tkln), Mim(q) = M-:"I{3 = 1Tq/n). 

the bases by harmonic polynomials Y(/, m) which satisfy 
Condon-Shortley's convention. In this important special 
case, t/J ± U, m) reduce to 

Y+(/, m) = N1.mPI_m(z)Re(y - ix)m, 
(3.4) 

Y _(I, m) = N1.mP1_ m(z)lm(y - ix)m, 

where Nlm is the normalization constant, P1_ m (z) is a real 
polynomial of z with degree I - m and Re (1m) denotes the 
real (imaginary) part. 

In Tables II-IX we have classified the complete set of 
t/JU, m) according to the irreps of the improper point groups 
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1 
-I 

1 
-I 

I 
-I 

I 
-I 

I 
-1 

Bases 

¢i..j .. O)g, I/! ± (je/o, n)g 
¢i..j .. O)u' I/! ± (jeIO' n)u 
¢i..jo, 0)., I/! ± (jOle' n)g 
¢i..jo, O)u' I/! ± (jOle> n). 
I/! ± (jO/ .. n/2). 
I/! ± (jOle' n/2)u 
I/! ± (jelO' n/2). 
I/! ± (je/O' nI2). 
[I/l ± (j, m), I/!-U, mll. 
[I/l± U,m),I/!_U,mll. 

Bases 

¢i..j .. 0)., I/! ± UeIO' 2n)., I/! ± (je/O' n). 
¢i..jo, 0)., I/l ± UeIO' 2n)., I/! ± UOle' n). 
I/! ± (jOle' n)., ¢i..jo, 0)., I/l ± UOle' 2n). 
I/! ± (jeIO' n)., ¢i..je' 0)., .p ± UeIO' 2n). 
[I/l+(j, m), I/l-U, mIl. 
[I/l+U, m - n), .p-U, m - nIl. 

G corresponding to en and Dn. Here, we have used the simi
lar notations for the symmetry operations and for the irreps 
as in I as much as possible. It is also noted that the spinor 
representations given in these tables are the corresponding 
projective representations whose characters are the class 
functions ofG. This has been discussed in detail in Sec. 8 of I. 

An additional remark is helpful in utilizing these com
prehensive sets of the basis functions given in the tables. Fre
quently, these basis functions can be simplified by further 
linear combinations of t/JU, m) with different j or simply us
ing the fact that the variables z and (x,y) do not mix under the 
operations of the uniaxial or dihedral groups. For example, 
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according to Table VI, a basis of the irrep E I/2 ,u of the group 
Dni is given by a row vector [,p+(!,!), ,p-(M)]u' Using the 
vector coupling coefficients II one obtains 

,pH, !)u -z¢> (!, !) + (x + iy)¢> (!, - !), 
(3.5) 

Since z and (x, y) do not mix under the operations of D ni' we 
obtain two simplified basis sets belonging to EI/2,u given as 
follows: 

[z¢>_, -z¢>+], [x¢>++y¢>_, -x¢>_+y¢>+], (3.6) 

where ¢> + = ¢> + (!, !) and ¢> _ = ¢> _ (!, !). It is noted that the 
same results could be obtained by the linear combinations of 
two sets ,p ± (!, !)u and ,p ± H, !)u belonging to the same irrep. 

These basis sets given in Tables II-IX expressed by the 
elementary basis sets Y(/, m) can be used to construct the 
SALe's (symmetry adapted linear combinations) of any giv-
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A unified theory of the point groups. IV. The general corepresentations of the 
crystallographic and noncrystallographic Shubnikov point groups 
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A new system of classification for all the Shubnikov point groups G S is presented, which is best 
suited for describing their isomorphisms as well as their construction. By the new classification 
and the modified form ofthe corepresentations, there are presented the simple general expressions 
of the irreducible corepresentations for the 10 minimum sets of proper G s, from which all coirreps 
of the remaining GS follow. (Icosahedral groups are excluded.) 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a series of papers 1-3 (referred to as I, II, and III) we 
have developed the representation theory of point groups by 
regarding their double groups as subgroups ofSU(2). In 
these papers, we have derived the general irrepsl and the 
general projective irrepsl of the double point groups and in
troduced a new system of classifications of the improper 
point groups which is best suitable for describing their iso
mophisms. 3 In the present work we shall construct the gen
eral coirreps (irreducible corepresentations4) of all the Shub
nikovs- 7 (or antiunitary) point groups GS with an exception 
of icosahedral groups. 

The basic theory of corepresentations has been devel
oped by Wigner.4 Based on this theory, the coirreps ofthe 
crystallographic Shubnikov groupsS-7 (point and/or space 
groups) are worked out and tabulated by Dimmock and 
Wheeler,8 Bradley and Cracknell,7 and Miller and Love9 in 
varying degrees of sophistication. In spite of this, certain 
simple features of the theory are not well recognized; one is 
the isomorphism between the proper and improper Shubni
kov point groups 10 and the other is a modified form of core
presentation which is more explicit than the usual form4.7 

originally due to Wigner. In order to utilize these features, 
we shall reconstruct the Shubnikov point groups G S and in
troduce a new system of classification which is best suitable 
for describing the isomorphisms and hence for describing 
the general coirreps of the infinite set of G s. By means of this 
system and the modified form of the corepresentations we 
shall present the simple general expressions of the irreduci
ble corepresentations for the 10 minimum sets of proper G s, 
from which all the coirreps of the remaining GS will follow. 

In Sec. 2, we shall introduce a new construction and 
classification of G S and establish the isomorphism between 
the proper and improper G S along the line developed in III. 
In Sec. 3, we shall develop the modified theory of the core
presentations of antiunitary groups following the approach 
developed in II. Then in Sec. 4, we shall present actual ex
pressions of the coirreps of the minimum 10 Shubnikov point 
groups mentioned above. 

2. A NEW CLASSIFICATION OF THE FULL SHUBNIKOV 
POINT GROUPS 

In order to arrive at a new modified system of classifica
tion for the Shubnikov point groups G s, which is best suited 

for describing their general coirreps, we shall first discuss the 
construction. Since we are interested in both the integral and 
half-integral coirreps, we shall base our argument on the 
double point groups from the outset as in I. Thus, hereafter, 
we mean by a point group its double group unless otherwise 
specified. Let us denote SU(2) by Gs and the improper Gs by 
Gs;. Then, a point group is defined by a subgroup of Gs;. 

A Shubnikov point group G S may be defined by its halv
ing subgroup H « Gs;) in the form of a left coset decomposi
tion, 

G S = H + aoil, ao = Ox; xEGsi> (2.1) 

where ao is an antiunitary operator defined by time inversion 
o and a unitary operator x. Following Wigner,4 we set 
o = cry K (cry the Pauli spin, K the complex conjugation). By 
definition, 0 commutes with all elements of Gs; and 0 1 = e 
(21T rotation). 

Now, according to Wigner, the corepresentations of G S 

are constructed by augmentation of the representations of H 
with ao. Thus, it seems best to construct G S through (2.1) for 
the present purpose. We first note that, H being a normal 
subgroup of G s, x has to satisfy 

(2.2) 

On account of this condition, only a very limited number 
«6) of x is allowed for a given H, obviously within a multi
plicative factor of hER. As in the case of improper point 
groups,l the maximum set of x for a given H occurs when 
H = Cn (uniaxial group). The set may be chosen to be 

[XlI = e,i, C1n ,c1n ( = ic1n ), c~,c~( = ic~), (2.3) 

where e is the identity operator, i the inversion, C1n a 2n-fold 
rotation axis parallel to CnECn , and c~ a binary rotation per
pendicular to C n EC n' and the rest are the rotatory inversion 
axes. For the remaining point groups with higher symme
tries than Cn , only subsets ofthe maximum set [x} of (2.3) 
are sufficient to provide x. Thus, for example, when H = D n 

we have x = e, i, C1n , C2n , and when H = T, x = e, i, C4 , c4 • In 
this way we can easily construct all G S through (2.1). 

Since the set of compatible pair {H,x J uniquely deter
mines G s, it is most convenient to express G S by H x using 
symbols for x such that 

(2.4) 

where the superscripts correspond to the operations given in 
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TABLE I. The Shubnikov point groups. 

No. H X Shubnikov International Isomorphisms G 

G! oo/oo·m 00 oom' G; GSi 

2 C;~ oo:m 00 1m' C:, C~; 

3 C: oo:f 00 2' C: Doc 

4 C';., oo·m oom' C: Coo v 

5 C: i m·oo:m oo/mm' C:XC, Doo; 

6 C~v m· oo:m oo/m'm D:' Doo; 

7 D~ m· oo:m oo/m'm' D'oo Doo; 

8 C~ 2no, n,:,!! lib, nelm' C~ Cni 

9 C: 2n (2n), C: C 2n 
-

10 C~ 2ne , ~ 2n' C: Cnp 

II C~ n:f ne 2'2', no2' C~ Dn 

12 C~ n·m nem'm', nom' C~ Cnv 

13 C~i 2n, :m, 2no:m (2n,),lm, (2no)'lm' qxc, C 1ni 

14 C~i '!! . n, :m, 2no' '!! ne/mm'm', nom' C~XC; Dni 

15 C~p 2n, :'!!, 2no:m (2ne)'lm', (2no)'lm C;n C 2ni 

16 C~p 2n, . '!!, '!! . no:m ~2'm', 2nom'2' C~n Dnp 

17 C~v m· ne:,!!, 2no ·m ne/m'mm, no'm D~ Dni 

18 C~v 2n ·m (2n)'m'm D~ C 2nv 

19 C~v 2n, . m, m . no:,!! 2n;2'm, 2no'm2' D~ Dnp 

20 D~ '!! . ne :'!!, 2no' '!! ne/m'm'm', no'm' D~ D l1i 

21 D~ 2n:2 (2n)'2'2 D~ D 2n 

22 D~ 2n • . m, '!! . no:,!! 2ne '2m', 2no'm'2 D~ Dnp 

23 D: i m . 2n, :m, m . 2no:,!! (2ne)'lmm'm, (2no)'lm'm'm D~XC; D 2ni 

24 D~p m . 2ne :'!!, m . 2no:m (2n,),lm'm'm,(2no),lmm'm D~,. D 2ni 

25 T; 6/2 m'3 T' T; 

26 Tq 3/4 4'32' Tq 0 

27 TP 3/~ 4'3m' Tq Tp 

28 n §/4 m3m' TqXC; 0; 

29 T' p §/4 m'3m 0' 0, 

30 0; §/4 m'3m' 0' 0; 

31 y; 31 lQ S'3m' Y' y, 

(1) The grey groups He are not listed. 
(2) n. (no) denotes even (odd) n; thus, equivalence of the notations mean that, e.g., C~" - 2no, C~. _n.:,!! for No.8. 

(3) n > 1 for Nos. 17-24. 

(2.3) in that order, respectively. We also express the unitary 
point group H by its symbol introduced in III; e.g., the im
proper point groups corresponding to a proper point group P 
augmented by t, C2n , and ci are expressed by Pj , Pp ' and Pv ' 

respectively. Using these symbols we have presented all the 
Shubnikov point groups in Table I (except for the grey 
group 7 H e which occurs for every H) and compared with the 
corresponding Shubnikov and international symbols (see 
Ref. 6, p. 142). It is noted that the present system of symbols 
classifies whole G S into 44 sets, of which 31 sets belong to the 
Shubnikov magnetic (or black and white) point groups and 
13 sets belong to the grey groups. 

Now, we shall describe the isomorphism between the 
improper and proper Shubnikov point groups. The present 
system of symbols is introduced for this purpose. Making the 
one-to-one correspondence by 
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(2.5) 

we obtain the following isomorphisms, 

(2.6a) 

C~p=C~n' D~p~~n' T;=OX, C~v=D~. 
(2.6b) 

where x stands for an operator compatible with correspond-
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ing H and the symbols for improper point groups are defined 
in III. Moreover, when H = Pi> i.e., H is a direct product of a 
proper point group P and the group of inversion C j , we have 

(2.6c) 

Thus, from (2.6) we can obtain the coirreps of the improper 
G S from those of the corresponding proper G s, which can be 
expressed by one of the following general forms, 

(2.7) 

These are explicitly given in the fifth column of Table I. It 
should be noted that out of the total 44 sets ofGs, only 13 sets 
belong to the proper GS given in (2.7). Thus, the isomor
phisms reduce the labor of constructing the coirreps roughly 
to its one fourth. As it will be seen in the next section, all the 
coirreps of P U are trivially written down being one dimen
sional. Thus, we will literally be left with only P e and P q. 

There exist further isomorphisms3 which hold for the single 
Shubnikov point groups. These, naturally, do not help to 
construct their spinor representations. 

We shall make an additional remark on the ordinary 
method7

•
8 of constructing G s. Let G be a unitary group with 

a halving subgroup H. Then, G S is constructed through 
G S = H + B (G - H) except for its grey group. Obviously, 
this method is equivalent to the present one since the left 
coset decomposition yields 

G=H+xH. (2.8) 

For the sake of comparison, we have also listed G in the last 
column of Table I. As one can see from the table, the classifi
cation by the Schonfties8 notation G (H) or by the Shubnikov 
or the international symbols is not really effective in describ
ing the isomorphisms (see also III). Precisely, this situation 
made us introduce the present system of symbols for G s. 

3. GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE COIRREPS OF as 
As is mentioned in the Introduction, the basic theory of 

corepresentations of the antiunitary groups has been worked 
out by Wigner. 4 We shall present the basic coirreps in a form 
which is more explicit than the original form of Wigner fol
lowing the approach developed in II for constructing the 
projective irreps. This approach makes the theory more 
transparent and also simplifies the explicit presentation of 
the final results. 

Let us assume that there is given a complete set of uni
tary irreps {..1 V(h ) I of h belonging to the halving subgroup H 
of G s, and let f/lv be a basis row vector belonging to..1 v. Then 
we have 

(3.1) 

Since..1 V(ao- Ihao)* is an irrep of H, it must be equivalent to 
one oftheirrepsofH, say, the,uth irrep..1 1-'. Then there exists 
a unitary matrix N (ao) such that 

..1 V(ao-1hao)* = N(ao)-I..1 I-'(h )N(ao)' 

aof/lv = ifJ I-' N (ao), 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

where ifJ I-' is a basis belonging to..1 1-'. Accordingly, the set of 
row vectors [f/lv,ifJ 1-'] defines a corepresentation D (v, 1-') of G S 
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as follows: 

D (.d'I-')(h ) = [..10 V(h) 0 ] 
..1 I-'(h) , 

D lv, I-')(ao) = 
[
0 ..10 V(a02)N(ao)-I.]. 
N(ao) 

(3.3) 

There exist three cases for D lv, 1-'). It is customary to discuss 
the third case first4

: 

Case (c): v=l=,u. The corepresentation D lv, 1-') is irreduci-
ble. 

Case (b): v =,u, N(aolN(ao)* = -..1 V(a&). 
is simplified to 

Dlv,v)(h) = [~V(h I 

D (v,V)(a ) = [0 
o N(ao) 

(3.4) 

which is again irreducible. Hence, f/lvand ifJ v are linearly 
independent unless they are null. 

Case (a): v = ,u, N (oolN (00 ). =.::1 "(0&). The corepresen
tation D (v, 1-') is reduced to two coirreps D Iv + ) and D Iv - ) 
given by 

D (v ± )(h ) =.::1 V(h), D (v ± )(ao) = ± N (ao)' (3.5) 

Either one of them provides the required coirrep since D (00 ) 

has an arbitrary phase factor for a given D (h ). The corre
sponding basis sets are given by 

t/fv±) = f/lv ± (aof/lV)N(ao)-1 (3.6a) 

which satisfy, as they should, 

aot/fv ± ) = t/fv ± )D Iv ± )(ao)' (3.6b) 

At least, one of t/fv + ) and t/fv - ) is not null unless f/lv is null. 
The corepresentations given by (3.3H3.5) are basic to 

all the coirreps of G s. These are completely explicit in terms 
of the irreps of the halving subgroup H if the transformation 
matrix N (ao) is known. Wigner's form of the coirrep which 
corresponds to D lV, 1-'1 of (3,3) is different from the present 
form since it has.::1 V(ao- Ihao)· in the place of.::1 I-'(h) and 
N(ao) = 1 for v=l=,u. Thus, it does not identify.::1 I-' and re
quires further calculation of.::1 V(ao- 1 hao)· for all h, while the 
present form requires calculation of single matrix N (ao) for 
most cases of practical applications; this may be seen from 
that the new basis ifJ I-' is given by (oof/l")N (ao) -1 • 

Now, when.::1 v is one dimensional, one may take 
N(ao) = 1 adjusting the phase factor. In the case of higher 
dimensions, it is determined through (3.2a) or (3.2b). We 
shall calculate N (ao) through (3.2b) with use of the spinor 
bases of the point groups given in I. On account of the iso
morphisms of G S discussed in Sec. 2, one needs N (ao) only for 
ao = B, Bc2", and Bc~. There is no need to introduce many 
particle operators for B since we base our calculation on the 
one-particle spinor basis: The representations ± 1 of 
B 2( = e) simply follow from the dimensions of the representa
tions. 

Following the notation given in I, let { ifJ (j,m) I be a set of 
2 j monomials of two elementary spinors 51 and 52 belonging 
to the irrep D (;) of Gs • If we adapt the phase convention 
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fJf/J (j,m) = ( - w -mf/J (j, - m), (3.7) 

following Kramers and Wigner,4 and Condon-Shortley," 
then we have 

fJc2n f/J (j,m) = ( - w- m exp(hrmln)f/J (j, - m), (3.8) 

fJc;f/J(j,m)=i- 2mf/J(j,m), (3.9) 

where use have been made of the spinor representations of 
C2n and c~ assuming C2n and c; are parallel to the z and x 
axes, respectively. From these relations (3.7)-(3.9), one can 
calculate N(ao) for the proper Shubnikov point groups pe, 
pq, andPU. 

Before proceeding further, we shall exemplify the pre
sent approach by calculating the coirreps of the grey group 
G: and those of P U from (3.7) and (3.9), respectively. If one 
compares (3.7) with (3.6b) one immediately concludes that 
all the coirreps of G: belong to case (a) and are given by 

DIJ1(fJ)nm = N(fJ)nm = ( - w- mt5(n, - m) 

n,m = j,j - 1, ... , - j. (3.10) 

This was first derived by Wigner4 through matrix transfor
mation (3.2a) with ingeneous argument. 

Next, to calculate the coirreps of P u, it is noted that the 
only groups contained in P U are e ~ and e: . Since the irreps 
of a uniaxial group are all one dimensional and their spinor 
bases are given by f/J (j,m) where m identifies the irrep; com
parison of (3.9) and (3.6b) yields that all coirreps of P U are 
one dimensional belonging to case (a). Thus, one can take 
N(fJc;) = 1 for all pu. 

To construct the coirreps of pe andpq, it is necessary to 
discuss the transformation properties of spinor bases 
f/J ± (j,m) introduced in I. For the present purpose, however, 
it is most convenient to redefine f/J ± (j,m) with an extra 
phase factor 

f/J+(j,m) = 2-1/2[f/J (j,m) + f/J (j, - m)]ii+ m, 

f/J-(j,m) = 2- 1
/

2i- 1 [f/J (j,m) - f/J (j, - m)]ii+ m. (3.11) 

Then, we have 

fJf/J ± (j,m) = f/J ± (j,m) for integral m, 

fJf/J ± (j,m) = ± if/J~ (j,m) for half-integral m. (3.12) 

Thus, for a two-dimensional basis 
<P (j,m) = [f/J+(j,m),f/J_(j,m)] belonging to the irrep Em of 
dihedral groups given in I, we have 

fJ<P(j,m) = <P(j,m)Ym, 

fJc2n <P (j,m) = <P (j,m)Zm' (3.13a) 

where Y m = 12 or uy depending on m integer or half-integer, 
12, the 2 X 2 unit matrix, uy the Pauli spin, and 

Z = y [cos (1Tmln) 
m m sin (1Tmln) 

- sin (1Tmln)]. 
cos (1Tmln) 

(3.13b) 

Analogously, one can calculate N (ao) for the higher dimen
sional representations. 

With the preparations given above we can calculate all 
the coirreps of pe and pq. We shall, however, present them 
in the next section together with all the other results after 
introducing a suitable set of notations for the coirreps. 
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4. THE COIRREPS OF THE SHUBNIKOV POINT GROUPS 

We shall now present all coirreps of the proper Shubni
kov point groups in terms of the irreps..1 v of the halving 
subgroups and N (ao). We shall use the following notations 

D (..1 v,L1 I-';N (ao)) for D (v. 1-') of (3.3 )ECase (c), 

D (..1 \..1 v;N (ao)) for D (v,v) of (3.4)ECase (b), (4.1) 

D(..1 V;N(ao)) for D(v+) of (3.5)ECase (a). 

For simplicity, however, we shall not list the trivial cases of 
one-dimensional coirreps which can be expressed by 
D (..1 v; 1). Thus, the coirreps of P U will not be given since all 
of them belong to the trivial one-dimensional case. Then in 
view of Table I, it is only necessary to give the coirreps of the 
10 sets of the proper GS, 

G:; e':x, ,e~,e~; D':x, ,D~,D~; T',P; oe, (4.2) 

of which the coirreps ofG: are already given by (3.10). It is 
also noted that Y U is simply excluded. 

In the following, the coirreps of these nine sets of the 
proper G S with the dimensions higher than one are given 
together with the irreps of the respective halving subgroups 
given in I: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

en; 
ee. 

n' 

e q
• n' 

Doo ; 

De . 
00' 

Dn; 

De. 
n' 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

M O,Mn12 ,M ±m; m = p, ... ,~(n - 1), (4.4a) 

D(Mn12,MnI2;1)n = odd ,D (Mm,M _m;1), 
(4.4b) 

D (Mn12,MnI2;I)n = even ,D (Mm,M _ m;1). 
(4.4c) 

AIA2,Em; m = ~,1, ... ,oo, (4.5a) 

D(Em;Ym); for Ym see Eq. (3.13). (4.5b) 

AI,A2' B I , B2,Em; m = p, ... ,~(n - 1), 
(4.6a) 

D (BI> B2;I)n = odd ,D (Em ;Ym), (4.6b) 

D~; D(BI' B2;1)n =even,D (Em;Zm), (4.6c) 

where Ym and Zm are given in Eq. (3.13). 

5. T; A, B I, B2,T,EI/2,EI/2' = BI XEI /2, 

E I /2" = B2xE1/2' (4.7a) 

T'; D (BI' B2;1),D (EI/2;Uy),D (EI/2',EI/z";uy), 
(4.7b) 

P; D (T;~ ),D (EI /2;Z ),D (EI /2';Z ),D (EI /2";Z ), 
(4.7c) 

where l2 

-1 
o 
o 

E I/2 ' =A2xEI/2,Q = E XEI/2 

o e; D (E; 12),D (TI; 13 ),D (T2; 13 ), 

D (EI /2;uy),D (EI/2';Uy),D (Q;.l'y), 

- ~]. (4.7d) 
-I 

(4.8a) 

(4.8b) 
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where ~y is the 4 X 4 Dirac spin given by O'y EB O'y. 

It is interesting to note that the first coirreps of C ~o and 
C:. given in (4.4b) and (4.4c), respectively, are the rare ones 
belonging to case (b). It is also noted that all the coirreps of 
Cr, G~, C:" C:, D~., D:", D:', Tq, and 0' belong solely 
to case (a). One can immediately draw similar conclusions 
for improper GS through the isomorphisms given by (2.6). 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It has been shown that the new classification of the full 
Shubnikov point groups G S based on the halving subgroups 
H and the augmenting operators Ox are very effective in con
structing G S as well as describing their coirreps. By estab
lishing the isomorphisms between the proper and improper 
G S we are able to describe the coirreps of all G S by those of 10 
minimum sets of the proper G S given in (4.2). Since the basic 
form of the coirreps introduced in (3.3) is more explicit than 
the usual form originally due to Wigner, we are able to de
scribe theircoirreps by simple expressions given in (4.3)-(4.8) 
and (3.10). These are completely explicit in terms of the ir
reps of the halving subgroups. As is well known there exist 
90 Shubnikov crystallographic point groups. In the usual 
presentations,7.8 each G S is separately tabulated. These are 
easily reproduced with use of the simple general expressions 
given in (4.3)-(4.8) based on the present general classifica
tion. 

The form of the coirreps given in the present work is 
particularly suitable for constructing the symmetry adapted 
functions belonging to the coirreps; these functions are cal
culated from the symmetry adapted functions belonging to 
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the irreps of the halving subgroups by (3.2b) and (3.6a). There 
is no need of introducing the cumbersome projective opera
tors of the coirreps of G S to construct the symmetry adapted 
functions. 

The present work can be extended to calculate the pro
jective coirreps of G s, based on the projective irreps of the 
point groups introduced in II. This then enables us to write 
down the coirreps of the Shubnikov space groups. This ex
tension, however, will be discussed somewhere else. 
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Phase conventions consistent with duality between SUn and S L 
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The Schur-Weyl construction of irreducible tensors by symmetrized L th rank exterior products 
of a defining n-dimensional vector space establishes a duality between the coupling algebra of the 
unitary group Un and the symmetric group S L' The coupling coefficients shared by these two 
groups are real and possess symmetries due to complex conjugation in Un and association in SL' 
The unitary group is factored by its unitary unimodular subgroup SUn~ Un/U 1 so it is usual to 
identify the coupling algebras of Un and SUn by choosing the trivial (phaseless) coupling for U1. 
This establishes a set of equivalence relations since all pseudoscalar irreducible representations 
(iITeps) of Un subduce onto the scalar irrep of SUn. The question remains can this trivial 
identification with the coupling algebra of SUn be made consistent with the symmetries which 
follow from duality? Specifically the symmetries which follow from duality must be consistent 
with the equivalence relations. We argue such consistency may be obtained. The resulting 
symmetries place significant restrictions on the resolution of multiplicities and the choice of phase 
conventions for transformations which in the absence of duality are normally considered 
independently. We review the usual formulation of a coupling algebra and the identifications 
which follow from duality using a double coset decomposition of S L' Particular attention is given 
to the phase transformation introduced by a transposition in order of the two component irreps 
being coupled. Phase transformations needed for association and complex conjugation are 
examined to determine the symmetries they must exhibit to be consistent with duality. Two phase 
transformations needed for complex conjugation, the Derome-Sharp matrix and the Ijm factor, 
are shown to be related by association. A transposition phase convention and an association phase 
convention are proposed and shown to be consistent with all the symmetries required by duality. 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b, 03.65.Fd, 11.30.Jw 

I. DUALITY AND THE COUPLING ALGEBRA 

Schur and Weyl! established the fundamental duality 
between the integral iITeps of the general linear group GIn 
with its unitary Un and unitary unimodular SUn subgroups 
and the representation theory of the symmetric group S L' 

The generation of a complete vector space for the representa
tion of any compact or finite group by taking symmetrized 
products of a finite-dimensional vector defining space 
(Stone's version of the Peter-Weyl theorem2

) expresses this 
same duality. Inner products of Un and SUn are dual to 
outer products of S L and vice versa. In a series of papers,3 

using double coset (DC) decomposition of S L' we have devel
oped the consequences of this duality for the generalized 
Racah coupling algebra of Un. The most important conse
quences have been (a) the identification of recoupling coeffi
cients of Un with double coset matrix elements (DCME) of 
SL' (b) the identification ofisoscalar factors of Un with 
weighted double coset matrix elements (WDCME) of S L' 

and (c) the identification of DCME of S L with DCME of Un. 
The theory of S L implies these elements in suitable bases 
may be chosen real and possess the symmetry of association 
with respect to (w.r.t.) the alternating groupA L • The theory 
of Un implies these elements possess symmetry under the 
operation of complex conjugation in this group. Considering 
either group alone the symmetries which follow from the 
other group are surprising not only with regard to magni
tudes but also with regard to phase. Iteration procedures via 

generalized back coupling relations have been developed for 
evaluating a generalized DCME. However, these relations 
require definite phases be assigned at each step. 

The unitary group Un possesses a denumerably infinite 
set of pseudoscalar irreps because the unit matrix times a 
phase generates the normal abelian subgroup U 1. One there
fore considers the unimodular subgroup or more exactly 
SUn/Cn~Un/Ul, where Cn is the cyclic group on n items 
represented by the nth roots of unity times the identity ma
trix. The irreps of Un remain irreducible on restriction to 
SUn but one obtains the symmetry of equivalence due to the 
fact all pseudoscalar irreps of Un map to the scalar irrep of 
SUn. Since pseudoscalar irreps are one-dimensional these 
equivalences require further relations must hold for the mag
nitudes of the DCME and WDCME. These relations al
though surprising from the point of view of S L are readily 
verified in any specific evaluation of DCME or WDCME. 
One naturally wishes to choose the trivial coupling algebra 
(i.e., + I) for any abelian group and thus identify the cou
pling algebra of Un and SUn. The question remains can one 
resolve multiplicities and establish a phase convention that is 
consistent with the consequences of duality (i.e., the choice 
of real coupling coefficients evidencing symmetries due to 
association, complex conjugation, and equivalence)? We an
swer in the affirmative, first arguing that such a choice is 
possible and then proposing a specific phase convention 
which is compatible with duality. Our argument proceeds by 
examining all possibilities. Phase and multiplicity resolution 
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are established within a triad class giving the outer product 
prescription for coupling two component irreps to form a 
third. Equivalence relations fix equivalent triads into a class 
within which multiplicity is resolved in the same way and 
phases are fixed in definite relations. Association and com
plex conjugation relate in general distinct triad classes but 
with the same range of multiplicities. We argue the only 
cases in which there is a question about the possibility of 
arranging a phase convention consistent with duality is 
when these classes are identical. The triad classes under 
these identities separate into three cases. A detailed exami
nation of these cases is made using the proposed phase con
vention of Sec. VII showing compatibility with the symme
tries of duality. 

Phases for coefficients involving several triads, such as 
the DCME, are simple products of phases due to each con
stituent triad. The back-coupling relations are consistent 
with any phase convention which is essentially a product of 
phases from the constituent triads. They also preserve parity 
and are consistent with the symmetries of equivalence. 
Therefore any DCME or WDCME evaluated with their use 
will also be consistent with the symmetries of duality. While 
the phase convention we propose is used in our argument to 
exhaust the possibilities in the special cases and there are 
substantial restrictions placed on a phase convention by dua
lity, we make no claim that the convention proposed here is 
unique. The proposed phase convention is consistent with 
the usual choice of positive phase for maximum coupling 
and does reduce to the Condon and Shortley phase for SU2 
when consideration is restricted to bipartition irreps. 

Because of the many interrelationships considered no
tation has been a vexing problem. In general Greek letters 
will indicate an irrep (A ) or a phase (8,t/J,<P), while Latin let
ters will indicate a general basis member or multiplicity la
bel. For the symmetric group we will useA .. L (I- meaning a 
partition of), V1-3, and U1-2. The product symbols X, 0", ®, 

o will be used to designate direct, inner, outer (often omit
ted), and symmetrized outer and inner products, respective
ly. Straight line brackets will indicate the positive integer 
value (i.e., dimension) of the quantity bracketed, e.g., IG 1 is 
the group order or volume, 1...1. 1 theirrepdimension, IA;A)A21 
the outer product frequency, etc. However, in order to dis
tinguish an irrep dimension in S L from that in Un we will use 
1...1. 1 for the former and (A ) n for the latter. Summation on 
repeated Latin indices will be assumed, while sums on Greek 
indices will be explicit. The placing of the multiplicity label 
within a triad has proved a bothersome point. Subgroup se
quencing would suggest the placement (A:rA)A2), which 
placement make their role in the orthogonality of a DCME 

r A) 

[

A 
r' 

~ 
...1.2 ] r) r 2 

)r )...1.) )...1.2 

2r 0) 02 
(or a WDCME) more obvious, but such symbols appear 
cumbersome. So we have elected to use a posteri,or place
ment of the multiplicity w.r.t. its triad. Also a pre- or post 
index i or j will be assumed to range over two values unless 
specifically indicated that a range of three or more applies. 
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Thus the above DCME is often rendered as 

A, ] r 
i~j ,r 

r' rj 

and where multiplicity labels are not crucial to the argument 
they will be dropped but their presence should always be 
implied. 

Section II reviews the coupling algebra of Un in which 
we mainly follow Butler's4 paper. Particular attention is giv
en to questions of phase due to definitions, permutations, 
and complex conjugation. Double coset decomposition of 
the symmetric group is reviewed in Sec. III. Most of the 
considerations given here are applicable to any group. Gen
eral group theoretical considerations place restrictions on 
the matrices representing involutive operations such as asso
ciation, complex conjugation, and transpositions. These are 
given in Sec. IV. Section V reviews the identifications of dua
lity and presents the symmetries which must hold if duality 
is to apply to the coupling algebra of SUn. Section VI argues 
that a resolution of multiplicities and a phase convention 
consistent with duality can be obtained. The properties a 
phase convention must have in order to be consistent with 
duality are specified. A phase convention for permutation 
and association is prescribed in Sec. VII and is shown to have 
the properties required in the previous section. 

II. THE RACAH ALGEBRA OF Un 

Following Butler4 with some change in notation and 
convention we review the coupling algebra of Un. The for
mulation is sufficiently general to be applicable to any finite 
or compact group. The Wigner (Clebsch-Gordan or vector 
coupling) coefficients are elements of the unitary matrix that 
reduces the Kronecker product w.r.t. a group G being de
fined (up to a unitary transformation of the multiplicity in
dex) by 

= I (A)M)'A2M2I rA 3M3) 
A, 

(2.1) 

with 

(rA3M3IA)M)'A2M2)* = (A)M)'A2M2IrA3M3)' 

The more symmetric 3jm symbol is similarly defined but 
using the complex conjugate irrep so that group orthogona
lity allows the equivalent definition 

g ] [A2 g ] [A3 
M; M2 M2 M3 

g ] dg 
M; IGI 

=(A)) A2 A3)r*(AJ A2 A3)r 
\M M2 M3 M; M 2 M; . 

(2.2) 

While (2.1) is invariant under the transposition 1 ~2, the 
l.h.s. of (2.2) is invariant under S3' the permutations in order 
of the three matrix elements. The r.h.s. has the form of a 
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scalar product over the multiplicity index. Therefore the 
multiplicity index may be adapted to correspond to the ac
tion of S3 on the 3jm symbol. In all but one case the permuta
tion matrix may be chosen diagonal in the multiplicity index 
as tP(A)A:0-3r)Pl5rr', wheretP (A)A:0-3r) = ± 1 andp is the par
tity of the permutation. In case two or more component ir
reps are equivalent Deromes has shown the representation 
theory of the symmetric group fixes tP as 

(a)tP = + I if A)~2~3 and DEA3'(A) ® [2]) 

or A)~2~3 and DEA) ® [3], 

(b)tP = - I if A)~2~3 and DEA3'(A) ® [12]) 

or A)~2~~3 and DEA) ® [13], 

(2.3) 

where a indicates the scalar irrep of the group. The only 
exception to diagonalization of the permutation phase ma
trix occurs for A)~2~3 and DEA) ® [2,1], in which case 
one must use for the permutational phase matrices the two 
by two matrices ofthe irrep [2,1] of S3 in any of their stan
dard forms. 

One of the component irreps in (2.2) being the scalar 
irrep defines the 1jm symbol relating the complex conjugate 
of an irrep to the complex conjugate irrep 

[
A * g ] 
M* M'* 

= IAI~** a A )*[A g ]*(A* 
a M M M' W'* 

a A ) a M' .(2.4) 

We may consider the 1jm symbol in real form and abbreviate 
to 

IA 1)/2~** ~ ~ )=(A )MMO = tP (A )(A *)MOM' (2.5) 

This is just the Schur-Frobenius6 result, where tP (A ) is the 1j 
phase satisfying tP (A *) = tP (A )*. The 3jm symbol with com
plex conjugate irreps and the complex conjugate 3jm symbol 
are related by 

(
A. t 
M* ) 

,1* 2 

M* 2 
~r) r =~) ~2 ~J r*(AtlM,M; 

X (A 2) M,M; (A3) M,M;A {A)A:0-3)r'" . 
(2.6) 

The unitary matrix A is the Derome-Sharp? matrix which 
because complex conjugaton is involutive has the symmetry 

(2.7) 

For most groups, including Un and SUn, Butler shows 
tP (A.tltP (A. 2)tP (,13) = + Iforanytriad.Becausecomplexconju
gation and permutation in order commute one can show A is 
block diagonal in the permutational symmetry types dis
cussed above and independent of the order of the constituent 
irreps; i.e., 

(2.8) 

where rand r* are of the same permutational type. Compari
son of (2.1) to (2.2) using (2.4) shows the Wigner coefficient 
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can be identified with the corresponding 3jm symbol by 

~) ,12 A * ) r 
M2 M* 

= (alA *M *'AM) (rAM IA)McA2M2)0 (A)A:0- *r) 

(A *)MOM 
= IAI)/2 (rAMIA)McA2M2)O(A)A:0-*r). (2.9) 

The intermediate equality simply indicates the 3jm symbol 
can be considered to be (up to a phase) the vector coupling 
coefficient combining three component irreps in two succes
sive pairwise steps to form the scalar irrep. Equation (2.9) 
fixes a standard coupling sequence of these pairwise steps for 
relating the 3jm symbol to the Wigner coefficient. The phase 
o (A)A:0- *r) is arbitrary and could be set equal to I, which 
Butler adopts as the "sensible" choice. However, to corre
spond to choices in SU2 that have historical precedenceS and 
to allow certain generalizations of these conventions it must 
be retained. For the groups we consider it is possible to 
uniquely establish a maximum coupling for which 
A = A) + A2. A generalization of the Condon and Shortley9 

phase which we adopt requires a positive phase for maxi
mum coupling, in particular (AM IAM.a) = + 1 
= (AM I a'AM ). This convention requires an appropriate 

choice ofthe phase O. The choice 0 (A)A:0-3r) = tP (A)) pro
duces the simplest phase relations consistent with this con
vention and the phase rule we propose in Sec. VII, so we 
adopt that choice in all which follows. An additional phase 
o (A)A:0- *) has to be included in 0 (A)A:0- *) in order for our 
proposed phase convention to agree in SU2 with the Condon 
and Shortley phase for relating a 3jm symbol to the Wigner 
coefficient [viz. Ref. 8, p. 113 or Eq. (3.3), p. 39]. Such an 
additional phase depending on all three irreps of a triad has 
no effect on the relations given here and will effect only the 
overall sign ascribed to the 3jm symbol and is omitted in all 
which follows. If we designate the phase on transposition of 
the component irreps in the Wigner coefficient as 
iP (rA:A.)A2)' it is related to the 3j permutation phase by 

iP (rA:A.)A.2) = iP (rA:A.:0-tl = tP (A)A:0- *rJtP (A.)JtP (A2) 
= tP (A)A.:0- *rJtP (,t ). (2.10) 

Since the 3j permutation phase is independent of order we 
must have 

iP (rA.:A.)A2) = iP (rA t:A. *A.2)tP (A 2) 

= iP{rA !:A.)A *)tP (A)). 

For A)~2 we have 

(2.11) 

tP (A) ® aA *r) = iP (rA:A.) ® 0') = iP (rA t:A. * AtltP (A)) 
(2.12) 

and for A.)~2~ * we have 

tP(A)®vr) = iP(rAt:A.)®a)withtP(Atl = + 1. (2.13) 

The 1j phase is just the special case of the 3j phase with one of 
the component irreps the scalar irrep. 

A Wigner coefficient with complex conjugate irreps is 
related to the complex conjugate Wigner coefficient using 
(2.6) and (2.9) to give 
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(r*A *M IA 1M1·A !M!) 

= (rAM IA IM CA2M Z) *(AdM,Mr 

X (Az)M M.(A )tM.A (A:,1,IA 2 ),,.., 
, 2 

where 

A (A:,1,IAz),,. ~ (AIA~ *),,.. = A (A *:,1, 1A !),.,. 
Transposing and using (2.11) we conclude 

<P (rA:,1,IA 2 ) = <P (r*A *:,1, 1..1. n 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

For purposes of Sec. V we note the 9j recoupling coeffi
cient (overlap integral between two different sequences for 
pairwise coupling offour component irreps) is defined by the 
symmetric sum on six Wigner coefficients as 

(I A 'MlAjM) (rjAjM IjAjjMj) (Aj;Mj IIjAjMj) (AjMj I rAM ) 

(2.16) 

r' rj 
and is independent of the basis label M. A similar symme
trized sum on six 3j symbols (but including a sum on 
M = M ') defines the more symmetric 9j symbol related to the 
9j recoupling coefficient by 

[:..1. 
A. ] r 

= [I;A IIAj I] l12eA * 
A ~} r* 

;~j ;r ;ij ;r 
r' rj r'* rj 

XA (A *:,1, j*)~,A (A *:;..1. *),..,.. (2.17) 

The 9j symbol has permutational symmetry on its rows and 
columns and reflection across its main diagonal correspond
ing to the group S2 V (S3)2 of order 72. For SU2 Regge showed 
the Wigner coefficient possessed surprising additional sym
metries which now bear his name. We shall show in Sec. V 
that these derive from the higher symmetry of the 9j symbol. 
With one of the four component irreps being the scalar irrep 
the 9j recoupling coefficient contracts to the 6j recoupling 
coefficient. With two of the irreps being the scalar irrep the 9j 
recoupling coefficient contracts to a 3j permutation phase 

r' r' (2.18) 

Irrep basis labelling is usually specified w.r.t. a chain of 
subgroups G IGj • The Wigner coefficients can be expressed 
in terms of those of the subgroup times an isoscalar factor as 

(riA (rAjMj)I;A (;r;Aj;Mj)G 

=eA (2.19) 

r' 

Permutation phases and Ijm symbols similarly factor. The 
transposition phase factors as 

<P (rA:;A )G = <P (A,r;A;A.j,rj ;Aj )4> (rjAj :;Aj )G,' (2.20) 

where <P (r' ;A;A.j ,rj ;Aj) is the transposition phase of the isos
calar factor. The ljm symbol factors as 
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(

0 

=(~) ~* (2.21) 

where the dimensions, the scalar irreps, and compex conju
gation are to be considered w.r.t. the corresponding group. 
For the groups we shall consider the ljm symbol can be 
made a pure phase so the dimensional and magnitude factors 
of (2.21) cancel and we define the ljm phase factor as 

0.) ~ r . 

Aj r* 

(2.22) 

Establishing a scheme for evaluating the isoscalar factor and 
its permutation properties establishes by iteration the eva
luation of all coupling constants and their permutation 
phase convention. 

For the unitary and unitary unimodular groups factor
ing the maximum abelian subgroup UnIU1::::::SUnICn, 
where Cn is the cyclic group on n objects, corresponds to 
mapping the pseudoscalar irreps [I n] of Un onto the scalar 
irrep 0 of SUn. For UEUn the pseudoscalar irreps transform 
according to the determinant ul[ln]1 > = I [In] > (det U)I 

and determinantal powers couple trivially, 

ul[l7])1[1~]) 
= 1[17]) I [I ~ ]) (det U)/, + I, = ul [(II + lz)n]). (2.23) 

So one may identify the coupling algebra of Un with that of 
SUn. The question remains: Is this trivial identification still 
possible if one wishes to demand additional symmetries of 
the coupling coefficients which follow from duality? We an
swer this question in the affirmative in Sec. VI. 

III. DOUBLE COSET DECOMPOSITION OF SL 

Let SLj symbolize the direct product group XSLj such 
that 'J.Lj = L, then double cosets (DC) S;L \SLISL are in 
one to one correspondence with DC symbols ' 

the ;Lj taking on all non-negative integral values such that 
'J. ;Lj = Lj and 'J., ; Lj = ;L. The intertwining subgroups 
S,LrqSL, q-I::::::q-IS, LqnSL, is isomorphic to the direct pro

duct subgroup S, L,' The DC representative q can be chosen 
as that permutation which rearranges the ordered integers 1 
to L arranged in subsets C Lj ) ordered on the first index i and 
then on the second index j to an ordering on the second index 
j and then on the first index i, the order within each subset 
being maintained; i.e., 

q = (ILl zLI 3L I'''). 
ILl IL2 IL 3'" 

For our purposes we will restrict the range of i andj to two 
(or later when indicated to three) since all other DC decom
positions can be built in steps from decompositions into two 
parts. These DC we will call fundamental and q is the cyclic 
permutation {zL I + IL2),L, with parity ( - 1 ),L, ,L,. The dou-
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ble coeset matrix elements (DCME) representing q in a (gen
erally mixed) basis symmetry adapted to the two subgroup 
sequences on the left and on the right possess special block 
diagonal form because of Schur's lemma 

[r;AJ;~; ;m; rAjrj~j;mj] 
(3.1) 

The irreps are labels from the respective groups and the rows 
(columns) of the DCME must couple to the left (up) in accor
dance with the Littlewood-Richardson rules for outer pro
ducts. The indexes r label any multiplicity (IA:A IA21 > 1) con
nected with the various outer products. For ease in printing 
multiplicities may be omitted when their role is not crucial to 
the discussion. Since all subgroups we consider are ambiva
lent and have only irreps ofthe first Schur type (orthogonal 
irreps), the DCME may be chosen as elements of an ortho
gonal matrix; i.e., they are real with the inverse element giv
en by the transpose (interchange j andj indexes) such that 

k]r [A k]r J , , J ,= 8,;.,;..8"r. 8,r,,,. 
;Aj;r ;A ;Aj;r 

r" 
(3.2) 

The DCME is orthogonal on the label sets (r;A;rlrAjrj ), 
where A, ;Aj' and q act as fixed parameters. The DCME may 
be regarded as the orthogonal (overlap) transformation 
between equivalent bases symmetry adapted to the different 
subgroup chains. 

The group orthogonality and completeness conditions 
for finite or compact groups causes the weighted double co
set matrix element (WDCME) defined as 

(~ 
r' 

(3.3) 

(note a + 1 phase is chosen in this definition) to be ortho-

gonal on the label sets (rAr' I J;Ajrjq), where;A and Aj act as 
fixed parameters. The WDCME may be regarded as the 
orthogonal transformation between two induced bases 
known to be equivalent by Mackey's 10 subgroup theorem. 

In the case ;L = L; the DCME is expressed in a non
mixed bases, the DC representative belongs to the self-in
verse class 2,L_'I(,L, + ,L,i, and the character is given by the 
trace 

[A ]2,L, = 2: IIAIIIIA2112A21 
A)';') 

~, 
AI Al IAI IA2 rl' (3.4) X A IA2 02 r2 2 

r rl r2 
The trace is independent of the particular basis so we may 
choose L2 = IL2 with the more compact result 

[A ]2L = 2: IIAIIIA21 
A}IA. 

~, 
AI 1 IAI ~2 rl' (3.5) X A2 A2 

r r l 

Since the trace may be evaluated by Murnaghan'S II formula, 
(3.5) provides a useful constraint on the number of ± 1 roots 
for the DCME as being (IA I ± [A ]2L , )12. 

Whenever the order of two subsets become equal as for 
L I = L2 one may insert the semidirect product S2 VS L, 2 into 
the subgroup chain and utilize its irreps to label the DCME. 
If AI~2 the symmetrized outer products AI ®u (u~2) may 
partially resolve otherwise arbitrary muliplicities. It is im
portant to note that the orthogonality properties of the 
DCME and the WDCME are invariant under unitary trans
formations on the multiplicities. 

One may use the transitivity of equivalence transforma
tions to progress through a sequence of subgroup chains. 
Thus via the subgroup nesting 

one may express any fundamental DCME in terms of DCME with one vanishing component 

r' 

IA~IS [A Al 
IA2 Ir E AI 

o 02 0 
(3.6) 

S 

In such expansions each subgroup link corresponds to a DCME factor. Since the first and third DCME on the rhs of (3.6) are 
related by the transposition of a row or column to the form of the middle DCME, the basic task is to evaluate DCME of the lat
ter form. 

On the basis of sequential equivalence transformations two back-coupling relations have been developed which allow any 
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DCME to be evaluated from known DCME of lower rank. These relations are compatible with the symmetries of duality 
discussed in Sec. V and the phase convention proposed in Sec. VII so DCME evaluated with their use will also be compatible 
with these symmetries and phases. A particular application ofthe first back-coupling relation shows upon transposition of a 
column (similarly for a row) one has 

r~ ~II ~2~ I~= [~ ~22 
L~ zAI zAJ 2' zA zA2 

" 

where 

~2 ~I 
(j>(A:A.IA2)rs=~1 AI 

S 

is the fundamental transposition matrix to be fixed by a 
phase convention. 

When several subsets are of equal size the semidirect 
product groups offer more convenient subgroup nesting for 
expanding a fundamental DCME. The subgroup nesting 

gives the expansion for equivalent component irreps A, 

U l' t=~[1 ~;;r 
U' 

[

V 

X U 

[ 1 ] 

U' 

[1] 

[1] 
[1] [A r [1 ]] 

o ®v 
s 

A' 

A®u' ~ ]. 
(3.8) 

The use of semidirect product subgroups and symme
trized products introduces some ambiguity into the designa
tion of the DC representative since under 
SzVSi \S2L IS2 VSi the formerly distinct DC's with sym
bols 

[~ 
L 

L~K] L-K 
K 

and 

[~ 
L 

L~K] K 
L-K 

are coalesced into one DC. 
If the parity of K and L - K are the same there is no 

ambiguity in the phase convention for association. If they 
have opposite parity, we choose the DC representative to 
have the same parity as L. When using semidirect product 
subgroups care must be exercised in identifying equivalent 
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(3.7) 

I 
irreps of the isomorphic intertwining subgroups since the 
action of q may cause the interchange of distinct but similar 
classes. This nuance does not affect the phase arguments 
presented here. 

IV. ASSOCIATION AND 1jm FACTORS 

An involution is an automorphism on the group which 
when carried out twice results in the identity map. Under the 

involution, which we shall initially represent by a bar, a 
matrix irrep may become equivalent to another (barred) ir
rep by 

[~~] = (A )mm [~~r(A )~n' 
Carried out twice Schur's lemma requires 

(A )mm «(X )mm')- = ISmm, 0 (A ), 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

where 0 (A) = 0 (X )- is a basis independent phase. In case 
A~ Eq. (4.2) places a restriction on the phase transforma
tion required by the involution. 

Complex conjugation is an antiunitary involution ap
plicable to all groups. The Schur invariant 

0(...1.) = L trace [AgZ] 
g IGI 

classifies irreps into three types: 

(i) A .~ and thescalarirrepOiscontained in thesym
metrized square product IO:A. ® [2]1 = 1. In this case 
0(...1. ) = + 1 and the matrix representation can be 
made real (orthogonal) by a symmetric unitary 
transformation. 

(ii) A .~ and the scalar irrep is contained in the anti
symmetrized square product IO:A. ® W]I = 1. In 
this case 0 (A ) = - 1 and the matrix representation 
cannot be brought to real form (it is called symplec
tic) and (4.2) restricts the phase transformation to 
skew symmetric unitary matrices. 

(iii) A .~ and there is no restriction on the choice of 
0(...1. ) and the representation is complex. 

For complex conjugation the transformation is the 
Ijm matrix and 0 (A ) is the 1j phase which for Un we 
label ,p (nA ). 

The alternating group A L is a normal subgroup of index 
two in S L which give rise to the involutive operation of asso
ciation w.r.t. AL • Designating association by a tilde we have 
for 1T€SL 
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[~:] = (- W(A )mm [! ~](A )~ij, (4.3) 

where P is the parity of the permutation 1T and 

(A )mm(X )mm' = O(A )8mm'. (4.4) 

Note (4.3) is valid even when the matrix representation is in a 
mixed basis. As is the case for the Schur invariant association 
distinguishes three types of irreps in S L : 

(i) A~ and the antisymmetric irrep [1 L ] is contained 
in the symmetrized square inner product 
I [lL] :A.8[2] I = 1, in which case 0 (A) = + 1, 

(ii)A~and I[lL]:A.8[12]1 = 1, in which case 
o (A) = - 1, and 

(iii) A~, in which case there is no restriction on the 
choice 0 (A ). 

The association transformation is essentially a Ijm fac
tor for SL defined w.r.t. the one-dimensional anti symmetric 
irrep [ 1 L ]. From I [L ]:A.8[2] I = 1 and I [L ):A.8W] I = Oand 
the above inner product frequencies one can show the three 
association types correspond to the following Schur (com
plex conjugation) types in A L : 

(i) A! = (A > + + (A > _ and both are orthogonalirreps, 

(ii)A! = (A >+ + (A >_ with (A >~ ~(A >_, and 

(iii) A! = (A > is orthogonal. 

The association phase may be obtained by taking the 
Young tableau in standard order (the integers 1 to L entered 
in order from left to right proceeding in order from the top to 
bottom row) and interchanging rows and columns by trans
posing the frame about its main diagonal to obtain a Young 
tableau for the associate irrep. The association phase is 
o (A ) = ( - 1 (, where P is the parity of the permutation re
quired to restore standard order for !he associated irrep tab
leau. 12 For self-associate irreps A~ this become 
o (A) = ( - 1)IL - rl/2 whereris the number of nodes along the 
main diagonal of the Young frame (sometimes called the 
rank). This agrees with a result previously obtained by Butler 
and King. 13 

On symmetry adapting a basis to a subgroup chain both 
the 1jm matrix and the association matrix factor, thus defin
ing the corresponding Ijm and association factors. Before 
writing down their defining equations we need to consider a 
notational difficulty related to complex conjugation. In dis
cussing the Derome-Sharp factor we have used the star (*) 
symbol in a triad to denote complex conjugation w.r.t. the 
same group Un. For the 1jm factor we need to denote the 
complex conjugate irreps of a triad W.r. t. the subgroup chain 
U(nl + n2 )lUn l xUn2. To distinguish this meaning we will 
use a bar n symbol. In a formal manner we can extend our 
labelling by using partitions with negative components to 
distinguish contravariant tensors from covariant tensors in 
Un. Because all irreps labelled by n rowed rectangular 
Young frames are equivalent to the scalar irrep in SUn (i.e., 
[I n] ~[O]), one may always label the complex conjugate of 
an irrep in SUn by a partition with positive integral compon
ents as 
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(4.5) 

Since outer products forming rectangular irreps are multi
plicity free I [I n] :A.A * I = 1, this provides a unique way to 
label the irrep complex conjugate to A in SUn. Note equiv
alence in SUn also allows one to reduce all irrep labels in this 
group to partitions with less than n parts (In = 0). Using this 
notation the * and - symbols distinguish the triads 

([(/\ +/2t1A ]:[ljIAj]r*) and ([/ln,+ n21/A ]:[lnjIAj]r). 
Especially note the multiplicity labels, although related, 
must be distinguished in the two triads. Because irreps la
belled by rectangular patterns have a central role in what 
follows, we note the outer product of two rectangular pat
tern irreps may be decomposed as 

(4.6) 

The irrep symbol used in the sum is introduced to denote the 
pattern with row components x/ = I + I' -In' _/+ \> 

X n + i = l, for 1 <i<n', and Xi = I for n' <i<n, where 
A = [Ii]' For I' = I and n/ = n one separates the symme
trized product by 

[In] ®(7= ~[/:X], 
where the rank L (A I-L ) is even or odd as (7 is [2] or [12]. One 
should distinguish the symbol 

introduced in (4.6) from [I n I A ] introduced earlier. 
Using the above notation we define the Ijm and associ

ation factors by 

(A )rA-mI'Xm = (nA:nj.Aj)rr(Aj)mm (4.7) 
J ' 

and 

(A )rAr;'~m = (A:A.j)rr{Aj)mm (4.8) 

with orthogonality 

(nA:njAj)rr(nX:njXj~' = 8rr'l/J (nA)l/J (njAj ) (4.9) 

and 

(4.10) 

v. DUALITY OF Un and SL 

The Racah algebra of the general linear group GIn and 
its unitary Un and unitary unimodular SUn subgroups pos
sesses structure over and above that discussed in Sec. II. The 
Schur-Weyl result that symmetrized homogeneous L th 
rank tensors of a basic n-dimensional defining vector space 
span the integer irreps of Gin and the irreps of SL' allows a 
tensor basis to be completely labelled by a common irrep A 
and basis indexes m and M specifying their transformation 
properties under action of SL and GIn, respectively. We use 
the ket symbol 
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for a tensor basis member in which the basis indexes m and 
M will be enlarged to indicate symmetry adaption to a sub
group as, for example, m-'i)..im for SLISiL or M_')..j~ 
for GI(n I + n2)/Glnj . Duality exists between outer products 
in SLISL and inner products in GIn in that the former may , 
be carried out by the orthogonal matrix basis projectors in 

SL' 

p
A 

m,rAjm, ;;) = 7)(~1~} 
M M J 

J 

(5.1) 

and the latter may be carried out by Wigner coefficients of 
Un (identical to those for the integer irreps of Gin), 

(5.2) 

A similar duality 14 exists between outer products in Gin Inzl 
Glnj and inner product coupling in S L but we do not develop 
this aspect here. It is important to note that the tensors in 
(5.2) are by supposition basis members in GIn, while the di
mensions of the defining spaces underlying the component 
tensors in the product on the l.h.s. of (5.1) need only be such 
that their union spans the defining vector space of the tensor 
on the right. A particular linear combination coefficient can 
be extracted from the sum on the r.h.s. of(S.I) by taking the 
scalar product with a particular tensor, giving 

(5.3) 

The independence of the overlap on the basis index mj 

follows from the independence of the projection (5.1) on the 
particular selection of basis member mj in the subgroup. If 
all the tensors in (5.1) have the same defining vector space nj 
= n, the linear combination coefficients on the r.h.s. of (5.1) 

are the Wigner coefficient of Un since (5.3) corresponds to 
their definition as an overlap integral in Un. If the defining 
vector space on the r.h.s. of (5.1) is simply the sum of the 
defining vector spaces for the tensor product of the left 
n = n I + nz, we may symmetry adapt to the subgroup se
quence Gln/Glnj such that m-r').. ;M; and use (5.2) in (5.3) 
to obtain 

~) 

(5.4) 

i.e., the linear combination coefficient on the r.h.s. of(5.1) is 
again a Wigner coefficient but in a basis symmetry adapted 
to the specified subgroup chain. The delta factor on the mul
tiplicity means we have chosen to resolve any multiplicity 
arising in the lower index M in exactly the same way it is 
resolved in the upper index label m, i.e., the manner of re-
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solving the multiplicity within a triad will be the same and 
does not depend on whether we are considering GIn or S L' 

Also any given tensor which is a basis member for some Gin 
is also a basis member for any Gin' with n' > n and we choose 
it to be so with the same sign. This is the same as choosing all 
equivalent irreps to have identical matrix representation in 
SL which, of course, is the usual choice. 

For clarity we explicitly indicate the dimensions of the 
defining vector spaces and consider the scalar product 

Using DC decomposition the l.h.s. can be reduced to the 
DCME times appropriate Wigner coefficients and weighting 
factors. We consider three cases for the defining vectors 
spaces entering (5.5): 

(a) in = n = nj . All couplings correspond to inner pro
ducts in Un and the coupling coefficients are Wigner coeffi
cients of that group. One may use orthogonality of the 
WDCME and orthogonality on the Wigner coefficients to 
rearrange (5.5) to 

OAA ,OMM' [~ iil~ 
r' rj 

(5.6) 

The apparent repetition of symbols on the right and left sides 
is to emphasize that the DCME on the l.h.s., an entity of S L' 

is being identified with the 9j recoupling coefficient of Un 
defined by the expression in the middle. All labels, multiplic
ities, orthogonality relations, and values ofthese entities are 
identical. Kramerl5 first demonstrated such an identifica
tion for U2 and bipartition irreps in S L and noted it must be 
true even for n > 2. We later formulated the identification in 
its present form. 3a On the basis of this identification it is easy 
to recognize (3.6) as the expansion of a 9j recoupling coeffi
cient in terms of 6j recoupling coefficients and the first of our 
back-coupling relations as the usual back-coupling relation 
for such coefficients. But many relations such as (3.5) or the 
second back-coupling relation have no previously developed 
partner in the usual formulation of a coupling algebra. 

(b) in = n = n l + n2• Half the couplings on the l.h.s. of 
(5.5) correspond to inner products in the respective groups 
Un and Unj and the other half correspond to generalized 
branching for Un/U nj • We expand all basis labels M to form 
r)..j~' etc., appropriate to symmetry adaption in Un/Un· to 
obtain J 
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(5.7) 

In deriving this result we always choose as in (5.4) to resolve 
the multiplicity in a given triad (A: ..1j) in the same way no 
matter what the group context, i.e., SLISL" UnlUnj' or in
ner product in Un, so that 

which is consistent with (5.7) and a positive phase for maxi
mum coupling. Again the apparent repetition of symbols on 
the right and left sides of (5.7) is to emphasize that the 
WDCME on the l.h.s., an entity of Sv is being identified 
with the isoscalar factor of Un defined by the expression in 
the middle. All labels, multiplicities, orthogonality rela
tions, and values of these entities are identical. This identifi
cation was first made in Ref. 3e, although for bipartition 
irreps it underlies Kramer and Seligman's 16 derivation of the 
Regge symmetries ofSU2. The identification (3.3) between 
the DCME and WDCME thus relates the 9j recoupling coef-

ficient with the isoscalar factor with the high symmetry of 
the former giving the Regge symmetries of the latter. (For 
SU2 the isoscalar factor is the Wigner coefficient.) Restrict
ing some of the irreps to the totally symmetric irrep..1 = [L], 
Jucys17 has obtained similar results. 

(c) In + 2n = n = n l + n2 with ;nrvtj=;nj . All cou
plings correspond to generalized branching, so expanding 
;M and Mj to correspond to the appropriate subgroup chain 
and using (5.8) we obtain 

(5.9) 

r' 

The r.h.s. is a transformation matrix between equivalent 
bases in Un and thus is a DCME in Un corresponding to the 
DC decomposition U;n\.UnlUnj . Relation (5.9) could 
equally have been derived by considering DC decomposition 
of a scalar product involving a matrix basis projector in Un. 
The DC representative of Un actually can be chosen to be
long to the symmetric subgroup Sn C Un in that it inter
changes the distinct dimension I n2+-+2n I and could be desig
nated by the DC symbol 

[;: ;~J. 
This identification of DCME in the two groups was first 
made in Ref. 3b. 

These identifications between SL and Un must hold in 

TABLE I. Symmetries the DCME and WDCME must satisfy due to equivalence and complex conjugation in SUn and the identifications (a) (5.8), (b) (5.12), 
and (c) (5.13). The factors a(nA:Ajr) and (nA:nj Ajr) are the real phase forms ( ± I) of the Derome-Sharp and Ijm factors. r* and r distinguish complex 
conjugation of the triad (A:A j ) in SUn and SUnlSUnj , respectively. 

(a) [A 
,A 
r' 

(b)(A 
,A 

r' 

Ic) e 
iA 

r' 

432 

A~ r 

iA:] ,r = 

rj 

A) 
r 

iA, i r = 

rj 

[

[1"..1. 1 
[)"iA ] 

r' 

(

[1"..1. 1 
[,1"iA ] 

r' 

A] r ~[l"Al 
iAj ,r = 1- 1)1,", ,", [1·",..1.] 

r' rj 

Equivalence 

r, 

[l"'Aj ] J 
[1·"',..1., ] 

rj 
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r 

,r = 1_ 1)1,""n, 

Complex conjugation 

r [1"/..1. 1 
ll,l"IIA ] 

r* 

( 

[1"/..1. 1 
[,I "1,..1. ] 

r'* 

~ [l"IA 1 
[1·"1,..1. ] 

r' 

[l"'IAj ] J 
[l·"'IIAj ] 

r, 

r 

if (nA:njAjr)(iniA:,n, ,Aj ,r)(njAJ'inj iAjrj)(nA:in,Ar') 
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magnitude and phase. Since restriction from Un to SUn in
volves at most only a phase and a possible transformation on 
the multiplicity indexes, these relations must hold at least in 
magnitude for the coupling algebra of SUn. In the next sec
tion we argue multiplicities may be resolved so the relations 
hold in magnitude and phase even on restriction to SUn. We 
therefore set down in Table I the symmetries the DCME and 
WDCME must possess due to equivalence and complex con
jugation in SUn. Under complex conjugation we use the real 
phase form (a single ± 1 element in any row or column) of 
the Derome-Sharp and Ijm factors discussed in the next 
section. We use the notation r to distinguish the multiplicity 
related to rby taking the complex conjugate of the triad (A: 
Aj) in SUn/SUnj . This is in general distinct from r* related to 
r by taking the complex conjugate of the triad (A: Aj) in SUn. 
The explicit sign factor ( - l)/,n"n, enters part (c) of Table I 
because the DCME is a matrix element of an operator in S n 
CUn (and not in SUn) with determinant (- l),n"n, in the 
defining irrep. 

The DCME and WDCME by being entities in S L also 
possess the symmetry of association w.r.t.AL • Under associ
ation [I nA ] goes to 

and [In/A] goes to [n/ /l]. Equivalence can be considered a 
process of adding (or stripping) vertical rectangular seg
ments to a Young frame. Association extends this to adding 
(or stripping) horizontal rectangular segments to a Young 
frame as suggested by the following sketch: 

x x 
x x ,...., 
x x 
x x 

and 

x x x x 
x x x x 

~ 

The adding (or stripping) of the rectangular segments must 
always be accomplished so that the resulting DCME satisfies 
the outer product rules in its rows and columns. Phases in
troduced by adding (or stripping) vertical rectangular seg
ments are specifically indicated under the equivalence col
umn of Table 1. Adding (or stripping) horizontal rectangular 
segments requires association phases as discussed in the next 
section. Under association and with I--n and r __ r* the sym
metries under (a) in Table I become those of (c) and vice versa 
while those under (b) are self-associate. 

VI. THE PHASE MATRICES 

The foregoing is to a large extent a review in prepara
tion for the multiplicity and phase arguments advanced in 
this and the next sections. Utilizing arguments based only on 
the theory of S L we first show it is always possible to choose a 
real phase form for the matrix representing the transposition 
of two component irreps in a triad. The phase moreover is 
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independent of the multiplicity resolution and so by a simple 
reordering of the multiplicity the matrix could be brought to 
the form of ± E within a given triad. Again utilizing argu
ments based only on the theory of SL we next show there 
exists a large set of equivalence relations essentially identify
ing the multiplicity resolution in different triads. That is, if 
we consider the multiplicity as being labelled by the nodal 
placements in carrying out the Littlewood-Richardson rules 
for outer product decomposition in S L' many triads give the 
same combinatorial possibilities and we choose to resolve the 
multiplicities in these triads in an identical manner. We say 
these belong to the same triad class. A graphical presenta
tion of the triad condition helps to illustrate these equiv
alence relations and immediately demonstrates the real 
phase form for the transposition matrix and the association 
factor. The equivalence relations so demonstrated subsume 
all those required by duality. It is not clear from this graphi
cal presentation, however, that the Derome-Sharp matrix 
and the ljm factor are also in real phase form. Utilizing argu
ments based on duality we show these two phase matrices are 
related by the process of association. Thus if either of these 
phase matrices is put in real phase form then the other also is 
since all association factors are in real phase form. For dis
tinct triad classes we argue the Derome-Sharp factor can 
always be put in real phase form without affecting our pre
vious choices. This leaves us to examine the particular cases 
in which the triad classes become identical. For these cases 
we utilize the phase conventions proposed in the next section 
to show consistency is maintained when real phase forms are 
assumed. 

For any binary coupling (A:Aj ) ofSL/SLj whereA hasa 
Young's frame with I(n) nodes in the first row (column) (re
spectively,lj and nj for Aj) we instead form the triad ([P]: 
A 1,1:03)' where ,13= [I n/ A]. We relate transposition phase 
matrices by the expansion (3.6) giving 

[I n] [~] Al 

[~] ,13 Al r2 

,12 ,12 0 

r l 

[I n] ,13 [~] [~] ,12 Al 

[~] ,13 Al r2 Al 0 Al S 

,12 0 ,12 ,12 ,12 0 
s' s' 

[P] [~] Al 

X ,13 ,13 0 

[~:1 
(6.1) 

,12 AI s. 

r l 

Each DCME appearing in (6.1) is orthogonal on the multi-
plicity indexes only, the other labels being fixed. For triads of 
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type I, AI~2~3~1' one may use orthogonal transfor
mations on the mUltiplicity indexes in the distinct triad 
spaces to bring each DCME factor to the form of a real phase 
times the identity matrix. Note the phase is independent of 
the multiplicity index and we have 

[l n] [~] AI 

[~] A3 Al r2 = or,r, (P ([~]: AIA2) 

A2 . A2 a 
r l 

~ [~~l A2 

AJ' a AJ 

A2 A2 a 
'2 

= or,r, (P ([~]: A01). (6.2) 

This is consistent with the identification of the DCME with a 
recoupling coefficient in SUn and the phase relations (2.10). 
For type II triads AI~2~3 the DCME is self-transpose 
and can be brought to diagonal form by an orthogonal simi
larity transformation. By using the symmetrized products of 
the semidirect product subgroup S2 VS L, 2 one requires the 
diagonal form to be a real phase determined by the symme
trized product times the identity matrix so that 

[P] [~] Al 

,"~[l~] A'@jl' 
[~] A3 AI 

AI®a Aj®a 

Al Al a r 
(T'" 

= orr oua' ¢>u' (6.3) 

where ¢>u = ± 1 as a = [2] or [12]. The character theory of 
S L requires the forms orr' with phase independent of r since 

[I n] [~] Al 

trace[lnb'I L , = L IAIIIA31 [~] A3 AI ar 
A.A3 

u Al Al a 
ar 

= L ¢>ulAti IA31 \ [~J:AI ®a\, (6.4) 
A,A, A3 

u 

which may be checked using Murnaghan's formula for the 
charactersofSL . Type III triadshaveAj~2~3 so we may 
use the symmetrized products of the semidirect product sub
group S3 VS L 3 to symmetry adapt the mUltiplicity index via 
the expansion (3.8), 
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[P] [~n] A 

[~] A A (T' 

a 
a'r' 

~ ~ [~l ~ :j{7J 

[~l ~. 
A®a' ~ 

s " The DCME 

~~l ;::} 

a' 

[1] 

[1) 

[1

1 [ 1 ] 

a 

(6.5) 

is orthogonal on the indexes ('Isv), the other labels being 
fixed. By orthogonal transformations of the multiplicity in
dexes we diagonalize this DCME to obtain 

[~] 
[ ~n] 

v'a'r' 

a' 

[ 1 ] 

[ 1 ] 

[1~ 
[~~r (6.6) 

Thus for v = [3] or [13] one has the same result as for type II 
triads (i.e., oaa'¢>u) but for v = [2,1] one has the phase ma
trix 

a' 

[1] 

[ 1 ] 

[lj a a' [2] 
[1] = [2] -! 
a [12] +v'3/2 

+ v'3/2 

+! 
(6.7) 

Note a pure phase form for the transpose DC representative 
S2 ,,-S3/S2 could be chosen as 

[[2, 1 ](23)] = (~ ~) 
but then other matrices in this basis involve complex phases 
as 

[[2, 1 ](123)] = (Wa a) 
W* 

withw = exp i ~1T. Moreover, the form (6.7) is in accord with 
the WDCME equivalence 

(

[2,1] 
[ 12] 

[1] 

[2] 

[1] 

[ 1 ] 

[ 1 ]) ([ 1 ] [ 1] 
[1] = a a 
a [1] [1] 

and so is in accord with the full symmetries of duality and 
real coupling coefficients. 
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The above treatment is just a derivation via DC decom
position in S L of the results obtained by Derome for the 
permutation matrices of the coupling algebra of any group. 
Note the form of a real phase times the identity matrix re
mains invariant under an orthogonal similarity transforma
tion so some freedom in manipulating the multiplicity index 
still remains. 

The equivalence relations in SUn require us to resolve 
multiplicities in triads related by these equivalences in iden
tical ways and to have a transposition phase convention sa
tisfying 

<P (A: .1. 1.1.2) = <P ([(II + 12rA ]: [17 Ad [l ~A2]) 
= (- I)Jn,n'<p([l(n, +n,iA ]:[In'A

I
] [In'A2]). 

(6.8) 

In fact the set of equivalence relations under which mul
tiplicities can be resolved in identical ways can be extended 
well beyond those required by duality. The application of the 
equivalence relations required by duality to the expansion 
(6.1), for example, shows that such must be the case. Triads 
of different rank which have identical multiplicity labelling 
form a class which we say has identical combinatorial struc
ture. To have identical combinatorial structure the nodes 
added to or stripped from a triad via an equivalence relation 
enter the outer product in a fixed way and thus do not effect 
the range of nodal placements which we can and do use to 
label the multiplicities via the Littlewood-Richardson rules 
(i.e., the intermediate composite irrep patterns at the various 
stages of carrying out the outer product label the multiplic
ities). The triad condition (triangular condition of SU2) and 
the general equivalence relations can be given a useful 
graphical presentation. Given a triad with I [In]: AKA LAM I 
;;. 1, whereAK = [l;(K)], etc., we consider the inverse outer 
product [l n/AL ] /AK. Following Robinson l8 this may be 
expanded as a determinantal outer product of one rowed 
irreps, 

[ 1 n /.1. L ] /.1. K -:::::: I [ 1 - In _ j + I (L ) - Ij (K) - i + j] I, 
(6.9) 

which graphically corresponds to a skew diagram also dis
cussed by Robinson. The skew diagram is formed by deleting 
in a I by n rectangular array the nodes corresponding to the 
irrep A K from the upper left hand corner and the nodes cor
responding to the irrep AL (inverted) from the lower right 
hand corner. The skew diagram labels a representation 
whose reduction is obtained by separating it into disjoint 
parts, each of which is a regular right diagram (perhaps in
verted) and forming the outer product of the parts subject to 
the restriction: No two nodes appearing in the same row 
(column) of the skew diagram may appear in the same col
umn (row) of a resolvent diagram. This is equivalent to the 
determinantal expansion (6.9), but the graphical presenta
tion is more transparent for handling the symmetries which 
hold between rows and columns due to association. Note the 
separation of the skew diagram into disjoint right parts is not 
unique but the resolution is. As a simple example we resolve 

• -:::::: [4,2] + [4,12] + [32
] + [3,2,1]. (6.10) 
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Our starting triad then corresponds to a skew diagram with 
boundaries determined by A KandA L and the specification of 
a resolvant diagram AM' Obviously the resolvent diagram 
must contain any of the disjoint parts into which the skew 
diagram may be divided. This is the general triad condition. 
The general equivalence relations follow by noting that any
time a row or column of the resolvent diagram just matches 
that of the skew diagram when A M is superposed at any of the 
exterior corners of the skew diagram (AM is superposed in an 
erect position for upper left exterior corners and in an invert
ed position for lower right exterior corners), then that row or 
column may be deleted with a corresponding reduction in 
the component irreps and lor n. The resulting lower rank 
triad has identical multiplicity resolution as in the initial 
triad so they belong to the same triad class. The reader 
should note this includes all the equivalence relations re
quired by duality but is more general than these. In particu
lar this identification of multiplicities allows the equalities 
(6.8) to be satisfied. As an example the triad with 
1[66]:[5,4,22,1][4,3, 12][5y,12]1 = 7 has skew diagram as 
shown in the center frame of Fig. 1. Superposing the resol
vent irrep [5YY] as indicated shows the fourth row of the 
diagram may be stripped yielding the triad 
IW]:[5,4,2,1][4,3,1][5,3,1 2]1 = 7 of the same class. Clearly 
the multiplicity resolution for triads obtained by rotating all 
diagrams by 180· is in one to one correspondence with the 
original justifying the pure phase form (6.2) adopted for the 
transposition matrix. Reflecting all diagrams across the 
main diagonal characterize the triads formed by the associ
ate irreps. The multiplicity resolution is again in one to one 
correspondence with the original, justifying a pure phase 
form for the association factor. 

It is not obvious from this graphical presentation, how
ever, that the multiplicity resolution for triads obtained by 
cyclic permutation of all three component irreps or by com
plex conjugation are related (not identical) to the original. 
That such is the case follows as we have already discussed 
from the theory of SL and Un. Nor are the equivalence rela
tions which may allow the stripping of rows or columns ob
vious in these triads obtained by cyclic permutations or com
plex conjugation. In Fig. 1 we indicate the skew diagrams 
with resolvent irreps for all triads related to 
1[66]:[5,4,2 2,1][4,3, 12][5YY] I by cyclic permutations or 
complex conjugation. We indicate by an x those rows which 
must strip in order to be consistent with the equivalence 
reduction already discussed for the central diagram of the 
figure. Graphically the two processes of complex conjuga
tion denoted by • and - correspond to interchanging the 
left and right (or upper and lower) boundaries of the skew 
diagram by a horizontal (or vertical) shift equal to the num
ber of columns (or rows) in the resolvent irrep, respectively. 
This also transposes the indices K and L in the conjugate 
triads. 

It is easy to verify that the operations of equivalence 
commute among themselves and with the operations of per
mutation or complex conjugation. Moreover, permutation 
commutes with complex conjugation. The two processes of 
complex conjugation, however, do not commute and used 
alternately can generate a sequence of triad classes with equi-
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FIG. 1. Skew diagrams and resolvent irreps for triads equivalent by cyclic pennutation or complex conjugation. X denotes rows which can be stripped as 
indicated in the center diagram with the resolvent irrep shown overlaid on the skew diagram. 

116'1:15,4',2,1115',3,2115',3',111 0 116'1:15,4,2',1]14,3,1'115,3',1'11 0 118'1:15,4,3',1114',3',1115,4',2'11 

116'1:15,4,2,1115,3,2115',3,111 0 116'1:15,4,2,1114,3,1115,3,1'11' 118'1:15,4,3,1114',3,1115,4',211 

15' ,3,2 I 14,3,1'1 

xx x' 
xxx 

15',3' ,II 

xx 

15,4,2' ,II 15,4,2' ,II 

xxx . xx" 
00' 

x 
valent multiplicity resolution, There must be one triad class 
of which II(K) + II(L) + II(M) -1>1 and 
nl(K) + nl(L) + nl(M) - n>n with all equivalent triad 
classes being of equal or higher rank, It is convenient to con
sider the multiplicity resolution as fixed first in the triad of 
lowest rank and then fixed in equivalent triads of higher rank 
by requiring real phase form of the transformations relating 
the irreps. 

The Derome-Sharp matrix may be expressed as a re
coupling coefficient in SUn and therefore as a DCME of the 
form 

A ([~]:AIA2),~ 

= [In/A3 ] Aj r -- . (6.11) 
[ 

[(II + 12)n] [1/] J ({Aj )n)1I2 

[(II + 12 -/)"A3] [I//Aj] r* {A
3
)n 

This is actually the phase matrix for complex conjugation of 
a vector coupling coefficient, but since a positive sign can be 
shown by induction to hold for 

A ([In]:A [~]) 
[ (2/)n] [In] ® [2] 

= [In] ® [2] A [~] {A)n = + 1, (6.12) 

[~] A 

one has A ([l n]: AIA03)'~ = A ([l n/A3 ]: AIA2)'~ in agree
ment with the identity immediately following (2.14). Similar
ly the Ijm factor ofSU n is proportional to an isoscalar factor 
and therefore to a WDCME of the form 
((nl + n2)A: njAj)rr 

A X r ( (X) )112 
(

[lin. + n,)] [l n,]) 

~ [I'";""] [~ 1 ' (A >;., :",,' (6.13J 

By transposition of the component rows or columns in (6.11) 
and using l/J (nAIll/J (nA2)l/J (nA3) = + 1 for any triad in SUn 
one has 
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[4 2 ,3 2 ,11 

Xxx 

15,4',2' I 

xx 

15,4,3',1 J 

xxx 

A ([l"]:Aj),~ =A ([l"]:A1Tj)'~ 

=A ([(II + 12 + 13 _/)n]:[I//Aj ])~" (6.14) 

in agreement with (2.7) and (2.8), where 17' is any permutation 
in component order. Similarly transposition of the rows and 
columnsof(6.13) usingl/J (nA) = ( - I)L(n -I) of the next sec
tion gives 
((n l + n2 )A:njAj )rr 

( [ /(n.: n')]:n,. [/ln,.' ])rr = ( - I)L.n, + L,n. (nl + n2) /l, /l, 

= (_I)/n.n'4>(AJtj)4>([I(n~+n'l[ ~;]) 

X((n l + n2)A:n02nIAI!". (6.15) 

The Ijm factor has a form associate to the DCME giving the 
Derome-Sharp matrix. Since the association factor (AJtj ),r is 
in real phase form when the transposition phase matrix has 
the real phase form ± E, then the Ijm factor will be in real 
phase form iff the Derome-Sharp matrix is also in real phase 
form. If a triad class and its * complex conjugate class are 
distinct, separate orthogonal transformations may be used 
on the multiplicity resolution in the two classes to bring the 
Derome-Sharp matrix to almost any form, in particular the 
identity matrix. If a triad class and its .. complex conjugate 
class are identical, the Derome-Sharp matrix is symmetric 
and orthogonal so it can be brought to diagonal form with 
± 1 eigenvalues via an orthogonal similarity transformation 

on the multiplicity resolution. By restricting ourselves to 
orthogonal transformations to retain real values we depart 
from Butler, who uses congruence transformations to al
ways choose the Derome-Sharp factor as the identity. Just 
as symmetrized products distinguish separate permutation 
phase species they also separate them in the complex conju
gate triads and in the associate triad. In the latter instance 
one must use the association A ® U = A ® u or (j as L is even 
or odd. 

Assuming real phase form and taking the associate of 
(6.11) gives via (6.13) an identity which can be separated into 
a dimensional relation and a phase relation. The dimensional 
relation is 

l[ln]I(/n-L)!L! (A) (A) = 1, 
(In)! I [l n / A ] I IA I n 1 

(6.16) 
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which identity is verified by substitution of known dimen
sional formulas for the irreps. As alluded to above the phase 
identity relates the Derome-Sharp matrix to the 1jm factor 
via the association factors such that 

A (nA:Aj)r'" = ( - w,(I,n-L,)([p]: [Ij] ([P]:A [~]) 

X ( [//]:Aj [ ~: ])(A:Aj)rr 

X([(/I + 12 )n1A ]:[//IAj ]),..,.(IX:Ij'~j)r~' (6.17) 

where r* = f and;' = r ~ 
A question of consistency arises only in case a triad, its 

complex conjugate, and its associate all become equivalent 
so the triad classes are identical and there is only one multi
plicity space in which orthogonal transformations may be 
carried out. In this case the transposition phase matrix, the 
Derome-Sharp matrix, and the Ijm factor are all symmetric 
orthogonal matrices, while the association factor is symmet
ric or skew symmetric as 

(I) 
( - 1) 2 (J (A I)(J (A 2 )(J (A)) 

is even or odd [(~) is the binomial coefficient]. Putting the 
transposition phase matrix in the form ± E and the Der
ome-Sharp matrix in diagonal form with eigenvalues ± 1 
essentially limits any further manipulation of the multiplic
ity space to orthogonal similarity transformations on multi
plicities with the same eigenvalue in the Derome-Sharp ma
trix. For this case n = I andAjdj~[//IAj ]~[/IJIAj]' 
where the last equivalence is not independent but follows 
from the first three. These equivalences require the Young 
frames labelling each irrep have regular step boundaries, i.e., 
the irrep frame itself can be considered to be composed of 
square subarrays cjb nodes on a side to give the partition 
label Aj = [(kcjb tJ b

] with k taking on all integral values 
below some upper limit Pj >k> 1. Each component irrep Aj 
has integer parameters Pj and cj with integer b being a scaling 
factor common to the triad so that 

(
pj + 1) 2 2 L = c· b . 

J 2 J 

To form a triad one must have 

1= (Pj + l)cj b = (PIC I + P2C2 + P3C3)b 12, l<;j<;3. 
(6.18) 

There are only three solutions to (6.18), each corresponding 

to a triad of type I, II, or III. These solutions and their char
acteristic triads (b = 1) are listed in Table II. For type I and 
II the association factor is symmetric or skew symmetric as 
the scaling factor b is even or odd. For type III triads it is 
always symmetric. Using the phase convention proposed in 
the next section one can show the transposition phase is self
associate for types I and II and is consistent with the value t/> (T 

for type III. Relation (6.17) for this case takes the special 
form 

(6.19) 

where the last equality holds when the Derome-Sharp ma
trix is in diagonal form. Here u'(uj ') is the same as u(uj ) if 
L (Lj ) is even, or is the associate of u(O'j ) if L (Lj ) is odd. The 
u's are related by the inner product so that 10':0'1°0'21> O. 
Equation (6.19) identifies the Derome-Sharp phase with the 
Ijm phase for type I and II triads of this case. For type III 
triads an additional phase factor ( - l)b must be included on 
the r.h.s. of (6.19). So even in the most restrictive case a real 
phase form convention consistent with duality is possible. 

In summary we conclude it is possible to have a phase 
convention with the transposition matrix, the Derome
Sharp, the Ijm factor, and the association factor all in real 
phase form and consistent with duality. The latter requires a 
transposition phase independent of multiplicity satisfying 
equivalence relations 

(/> (A:A IA2 ) = (/> (A:AzAd = (/> ([(II + 12tA ]: [//Aj ]) 

= ( _ 1)ln,n,(/> ([l(n, + n')A ]: [I nJAj]) 

= (/> ([(II : /2)1[~]) 

= ( _ 1)ln,n, + n,L, + n,L,(/> ([~(n, + n'l[~: D. 
(6.20) 

The Ijphase is given byt/> (nA )=(/> ([l n]:A [l nlA ] ) such that 
<p (nAd<p (nA2)<p (nA)) = + 1 for any triad. Under complex 
conjugation of the irreps the transposition phase satisfies 

TABLE II. Triads ([f']:Aj ) with equivalence under association and complex conjugation Ajdj~[fj' IA}] parametrized by ,1,= [(kcb )Cb].p>k> I. ban 
arbitrary scale factor. Characteristic triads (b = I) are given for each case with 3j permutation phase,p, association phase e, and the labels m which 
distinguish the multiplicity for the characteristic triad. lj 

(1,2,5) ([66]:[Y][42,22][5,4,3,2,1]) 
(3,2,1) 

II (1,3,3) (W]:[2 2][3,2, 1] ® [2]) 
(2,1,1) 

III (2,2,2) ([Y]:[2,1] ® v) 
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e 

+1 

Multiplicity labels mij 

r s· 
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<P(A:Aj) = <P([(/\ +12t1A ]:[I/IAj ]) 

and under association one has 

(6.21) 

<P(A:A.j ) = (- 1)L,L'(A:A.IA2)(A:A.0I)<P(~lj)' (6.22) 

Moreover, the Ijm factor is related to the Derome-Sharp 
phase by the association relation (6.17). 

VII. THE PHASE CONVENTION 

In this section we propose a convention for the associ
ation phase factor and for the transposition phase which sat
isfies all the requirements established in the previous section. 
To do this we extend our notation to give a more detailed 
description of carrying out an outer product according to the 
Littlewood-Richardson rules. Let mij(p), i<}, be the num
ber of nodes transferred from the ith row of the component 
irrep A p to row} of the composite irrep at the ith stage of 
carrying out the Littlewood-Richardson rules. In this nota
tion specification of the set (m'l (p) J implicitly distinguishes 
all multiplicities by specifying the composite irrep at each 
stage of the outer product so the index r may be dropped in 
writing a triad as 

= ([ ~ mij (l) + ~ mjd2)J:[~ mjk (l)J[ ~ mjd2)]), 

(7.1) 

whereAp = [Ij(p)] with Ij(p) = };kmjk(P), To satisfy the 
Littlewood-Richardson rules we assume the component 
irrep tableaus are in standard order and each row application 
is carried out in a standard sequence. The standard sequence 
applies the nodes mij in order starting with lowest i, proceed
ing from highest to lowest}, and then advancing in numerical 
order on i. The product tableau will be lexical at all stages. 
The remaining outer product rules are satisfied iff 

I I-I 

2:, mjk(p') + 2:, mij(p)<2:, mU-I)k(P') + 2:, miU-I)(P) 
k i i 

(7.2) 

and 
I I-i 

2:, mij(p» 2:, mu+ 1)j(P) (7.3) 
j . 

for any value I. 
The convention for the association phase factor is a di

rect extension of that used by Hamermesh (viz. p. 266) which 
assigns ± 1 based on the parity of the permutation required 
to rearrange a Young tableau to standard order. This proce
dure correctly gives the required sign {} (A ) for self-associate 
irreps. The permutation to standard order may be factored 
into permutations which bring the composite irrep to stan
dard order after each stage of one row applications in the 
process offorming the outer product. So we may proceed by 
iterating the result for a one row application which is accom
plished by successive cyclic permutations 
(};k>/k - };i<jm;)mJ to give the association phase 
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([lj + mj ]:[Ij ] [2:,m;]) = (-)[ + mjj~ (Ij + mj)]. 

(7.4) 
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In this secion we use a notation ( - ) (argument) = ± 1 as 
the argument is even or odd. This iterates in the general case 
to 

([ ~ mjk(p') + ~mij( p) H ~mjk(p')] (~m)k(p)]) 

= (- )(. 2:, mlj(p)(2:,mkl (p') + 2:,mhk (p))), (7.5) 
'<J<k I h<i 

which is the convention for determining any association 
phase. Particularly important association phase factors in
volve coupling to irreps with rectangular Young frames for 
which 

mij =mIU-i+I) =1)_; -lj_;+1 with 10 II 

so that the association phase factor reduces to 

([In]:[lj ] [/-In_j + I]) = (- {(I- l)2:,(n - i)/J 

(7.6) 

One also has the useful relation under equivalence 

(7.7) 

The convention we propose for the transposition phase 
is 

(7.8) 

which reduces to the Condon-Shortley convention for SU2 
in the case of two rowed irreps. Because mij does not contri
bute to the phase. the standard convention of positive phase 
for maximum coupling (mij = oijlj) is obtained and the in
variances 

<P (A:A.j ) = <P ([(/1 + 12tA ]: [I fA} ]) 

= <P ([(/1 : 12)1[~]) 
are trivially satisfied. A short calculation also shows 

<P{A:A.j ) = (_ 1)ln,n'<p([lln, +n')A ]:[lnJAj]) 

(7.9) 

([
lin, + n')J [I n, J) = ( - 1)ln,n, + n,L, + n,L,<p A : Aj 

and 

<P ( [ In]:A. [l n I A ]) = ( - )(L (n - 1)) 

==¢J (nA ) = ¢J (nA *) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

so ¢J (nAJ!¢J (nA2)¢J (nA3) = + 1 for any triad in SUn as re
quired. That the transposition phase is independent of the 
multiplicity or the component order follows from expressing 
the product irrep A in either of two ways, 

A = [~mjk(p') + +mij(p)] = [t:mjk(P) + ~mij(p')]' 
(7.12) 

Multiplying by} and then summing on this index, transpos
ing two of the sums, and redefining some summation indexes 
shows};(j - i)mij(p) is independent ofp and hence is inde
pendent of both the multiplicity and the component order. 
Examination of the coupling process for ([(II + 12tlA ]: [/~ 
1.1.2] [1 ~ I AI]) in terms of the coupling for (A:A IA2) leads to the 
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identification 

mij*(p'} = m(n-J+ 1)(,,-;+ I)(P) + c5ij(l1 + 12 -Ij(p')), 
(7.13) 

which essentially gives the multiplicity mapping under com
plex conjugation and transposition. Using (7.13) in (7.8) 
shows 

<1> (A.:A.j ) = <1> ([(11 + 12r/A. ]: [1 jlA.j ]). (7.14) 

Finally, we must show the phase convention (7.8) is 
compatible with association. We proceed by iterating the 
result for a one row or column application 

<1> (A.:A. I [I]) 

= ( - 1)IL'(A.:A.1 [1 ] )(A.: [1 ]A. 1)<1> (111 [11]). (7.15) 

To prove this result we note (A.:[I ]A. I) has mD + mj(j + I) = Ij 
and m'j(j+ I) = ~k>jmk so that 

( [Ij + mj ]: [Ij ] [Lm; ])( [~ + mj ]:[ Lm; ] [Ij ] ) 

= (- )l:(ljmj + '4.m;mj + //j + U - l)mj ). (7.16) 
) l<} 

Similarly 

<1>(111[ 11]) = (- )(L Ijmj - 4"m;mj ). (7.17) 
I<J 

Substitutionof(7.8), (7.16), and (7.17) verifies (7.15). For iter
ating to the general case, we factor each association phase to 
(A.:A.IA.2r) = U;(A./:A. I (; - I) [/;(2)]) and each transposition 
phase to 

<1> (A.:A.j ) = U;( - )((i - 1)/;(2))<1>(A/:A. I!I-I)[l;(2)]), 

where A I i is the intermediate composite irrep obtained after 
the ith application in carrying out the outer product and the 
first factor in the transposition phase adjusts the row count 
to start at i for the ith application. Analogous consideration 
of (A./: [1;(2) ]A.I(1 - I)) along with the identities 

j + i _1;-1 1(1)+ ~ mjj mj(j+l) - j = j ~mhj 
h<; 

and 

m~J+ \) = 1/(2) - Lmil• = Lm; 
h<.j k>j 

gives 

(A./:A. I; - 1[/;(2)] )(A ; : [1;(2) JA/ - I) 

= ( - )(L II; (2) - I Ij(l)mij - LmijU - 1) 
J J 

+ L mijmhk + L mijmhk ). 
h<.i<.j<k h<i<.j 

k<j 

(7.18) 

Similarly 

<1> (1/: 1\(1 - 1)[ 1/.(21]) 

= (- )+((Ik(i-I I 
- j~mij )mik) 

= (- ))((h(l) + Lmjk - Imij)m;k)' 
~ }<J J<k 

(7.19) 
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Using <1> (11)) = U/<1> (lI;ll!;-I)[ 1/,(21]), (A:A.~IS) = U;(A./ 
: [lj(2)]A.I(i- II) and the above identities one verifies 

<1> (A.:A.j ) = (- I}L.L2(A.:A.IA.2r}(A.:A.~ls(r))<1>(11j)' (7.20) 

Thus the phase conventions (7.5) and (7.8) satisfy all the re
quirements established in the previous section for a real 
phase convention compatible with all the symmetries of dua
lity. For A.I = A.2 the transposition phase (7.8) has been found 
to correctly distinguish the symmetrized product frequen
cies IA.:A.I ® [2]1 and IA.:A\ ® [i2]1 in all cases examined, but 
we can offer no independent proof of this assertion. In the 
case of un symmetrized products 1A.:A.IA.d > 1 the convention 
(7.8) will give the same phase for all mUltiplicities but it is 
only by a transformation to the symmetrized powers that the 
transposition matrix is brought to the diagonal form 
<1> (A.:A I ® 0-) = t/J u' We illustrate this point by using the char
acteristic triad of type III from Table II, ([3,2,1]:[2,1][2,1]), 
with multiplicity two. All phase matrices are symmetric 
with 

<1> = (~ ~) =A 

and the association matrix 

([3,2,1]:[2,1]2) = (01 0) 
-1 

such that the ljm factor is also off-diagonal given by 

Transformation to symmetrized products ([3,2,1]:[2,1] ® [2]) 
and ([3,2,1] :[2,1] ® [12]) simultaneously diagonalizes <1>, A, 
and the ljm factor to the form 

while the association factor becomes nondiagonal of the 
form 

such that 

as required by (6.19). It is not possible to simultaneously 
diagonalize all four phase matrices. Incidentally 
A (3[3,2,1]:[2,1] ® [12]) = - 1 provides us with the first non
trivial case in which the convention we propose requires a 
negative value for the Derome-Sharp factor. The unsymme
trized form of the phase matrices for the characteristic triad 
of type II of Table II, ([42,22]:[3,2,1][3,2,1]), has 

A (4[ 42YJ: [3,2,1] [3,2,1)) 

(1 0) 2 2 
= 0 1 = <1> ( [4 ,2 J: [3,2,1 ][ 3,2, 1 )) 

= (6W,zz]:3[3,2,1]3[3,2, 1]) and association factor 

2 2) (0 1) ([ 4,2 : [3,2,1][ 3,2, 1 ]) = _ 1 O· 

These latter forms remain invariant under transformation to 
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symmetrized products because the multiplicity is within the 
same symmetrized species, i.e., 1[42,22]:[3,2,1] ® [2]1 = 2 and 
IW,22]:[3,2,1] ® [12]1 = o. 

Since the composition of this paper Bickerstaff et al. 19 

have published tables of 3j phases and 6j coefficients for SU3 
and SU6, and 3jm factors for SU3/Ul XSU2 and SU6/ 
SU3 X SU2. These tables exhibit symmetries of duality, the 
last factor involving duality with inner products of S L' The 
phases, however, have not been chosen to be consistent with 
the conventions proposed here. For SU3 there is no distinc
tion between Butler'S "sensible" choice of phase in (2.10) and 
our choice since the 1j phase is always positive. Our conven
tion (7.8) agrees with their 3j Table 3 with due regard for 
symmetrized powers. The one exception to this agreement is 
in the resolution of the multiplicity for the triad 
1 [3,2][3,1][2, 1]:[43]1 for which (7.8) gives a positive phase for 
both multiplicities while they list opposite phases. The 
equivalence considerations of Sec. VI show the triad multi
plicity is in the same triad class with 1 [2, IJ3:[33] 1 and thus can 
be separated as with the symmetrized products for that case, 
but there is no symmetrization that is required in this in
stance. As noted above we require A ([2,1] ® [13]:[33

]) = - 1 
whereas these authors always choose A = + 1. If our con
ventions were used [i.e., a negative A for their triads ([2, In 
and ([3,2][3,1][2,1] 1)] all SU3 6j coefficients listed in their 
Table 4 become real. This same choice of A will make a1l3jm 
factors for SU3/ul X SU2 listed in their Table 10 real if, in 
addition, one chooses the ljm factor 

(

[23
] 

[2,1] 

[2,1] 

[2] 

[ 1 ] 

[ 1 ] 

[221) 
[2] 

[2] 

[(&2ii \)in their notation] as negative. This latter choice is re
quired of us by duality as shown by considering the associate 
form. Their 3j phases for SU 6 differ in several instances from 
our convention (7.8). Although we have made no detailed 
analysis of the situation, it seems plausible from the occur
rence of only purely real or purely imaginary coefficents in 
their tables that all values could be brought to real form by a 
suitable choice of phase. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Excluding the nonsimple phase case OEA ® [2,1] we ar
gue that it is possible to arrange a separation of multiplicities 
and a phase convention so that the symmetries derived from 
duality with S L may be required of the coupling algebra of 
SUn. All coupling coefficients can be made real and all phase 
transformation matrices can be brought to real phase form. 
We have listed the properties the phases related to transposi
tion, association, the Derome-Sharp matrix, and the ljm 
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factor must have to be consistent with duality. We have pro
posed a transposition phase convention (7.8) along with the 
direct extension of the usual association phase convention 
(7.5) which possess these properties. The Ijm factor phase 
convention has been related to the Derome-Sharp matrix 
phase convention via association (6.17). We have not devel
oped a convention similar to (7.5) or (7.8) for assigning either 
the ljm factor or the Derome-Sharp matrix directly. To fix a 
complete phase convention it would seem necessary to have 
a prescription for one or the other factor. We have deter
mined that the simple choice A = + E is not consistent with 
duality. We consider the convention fixing A or the ljm fac
tor to be an unresolved question. Finally, because of the non
commutitivity of the two operations of complex conjuga
tion, we can offer no direct proof that no closed 
transformation loop exists which is inconsistent with the 
proposed phase convention. The requirements enumerated 
at the close of Sec. VI at least are necessary conditions for a 
phase convention consistent with duality between SL and 
SUn. 
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The difference between the coupling coefficient and 3jm tensors leads to a variety of 6j and 
recoupling tensors. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Hj, 03.65.Fd 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In two previous papers,I,2 henceforth denoted as I and 
II respectively, the elements of the Racah algebra for com
pact groups with time reversal symmetry were developed. 
These groups contain antilinear operators and it was found 
convenient to use Wigner's theory of corepresentations3 to 
achieve a proper group-theoretical treatment. In many re
spects this algebra parallels that for linear groups in that 
symmetrized 3 jm symbols can be found and both the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem and Racah's lemma hold. In this 
paper the theory is further developed by considering the cou
pling of basis vectors and various possibilities for the n-j sym
bols. Throughout the notations of I and II are used. 

Despite the many similarities that exist between repre
sentation and corepresentation theory, an important distinc
tion arises at an early stage, in Schur's Lemmas: whereas a 
matrix commuting with an irreducible representation (IR) is 
constant, one commuting with an irreducible corepresenta
don (ICR) need not be. The set of all such commuting matri
ces forms an algebra isomorphic to R, C, or Q.4 This has 
many consequences, among which is the fact that the multi
plicity ofj3 injl ®j2 may be less than the multiplicity of the 
identity ICR 0 injl ®j2 ®j3 (these groups are ambivalent). 
Thus the coupling coefficient tensor which reducesjl ®j2 to 
j3 may have a smaller multiplicity range to the 3 jm tensor 
which reducesjl ®j2 ®j3 to O. There is, then, an essential 
difference between the two tensors. 

In any applications of Racah algebra methods which do 
not trivially involve the definitions of these tensors, it must 
first be established which tensor is used. Thus in I 3 jm ten
sors were used in the Wigner-Eckart theorem and for Ra
cah's lemma (although considerably less tractable forms ex
ist using the coupling coefficient.5

-
7

) After a brief review in 
Sec. 2 of the tensor notation and a minor correction to the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem in Sec. 3, Sec. 4 considers the cou
pling of basis vectors. Some results peculiar to corepresenta
tion theory occur here. This is also true in Sec. 5, where the 
transformation properties of the two tensors under basis 
transformations are given. These two sections further illus
trate the differences between the coupling coefficient and 

a) Present address: School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, 
University of New South Wales, P.O. Box 1, Kensington, New South 
Wales, Australia. 

3jm tensors and in particular the care that must be exercised 
in using the coupling coefficient to avoid undesirable results. 

Following on from the 3 jm tensor, the next major sym
bol is the 6j. Due to its importance in representation theory, 
a variety of different approaches to it have been devised: as 
the recoupling coefficient of three IRs to a fourth, as the 
recoupling coefficient offour IRs to the identity 0, as the first 
nontrivial invariant under basis transformations, and as the 
coefficient occurring in certain coupled tensor operator 
schemes. In Secs. 6-8, respectively, the first three of these 
approaches are considered for the gray groups and three dis
tinct symbols are found, each made up of a different number 
of coupling coefficient and 3 jm tensors. Each of these sym
bols is shown to possess certain properties but none of them 
exhibit the full range of properties of the essentially unique 
symbol in representation theory.s Indeed, the identities 
which use both permutational symmetry and orthogonality 
of coupling coefficient tensors (such as the Biedenharn iden
tity and the Racah backcoupling rule) are in doubt for all of 
these symbols. Schur's lemma has some far-reaching effects! 

In Sec. 9 a coupled tensor operator scheme is discussed 
which yields a type of 9 j symbol. Special cases which in 
representation theory yield a 6 j symbol are also dealt with. 

To illustrate the theory given here and in I and II a 
particular gray group is dealt with in detail in Sec. 10. This 
gray group possesses a 3 jm tensor with 121} symmetry and 
although the group is not physically important it provides 
the first such numerical example to be given (at the time of 
writing). 

2. THE TENSOR NOTATION 

We assume a complex vector space S with basis 
{elm): m = 1,2, ... }. The operation of complex conjugation 
may be applied to these basis vectors to give 
{elm): m = 1,2, ... } as a basis for S •. The dot above the 
suffix denotes complex conjugation. The following summa
tion convention is used: a summation is implied over two 
identical indices ifthey are (a) one inner and one outer, (b) 
one upper and one lower, and (c) both dotted or both undot
ted. The matrix of a linear operator is given by 

(2.1) 

and of an antilinear operator by 
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ae (n) = e (m)j(at,;. 

Using the dot notation for complex conjugation, 

j(utn • = j(u)'\ and j(atil· = j(a)'\. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

The transpose is obtained by changing inner indices to 
outer indices and vice versa. This may be accomplished by 
use of the tensors ~m, and ~ m, : m2 m2 

e - eT - e ~m, 
(m,) - (m,) - (m,)um ,' 

)'(u) m, =)'(u)m, T =)'(u)m, ~ m, ~n, 
n l n l n2 m2 n l ' 

and 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Using an orthonormal basis, the metric for S is 

e~.,e", ~e,.,e '" ~6 .. ~(I .) (2.7) 

This may be combined with the transposition tensor to pro
duce other ~ tensors: 

(2.8) 

and so on. This allows the unitary properties of the linear 
operators to be written in a variety of forms: 

and 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

U(ut'n,)-I =j(U)m'iI,~n';"~m,m" (2.11) 

and the antiunitary properties of the antilinear operators as 

and 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

U(at'h,)-I =j(a)"''n,~h,n,~ m,m,' (2.14) 

Two further ~ tensors were given in I, namely ~"" and 
~"", These are distinct from those already given in that they 
are really shorthand for the direct sum of copies of the identi
ty ICR ° which always has value 1: 

~" = (O(U) 
" O(u) ... r. ~(I I ... r. (2.15) 

and 

~". = (O(Q) 
" O(a) .J>C ... r. 

(2.16) 

It is understood that no change of basis is to be applied to 
these tensors as the antilinearity of a would change ~''r, [I, 
Eq. (2.7)]. 

For definitions and properties of the symbols particular 
to Racah algebra, the reader is referred to I. We note only 
that in the definitions (5.1), (5.2), (7.1), and (7.2) ofI an abuse 
of notation was committed by denoting the inverse of 
U J.J3l' m,m,m, by UJ.J3)m,m,m" and similarly for the coupling 
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coefficient, but that this is consistent with the tensor nota
tion and affords considerable simplification in many expres
sions. 

3. THE WIGNER-ECKART THEOREM 

A transposition tensor should have been included in 
Eqs. (9.1) and (9.2) ofI. If the identifications 

e (m) = lim) 

and 
elr;,) = (jml 

are made, then 

luUm) = j(u)nm Ijn) 

and 

(3.1) 

(uUm)! = j(u)r;, h(jnl = ~:::'~:, j(u);"r;" Unl. (3.2) 

Thus Eq. (9.1) of! should read 

(j.mdT(kqdlj2m2) 

= _2_ r ~ .h,). (u);". k (u)q, )' (u)", ~r;" IG I JH n, I m, q, 2 m, m, 

(3.3) 

with a similar change in Eq. (9.2). The complex conjugate of 
Eq. (6.6) ofI was then used to transformjr tojl' It turns out 
that this introduces an annoying 1-j phase factor into cou
pled tensor schemes (cf. Sec. 9). It is better to use the inverse 
of this equation 

j(U)h'h, = [;,. mJj(Ut 'm,(m
2 

;,} 

These modify Eqs. (9.3) and (9.4) of! to 

and 

Udl T(k )1Ii2), = ~ ~: [;'3 nJU.kj2)"4q,n" 

X U.n.1 T(kq2)lj2n2) 

Ulm.IT(kq.)lj2m2) = ~::::(m4 m)Ulkj2l'm,Q,m, 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

xU.lIT(k)lIj2)" (3.6) 

This change has the effect of transferring a phase factor into 
the reduced matrix element which is, nevertheless, still real. 

4. THE COUPLING OF BASIS VECTORS 

In I and II attention was mainly concentrated on the 
ICR matrices, as this afforded the simplest means of access 
to the Racah algebra. However, in many cases it is not so 
much these matrices that are of interest but the basis vectors 
carrying the ICRs, and to these we now tum. It was shown in 
I and II that the reduction of the direct product of three 
ICRs to ° led to the 3 jm symbol with better properties than 
the coupling coefficient of the reduction of two ICRs to a 
third. In particular, the 3 jm tensor satisfies a completeness 
property not shared by the coupling coefficient. It may be 
expected that this similarly holds for the coupling of basis 
vectors and our first step is to verify this completeness for the 
triple product. 
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It is trivial to verify that if 

{el(,;,) :m= 1, ... UIJ}, {e2(m) :m= 1, ... , U2J}, 

and 

{e3
(m) : m = 1, ... U3]} 

form bases forjl,j2' andj3' respectively, then 

{e\m,) e2(m,) e3(m,) : m l, m 2, m3 = 1,2,· .. } 

forms a basisforjl ®j2 ®j3' Suppose there exists a linear com
bination ofthese which forms a basis for 0 so that 

u(an,n,n, el e2 e3 ) 
., (n,) (n,) (n,) 

- am,m,m, el e2 e3 
- , (m,) (m,) (m.) (4.1) 

and 

a(an,n,n .• e l eZ e3 ) 
, (n,) (n,) (n,) 

~, am,m,m, el e2 e3 = u ; ,(m,) (m,) (m,)' (4.2) 

A multiplicity label r is included in this because there may be 
more than one such linear combination, and the tensor 8'; is 
the tensor ofEq. (2.16). 

By the linearity ofu and Eq. (2.1), Eq. (4.1) may be 
rewritten 

am,m,m. el e2 e3 
., (m,) (m,) (m.) 

= an,n,n',jl(U)m'n, j2(U)m'n, j3(U)mon, el(m.)e2(m,)e2(mo)' 
(4.3) 

As this is true for all u, it may be integrated over the linear 
subgroup H and divided by the volume of H to give, via Eq. 
(5.3) of I, 

am,m,m, el eZ e3 , (m,) (m,) (m,) 

= an,n,n, ,(jlj2j3)m.m,mo" (jlj2j3)"n,n,n, e\m,)e2(m,)e3(mo)' 
(4.4) 

From the orthogonality of the basis vectors it follows that 

(4.5) 

with 
B ", = an,n,n',(jlj2j3)"n,n,n,. (4.6) 

B is real from the antilinear equation. This is similar to the 
completeness condition for the 3 jm tensor as it follows that a 
complete set of orthonormal bases for 0 may be found by 
setting the tensor a equal to each column of the 3 jm tensor in 
tum. 

Turning to the coupling of two basis vectors to a third, it 
is straightforward to show that with bases forjl andj2 as 
above and 

e3r(m,) = (jJ2Ij3)m,m'rm,e l(m,)e2
(m,i' (4.7) 

the set {e3 r(m,) : m3 = 1,2, ... } forms a basis forj3' Different 
bases exist for different values of r, and the vectors are all 
orthogonal 

(4.8) 

by unitarity of the coupling coefficient tensor. If a single 
coupling coefficient tensor is used, everything is fine. How
ever, ifj is of type (b) or (c) then there exist other coupling 
coefficient tensors that are not related by a transformation in 
the multiplicity label. These may be used to produce further 
sets of bases and by example we now show that these are not 
orthogonal to the first set. 
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Consider gray eras in Sec. 7 of I, with direct product 
E' ® A I = E '. Although the multiplicity ofthe coupling coef
ficient is only 1, there are four such tensors as E ' is of type (b): 

(E'AIIE')(I) = (~ ~). (E'A 1 IE')(2) = (~ ~ J 
(E'A IIE')(3,-= e ~). and (E'A IIE')(4) = (~1 ~), 

(4.9) 
where a dummy label in brackets is used to distinguish the 
tensors. Using these tensors in tum in Eq. (4.7) gives the 
bases 

{ I 2 I 2} {. I 2 . I 2 } e (I)e (I)' e (2)e (I)' Ie (I)e (Ii' -Ie (2)e (I) , 

{ . I 2 . I 2} d { I 2 I 2} (4 10) Ie (2)e (I)' Ie (I)e (I)' an - e (2)e (Ii' e (I)e (I)' . 

which are certainly not orthogonal. This is no cause for 
alarm, but only for care. It means that where a coupling 
coefficient tensor is required only one should be used and not 
some mixture of two or more. 

5. TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES 

Transformation properties under a change of basis are 
always of importance, especially when symmetry adaptation 
to various subgroup chains is used. For the 3 jm tensor they 
are very easily derived. Let PI' P2, and P3 be three unitary 
change of basis matrices forjl,j2' andj3' respectively, which 
act according to Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7) of!. Substitution into Eq. 
(5.3) of I gives immediately 

( ... )m;mimj ( .. ')r" 
Jlh13 r" Jlh13 n;ninj 

or 

U I j2j3r;mim
j 
r" 

(5.1) 

with 

r .,. r n n n ••• nJ"inj 
E r" = (ith13) n n n PI' ,P2' .P3' .(ith13) r"' (5.2) 

I 2 J "I "2 n3 

The antilinear equation (5.4) of I shows E is real and hence 
orthogonal. 

An interesting special case of Eq. (5.1) occurs when all 
Pi belong to the set of matrices commuting withji' for then 

( ... )m;mimj -E' (. 01' )m;o (. 01' )mio ith13 ,'- r" JI it m, h h m, 

( . 01 . )mjo ( .. ')m m m (53) X 13 13 m, ith13 ' ",. . 

However, as far as the ICR matrices are concerned these 
commuting transformations have no effect, i.e., they do not 
alter the matrices at all. Thus the 3 jm tensor on the left 
reduces the same triple product as the 3 jm tensor on the 
right and hence by completeness the two are related by an 
orthogonal transformation in the multiplicity label: 

Ulj2j3)m,m,m." = F"" (jIOljl)m.om, (j20Ij2)m,Om, 

X (j30Ij3)m.om,U.j2j3t,m,m".. (5.4) 
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In representation theory the equation corresponding to this 
is trivial, but here it is not because for ICR's of types (b) and 
(c) the coupling coefficient tensors are not necessarily con
stant. This allows the production of other columns of a 3 jm 
tensor from a given one and thus acts as a general 3 jm ver
sion of the paragraph following Eq. (7.10) of!. It also shows 
that the tensor F cannot always be taken as diagonally 
constant. 

Turning now to the coupling coefficient a different ap
proach needs to be adopted. This is characteristic of the 
methods applicable to gray groups, that in dealing with the 
3 jm tensors Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) of! are used whereas for the 
coupling coefficient an intertwining or commutation rela
tion with an ICR is required. In this case we consider the 
transformed form, and the transformations leading to it, of 
Eq. (7.1) of!: 

. ()m, . m, h U n,h(U) n, 
_ ~ (. . I . )m,m, . ( mi (. . I . )r'ni 
- ~ hh 13 r'mi13U) ni hh 13 n,ni 

h 

(5.5) 

Simple manipulations using the orthogonality of the Pi and 
the coupling coefficients turn this into an intertwining rela
tion of the form 

G j3(U)' = j4(U)'G. 

Doing the same with the antilinear equations, 

G j3(a)' = j4(a)'G·, 

from which G is zero unlessji = j~, in which case it is one of 
the matrices commuting withji. More explicitly, 

(jd21 j3)m,mir' mi 

_ G'm;' pm, pmi pm, ( .. I . )m,m, 
- r'mi I m , 2 m, 3 m;' hJ2 J3 ,m,' (5.6) 

with 

G'm;' 
r'm .. 

_ ( .. I . )rm, pm, pm, m;' ( .. I . )m,mi 
- hh 13 m,m, I m, 2 m,P3 m, hh 13 r'm,,(5.7) 

where G is a tensor ofthe form (j30Ij3) for each pair of 
multiplicity labels. It need not be diagonal in the m-values 
nor even be the same commuting matrix for different pairs of 
multiplicity labels. This introduces a high degree of freedom 
into the transformed coupling coefficient. Out of the possi
bilities two recommend themselves for further examination. 
The first is to multiply the transformed tensor by the inverse 
of (j30Ij3)' This diagonalizes Gin the m-values. The second 
case is when all Pi are the identity transformation. This gives 

( . . I . )m,m, - G "m , (.. I . )m,m, hJ2 J3 ',m, - ',m, JIJ2 J3 '1m,' (5.8) 

It is not hard to show that this is the completeness property 
for coupling coefficient tensors although of a less manage
able form than that for 3 jm tensors. It should be used with 
caution because when Gis nondiagonally constant in the m
values it forms a relation between different and nonortho
gonal coupling coefficient tensors. 
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6. THE RECOUPLING COEFFICIENT 

The first of the n-j or n-j related symbols we shall con
sider is the recoupling coefficient. This relates two different 
coupling schemes in reducingjl ®j2 ®j3 tOj4' Performing 
this through the intermediate schemes ofjl ®j2 tOjl2 and of 
j2 ®j3 tOj23 by Eq. (7.1) of I gives 

jl(U)m'n, j2(U)m'n, j3(ut'n, 

~ (. . I' )m m (.. I . )m m =.£... hJ2 h2 I 'r,m" JI213 J4 12 '"m, 

= L (j2j3Ij23)m,m'"m" (jd23US)"m,m""m, 
j23,j~ 

XjS(ut'n, (j2j31 j23)',n" n,n, (jlj23 I js)"n, n,n,,' (6.1) 

By orthogonality of the coupling coefficient this may be rear
ranged to 

j4(U)m'n, (jlj2UI2)" n"n,n, (jl2j3~4)"n'n"n, 

X (j2j3Ij23)n,n'"n" (jlj23ljs)n,n""n, 

(J' J' IJ' )"m" (J' J' IJ' )"m, = I 2 12 m,m, 12 3 4 m"m, 
X ( .. I' )m m ( . . I . )m m . ( )m J2J3 J23 ""m" 1 I l23 ls '" ',m, ls U 'n" 

(6.2) 
with a similar equation for the antilinear operators. 

For each set of values of the multiplicity labels the two 
equations form an intertwining relation 

j4(u)R = Rjs(u) and j4(u)R· = Rjs(u), (6.3) 

and hence R is zero unlessj4 = js, in which case it commutes 
withj4' We therefore define the recoupling coefficient as 

(UI j2)j 12j3,j41 j IU2j3)j23,j4) "r,m'r,r,m, 

= (jlj21 jl2)"m"m,m, (j12j3U4)r,m'm"m, 

X (j2j3Ij23)m,m'r,m" (jlj23 I j4)m,m"r,m, . (6.4) 

An alternative form may be found by setting u equal to the 
identity of Gin Eq. (6.1) and transferring just two coupling 
coefficients 

X (j2j3Ij23)r,n"n,n, (jlj23Ij4)r,n'n,n,,· (6.5) 

From this immediately follows the orthogonality prop
erty 

L (Ulj2)jl2j3,j41 jIU2j3)j23,j4) r,r,n'r",n, 
in 

_ s;:r, r,s;:r, ris;:n, ;'4S;:(' ") 
- U U U u J12,l12 . (6.6) 

If we were using representation theory, Schur'S lemma 
on Eq. (6.3) would give directly that the recoupling coeffi
cient is diagonally constant in the m-values. However ifj4 is 
on ICR of type (b) or (c) it need not be, and it is only necessary 
to give one suitable example to show that in general it is not 
constant. Such an example is readily found in gray C4 with 
jl = A I,j2 =j12 = j23 = j4 = E, andj3 = A2. The mUltiplicity 
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of each coupling coefficient tensor is only 1, whereas the 
multiplicity of A I in each triple product is 2. Thus for each 
triple there are two coupling coefficient tensors related by a 
commuting matrix. Distinguishing between these by a dum
my multiplicity label in parentheses (r) we have 

(AI E IE )a,x(I)X = (AE IE )a'Y(IIY = 1, 

( A I E IE )a,x(2)X = - ( A I E IE )a'Y(2)Y = i, 

and 

(EA 2IE )xa'(I)y = (EA2IE )ya\I)X = 1, 

( EA21E )xa'(2)y = _ ( EA21E )ya'(2)Y = i, 
with all other elements zero. Then 

«( AlE )EA2' E IA I(EA 2)E, E )(1)(1)(1)(2) = ( ~ i ~), 
as required. 

It should be clear that in this example we have done a 
"silly" thing. The more sensible choice would have been to 
use the coupling coefficient with dummy label (1) instead of 
(2). This would have given a diagonal recoupling coefficient. 
In any particular recoupling coefficient such an adjustment 
can always be made post hoc to one or more of the coupling 
coefficients, but it is not clear whether a set of coupling coef
ficient tensors, one for each triadjl,j2,j3 of G, can be found 
which give all recoupling coefficient tensors of G diagonal. 
The importance of being able to find such a set lies in the 
breakdown of such results as this: if the recoupling coeffi
cient here is not diagonal in the m-values, then the recou
pling coefficient of four ICRs to a fifth cannot be expressed 
as a product of three of these recoupling coefficients. 

7. REDUCTION OF THE QUARTIC PRODUCT 

In the next approach to the recoupling problem, we 
consider the reduction of the quartic productj! ®j2 ®j3 ®j4 
to the identity O. A variety of intermediate coupling schemes 
exist of which we choosejl ®j2 tOj!2,j!2 ®j3 ®j4 to 0 and 
j2 ®j3 tOj23,j! ®j23 ®j4 to O. Although it may be hoped that 
this leads to a satisfactory 6} with properties completely 
analogous to the 6} symbol in representation theory, this 
turns out not to be the case. For example, if other intermedi
ate schemes are used, the various symbols found are not es
sentially equivalent to each other. 

To proceed, the coupling of two to a third may as before 
be effected by Eq. (7.1) ofI, and of three to 0 by Eq. (5.1) of I. 
This gives 
jl(U)fn'nj2(U)m'nj3(U)m'nj4(U)m'n, 

- ~ (J' J' IJ' )m,m, (... )m 12m,m, - L 1 2 12 ',m" JI2hJ4 ", . ' 
11 ~ 

- ~ (J' J' IJ' )m,m, (... )m,m"m, 
- L 2 3 23 ',m" JIJ23J4 " 

Jv 

x (j 1 j23j4)"n,n"n, (j2j31 j23) r,n"n,n, EEl other ICRs. 
(7.1) 

Upon integration over H all these other ICRs not equal to 0 
drop out [I, Eqs. (3.1c) and (3.6)] and the two summations 
given may be equated. Orthogonality of the coupling coeffi
cient tensors gives 
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(7.2) 

with 

VI ~2 : ~12}"" 
13 J4 123 "" 
-A. [. ]-1/2[' ]-1/2(' '1' )"m" ( ... )" 
- 'l'j, JI2 123 JI12 JI2 m,m, JI2hJ4 m"m,m. 

X (j2j31 j23)m,m) ',m" (j!j23j4t,m"m'r,. (7.3) 

The antilinear equations give this "quasi-6/, as a real tensor. 
The 11 phase ¢), = j3((P) is inserted for later convenience. 
Two immediate points distinguish the quasi-6j from the re
coupling coefficient: first, it is always independent of the m
values and, second, the range of the multiplicity labels r 2 and 
r4 is larger ifj4 is of type (b) or (c). This tensor satisfies an 
orthogonality relation that is also different in the multiplic
ity range 

r j2 j'T" ~ [JI2] [J23] j3 
j4 123 r~r4 

r j2 j;,} r)'"2 

X {)" r,{)" r. . 

j4 jn ','. 13 

= {)', "{)" i"{)(j\2J}i2)' 

Here is an appropriate point to begin discussion of two 
criteria for the 3 jm tensor which have not yet been satisfac
torily resolved. The Racah backcoupling rule almost holds 
for the quasi-6j symbol. If the definition were changed by 
transposingj2 andj3 in the coupling coefficient (j2j3Ij23)' 
thenj2 would occupy a sufficiently symmetric position that 
no permutations would be needed to give the rule. However, 
the standard order has become so firmly embedded in the 
literature that we have to consider an alternative question: 
can the order be permuted in a coupling coefficient? Permu
tations involve the 3 jm tensor and so this question resolves 
into one concerning the relation between the coupling coeffi
cient and the 3 jm tensor. To be "sensible" (that is, to avoid 
unnecessary work), the relation between the coupling coeffi
cient tensor should be of the form ofEq. (7.9) ofl. Due to the 
large variability of the 3 jm tensor under multiplicity label 
transforms this requirement must act as a restrictive condi
tion, as we can see from the tighter orthogonality condition 
for the coupling coefficient. On the other hand, the permuta
tion properties of the 3 jm symbol have their own simple 
form which in turn acts as a restrictive condition. In every 
numerical case so far considered, 3 jm tensors can be found 
that satisfy both of these simplicity criteria but neither a 
demonstration that it can always be done nor a counterex
ample have yet been found. Caution urges that we refrain 
from permuting the coupling coefficient until the situation 
becomes clearer. 
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8. THE INVARIANT 6jTENSOR 

We define the 6j tensor by 

VI j2 j3} 
V4 j5 j6 ',"')'. 

xU I j2j3)m,m,m)" U3j4j5)m9m,.m"" 

X U2j4j6)m,m.m",) Ud6j5t,m.m, '.' (8.1) 

This differs in the ordering ofj values to the definition given 
by Butler9 for linear groups and was chosen so as to be sim
ply related to the quasi-6j. Under a change of basis it trans
forms according to 

{~~ ~: ~:} ""';" 

E "E "E ') E '. ~I j2 j3} = 123" 345 " 246 ,; 165," • . 
• J4 J5 J6 

, (8.2) 

where the suffixes label thej-values, and hence 

{
jl j2 j3}""')'4{jl j2 j3} 

j4 j5 j6 j4 j5 j6 ',',')'. 
(8.3) 

is invariant under such transformations. We note that an 
alternative definition similar to Eq. (7.2) does not exist due to 
orthogonality breakdown in a sum over two m-values. 

The two other major properties of this tensor are its 

TABLE I. Permutations of the 6j symbols .• 

j, j3 j2 J~ jo j, 
j, j, jo j4 j2 j3 
j3 j, j2 jo j4 j, 
j2 j, j3 j, j. jo 
j. j3 j, j, jo j2 
j. j, j, j, j2 jo 
j2 j3 j, j, jo j4 
j, jo j, j2 j3 j. 
j4 jo j2 j, j, j, 
jo j. j2 j, j, j, 
jo j2 j4 j, j, j, 
j3 j, j. jo j2 j, 
j, jo j, j4 j3 j2 
jo j, j, j, j. j2 
j, j, jo j2 j4 j3 
j3 j2 j, j6 j, j. 
j. j, j, j, j2 j. 
j. j2 jo j, j, j3 
j3 j. j, j6 j, j2 
j2 j. jo j, j, j3 
j, j4 j3 j2 j, j6 
j2 j6 j4 j, j3 j, 
j, j3 j4 j2 jo j, 

abc d 

1 324 
432 I 
1 3 4 2 
124 3 
2 4 1 3 
2 143 
I 423 
4 I 3 2 
3 1 4 2 
3 124 
3 2 I 4 
234 I 
423 1 
421 3 
4 3 I 2 
1 4 3 2 
4 1 2 3 
3 4 1 2 
2 4 3 I 
342 1 
2 1 3 4 
324 1 
2 3 1 4 

reality and its behavior under permutations. To show it is 
real we need some preliminary results. First, from Eq. (2.14), 

[ml] (m2) 8, = 8 '. m
2 

m,m, m
l 

m2m2 (8.4) 

Second, a very strong relation exists between the fully conju
gated and unconjugated 3jm tensors. From Eq. (5.2) ofI, 

Ulj2j3)m,m,m),,8";-, = jl(at';,j2(a)m';,j3(a)m;" 

X U I j2j3);";";'\ . (8.5) 
Specializing this by setting a equal to e, 

)(J' J' J' I;"~;',;,)· 
h3 I 2 3 " • (8.6) 

This is an improvement on Eq. (8.3) of I. Substitution of this 
into Eq. (8.1) and some manipulations give the 6j real. 

The symmetry properties of the 6j tensor under permu
tations follow in the same manner as for linear groups9 with 
the simplication that the gray groups are ambivalent. The 
results are collected in Table I where the M; are the permuta
tion matrices of the 3 jm tensors, the 11"; are the cycle struc
tures of the permutations of S3 and <P is a product of 1-j 
phases. Thus for example the first entry in this table gives 

{~~ ~: ~:} "';"" 
= <P

l
' <Pl ' <P

l
' M I (23),' ,M2(1),' ,M3(1)') ,M4(23)'4" 

2 1 4 '1 r2 '3 4 

X {~I ~2 ~3} (8.7) 
J4 J5 J6 ',',')'4 

1T, 1T2 1T3 1T. </I 

(23) (I) (11 (23) </12</13</1. 

(23) (13) (13) (23) </1,</12</1.</1, 

(132) (23) (23) (ll </12</13</1.</1, 

(12) (23) (23) (23) </16 

(132) (12) (12) (132) </1,</1,</16 

(132) (123) (123) (132) </13</16 

(123) (23) (ll (23) </1,</13</1,</16 

(ll (13) (132) (13) </13</1.</1,</16 

(12) (123) (123) (12) </13</1.</1, 

(123) (12) (13) (123) </13</1. 

(123) (12) (132) (12) </12 

(132) (23) (123) (13) </1,</12</1. 

(ll (13) (13) (ll </1,</12</16 

(23) (132) (132) (12) </1,</16 

(ll (132) (132) (132) </1,</12</13</1.</1, 

(13) (ll (23) (ll </1,</13</1.</1,</16 

(23) (132) (13) (123) </13</1,</16 

(12) (12) (12) (12) </1,</12</13</1.</1,</16 

(13) (ll (123) (13) </11</12</1,</16 

(123) (123) (ll (123) </1,</12</1.</1,</16 

(13) (13) (12) (13) </13 

(12) (123) (23) (123) </1,</12 

(13) (132) (12) (132) </12</1. 

"The values ofj; ,j;,}i,j.,j; ,j~; a, b, c, d; 1T" 1T2' 1T3, 1T. and </I which is a product of 1 - j phases are given, where 
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In Sec. 10, where a group is considered with a 3jm 
tensor with {21} symmetry, it is found that although these 
symmetries are complete, they are not always convenient. 
Due to the number of probable cases and the special nature 
of the gray groups we shall not consider this further here. 

Despite these permutational properties, the lack of an 
orthogonality property in a sum over only two m-values 
blocks the various 6j identities. 

In Secs. 6-8 we have presented the most pessimistic 
aspects of the various symbols. However, as we have not yet 
found examples necessarily possessing such bad behavior, 
we consider in brief the "ideal" situation. A number of crite
ria need to be satisfied. First,· the symmetrized 3jm tensor 
must fall into blocks, with each block simply giving a cou
pling coefficient tensor. Further, under permutations this 
block structure must be preserved to the extent that a block 
in one order yields one, two or four blocks in another or vice 
versa. To be more explicit, in one order we may have ICRs of 
type (a),(b),(c). As the third ICR is of type (c) the 3 jm tensor 
should split into two coupling coefficient tensor blocks. In 
the order (a),(c),(b) it should split into four blocks. What we 
require is that when one of the blocks in the first order is 
permuted it should break into exactly two of the blocks of the 
second order without any "mixing up" of the blocks in the 
second order. Secondly, with the coupling coefficient tensors 
effectively symmetrized by this, that one may be taken as a 
"basic" coupling coefficient, with all others derivable from it 
by commuting tensors with trace zero. By computation these 
two conditions may be satisfied by the ICRs of the gray dou
ble point groups. The third condition is that the recoupling 
coefficient derived from these basic coupling coefficient ten
sors be diagonally constant in the m-values. 

If we are granted all these conditions, then as far as 
recoupling problems are concerned we need only consider 
the recoupling coefficient derived from the basic coupling 
coefficients. For the quasi-6j and 6j symbols many of the 
extra values caused by increasing the ranges of the multiplic
ity variables may be found by mUltiplying a pair of commut
ing matrices and taking their trace. Many will be zero. The 
permutations of the coupling coefficient will allow the 6j 
identities to hold. 

Finally in this section, indices may be raised on the 6j 
tensor by 

VI ~2 j3}" = {)";. {)";" VI j2 j3} ,(8.8) 
V4 15 j6 ','," 'V4 js j6 ',',','. 

and so on. If the special choice of3jm symbols ofEq. (7.9) in 
I is made (with the positive sign chosen for convenience) 
some messy but straightforward manipulations give the qua
si -6j as part of a 6j with two indices raised. This provides the 
relation required between the two tensors if we have the 
"ideal" situation above. 

9. COUPLED TENSOR OPERATORS 

We now tum to the formulas of Racah9 involving pro
ducts of tensor operators acting on coupled schemes. In 
what follows we shall assume that a final coupled state is a 
"good" state, and consider the case ofthe matrix elements of 

(U3j4)jlm II(TU)X(kq)IUsj6)j2m2)' 
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where T acts only betweenj3 andjs, and Ubetweenj4 andj6' 
In accord with Eq. (4.7) multiplicity labels must be inserted 
into this matrix element to label the couplings and we have 

(U3j4)rdtmtl(TU)r3 X (kq) 1 Usj6)r2j2m2) 

= (j3j4UI)"m, m,m,( kl k21k )q,q'"q Usj6U2)m,m'"m, 

X (j3m3IT(klqt)ljsms) (j4m41U(k2q2)lj6m6)' (9.1) 

Both sides of this expression may be expanded by the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem of Sec. 3. The resultant expression 
is rather messy but manipUlations of the type already dealt 
with give a quasi-9j relation between the reduced matrix 
elements 

(U3j4)rl jtII(TU)r3 X(k )IIUsj6)r2j2) " 

{

j j4 • j~"" 
= [j1]t/2[j2]1/2[k ]1/ ~I ~2 • ~ 

15 16 1 '.',',', 
X{)~;{)'"r, (j3I1 T (k l)Vs) " (j411 U(k )llj6) ,.' (9,2) 

with 

j4 . jl}"" 
k2 . k 

j6 j2 r.r,',r, 
_ [. ]-1/2[' ]-1/2[k]-1/2 (. '1' )m,m, - It 12 1314 It r,m, 

X ( klk21k )q,q'"q (jsj6Ij2)m,m'"m, 

X U3 kljs)" m,q,m, U4 k2j6),'m.q,m, UI kj2t,qm" •. (9.3) 

Two special cases exist for this coupling scheme. First, 
let Ube the identity operator. Although the tensor U4 k2 j6) 
reduces to U40j4) it may have a multiplicity greater than 1, 
and as the summation in Eq. (9.2) is over this multiplicity 
range the quasi-9j does not reduce to a quasi-6j. Second, if X 
is the identity operator we have the same situation in the sum 
over r4 in equation (3.6) and the quasi-9j again will not reduce 
to a quasi-6j. 

10. AN EXAMPLE 

As an illustration to the theory developed here and in I 
and II, we consider the case where G is the direct product 
H X C2 and the linear subgroup H is the metacyclic group of 
order 21 with presentation 

H = (x,ylx7 =y3 = e, xy =yx2
). 

Specializing from the general case for metacyclic groups giv
en by Basmaji, \0.11 we find that H has five IRs-

0, kl' k2' k3' k4' with k r = k2 and k r = k4• The character 
table is given in Table II and the generators for k3 are 

k3(X) = (~ t02 ~) and k3(Y) = (~ ~ o~, 
° ° t4 ° I ~) 

where t is a primitive seventh root of 1. As (J 2 here equals the 
identity there are three ICRs-O,jl andj2' with 

and 

O(u) = O(a) = 1, 

.( ) _(kl(U) lt U -

° 
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TABLE II. The character table for H = (x.ylx7 =.1 = e. xy =yx3)! 

Class 1 3 3 7 7 
IR [el [xl [x31 [yl [y21 

0 1 1 1 
kl 1 1 1 (U (U2 

k2 1 1 1 (U2 (U 

k3 3 ;+;2+;4 ;3 +;5 +;6 0 0 
k4 3 ;3 +;5 +;6 ;+;2+;4 0 0 

"The classes are [e j. [x. X
2
X

4 j. [X
6
.X

5,x31. [ yx" : n = 0 •...• 61 and 
[rx" : n = 0 •...• 61. ; is a primitive seventh root of one, and (U a primitive 
cube root of one. 

~). 
The magnetic character table4 for G is given in Table III. 

It is easy to verify that k3 ® k3 ® k3 = 20 Ell ••• and 
k3 ® k3 ® k T = 0 Ell ••• and that in the notation of II 

m k, mk, 1 
11'1 = 131 = , 

and 

Hence the linear subgroup H is simple phase. Inducing up
wards to G by Sec. 2 of II, 

k3 k3 k3 k3 k3 kT k3 kr k3 k3 kT kT 
Q 0 0 0 
iQ 0 0 0 
0 Q' 0 0 

1 
P=- 0 iQ' 0 0 

..j2 
0 0 Q" 0 
0 0 iQ" 0 
0 0 0 Q'" 
0 0 0 iQ'" 

where Qreduces (k3 k3 k3), Q ' reduces (k3 k3 k n Q " reduces 
(k3 k T k3), andQ'" reduces(k3 k Tk n The block structure is 
shown along the top. (A complete list of such constructions 
is given in Ref. 6.) This construction does not give a symme
trized 3 jm tensor but this is readily corrected for this simple 
case and the nonzero results are given in Table VI. In Tables 
III-VI the convention is that the m-values of k3 are labeled 1, 

Multiplicity 
label 
1 
2 

Symmetry 
[21 
WI 

123 
1Iy16 
1Iy16 

132 
1Iy16 
-1Iy16 

TABLE III. The magnetic character Table for G = (x,ylx7 = .I = e. 
xy = yx3)! 

C-class 1 6 14 Intertwining 
ICR [el [xl [yl number 

0 1 1 1 
il 2 2 -1 2 
i2 6 -1 0 2 

"The C-c1asses are [el. [x" : n = 1 •...• 6). [ymx": m = 1.2; n = 0 •...• 61. 

mi'II'} = 2, mi'13} = 4, and mi'121} = 2. 

This group is not simple phase-the symmetrized 3 jm ten
sor for U2j2j2) will have two antisymmetric rows, four sym
metric ones, and two pairs of rows transforming as the 
IRl21 J of S3' We remark that these results may be obtained 
more directly from the magnetic character table4 but as illus
tration of the methods of II the ascent from H to G will be 
retained in this example. 

To calculate the 3jm tensor U2j2j2)' ascent requires 
that we first construct the tensors (k3 k3 k3) and (k3 k3 k n 
This is easily done and the nonzero entries are given in Ta
bles IV and V. From these the methods of Sec. 5 in II may be 
used to construct the 3 jm tensor P as 

kr k3 k3 k T k3 k T k T kr k3 krkTkr 

0 0 0 Q* 
0 0 0 -iQ* 
0 0 Q'* 0 
0 0 -iQ'* 0 
0 Q"* 0 0 
0 -iQ"* 0 0 

Q'''. 0 0 0 
-iQ'II* 0 0 0 

2, and 3, the m-values of k T, 4,5, and 6, and by adjunction 
the m-values ofj2 by 1 through 6. 

This tensor possesses many properties that are peculiar 
to corepresentation theory. For example, as an illustration of 
Eq. (5.4), the multiplicity row six may be obtained from the 
first row by setting the first two coupling coefficient tensors 
equal to the identity and the third to 

213 
1Iy16 
-1Iy16 

m 1m2m 3 
231 
1Iy16 
1Iy16 

312 
1Iy16 
1Iy16 

321 
1Iy16 
-1Iy16 

"The m values for k3 are labeled one. two. and three. All triples (m1m2m3) not given here have value zero. 
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Multiplicity 
label Symmetry 

{21 

115 

1/v'3 1/v'3 1/v'3 

"The m values of k3 are labeled one, two, three, and of k t four, five and six. 
All triples (m tm2m3l not given here have value zero. 

Similarly row eight follows from row three (to a common 
factor of - 1) by setting all three equal to this commuting 
tensor. 

Since the 3 jm tensor has multiplicity often andj3 is of 
type (c). the multiplicity of the coupling coefficient is five. In 

I 

TABLE VI. The 3jm tensor (j.j.j2l m,m,m, • 
a 

Multiplicity 
label Sym-

metry 123 231 312 213 132 321 

1 PI 1/2v'3 1/2v'3 1/2v'3 1/2v'3 1/2v'3 1/2v'3 

6 PI i/2v'3 i/2v'3 i/2v'3 i/2v'3 i12v'3 i12v'3 

construction the 3 jm naturally fell into two blocks of five 
rows each, the first five being real and the second five pure 
imaginary. On transforming each of these blocks by Eq. (7.9) 
of I with 

j(O)=C I) 
O· 

It was found that each block gave a coupling coefficient ten
sor. That these two are not orthogonal may be established 
directly from the 3 jm tensor 

(j2j2j2)' m,m,S (j2j2j2t,m,S 8 :;f0. 

On permutations of the 3 jm tensor the first five rows map 
into each other and the second five also map into each other. 
Thus there is no "crossing-over" between these blocks and 
the two coupling coefficient tensors are symmetrized: 

mtm2m3 

456 564 645 465 546 654 

1/2v'3 1/2v'3 1/2v'3 I12v'3 1/2v'3 1/2v'3 

- i/2v'3 - i12v'3 - i12v'3 - i/2v'3 - i12v'3 - i/2v'3 

2 113 1 1I2v'3 1/2v'3 1/2v'3 - 1I2v'3 -1/2v'3 - 1/2v'3 1I2v'3 112v'3 1I2v'3 - 1/2v'3 - 112v'3 - 1/2v'3 

7 WI i12v'3 i/2v'3 i!2v'3 - i/2v'3 -i!2v'3 - i/2v'3 - i/2v'3 - i/2v'3 - i/2v'3 i12v'3 i/2v'3 i12v'3 

Multi-
licity Symmet- mtm2m3 
label ry 115 151 511 166 616 661 226 262 

3 PI I I 1 1 I I I 1 

3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 

8 PI i -i -i -i 
3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 

4 

} 
I -I -I -I -1 I 1 -1 - - - -
3 6 6 6 6 3 3 6 

Pl1 

5 0 1 -1 -1 I 0 0 
1 

2v'3 2v'3 2v'3 2v'3 2v'3 
9 

-i -i -i -i 

} 3 6 6 6 6 3 3 6 
PIl 

10 0 -i -i 0 0 
2v'3 21/3 21/3 21/3 2v'3 

mtm2m) 
622 334 343 433 442 424 244 553 535 355 

I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 31/2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 

-i -i -i -i -i -i 
3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 3v'2 31/2 3v'2 31/2 31/2 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 - - - - -
6 3 6 6 3 6 6 3 6 6 
-1 0 1 -1 

0 1 -1 1 -1 0 
2v'3 2v'3 2v'3 21/3 21/3 21/3 2v'3 
-i -i -i -i -i i i 

- -6 3 6 6 3 6 6 3 6 6 
-i 

0 -i -i -i 0 0 21/3 21/3 2v'3 21/3 2v'3 21/3 21/3 

aThe m values ofj2 are labeled one through six. All triples (mtm2m3l not given here have value zero. 
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om,"" (ms m)(j2j2Ij2)m,m'!l lr,m, 

= M(23)r'r,O",6m
7 (m2 )< .. I . )m m m6 1212 12 "(Ilr,m7 ' 

and so on, where the positive sign has been used in Eq. (7.9) of 
I. 

Turning to the symbols of Sec. 6-S, consider the case 
when all ICRs are equal tOj2' There are 16 different recou
pling coefficient tensors, each with a total multiplicity range 
of 625, four quasi-6j tensors with 2500 multiplicity values, 
and one 6jtensor with 10 000 multiplicity values. Due to the 
simplicity of this 3 jm tensor the reality of the 6 jm tensor 
sets many of these values to zero, namely whenever an odd 
number of r1, r2' r3, and r4 have the values six to ten. For the 
remaining values the properties of the 6j as in Table I can 
often be used to produce a large number of values from a 
given one. 

For example, consider the case when one row of the 
3 jm tensor possesses ! 31 and the remaining three possess 
Pl1 symmetry. Then by use of the third entry in Table land 
the permutation matrices of Butler9 we find, e.g., 

t: j2 j2} 
j2 j2 1444 

= 1 ~2 j2 j2} 1 ~2 j2 j2} 
\1'3 j2 j2 j2 1544 \1'3 j2 j2 j2 1454 

+ ~2 j2 j2} 
h j2 12 1554 

Clearly, the use ofthis table allows one to produce a vast 
number of equations relating different components. They 
are not however in a very useful form as it is not even obvious 
how many independent components are required. Addi
tional matrix work shows that for the components related by 
these symmetries, only two are needed: 

t: j2 j2} 1 ~2 j2 j2} 
j2 j2 1444 = 2\1'3 h j2 j2 1544 

1 ~ j2 j2} + __ 2 

2\1'3 j2 j2 j2 1555 ' 

t: j2 j2} 1 ~2 j2 j2} 
j2 j2 1445 = - 2 j2 j2 j2 1544 

1 ~2 j2 j2} 
+2 j2 j2 j2 1555 ' 

t: j2 j2} 1 ~2 j2 j2} 
j2 j2 1454 = 2 j2 j2 j2 1544 

1 ~2 j2 jz} 
+2 j2 j2 j2 1555 ' 

t: j2 j2} \1'3 ~2 j2 j2} 
j2 j2 1455 = -2- j2 j2 j2 1544 

1 ~ jz j2} + __ 2 
2\1'3 j2 j2 j2 1555 ' 

t: j2 j2} 1 ~z j2 j2} 
j2 j2 1545 = \1'3 j2 j2 j2 1555 ' 

450 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 24, No.3, March 1983 

fjz j2 jz} 1 fj2 j2 j2} 
li2 j2 j2 1554 = \1'3 liz j2 j2 1555 ' 

with similar simplified relations when r1 is also permuted. (A 
more elegant argument using the permutation group of the 
multiplicity labels is being studied, and will be reported in a 
context applicable to nonambivalent groups.)12 A direct cal
culation using Eq. (S.l) gives 

~2 ~2 ~2} = _1_ and fj2 j2 j2} = 0, 
li2 12 12 1554 IS li2 j2 j2 1555 

from which all others can be calculated. 
From the 6j tensor immediately follow the four quasi-6j 

tensors from Eq. (S.9). Some adjustments in the multiplicity 
labeling and additional dummy labels are required as there 
are two coupling coefficient tensors < j2 j21 jz). 

Of the 16 recoupling coefficient tensors only one is re
quired if we fix on a single coupling coefficient tensor. (The 
example of Sec. 6 shows what happens if different tensors 
from the same coupling are used.) In this case we could 
choose the coupling coefficient from the first five rows of the 
3 jm tensor. The recoupling coefficient is then real as it is the 
product of four real coupling coefficients. From this it is 
diagonally constant in the m-values as for a type (c) ICR the 
commuting matrix is 

(Z~ Z~I)' 
Thus a satisfactory recoupling coefficient tensor may be 

found from the 6j tensor. 

11. CONCLUSION 

The weak form of Schur's Lemma for gray groups has 
been shown to have drastic consequences for the n-j symbols 
because the essentially unique 6j symbol of representation 
theory with excellent properties separates into a number of 
different tensors lacking many of these properties. This was 
foreshadowed on I by the difference between the double and 
triple direct products ofICRs. For every gray group we have 
examined, this situation can be retrieved by symmetrizing 
the coupling coefficient although care still needs to be exer
cised in using the various symbols. A proof that this can 
always be done is lacking but it is encouraging that no coun
terexamples have been found. 
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The 6j tensor for compact groups is shown to transform as a basis vector for the identity 
representation of the permutation group S4' This allows character theory to be used to determine 
the minimum number of independent components and a projection operator to determine the 
relations between components-the symmetry properties. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Hj, 03.65.Fd 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Following the theoretical work of Derome and Sharp, I 
3jm and 6j tensors may be defined for any compact linear or 
compact grey3.4 group. The 3jm tensor, which has been de
veloped from the 3j symbol of Wigner, reduces a triple pro
duct of (co) representations to the identity 1 ofthe group. In 
addition to the generalized azimuthal quantum numbers m l' 
m2, m3 , the 3jm tensor also depends on a multiplicity index r 
which spans a range equal to the mUltiplicity of 1 in the triple 
product of (co) representationsjl ®j2 ®j3' The symmetry 
properties of the 3jm tensor generalizeS from those of the 
Wigner 3j symbol: the simple phase factors are replaced by 
permutation matrices in the multiplicity indices. When the 
three representations are equivalent these matrices form a 
representation of the permutation group S3 and are comple
tely determined (to within a unitary transformation) by the 
properties of the group. When only two are equivalent, two 
of the matrices generate a representation of S2' These again 
are completely determined (understood: to within a unitary 
transformation) whereas the others are highly arbitrary. 
When none are equivalent the permutation symmetry is that 
of the trivial group S I and the matrices are highly arbitrary. 

The 6j tensor 1.4 is defined as a certain invariant product 
off our 3jm tensors. It depends on the four mUltiplicity in
dices but not on the generalized azimuthal quantum 
numbers. The permutation properties of the 6j tensor de
pend on the permutation matrices of the four 3jm tensors 
and, with the addition of some 1 - j phase factors, are com
pletely determined by these matrices. This produces some 
rather extreme cases: when the 3j symmetries are arbitrary, 
so are the 6j symmetries; on the other hand, when all the 
representations are equivalent, these are completely deter
mined by group properties. 

In this paper a unified method of dealing with all cases 
is developed. The theory is straightforward and is given in 
Sec. 2. It shows that a set of permuted 6j tensors transforms 
as a basis vector for the totally symmetric representation [4] 
of the permutation group S4' Character theory may then be 
used to determine the minimum number of independant 
components required and a projection operator to find rela
tions between components. These may be used as replace
ments for the symmetries induced from the 3jm tensors, 
which were found to be quite unmanageable in the presence 

-I Present address: School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. 
University of New South Wales. P.O. Box I, Kensington, NSW 2033, 
Australia. 

ence of[21] symmetry.4 Sections 2 and 3 illustrate this 
theory for a number of cases. 

A knowledge of the papers by Derome and Sharpl.5 or 
of Butler2 is assumed and their notations are used. For sim
plicity only representations of linear groups are used, al
though all results given here apply equally to the corepresen
tations of grey groups. 

2. THEORY 
The 6j tensor is defined byl.2 

{ ~I ~2 ~3} = Uljsj6),lm, m'm.U4j2j6)"m.m, m. 

J4 Js J6 'I',','. 

The symmetry properties of the 6j tensor are found 
from the symmetry properties of the 3jm tensors, and are 
collected in Table I. Thus for example from the first entry, 

{
j2 jl 

if J! 

= CPj, CPj, CPj6 m(( 12)jdr j6)"" m(( 12)jJ2J!)s", 

Xm((12)J!N3)s3r3m((12)J1'J!J!)s.r'{J~1 JJ:2 J~3} , 
4 5 6 '1'2")"4 

where m((12)jIJ!j6)s,r, is the permutation matrix given by 

( J!N6)s,m,m,m. = m((12)jIJ!j6)s", UIJ!j6)"m,m,m. 

and so on, and CPj, is the I - j phase factor for ji . 
By examining the ordering of the multiplicity indices, it may 
be seen that each entry in the table corresponds uniquely to a 
permutation in S4' and this is used to label the entries. 

Given any 6j tensor 

VI j2 j3} 
j4 js j6 ""r",' 

it is related to other 6j tensors by Table I. The number of 
distinct tensors depends on the irreducible representationsj I 
to k Thus, if all are inequivalent there are 24 distinct ten
sors, whereas if they are all equivalent with real character 
there is only 1. Each component of each of these tensors may 
be considered as a basis vector for a vector space Vof dimen
sion equal to the product of the four 3j multiplicities (M) 
times the number of distinct 6j tensors (M'). We write 

V= UI Gl U2 Gl····Gl UM ., 

where each Ui has as basis vectors the M components of the 
ith 6j tensor. A representation of the permutation group S4 
may now be defined over Vby the entries of Table I: each 
permutation 1T maps the basis of Ui onto the basis of ~ to 
give the (j, i) block d ji(1T) of the matrix D (1T). For example, 
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when all the representations are inequivalent, the division 
into the subspaces Uj may be taken as 

{
jl j2 j3} {j2 jl j3} {j3 jl j2} {jl 
j4 js j6' it it J"t' j6 j4 js' it 

~~},. ... 
is 

This gives for the block structure of D (( 12)) 

o d 12((12)) 0 o 
d 21 ((12)) 0 0 

D((12)) = 000 
o 0 d 43((12)) 

Each block d jj(11") is then determined directly from the 
entry for 11" in Table I by relating ~ back to Uj : 

= (h tPj, tPj6 m((12)jIi1' j6)s,r, m(( 12)jJ2J"t)s,r, 

X m((12)jt jSj3)s,r, m(( 12)j1' Ji jt)s.r.' 

= tP j~tP ~tP': m((12)j2j4J"t)s,r, m((12lJ1' jlj6)s,r, 

Xm((12)jsJ! j3)s,r, m((12lJi Jf J1'ls,r" 

and so on. By the multiplicative properties of the 3j permuta
tion matrices l

•
2

,S it readily follows that the matrices 
D = {D (11") : 11"ES4J form a representation ofS4. Generally, of 
course, it is reducible. 

We now write the basis vectors of Vas a column vector 

{~I j2 j3} 
14 js j6 '.'2'_1'4 

v= {j2 jl j3 } 
J1' J! J! rlr2r~r4 

It follows easily that 

D(11")v = v. 

Hence v transforms as a basis vector for any totally symmet
ric component [4] of D. The number of such basis vectors 
equals the multiplicity n(4 I of the irreducible representation 

I 

{I4 J {I 22 J {I3 J 

XD (Xiii {I3j)4 Xiii {13j(Xiii (I2Jf) Xiii {I
3

JXiii{3J 

The multiplicity n(4 I follows directly from this. It may 
be cast into different forms by letting 

Xiii(O') = n(3 I X(3 1(0") + n(21 !.K(21 1(0") + n[l' I X(I' 1(0"), (3.2) 

which gives 

n(4 1= (n(3 1+ 2n(21 1+ n(I' I) {(n(3 1+ 2n(21 1+ n(I' 1)3 

+ 6(n[3 I - n(l'I,)2 + lln(3 I - 2n(21 I + lln(I' I + 6}/24 
(3.3) 

or, by writing Xiii in terms of the character Xj of the represen
tationj, 

n(41 = _1-4 i [Xj(U)P du{(i Xj(U)3 dU)3 + 61G I 
241G I G G 
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[4] in D, and so the character of D completely determines the 
minimum number of components of a 6j tensor required to 
determine all others. The actual relations between compo
nents requires a knowledge of these basis vectors, which can 
be found by use of the projection operator 

P = l:1T£s,D (11"), 

and these may be used to replace the symmetry properties 
given in Table I. 

This approach is rather long-winded when the symme
try properties are simple (e.g., in a simply reducible group). 
However, when the 3j permutation matrices possess a more 
complex symmetry this method has been found to drastical
ly reduce the labor involved in using the symmetry proper
ties. In Secs. 3 and 4 examples are given to show how the 
method is used. 

3. EXAMPLE 

The 24 S4 permutations map one 6j tensor into itself 
only when a1l6j-values are equal toj, and whenj if·. Setting 
tPj = 1 as in the quasi-ambivalent case, the permutation ma
trices simplify and as representative of each class we have 

= m((12)1U)s,r, m((12)1U)s,r, m(( 12liiils,r, m((12)1Uls.r.' 

D (( 123 ))s,s,s,s •. r,r,r,r, 

= m((123)1U)s,r, m((123)1U)s,r, m((123)1U)s,r"m((123)1Uls.r., 

D (( 12)(34))s,s,s.s" r,r,r,r. 

= m(I,1Uls,r, m(I,1U)s,r, m(I,1U)"r, ,m(I,1U)s.r.' 

and 

D (( 1234))s,s,s.". r,r,',r, 

= m((I3)1U)s,r, m((I3)1Uls,r, m(( I3 1U)s"," m((13)1U)s,r,· 

In this case the matrices {m(O',1U) : 0" ES3 J form a repre
sentation of S3 and thus the trace X D (11") of each matrix D (1T) 
may be found in terms of the trace Xiii (0") of m (0", 1U). Inspec
tion of Table I shows that X D (1T) is a class function of S4 in 
terms of the class function Xiii (0") of S3' This gives for the 
character vector X D 

{22] {4] 
( Xiii {I3 j)2 Xiii {I3 J 

X(LXj(U 2)Xj(U)dUY + IGI 2
L3[Xj(UlP 

+ 8Xj(U)3 du + 61G 13} . (3.4) 

The meaning of these equations may be illustrated by 
taking special cases. For example, if n l21 I = nil' 1= 0, 

n(4 I = (n(3/24)(n(3 I + l)(n(3 I + 2)(n(3 I + 3). 

Thus if the 3j multiplicity is 2, the 6j tensor has 16 compo
nents, of which only 5 are independent. These are of course 

{ ll: . '} ~ ~ 1111' {~ ~ ~L 112' {~ ~ ~L 122 ' 

{ l~ j j} ,and { ~ 
j j 1222 1 ~ ~L222' 
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TABLE I. Permutations of the 6j tensor .• 

S. permutation abed j; ji ji j~ jU~ II> (J' 

(12) 2 1 3 4 j2 j, j3 It if J't <Pi, <Pi, <Pi, (12) 

(13) 3 2 1 4 j, j2 j, J't l; J! <Pi, <Pi, <Pi, (13) 

(14) 4 2 3 1 i't J't j3 j. j3 J! <pi,<PJA. (23) 

(23) 1 324 j, j3 j2 jt J't i~ <p},<piA. (23) 

(24) 1 432 j. J! J! it j, j, <PI, <PI, <Pi, (13) 

(34) 1 2 4 3 i~ j. it j2 It j6 <PdiA, (12) 

(123) 2 3 1 4 j2 j3 j, j3 j. j. 1 (123) 
(124) 2 4 3 1 J't J'"! j, jt J! j2 <PI, <Pi, <Pi, <Pi, (132) 

(134) 324 1 j, It J'"! j2 jT J'! <Pi, <p), <p}, <Pi. (123) 

(132) 3 124 j3 j, j2 j6 j. j3 1 (132) 
(142) 4 1 3 2 J! j6 J! j1 j3 J'"! <p}, <p}, <p}, <p}, (123) 

(143) 4 2 1 3 It j. if J't j, J! <Pj, <Pj, <p}, <Pi, (132) 

(234) 1 342 j. J'! J! j3 J-r if <Pi, t/Ji, <p}, ¢i, (132) 

(243) 1 4 2 3 J! J! j4 J! J't j, t/Jj, <Pj, <Pj, t/Jj, (123) 

(12)(34) 2 143 J! J! j3 i't it j. <p}, <Pi, <Pi, <p}, I 

(13)(24) 3 4 1 2 J'! J! j6 J'"! J! j3 t/J}, <p}, ¢}, ¢}, I 

(14)(23) 432 1 J'"! j~ Jt J! j2 J! <Pi, <Pi, ¢i, ¢j, I 
(1234) 234 1 Jt j, J'"! j3 J! j4 ¢jAA. (13) 

(1243) 241 3 j4 J! J! J'"! j. j2 ¢j, ¢j,¢i, (23) 
(1324) 3 4 2 1 j, J-r It )! j. j3 ¢},¢},<pj, (12) 
(1342) 3 1 4 2 it j. J! j, J! j, ;j.¢J,<Pj, (23) 
(1423) 4 3 1 2 J! jt j. j, j, J! <Pi,¢}, ;j, (12) 
(1432) 4 1 2 3 J! J! j. j6 j2 J'"! t/J}, ¢l, ¢I, (13) 

a { j; ji ji} IP ( . >0') (.. >0) (>0" ) (>0 >0 >O){ j, j2 ~:} """,,' j~ j; j~ S..rtTVd 

= m (J',JIli.16 "', m 2 (J',J4hJ. ',r, m3 (J',J. J313 "" m. (J',J, h 13 j. 
j, 

Similarly, ifn(3 I = nil' I = Oand n l21 I = 1, there are 16 com
ponents, of which only 1 is required. The representation 
j = [321] of the symmetric group S6 is of interest in that it 
was the first nonsimple phase representation discovered.s 

Here n[31 = 2, n[21 I = 1, and nl1' I = 1. Hence there are 35 
independent 6j components out of a total of 625. 

The equations above hold whatever the choice of basis 
in the 3j multiplicity space. However, in most practical cases 
it will almost certainly be chosen to block diagonalize the 
permutation matrices according to symmetry type. For ex
ample we may write 

(

mlll.J(O') 

m(O"iii) = 0 m~Il'I(O') 

or 

o 
m IIA,I(( 12)).,r, m IIA'/((12)).,r, 

X m4
IA•I((12)).,r, m I IAd(( 12)) •• r. 

o 
o 
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where m)1l 1(0') is irreducible. Since we are about to introduce 
a large number of different multiplicity values we shall adopt 
the first form as it easily allows identification of one or a pair 
of multiplicity values with i in mill I. The argument is inde
pendent of the form, which is primarily notational. 

The block diagonalization of these matrices allows an 
easy partial reduction of the representation D. Given four 
sets of mUltiplicity values corresponding to the ordered set 
ii, 12' i3, 14' the S4 permutations transform these sets among 
themselves and form a closed subspace under S4' The dimen
sion of this subspace equals the product of the orders of each 
multiplicity set times the number of distinct permutations of 
ii' 12, i3 , and 14 , (The method in miniature is the same as the 
method applied to full 6j tensors.) The character depends on 
the matrices mj and the equality orinequality of ii' 12, i3, and 
i4· Consider one case: i I = i2 = i3 -=1= ;4' There are four per
muted sets of multiplicity values corresponding to 11i1i1i4' 
i 1i 1i4;1' i11411il' and iilili1' A typical matrix over this sub
space is 

o 
o 
o 

m4
IA•I((12)).,r, milA, 1(( 12)).,r, 

XmIIA')((12)).,r,ml)A')((12)L. 
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TABLE II. The character vector X' in terms of the character vectors X)).;] of the reduced matrices m)).,] when alljvalues are equal. 

WJ {l22J 

il = i2 = i3 = i. (x 1)..1 {I 3])' X 1)..11 13J(x 1),.11 12Jf 
il = i2 = i3¥i. 4(x 1)..11 13])'X 1).')1 13J 2X 1)..11 13Jx IA.JI 12Jx 1).')1 12J 
i l = i2¥i, = i. 6(x 1,,".11 13J)2X ~""')I 13 J f X 1,,".11 I'J(x ~""')I 12Jf 

+ X ~""')I 13 J(x 1"".11 12])2 
i l = i2¥i,¥i.¥i l 12(x 1,,".11 13 J)2X l""') I 13 J 2X 1"".1 I 13 JX ~""')I 12JX l""') I 12J 

xxl).·)I I'J 
none equal 24X I).') I I'Jx ~A.,) I 13 J 0 

XX ~A.')I 13 JX lA.·) I 13 J 

from which the character is 

x'(( 12)) = 2X17,1(1) X17,1((12)) X17·1(( 12)) 

or 

xiI 122J = 2X17,11 13 J x17']1 12J x17·11 12J. 

A complete list of character vectors is given in Table II. 
By substitution of the various S3 characters into this the n[41 
multiplicities may be readily calculated. When none of ii' i2, 
i3, or i4 are equal, n[41 is the product of the multiplicity 
ranges corresponding to the labels ii' i2, i3, and i4. When all 
are equal n[41 is easily shown to be one for all of [A..] = [3], 
[21], and [1 3

]. The remaining cases are given in Tables III-V. 
Some of these may be compared to results in the literature. 
The tables of Butler6 which extend the earlier work of Butler 
and Wyboume,7 give all components of the 6jtensor 

{~ T 
T 

where T is the three-dimensional simple phase representa
tion of the tetrahedral group. The 3j permutation matrix is 
equivalent to [3] $ [13], and Tables III and IV and equation 
(3.3) are in agreement with their results. 

One which has not appeared before is when 
il = i2 = i3 = i4 and the symmetry [A.] = [21]. Using the or 
dering of components 1111, 1112, 1121, 1122, 1211, 1212, 
1221,1222,2111,2112,2121,2122,2211,2212,2221,2222, 
the projection operator is easily found from which the single 
[4] basis vector is 

(900 3 0 3 3 00 3 3 0 3 00 9(, 

TABLE III. The multiplicity n[4] using reduced matrices when 
i l = i2 = i3¥i. for allj values equal. 

[3] 
[3] 
[3] 
[21] 
[21] 
[21] 
[I'] 
W] 
[I'] 

454 

[3] 
[21] 
[1 3

] 

[3] 
[21] 
[1 3

] 

[3] 
[21] 
[13

] 

Total number 
of components 

4 
8 
4 

32 
64 
32 
4 
8 
4 

Number n[4] of 
independent components 

I 
o 
o 
2 
2 
2 
o 
o 
I 
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{l3J 122 J 14J 

X 1)..1 I 13 Jx 1)..1 I 3 J (x 1)..1 {l3])2 xl)..J{l'J 
x 1"".11 I'Jxl""')13J 0 0 
0 2X 1"".1 I 13 JX l""') I 13 J 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

giving 

{~ 
j 

j} = 3{j 
j 

~L.22 j j 1111 j j 

=3e 
j 

~L12 j 

= 3{~ j 

~L21 j 

=3e 
j 

~L12 j 

=3e 
j 

~L21 j 

= 3{~ j 

~LII j 

=e 
j 

~}222/ j 

with all other components zero. 

4. FURTHER EXAMPLES 

A closed set of three 6j tensors under S4 permutations is 
formed when one of the 6j tensors is 

{
jl j] j2} 
j] j] j2 ',',',r, 

andjl=j1',h=j!.Thel-jphasefactorsaretPj, = ± l,tPj, 
= ± 1. Each 3jm tensor is formed of the triple U]jlj2) and 

hence only those S2 permutations of the two equalj values 
are determined by group theory. By the same techniques as 
before, typical matrices over the basis 

{ ~' ~, ~2}, 
J, h 12 

{ ~I ~2 ~,}, 
JI 12 h 

are 

TABLE IV. The mUltiplicity n[4] using reduced matrices when 
i l = i2 ¥i, = i. for allj values equal. 

Total number Number n[4) of 
[AI] [A 3] of components independent components 

[3] [3] 6 I 
[3] [21] 24 2 
[3] [1 3

] 6 I 
[21] [21] 96 5 
[21] (13] 24 2 
[1 3

] [1 3
] 6 I 
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= 

m((12)j)j)j2)s", m((12)j)jd2)s", 

Xm((12)j)j)j2)s", m((12)jljlj2)s", 

o 

o o 

o 

o m((12)jlj2jl)s", m((12)jd2jl)s", 

m((12)j2jljl)s", m((12)j2jljl)s", 

X m((12)j2jljtls", m((12)j2jljl)s." 

o 
X m((12)jlj2jils", m(( 12)j)j2jl)s.,. 

and 

D ((12)(34))js,s,s.s" i,,""'. 
m(I,jljd2)s", m(I,j)j)j2)s", o o 
X m(I,jljd2)s", m(I,jdlj2)..,. 

o 

o 

m(I, jl j2jils", m(I,jlj2jl)s", 

Xm(I,jlj2jils", mI,jlj2jils.,. 

o 

o 

m(I,j2jljl)s", m(I,j2jljl).", 

Xm(I,j2jljl)s,r, m(I,j2jljils.r. 

These combine to give the character vector 

{14} {122} 

XD 3''' .. · {12})4 X'" {12},,, ... {2})2 
\..{ Jdd2 Jdd2 \..(.111112 

{ 13} 

o 

As in Sec. 3 this may be broken down into subrepresenta
tions according to the block diagonalization of the 3jm per
mutation matrices. No new ideas are involved. 

An interesting case occurs for the 6j tensor 

{ ~I j2 ~3}, 
it j2 13 

withj.=j"t,j2=J'!,h==ff. S4 permutations generate only 
six tensors, while the 3jm permutation matrices are essen-
tially arbitrary. However, in this case it is easy to see that the 
only nontrivial elements of S4 whose character does not van-
ish belong to the class {22}, i.e., those which interchange a 

TABLE V. The multiplicity n(4) using reduced matrices when 
i, = i2 #i3 #i.#i, for allj values equal. 

Total number Number n(4) of 
[A,l [A3l [A.l of components independent components 

[3) (3] (3] 12 I 
[3) [31 [21) 24 I 
[3) [3] W] 12 0 
[3] [21] [21] 48 2 
[3) [21] [1 3

] 24 1 
[3] [1 3

] [1 3
] 12 I 

[21] [3] [3] 48 3 
[21] [3] [21] 96 4 
[21] [3] W] 48 1 
[21] [21] [21] 192 8 
[21] [21] [1 3

] 96 4 
[21] [1 3

] W] 48 3 
[1'] [3] [3] 12 I 
[1'] [3] [21] 24 I 
[1 3

] [3] W] 12 0 
[P] [21] [21] 48 2 
W] [21] [1 3

] 24 I 
[1'] [Il) [1 3

] 12 I 
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{4} 

x ," {12},,, ... {2})2 
Jd.12 \.{ Jdd2 

I 

pair on the top row with the corresponding pair on the bot
tom. The elements of this class all use the identity permuta
tion of the 3jm tensors and hence the character is completely 
determined from a knowledge ofthe multiplicities alone: 

{14} {122} {13} {22J {3} 

XD 6( X' . . {1}4 0 0 6( X' . . {1}2 0 
l1hb ld2h 

For example in the gray tetrahedral group the multiplicity of 
A in the product U' ® E ' ® E is two.3 This gives 5 indepen
dent components from a total of 16, no matter what form the 
3j permutation matrices are in. 

By way of contrast, the 6j tensor 

withk~j"t andk=l=J'!, contains a wealth of information as 
each 3jm permutation matrix is determined by either S2 or S3 
symmetries. However, none of this is used in the character 
(apart from multiplicities) as the S4 permutations generate 
twenty-four different 6j tensors. The only non-vanishing 
character is in the class {14} where it is 

24 X'" {13} X {12} X {12} X {12} 
1,1,1, j,j,iT jr jrj, iT 11 ff . 

The S2 and S3 information is of course used in the projection 
operator. 

This is merely a representative sample of possible 6j 
tensors. All others may be dealt with in the same manner and 
it is not difficult to calculate projection operators for each. 

5. CONCLUSION 

With the basic theory of 3jm and 6j tensors for compact 
groups given by Derome and Sharp, 1.5 the major problem in 
applying Racah algebra methods appears to be the computa
tional one of actually finding these tensors for specific 
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groups. Butler and WybourneB have developed a recursive 
technique which has been successfully applied to a number 
of simple phase representations. 6•7.9-13 Many groups, how
ever, have nonsimple phase representations 14.15 and if 6) 
symbols are to be calculated efficiently for these cases it will 
prove important to know how many components need to be 
calculated. The method developed here will allow an easy 
determination of this number. A simple projection operator 
can be used to give other components. 
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Examples of classes of nonlinear representations of Lie groups are given. Nonlinear 
representations which are a perturbation of a unitary representation of the discrete series of 
SU( 1,1) are then proved to be formally linearizable. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nonlinear actions of Lie groups in a vector space ap
pear in the study of dynamical systems with symmetries. In 
most of the examples these actions have a fixed point (say the 
origin) in which case they are called nonlinear representa
tions (Ref. 1). More precisely, we have the following defini
tions: 

1.1. Definition: A formal representation (S,H) of a real 
Lie group G, in a Frechet space H, is a morphism S from G to 
the group of invertible elements in the space offormal power 
series of the form! = 1:n> d .. ,fn belonging to the space 
!f n (H) of continuous, symmetric n-linear mappings from H 
toH. Writingg-+Sg = 1:n>IS;, S;e!f ntH), this mor
phism, we demand in addition that the mappings g-S; 
('PI" .. ,'PII)' 'PieH, be measurable for any n> 1. The linear part 
S I is a linear representation of G. If, in addition, H being a 
Banach space, there exists a neighborhood V of the identity 
in G such thatSg is an analytic mapping in a neighborhood of 
the origin Ug in H for every ge V, one says that (S,H) is an 
analytic representation of G in H. 

The interest of introducing larger groups than the real 
line (i.e., time parameter) has been stressed in Refs. 1~ for 
relativistic wave equations, where the Poincare group gener
ates strong constraints. 

Nonlinear representations of Lie groups are studied up 
to the following equivalences: 

1.2. Definition: Two formal (resp. analytic) representa
tions (S,H) and (S',H) of G are formally (resp. analytically) 
equivalent, if there exists a formal power series (resp. an ana
lytic mapping around the origin) A = 1:n> I A n A "e!f II (H), 
withA I invertible, such thatS~oA = AOSg. (S,H) is said to 
be formally (resp. analytically) linearizable if it is formally 
(resp. analytically) equivalent to its linear part. 

In this article we are mainly interested in properties of 
some nonlinear representations of low-dimension, noncom
pact, semisimple Lie groups. The choice of these groups is 
not arbitrary: They are simple groups which appear as sub
groups of most groups presenting an interest in physics. 

Starting calculations with these groups, it appeared that 
the computation of some representations applies to any Lie 
group. These nonlinear representations are studied in Sec. 
III: They are denoted by S(M!, T(M), and U(M), and their 
definition is given in 3.4 and 3.9. What is suprising is the 
universality of the formulae defining these representations: 
The Lie group structure does not appear explicitly. In Sec. 

IV, we study formal representations of SUI 1,1), the linear 
part of which belongs to the discrete series. 

A representation (L,H) belonging to the discrete series 
of SUI 1, 1) extends to the space d of analytic functions on 
the open unit disc. It also has a restriction to its space .Y I of 
differentiable vectors. One proves that any formal represen
tationofSU(I,I) on d (resp. Y I)' the linear part of which is 
the extension of L to d (resp. restriction of L to Y II, is 
formally linearizable. In the Hilbert space H this is not nec
essarily the case: A counterexample is given by the series 
S (p.') introduced in Sec. III. Since these formal representa
tions extend to d and leave Y I invariant, this stresses the 
important role played by the topology of the representation 
space concerning linearization. Finally, let us mention that 
when the linear part of a formal representation of SUI 1,1) 
belongs to the continuous series, some linearization proper
ties remain: Algebraic spaces of I-cohomology vanish. We 
hope to come back later to this question. 

II. NOTATIONS AND GENERAL DEFINITIONS 

In the following, G is a connected real Lie group, [:1 0 its 
Lie algebra, [:1 the complexified of [:1 0' U& ([:1) the enveloping 
algebra of [:1 . 

Given two Frechet spaces H I and H 2' one denotes by 
!f n (HI ,H2) the space of continuous, symmetric n-linear 
maps from HI toH2• We denote by !f nIH) =.!f n (H,H) and 
Y n (H) = !f n (H,C). Given a continuous linear representa
tion (V ,H) of G on a Frechet space H, we denote by H "" its 
space of C "" vectors. The differential representation d Vof [:1 

acts onH "". 
On the space .!f n (H) a linear representation v(n) of Gis 

defined by (V~))T('PI"'" 'Pn) = Vg T(Vg- ''PI'"'' Vg-''Pn)' 
g e G, 'Pi e H, T e !f n (H). On the space Y n (H) one defines 
a 
linear representation, denoted also by v(n), by 

V;(T)('PI,'''' 'Pn) = T(Vg- ''PI''''' Vg-,'Pn), g e G, 'Pi e H, 
T e Y n (H). The representation v(n) is in general not contin
uous when the topology on !f n (H ) [resp. Y n (H )] is defined 
by uniform convergence on bounded sets. One denotes 
by ® ~H the completed projective tensor product 
H ® 11"" ® lrH (n times). One defines the symmetrization op
erator O'n from ® ~H to itself by 

1 
O'n('PI®"'®'Pn) = ,. I 'Pojl)®"'®'Pojn» 

n. oe6. 
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@in being the group of permutations of n elements. We identi
fy as usual .5t' n (HI,H2) to a subspace of .5t' I( ® ;HI,H2). 

Denote by (L, JY) one of the previous linear representa
tions. The spaces Z I(G, JY) of I-cocycles, B I(G, JY) of 1-
coboundaries, and H I( G, JY) of classes of I-cohomology 
with coefficients in Jf'" have been defined in Refs. 5 and 6. We 
recall that it is equivalent to consider continuous or differen
tiable cohomology. 

Differentiating on G at the identity, one gets the spaces 
Z 1(.0/ ,2'00), B 1(.0/ ,2'00), and H 1(.0/ ,2'00). The inclusion 
H I(G,2')CH 1(.0/ ,2' 00 ) becomes an equality when Gissim
ply connected or when G is semisimple and (L,2') is 
irreducible.5

•6 

III. CONSTRUCTION OF SERIES OF ANALYTIC 
REPRESENTATIONS 

In the following ( V, H) is a continuous linear representa
tion of G in a reflexive Banach space H. We shall build cocy
cles in Z I(G, .5t' niH)) from I-cocycles with coefficients in 
simpler representations. 

3.1. Guillemin-Sternberg injection: Define a G mor
phism 'Tn from the space :7" (H) to .5t' " + I (H ) by 

'Tn(T) = (T® IdH ) 00",,+ I' 

'Tn induces an application from Z I(G, :7,,(H)) to 
Z I(G, .5t'" + I (H)), which we denote by the same letter. 

3.2. Lemma: Suppose that (V, H) is either of finite di
mension or equicontinuous. 'T" induces a one-to-one map
ping from H I(G, :7,,(H)) toH I(G, .5t'" + dH)). 

Proof (a) Suppose that dimH < + 00. Every element of 
.5t' " + I (H) can be written as a linear combination of ele
ments of the type (T® T') 0 0"" + I' TE :7" (H), T'E.5t' I(H). 
We define a G-morphism tJ":.5t',, + I (H )-.:7" (H) by 
tJ" ((T® T') 00",,) = Tr(T') . T. Since tJ" 0 'T" 
= ([(dimH) + n]/(n + I)} Id/:7,,(H), 'T" is one-to-one. 

(b) Suppose now that (V, H) is equicontinuous and 
dimH = + 00. Given TE :7" (H) and 11'1"",11',,+ I EH, we 
have 

'T" (T)(tpl"'" 11'" + I ) 

= [1/(n + I)](T(tplt···, tp"l<P,,+ I 

+ T(tp,,+ I"'" tp,,-I)tpn + ... 
+ T (11'2"'" 11'" ,11'" + 1)11'1),11'1"'" 11'" + IE H. 

Therefore, II'Tn(T)II<IITli. Now, given 11'1"", tpn' there exists 
11'" + I =to such that T(tp" + 1,11'1' .. ·,tpn - I) 
= ... = T(tp2'"'' 11'" ,11'" + I ) = O. We then have 
[1/(n + 1)]11 T(tpw", 11',,)11 < II'T" (Tlil 1111'&,,11 11'" II, which 
means that IITII«n + I)II'T,,(T)II. We now choose 
SEZ I(G, :7,,(H)) such that 'T"IS)EB I (G,.5t'" + I (H)). We 
can write, for any g E G, 'T"IS)g = V~+ I)(T) - T for some 
TE .5t' " + I (H). But, since there exists K> 0 such that 
IlVgtp II<K IIII' II,gE G, 11' EH, we have II'T"IS)gll = 1I'T"lSg)1I 
«K"+ 1+ I)IITII. Consequently, IIsgll«n + I)(K"+ I + I) 
II Til· The cocycle S being uniformly bounded, it results from 
a theorem of Johnson (Ref. 7, Theorem 3.4) that it is a 
coboundary. 

3.3. Remark: Lemma 3.2 f(lr dim H < + 00 and n = 1 
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has been proved in Ref. 8. 
3.4. Proposition: 
3.4.1: Given SE Z I(G, :7p(H)), formulae 

S~·s)tp = [1- Sg(Vgtp, ... ,Vgtp)] -IIPVgtp, gE G, 

and 11' in the open ball of radius IIsg II -I in H, define analytic 
representations of G. 

3.4.2: SIM) is formally linearizable if and only if 
SE B I(G,:7p(H)), and in which case it is also analytically 
linearizable. 

3.4.3: If SIP,s) and S(P',S') are not linearizable, they are 
formally equivalent if and only if p = p' and if, moreover, 
there exists a G-morphism u of (V, H) such that 

SU - s'EB I(G,:7p(H))[S~(tpl"'" 11',,) 
-Sg(u-Itpl, ... ,u-Itp,,)], in which case they are also analyti
cally equivalent. 

Proof 3.4.1 is straightforward. Let us pass to 3.4.2. Sup
pose that S = S (P,s) is formally linearizable. There exists 
A = l:i>IAjtAiE .5t'i(H),A I invertible, such that 
A Vg = Sg A. Writing this equality degree by degree, one 
gets first that A I is a G-morphism of (V, H), and then that 

'T,,(Sg)(tp, .. ·, 11') = Sg(tp, .. ·, 11') 11' 

= Ap + I (A 1- 111',"" A 1- 111') 

- VgAp + I (A 1- IV g- III', ... , A 1- IV; III' ) . 

This proves that 'Tp IS)E B I(G,.5t' p + I (H)). It results from 3.2 
that SE B I(G,:7p(H)). Let us write Sg = V~)T - T, where 
TE:7p(H). 

We introduce the following analytic mapping 

T(tp) = [1 + T(tp, ... , 11')] - liP. 11' . 

We have 

SgTtp 

= [1 + T(tp, ... , 11') - (Sg)(Vgtp, ... ,Vgtp)] -liP. Vgtp 

= [1 + T(Vgtp, ... ,Vgtp)] -IIPVgtp = TVgtp, 

which proves that (S, H) is analytically linearizable if and 
only if SE B I(G, :7p (H)). 

Passing to 3.4.3, supposethatS = SIP,s) andS' = S(P',S') 
are formally equivalent but not linearizable. There exists a 
formal power series A = l:">1 A", A"E.5t' ,,(H) such that 
ASg = S ;A, g E G. Identification degree by degree shows 
that A I is a G-morphism of (V, H), then that p = p' (because 
neither S nor S ' is a coeboundary), and then that 'T" (S A, - s') 

E B I(G, .5t' p+ I (H)). It results from 3.2 that SA, 
- S' E B I(G, .;Tp(H)). One then remarks that: 

(a)AISt'si =S~,sA')AI' 
(b) Given TE :7p(H), the analytic mapping 

T(tp) = [1 + T(tp, ... ,)] - liP. 11' satisfies Ts~'S) = St'S')T, 
with s ; =Sg + V~)T- T.Combiningthesetwopoints,one 
gets the result. 

Q.E.D. 

3.5. Examples: 
3.5.1: Take G = Rand H = L 2(R) on which acts the 

regular representation (V J)(x) = I(x + t). Given SE H 00, 

we define tt(f) = f~ (s*j)(s)ds, wherej(x) = I( - x). t be
longs to Z ~ (G, H *) and every element of Z ~ (G, H *) can 
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be written in this way. Define now an analytic representation 
ofGinHby 

Sflf) = [l-StIVJ))-IV,if)· 

It results from 3.4.2 that IS s.H) is linearizable if and only if 
5 = d F / dx with Fe H 00 , in which case the linearization op
erator is 

Tif) = [ 1 + iF(S)f(S) dS] - f. 
3.5.2: Gis semisimple, of real rank 1, and has a finite 

center. Then. there exists9 a unitary irreducible representa
tion (V ,H.) such that H II G,H) =F {o j [for instance, when 
G = SL(2.R), the representationsD t when G = SL(2,C) the 
representation D _ 2.0. 10 In all of these cases we can build 
analytic representations which are not linearizable. We shall 
come back in Sec. IV to the case ofSL(2,R). 

3.6. Construction of the mapping 'T/p' Now, we suppose 
gIven on the reflexive Banach space H a bilinear symmetric 
form, denoted (. ,.), which is continuous and invariant (i.e., 
(Vg<p, Vg"',) = (<p,"'), <p,rfel/). A representation IV.H) ofG 
in H is said pseudo-orthogonal if there exists a real subvector 
space Ho in H such that H~ = H and such that the restric
tion of the bilinear form to H is positive definite. This last 
property is always satisfied when dimH < + 00. We define a 
G-morphism 71 p :H. X H-.!.t' 2p + 2 (H) by 

'T/p(f,"')(<p .... ,<p ) 
= (<p,<p )Pf(<p ).<p + (<p,<p )p + I"" feB·, <p,rfel/. 

3. 7. Lemma: Given a pseudo-orthogonal representa
tion (v,H) of G, TJp induces a one-to-one mapping from 
HI(G,H· X H)toH I (G,!l' 2t>+2(H)) when 
2<dim H < + (X) or when dim H = + (X) and IV, H) is 
equicontinuous. 

Proof: Suppose that 2<;dimH < + 00. It is easily seen 
that 71 p is an SO(n I-morphism (n = dimH). If n = 2, 71 p 
(H· X H)isclearlyisomorphictoH· X H,asarepresenta
tion ofSO(2). Ifn>3, 'T/p(H· XH) is (apriorzl isomorphic to 
{OJ,H,H·,orH· X H.Butsince'T/p (H· X H)containstwo 
vectors of dominant weight for so(n). which are linearly inde
pendent,onehas'T/p (H· X H)~· X H. This implies that 
71 p is one-to-one. Moreover, for any value of n, the represen
tation ofSO(n) in .5t' 2p + 2 (H) is completely reducible. There
fore,'T/p (H* X H) has an SO(n)-invariant (and indeed G
invariant) direct factor in .5t' 2p + 2 (H). This way, 71 p induces a 
one-to-one mapping from H I( G,H· X H) into 
H I(G,!l' 2p + 2 (H)). Suppose now that dimH = + 00 and 
that (V ,H) is equicontinuous. One can replace the initial 
norm on H by the equivalent Hilbert norm defined by exten
sion of the scalar product from Ho to H. Choose now 
5 IE Z I(G, H·) and S 2 e Z I(G, H), and suppose that 
'T/p{S 1'5 2)E B I(G, .t'" 2p+ 2 (H)). Since Vis equicontinuous, 
there exists M> 0 such that 1/71 p {S !, s: HI <M for any g E G. 

Now, given geG, there exists <peR such that I/<pll = 1 
and 5 !(<p) = 0. Going back to the definition of 'T/P' one gets 
115; II <M. Using Ref. 7, Theorem 3.4, we get that 
s2eD I(G,H).Addingto'T/p(S 1,5 2)acoboundary, we can sup
pose that 52 = ° Without changing 5 I and IITJp(S !,O)II<M' 
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for any geG, for someM'>O. We then have 115!(<p)!I 
<M'II<p II, <peno· Any <peHwrites <p = <PI + itp2, tp" tp2eliO 

and IItpll2 = IItpdl2 + IItp211 2. Consequently, lis !tpll 
<2M'II<p II, for any <p e H. Using again Ref. 7, Theorem 3.4, 
S I is a coboundary. 

Q.E.D. 
3.8. Remark: Consider the linear representation (V, H) 

of the Euclidean group G = SO(n)·P n (n>3) on H = en such 
that the action ofSO(n) is the natural one and the action ofRn 
is trivial. One has 

HI(G'Y2P+2(H))='T/p(HI(G,H· XH)) (see Ref. 11). 

3.9. Proposition: 
3.9.1: Given sez I(G,H), formulae 

T~'s)(tp) = (1 - (5g, Vgtp )( (tp,tp )p~l) - 1/(2p - I)Vg9' 

and 

U~·S) = (1 - 2(tp,tp )P - I (Sg, Vg<p ) 

+ (5g5g) (9',9' )2p-I)-P/(2P -I) 

X(Vgq' - (<p,<p )PSg), 

geG and tp small enough in H, define analytic representa
tions ofG. 

3.9.2: Suppose that 2 <dimH < + 00, or that 
dim H = + 00 and (V, H) is equicontinuous, T(p·s) (resp. 
U(p,S)) is formally linearizable if and only if seE I(G,H), in 
which case it is also analytically linearizable. 

3.9.3: Suppose that (V,H) is Schur-irreducible and satis
fies the conditions of 3.9.2: 

(a) when T(p,S) and U(P'. s') are not both linearizable, 
they are not formally equivalent. 

(b) T(P's) and T(P',S') (resp. U(M) and U(p',S')) are for-

mally equivalent if and only if p = p' and 5 - As'eE I(G,H) 
for some ..tee, in which case they are also analytically 
equivalent. 

Proof: 3.9.1 is straightforward. Suppose that T = T(P's) 
is formally linearizable. Write s; = (Sg")' A look at the 
first nonlinear term in the series development of equality 
AOVg = TgoA [A = 1:n>1 An' AnY niH)] shows that 
'T/p{S ·,O)e B I(G . .5t' 2p+ 2 (H)). 3.7 implies then that 
s·eD I(G,H·). Write5g Vgf - f,fell. We then define the ana
lytic mapping A (<p) = (1 - (f,<p ) (<p,<p )P - I) - 1/(2p - I).<p. 
We have VgA = A Tg. Suppose that U = U Ip.S) is formally 
linearizable. As before, one sees that 
'T/p(s·,s)eE I(G,Y 2p+2(H)) and therefore seD I(G,H). 
Write 5g = Vgf - f, feB, and introduce the analytic 
mapping 

A (tp) = (1 - 2(tp,<p )p-I(f,9') 

+ (fJ) (<p,tp )2P-I)-P/(2p-I)(<p - (<p,tp )Pf). 

We verify that VgA = AUg. The same type of calculation 
proves 3.9.3. Q.E.D. 

3.10. Examples; 
3.10.1: Consider the linear representation (V ,H) of 3.8; 

the authors proved in Ref. 11 that TIp·s) and UIp·s) classify all 
the analytic representations of G, the linear part of which is 
(v,H). 
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3.10.2: Take G = SL(2,Q and (V ,H I the unitary repre
sentation D _ 2.0.

10 Conditions of 3.9 are satisfied, and 
dimH I (G,H I = 1. We can therefore build two series of none
quivalent analytic representations ofSL(2,q. 

IV. PERTURBATION OF THE DISCRETE SERIES OF 
SU(1,1) 

In the following, G = SU(I,I). Given 

g=~ ~EG, 
andzin the open unit disc in C, wedefineg·z = (az + lJ l/( (Jz 
+ a). Consider the representation (V + .P, ..01) of G on the 
Frechet spaced of hoi om orphic functions on the unit disc, 
defined by (V g+ ,P/l(z) = J.l(g, z) Px /(g-I.Z), where 
J.l(g, z) = (a - {JZ)-2,p E N*, and /E ..01. We denote by 
H + .p the Hilbert space of the functions in ..01 such that 

Ilfll = {[(2p - 1)/11'] 

H +.P is invariant under V + .p and (V + ,P,H + ,P) is a unitary 

representation of G which belongs to the class D / (in Barg
mann's classification). One defines in the same way the re
presentation (V - 'P,d) by 

(V g- ,P/)(z) = J.l( g,z)/( g-I, z)g = (~ !). 
On the invariant Hilbert space H - ,P == H + ,P, V;,P is uni
tary. The representation (V - ,P,H - ,P) belongs to the class 
D p-. We introduce on ~ a basis: 

Y = ( ~ ~ ~), F = ( ~ i~). G = (~ ~} 
TheCasimirelementisQ = GF + Y + y2.lttakes the value 
pip - 1) in the class D / . k = iJR Yis a compact subalgebra of 
~ o. The polynomials 

(
2P + m - 1)112 

lPm = ~(m > 1) 
m 

form an orthonormal basis of H + ,P; the differential dV +,P 
of V + ,P writes on this basis: 

dV i'PlPm = -Ip + m)lPm, 
dV t 'PqJm = i[m(2p + m - IW/ 2lPm -I (where qJ_I = 0), 

dV(j'PqJm =i[(m+ 1)(2p + m)]1/2qJm+ I • 

It is known9 that H I(G, H ± 'PI = f 0 1 if p:> 1 and that 
dimH I(G,H ± ,I) = 1. An example ofa nontrivial cocycle in 

Z I(G,H +,1) [resp. Z I(G,H -,I)] is Sg(z) ={J(ii _{JZ)-I 

(resp. S ; (f) = f'o/(Z) dz,fEH +, 1, g·O = a - 1ft ]. 

4.1. Proposition: The formula 

Sg(f) = [ 1 -1g(01(V t '1)(z) dz r I Vg J, gEG,fEH + '\ 

defines an analytic representation of G, which is not lineari
zable, on H + ,I. 
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Proof This is a reformulation of 3.4 in this particular 
situation. Q.E.D. 
(S,H + ,I) extends to a formal representation (S,d) defined 
by the same formula on ..01. Consider the transformations 

(T/)(z) = (1 - il (s) ds ) - 1(z), defined for/small enough 

(in an obvious sense) in ..01, and 

(E/)(z) =/(z)exp [ - il (s) ds ]. The transformations ToE 

and Eo Tare respectively the identity on ..01, and the identity 
on the domain of T. We haveSg/= E.Vg+,I.T for small 
enough in ..01 (i.e., Sg is linearizable in ..01). Obviously T does 
not leave H + ,I invariant. A similar treatment can be applied 
to the representation (V-,I,d). 

Denote by H k+ ,P the subspace of k-finite vectors in 
H + .P, by E, the eigenspace for the eigenvalue - (p + t ) of 
the operator dV i ,P, by K" the Hilbert tensor product of 
H + ,p by itself n times, by J>r,; the algebraic tensor product 
of H t ,P by itself n times, and by 
9, = ffi i, + ... + in = ,Ei, ® ... ® Ei

n 
• 

4.2. Lemma: The representation (d ( ® n V + 'P), K") re
ducesas ffi ,>o(~ + '-2)D n~ + ,. R = d (® nv + ,P)Q - pIp - 1) 

is diagonal on 9,; its eigenvalues As" .. "sJs, + , .. + Sn = t) 
on 9, satisfy: 

A"".,sn>np(np - 1) 

and 

A _ -1 _I.;;;(n+t-I) L (s" .. "s" p[lp)] t' 
SI + ... +S,,= t 

The operator R is invertible in J>r,; and has a bounded in
verse in%n, 

Proof We have d (® nv + ,P)yt/! = - (np + t)t/! for any 
t/JE91' d( ® nv + ,P)F9, C 9'_1> and 
d( ® nv +,P)G9, C 9,+ I' DenotebyK, thesubspaceof9, 
of the solutions of d ( ® n V: PIt/! = 0, We have 

dimK, = (n + ; - 2). Choose t/!=/=O in K" One sees that the 

vector space generated by the vectors 
{d ( ® n V + ,P)'b t/!, a>O I is a representation of ~ in the class 
D n~ + ,. The subvector space generated by 
I d ( ® n V + ,P)';;K, ,a>O 1 reduces into a direct sum of 

(
n + t - 2) .. hID + h" h t representatIOns In tee ass np + ,; t IS IS W at 

one denotes by (n + : - 2)D n~ + t' 

Suppose that 9' = ffi ~ =od (® nv + ,P)';;K,_ a' The op
erator d (®"V + ,P)Q is scalar on d (® n V + ,P)';; + IK, _ a with 
the eigenvalue (np + t - a)(np + t - a-I), while on K, + I 
it is scalar with theeigenvalue(np + t + I)(np + t), Asacon
sequence, d ( ® n V + ,P)G 9 ,nK, + I = 10 J. Moreover, 
d ( ® n V + ,P)G being one-to-one on d ( ® n V + ,P)';;K, _ a' we 

have 

dim[d( ®nv +,P)G ]9, = dim9, = e +: -I). Conse

quently, 
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· _ (n + t) _ (n + t - 1) (n + t - 1) dlmeJl, + I - 1 - 1 + 
t+ t+ t 

= dimK,+ I + dim[d( ®nv +.P) GeJl,] 

and eJl'+1 = EB~;;}od(®nv+,p)~K'+I_a. This 

proves that J¥';; = EB ,;.0 (n + : - 2)D n~ + ,. On 

eJl" d ( ® n V + ,P)Q is diagonal with eigenvalues 
(np + t - a)(np + t - a-I) of multiplicity 

(
n+t-a-2) ,a=O, .... t. 

t-a 

Consequently. 

I (As, .... s.-p[p-l)]-I 

, I 
= I ((np+t-a)(np+t-a-l)-p[p-l)]-

a=O 

X (n + t-a-2) 
t-a 

The operator R is self-adjoint in JIt' n. diagonalizable. and its 
eigenvalues are minored by (n - 1 )p(np + p - 1) > O. It has 
therefore a bounded inverse. Q.E.D. 
We denote by ~ n the space of analytic mappings from the 
unit polydisc in en to C. This is a Frechet space with the 
seminorms Ilfllr.. .... r. = sUPlz,1 <rY(ZI ... ·,zn )1. 0 < r i < 1. 
Moreover, ~ n = ® ~~ (see Ref. 12). 

4.3. Lemma: The operator 
R = d (® n V + ,P)Q - pip - 1) is continuous and has a con
tinuous inverse on ~ n • 

Proof R is obviously continuous and. as we saw in 4.2, it 
has an inverse in JIt';: . One has only to prove that this inverse 
is continuous when we induce on JIt';: the topology of ~ n' 

Fix an orthonormal basis Pi, ..... i •• i l + ... + in = t, of ei
genvectors of R in eJl " Ai, ..... i. being the eigenvalue on the 
vector Pi, ..... I •• We write the change of basis 

and 

We have IA j ..... J. I" 1 and IB 1, •...• i·I" 1. 
' ••...• t" l .•.. J,. 

Choose a function l(zl"'" zn) = IJ:I ..... I.Z~I ... Z~· in ~n 

and introduce the function K (r, r') = (1 - rlr') - n 

(O<r<r' < 1). We have 

I 1J:, ..... I.I<K(r. r')r-' 11/11" ..... " . 
i. + "'+;,,=1 

Given now a polynomial 

h(zw .. ,zn) = I I (Tfinite), 
teT i. + ... + i l1 = t 
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we have 

R -'h = ~"+ .. ~,.-'c.+ .. ~j.-, {A, ..... ,.-P 
$1 + ···+s,,= t 

[ -1]}-lh B S I,,,s·Ah-·1. ) 
X P k·1. h .. 1. SI"·S. 

It results then from 4.2 that 

IR- Ih(ZI, ... ,zn)I<I(n+:-I). I. 1'P;.(zlli 
leT 'I + ... + '" = t 

jt + "'+i"= t 

X .. ·Im. (z )Ih. . I Tin n J.,. .. J,. 

(
n + t - 1) 

<K(r. r')lIh Ik ... " ~r-' t 

X I l'PI(ztl!-.. I'Pn(zn)l· 
;1+"'+;,,=1 

Consider now. in ~ n' the function 

S(ZI,. .. ,zn) = I I 'PI, (ZI)"·'PI.!Zn) 
1;;..0 ;1 + ... + in = t 

We have 

1 d n - I 

---- [~-IS(Z .... ,z)] 
(n - 1)1 d~-I 

(
n + t - 1) [n (2P + ij - 1)112] 

= ~ t z' I, +--~in=' ,lII ij • 

Suppose that 0 < 1" < r < r' < 1. We have: 

IIR -Ih ilr<K(r, r'lIlh Ik ... " I (n +: -1) 
,;.0 

xL+"~I.=,}X CP +2 _1}/2] (;)' 
1 d n - I 

< (n _ 1)1 K(r, r'lIlh II" ..... " d~-I {z"-IS(z ... ·,z)}rlr. 

The last inequality proves that R - I is continuous from JIt';: 
to itself for the topology induced by that of ~ n • 

Q.E.D. 
4.4. Proposition: A formal representation (S. ~) of Gin 

~. the linear part of which is in the class D / (p> 1). is 
formally linearizable. 

Proof It is sufficient to prove that 
H I(G, .2" n (~)) = {O J, since then there is 13...0 obstruction to 
formal linearization. Given seZ I(~, .2" I( ® ~ ~, ~)). 
where n>2. we extend it to ~(~) in such a way that 
Suv =dS~ Sv +Sud(®~SI)v foranyu,vE~(~)(seeRef. 
5). Since sXQ = sQx, we get A 

Sx = dS! Sf/.. R -I - SQ R -Id( ® ~ Stlx' Therefore, 
H 1(9 • .2" I( ®;..~, ~)) = {OJ, and then H I(G, .2" n( ~)) 
= H I(G, .2"( ® ~ ~, d)) = {OJ. 

Q.E.D. 

We denote by Y n the Frechet space of analytic functions in 
~ n of the form 
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I(z \>···,zn) = 2: h, ..... ;. Z~' ... Z:: 
;",0.,'">0 

such that 

Illj = 2: (I + i l + ... + inYlh, ..... ;.! < + 00 • 

il,···,/,.>O 

It is knownl2 that Y n is isomorphic to ~ ~Y I' Moreover, 
Y I is the space ofcco-vectors of (V +,P, H +,P). 

4.5. Lemma: Y n is the space of C co vectors of the repre
sentation (d ( ® n V + 'PI, K"). 

A 

Proof The action of G on .Y n = ® ~ .Y I is C co, and we 
have the topological inclusion .Y n C (K")co. In addition, 
Y n is the space of C co vectors of the operator d ( ® n V + .P) y. 

Consequently, (K") co is an algebraic subvector space of Y"; 
hence the algebraic equality Y" = (K")co. Now, the Fre
chet space topologies on Y" and (K") co coincide since they 
are comparable. 

Q.E.D. 
4.6. Lemma: R = d ( ® "V + ,P)Q - pip - I) is continu

ous and haS a continuous inverse on Y" . 
Proof Obviously, R belongs to.!f I(Y n) = .!f I((K")"''). 

Since R is a self-adjoint operator in K", which is bigger than 
(n - l)p(np + p - I) > 0, in.!f I(K") we have 
I/R -II/<[(n - l)p(np + p - 1)]-1. Choose heK;: and 
UEOU(~); we have 

I/d(®"V+'P)u R -Ih 1/ = I/R -ld(®"V+,P)u h 1/ 

«(n-I)p(np+p-I))-ll/d(®"V+'P)u hll. 
Therefore, R -I is continuous from JY:: to itself for the to
pology induced by that of Y". This implies that R - I is de
fined and continuous on Y" . 
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Q.E.D. 
4. 7. Proposition: A formal representation (S, .Y I) of Gin 
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Y I' the linear part of which is in the class D p+ , is formally 
linearizable. 

Proof Utilizing 4.6, it is proved the same way as 4.4. 
Q.E.D. 

4.8. Remark: It is clear that Propositions 4.4 and 4.7 
remain true when we replace D / by D P- • 
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A parametrization ofthe n-dimensional complex rotation group O+(n, q by a set of !n(n - 1) 
complex Euler angles is obtained in exactly t~e same way as that for the n-dimensional real 
rotation group O+(n, R). Certain subgroups L (n, r) ofO+(n, q are then considered and found 
isomorphic with the "generalized Lorentz groups" L (n, r), of which the special case L (4, 1) is the 
usual Lorentz group L of special relativity. Distinguishing features, in the form of reality nature, 
of Euler angles ofL (n, r) are obtained for r = 1,2, and it is proved that these lead naturally to the 
definition of "real" Euler angles of the corresponding L (n, r), which, of course, include the 
Lorentz group L. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Euler angle parametrization of rotation and some relat
ed groups has attracted considerable attention in the recent 
past. Originally, of course, it was defined, in connection with 
rigid dynamics, for the three-dimensional real rotation 
group 0+(3, R). With the advent of extensive use of some of 
the linear groups in quantum and relativity physics, the con
cept was generalized to the n-dimensional real rotation 
group by the author, I Hoffman et al. 2,3 and W olr' and to the 
n-dimensional (restricted) Lorentz group L (n, 1) by Wolf.4 In 
a series of papers, Wolf,4-6 Mackawa,1-9 and Wong lO used 
these generalizations for the explicit computation of matrix 
elements in irreducible representations ofO+(On, R) and 
L (n, 1). Now both these groups are special cases of the "gen
eralized Lorentz group" L (n, r), O<;r<;n, which is the collec
tion of all linear transformations which keep 

xi +x~ + ... +x~_r -X~_r+1 - ... -x~ 
invariant. In addition to the above-mentioned cases r = 0 
and r = 1, present day physics also uses some ofthe groups 
L (n, r) with r> 1; thus one of the de Sitter groups in general 
relativity is L (5, 2), II while twister theoryl2 (also in general 
relativity) uses L (6, 2). Of course, in the future, we may have 
to deal with groups corresponding to r> 2. It therefore ap
pears very desirable to obtain Euler angle parametrization of 
L (n, r) with arbitrary r. From the point of view of mathemat
ics also, it is clearly far more satisfying to consider the gen
eral case of arbitrary r rather than that of some particular 
value of r, say r = 0 or r = 1. Actually this study of the gen
eral case proves to be quite rewarding because, as will be seen 
later, this case has, for r > 1, new and interesting features not 
possessed by L (n, 1). 

Keeping in view the above facts, we consider in this 
paper the slightly more general problem of defining "Euler 
angles" for the n-dimensional complex rotation group O+(n, 
q and some of its subgroups; as L (n, r) is found to be isomor
phic to one of these subgroups, its "Euler angles" are natu
rally obtained. The essential idea behind the definition of 
Euler angles ofO+(n, q considered here is really quite sim
ple; we just complexify the Euler angles of 0 + (n, R) defined 
in Refs. 1 and 3. It may be mentioned in this connection that 

a somewhat different set of "Euler angles" for O+(n, R) are 
given by Murnaghan 13; these are; however, not very useful 
for our purpose as their complexification leads to parametri. 
zation of unitary groups with which the generalized Lorentz 
groups are not related in as simple a way as with the sub
groups ofO+(n, q mentioned above. 

II. THE COMPLEX ROTATION GROUP AND 
TRANSFORMATION OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

As is well known, the complex orthogonal group O(n, 
q consists of alltinear transformations in en which keep 

z7+~+ .. ·+~=iz; 
i=1 

invariant. Here Z=(ZI' Z2' .'" zn) are the coordinates of a 
point PEen relative to some Cartesian coordinate system 1. If 
AEO(n, q, then 

AA T = 1 the n-dimensional unit matrix, 

and 

detA = ± 1. 

We call an element AEO(n, q with det A = 1 a proper com
plex orthogonal transformation, or a complex rotation; the 
set O+(n, q of these rotations is a subgroup ofO(n, q and is 
called the complex rotation group. As the n2 elements of 
REO+(n, q satisfy the ~n(n + 1) conditions 

RR T = 1, 

only ~n(n - 1) of them will be independent, i.e., O+(n, q is a 
!n(n - 1) complex parameter, and hence n(n - 1) real pa
rameter, group. 

It is easy to verify that a complex rotation R transforms 
a Cartesian coordinate system I in en into another such sys
tem I' with the same origin, and that the transformation 
from I to I' uniquely determines, and is determined by, the 
rotation. To parametrize the complex rotations, it is there
fore sufficient to define ~n(n - 1) complex Euler angles 
which completely and uniquely determine the transforma
tion from I to I'. In order to do this, we start with a descrip
tion of spherical polar coordinates in em. 
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III. SPHERICAL POLAR COORDINATES IN C" 

Let 

Z=(ZI' Z2' ... , zm) 

be the coordinates of a general point Pecm referring to a 
Cartesian coordinate system 1. Let 

I (i), i = 1, 2, ... , m, 

be the m axes of I and 

I (il • i2 • ••• , iT) 

be the subspace of cm spanned by 

I (i, ). I (i2) • ••• , I (i,). 1 <il,i2, ... ,i,<m. 

The coordinate system in 1(1.2, ... , i) consisting of 

1(1).1(2) • ... , I (i) 

will be denoted by Ii so that 1m = 1. Similar notation for I " 
and, in fact, for any other coordinate system r which may 
be introduced later, is assumed. Note that 

1(1,2, ... , m) = 1'(1,2, ... , m) = cm. 
Let Z (i) be the tip of the unit vector along the axis I'(i). We 
shall denote by 

(z"(i, 1), z"(i, 2), ... , z"(i, m)). 

The coordinates of Z (i) in the system r. Clearly, if 

I'(i)er(1, 2, ... ,J), 

which is certainly the case if 

1'(1,2, ... ,J) = r(1, 2, ... ,J), i>i, 

then the coordinates of Z (I) in Ij will be 

(z"(i, 1), z"(i, 2), ... , z"(i,JI). 

Let us now introduce m (complex) variables (t, X m , 

X m _ l , ••• ,X2) by 

t = tl + it2, tl>O, 

Xj = ()j + itp,., i = 2, 3, ... , m, 

Zm = t COSXm , O<()m <tr, 

zm_1 = tsinxmsinxm_ 11 -trI2<()m_' <trI2, 

Zm_2 =tsinxmcosxm_,sinxm_2' 
- trl2 < ()m _ 2 <trI2, 

Z3 = t sinxm COSXm _ I ··.cosx4sinx3, 

- trI2<()3<trI2, 

Z2 = t sinxmcosxm _ \ "'cosx3sinx2, 0<()2<2tr, 

Z\ = t sinxmcosxm _ I"'COSX3COSX2• 

If Z is given, then 

t2=~+~+.,,+z!, 

~t= ±(~ +~ + ... +z!,)1/2. 

(1) 

The condition t I >0 determines which sign is to be chosen so 
that t is uniquely determined by z. 

Similarly, we have 

COSXm = zmlt. 

As t has been uniquely determined, Zm It is a known complex 
number so that, according to the Appendix, there exists a 
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uniquesolutionxm = ()m + itpm with O<()m <tr, of the above 
equation. Thus Xm of (1) is uniquely determined by z. 

Again as 

sinxm _ I = Zm _ I I(t sinxm), 

and t and sin Xm have already been determined, the rhs will 
be a known complex number so that, as before, there exists a 
unique solution 

Xm-I = ()m-I + itPm_ 11 with -trI2<()m_' <trI2, 

of the above equation. Hence, x m _ I of (1) is also uniquely 
determined by z. 

We can similarly show that 

are all uniquely determined by z. Thus all the variables 

[with the restrictions mentioned in (Ill are uniquely deter
mined by (1) for a given z, i.e., to each point PeC, therecorre
sponds a unique set of values of 

which determine coordinates of P relative to Iby Eq. (1). We 
therefore call 

the "spherical polar coordinates relative to I" of P. We shall 
also call 

(Xm' Xm _ I' ... , x 2 ) 

the "set of (complex) polar angles (relative to I)" of P. 
Note that 

sinxm_ j =zm_jltsinxmcosxm_,,,,coSXm_j+ I 

= ± zm_/(z!, +z!,-I +".+~)1/2 (2a) 

forj= 1,2, ... ,m-2,and 

Zm 
COSXm = zm lt == ± z: z: ~ 112 (2b) 

(m + m-I + ... + d 
We now prove the following result which plays a crucial 

role in the definition of Euler angles. 

Theorem: Let I be a Cartesian coordinate system in Cm 

and 

(ZI' Z2' ... , zm) 

be the coordinates of a point PeCm relative to 1. Also, let 

be the spherical polar coordinates relative to I of P. If I is 
given a sequence of rotations 

(in this order), where 

/i = rotation by an angle Xi in the (1, i) plane, i = 2, 3, 
... ,m-l, 

/ m = rotation by an angle - Xm in the (1, m) plane, 

and I' is the system so obtained, then Pel'(m). 
First of all, we recall the following rule: 
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(A) If a system I' is obtained fromlby rotation f repre
sented by the matrix M and t, t' are the column vectors repre
senting the coordinates of the same point in I and I " respec
tively, then 

t' =MTt, 

where M T is the transposed of M. 
Next, notice that if M; is the matrix representing the 

rotation fi' 2<J<.m, then 

cos X; - sin X; o 

M j = sin X; cos Xi o ~ith row 

o o 
for i = 2, 3, ... , m - 1, and 

Mm = [ CO~m 
- sinxm 

sinxm] . 

COSXm 

Here all the rows and columns which have not been explicit
ly written are assumed to be those of the unit m X m matrix. 

Now, let t, t' be the column vectors representing the 
coordinates of a point Y in I and I', respectively. Then 

o 

o 

t' =M~M~_I···Mrt 
:::}t =M2M 3· .. M mt'. 

Take now 

t' = [0,0, ... , t ] T 

so that YE!'(m). It is easy to check that 

sinxm 

o 

o 
o 

COSXm 

Now suppose that 

sinxmcosxm _ 1 

o 

o 
sinxm sinxm _ I 

cosxm 

(3) 

(4) 

M;M;+ 1···Mmt' = t sinxmcosxm_I",cosx;+2cosx;+ Isinx; ~ ith element 

sinxm COSXm _ I ···COSXi + 2 sinxi + I 

(5) 

sinxm sinxm _ I 

cosxm 

is true for i = j,j<.m - 1. Then 

Mj_I~···Mmt' =~_I (~ ••• Mmt'), 

so that, by explicitly multiplying the vector 

~~+I···Mmt' 

obtained from (5) by putting i =j, by ~_I' it can be 
checked that we get (5) with i = j - 1. Hence, as (4) shows 
that (5) is true for i = m - 1, it follows by induction that it 
will also be true for i = 2, Le., we have 

t=M~3· .. Mmt' 

=t 
sinxmcosxm _ I sinxm - 2 

sinxm sinxm _ I 

COSXm 

= 

This proves that Y is the same point as P so that Pel '(m), as 
required. 
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Note that the above theorem essentially says that if a 
coordinate system in em is given a sequence of rotations 
through the polar angles of a given line (in proper order), 
then the new system obtained has the mth axis along the 
given line. 

IV. EULER ANGLES OF O+(n, C} 

Let R be the complex rotation which transforms the 
coordinate system I of en into I'. Weare not in a position to 
define the Euler angles of l' relative to lor, equivalently, 
those of R. We start by constructing a sequence of coordinate 
systems 

I~, i=n,n-l, ... ,I, 

satisfying 

I~(k)=I'(k), k=i+ l,i+2, ... ,n, i<.n-l, (6) 

and a sequence of set of "angles" 

Ix;;, Xjj_I' ... , X,"2 J, i = n, n - 1, ... , 2, 

according to the following algorithm: 
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Algorithm: Let us suppose that the systems 

I~, i>j, 

satisfying (6) and the set of sequence of angles 

have already been constructed for somej> 2. As mentioned 
earlier, the coordinates of Z (j) in I j are 

(zi(j, I), zi(j, 2), '<0, zi(j,j)). 

Let the spherical polar coordinates relative to I} of Z (j) be 

(l,xjj,xjj~I' ... ,xj2 ). 

Apply to I~, the ordered sequence of rotations 

'F;2' Tj3' ... , Tjj , 

where 

'F;'k = a rotation by an angle Xjk in the (1, k) plane, 
k = 2, 3, ... ,j - 1, 

Tjj = a rotation by an angle - Xjj in the (l,j) plane, and 

let I jn - I be the coordinate system so obtained. 

As the applied rotations do not affect the k th axis, 
j + h:;;;h;;n, we shall have 

I~~ I(k) = I~(k) = l'(k), k = j + l,j + 2, ... , n, 

by (6) with i = j. Further, the theorem proved in the last 
section implies that 

Z(j)E1j~ I=I~- 1 

~Jfn - l(j) = 1'(j). 

Thus we have obtained the system I ~ ~ 1 satisfying (6) with 
i = j - 1 and the sequence of angles 

If we put I ~ = In =1, we can construct by the above proce
dure using the method of induction, all the coordinate 
systems 

I~, i = n - 1, n - 2, ... , 1, 

and all the !n(n - 1) (complex) angles 

xij' 2<.j<.i<.n. 

We call these the Euler angles of I' relative to I. Note that (6) 
with i = 1 implies that 

I~(2) = 1'(2), I!(3) = 1'(3), ... , I!(n) = l'(n), 

~I!=I'. 

Thus starting from I and giving it a sequence of successive 
rotations by the above Euler angles in a particular order, we 
reach the system I '. This verifies the fact that these angles 
completely and uniquely determine the transformation from 
I to I', and hence also the corresponding rotation R. Clearly 

R = matrix of the resultant of the above succession of 
rotations, 

so that it can be calculated in terms of the angles in a 
straightforward manner. The converse of this, i.e., the prob
lem of finding the Euler angles of a given matrix REO + (n, q, 
has already been solved by the authorl4 for real rotations. As 
the spherical polar coordinates in en used here are formally 
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identical with those used in Ref. 14 for JR", it is easy to check 
that the arguments and procedure of 14 remain valid for 
complex rotations as well; we therefore have the following 
rule for finding the Euler angles of a given REO+(n, q: 

Suppose first that 

(xjk ; k = j,j - 1, ... ,2, j>i + II 
have been obtained so that the matrices 

M jk , k =j,j - 1, .,., 2, l>i + 1, 

and hence also 

~ = ~2Mj3 ... M jj , j>i + 1, 

can be easily computed. Here Mjk ==Mjk (xjk ) is the matrix of 
rotation Tjk described in the Algorithm. It can be shown that 

Ri=NT+I NT+2· .. N~R 

has all elements in the last (n - i) rows and columns equal to 
zero except the diagonal ones which are alII. Thus iff is the 
ith column of R, we compute 

N;+ I N;+ 2 .. -N~ ti, 

and find it to be of the form 

[C I, C2, ... , Cit 0,0, ... , O]T, 

where the c's are complex numbers. 

{Xii' X ii _ J' ••• , x i2 1 

are now obtained as the polar angles of 

Let us now make the following remarks: 
Remark 1: If R III is the matrix obtained from R j by 

deleting its last (n - I) rows and columns, then 

xjk , 2<.k<J<.I, 

are the Euler angles of RIll. 

Remark 2: We have 

NfNr···N~R = 1, the nxn unit matrix, 

so that 

V. EULER ANGLES OF SUBGROUPS OF O+(n, q 

A. Subgroups of O+(n, C) 

We now obtain some subgroups ofO+(n, q by consid
ering those ofits elements which keep certain subspaces ofC" 
invariant. To illustrate the technique, we consider first the 
almost trivial subgroup O+(n, JR). For this, we start with the 
subspace JRn of C; clearly, it may be considered as the real 
vector space spanned by 

where ej is the vector with all components zero except the 
ith, one which is 1. If 

a= (aij) 

is any complex n X n matrix, it will keep Rn ivariant if and 
only ifit is real-valued, i.e., ifand only if 
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aq==(aei)j is real for all i,j. 

Thus R" is invariant under the set of all real-valued elements 
ofO+(n, C), and this set is precisely the subgroup O+(n, R) of 
O+(n, C). Applications ofthe facts, previously obtained 

(i) the polar angles ofa real vector ofC", i.e., a vector of 
R", are real, 

(ii) a rotation by a real angle transforms a real vector 
into a real vector, 

(iii) all the rotations carried out in the definition of Euler 
angles of a real rotation are by polar angles of real vectors, 
and hence by real angles, show that all the Euler angles of an 
element ofO+(n, R) are real; in fact, they are identical with 
those given in Refs. 1-4. 

A 

Consider next the subspace M (n, r), O<r<n, of C", 
which is the real vector space spanned by 

{e l , e2, ... , er, ier+ I' ... , ie" I; 
'" an element xeM (n, r) is clearly of the form 

x = [XI' X2, ... , Xr, ixr+ I' ... , ix" ]T, 

X} real for allj. 
'" If aeO+(n, C) keeps M(n, r) invariant, we must have 

A '" axeM(n,r) 
'" for arbitrary xeM (n, r); it is easy to see that this will be so if 

and only if 

. {(i)j <r and k<r, 
a 1S real for .. . 

jk (n)) >r + I and k>r + 1 

and 

. ., {(i)j <r and k>r + 1, 
ajk 1S pure 1magmary for ( .. ). 1 d k 

n) >r+ an <r. 

Thus the collection L (n, r) of all the elements of O+(n, C) 
A 

which keep M (n, r) invariant consists of the set of all matrices 
aeO+(n, C) given by 

A c (i)j<r, k<r, 
ajk = ajk lor . 

(1i) k>r + 1, k>r + 1, 

forj >r + 1, k<r, (8) 

ajk = - iajk forj <r, k>r + 1, 

ajk real for allj, k. 

Usingthefactthata- I = aT, itis easy to check thatL(n, r) is 
a subgroup ofO+(n, C). As in the case of 0+ (n, H), we should 
now obtai~ the reality conditions characterizing the Euler 
angles of L (n, r). However, these happen to be exceedingly 
involved and cumbersome, and so, to get some idea as to 
what might be happening in the general case, we consider 
here the two simplest special cases, n = 1, 2, which are found 
to possess all the essential features of the general case. 

B. Euler angles of f{n. 1) and f{n. 2) 

First let aeL (n, 1) so that 

are the polar angles of 

(2) therefore shows that: 
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cosx"" = ann > l~x"" = i8"" , 8""rea1; 

. ±ia"_I" 
smx",,_1 =. 2 2 2 1/2 

,(a"_I,, +a"_2,, + ... +al,,) 

= real and < I in magnitude 

~X""_I =8",,_1' a real number. 

Similarly 

X",,_2 = 8",,-2' ... , X,,2 = 8,,2' 

where all the 8 's which appear here as well as in all that 
follows are assumed to be real. 

Consider next the matrix 

N~ =M~"M~"_I .. ·M~ 
for the above XIIi' It is easy to verify (by considering the ac
tion of one M ~ at a time) that when each one acts on a vector 
of the form 

[plJp2, ... ,P,,_I' iP" ]T, thep's all real, 

it gives a vector ofthe same for. It follows that 

fi"-I=N~a 

is a matrix of the same form as a so that Er" - II, obtained 
from fi" - I by deleting its last row and column, will be real 
and orthogonal and, hence, will have all of its Euler angles 
real. Remark 1 now tells us that the rest of Euler angles of a 
are real. Thus for an element of L (n, 1), we have 

X"" = i8"", 
(9) 

Xq = 8q, (i,))#(n, n). 

Conversely, it is easy to verify that Euler angles satisfy con
ditions (9) determine an element of L (n, 1), i.e., Eqs. (9) actu-

"" ally characterize the subgroup L (n, 1) ofO+(n, C). 
'" "'-Next, let a+--L (n, 2). As now 

a!" + a! _ I" - a! _ 2" - ... - at" = 1, 

we have two possibilities: 

a"" > 1 or a"" < 1; 

we consider them separately. 
Case 1: a" .. > 1: As 

are the polar angles of 

[ - ial,,' - ia2", ... , - ia,,_2,,' a,,_1 II' a"" ]T, 
(2) leads to 

X"" =i8""K, X",,_I =i8",,_I' 
X"j = 8,,}, 2 - n> j>2. 

Proceeding as in the case of L (n, 1), we can now show that 

~-I NT "'-M T MT MT '" a =" a= "" " II _ I ... ,,2 a 

is ofthe same form as a, so that Ern -lleL(n - 1, 1). Using 
again Remark 1, we see that in this case 

X"" =i8"n' X",,_I =i8,,"_I, Xn_ ln _ 1 =i8,,_ln_I'} 
xi} = 8i} for all other permissible values of (i,)) 

(10) 
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characterize the elements of £ (n, 2). 

Case 2: ann < 1: Here, we first get, as in the above case, 

xnn = -On,,' X"n_1 =1T/2-iO"n_I' 

X"j = 0nj' n - 2>/>2. 
It is now found that N ~ transforms a vector of the form 

[i.8I' i.82' ... , i.8n_ 2,.8,,_1 ,.8" V 
to one of the form 

[.81' i{32' ... , i.8" _ 2' i.8" - 1'.8" V; 
the last two columns of fi" - I = N ~a will therefore be of the 
form, i.e., the last column of fl.n - I) is of the form 

[.81' i{32' ... , i.8" - 1 V· 
This leads to 

x" _ 1 ,,- 1 = 1T/2 - iOn - 1" - l' 

X" _ Ij = iO" _ Ij' n - 2>/>2, 
from which it can be verified that 

N~_1 = M~_1 n_lM~_1 "_2 .. ·M~_12 

transforms a vector of the form 

[i.8I' {32' ... ,.8" _ 2'.8" _ I , i.8" ] T 

to one of the form 

[.81' .82' ... ,.8" - I' i.8" - I' i.8" V· 
Thus the first (n - 2) columns of fin - 2 are of this form so 
that fl." - 2) is real; Remark 1 therefore implies that 

xij = Oij' 2.;.j.;.i.;.n - 2. 

It follows that elements of £ (n, 2) in this case are character
ized by the reality conditions: 

Xnn = - 8nn , 

Xnj = 0nj, 2.;.j.;.n - 2, 

Xn _ I ,,- I = 1T/2 - iOn - I n - I' 
Xn_ Ij =iOn_ Ij , 

xij = ()ij' 

2<J.;.n - 2, 

2.;.j<:.i.;.n - 2. 
(11) 

To sum up the above discussion, we see that the Euler 
A 

angles ofO+(n, R) are all real, those of L (n, 1) are either real 
or R.ure imaginary, and this is also true for one s~ of elements 
of L (n, 2). However, for the rest of elements of L (n, 2), these 
angles are either real or pure imaginary or Barred, meaning 
that they are of the type 1T/2 - i(). In Paper II ofthis series, 

A 

we show that the Euler angles of L (n, r), r arbitrary, are also 
of the above three types only, and explicitly state (and prove) 
conditions determining the type of any particular one of 
them. 

C. The generalized Lorentz group 

Recall that an element xeM (n, r) is of the form 
A [ • • ]-T X = Xl' X2, ... , X" IXr+ I' ... , IX" , 

so that if 

then XER" and 
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x=fx, 

where f = [Jjk J is the n X n diagonal matrix 

{

C5jk , j ';'r, 
Ijk =.£ . 1 

IUjk' />r + . 
Note that if g = f2, then 

(i)f-I =F, IT =f, 
(ii) the mappingf: a"_M(n, r) is an isomorphism of 

vector spaces, 

("') {Ojk' 111 gjk = 
- Ojk, />r + 1, 

j';'r, 

(iv)f4 = g2 = 1, the n X n unit matrix. 
A A 

Next, let deL (n, r) and a be the real n X n matrix 

a = [ajd. 

Then a = fa f - I, and the orthogonality condition on a 
gives 

~f-IaTffaf-1 = 1 

~aTga=g 

~ (ax)Tg(ax) = xTaTgax = xTgX. 
(12) 

(13) 

If we now define a "norm" fIx) on the vector space JR" by 

fIx) =xTgx 

and call the metric space M (n, r) so ob~ined a generalized 
Minkowski space, then ( 13) says that aeL (n, r) if and only if a 
is a linear transformation in M (n, r) which keeps the lengths 
of the vectors invariant, i.e., it is an orthogonal transforma
tion in M (n, r). These orthogonal transformations are called 
generalized Lorentz transformations and their collection 
L (n, r), which is easily checked to be a group, is xalled the 
generalized Lorentz group. Clearly, L (n, r) and L (n, r) are 
simply a relabelling of one another as a = faf-I gives an 

A 

isomorphism of L (n, r) onto L (n, r). 
In the end, we note that M (4, 1) and L (4, I) are simply 

the ordinary (four-dimensional) Minkowski space and the 
ordinary Lorentz group, respectively, of special relativity. 

D. Euler angles for L(n, 1) and L(n, 2) 

We now come to the problem of parametrizing the gen
eralizxd Lorentz group, using, of course, its isomorphism 
with L (n, r). Thus 

AA 

aeL (n, r)=?aeL (n, r) 

~ = Mn2(X"2)M,,3(Xn3)· .. Mn,,(x,,,,) 

XM,,_12(Xn_12)· .. M22(X22) 

=?a =f-1M,,2(X,,2)M,,3(X,,3) .. ·Mdx22)! (14) 

However, for a parametrization of any group of transform a
tions to be really elegant and useful, it should express a gen
eral transformation as a product of simpler transformations 
of the same type. Hence, we try to convert the rhs of (14) into 
a product of (real) generalized Lorentz tr~sformatio~s. Us
ing the reality nature of the Euler angles ofL (n, l)andL (n, 2) 
obtained earlier, we now show that this conversion is indeed 
possible for elements of L (n, 1) and L (n, 2). 
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First, Let aeL (n, 1), so that (9) shows that (14) takes the 
form 

a = j-
I
M"2 ((}"2)···M" " _ I (()"" - I )M""(i(}"") 

XM"I 2 (()" - I 2 ) ••• M 22((}22)j 

~ = M"2 ((}"2 ) ••• M" " _ I (()"" _ I )M"" ((}"") 
XM" _ 12 (()" - 12 ) ... M 22((}22)' 

where 

M""((}"") =j-IM"" (i(}"")j 

Mij((}ij) =j-IMij((}ij)J, (i,Jl#(n, n). 

It is easy to check that for (i,Jl#(n, n), 

(15) 

(16) 

Mij((}ij) = Mij((}ij) = a real rotation in (I,Jl plane, while 
[recall that Mii(Xii ) is the matrix of rotation - Xii in the (1, i) 
plane] 

[ 

cosh(}"" 

M",,((}",,) = .: 
- smh(}"" 

and therefore represents a pure Lorentz transformation 
along the I-axis with velocity tanh(},," and with X" behaving 
as time; we call it a simple Lorentz transformation by an 
angle ()"" in the (1, n) plane. Thus (15) gives a genuine para
metrization of L (n, 1) by !n(n - 1) real "Euler angles" 

(}ij, 2<j<i<n, 

each having an associated matrix Mij((}ij)' which is either a 
real rotation, when the angle is said to be of first kind, or a 
simple Lorentz transformation, when it is said to be of sec
ond kind. Note that the definition of Euler angles in the 
context of the generalized Lorentz group is somewhat differ
ent from that in the context of the (real or complex) orthogo
nal group; this is because the associated matrices in the two 
contexts, Mij and Mij' are not always the same. 

It may be mentioned here that the above parametriza
tion of L (n, 1) is the same as that given by Wolf and Ander
son,4 Wolf,s and Wong 10; as in the case ofthese authors, we 
have !n(n - 1) - 1 real rotations (}ij (i,Jl#(n, n), and a single 
Lorentz transformation ()"" which corresponds to their sin
gle "boost." 

A A 
Next,letaeL (n,2).AsanowbelongstoL (n,2), we have 

two possibilities. If the Euler angles of a are of the type (10), 
we get, as before, 

a = M"2 (0"2 ) ... M"" ((}"")M" _ I 2 (()" - I 2 ) ••• Md(}nl, 

where 

Mij((}ij) =j-IMij(i(}ij)j = a simple Lorentz 
transformation 

for (i,JI = (n, n), (n, n - 1), (n - 1, n - 1), and 

- -I . Mij((}ij) =j Mij(Oij)j= a real rotatlOn 

for all other (i,Jl. 
Thus the Euler angles 

(}""' ()"" - I' and ()" _ I" _ I 
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are of second kind while the rest of them are of first kind. 
On the other hand, if the Euler angles of a are of type 

(11), 

a = M"2((}"2)···M""((}"")M"_12((}"_12)···M"_1 "-2((}"-1 "-2) 

xii" _ I" - I (()" - I" - I)M" - 2 2 (()" - 2 2 ) ••• M22((}22)' 

where 

M"j((}"j) =j-IM"j((}"j)J, j = 2,3, ... , n - 2, 

M""_I((}""_ tl =j-
1
M""_I(1T/2 - i(}""_ tldl' 

- -I 
M""(O"") = d I M""( - (}"")dI , 

M" _ Ij(()" -Ij) = d 1- 1M" _ Ij(i(}" _ Ij)dl' j = 2, 3, ... , n - 2, 

M" _ I" - d(}" - I" - I) = M" - I" - I (()" - I" _ I lA, 
M" _ I "- I (()" - I "- I ) 

= d I-IM"_I "_1(1T/2 - iO"_1 "_I)d2, 

Mij((}ij) =j-IMij((}ij)J, 2<j<.i<.n - 2, 

with d I' d 2, and A as the n X n diagonal matrices (the entries 
within the square brackets give the diagonal elements) 

d l = diag[ - i, 1, 1, ... , 1, - 1, i], 

d 2 = diag[ - 1, 1, 1, ... , 1, - i, i], 

A = diag[ - 1, 1, 1, ... ,1, - 1, 1). 

It is easy to check from these that the Euler angles 

(}"j' j= 2, 3, ... , n - 2, n} 
(}ij, 2<j<i<n - 2 

are of first kind, (17a) 

while 

(}"-Ij' j=2,3, ... ,n-2, are of second kind. (17b) 

In addition, 

[

Sinh()"" _ I 

M""_d(}""_I)= h(}: 
cos ""-I 

o 

cosh(}"" _ I 

- sinh(}"" _ I 

o ~] 
andM"_1 "-I ((}"-I "-I) is a similar matrix with (}""-I 
replaced by - ()" _ I " _ I' We call the transformation repre
sented by the above matrix [which is not an element of L (n, 
r)] a Barred Lorentz transformation by an angle ()"" _ I in 
the (1, n - 1) plane and the corresponding angle, an Euler 
angle (in context of Lorentz group) of third kind. Thus we get 

()"" _ I' 0" _ I "_ I are ofthird kind, (17c) 

so that the nature of the !n(n - 1) real Euler angles in this 
case is given by (17a)-(17c). 

It follows that an arbitrary element of L (n, 1) or L (n, 2) 
can be factorized as a product oqn(n - 1) real matrices, each 
associated with a real Euler angle which is either of first kind 
or of second kind or of third kind. In Paper II of this series, 
we prove that this statement remains valid for L (n, r), r arbi
trary. Note in the end that these angles of third kind are the 
new and interesting feature which appear only when r> 1 
and which were mentioned in the Introduction. 

APPENDIX 

We prove here the result that for given complex num
bers z, Z I and Z2 such that 
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zi+~=I, 

each of the following three systems of equations for x has a 
unique solution: 

sinx = z, (Ala) 

-1T12..;;Ra";;1T/2; (Alb) 

cos x =Z, (A2a) 
O<Rex";;1T; (A2b) 

tnx~z" (A3a) 

cos x =Z2, (A3b) 
0..;;Rex..;;21T. (A3c) 

(la) gives 

~2ix _ 2izeix _ 1 = 0 

~ix = iz ± (1 _r)1/2 

{ 

- ilogliz + (1 - r)1/21 + arg[iz + (1 _ r)1/2] 

::::}X = or 
- ilogliz - (1 - r)ll2l + arg[iz - (1 _ r)1/2]. 

(A4) 

Now the identity 

liz - (1 - r)1/2][iz + (1 - r)I12] = - 1 

::::}arg[iz - (1 - r)1/2] + arg[iz + (1 - r)1/2] = 1T. 

This together with the fact that both the arguments lie be
tween - 1T and 1T implies that precisely one of them lies 
between -1T/2 and 1T/2, i.e., precisely one of the two solu
tions (A4) satisfies (Alb). Thus the system (Ala), (Alb) has a 
unique solution. 

(A2a) similarly leads to 

{ 

- iloglz + (r - 1)1/21 + arg[z + (r _ 1)1/2] 

X= or 
- i 10glz - (r - 1)1/21 + arg[z - (r _ 1)1/2], 

(A5) 

while the identity 

[z - (r - W/2] [z + (r - 1)1/2] = 1 
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gives 

arg[z - (r - 1)1/2] + arg[z + (Z2 - 1)1/2] = 0, 

so that just one of the two arguments lie between 0 and 1T. 
Thus just one of the two solutions (5) satisfies both (2a) and 
(2b), as required. 

Now we have already seen that (3a) gives two possible 
values of x, say XI andx2, both of which satisfy (A3c). Clear
ly, we have 

eix
, = iZI + (1 - zi)1/2, e iX, = iZl - (1 _ zi)1/2 

::::}Cosxl=(I-zi)1/2, cosx2 = -(I-xi)1/2. 

Now as Z2 is equal to one of the two numbers 

(1-zi)1/2, - (l-zi)1/2, 

(A3b) will be satisfied by one and only one of the two solu
tions X I and x2• Hence the system (A3a), (A3b), and (A3c) has 
a unique solution. 
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Euler angle parametrization of the complex rotation group and its 
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The work of Paper I is extended here by obtaining the reality nature of Euler angles of the 
subgroups i (n,r) (defined there) ofO+(n,q, for arbitrary r, and then showing that these again 
enable one to define "real" Euler angles of the generalized Lorentz groups L (n,r), r arbitrary. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the first paper of this series,l to be referred to as 
Paper I, we were able to define Euler angles 

Ixjk , 2<.k<.j<.n J 

of an element ReO+(n,q. This was done with the help of 
induction, as follows. Suppose that 

Ixjk , 2<.k<.j, i~i + 1 J 

have already been defined and that 

1jk = rotation by an angle xjk in the (1 ,k ) plane, k = 2, 

3, ... ,j - 1, 

Tii = rotation by an angle - xii in the (l,j) plane. 

Let Mjk = Mjdxjk) be the matrix of the rotation 1jk and 

Nj = Mj2Mj3 ... Mii , i~i + 1. 

If t is the ith column of R it is found that 

is of the form 

[c I,C2'''''Cp O,O, ... ,O] T. 

We define 

IXij' 2<.j<.iJ 

as the polar angles of 

It was noted there that 

R = Nn Nn _ 1 .. ·N2, (1) 

and that if R (11 is obtained from 

(2) 

by deleting the last (n - r) rows and columns, then 

Xjk' 2<.k<.j<.i are the Euler angles of R (11. (3) 

We next defined the subgroup i (n,r) ofO+(n,q as the 
collection of those of its elements which keep the real vector 
space if (n,r) generated by the elements 

of en, invariant, ej being the unit vector with all elements 
zero except thejth one, which is 1. The reality conditions 

characterizing the elements of ae i (n,r) are 

A fi {(i)j<.r, k<.r, 
a· =a· or Jk Jk (ii)j:>r + 1, k:>r + 1, 

ajk = iajk for j:>r + 1, k<.r, (4) 

ajk = - iajk for j<.r, k:>r + 1, 

ajk real for allj, k. 

The nature of Euler angles of i (n,r) was considered in the 
special cases r = 1,2, where they were found to be either real 
or pure imaginary or barred, meaning that they are of the 
form 1T/2 - ifJ, fJ real. We now prove in Sec. II that this 
statement remains valid for arbitrary r. 

Generalized Lorentz groups L (n,r) were then defined as 
(real) orthogonal linear transformations in a real n-dimen
sional space with norm 

xi + x~ + ... + x; - x; + 1 - ." - x~, 

and were found to be isomorphic with i (n,r). In the end, we 
proved, when r = 1 or 2, that: 

(i) There exists a set of real Euler angles for ae L (n,r), 
each having an associated real matrix, such that a is a prod
uct of these matrices. 

(ii) The matrix associated with any particular Euler an
gle of ae L (n,r) is one out of a set of three different given 
forms; this leads naturally to the classification of the angle as 
either of first or of second or of third kind. 

In Sec. IV below, we extend these results to all permissi
ble values of r. 

II. REALITY NATURE OF EULER ANGLES OF [(n,r) 

This nature is obtained with the help of the following 
two fundamental results and their consequences. 

Theorem 1: Let I xij J be the Euler angles of ae i (n,r), 
and Up i:>r, be the number of barred ones ofthese among 

Ixpq, i + l<p<.n, 2<.q<.pJ. 

Also let ui (}) be the number of barred angles among 

IXpj' p = i + l,i + 2, ... ,n J 

for 2<.j<.i + 1, while for i + 2<'j<.n, it is given by 

uiU) = U i + 1 (}1 = ... = U j _ 1 U)· 

Then each of the last (n - r) columns of ai is of the form 

[(I') - 1 + U i R ( .) - 1 + u,(2)R ( .) - 1 + u,(r)R e, I e, ... , I e, 

(5) 
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where Re stands for some real number. (Note that Re at 
different places stands. in general. for different real 
numbers.) 

Lemma 1: If the ith column of ai
• t;;,r + 1, is of the 

form (5) so that the ith column of alll is given by 

pi = [(i) - I + ":0;, (i) - I + ",{2Ip ~ , ... ,(i) - I + ",{rlp~, 

(l·)",{r+ II'{3i (.)"ililpi]T 
r+ I'··" Ii' 

p~, P = 1,2, ... ,i all real, 

and if 

( _ 1) - I + u i(/3; )2 + ( _ 1) - I + Ui 121(/3 ~)2 + ... 

+ ( _ 1) - I +tT,{PI(/3~)2 

changes sign at 

p = A. (1), p = A. (2), ... ,p = A. (ki ), 

forp<r, and 

( _ 1) - I + u i(/3; )2 + ( _ 1) - I + ", 121(/3 ~)2 + ... 

+ ( _ 1) - I + "i Irl(/3 ~ )2 

(6) 

(7) 

+ (- l)"ilr+ 11(/3~+ tl2 + ... + (_l)"iIPI(/3~)2 (8) 

at 

p = A. (k i + 1), ... ,p = A. (Ii) 

for r + l<p<i - 1, then: 
(i) XiAlql is barred for q = 1,2 .... , Ii; 

(ii) Xu is barred if and only if O'i (i) is odd; we put f; = l; if 
Xu is not barred and 

if Xii is barred; 
(iii) for 

j=!=A. (q), q = 1,2, ... ,1;, 

we have 

here 

p;(J) = 0'; + O'j(j) + 'T;(J), 

Tj(J) is the number of barred angles [according to (i) above] 
among 

[x;e, 2<e<j - IJ 
so that it is also equal to the number of changes of sign of (7) 
forj<r + 1 and of(8) for r + 2<j<i, asp goes from 1 to 
(J - 1), and the () 's, here as well as everywhere else in this 
paper, are real. 

We prove first the lemma and then use it to prove the 
theorem. 

Proof of Lemma 1: We consider the three parts (i), (ii), 
and (iii) separately. 
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(i) The fact that 

Xii' j = 2,3, ... ,i, 

are the polar angles of(6) implies that [see Eq. (2) of Paper I] 
forq<k;, 

sinxiAlql 

(i)"i IA IqJlp ; 
=r---~~~----~~ _____ A~I~ql ____ ~~~ ____ ___ 

[( - 1)"'(/3; )2+ (- I)U/(21(/3~)2+ ... + (_ lr;\A{q)](/3~lql?]1/2 . 

If 0'; (A. (q)) is even, we get 

sinxiAlql 

±P~lql 
=~----~--------~~~---------------

[( - 1 )"'(/3 il )2 + ... + ( - 1 r,{A {ql- 11(/3 ~ Iql- 1)2 + (/3 ~ Iql)2] 1/2 ' 

with 

( - l)"i(/3;)2 + ... + ( - 1)",{Alql- 11(/3~lql_I)2 <0, (9) 

( - 1)"'(/3;)2 + ... + ( - 1)'" IAlql - I '(/3 ~ Iql _ I )2 + (f3 ~ Iql)2 > 0, 

(10) 
as (7) changes sign atp = A. (q). Thus sinx;Alql is real. Further, 
(9) and (10) also imply 

IP ~Iqll 
> [( - 1 )"i(/3; )2 + ... + ( - 1 )",{Alql- 11(/3 ~ Iql- I f + (/3 ~ (ql)2] 1/2 

so that 

Isinx; Alqll > I 
=}x; Alql = rr/2 - i();;'lql , 

i.e., X; Alql is barred. 
. On the other hand, if 0'; (A. (q)) is odd, 

Slnx;Alql 

[- (-1)"'(/3; )2_ ... - (_I)",{Alql - 11(/3~lql _ I f+ (/3~ Iql)2 ]1/2 ' 

and the fact that (7) changes sign at p = A. (q) implies that 

- ( - 1 )"i(/3; )2 _ ... - ( - 1 )",{Alql- 11(/3 ~ Iql _ d < 0, 

- ( - 1 )"i(/3 ; )2 - ... - ( - 1)'" IA Iql - 11(/3 ~ Iql _ 1 f + (/3 ~ Iql )2 > O. 

As before, this leads to 

sinx; A (ql real, I sinx i Alql I > 1 

=}x; Alql = rr/2 - i(); Alql' 

Thus Xi Alql is barred for all q<ki ; that it is barred for k; + 1 
<q<l; can be proved in the same way. 

(ii) We have 

COSXu = (i)",lllp;. 

Hence 

Xu is barred ¢::>cosxu is pure imaginary ¢:><T;(l) is odd. 
(iii) First, letj<r, so that we have 
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As 1AJl changes of sign have occurred in (7) as p goes from 1 to 
j, we will have 

( _ I) - I + <7i + 1", IJl = ( _ 1) - I + <7,.( _ I fi Ul 

= sgn [( _ 1) - I +<7i(l1 ; )2 + ... + ( _ I) - I + <7,( Jl(11 ;)2 ] 

:::} [( _ I) - I +<7'(11;)2 + ... + ( _ I) - I + <7,(Jl(l1 ;)2 ]1/2 

± ( _ i) - I + CT, + 1"i III [( _ 1)1", Ill(11 i
l 
f + ( _ I)"i + <7, 121 + 1", III 

X(l1~)2 + '" + (_ 1)",+a, lll +T'(Jl(11j)2]1I2, 

where the second factor on the rhs is real, 

:::}sinxij = ±( -iY'illlpJ/[( _I(,(Jl(l1id2 

+ ( _ I)"i + a,(21 + 1"i Ul(l1 ~)2 + ... + ( _ I)"i + a'(J] + 1"i Ul(l1;)2] 1/2 

with the denominator real. Thus, ifpiU) is odd, sinxij is pure 
imaginary so that 

xij is pure imaginary:::}xij = (it" I JlOij . 

On the other hand, if P i (j) is even. 

sinxij = ±P5/[( - If'IJ](I1\)2 + (- Ir'+<7,(21+T,(J](I1~)2 

+ ... + ( _ I)'" + a, Ill+ 1", I J](I15 f ] I /2 

is real, and as both 

( _ W,(Jl(l1;)2 + ( _ 1)'" + <7,121 + 1", il1(11 ~ )2 + ... 

+ ( _ I)"i + a, (j- II + 1"i U](I1 ; _ I )2 + (115)2 

and 

( _ W' Ill(l1; )2 + ( _ 1)'" + a, 121 + 1",1Jl(l1 ~ )2 + ... 
+ ( _ 1)<7i + a, (j - II + 1", Ill(l1 J _ I )2 

are positive, 

Isinxijl < I:::}xij is real:::}xij = (iY'iU10ij' 

Proceeding in exactly the same way, we can show that 

x .. = (i)1 +p,lllO .. 
IJ lJ 

for r + I <'j<J - 1. Forj = i, we have 

COSX ii = (i)"ill]p;. 

Because of part (ii) above, we need to consider only the case 

Xi; is not barred:::>a;(i) is even 

so that 

COSXii = ±p;. 
Thus, if IP: 1 < I, Xii is real. However, in this case, (8) will be 
positive for p = (i - 1) (it is I for p = i), so that as the total 
number of changes of sign of (8) as p goes from I to (i - I) is 
Ii = 1";(i), the first sign is 

(_ I)-I +a, 

and the last sign is positive; we will have 

( - I) - I +<7,.( _ Ir"il = I:::}<Ti + 1"i(i) = odd 

:::}I + U; + ui(i) + 1"; (i)=I + Pili) = even:::}xii = (i)1 + P,lilOii . 

On the other hand, if IP:, > I, Xii is pure imaginary; also (8) is 
negative for p = (i - I), so that, as above, we get 

( - 1) - 1 + <7i
.( - Ifil ll = - l:::}<Ti + 1"i(i) is even 

:::}I + Pi (i) = odd:::}xu = (i)1 +pltllOii' 
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This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Note here the following relations, to be used later, 

which are essentially the consequences of the definition of 
A. (q): 

ui(A. (q))=(Ui + q) mod 2, q<.k" (II) 

ui(A. (q))=(l + Ui + q) mod 2, k i + 1 <.q<.li . (12) 

For, if q<.ki' the fact that (7) changes sign atp = A. (q) implies 
that its sign at this value of p will be that of the last term 
added, i.e., it will be 

( _ 1) - 1 + <7,(A Iqll. 

On the other hand, the facts that q changes of sign have 
ocurred in (7) asp goes from 1 tOA. (q) and that the sign of the 
first term is 

( _ 1) - 1 + <7i 

implies that its sign at p = A. (q) will be 

( _ 1) - 1 + <7i + q. 

Hence 

Ui(A. (q))=(ui + q) mod 2. 

(12) can be proved in the same way for ki<.q<.li . For 
q = I; = Ii + 1, Xii is barred and i = A. (1;) 

:::}Ui (i) is odd 

:::}( - 1 )"ilil(l1 ;)2 is negative 

:::}(8) is positive (in fact> 1) for p = (i - 1) 

:::}(8) is positive for p = A. (I;) 

:::}u; (A. (I;)) is even 

:::} 1 + U i + I; is even 

:::}ui + I; is even 

:::}ui(A. (1;))=(1 + u i + 1;) mod 2. 

ProofofTheorem 1: We use here the method ofinduc
tion. As the theorem is obviously true for i = n [un as well as 
unU),j = 2,3, ... ,n, are all zero], we assume it for i = /-L with 

r+ 1<'/-L<.n, 

and show that it is then true for i = (p - 1) also. 
Let yt' - 1 beanyofthelast(n _ r) columns of at' - 1 and 

yt' be the corresponding column of at' so that 

Y J1. - 1 = N Tyt'=:M T M T ... M T yJ1. 
t' t't' t' t' - 1 t'2' 

where the M's are as in the Introduction. As the theorem is 
true for i = /-L. the /-Lth column of at' is of the form (5) with 
i = /-L, and so the the angles 

xt'j' 2<J<'/-L 

are as in Lemma I. Thus 

X = (i)a", + <7,,1210 
t'2 t'2 , 

so that Mt'2 is the matrix 

[ 

Re 

(z)"'" + ~"12IRe Re 1 
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where, here as well as in all that follows, all the elements of 
the matrix which have not been explicitly written are as
sumed to be those ofthe unit n X n matrix, As y Il- is of the 
form (5) with; = p" it is easy to verify, by actual multiplica
tion, that 

MTyll-1l-2 
is also of the same form, It can be similarly shown that 

M~3M~2yll-, .. ,,M~).III_I· .. M~2yll-

are all of the form (5) with i = p,. Next, as 

xll-).111 = 1T/2 - iell-).III' 

MIl-).(I1 is the matrix 

A. (l)th column 

t 
Re 

l~(I~row i·Re 

As U Il- (A. (1)) = U Il- + 1 by (11), actual multiplication by a col
umn ofform (5) with; = p, shows that 

M~).II)M~).III_I···M~2yll-
is ofthe form 

[( ')U"R (,)-1 +u .. 121R (.) -I +u .. I).III-IIR I e, I e, .. " I e, 

(;r"'). IIIIRe,(;) - I + U .. (). III + liRe, ... , 

(,)-1 +u .. lrlR (.)u .. (r+ IIR (,)U .. lnIR]T I e, I e, .. " Ie. 

Using now 

(,)1 + u .. + u .. ().111 + lie 
xll-).lll+ I = I Il-).III+ I' 

(13) 

explicit multiplication shows that M ~ ). I I I + I transforms a 
column of form (13) to one of the same form. Thus 

M T MT MT Il-1l-).(I1+ 1 Il-).III·" 1l-2Y' 
and similarly 

M T MT Il-1l-).12I-I··· 1l-2Y' 
also, will be ofform (13), Again as 

XIl-).12I = 1T/2 - iell-).121 

and uIl-{A. (2)) = 2 + ull- by (11), it can be verified that 

M T MT MT Il-Il- ). 121 Il- ). 121 - I ... 1l-2 Y 

is of the form 

[(i)i + u"Re,(i)i + u .. 12IRe, ... ,(i) - I + u .. I).III- liRe, 

(llu .. ,).,I'IRe,(ll-1 +u .. I).111 + liRe, .. " 

(i) - I + u .. (). 121- I IRe, (Ir"(). 12I1Re,(;) - I + u .. l). 121 + liRe, 

.. ,,(i) - I + u .. lrIRe,(ir .. lr+ IIRe, .. ,,(ir .. lnIReF, 

Continuing this process with the help of (11) and (12), we will 
ultimately see that 

Y Il--I==M T MT ... M T yll-
1'1' 1'1' - I 1'2 
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is of the form 

[( ,)-I+T .. +u"R (.)-I+u .. 12IR (.)-I+U .. ().IPI-IIR 
I e, I e, .. " I e, 

(;r .. I).IPIIRe,(;) -I + u .. ().lpl + IIRe, .. ,,(;) - I +u .. lrIRe, 

(ir .. lr + IIRe, .. ,,(ir .. l). Iql - liRe, ... , 

(i) I + u .. (). IqIIRe,(lr .. I).lql + IIRe, ... ,(lr .. 1 Il-IRe, 

... ,(ir .. lnIRe] T, 

where p and q take on all the values 

1,2, .. "kll-' 

and 

kl' + l,kll- + 2, .. ,,~, 
respectively. 

(14) 

Looking now at the definitions of U j and ui(j) in the 
statement of the theorem and at the nature of the angles 

Xl'j' 2<'j<.p" 

as given by Lemma 1, we see that 

UI'_I =ull- +~, 
ull- -I (A. (q)) = 1 + ull-(A. (q)), q = 1,2, .. ,,~, 

ull- - I (j) = ull- (j), Ir6A. (q), q = 1,2, .. ,,~, 

so that yll- - I is really of the form 

[(i) - I + u~ - 'Re,(i) - I + u .. - '12IRe, ... ,(ir~ - '(nl] T, 

i.e" of the form (5) with i = P, - 1. This proves that the theo
rem is true for i = P, - 1 as required, 

Corollary 1: Each of the first r columns of a i is of the 
form 

[( ')UIR (')UA2IR ( ,)u/lrlR I e, I e, .. " I e, 

( .)1 +u,jr+ IIR (.) - 1+ u/1nlRe]T 
I e, .. " I , 

for each of the first r columns of a is of the form 

iXone ofthe last (n - r) columns of a, 
Corolla;), 2: The reality nature of the Euler angles of an 

element aE L (n,r) are such that: 
(i) For i<.r, 

ui(j)=[uj + 1'j{jl] mod 2~xjj is real, 

u j{jl=[uj + 1'j(j) + 1] mod 2~xij is pure imaginary 

or barred. 

(ii) For r + 1 <.j<.i - 1, 

ui(j)==[uj + 1'j{jl] mod 2~xij is pure imaginary 

or barred, 

uj(j)=[uj+1'j{jl+1] mod 2~xjj is real. 

(iii) uj(i) = od~xjj is barred, 

u j(;) = even, U j + Ij = even~xjj is 

pure imaginary, 

uj(i) = even, U j + Ij = od~xjj is real. 

These follow immediately from Lemma 1 and Eqs. (11) 
and (12). 

Corollary 3: u j(; + 1) = even for every t,r, 
For,considerui + I (i + 1). If it is odd,xj + I j+ I isbarred 
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so that 0'; (; + 1) is even, while if it is even, Xii is not barred so 
that 

0';(; + 1) = 0';+ 1 (; + 1) = even again. 

Theorem 2: Let 

a; =0'; mod 2, 

a;(j)=[O';(j)] mod 2, 2<j<r, 

a;(j)=:[O';(j) + 1] mod 2, r + l<j<n, 

with a; and each of 

a;(j), j = 2,3, ... ,n, 
either 0 or 1. Then the number of zeros and ones in the set 

(15) 

is independent of i and equals rand (n - r), respectively. 
Note first of all that the required numbers are indeed r 

and (n - r) in (15) with; = n. Hence, it is sufficient to prove 
that they do not change as we go from (15) with i = J-L to that 
with i = J-L - 1. 

Now among the angles 

XI-'j' j = 2,3, ... , J-L, 

r;. are barred and [by (11) and (12)] al-' (j) ofany two consecu
tive barred X I-'j are different. Hence, if r;. is even, al-' = al-' _ 1 

while equal number of zeros and ones change over to ones 
and zeros, respectively, in going from the set 

I a;(2),a;(3), ... ,a;(n) I (16) 

with; = J-L to that with i = J-L - 1; the number of zeros and 
ones in (15) therefore remains the same as we go from i = J-L 
to; = J-L - 1. If, however, II-' is odd and ul-' = 0, then 
~ _ 1 = 1 and in going from i = J-L to ; = J-L ~ 1 in (16), 
(II-' + 1)12 ones change to zeros while only (/- 1)/2 zeros 
change into ones [the first barred angle XI-'j corresponds to 
ul-'UI = 1] so that the numbers of zeros and ones in (15) again 
do not change as we go from i = J-L to i = J-L - 1. Similar 
arguments can now be applied in the case II-' odd and u I-' = 1, 
to complete the proof of the required result. 

Corol/ary 4: The number of real and pure imaginary 
elements in the first r columns of a; are rand (n - r), respec
tively, for all i, while those in the last (n - r) columns are 
(n - r) and r respectively. 

For, according to Corollary 1 and Theorem 1, these 
numbers are essentially the number of zeros and ones in (15). 

Corol/ary 5: a"a,(2), ... ,a,(r) are all zero. 
For, by Corollary 3, 

a,(r + l),a,(r + 2) = a,+ 1 (r + 2), ... ,a,(n) = an _ 1 (n) 

are all unity so that the result follows by Theorem 2. Note 
that an important consequence of this is that a(') is real so 
that so also will be 

X;j, 2<j<i<r, 

as these are the Euler angles of a('). 

We are now in a position to give complete description of 
"'- "'-

the reality nature of the Euler angles of an element aE L (n,r). 
For, by Theorem 1, the last column of a (I) is given by (6) so 
that 
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will be as in Lemma 1, and hence also as in Corollary 2. 
Putting now 

i = n,n - 1, ... ,r + 1 

in succession, we get the reality nature of 

X;j, 2<j<i, r + l<i<n. 

The rest of the angles 

X;j, 2<j<J<.r, 

are all real. 

III. EULER ANGLES GIVING A GENERAL ELEMENT OF 
[(n,r) 

We now come to the closely related problem of writing 
down a set of angles 

X;j, 2<.j<'i<n, 

which reeresent, i.e., are the Euler angles of a general ele
ment of L (n,r). We do this according to the following rule 

Rule: We write down the angles in the order 

(17) 

Xn _ 2 2 ,···,x32 ,x33 ,X22 

and take any given xij to be such that its reality nature satis
fies the conditions of Corollary 2, but is otherwise arbitrary; 
this is obviously possible as the said conditions involve only 
the reality nature of those Xpq which come before X;j in the 
order (17). 

Now suppose that in the choice of 

X;j, j = 2,3, ... ,;, 

made above, x;.«q) with 

q = 1,2, ... ,1;, 

and 

2<.A (1)<A(2)'''<A (k;)<.r<A (k; + 1) 
< ... <A (/;)<i - 1, 

are barred, and also that if Xii is barred, we take I; = I; + 1 
andA (I;) = ; while ifit is not barred, we take I; = I;. Then it is 
a simple matter to check that the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) 
on the reality nature of X;j given in the statement of Lemma 
1, as well as Eqs. (11) and (12) are satisfied. It follows that 
Theorem 2 as well as Corollaries 3 and 5 will also hold. 

Consider now the matrix 

8; = N;N; _ 1 .··N2, t~r. 

We show that each of its last (n - r) columns is of the form 
(5). Note first of all that this is certainly so for i = r as 8' is 
real (Corollary 5) with its last (n - r) columns identical with 
the corresponding columns of the n X n unit matrix, and 

O',(r + l),O',(r + 2), ... ,0',(n) 

are all even (Corollary 3). Next, as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
we have shown that N; operating on a column of form (5) 
with; = J-L gives a column of the same form with; = J-L - 1; 
we also have the converse result that NI-' operating on a col
umn of form (5) with; = J-L - 1 gives a column of the same 
form with i = J-L. Hence, keeping in view the fact that xpq 
appearing here and in Theorem 1 satisfy the same reality 
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conditions, viz., the conditions of Corollary 2, it follows that 
if any of the last (n - r) columns of 8 '" - I is of the form (5) 
with i = I" - 1, the corresponding column of 8'" will be of 
the same form with i = 1". We therefore get the required re
sult by induction. 

Similar arguments can be used to show that each of the 
first r columns of 8; is of the form 

iXa column of form (5). 

As 

an U) = 0 for allje{ 2,3, ... ,n 1, 
this implies that 

8 n = NnNn _ I • .. N2 
will be an element ofL (n,r). We thus have complete specifica
tion of Euler angles of L (n,r); they satisfy the conditions of 
Corollary 2, while any set of angles satisfying these condi
tions and being otherwise arbitrary, are the Euler angles of 
an element of L (n,r). 

IV. EULER ANGLES OF GENERALIZED LORENTZ 
GROUP L(n,r) 

We now define a set of !n(n - 1) real Euler angles of an 
element a of the generalized Lorentz group L (n,r) and dis
cuss their nature for general r between 1 and (n - 1). Recall 
from Paper I that 

ae L (n,r)=>ll = lal -Ie i (n,r). 

Let 

X;j, 2<.j<.i<.n, 

be the (complex) Euler angles of a, so that 

a= NnN n_ I .. ·N2 

As 

= Mn2 (Xn2 )Mn3 (xn3 ) ... M nn (xnn)Mn - 12 (Xn - 12) 

x .. ·Mdx 22) 
~ = I -IMn2 (Xn2 )Mn3 (Xn3 ) ... M 22(X 22)! 

X;j = (}ij for 2<.j<.i<.r, 

we get 

Mij((}ij) =1-IM;j(x;j)/= M;j((};j)' 2<.j<.i<.r, (18) 

and so 

a =1-IMn2(xn2)Mn3(xn3) .. ·Mr+ I r+ I (xr+ I r+ 1)1 
XMr2 ((}r2) .. ·M22((}22)' (19) 

As we are now going to use a large number of diagonal 
matrices, we recall the usual convenient notation 

diag[D I,D2, .. ·,Dn] 

for the n X n diagonal matrix 

D = {D;8ij I, 
and note that if 

D = diag[D I,D2, ... ,Dn], 

D' = diag[D; ,D2, ... ,D ~], 

and 

A = {Aij I 
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is any n X n matrix, then 

(DAD ');j = D;AijD;. 

We now define a set of diagonal matrices 

d;j, 2<.j<.i + 1, r<.i<.n, 

as follows: 
As we know how to calculate xij' their 

a;o a; U), and 'T; U) 

can all be considered known. We take, for 2<.j<.(r + 1), 

d;j = diag [( - i)'" + T,iJl,(i)",i21,(i)"'131, ... , 

( ')"A-tIPI- II (.)1 + "A-t I p)) (')"A-t Ipi + II I , I , I , ... , 

( ')"'I-t Iql - II ( ')",i-t Iq)) (')"'I-t Iql + II I , I , I , ... , 

( ')"Arl (.)1 + ",Ir+ II (.)1 + "Ani] I , I , ... , I , 

where p and q take on the values 

p = I,2, .. ·,'T;U), 

q = 'T;U) + 1, ... ,k;. 

while, for (r + I)<.j<.(i + 1), 

d;j = diag[( - i)'" + T,lJl,(i)".I2I, ... ,(i)"MIPI- II, 

(i) + l"rt-tIP)),(i)",I-tIPI + 11, ... ,(i)",(rl, 

(i)1 + artr + 11, ... ,(i)1 + art-t Iql- 11,(i)2 + aA-t Iq)), 

(i)1 + "A-t Iql + 11, ... ,(i)1 + aMlsl- 11,(i)1 + "rt IS)), 

(i)1 + ",(-t(sl+ 11, ... ,(i)1 + a'ill,(i) 1 + "A; + 11, 

...,(i)1 +a,lnl] 

and p, q, s now take on the values 

p = I,2, ... ,k;, 

q = k; + I, ... ,'T;U), 

S = 'T;U) + 1, ... ,1;. 
Note that these definitions imply that 

d; ; + 1 = d; _ I 2' 

dn2 =f, 

d;r+ 1 given by (21) = d;r+ 1 given by (22). 

(19) can now be written as 

a = M n2 ((}n2)Mn3((}n3) .. ·Mr+ 1 r+ 1 ((}r+ 1 r+ 1)A 
XMr2 ((}r2) .. ·Md(}d, 

where 

M;j((};j) = d ij 1M;j(X;j)dij+ l' 

r + I<.i<.n, 2<.j<.i, 
and 

A = d r-+\ r+2/= d r'211 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

= diag [( _ 1 )(1121",,( _ 1)0/21", (21, ... ,( _ 1)(1121", (nl]. 
(26) 

We now show that (24) is the required factorization of 
aeL (n,r), of the type mentioned in the Introduction, by prov
ing the following theorem. 

Theorem 3: (i) The !n(n - I) angles 

(};j' 2<.j<.i<.n, 

are all real; we take them as the Euler angles of ae L (n,r). 
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(ii) The corresponding matrices Mij(Bij) are also real. 
(iii) The form of Mij(Bij) is such that each of the angles 

Bij is either of first or of second or ofthird kind. 
(i)is clearly obvious (Bi} are, by definition, all real) while 

(18) shows that 

Mij(Bij)' 2<.j<'i<.r, 

are all real and the corresponding angles Bij are all of first 
kind. We now fully establish (ii) and (iii) by considering the 
cases 

i>r + 1, 2<.j<.r, 

and 

i>r + 1, r + l<.j<.;, 

separately. 
Case I: ;>(r + 1), 2<.j<.r: Here dij is given by (21). Sup

pose first that Xij is not barred. Then 

TiU) = TiU + 1)=>dij = dij + I' 

and also 

(dij)j = (d'j+ I)j = (1)"~Jl, 

where (D)j denotes thejth diagonal element ofa diagonal 
matrix D. Hence, using (20) and (25), we get 

(Mij(B,j))1\ = (d ij I) I (Mij(xij))I\(dij + 1)1 
= (I)'" + 'T~Jl coS((jf~J1B'j H - it' + 'T,(Jl 

= {COSBij, p,(J) even, 

coshBij' p,(J) odd. 

Similarly, 
_ {COSB,j, p,(J) even, 

(Mij(Bij))jj = coshB,j' p,(J) odd. 

Also, 

(Mij(Bij))l} = (d 'f I It(Mij(x,j))Ij(dij + I)j 

= (if~J1. - sin [(if~J1B'j ] 

= {- sinBij , p,(J) even, 

sinh6;j' Pi(J) odd, 

(Mij(Bij )ljl = ( - if'Ul.sin [(if,U1B'j ] 

= {SinB,j, PiU) even, 

sinhBij' p;(J) odd. 

In addition, the rest of elements of Mij(Bij) are those of the 
unit n Xn matrix. It follows that the matrix M,j(B,j) is real 
and its form is such that 

Bij is of first kind if p, U) is even, 

B;j is of second kind ifp;U) is odd. 

Next, let Xij be barred. Then 

j=A(T,U)+ 1) 

:::::»,U) = 0",(11. (T,(J) + 1))=(0", + T,(J) + 1) mod 2 

:::::»,U) + 1 = 0"; + O",U) + T;U) + 1 = even. (27) 
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Also here 

T,U + 1) = T.,!,J) + 1, 

so that we get 

(d,j)1 = ( - 11'" + 'T~Jl, (dij)j = (11""~Jl, 

(d ) - (_ .)",+'TrtJl + I 
;j+ I I - I , 

(d;j+I)e=(dij)e, e#l,j. 

These give 

(Mij(Bij)lll = ( - i)-i.sinh6ij = sinh6i l' 

(Mu(Bij))jj = j.j.sinh6,j = - sinhBij, 

(Mu(Bij ))lj = (if'tll + I. - coshB;j 

{ 
- cosh6,j' p,(J) + 1 divisible by 4, 

= cosh6ij, p,(}) + 1 not divisible by 4, 

(Mu(B,j))jl 

= ( - jfiJl + l.coshB,j 

{
COSh6ij, p,(Jj + 1 divisible by 4, 

= - cosh6,j, p,(}) + 1 not divisible by 4. 

The rest of the elemen1! of Mij(Bij ) are again those of the unit 
n Xn matrix. Hence, Mij(B'j) is again real and its form is 
such that Bii is of third kind. This proves (ii) and (iii) for the 
case under consideration. 

Case II: i>(r + 1), r<.j<.i: Proceeding in exactly the 
same way as above, we find, as required, that Mij(Oij) is again 
real, and its form is such that if X;j is not barred, 

Bij is of first kind for p;(Jj odd, 

B,} is of second kind for p, (Jj even, 

while if it is barred, O;j is of third kind. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 

Looking at the statements giving the kind of Bo in the 
above proof and keeping in mind part (iii) of Lemma 1, we see 
that Bij is of first or of second or of third kind if and only if 
the corresponding X'j is real or pure imaginary or barred, 
respectively. It follows that the O"'s may be related to B'j in 
exactly the same way as to Xij if we replace "barred" by "of 
third kind"; as a result, the rule of Sec. III can be immediate
ly transformed into one for writing down a set of real B'j 
which are Euler angles of a general element of L (n,r). 

In the end, we make the remark that our discussion of 
Euler angles of L (n,r) is somewhat indirect in the sense that 
to get them for aeL (n,r), we have first to form the matrix 
fieL (n,r), calculate its (complex) Euler angles Xij and then 
from these obtain the B'j' Similarly, the kind of any given O'j 
[which determines the form of the corresponding matrix 
Mij(Bij)] is also obtained indirectly, from the reality nature 
of X'j' However, in the absence of any alternative direct ap
proach, we will have to be content with this indirect one. 

lAo Syed, J. Math. Phys. 23, 463 (1982). preceding paper. 
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St~rting ~rom the oscillator representation of the three-dimensional Lorentz algebra so(2,1), we 
?Ulld a .Lle algebra of s~cond-order differential operators which realizes all series of self-adjoint 
Irreducible representations. The choice of the common self-adjoint extension over a two-chart 
function sp~ce d~termines whet~er they lead to single- or multi valued representations over the 
correspondmg L~e group. The diagonal operator defining the basis is the parabolic subgroup 
generator. The direct product of two such algebras allows for the calculation of all Clebsch
Gordan coefficients explicitly, as solutions ofSchrodinger equations for Poschl-Teller potentials 
over one (.9x.9'j, two (.9 X '6"), or three ('6"X '6") charts. All coefficients are given in terms of up 
to two 2FI hypergeometric functions. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Sv 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The reduction of the direct product of two self-adjoint 
irreducible representations (SAIR's) of a Lie algebra into a 
direct sum of SAIR's of the same algebra is a problem of 
fundamental importance in applications of both compact 
and noncom pact algebras and groups in physics. In view of 
the Wigner-Eckart theorem, the keystone of many practical 
calculations, it can be considered among the central prob
lems, on par with the classification and explicit construction 
of the SAIR matrices or integral kernels. 

After the classification and construction of the unitary 
irreducible representations (VIR's) of the three-dimensional 
Lorentz group SO(2, 1) was solved by Bargmann,1 many 
authors considered the Clebsch-Gordan (CG) problem for 
the corresponding algebra so(2, 1). This problem consists of 
two parts. The first is the determination of the CG series, and 
the second is the explicit evaluation of the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients (CGC's) which effect the reduction. The SAIR's 
of so(2, 1) can be classified-following Bargmann's nomen
clature-into discrete (..@') and continuous ('tff) series, which 
in tum divide into various types: (positive and negative) dis
crete D t , nonexceptional and exceptional continuous C: 
whose precise definition is given in the Appendix. The essen
tially distinct direct products to be considered are D + X D + , 

D + X D - , ..@' X 'tff, and C(J X C(J. The CG series for these four 
couplings changes nontrivially as one goes from case to case 
(they are listed in the Appendix). This structure, neverthe
less, has an intrinsic meaning in that it does not depend on 
the particular choice of basis in the Hilbert space of represen
tations. The CGC's, on the other hand, are manifestly basis
dependent. 

The Clebsch-Gordan problem for so(2, 1) was investi
gated by Pukanszky,2 Holman and Biedenharn,3,4 Ferretti 

-IWork performed under financial assistance from CONACYT, Project 
ICCBIND 790370. 

blOn leave from Dept. of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharag
pur, India. 

and Verde,5 Wang,c' and by Mukunda and Radhakrishnan7 

among others.8 Pukanszky confined his attention essentially 
to the structure of the CG series for the 'tff X 'tff couplings. 
He started from the realization of the VIR's ofSO(2,l) in the 
Hilbert space of functions on the unit circle, decomposing 
their tensor product and restricting attention to the subspace 
for which the total magnetic quantum number is zero. He 
did not attempt the problem of explicit evaluation of the 
CGC's and of their orthonormalization. This aspect of the 
problem was considered by Holman and Biedenharn (HB) 
and by Wang. HB based their investigation on the funda
mental recurrence relation satisfied by the CGC's in the 
compact subgroup basis. Their first paper3 was mainly con
cerned with the coupling of two discrete-series representa
tions and analytic continuation properties with the rotation 
group CGC's, while all coupling cases were considered in 
their second paper4 in the same basis. The results are given in 
terms of 3F2 generalized hypergeometric functions of unit 
argument. The problem is mathematically much simpler 
when the SAIR's coupled belong to one of the discrete series; 
the CGC's [in the elliptic so(2) basis] for this special coupling 
problem are well known, and their symmetry properties 
have been thoroughly investigated. The complexity of the 
problem progressively increases as one goes from the dis
crete to the continuous nonexceptional and to the exception
al types of SAIR's. Nonnormalized CGC's for the coupling 
of the continuous nonexceptional VIR's were derived by 
Ferretti and Verde.5 Their method was based on the formula 

d kJ ()dk2 () 
mimi Z mim2 Z 

(1.1) 

where the d 's are Bargmann's SO(2, 1) VIR functions,l the 
C's are the CGC's, and S denotes the summation over dis
crete and integration over the continuous series. The expan
sion is obtained by the use of the Burchnall-Chaundy9 for
mula, followed by a Sommerfeld-Watson transformation. 
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The results of Ferretti and Verde formed the starting point of 
the investigations by Wang, 6 who attempted to orthonorma
lize the CGC's by adopting a summation prescription origin
ally due to HB. [It should be noted that this apparently leads 
to a divergent expression in one case: Eq. (2.46) of Ref. 4 for 
~ X ~ ; the convergence criterion for 3F2( 1) is not fulfilled.] 

All these authors used the maximal compact subalge
bra basis for the evaluation of the CGC's. More recently, 
Mukunda and Radhakrishnan 7 have made a departure from 
this in evaluating the CG coefficients in the noncompact 
hyperbolic so(I,I) basis. A very attractive feature of their 
treatment is that they relate the CGC's with the VIR's of 
SO(4), SO(3, 1), and SO(2,2) in various compact and noncom
pact bases, some of which require evaluation, and followed 
by Mellin transformation and composition. [Equations 
(5.4a), (5.4b), and (5.8c) for g X ~ in Ref. 7c and (5.8b) for 
~ X ~ in Ref. 7d also exhibit divergent ~2(1)'s. These re
sults cannot therefore be regarded as final.] 

The purpose of the present paper is to give a compre
hensive evaluation of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the 
parabolic (or horocyclic) iso( 1) basis, for all couplings. With 
the choice of this new basis the CGC's have especially simple 
forms: They are in general expressible in terms of single, real 
Gauss ~1 hypergeometric functions, or at most a sum of two 
of them 

The plan of this article is as follows. We start in Sec. II 
reviewing the oscillator realization of the so(2, 1) algebra 10 

[Eqs. (2.1)]. This realization is unique in that it consists of 
second-order differential operators, rather than first-order 
ones, as Lie algebras of transformation groups do; as a result, 
the operator domain problem is not as trivial as it may ap
pear at first sight. On y2(R ), the SAIR of this algebra ex
ponentiates to an integral-transform VIR of the metaplectic 
groupll Mp (2,R) [the fourfold covering ofSO(2,1) or two
fold covering ofSV(I,I):::::SL(2,R ):::::Sp(2,R)]. These are the 
linear canonical transforms. 12-14 In this paper we remain 
within the Lie algebra, however, so Secs. III and IV are de
voted to building-through coupling-the SAIR's of the 
discrete and continuous nonexceptional series. This con
struction is important, even though it yields only the SAIR's 
of so(2, I) which exponentiate to single-valued VIR's of 
Sp(2,R ) and does not include the exceptional continuous se
ries, since it leads us to the consideration of y 2-Hilbert 
spaces of functions on a space Y = I - I, + 1) XR +, i.e., 
containing two R + charts (which can also be viewed as two
component vectors I4.15). There, the so(2,1) generators have 
the form (4.14). In the ~ -series they are Schrodinger Hamil
tonians corresponding to harmonic or repulsive oscillators 
with a strong centripedal singularity at the origin. Singular 
potentials on a two-chart space is a feature not too familiar 
for physicists. Section V explores all common self-adjoint 
extensions of this algebra of operators in y2(y), leading to 
all SAIR series of so(2, 1), g as well as Ctf. 

The distinct usefulness of the parabolic basis is that the 
defining subalgebra generator J _ = Jo - J 1 on Y is O'r 12, 
0' = ± 1 [Eq. (4. 14e)], and its eigenfunctions are thus Dirac 
o 's on Y. The general CG problem of coupling two SAIR's 
is thus set up in Sec. VI as an eigenbasis problem in y2(y2) 
where the coupled-basis Casimir operator is diagonal. The 
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space y2 is parametrized into six charts, up to three of 
which are needed for anyone coupling. In every chart, the 
Casimir operator eigenvalue equation takes the form of the 
Schrooinger equation for a Poschl-Teller potential l6

•
17 of 

the first or of the second kind, with strong or weak barriers 
or wells at the end points. The solutions of these equations 
are given in terms of Gauss ~1 hypergeometric functions. 
When a coupling requires more than one chart, a cancella
tion of the boundary Wronskians must take place. The par
ticulars ofthe computation of the CGC's for D + XD +, 

D + XD -, g X ~, and ~ X ~ couplings are given in Secs. 
VII, VIII, IX, and X, respectively. We omit inessential cal
culationallabor, but give some details on the construction of 
multichart Kronecker- and Dirac-orthonormal solutions to 
the Casimir operator eigenfunction problem, which in Secs. 
IX and X has both point and continuous spectrum. Section 
XI, finally, presents some concluding remarks and offers 
some directions for further work. 

Some convenient notational minutae: We denote by R 
the real line, by R + the interval [0, 00 ), by Z the integers, and 
by Z + the subset 10,1,2, ... J . In order to write compactly that 
some SAIR index k belongs to the continuous nonexcep
tional representation [i.e., k = (1 + iK)/2, KER. +], we write 
kEC, and to the continuous exceptional type [i.e., 
k = (1 + K)/2, KE(O, 1)] we write kEF:. It is thereby under
stood that the multivaluation index € (see the Appendix) 
ranges in the appropriate intervals, and kE~ is meant to 
stand for (k,€). Similarly, kED ±means that the representa
tion k belongs to the upper- or lower-bound discrete series. If 
the latter distinction in unimportant, we write kEg and im
ply(k, ± ) when writingk. Effecting the product of aD + and 
C representations, and extracting from the direct sum a cou
pled D + representation is indicated as D + X C-+D + . D 0+ 

stands for the lower-bound oscillator representation D IJ4 
+ D 3J4' The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the first two 
sections are denoted as in (3.15) or (4.10); later, as the need 
for full generality arises, they are denoted as in (6.19). 

II. THE OSCILLATOR REPRESENTATION 

2.1: Consider the three formal differential operators in 
the real variable xER., 

J01 =.!..(_~ _X2) 
4 dx2 

' 

. (d 1) 
J'2 = - ~ x dx + '2 ' 

J o 1 ( d
2 2) 0=4' - dx2 +x , 

and their linear combinations 

JO+ =Joo +J"I = -..!..~ 
2 dx2 ' 

J"_ =J'O - J 1 = !X2
, 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

(2.1c) 

(2.1d) 

(2.1e) 

among which we find the Schrodinger Hamiltonians for the 
harmonic (2.1c) and repulsive (2.la) oscillators and the free 
particle (2.1d). The set of operators (2.1) exhibits the commu
tation relations of the generators of so(2, 1): 
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[II' J2] = - i Jo, [lo.Jtl = il2, [J2.JO] = i J I. 

(2. It) 

The Casimir operator is a mUltiple of the identity: 

QO = (J';)2 + (J 2)2 - (J o)2 = -h 1. (2.1g) 

The generators (2.1) are also known to have a unique com
mon self-adjoint extension 18 in the Hilbert space .,2P2(R ), 
whose defining inner product is 

(f,g)R = f: '" dxf(x)*g(x). (2.2) 

2.2: The realization (2.1)ofso(2,I)in .,2P2(R )iscalled the 
positive oscillatorlO representation D 0+ • It is not an irreduci
ble representation, but in fact consists of the direct sum of 
two SAIR's, D jj4 and D 3J4' The Bargmann eigenvalue of 
(2.2), q = k (1 - k ), has the value -h for both. In order to dis
tinguish between the two direct summands, we may use the 
eigenvalues L of the inversion operator I:f(x) = f( - x) 
= Lf(x). The even (odd) harmonic oscillator wavefunctions 

belong to the eigenvalues J.L = E + n, neZ +, E = (2 - L)/4, 
under J 0' for k = 1 (k = a). These functions form a complete 
orthonormal basis for .,2P~(R ), the space of .,2P2(R ) functions 
with that parity. They also define common self-adjoint ex
tensions of the algebra operators (2.1) in .,2P2(R +) with 
boundary conditions given by the vanishing of the function 
or of its derivative, respectively, at the origin. 

2.3: The operator whose eigenbasis we want to exploit 
in this paper is J _, given by (2.1e). Such a Dirac-orthonor
mal generalized eigenbasis, complete for .,2P2(R ), is 
{ 8 (x - p), pER J, with eigenvalues p2/2eR +. The spectrum 
of J 0_ thus covers R + twice. The decomposition according 
to the irreducible components of D 0+ is easily accomplished 
through demanding definite parity. Thus 

¢!/4(X) = (2p)-1/2[8(x - p) + 8(x + p)], (2.3a) 

¢!/4(X) = (2p)-1I2[8(x - p) - 8(x + p)], 

xeR, peR +, (2.3b) 

constitute Dirac bases for even (L = + 1) and odd (L = - 1) 
functions, respectively. They have been chosen orthonormal 
in the Dirac sense: 

(¢~,,¢~,)R =PI- 18(PI -P2) = 8(pU2 -pU2), (2.4a) 

for k either 1 or l Orthogonality in the upper index also 
holds, but will not be used. They are complete in the sense 

So'" d (p2 /2)¢~ (x)*¢~ (x') = 8(x - x'), (2.4b) 

where the right-hand side is the reproducing kernel in the 
space of the corresponding parity L. The operators (2.1) with 
these domains will be indicated, respectively, by J ~4 and 
J3j4 (a = 1,2,0, +, - ). In particular, the generalized spec
trum of J k_ , k = lor a, is now simple: A single eigenfunction 
¢~(x) corresponds to each eigenvaluep2/2eR +,peR +. 

2.4: The negative oscillator representation D 0- of 
so(2, 1) is obtained from the D 0+ representation seen above 
by means of the outer automorphism of the algebra 
A:J~f--+J~ - , where 
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J~- = -J~, J~- =J~, 

Jk- = _ Jk Jk- = _ Jk (2.5a) o 0' ± ±' 

for k = 0, or 1, a after decomposition into its irreducible com
ponents. The Casimir operator does not distinguish between 
positive and negative representations: 

Qk- = Qk = Qo = -h 1 (k = M). (2.5b) 

In this way we produce the D i/4 and D 3/4 SAIR's out of the 
D t ones. The spectrum of J ~ changes sign under the auto
morphism A, and so does the spectrum of J k_ which is now 
- p2!2eR - ,peR +, still simple, and withgeneralizedeigen

functions formally identical to (2.3a) and (2.3b). 

III. THE OSCILLATOR COUPLING TO THE DISCRETE 
SERIES 

In this section we consider the direct product of two 
irreducible components of the oscillator representation, de
composed into a direct sum ofSAIR's D k+ belonging to the 
positive discrete series. 

3.1: Consider the two sets of so(2, 1) generators, mutual
ly commuting, given as in (2.1), in terms of two independent 

variables xj,j = 1,2, and denote them by J~)a (j = 1,2, re
spectively, a = 1,2,0 + , - ; kj = 1 in the space .,2P2+ I (R ) of 
even functions in xj , and kj = a in the space .,2P~ I (R ) of odd 
functions in x j ). Out of these we build the two-variable oper
ators 

J k,k, - J k, + J k, 
a - (I)a (2)a' (3.1) 

These operators will have a correspondingly unique self-ad
joint extension in the Hilbert space .,2P~"" (R 2) = .,2P~, (R ) 
X .,2P~2 (R ), with inner product 

(f,g)R 2 = f:", dXlf:", dXJ(X I,x2)*g(XI,x2) 

= So'" rdr f~1T dOj[r,O]*g[r,O], (3.2) 

where we have introduced polar coordinates in the plane: 

x I = r cos 0, X 2 = r sin 0, reR +, 0 =0 (mod 21T). 
(3.3) 

All functionsf(x l ,x2) in the domain of J~"k, have parity Lj 

under inversions xj +-+ - Xj when kj = 1, a as above. The Ca
simir operator (2.2) corresponding to the factor operator set 

J ~)a will be denoted by Q tj), and that of the coupled setJ ~"k, 
will be denoted by Q k"k,. 

3.2: We shall define the product states as the general
ized eigenfunctions of the four commuting operators 

Q k, Qk, J k, J k, (34) 
(I), (2)' (I) - , (2) - • • 

The first two operators are here identically -h 1, while the 
second pair determine the product states to be 

¢~::;~(XI,X2) = ¢~:(Xtl~~(X2) (3.5) 

in terms of(2.3), with eigenvaluesp~ /2 andp~/2, respective
ly. From (2.4) they are Dirac-orthonormal and complete: 

(,I,k"k, ,I,k"k,) = 8(p2!2 _p,2/2\$;(p2 /2 -P2,2/2). 
'f'PloP2 ,If' pj,P2 R 2 1 I JV 2 

(3.6) 

Orthogonality for the indices k l ,k2 also holds, but will not be 
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needed. 
3.3: The coupled states are defined as the generalized 

eigenfunctions of the four commuting operators 

Q k, Q k, Q k,.k, J k,.k, 
(I)' (2)' , -, (3.7) 

in the same space ,Y~,.L' (R 2). Again, the first two operators 
are n 1 while the last one may be written in terms of the polar 
coordinates (3.3) as 

Jk,.k, _ J k, + J k, - x2/2 + x2/2 - -2/2 (3.8) _ - (1)- (2)- - I 2 -r . 

The generalized eigenfunctions of(3. 7) will therefore include 
a factor t5(r /2 - p2/2) so that they be Dirac-orthogonal ei
genfunctions of J k~k, under (3.2), with eigenvaluep2/2. This, 
in turn, will produce a selection rule p~ /2 + p~ /2 = p2/2 in 
the CGC. Finally, the coupled Casimir operator Q k,.k, may 
be written in terms of(2.I), (2.2), (3.1), and (3.3) as 

Q kt.k2 _ Qkt + Qk2 + 2(Jkt Jk2 Jkt Jk2 k t k2 
- (I) (2) (1)1 (2)1 + (1)2 (2)2 - J (I'PJ (2'P) 

1 1 a2 

=4+4 a()2 . (3.9) 

Since the spectrum of a 2/a() 2 on ,Y2(Sl) (the Hilbert 
space of square-integrable functions on the circle) is negative 
(and discrete), we are assured of having coupled representa
tions belonging to the discrete series. Whereas the product 
states separate in Cartesian coordinates. the coupled states 
separate in polar coordinates. and consequently may be writ
ten as 

If/Z:;,k'(r.()) = t5(r/2 - p2/2)FZ,·k,(()), 

with FZ,·k,(()) a solution of 

Q k"~FZ,·k,(()) = k (I - k )FZ,·k,(()), 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

properly normalized in 'y2(Stl and such that it satisfies the 
parity properties of the space of functions. 

The ()-dependent factors FZ,·k,(()) of the coupled states 
must be of the form exp(im()) with m integer [so that it is 
periodic] and k (1 - k) = (I - m2)14, i.e .• k = (I + Imll/2. 
As functions of () = arctan (X2/Xtl they must be even (odd) 
under X I - - XI' ()-11" - () when kl = i (kl =~) and even 
(odd) under x 2- - X 2• ()_ - (). These requirements are 
met. as a selection rule. when performing the inner product 
with the product states (3.5), but it is illuminating to impose 
them on the coupled state. What they imply is that: (i) The 
(k l ,k2) = (i,i) coupling may only contain cos m() with m 
even; (ii) the (M) coupling. only sin m() with m even (exclud
ing thus m = 0); (iii) the (M) and (M) couplings, only sin m() 
and cos m(), respectively, with m odd. An elementary analy
sis involving the Jo eigenvalues will confirm these selection 
rules. The choice of phases for the product and coupled 
states has been made out of simplicity. 

3.4: The normalized coupled states are thus built out of 
(3.10) with 

F 114,114 () _ 11". 
{ 

(2 )-112 

k ()- 11"-1/2cos(2k-I)(). 
k=~, 

k = M,.... (3.12a) 

Ff4.3/4(()) = 11"- 1/2sin(2k - I)(), k = ~'~"'" (3.12b) 
F !/4.3/4(()) = 11"-1I2sin(2k - I)(), k = 1,2,. .. , 

Fi/4.1/4(()) = 11"-1/2cos(2k - I)(), k = 1,2,. .. , 

and satisfy 
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(3.12c) 

(3.I2d) 

(
IT, k,.k, IT, k,.k,) 1: 1:( 2/2 12/2) 
r k,p .r k',p' R' =uk.k'u P -p . (3.13) 

Again, orthogonality in k I and k2 indices is present but will 
not be used. 

3.5: The normalization coefficient 11"-1/2 in (3.12) is triv-
ial to obtain from integral tables or through a number of 
elementary analyses. We would like to present here, howev
er, the method which will be used. especially in Sees. IX and 
X. for more complicated point-spectrum eigenfunctions. 
Write Fd()) = Ck fd()) and Fr(()) = cd/(()). eigenfunctions 
ofQin(3.9)witheigenvaluesk (1 - k )and/(I -l),respective
ly./d()) = sin(2k - I)() or cos(2k - I)(). and ck to be deter
mined. Then, the integral over any interval (a,b) CR may be 
put, through multiplying the eigenvalue equation off! by Ir 
and vice versa. and taking the difference, in terms of the 
boundary Wronskians as 

[ d() f! Ir = [4(/ + k - 1)(/- k)] -I W(f!.Ir) I: 
= [4(/+k-l)(/-k)]-I[f!'1r -f!fi] I~. 

(3.14a) 

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the 
argument (). The boundary term on the right-hand side van
ishes when b - a = 211" and k = 1 + integer, assuring the 
orthogonality ofany eigenfunction pair. Now, Eq. (3.14a) is 
true even whenlr (and/orfk) is not a periodic function in () 
under the period b - a. i.e .• when 21 - 1 is not an integer. 
For the normalization problem at hand. we may choose for a 
a point where the boundary term is zero. such as a = 0 and 
for b some other point where the term is easily evaluated. We 
thus write 

r21T 
d() 1 fd() W = 2lim r d() f!(() )Ir(()) Jo r~kJo 

= [2(2k-l)]-1 :1 W(f!.Ir) IO=1T,1=k' 

(3. 14b) 

In the cases exemplified here, the limits and valuations may 
be manifestly exchanged, and the result is 11"; it follows that 
Ck = 11"-112. as given in (3.12). This method will be used when 
fk andlr are given hypergeometric functions. whose normal
ization constants are not easily evaluated by other means. 

3.6: The inner products between the product and coup
led states constitute the standard definition of the Clebsch
Gordan coefficients: 

(
k 1,k2;k) .J'/< C = ('fIo··k, If/k,.k,) , 
PI,p2;P P,.P,' k.p R 

r1T12 
= 2( PI P2)-1/2 Jo d() t5( P cos () - PI) 

X t5( P sin () - P2)FZ,·k,(()) 

= 2(PIP2)-1/2t5(pf!2 +pi/2 _p2/2) 

X FZ,·k'(arctan( P2/ptl). (3.15) 

We have used the matching symmetry properties in () of the 
product and coupled states to reduce the ()-integration to the 
first quadrant and finally express the results in terms of the 
solutions (3.12) to (3.11). 
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Noting that 

arctan(p2/PI) = arcsin(p2/p) = arccos(pl/P), (3.16) 

we can write the expressions in terms of Chebyshev polyno
mials of the first and second kinds (Ref. 19, Eq. 22.3.15). The 
CGC for the D v+ XD v+ _D t couplings are thus 

cO ' A: !)=8(,oi/2+pi/2-p2/2)(!1TPIP2)-1/2, 
\PI' P2, P (3.17a) 

cO ' A ; k)=8(,oi/2+PV2-p2/2)1T-1/2PI-1i2P2-1/2 
\PI' P2; P 

X T2k _ I (,ol/P)' k = M"", (3.17b) 

cO ' ~ ; k)=8(,oi/2+pi/2-p2/2)21T-1/2PI-1i2pY2p-1 
\PI' P2; P 

X U2k _ 2 (,ol/P), k = M"", (3.17c) 

cO ' ~ ; k) = c(~ , ~ ; k), k = 1,2, ... , (3.17d) 
\PI , P2; P \PI , P2; P 

C(~,A ;k)=cO,A ;k), k=1,2, .... (3.17e) 
\PI , P2 ; P \PI , P2 ; P 

cos(v arcsin z) = F( - v/2,v/2;!;r), IRe zl < 1, (3.18a) 

sin(v arcsin z) = vz(1 - r)1/2F( - v/2 + l,v/2 + 1;~;r), 
(3.18b) 

we can write the CGC's for D d+ XD u+ -D t in terms of 
hypergeometric functions 2FI' 

Through application of the outer automorphism A to 
both product and coupled states, we find the same values for 
theD v- xD v- -D k- CGC's as those given in (3. 17) with the 
simple changes k_k - . In the parabolic basis we do not have 
to observe the Bargmann phase convention [Ref. 1, Eqs. 
(6.23) and (7.10)] which introduces a factor of ( - 1 r to the 
sO(2)-classified eigenbasis. 

3.7: The description of the CG series and the evaluation 
of the coefficients, as presented in this section, could have 
been made also using the completeness relation of the Four
ier series on .!f 2(S I) with the proper parities, therebyexpand
ing the product of Dirac 8's on the plane (3.5) in terms of a 
Dirac 8 on the radius, times the limit of the Dirichlet kernel. 
This method has been implemented before for the integral 
transform group in projecting out the k-radial canonical 
transform3b belonging to the D t VIR, out of the 
Mp(2,R ) X Mp(2,R )oscillatorintegral transform VIR. Here, 
we have not left the algebra level. The completeness state
ments for the Poschl-Teller Schrooinger equation solu
tions-to be seen in Secs. VI-X-are more difficult to make 
than those for Fourier series. 

3.8: As a preparation for Secs. V -X, we now project the 
coupled operators (3.1) on a definite D t SAIR space 
(k = !, I,p, .. ·) using the fact that in this space the coupled 
Casimir operator Q k,.k, has a definite eigenvalue k (1 - k ). 
We perform a similarity transformation by rl/2 so that the 
resulting operator be manifestly symmetric in .!f2(R +) with 
inner product 

(j,g)R ~ = 1'0 dr f(r)*g(r). (3.19) 

Thus 
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1/2( a2 + az ) -1/2 r -- --r 
ax~ axi 
= rI/2(.!!...... + r-I~ + r-2[4Qk,.k, _ 1])r-112 

ar ar 
a2 r 

= - - -, r = (2k - 1)2 - A> - A. ar r 
We obtain hence for the D k± SAIR 

1 ( d
2 r ) J ~ ± = ± 4' - dr + r - r , 

(3.20) 

(3.21a) 

(3.21b) 

(3.21c) 

(3.2Id) 

(3.21e) 

(3.2It) 

Of course, for r = 0 we are formally back at (2.1), although k 
is from here on taking a range of values which excludes this 
case. 

The Casimir operator of the so(2, 1) algebra (3.21), cal
culated as in (2.2), yields here 

Q k = qI, q = k (1 - k) = - r/4 + t\< - A. (3.22) 

In the next section we shall describe the domains where the 
operators (3.21) have self-adjoint extensions. Here we would 
only like to point out that if II and 12 are the inversion opera
tors along the two axes, the space .!f~ (R ) X .!f~ (R ) will 
have eigenvalue 1= /112 under the product inversion 

1= / 112, Vnder the projection to a definite Q k,k2 eigenvalue 
in (3.20), this information is lost. We may keep, however, the 
Jo-spectrum starting point €j = (2 - Ij)/4 defined in subsec
tion 2.2, in order to associate with the domain of (3.21) the 
index € = €I + €2 = I - (II + 12)/4. The spectrum of J~± 
will be contained in I € + n,n€Z ). It is immediate to see that 
€ = 0 when k is integer, and € = ! when k is half-integer. In 
fact, thus €=k (mod 1). 

IV. THE OSCILLATOR COUPLING TO THE 
CONTINUOUS SERIES 

We consider now the coupling of a positive and a nega
tive oscillator representation, and their decomposition into a 
direct integral of SAIR's belonging to the nonexceptional 
continuous series. 

4.1: Consider two sets of generators, J ~'): and J ~); , 
the first belonging to the D k~ summand (k I = ! or i) of the 
positive oscillator representation and the second set, ob
tained through (2.5) from the first, belonging to the D k--: neg
ative oscillator representation. Out of these we now build, 
vis-a-vis (3.1), the two-variable operators 

J kk Jk++Jk,- J k, +rJk, 
uP '= (I')a (2)a = II)a a (2)a' 

r = - 1 for a = 1,0, + , -, r a = 1 a 

(4.Ia) 

fora = 2, 
(4.Ib) 

also self-adjoint with respect to the inner product (-,')R' in 
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(3.2), in the space of functions .2";,." (R 2) = .2";, (R ) 
X .2";, (R ). 

In particular, the diagonal operator Jk~k2 is the differ

ence, rather than the sum of J ti) _ and J ~ _ . It is thus con
venient to parametrize the R 2 plane in hyperbolic coordi
nates (a,r,O), aEl - 1, + 1 J, rER, ()ER. given by 

forlxtI>lx2 1: a= +1, xl=rcoshO, X 2 = rsinh 0, 
(4.2a) 

forlx l l<lx2 1: a= -1, XI = rsinh e, x 2=rcoshe, 

(4.2b) 
disregarding the cone Ix II = Ix2 1. (The fact that we are using 
in this section the letters rand 0 to denote the hyperbolic 
radius and angle should lead to no confusion with the former 
section, where they stood for the polar radius and angle. The 
ensuing uniformity of notation-with the ranges specified
will be seen to be quite economical.) Note that each value of a 
in (4.2) defines one coordinate chart, and both a = + 1 and 
a = - 1 charts are needed to cover R 2. 

We may express, correspondingly, the (-,')R' inner 
product (3.2) through 

(f,g)R 2 = "f:± I f~ 00 Irldr f~ 00 dOlla,r,e J*gla,r,O J, 
(4.3) 

where I I a,r,O J = I(x 1,x2) uses the hyperbolic parametriza
tion. We may think of f(r,e) as a two-component function 
with components labeled by a = ± 1 or included them-as 
we do here--as a coordinate. 

4.2: As before, we define the product states as the gener
alized eigenfunctions of Q tl') , Q til , J ~') ~ and J til = in 
.2";"" (R 2) as in (3.5)-(2.3) with the difference that their ei
genvalue under the latter operator will be - p~ /2, P2eR +, 

instead of + p~ /2. Whenp I > P2 the product state is nonzero 
only over the a = + 1 chart, while whenpi <P2' it is nOnze
ro over the a = - 1 chart. The orthogonality relation (3.6) 
continues to hold. 

4.3: The coupled states, again, are defined as the Dirac
normalized generalized eigenfunctions of Q ~')' Q~), Q k,.k, 
and J ~.k, in .2";,." (R 2), as in (3.7) et seq., except that we find 
it best to express them in terms of hyperbolic coordinates 
(4.2). Corresponding to (3.8), we have the coupled generator 

Jk~k2 =J~')_ -J~)_ =xi/2 -xV2 = ar/2, (4.4) 

the change of sign due to (2.5). The essential spectrum of(4.4) 
thus covers R. Corresponding to (3.9), we have 

Q k,.k, _ Qk, + Qk, 
- (I) (2) 

+ 2( - J~')IJ~)I + J~')2J~)2 + Jtl')oJti)O) 
1 1 a2 

=4-4 a02 . (4.5) 

Since the spectrum a 21 ao 2 on .2"2(R ) is negative, we are as
sured of having coupled representations in the nonexcep
tional continuous series (the point k = ! will be subject to 
further discussion). The coupled states separate in hyperbo
lic coordinates and may be written as 

1JI~:T~·k2 - (q,r,O) = 8(qr/2 - rp2/2)Ek,.k'(sgn r)F~:r+ .k, - (0) 

= 8".T8(r /2 - p2/2)E k,.k'(sgn r)F~:/ .k, - (0), (4.6) 
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which is generalized eigenfunction of Jk~.k2 with eigenvalue 

rp2/2eR and of Q k,.k2 with eigenvalue k (1 - k I>! provided 
(3.11) holds (with OER now). This last equation for 

FZ:T+ .k2 - (e) has solutions exp(iKO) for KER, corresponding 
to k (I - k) = (1 + ~)l4, i.e., k = (1 + iK)/2. The represen
tations ofthe continuous series with K and - K (k and 1 - k ) 
are equivalent I so we shall restrict ourselves to KER +. Note 

that IJIZ:T~·k2 - - (q,r,O) is zero for a = - 1 when its eigen

value under Jk~.k2 is positive, and is zero for q = + 1 when 
its eigenvalue is negative. 

We still have to see it, explicitly, that the parities of the 
product states are the same as those of the coupled states. (i) 
The (k l ,k2 ) = (1.1) product states are even under Xl~ - XI 
and under X2~ - X2, i.e., even under r~ - r and even under 
O~ - 0, implyingE 1/4.1/4( - 1), and that only a term cos kO 

may be present inF~.'/ .k, - (0). (ii) the (M) product states are 
odd in both X I and X 2, hence even in r and odd in e, so 
E3/4.3/4( _ 1) and only a term sinKe may be present in (4.6). 
(iii) (M) product states are even in XI and odd in X 2; for 
q = - 1 they are odd in r and even in O. (iv) (M) states, odd in 
XI and even in X 2 are, for q = + 1, odd in r and even in 0, 
while for q = - 1 they are odd in both rand O. In all of these 
cases, the spectrum of Jo is contained in {E + n, nEZ J, 
E = EI - E2 = (12 -IIl/4. 

4.4: To sum up, cases (i) and (ii) (which from theJo eigen
value content we know belong to the C ~ representations) are 
even functions of r, and cases (iii) and (iv) (belonging to the 
C !/2 representations), are odd in r. We may hence write 

E k"k'(sgn r) = (sgn r)2., E = /kl - k2/' cut the range of r to 
R + and henceforth attach the index E in front of the repre
sentation index k = (1 + iK)/2 to distinguish between the C ~ 
and C !12 SAIR's. The inversion operator 
I!(x l ,x2) =/( - XI' - x 2)haseigenvaluel = 1112 = 1 - 4Ein 
each E-labeled irreducible space, but is no longer related to k, 
as it was in (3.23). 

The coupled eigenstates are thus, explicitly, 

IJIk, + .k, - (q r e) = 8 8(r/2 _p2/2)Fk, +.k2 - (0) 
E,k,'T,p , , 0'.1' €.k~T' 

where 

F ~::': .1/4 - (0) = 1T- 1I2cos Ke, K>O, 

F~::':·3/4-(e) = 1T- 1/2SinKe, K>O, 

F :~~.t. .~/: - (e) = Fi~~.t. :!/: - (0) = 1T- 1/2sin KO, 

(4.7) 

(4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

K>O, 

(4.8c) 

F~~i.t. ~/:- (0) = F :jU -21: - (e) = 1T-1/2cos KO, K>O, 
(4.8d) 

which are generalized eigenfunctions-we repeat for clar

ity--ofthe coupled Q k,.k
2 with eigenvalues q = k (1 - k I>!, 

k = (1 + iK)/2, KER +, and form a basis for the continuous 
nonexceptional C: representation series, E = Ik) - k21, and 
of the coupled Jk~.k2 with eigenvalues rp2/2ER. The Dirac 
orthonormality condition which is the analog of (3. 13) holds, 
with 8k.k, replaced by 8

T
,,,, 8 (K - K'). 

4.5: Again, as in subsection 3.5, we would like to present 
a method for finding the Dirac-normalization coefficient 
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17- lIz present in (4.8), with the purpose of following the same 
line of computation in Dirac-normalizing more difficult 
functions in later sections. Consider Fk(O) = CJ'k(O) and 
FI(O) = cJ;(O) with/dO) = sin KO or COSKO, 2k - 1 = iK, 
21 - 1 = iA. with support on a single q chart. Equation 
(3. 14a), stemming from the Casimir operator equation (4.5), 
holds, with a change of sign obtained through replacing 
4(1 + k - 1)(1 - k )-+(A + K)(A - K), and since the functions 
involved have definite parity, 

~ f~L dO/dO)· /t(0) 

= 2 lim [(A + K)(A - K)] -IW(fr,/t) I~ 
L--+co 

= lim [ sin(A - K)O += sin(A + K)8] I 
L--+co A - K A + K (J = L 

= 1T{c5(A - K) += c5(A + K)] = l7c5(A - K), (4.9) 

the upper or lower signs holding for the sine or cosine func
tions. The += c5 (A + K) summand may be discarded on the 
grounds of the range of the representation indices. The be
havior at infinity, being that of the Dirichlet kernel for Four
ier transforms, determines the Dirac normalization constant 
of(4.8) to be l7- I/Z. The existence ofa limit in the mean will 
also serve to find the proper linear combination coefficient 
for the two independent solutions of the Casimir eigenvalue 
equation so that they form a Dirac-orthonormal set. 

4.6: The CGC, finally, is obtained as the inner product 
between the product and coupled states, as in (3.14). The 
chart which supports the four c5 's in the product state is given 
by q = sgn (Pi - p~) = T, and thus in tum yields 0 = arc
tanh (PZ/PI) = arcsinh(pz/p) for q = + 1 and 0 = arccoth 
(PZ/PI) = arcsinh(pl/p) for q = - 1. We thus arrive at the 
general expression ce l + ,kz - ;Ek) = (.I,k l + ,k, - qtk l + ,k, -) , 

'I" PloP, 'E,k,T.P R 
h P2 ;T,p 
= 2(pIPz)- I/Zc5(Pi/2 -pV2 - Tp2/2) 

XFk,+,kz-(arctanh[(p /PlrJ)· E.k,-r, 2 (4.10) 

Comparing the above expression with its D + xD -
counterpart (3.14), we see that the difference arises in the 0-
dependent function [Eqs. (4.8) here vs (3.12) before], where 
now 2k - 1 = iK and the angle 0 is a hyperbolic one. Since 
arsinhx = - iarcsin ix, we may use (3.18) in order to ex
press (4.10) as hypergeometric functions of p~ / p2 or pi/ pZ. 

For the D I XD - coupling we have thus 

cO + d - ; O,k) = c5(pi/2 -p~/2 _ Tp2/2) 
\PI ,P2 ; T,p 

[
k - 1,1 - k p~ ] 

X217-I/ZPI-1I2PZ-1/2F \'1 ; -7 ' 

cO + d - ; ~,k ) = cO + d - ; ~,k ) 
\PI ,P2 ; + 1,p \PI ,P2 ; - l,p 
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k-,O, 

(4.11a) 

(4.11b) 

= cO + d - ; O,k ) , (4.11c) 
\PI ,Pz ; + 1,p 

cO + d - : !,k ) = cO + d - : !,k ) 
\PI ,Pz ,- 1,p \PI ,P2 ,- 1,p 

=cO+ d- ;O,k ), (4.11d) 
\PI ,P2 ; + 1,p 

where 

{
Pz: PI > P2 i.e., T = + I} . ( ) (4 11 ) Pm = = mm PI,p2 . . e 
PI: PI <Pz, i.e., T = - 1 

4.7: Note in particular that for k = ~ (K = 0), the repre
sentation which belongs to the nonexceptional continuous 
series C?/4 is obtained from the couplings D iJ4 xD i/4' It 
does not appearinD 3;;4 xD 3/4 [Eqs. (4. 11 a) vs (4. llb)], For 
E = ~, the point k = ~ (K = 0) belongs, instead, to the D t'72 
SAIR's. That these discrete representations occur among 
the D 0+ X D 0- direct integral decomposition is evident from 
(4.11c) and (4.11d), and in fact can be seen from (4.8c) and 
(4.8d): the coupling D 3;;4 xD 1/4 contains D 1;;2' but not 
D I12' while the reverse is true for D 1;;4 X D 3/4' The fact that 
a discrete series representation appears (and no spurious 
E = ~, k = ~ C-representation) is shown by the J _ eigenvalue 
of the coupled state being purely positive in the first cou
pling, and purely negative in the second. This is the signature 
of a discrete-as opposed to a continuous-SAIR. 

4.8: The CGC for the D 0- XD 0+ coupling may be ob
tained from the D 0+ X D 0- ones displayed above, through 
the application of the algebra outer automorphism A de
scribed in (2.5). The effect of A = A IAz is to invert the sign of 
the spectra of the factor and coupled states under the J _ 
operators, so that T++ - T through (4.11). This operator 
leaves .Y~"" (R 2) invariant and is unitary under the inner 
product (4.3). It follows that 

c(k l - ,kz + ;E,k) = c(k l + ,kz - ;E,k), (4.12) 
PI' pz ;T,p PI' P2 ;T,p 

for all CGC's. 
4.9: As a preparation for Sees. V-X, we shall now pro

ject the coupled operator on a definite C: SAIR space, using 
again the fact that there the coupled Q k"k, is a multiple of the 
identity. Following (3.19) and (3.20), we use a similarity 
transformation: 

r1l2(L _ L)r- I/z 
axi ax~ 

= qrI/2(~ + r-I~ + r- 2[4Q _ 1])r- 1I2 
ar ar 

=~:~ -~). Y= (2k - W -! = -~ -!~.~3~· 
This allows us to write the so(2, 1) generators as operators on 
the hyperbolic coordinates u = ± 1, rER + (retaining the in
dex E related to the eigenvalue L of the inversion operator). 

The expressions are 

J~'k=: (- :; +~ -r). (4. 14a) 

(4. 14b) 
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(4.14c) 

(4.14d) 

(4.14e) 

These operators are self-adjoint on the space of two-chart 
functions 13d.14 in ,y~ ~ 1 (R +) X ,y~ ~ _ 1 (R +) with inner 
product 

(f,g)y = ,,~± 1 LX> dr f(O',r)*g(O',r), 

Y={-I,+IJXR+. (4.15) 

The automorphism A exchanges charts 0'++ - 0' and is uni
tary under (4.15). 

The index E, as before in (3.21), seems to be absent from 
the right-hand sides of (4.14). As will be seen in full detail 
below, it continues to exist as a specification of the domain of 
the operators: It indicates that we are considering the com
mon self-adjoint extension of(4.14) in which the spectrum of 
J ~,.k, is contained in { E + n, neZ J. In the discrete series case, 
for k> 1 there is a unique self-adjoint extension, and the in
dex E could in principle be dropped. The above operators, on 
the other hand, for r < a (including r< - A here) have a one
parameter family of such self-adjoint extensions. 

4.10: In each chart, the operators J~'k, JEl, and r': 
represent SchrOdinger Hamiltonians with a strongly singu
lar behavior at zero,20 due to the terms r/r for r< - A. We 
would like to study the features of such singular operators in 
'y2(R +), on a single O'-chart, in particular, give a short ac
count of the one-parameter family of self-adjoint extensions 
of J~'k, and their spectra, both for kefiJ and keC(!. Then we 
shall do the same for the two-chart inner product (4.15), and 
thus make precise the applicability oft 4.14) for both D + , Cas 
well as for the exceptional continuous representation series 
E (~< k < 1), which does not appear in the decomposition of 
the product of two oscillator representations. Operators 
with an unbounded spectrum are not commonly used in 
physics, and the sharper tools of analysis must be brought to 
bear on the subject. From our knowledge of the so(2, 1) repre
sentation series, we do expect that Jo in our case (4.14) and 
(4.15) will have a spectrum given by E + n, neZ. 

V. THE GENERALIZED OSCILLATOR ALGEBRA 

The purpose of this section is to study the generalized 
oscillator realization of the so(2, 1) algebra given by the sec
ond-order differential operators (4.14) [including (3.21) as a 
particular case] and to show how, through an appropriate 
definition of the function domains on two charts, these pro
vide for all self-adjoint representations of the algebra. 

5.1: To this end, we consider first the eigenvalue 
equation 

K V) ~ (1') = f.ltP ~ (1'), reR +, (5.1a) 

where K k is J~ as given by (4.14) on the single chart 0' = 1: 

485 

K =- - -+-+r k 1 ( d
2 r ) 

4 dr r ' r = (2k - 1)2 - AeR, 

(5.1b) 
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representing the Schrooinger Hamiltonian of a harmonic os
cillator with a centrifugal barrier (r> 0) or centripedal well 
(r<O). The solutions to Eq. (5.1), which vanish at infinity, 
are given by the Whittaker functions (Ref. 19, Eq. 13.1.33): 

tP ~(r) = c~ [F(k - Jl)F(1 - k -Jl)]1/2r-1/2WI'.k_1I2(r) 

= tP ~ - k(r), (5.2) 

where the F-function factor has been chosed for conve
nience. Note that the functions tP ~ (1'), being invariant under 
k++ 1 - k are real for all kefiJ, (k > 0) or keC(! 
[k = (1 + iK)/2, KeR +]. 

5.2: The behavior of tP ! (1') near l' = 0 is given by 

tPk(r) _ ck IF(I-2k)[F(k-f.l)/F(I-k-Jl)]1/2r k-l12 
J.l r--+O+ /-l 

+ F(2k - I)[F(1 - k - f.l)/F(k - f.l)] 112,.- 2k + 312l. 
(5.3) 

(i) When k> I the first summand is locally square-inte
grable but the second is not, unless f.l = k + n, neZ + , when 
the F function in the latter's denominator makes the sum
mand vanish. The pole in the coefficient of the first sum
mand is an artifice of the F factor, and is cancelled by an 
appropriate normalization coefficient c~. Hence tP ~ 
e'y2(R +). It is, in fact, a Laguerre polynomial in r of degree 
f.l - k and order 2k - 1, times rk - 1/2exp( - r /2). The 
spectrum of K k for k> 1 is thus f.l = k + n, f.leZ +: equally 
spaced and lower-bound. 

(ii) When 0 < k < 1, i.e., k is in the exceptional interval, 
both summands in (5.3) are locally square-integrable, and no 
quantization condition onf.l follows from 'y2(R +) alone. 
For! < k < 1 the first term has a locally square-integrable 
derivative (and the second term must be eliminated with 
f.l = k + n, neZ +), while when 0 < k <!, the same is true if 
we exchange the first and second terms, and keep f.l = k + n, 
neZ +. These correspond to Laguerre polynomials as above, 
including the case k = ! when proper normalization is 
applied. 

(iii) When keC [k = (1 + iK)/2, KeR +], then for allJleR 
(5.3) is in 'y2(R +). Its derivative does not have this property. 

5.3: AlthoughK k formally appears to be symmetric, we 
find that, under the usual 'y2(R +) inner product (3.19), 

(KktP~,tP~)R+ - (tP~,KktP~)R + = !W(tP!*,tP~) 100, (5.4) 

where W (f,g) is as before the Wronskian of! and g. The 
boundary term vanishes at infinity, while at zero it can be 
evaluated from (5.3). The cases for keC and k real differ 
slightly but lead to the same result. The 'y2(R +) inner prod
uct of tP! and tP ~ can be thus obtained as 

(tP ~ ,tP ~)R + = [2v,t - v)] -I W(tP ~*,tP~) Ir-+O 
= c~ *C~1T CSC(21Tk){ [F(1 - k - f.l)F(k - V)] 112 

F(k - f.l)F(1 - k - v) 

_ [F(k - f.l)F(1 - k - V)]1I2} . (5.5) 
F(1 - k - f.l)F(k - v) 

For each fixed k> 0, (5.5) vanishes whenf.l = k + m, 
meZ +, and v = k + n, neZ +, andK k is self-adjoint then in 
the Hilbert space whicq has {tP ! J as its denumerable basis. 
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This Hilbert space is unique when k> 1, but for the excep
tional interval 0 < k < 1 it is merely one of a family of Hilbert 
spaces: that whose denumerable basis functions have square
integrable derivatives. [This also holds for k = ! in spite of 
the apparent singularity of (5.5).] The common feature of 
these domains is that the spectrum of K k is lower-bound and 
equally spaced, signifying that we are in the discrete series 
Dk+' 

5.4: In order to give a common Hilbert space domain for 
all generators ofso(2,1) [(4.14) for fixed k and 0- = + I], it is 
necessary to know whether a proposed domain with basis 
! ¢ t 1 is invariant under the action of a generator basis. We 
are using the spectrum of K k = J ~ + to specify such do
mains. When we construct the raising and lowering opera
tors J r I = J I ± il2 and apply them to any ¢ ;, /1- in the spec
trum of K \ we may employ the usual algebraic argument to 
show that J r j ¢; should be an eigenfunction of K k with ei
genvalue /1- ± 1. Unless /1- ± I is in the spectrum of K k when 
/1- is. the rest of the algebra generators will not leave the 
domain invariant. 

Lower-boundedness is no problem since it is elementary 
to show that J j ¢ ~ = O. but a necessary condition to be able 
to specify a common self-adjoint extension of all operators in 
so(2.1) is that the domain be such that the spectrum of K k be 
equally spaced. 

5.5: The domain in which K \ for k in the exceptional 
interval. has a lower-bound equally spaced spectrum. how
ever. is only a particular self-adjoint extension of the opera
tor. IS As said before. this is specified through the vector 
space on which K k is to act. This domain can here be in turn 
described as those ,j"'2(R +) functions fwhose boundary 
Wronskian W(J.¢I"o) 10 is to vanish, thus setting the bound
ary term in (5.5) to zero. This is equivalent to imposing that 
/1-0 be a point in the spectrum of the operator. 

It can be shown that. for k in (!.I). the spectrum of each 
self-adjoint extension of K k has a lower bound, but this mini
mum eigenvalue has itselfno lower bound, so that extensions 
can be found where this minimum is as negative large as we 
please. For kEG the spectrum has no lower bound. Two more 
general results 18 are that the union of all self-adjoint exten
sions provide spectra which cover the real line. No eigenval
ue /1-0 can belong to the spectrum of more than one self
adjoint extension of K k. 

Given thus some /1-0' finding the rest of the spectrum is 
an exercise in solving for v the transcendental equation 

F(k - v)/F(1 - k - v) = T(k - /1-o)/T(1 - k - /1-0)' 

(5.6) 

which puts to zero the last expression in (5.5). As a numerical 
example. if for k = ~ we choose /1-0 = - 1. the spectrum of 
K k will be (up to three decimal places) ! - 1.0. 1.046.2.097. 
3.123.4.141.5.153.6.163.7.170.8.176.8.179.9.182 .... ], 
while if for k = ~ + i we choose /1-0 = O. the spectrum will be 
! .... - 8.881.0.0. 1.449.2.619.3.727.4.806.5.869,6.921. 
7.965 •... ). These eigenvalues tend asymptotically toward 
equal spacing; but the spectrum is not linear. and the domain 
specified by /1-oER. for /1-0 - k not a positive integer, is there
fore not fit to serve as a common invariant domain for a set of 
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operators which are to be elements of a Lie algebra. 
5.6: We shall now see what the choice of self-adjoint 

extensions is for the two-chart operator J~.k in (4.14c) with 
inner product (4.15). The eigenvalue equation to be solved 
now has two forms. one in each chart 0- = ± 1. Since 
J ~k = o-K \ the equations are 

K kl/l: (0- = + l.r) = /1-I/It (0- = + l.r). (5.7a) 

- K kl/l: (0- = - I.r) = /1-~ (0- = - l.r). (5.7b) 

The difference with (5.1) appears to be slight. We can set 

~(o- = + I.r) = ¢ ; (r). 1/1;(0- = - l.r) = a;¢ ~JL(r). 

(5.7c) 

with a; a constant to be determined. We now repeat (5.4) 
under the inner product (4.15): 

(J~~,I/I~)y - (I/I;,J~~)y 

=!W(¢!~ ¢~) 1,=0 -!a!·a~W(¢k-.!'JL' ¢k_JL) 1,=0' 
(5.8) 

Upon performing the necessary algebra with (5.5), we can see 
that whenever /1- - v is an integer. a full cancellation of the 
boundary terms occurs for a; = 1 = a~. The normalization 
constant c; of the constituent functions (5.2) may be found 
along the lines of subsection 3.5, or directly through integral 
tables (Ref. 2, Eqs. 7.6114 and 8.365.9). If we denote 
/1- = E + n, EE( - !,!), nEZ, c; depends only on k and E [this 
feature determined the T-function choice in (5.2)]. It is 

c; = CEk = 1T- 1[2sin 1T{k - E)sin 1T{k + E)] 1/2 

(5.9) 

If kEG, the functions tP:.k(o-,r) are the eigenfunctions of the 
self-adjoint extension of the operator J ~k with spectrum 
/1-E{ E + n, nEZ J. This extension may be labeled through the 
index EE( - !,!], which generalizes the previously used ho
monym index EE(O,!) to multivalued representations of the 
group. 

When E = !, the limit k = (1 + iK)/2, K-G, results in CEk 

becoming zero. For ~ ( + l,r), /1- = !,k" this zero is com
pensated, however, by a matching pole from the T functions 
in (5.2); similarly, only the 0- = - 1 component of ~(o-,r), 
J1- = -~, - ~'"'' is nonzero. These functions therefore be
long to the discrete series of SAIR's, having a single-chart 
support. 

5.7: The algebra generators (4.14) belong to the excep
tional continuous SAIR series E when 0 < k < 1 ( -l<r < a 
twice). The domain is that labeled by E, with lEI < min 
(k,1 - k) so that the radicand in (5.9) is positive. Since reflec
tion symmetry k~ 1 - k holds, we may reduce to ! < k < 1 
and lEI < I - k. The spectrum of J ~k is in this case again 
given by /1-E! E + n. nEZ }. 

We shall now examine the boundary of the exceptional 
series region (Fig. 1), I E I = min(k, 1 - k ), which gives rise to 
the lower- and upper-bound discrete series D f in the inter
val 0 < k < 1, including the two direct summands of the oscil
lator representation. There is an interplay between the zeros 
of CEk in (5.9) and the 4>-function poles in the factor of (5.2). 
Consider the 0- = + 1 component and see Fig. 1. When 
o <E = k<! or 0> E = k - 1> -!, the only nonzero func-
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FIG. I. The exceptional interval. The shaded region indicates the range of k 
and E for the continuous exceptional series, lEI < 1- k, where the k .... 1 - k 
symmetry is used to reduce k to H,I). The boundary corresponds to the 
discrete series. The points 0 < E = k (for 0 < k<!) and 0 < E = I - k (for 
! <k <1) lead to eigenfunctions 1/1;. with spectrum ! E + n, neZ + I, while 
O>E=k-1 (for !>k>l) and O>E= -k (for O<k<!) lead to 
(E+II+I,neZ+l· 

tions with ft = E + n, neZ, are those with ft = k,k + 1, 
k + 2,.·· while when 0 > E = - k> - !or 0 < E = 1 - k<!, 
the only nonzero functions with ft = E + n, neZ, are those 
with ft = 1 - k, 2 - k, 3 - k, .. ·. As an example, E = i, 
k = i, and E = i, k = i characterize the same self-adjoint ex
tension in the even positive harmonic oscillator state space, 
while E = - i, k = i and E = i, k = i characterize the odd 
oscillator state space. The operator K k, is, of course, the 
same under the exchange k_l - k. The above arguments, 
however, lead us to drop this symmetry and adopt kEtO, 1) as 
the sole indicator of the self-adjoint extension of the algebra 
meant for the discrete series in the exceptional interval, as 
was done in point (ii) early in this section. 

The same reasoning holds for the a = - 1 chart of the 
wavefunctions "'~ (a,r), under the exchangeft- - jl, leading 
to basis functions for the upper-bound negative discrete se
ries D k- • For k> 1 we are left, thus, with a description of the 
discrete series in terms of a direct sum of two function 
spaces, where ~(a,r) withjl = k,k + 1, .. · has only a 
a = + 1 chart support, and withjl = - k, - k - 1, .. · has 
only a a = - 1 chart support. These constitute single-chart 
SAIR bases for D k+ and D k- , respectively. 

The outer automorphism A effecting (2.5a) may be 
properly defined on functions of Y through 

AI(a,r) = I( - a,r). (5.10) 

It exchanges the lower- and upper-bound discrete SAIR 
spaces and leaves invariant the continuous series SAIR 
spaces. 

5.8: As a conclusion to the last four sections, we should 
like to restate that the so(2, 1) algebra realized through the set 
of formal second-order differential operators given in (4.14) 
for any real y, on spaces of functions on 
y = { - I, + 1 J XR + with self-adjoint extensions in 
,2"2(y) specified through the index E in the manner brought 
out above, accommodates all the SAIR's ofthe algebra. We 
have devoted some space to show that this is true for the 
continuous 'If series, and justified that the more naive treat
ments found in the literature for the ~ case are also appro-
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priate. In the next section we proceed to generalize the con
struction of the COC's for general SAIR products. 

VI. THE COUPLING OF TWO GENERAL 
REPRESENTATIONS 

The tactics seen in Secs. III and IV provide us now with 
the strategy for coupling any pair of so(2, 1) SAIR's as de
scribed in Sec. V. 

6.1: We shall have two sets of operators (4.14) in two 
independent sets of variables a., r.EY and a2,r2EY generat
ing ~ and/or 'If representations. The factor operator sets 

J~~a,j = 1,2, will refer to these variables, while the coupled 
operators will be, as before, 

Ja = J~')a + J~)a' a = 1,2,0, + , - . (6.1) 

The labels kj are assumed to contain all the SAIR informa
tion, appearing as kj ± for ~ and Ej ,kj for 'If. The domain 
of the operators will be the set of two-variable functions 
which belong, as functions of each, to the Hilbert spaces 

specified in the last section, where the spectrum of J~),o is 
contained in I Ej + n, neZ} understanding that for D +, 

E/==.kj , modulo unity. The defining inner product may be 
written as 

(~,X)y, = L ("" dr. ("" dr2 ~ (a.,r.,a2,r2)* 
<7.,<7, = ± • Jo Jo 
Xx(a.,r.,a2,r2). (6.2) 

We recall, finally that when one or both of the factor SAIR's 
belong to D ±, the support of the functions will be the 
aj = ± 1 chart only. 

6.2: The product states 

."kl,kz (a r a r) - 6 6 (PIP )-./2 
'f'T.oP.o'Tz0P2 l' H 2' 2 - U.,TI 0'2.TZ 2 

X6(r. - p.)6(r2 - P2) (6.3) 
are the generalized eigenfunctions of the following set of 
commuting operators: 

(i) Q ~.) and Q~) (realized as multiples of the identity) 
with eigenvalues q. = k.(l - k.), q2 = k2(l- k2). 

(ii) J ~.) _ and J ~') _ with eigenvalues T. pi /2 and 
T2Pi/2,respectivelY(TjEI-l,I},pj ER +,j= 1,2).ForDk~' 
Tj is identically + 1, and for D k~ , Tj = - 1. 

(iii) The common domain of the above two-variable op
erators is taken to be the space described in the last section, 
specified by E.,E2. A denumerable basis for this space is 

"'=: (a.,r.)"'=~ (a2,r2) with ± jljEI kj + n, neZ +} for D ± 3 kj 
=Ej (mod 1) andjljEIEj + n, neZ} for kjEC(f. In the special 
case when E .,E2 are in I O,~} the product states can be alterna
tively placed in the domain where the inversion operators/(.) 
and /(2) have eigenvalues '. and '2 in I - 1, + I}. The pro
duct states (6.3) are Dirac-orthonormal under (5.2): 

(."kl.kz ."kl,k2 ) _ 6( 2/2 ' '2/2) Of'1",oP,,1"2oP2 Of'1"joPj,1""p, y' - T. P. - T.P. 

X6(T2P~/2 - Tipi212). (6.4) 

6.3: The coupled states, denoted by I/IZ:~~, are the gen-
eralized eigenfunctions of the commuting operators: 

(i') Q ~.) and Q til with eigenvalues q. = k.(1 - k.), 
q2 = k 2( 1 - k 2) as before. 

(ii') ofthe parabolic subalgebra generator 
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J_ =J~')_ +Ji,- =(7Ir7/2+(72~/2=(7r/2 (6.5) 

[where in the last expression OE { - 1,1 J and reR + will be 
properly defined below] with eigenvalue rp2/2 (re{ - 1,1 J 
peR +). Again, ifthe coupled SAIR belongs to D ±, the ei
genvalue will be in R ±, so only r = + 1 or r = - 1 is al
lowed, while if it belongs to C(J it will be in R. Generalized 
eigenfunctions of (6.5) will thus have a factor 
o ((7r/2 - rp2/2) = o",To(r/2 - p2/2) as in (4.6). 

(iii') The spectrum of the compact generator 
Jo = Jtl\O + Jt2)O as seen in Sec. V defines the self-adjoint 
extension domain. Here it is Il = III + 1l2' Modulo integers, 
this implies that the coupled SAIR space is characterized by 

E=EI + E2 (mod 1). (6.6) 

Again, in the case when E I ,E2e { o,~ J we may make use of the 
inversion operator 1 = 1(1/(2) with eigenvalue L = L I L2, im
plying (6.6). This restricts the coupled SAIR's in a form anal
ogous to the familiar rotation group coupling between vector 
and spinor VIR's. 

(iv') of the coupled Casimir operator Q, built as in (2.2) 
out of the coupled generators Ja , with eigenvalue 
q = k (1 - k). The explicit form ofQin terms of the y2 space 
variables ((7I,rl,(72,r2) is 

Q = (JI)2 + (J2)2 _ (JO)2 = Q ~') + Q ~2) 

2 [J k, Jk2 J k, Jk2 J k, Jk2 ] + (1)1 (2)1 + (1)2 (2)2 - (1)0 (2)0 

=..!. [(71(72(r l J!..- _ (71(72r2 J!..-)2 
4 ar2 ar l 

( 
(71(72r7 ) ( (71(72r7 ) ] 

-YI 1+~ -Y2 1+~ +1 . 

(6.7) 
6.4: We shall now parametrize the space y2 in a man

ner which encompasses the polar and hyperbolic coordi
nates used in Sec. III and IV. Only the case (71 = (72 appeared 
in Sec. III, and only (71 = - (72 in Sec. IV. On account of the 
two dichotomic indices (71,(72' we have four coordinate 
charts. In attention to the defintion in the last equality in 
(6.5), in accordance with rl~r2' two of these charts will be 
reparametrized, so that we have a total of six charts as 
follows: 
(i) P ± -charts: 

for (71 = ± 1 = (72' r l ,r2eR +; 

r l = rcos fJ, r2 = rsin fJ, 

(ii) H ;= -charts: 

for (71 = ± 1 = - (72' r I > r 2; 

r l = r cosh fJ, r2 = r sinh fJ, 

(iii) H ~ -charts: 

for (71 = + 1 = - (72' r l <r2; 

r l = r sinh fJ, r2 = r cosh fJ, 

(7 = ± 1, respectively, 
reR +, fJe[O,1T/2]. 

(6.8a) 

(7 = ± 1, respectively, 
reR +, fJe[O,oo). 

(6.8b) 

(7 = ± 1, respectively, 
reR +, fJe[O,oo). 

(6.8c) 

To this list we should add two more charts for the line mani
folds (71 = - (72' r l = r2 but, since these are oflower dimen
sion we may disregard them in what follows. 
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A single function t/J ((7I,rl,(72,r2) over y2, when the co
ordinates of y2 are expressed in terms of(r,fJ ) in chart C, will 
be represented by a function t/J C (r,fJ). The set of six such 
functions {t/J c, C = P ",H: ,H':: , (7 = ± 1 J constitutes the 
original t/J in the new coordinate system (C,r,fJ). 

We have found it useful to depict the six charts as in Fig. 
2, considering the product (7jrj as ifit were a coordinate for 
R. The D + xD + coupling (Sec. VII) will require only one 
chart: the first quadrant P +, since (71 = + 1 = (72' in com
plete analogy with Sec. III, had we halved r to R + through 
parity. The D + xD - coupling (Sec. VIII), having 
(7] = + 1 = - (72' will require the two charts, H ;; and 
H :; , in the fourth quadrant. In Sec. IX we treat the D + X C(J 

coupling, where (7] = + 1, (72 = ± 1, so that the right half
plane of Fig. 2 is needed and will be covered by the three
coordinate charts P + , H ;; , and H :; . Finally, the C(J X C(J 

coupling in Sec. X requires all six charts. The joint consider
ation of the required number of charts is important since the 
product and coupled operators will continue to be self-ad
joint in the corresponding space (6.6) only if the formal re
placement of variables ((7I,r l ,(72,r2)-+(C,r,fJ) through (6.8) is 
made on the appropriate union of charts. The form of J _ in 
(6.5) has been tailored to that purpose. 

6.5: The Casimir operator (6.7) has the three following 
forms in each of the charts (6.8): 

(i) in P ±: 

Q=..!. [ d
2

2 
-Ylsec2fJ+Y2Csc2fJ+ 1], (6.9a) 

4 dfJ 

(ii) in H ;=: 

Q =..!. [_ d 22 _ y lsech2fJ + Y2csch2fJ + 1], (6.9b) 
4 dfJ 

(iii) in H ~: 

Q =..!. [- d
2

2 
+ y lcsch2fJ - Y2sech2fJ + 1], (6.9c) 

4 dfJ 

generalizing thus (3.9) and(4.5). 
6.6: The inner product (6.2) defining the Hilbert space 

will be expressible as 

"" [ P" P" H" H" (t/J,XLy, = ~ (t/J ,X )p + (t/J >,X »H 
,,~± ] 

+ (t/JH':'XH':)H]' (6. lOa) 

a,r, 

FIG. 2. The six coordinate charts in y2. 
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f'" [12 
(a,/3)p = )0 r dr 0 d() a(r,() )*/3 (r,()), (6.1Ob) 

(a,/3)H = fo'" r dr fo'" d() a(r,() )*/3 (r,()). (6.10c) 

Although each of the formal operators (6.9) may be separate
ly self-adjoint under (6.1Ob) or under one of (6.10c) in some 
appropriate one-chart Hilbert space, Q itself, as represented 
by all three forms (6.9), will have the proper spectrum only 
when placed in the full inner product (6.10), and only there 
will the orthogonality of the expected eigenfunctions hold 
consistent with (6.6). When a subspace off unctions is identi
cally zero in some charts (as in theD + XD + case where the 
support lies entirely in the P + chart), the inner product may 
be reduced to a subset of the summands [to (6.1Ob) alone, 
withu= + I in theD +XD + case]. 

6.7: Since the coupled states are eigenstates of J _ with 
eigenvalue rp2/2, they will contain, as discussed above, a 
factor of 8ur 8 (~/2 - p2/2). The Kronecker 8 restricts the 
support ofthe function to the upper (0" = T = + I) or lower 
(u = T = - I) diagonal half-planes in Fig. 2; the Dirac 8 
restricts the support further to a constant value of ~. as 
shown in the figure, this is a quarter-circle in the P 17 ~chart, 
and a quarter-hyperbola in the H ~ and H':: charts. 

As before [cf. Eqs. (3.10) and (4.6)], we write the product 
state as 

'/Ik,.k"CU(r ()) = 8 8(~/2 _ p2/2)FC (()) k,r.p' (7'.1' k,'T , (6.11) 

the index C 17 standing for a specification of the chart. The 
requirement that they be eigenfunctions of the Casimir oper
ator(6.9) with eigenvalue k (I - k) leads to the following dif
ferential equations for the ()-dependent factor: 

(i) on the P-charts, ()E[O,rr/2]: 

[ 
d 2 2() 2 ] P 

- d()2 + rlsec + r2csc () F k.r(()) 

= (2k _1)2Ff.r(()); (6.12a) 

(ii) on the H> -charts, ()e[O, 00 ): 

[ - :()22 _ r 1sech2() + r 2csch2() ]F~;(()) 
= - (2k - 1)2FH>(()). 

k~T , 

(iii) on the H < -charts, ()E[O, 00 ): 

[ 

d2 
- d() 2 + r 1csch2() - r 2sech2() ]F~;(()) 

(6. 12b) 

= -(2k-IfF~;(()). (6.12c) 

We recall that rj = (2kj - W -! for all cases, so that rj 
:> -! ~or kj~!P, and rj < (1 - 21Ej If -! for kjE'?:, and the 
exceptlonal1Oterval 0 < k < I corresponds to -l<r. < 3. 

Equation (6.12a) is the Schrodinger equation for a P6schl
Teller pote~tiaP6 of the first kind, while Eqs. (6.12b) and 
(~.12c) (wh~ch only exchange rl++r2) are Schrodinger equa
tlOns for Poschl-Teller potentials of the second kind. The 
singul~rities ofthe potentials [() = 0 and rr/2 in (6. 12a), and 
() = 010 (6.12b) and (6. 12c)] are ofthe inverse-quadratic 
type, and in Fig. 2 can be seen to lie on the coordinate axes: 
The value of kl provides the coefficient rl of the singularity 
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on the rl = 0 axis (() = rr/2 in P, () = 0 in H < ), and k2 the 
coefficient r2 of that on the r2 = 0 axis (() = 0 in P, () = 0 in 
H». 

In the two H cases, the potential tends exponentially to 
zero at ()~ 00. As we shall see in detail in the following four 
sections, when the support of the functions F k •r (() ) is further 
restricted by a discrete-series factor SAIR D ± through the 
values of 0"1,0"2 to a quadrant or half-plane in Fig. 2, the 
region is delimited: A strong barrier21 (i.e., an inverse-qua
dratic singularity with coefficient rj >a) or a weak barrier/ 
well (of coefficient - !<rj <i) appears at the edge, according 
to whether k> 1 or 0 < k < 1. For continuous series factor 
SAIR's, when two charts must be "joined" through the can
cellation of the boundary Wronskians, the potential singu
larity which lies at the "common boundary" is a strong 
welf l (i.e., of coefficient rj < - !) or a weak barrier/well ac
cording to whether kjEC or kjEE. 

A strong barrier at ()o imposes a choice of one of the two 
solutions of(6.12) through requiring that it be locally .!f2. A 
weak barrier/well singularity exhibits two locally .!f2-solu-
tions, and allows for a choice: The solutions with locally .!f2_ 

derivativ~s are to be taken for fiJ . A strong well at ()o also has 
two solutIons, but no naturally distinguished ones. The 
proper cancellation of the boundary Wronskians will deter
mine-up to constants in some cases-the total multichart 
solutions where the Casimir operator is to be self-adjoint and 
which must match (6.6). We shall defer further discussion on 
this aspect to Secs. IX and X, where this is done in detail for 
the cases at hand. 

Lastly, the sign of the "energy" eigenvalue (2k - 1)2 
should be noticed on the right-hand side of Eqs. (6.12). For 

c.ontinuous-series coupled SAIR's, FH> and FH < are "posi
t~ve-energy" free states, while for kEfiJ they appear as "nega
tive-energy" bound states in the well of the Poschl-Teller 
potential. For the P U-chart, (6. 12a), the roles are reversed 
and the discrete-series coupled SAIR's appear as positive
energy quantized states between potential barriers in the 
D + XD + coupling. In the D + X C(f and ((J X C(f couplings, 
the P U-chart must be matched with one or two H-charts so 
it should not come as a surprise that in the P-chart the c~n
tinuum C states appear under the D states. The k = ! level 
corresponds to zero "energy," and may in principle belong 
toD i72 or Cr/4 (E~~). Couplings to the exceptional continu
ous SAIR E can only appear as levels between values 0 and 
- 1 of the H-chart "energy" - (2k - 1 )2; they may be rec

ognized through seeing that lEI < min(k, 1 - k ). 
6.8: The general solution for the Poschl-Teller Schro

dinger equations (6.12) can be written as a linear combina
ti~n oftw? of the fundamental solutions of the hypergeome
tnc equation. In order to use uniformly the nomenclature of 
Ref. 19, p. 563, we may define, in each chart, the variable e 
as: 

(i) P-charts, ()E[O,rr/2]: 

e = 0, sin e = sin () = r2/r, cos e = cos () = r1/r; 

(6.13a) 

(ii) H> -charts, ()e[O,oo ): 

e = i(), sin e = i sinh () = ir2/r, 
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cos e = cosh 0 = rl/r; 

(iii) H < -charts, ()e[0, 00 ): 

e = iO + 1T12, sin e = cosh 0 = r2lr, 

(6.13b) 

cose=-isinhO= -irl/r. (6.13c) 

The solutions of (6.12) can now be written in terms of the 
Gauss hypergeometric series expansions around 
e = 0,1T12, 00: 

Wk,.k,.k(",,) _ WI - k,.k,.k(",,) _ Wk,.k,.1 - k(",,) 
1(0) 0' - 1(0) 0' - 1(0) 0' 

= Icos e 12k, - 1121 sin e 12k, - 112 

F[k l +k2-k,kl +k2+k-1 . 2 ] 
X 2k2 ;slO e , 

Wk,.k,.k(",,) _ Wk,.1 - k,.k(",,) 
2(0) 0' - liD) 0' , 

k!.k2.k(",,) _ k!.1 - k2.k(",,) _ k!.k2.1 - k(",,) WIll) 0' - WI(I) 0' - WI(I) 0' 

k,.k!.k(Q 12) =wI(O) ¢±1T 

I 
Q 12k! - 1121' Q 12k2 - 112 = cos¢ SIO¢ 

(6.14a) 

(6.14b) 

xF 'cos2e [
kl + k2 - k,kl + k2 + k - I ] 

2kl " 

Wk,.k,.k("" ) _ WI - k,.k,.k("" ) 
2(1) 0' - 1(1) 0' , 

Wk,.k,.k(e) = Wk,.1 - k,.k(e) = S 2k, - IW I - k,.k,.k(e) 
1(00) 1(00) C 1(00) 

= S c k, - k, + kw~r~)'k(e ± 1T12) 

I Q 12k! - 1121' Q I - 2k! + 2k - 112 = cos¢ SIO¢ 

F [k I + k2 - k,k I - k2 - k + 1 2] 
X 2 _ 2k ;csc e , 

(6.15a) 

(6.15b) 

(6. 16a) 

Wk,.k,.k(e) = WI - k,.1 - k,.1 - k(e ) = S 2k, - IWk,.k,.1 - k("" ) 
2(00) 1(00) C 1(00) 0' • 

(6. 16b) 

In the last two equations, Sc = + I for C = H> ,H < , while 
Sc = - 1 for C = P; the multivaluation is due to the Gauss 
function being evaluated on the branch cut (these cases will 
not be used, however). An identity due to a Kummer trans
formation (Ref. 19, Eq. 15.3.4) is 

Wk"k,.k(O ) - Wk,.k"k(O ) n - 1 2 
n(oo) H< - nloo) H,' -" (6.16c) 

between the hyperbolic cases, which exchanges cosh O~ 
sinh 0 in the first two factors, and l/cosh20~ - l/sinh20 in 
the Gauss function argument. The absolute value of cos e 
and sin e has been placed on the first two factors of (6.14)
(6.16) in order to have real solutions for the CC - cases. If2kl, 
2k2, and/or 2k are integers, one of each pair of solutions is 
degenerate, and the logarithmic solution should replace it 
(these cases will also never be used). 

In the P-charts (€Je[O,1T12]) the argument of the hyper
geometric functions in (5.16) ranges, for wn(OP n = 1,2, over 
[0,1], and for wnll )' over (1,0]; for wnloo ) however, the range is 
( 00,1], which lies on the branch cut ofthe Gauss function. 
The latter pair of solutions, therefore, will be avoided in de
scribing solutions in the PeT-chart. Similarly, and for the 
same reason, in the H> -charts (€Je[O,i 00 )) we shall avoid the 
wn(l) functions, and in the H < -charts (€Je[1T12, 1T12 + i (0)) 
we avoid the Wn(l) functions. 

Elementary properties of these solutions which will be 
used time and again are their behavior near the expansion 

t . k!.k2.k(",,) ca 2k2 - 112 fi "". n+ k!.k2.k(Q) cen ers. WIlD) 0' -¢ or O'~ 'WI(I) ¢ 
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-(1T12 - e )2k! - 1/2 for e-+1T12-, and w~t~)'k(e) 
-lee 12fk - 112 for e = iO or iO + 1T12 when 0-+00. The be-

havior of w~(~rk(e) can be obtained through exchanging 
kz~l - k2' kl~l - kl' and k~l - k, respectively. 

6.9: In the following sections we shall use the above 
solutions to build the properly normalized product state 
through the condition that they be (Dirac-) orthonormal un
der the inner product (6. lOa): 

(if!Z:~~,if!Z':.~.P' ) . .1'" = 8T.",8(pZI2 - p'ZI2)8[k,k'], (6. 17a) 

{

8k ' k ' , k,k'eD, 

8[k,k ']= 8(K - K'), k = (I + iK)/2eC or k = (I + K)/2eE, 

0, otherwise. 

(6.17b) 

The factorization (6.11) placed in (6.10) and the above re
quirement lead to the (Dirac-) orthonormality condition 

(Fk.T,Fk"",)s' = 8T,,,, 8 [k,k '], (6.17c) 

where we define the reduced inner product over 0 to be 

(f,g)., = (fP ,gf')p + (fH> ,gH»h + (fH<,gH<)h' (6.18a) 

(".IZ 

(a,b)p =)0 dO a(O )*b (0), (6.18b) 

(a,b)h = Loo dO a(O )*b (0). (6.18c) 

Here again, jC (0 ) (C = P q,H: ,H':: ) gives the three forms 
of a single functionj over the support of the coupled state 
(i.e., the line O'lri + O'z~ = O'r in Fig. 2). The inner product 
h·)s' will thus in general involve integration over more than 
one 0 range. 

6.10: In essence, the solution ofEqs. (6.14)-(6.18) is the 
solution of the Clebsch-Gordan problem for so(2, 1), for once 
the proper F f.,. (0) are found, the CGC's are obtained as the 
inner product between the coupled states (6.11) and the 
product states (6.3). The latter have support on a single point 
in the plane yz of Fig. 2, which due to (6.5) lies on the line 
support of the coupled state. The CGC's are thus 

(
kl' k2 'k) C '- (.I,k!.k, if! k!.k, ) 
7 P 7,p ''"'P - 'f'T!,p!.T2,P2' k.T,p Y' 
l' I' 2 2,1, 

= 8(71 pi /2 + 72PV2 - 7pzl2)(pl P2)-lf2Ff,T(T), 
(6.19) 

where C refers to the chart where (71,pp72,p2) lies, according 
to (6.8a), and Tis then given by 

pT-chart: T= arcsin(p2/p)= arccos(pJp), (6.20a) 

H: -chart: T = arcsinh( pz/p) = arccosh( PI/P), 
(6.20b) 

H:' -chart: T= arccosh(p2Ip) = arcsinh(PI/p), 
(6.2Oc) 

6.11: One obvious symmetry relation between the 
CGC's comes from the automorphism A = A IA2' whose role 
is to invert all l1's. Because of the factors 8eTj'Tj and8q ,,. in (6.3) 
and (6.11) and the unitarity of A under (6.10), it follows that 

c(kl, k2 ;k) = c(kl, k2 ;k ) 
71,p1t72,pZ;7,p - 7 1,p1' - 72,pz,; - 7,p 

(6.21) 
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for all SAIR couplings. A special case of this symmetry was 
noted in (4.13). We shall henceforth reduce ourselves to the 
calculation of CGC's inequivalent under this relation. 

VII. THE COUPLING D+ x D+ 

The coupling of two lower-bound (or upper-bound) dis
crete-series SAIR's into a direct sum of representations of 
the same type, constitutes the simplest application of the 
general method outlined in the preceding section. 

7.1: Given the range of the ..9"2 variables (ul = 1, 0"2 = 1 
and hence 0" = 1) the coupled function Fk,"'(() ) in (6.11) will 
have support only in the P + -chart (6. 8a). For kj ., 1, in the 
D + SAIR's outside the exceptional interval the POschl-Tell
er potential Schrooinger equation (Fig. 3) exhibits strong 
barriers at the interval ends, and the square-integrable solu

tions to (6.12a) are W~(~~2,k(()) [Eq. (6. 14a)) and w~li~2,k(()) [Ect. 
(6.15a)] at each of the P-chart endpoints. They represent the 
same solution only when - k, - k2 + k is zero or a positive 
integer, and this determines through (6.6) that only discrete
series SAIR's appear in the reduction of D ;:; XD k: . The 
hypergeometric function in the solution is a polynomial in 
sin2

(), and is easily converted into a Jacobi polynomial (Ref. 

19, Eq. 15.4.6)P~~;' ~2:: -"(cos2()), mUltiplied by powers of 
cos () and sin () as required to provide an orthogonal set of 
solutions. 

When k I and/or k2 lie on the exceptional interval (0,1), 
the strong barrier at () = 11'/2 and/or 0 becomes a weak bar
rier/well, and any linear combination of W~ii:)'k(()) and 
w~l;;rk(()) [N indicating the end point at which such a weak 

I 

, 

/ 
\ ) 

'-., 

----- () 

0 '1f/2 

FIG. 3. Ptischl-Teller potential of the first kind for the coupling of 
D + X D +. The "energy levels" represent the direct summands in the 
product. 

singularity occurs] would provide square-integrable solu
tions, thereby destroying the unique quantization of k. 
Equation (6.6), however. fixes the self-adjoint extension of 
the operators and hence the spectrum of the POschl-Teller 
Schrooinger equation to k = k I + k2 + n, nEZ +. For all 
k > 0, hence, the solution vanishes at the end points, and its 
derivative is square integrable. The proper normalization 
constants for the solutions are easily found (Ref. 19, Eq. 
22.2.1), and the rest of the program proceeds through (6.19) 
and (6.20a). 

7.2: TheCGC's for D + XD + -D + can be thus written 
as 

C (kl' k2 1 ;k 1 ) = c5( p~ /2 + p~ /2 - p2 /2lPZ"k'P~lt, - Ip~k, - Ipi - 2k, -lk,p ~~ k, ~2t,' - 1'( [p~ _ pi ]/ p2) 
+ loP" + oP2; + oP 

[
k + k - k k + k + k - 1 ] = c5( p~ /2 + p~ /2 - p2/2)cZ"k'Prk, - Ip~k, - Ipl -lk, - 2k,F I 2 '1

2k2 
2 ;p~ / p2 , (7.1a) 

where the normalization coefficients are 

pZ"k, = [2(2k - I)F(kl + k2 + k - l)r( - k, - k2 + k + 1) ]I/2, 
F(k, - k2 + klF( - k, +k2 + k) 

(7.1b) 

CZ"k, = _1_ [2(2k - l)r( - k, + k2 + k )F(k, + k2 + k - 1)]112, 
F(2k2) F(k, - k2 + k)F( - k, - k2 + k + 1) 

(7. Ie) 

and where the range of the coupled SAIR's is 

k=k, +k2+n, nEZ+. (7.1d) 

Note that if we set k, and k2 to be! or~, we obtain the 
D 0+ XD 0+ coupling coefficients (2.18). 

For the D - XD - coupling the developments are the 
same, except that now 0"1 = - 1 = 0"2 and hence 0" = - 1, 
so we are in theP - -chart. Through (6.21) we obtain cac's 
identical to the above ones. 

VIII. THE COUPLING D+ X D-

The coupling of a positive and a negative discrete SAIR 
follows the general pattern of Sec. III. Here, the decomposi-
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I 

tion yields a direct integral of continuous nonexceptional 
representations plus, depending on whether k, > k2 or 
k 1 < k 2, a finite sum of positive or nelative discrete-series 
SAIR.'s. 

8.1: As now 0"1 = + 1 and 0"2 = - 1 we have functions 
with support on the lower-right quadrant of Fig, 2, i.e., on 
the union of the H ; and H ~ coordinate charts. Further
more, depending on whether PI >P2 or PI <P2. the support 
lies entirely within one or the other. We have thus to satisfy 
Eqs. (6. 12b) or (6.12c) separately. These are two SchrOdinger 
equations for Poschl-Teller potentials of the second kind, 
shown in Fig. 4. The singularity coefficient at the origin of 
the equation belonging to the 0" = + 1 chart depends on k2' 
and that of the 0" = - 1 chart, on k I' When kj ;;> 1, as in the 
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figures, the potential has a strong barrier at the origin. When 
one or both kj lie on the exceptional interval, one or both of 
the two equations will present a weak barrier/well at the 
origin. In every case, a continuum of "free" generalized ei
genfunctions exists. 

When kl > k2 > ~ (Fig. 4), there is a minimum in the 
U = + 1 chart potential. When this happens, the quantum 
system exhibits a finite number of bound states. When either 
k2<~(foru= + l)orkl<~(foru= -l),theminimum 
shifts into the weak well at the origin, which continues, nev
ertheless, to have a finite number of bound states. The "nega
tive-energy" bound states correspond to discrete-series 
coupled functions since their eigenvalue under J _, i.e., 
up2/2, is purely positive (k I > k2) or purely negative (k I < k2), 
telling us they belong to the D k+ or D k- SAIR's respective
ly. When kl = k2, the H:; and H : chart equations are 
identical. No minima exist. In the continuum, the "energy" 
eigenvalue in (6.Sb) and (6.Sc) is positive, i.e., - (2k - 1)2>0 
so that the coupled states built with these solutions belong to 
the continuous nonexceptional series k = (1 + iK)/2, K> O. 
The zero eigenvalue will be subject to further scrutiny. 

8.2: We begin with the coupling to the continuous series 
in theH :; chart,PI >P2' The solutions w~(O~,·k(O) in (6. 13b)
(6. 14a) are the appropriate ones, for they vanish at the origin 
when k2> 1 and have locally ,2"2 derivatives when k2 lies in 
the exceptional interval, as required by the function domain 
of the operators. Since these solutions oscillate at infinity, 
the Dirac-normalization constant may be obtained through 
a process parallel to (4.9), so that (6.17) may be satisfied. The 
rest of the program follows through (6.19) and (6.20b). 

The CGC's for the D + XD - -+C coupling are thus 

C> (k l, k2 :Ek )=8(P712-pi/2-p2/2) 
+ 1,p., - 1,p2, + 1,p 

X c~,·k'pik, - .pik, - 2p. - 2k, - 2k, 

XF[k. + k2 -- k,kl + k2 + k - 1 ; -pi/p2), (S.la) 
2k2 

where we have indicated thatp. >P2 through the" >" subin
dex, which will be henceforth used for similar cases, and 
where 

C~,·k2 = [1Tr (2k2)] - • 
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X[Ksinh1TKr(k. +k2 -k)r( -kl +k2 +k) 
Xr(k. + k2 + k - 1)r( - k. + k2 - k + 1W'2. 

(S.lb) 
I 
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As usual, we have used k = (1 + iK)/2 and we imply that 

E=EI + E2==kl - k2 (mod 1). (S.2) 

We remind the reader that, for the discrete series, as detailed 
in Sec. VI, EI=k. (mod 1) in D k-+; and E2= - k2 (mod 1) in 
D k~ . The sign is irrelevant only when the E/S are 0 and/or!. 
Finally, if we set kto k2 =! or ~ in (8.1), we reproduce exactly 
the CGC's for the coupling of two oscillator representations 
given in (4.11). 

When PI <P2 we are in the H : -chart with u = - 1. 
This case leads to a similar differential equation-(6.12b) vs 
(6. 12c)- with k. and k2 exchanged, as well asPI andp2-
(6.13b) vs (6. 13c)-in all the ensuing developments. We thus 
find immediately 

C (k l, k2 ;Ek ) 
< + 1,p1' - 1,p2; - 1,p 

= C (k2, k. ;Ek ) . 
> + 1,p2' - 1,p.; + 1,p 

(8.3) 

8.3: We turn finally to the discrete series present in the 
decompositionofD + XD -. Consider first k. > k2, when the 
potential has a minimum in the H :; -chart, as in Fig. 4(a). 
There is a unique self-adjoint extension of the operator in 
(6.12b) determined by (8.2) and, consequently, unique quan
tization. Analysis of the asymptotic form of the solution in 
(6. 13b)-(6.14a) shows that w~('6~,·k(O) decays exponentially 
for k = kl - k2, kl - k2 - 1, .. · >! (i.e., down to 1 or ~ when 
kl - k2 is an integer or half-integer). When k = ! (i.e., for 
kl - k2 half-integer) w~(O~,·k(O) tends asymptotically to a 
constant and hence is not in ,2"2(R +). We conclude that a 
finite number of discrete representations occur for this range 
of values of k. Since u = + 1 in theH :; -chart, and no corre
sponding bound states appear for u = - 1 in the H :; -chart, 
we confirm (S.2) in that the representations belong to the 
D + -series. The bound and free states in the H :; -chart are 
orthogonal. A Kummer transformation on (6. 13b)-(6. 14a) 
for k - k. + k2 = - n, nEZ + , informs us that the hyper
geometric function is a Jacobi polynomial of degree n in 
- sinh20, Oe[O, 00). We may use Bargmann's hint [Ref. 1, 

Eq. (10.26)] to evaluate the proper normalization coefficient 
and finally express the resulting series in terms of a Jacobi 
polynomial in 1 - 2tanhOe[ - 1,1]. We follow with (6.19) 
and (6.20b). 

The CGC's for the D + XD - -+D + coupling are thus 

(8.4a) 

(S.4b) 

(S.4c) 

(S.4d) 
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a () 

b () 

o 

FIG. 4. Poschl-Teller potentials ofthe second kind representing the cou
pling D + XD - in (al the H ;; chart and (bl the H ~ chart. The arrows 
indicate the coupling to the continuous series, while the discrete levels in (al 
indicate the discrete-series summands in the coupling (a finite setl. 

The powers and hypergeometric function in (S.4a) and (S.Ia) 
are the same, as can be seen through a Kummer transforma
tion. The normalization coefficients are different, however. 

When kl < k2' the "bound states" appear in the H ~
chart, with a = - 1, and the same arguments which we 
used for (S.3) apply here. We thus conclude that the D k

SAIR's occur with CGC's related to the above through 

(
kl' k2 ;k ) 

C < + 1,p1' _ 1,p2; - 1,p 

_ C (k2' kl ;k ) kl < k 2. (S.5) 
- > + I,p2' - 1,p1; + 1,p , 

8.4: We would like to clarify now the appearance of the 
k = !SAIR'sintheD + XD - coupling. They did not appear, 
we saw, among the "bound states" producing (S.4). The nor
malization coefficient (S.lb) appears to be zero when 
k = (I + ;'(')12, K-<J; there is a cancelling pole, however, 
when either kl + k2 =! or when kl - k2 =! [the 
kl - k2 = -! case appears through (S.3)]. The former case 
applied to both a-charts exhibiting e==E I + E2==kl - k2 
(mod 1), EE( - !,!), while the latter cases exhibit E = ! for 
0'= + 1 only and E = -! for a = - 1 only. Hence 
k I + k2 = ! represents a nonzero coupling to the continuous 
series C r/4 for EE( - M) (belonging to the continuum of Fig. 
4), while kl - kz = !, a coupling to D 1~2 belonging to the 
discrete series. The latter appeared, we recall, in D ~+ X D ~
of Sec. IV. 

IX. THE COUPLING !!fl X ~ 

The analysis of the coupling of one discrete- and one 
continuous-series representation requires a more careful 
analysis: it involves three of the charts in Fig. 2, two of them 
joined as described briefly in Sec. VI. 

9.1: WeanaIyzefirst theD + X Crf case, where 0'1 = + 1 
and 0'2 = ± 1, so the relevant portion of Fig. 2 is the right 
half-plane constituted by the P + -, H ;; -, and H ~ -charts. 
The r I = 0 axis carries a strong potential barrier (for k I> 1) or 
a weak barrier/well (for 0 < kl < 1) in the associated Poschl-
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Teller potentials; the r2 = 0 axis carries a similar singularity 
depending on k2 : a strong well for k 2EC and a weak barrier/ 
well for k2eE. 

As described in Sec. VI solutions in the P + - and 
H ;; -charts must join through the cancellation of the bound
ary Wronskians, while the solutions in the H ~ -chart re
main disconnected, as shown in Fig. 5. 

92: We treat first the latter case [Fig. 5(a), where the 
H ~ coordinates are (6.Sc), the inner product is (6.lOc), and 
the Poschl-Teller potential is (6.12c), exhibiting only "free

state" solutions w~t~~"k(O ) given by positive - (2k - 2)2> 0, 
which represent couplings to the C-series and vanish, or are 
locally ,yz at the origin]. These elements and boundary con
ditions were present in the derivation of the D + X D - cou
pling in the same H ~ -chart, in the last section. The result, 
Eq. (S.3), yields theD + X Crf .... C CGC's, which we write ex
plicitlyas 

C < (kl' E2,k2 :E,k ) = ~(PU2 _ p~/2 + p2/2) 
+ l,pp - I,p2' - I,p 

k"k, 2k, - I 2k2 - I - 2k, - 2k2 + I 
XCk PI P2 P 

[
kl + k2 - k,kl + k2 + k - 1. _ 2 I 2] (9 1 ) XF , PIIP , .a 

2kl 
c:"k, = [1rr (2k l )] -I [K sinh 1rK 

Xr(kl +k2 -k)r(kl -k2 +k)r(kl +k2 +k-l) 

Xr(kl - k2 - k + Ilf/2, (9.Ib) 

E=E I + E2==kl + E2 (mod 1), (9.1c) 
where again k = (1 + iK)/2, but with the addendum that 
k2 = (1 + iK2)12 for k2EC or k2 = (1 + K2)/2,0 <K2 < 1 for 
kzeE [thus Ez in (9.1c) replaces k2 in (S.le).] The normaliza
tion coefficient (9.1b) is, of course, real. 

9.3: The new feature which the!!fl X Crf coupling intro
duces over previous cases is the form ofthe solution in the 
a = + 1 region, constituted by the union of the P + - and 
H ;; -charts. The inner product will contain the first two 
summands in (6. lOa), where the coupled states will have one 
form in each chart, eigenfunctions of the Casimir operator, 
itself having forms (6.9a) and (6.9b) in each of the two charts, 

a () 

1 
1 
.1 

b () ~ (J 0 
.Y2. 

/ 

p' \ 
/ 

: { 

II 

FIG. S. The fP X'?f coupling in (al the H ~ chart and (bl in the region 
composed of the P + and H ;- charts. The former contains only coupling to 
the continuous series, while the latter includes both continuous and discrete 
series. 
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with a single eigenvalue k (1 - k ). 
The two Poschl-Teller potentials are shown in Fig. 5(b). 

They do not join, but the two parts of the figure have only 
been placed so that the boundary Wronskians at adjacent 
points are indicated to cancel [see Eq. (9.4) ahead]. We shall 
consider first the D + X C(,f ----+D + coupling to the discrete se
ries, which corresponds to bound ("negative-energy") states 
in the H ;- -chart potential, joined with a "positive-energy" 
state in the P + -chart potential, due to the difference in the 
sign of the right-hand side of (6.12). The barrier due to the 
D k; factor closes the system from the left, while on the right 
the potential rises exponentially to zero. A strong well or 
weak barrier Iwell due to the C:

2 
factor lies at the join of the 

two regions. The cases when kl and/or k2lie in the excep
tional interval are important, but constitute minor modifica
tions of the basic construction. In the H ;- -chart, the rising 
potential imposes one constraint and reduces the solution 

there to bel::>(()) = C:>W~t~)'k(()), with an as yet undeter

mined constant C: > . A second constraint in the P + -chart 
comes from square-integrability at ()p = 0, and similarly for 
the derivative, reducing the solution there to/f(()) = C f 

k"k2,k(()) . h h C P 
Will) , WIt anot er constant k' 

The inner product (6.1S) of such two-chart functions, 
corresponding to eigenvalues k (1 - k ) and 1(1 - I) can be 
evaluated, as was done in (5.S), in terms ofthe boundary 
Wronskians: 

(lk,It)?- = (/{J/\ + (/:>J~»h 
= [4(k + 1- 1)(1- k)] -I [Cf*CfW(w~,~)mw;'ld 1~/2 

C H>*CH>W( k* / ) 100 ] (9.2) - k / W 2{00 I'W21 00) 0 • 

This expression should equalok,/, and thus it must be zero 
for k i= I; the two nonzero boundary values at () P = 0 and 
() H = 0 musttherefore be equal in order to cancel. The rela
tiv; minus sign between the Wronskians is due to the sign 
difference in the eigenvalue in (6.12), Since (Ref. 19, Eq. 
15.3.6) 
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k"k"k(() ) _ A k"k"k(()) + A- k"k2'k(() ) 
Will) - kWl(O) kW2(0)' 

Ak = F(2ktlr( - 2k2 + 1)IF(kl - k2 + k) 

XF(kl - k2 - k + 1), 

Ak = Ak (k2++1 - k2), 
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(9.3a) 

(9.3b) 

and (Ref. 19, Eq. 15.3,7) 

W~i';';)'k(()) = BkW~io~,·k(()) + BkW~i'6~"k(()), (9.4a) 

Bk = F(2k )F( - 2k2 + I)1F(kl - k2 + k) 

X F ( - k I - k2 + k + I), 
Bk = B k (k2++ 1 - k2), (9.4b) 

we may evaluate the boundary Wronskians explicitly. We 
note that for k 2EC the two summands in (S.3a) are complex 
conjugates, and similarly in (8.4a), while for kEE they are all 
real. One obtains thus 

k / --
W(wII~) ,Will) )1 0 •• 0 + = 2(2k2 - I)(AkA, - AkA/), (9.5a) 

p 

k / --
W(W21~),W2100)) 10", ->0' = 2(2kz - I)(BkB, - BkB/). 

(9.5b) 

When the ratio ofthe latter two is asked to factor into 

(C f I C: . ). (C f I C~·), one finds that this does not generally 
happen. The requirement may be imposed only when k - 1 is 
an integer. The domain restriction (9.1c) implies then that 
k = E,E + I,E + 2, ... and similarly for I. Hence, one finds 

CUC:> = 1T- I [sin1T(k2 + E2)sin 1T(k2 - E2W/2 

XF(2krIF(2k)F(kl +k2-k) 

XF(kl - k2 - k + 1). (9.6) 

From (9.lc), this ratio is real. We also note the close resem
blance between the radicands in (9.6) and in (5.9). Indeed. it 
tells us that when k2EE is such that ± E2-+k2• the ratio (9.3) 
develops a zero or a pole, so that the P- and H> -function 
pieces become independent and reduce each to the D + X D + 

or D + XD - couplings seen in Sees. VII and VIII. 
The last step is to normalize the function/k so that 

(/kJk); = 1. This is done on (9.2) in the manner of(3.14), 
which essentially reduces to obtaining the derivative of the 
two boundary terms with respect to 1 and valuate at 1 = k. 
(The boundary terms cancel for k - I integer, but lead sepa
rate lives for all other I - k; hence the derivative of the 
boundary term difference is not zero.) The resulting f/; func
tions combine to form trigonometric ones, and the result 
simplifies drastically. Use of(6.20a) or (6.20b) for the corre
sponding chart leads to the CGC's as in (6.19). 

The CGC's for the D + X C(J ----+D + coupling are thus 

(9.7a) 

(9.7b) 

(9.Sa) 

(9.Sb) 
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where it is implied that (8.1c) holds, and the subscript" > "of 
the CGC menas that PI >P2' 

9.4: It should be noted that for a > k2 > 1 the Casimir 
operator Q has a negative spectrum k (1 - k ) and nonvanish
ing "wavefunctions," even though the Poschl-Teller poten
tial in the H :; -chart [Fig. 5(b)] is purely positive. Of course, 
the joined P + -chart must also be considered, but this remark 
only underlines the fact that a physicist's intuition on Schro
dinger equation solutions may go astray for two- and three
chart such operators. 

In contradistinction to the matching of solutions in 
Schrodinger equations with finite discontinuous potentials, 
where the two sides of a single wavefunction and its deriva
tive across the discontinuity are made equal, here we must 
only cancel the boundary Wronskians of a pair of functions 
on two charts. The functions themselves at 0-0+ behave as 
AkO 112 + iK, + AkO 112 - iK" iK2 = 2k2 - 1. They are real, tend 
to zero, but their derivative is not defined at the boundary. 
The boundary is thus not simply a point where the potential 
has a discontinuity/singularity as Figs. 2 and 5(b) might sug
gest at first sight. 

9.5: We now examine the next case: the D + X C(f--C 
coupling to a continuous-series representation. The proper 
function on the P + -chart continues to be w7ii~,·k(O), with 
boundary Wronskian (9.5a). In the H :; -chart, however, we 
may have any linear combination of Wk"k"k(O ) and Wk •. k,.k(O ). I( "") 2(00)' 

I 

the former behaves asymptotically as exp(iKO ) and the latter 
as exp( - iKO ). It can be verified that when the solution fam
ily is taken in the linear combination 

1:>(0) = CkW~(';!rk(O) + crw~(,;!),k(O), cr = CI _ k 

(9.9a) 

[the second summand being the complex conjugate of the 
first: see Eq. (6. 16b)], the Wronskian of any pair offunctions 

I: >, I~ > in the family behaves asymptotically as the Four
ier transform Dirichlet kernel, representing 21TICk 12 
X [t5(A - K) + t5(A + k I]. This is analogous to (4.9) and pro
vides the Dirac normalization. 

The cancellation of the pair's Wronskian at OH> -0 
with the companion P-chart Wronskian (9.5a) over a con
tinuousrangeofk and/requires thatl:> (0 ) have, in terms of 
solutions around zero, the real form 

1:'(0) = aAkw~(·6~,·k(0) + a-IAkw~('6~,·k(O), (9.9b) 

with a an as-yet free parameter, independent of k, subject 
only to the restriction 1 a 1 = 1 for k2EC and a = a* for k2EE. 
This freedom is allowed since the boundary Wronskian [Eq. 
(9.5b) with Bk-aAk and iik-a-IAk] is quadratic in the 
coefficients of (9. 9b) and independent of a. We may write the 
coefficients Ck in (9.9a) in terms of those in (9.9b) through 
(Ref. 19, Eq. 15.3.7) 

r(2k-l)F(2kl) [Sin1T(k-kd a+a- I cos1T(k-kl) a-

2

a- I ]. 
Ck =Cr k = +--.;......-~----

- r(kl - k2 + k )F(k l + k2 + k - 1) sin 1Tk2 2 cos 1Tk2 
(9. lOa) 

The condition to fix a turns out to be the necessary orthogonality between the continuous-k "free" generalized eigenstates and 
the discrete-k "bound" eigenstates seen before. Indeed, the Wronskians of two functions, each in one family, at Op = 0 and 
o H > = 0, cancel only when 

a = [sin 1T(k2 - E2)/sin 1T(k2 + E2j]1f2. (9. lOb) 

Replacing this into (9. lOa) and taking (9.1c) into account, we find the proper normalization constants for the two-chart 
functions. Finally, we use (6.19) with (6.20a) and (6.20b) for the rest of the process. 

The CGC's for the D + X 'C --C coupling are thus 

C (kl' E2,k2 ;E,k ) = t5(p2/2 + 2/2 _ 2/2)Ck,.k2 2k, - 1 2k2 - I - 2k, - 2k2 + I 

+ 1,p.,+1,p2;+ l,p 1 P2 P k,PPI P2 P 

[
kl + k2 - k,kl + k2 + k - 1 ] 

x.F ;p2/p2 
2kl I, 

C~~:2= [17P(2kl)]-1[!Ksinh1TKr(kl +k2 -k)r(kl -k2 +k)F(kl +k2 +k-l)r(kl -k2 -k+ 1)] 
X sin 1T(k2 + E2 )sin 1T(k2 - E2 )/sin 1T(k + E)sin 1T(k - E)] 1/2, 

and 

(
kl' E2,k2 ;E,k ) 

C> 1 l' 1 =o(Pf!2 -pV2 _p2/2) 
+ 'PP- ,P2, + ,P 

X k,.k2 2k, - I 2k2 - I - 2k, - 2k2 + IF I 2 'I 2 • 2; 2 (k 1 k) 
{ [

k + k - k k + k + k - 1] } 
Ck.HPI P2 P 2k2 ,-P2P + 2++ - 2 , 

k,.k2_( l)k,-E, r(2k-l) [I . h r(kl +k2 -k)r(kl -k2 -k+ 1) sin1T(k-E)]1I2 
CkH - - ¥"sm 1TK , 

. 1T r(kl-k2+k)r(kl +k2+k-l) sin1T(k+E) 

I 

(9.1la) 

(9.l1b) 

(9.12a) 

(9.12b) 

where, again, (9.lc) is implied. 
The expressions for the r = 1 CGC's follow from (6.21). 
9.6: We have given in some detail the considerations 

which allowed the introduction of the parameter a in (9.9b). 
Some further remarks may place its origin in a different con
text: The CGC's are being found, basically, as the solutions 
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to a single differential equation [Eqs. (6.12)] written in terms 
of a single complex variable e [Eqs. (6.13)] along three line 
segments in the complex plane. The two-chart D + X CrfJ cou
pling seen in this section requires the two segments [0,11"/2] 
and [O,f 00 ) which meet at e = 0, at the common boundary 
suggested by Figs. 2 and 5(b). The potential barrier at e = 0 P 

= 11"/2 fixes the solution to be w~li~2.k(e). Ifwe take seriously 
the idea of analytic continuation of the solutions from one 
chart to another, through the L-shaped contour in the com
plex e-plane (thus automatically cancelling boundary 
Wronskians), the same w~i'i~2.k(e) solution ought to continue 
into theH > region up along the contour. As was pointed out 
after Eqs. (6.14)-(6.16), however, w~I'i~2.k(e), €JEiR + lies 
along the branch cut of the hypergeometric function, namely 
[1,00). Moreover, as a closer examination will reveal, al
though our solution (9.9) on the H> -chart has the appropri
ate coefficients to reconstitute precisely W~(i~·k(i8), the rela
tive constant phase factor is undetermined insofar as the 
Riemann sheet of the function is not specified. Finally, as 
one can again verify, if we choose anyone Riemann sheet, 
the obtained W~I'i~2,k(iO ) will not exhibit the appropriate 
asymptotic behavior (9.9a) to allow for Dirac orthonormali
zation of the function set, Through linear combinations of 
the functions on various sheets, nevertheless, we can pro
duce this behavior. This freedom in the choice is equivalent 
to the introduction of the constant a in (9.9). We may con
clude that this parametrized multivaluation of the two-chart 
Poschl-Teller eigenfunctions is a feature associated with the 
branch cut of the Gauss hypergeometric function. The prop
er value of a was found in (9 . lOb) through the requirement of 
orthogonality between the discrete and continuous spectrum 
eigenfunctions. 

These considerations will apply to all cases in the next 
section-involving three charts. 

X. THE COUPLING CrfJ X CrfJ 

This section examines the coupling of two continuous 
series SAIR's to SAIR's belonging to the discrete, continu
ous and-if both factor SAIR's are exceptional-a single 
SAIR of the exceptional continuous series. 

10.1: When two continuous-series SAIR's couple, as 
both a l and a2 may be ± 1, all six charts of Fig. 2 enter into 
the picture; three of them in the upper-right half-plane for 
the total a = 1, and three in the lower-left half-plane for total 
a = - 1. In each case, the H < , P-, and H> -charts involve 
strongly welled (and/or weakly barriered/welled) Poschl
Teller potentials of the first and second kind, as shown in 
Fig. 6. The total Casimir operator eigenfunctions have three 
forms, one in each chart. Under the total inner product [Eqs. 
(6.18) with either a = + lor a = - 1] the solutions should 
be orthonormal, in the ordinary or generalized sense, ac
cording to whether the coupling is made into the iiJ or CrfJ 
SAIR's, corresponding respectively to bound or free states of 
the H-chart potentials. Furthermore, they must be mutually 
orthogonal. 

102: Again, we consider first the coupling 'Tfi X CrfJ -iiJ 
to the discrete series SAIR's, where - (2k - 1)2";0 corre-
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FIG. 6. The 'tf X (Iff coupling in the region composed of the H : , p +, and 
H .; charts. Both continuous- and discrete-series summands are obtained. 

spond to the "bound" states of Fig. 6. The asymptotic behav
ior of a normalizable solutionh must be the exponentially 

decreasing w~t~)'k (OH> ) in the H> -chart, and similarly for 
the H < -chart. Keeping (6.16c) in mind, we set 

1:>(8) = C:>w~i~)'k(8), 1:«8) = C:<w~~)·k(8), 
(10.1) 

and leave 1 {(8) free and subject to adjustment so that, in 

(fk>J;)~ = (f:<,J7<)h + (I{,J/Jp + (f:>,J7»h 

= [4(k+l-l)(k-l)]-I[c:<·c7<W(w~::)'k·,w~f::),I) to 
- W(I p$ 1 PI I rrl2 + C H>·C H> W(Wk,.k2.k$ Wk,.k2,/) 1 00 ] 
- - k, I 10k I 2(00)' 2(00) 0 , 

(10.2) 
the "adjoining" Wronskian boundary values [at 8H < = 0, 
8p = 11"12 and at Op = 0, 8H = 0, as suggested by Fig. 6] 
cancel. At 8H -00 and 8H '-00 they vanish exponentially 

< , 

due to the solution choice. 
The condition of pairwise Wronskian cancellation 

should provide the expression fori {( 0 ) in terms of W:t~(·k( 0 ) 
kkk hI' ffi' . or of w":jl( (8), n,m = 1,2, t ere atlve cae Clent ratio 

among the solutions in the three charts, and the quantization 
condition (k - I integer). It will be observed that the branch 
cut of the hypergeometricfunctions in w:i~),k(e), n = 1,2, as 
given by (5.16) now falls on the P-chart 8 range. For this 
reason we may expect, as in the iiJ X 'Tfi -CrfJ case ofthe last 
section, certain multi valuation features for the solution 
functions in this interval. 

We proceed as in the last section, exploring the behavior 
k k k 8 ,1'\+ Th" . ofthe fixed functions w2i;,,)' (8) near H> --..v. IS is given 

by B J: 0 2k2 - 112 + jj J: 8 -- 2k2 + 312, where B J: and jj J: 
= B J: (k2~ 1 - k2) are found from the z~ liz linear trans

formation formulas (Ref. 19, Eq. 15.3.7) between Gauss 
functions, and given in (9.4b) as Bk • When k 2EC, the second 
summand is the complex conjugate of the first, while when 
k2EE they are both real. The boundary Wronskian is given in 
(9.5b). A similar expression holds for the function in the 
H < -chart, with kl and k2 exchanged, and ~fficients which 
we shall denote by B k = B J: (kl~k2) and B k = 
B k (k 1+-+1 - k). We may now write the general solution in 
P-chart as 

f{(O) Q B > k,.k2.k(O) + {3- B- > k,.k,.k(8 ) = Pk k w1(O) k k W 2IO) 

B < k,.k2.k(O) + - B- < k,.k"k(O ) = rk k wJ(ll rk k W2(1 ) , (10.3) 
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which lead to real I tt() ) when Pk = /3 r for k2eC or /3k, Pk 
real for k2eE. The expressions of w~(o) (()) in terms ofthe 
w~l)(()) leads to the following relation between the y's and 
the/3's: 

Yk = [sin 217"k2] -1 [/3ksin 1T(kl - k2 + k) 

+ Pksin 1T(k l + k2 + k)], (lOA) 

and Yk given by the above expression exchanging 
kl++1 - k l • For k 1eC, Yk = 11 while for k 1eEboth Yk and 
Y k are real, i.e., the y's have the same properties as the /3 's 
only exchanging kl and k2. 

Now, the boundary value of W(f :*,f/) at ()p-+o+ 
may equal that of W(w~i"co"w~(co,) at ()H -+0+ only when 
Pk131 = /3kPI for all values of k and 1 in;' discrete range. The 

normalization constants in (10.1) will then relate as C ~ ~ 
= If:JkPk)1I2. The same statement holds true at ()p~1T12-

- - H - liZ and ()H< -+0: YkYI = YkYI and C k < = (YkYd . If the con-
ditions on the /3 's and the y's are to hold simultaneously, the 
relation (10.4) implies that k -I must be an integer, i.e., 
k = £ + n, "neZ + , are the allowed values of the spectrum, 
withE=E I + Ez (mod 1) as given by (6.6). The overall norma
lization of the three-chart functions Ik' ke9 , then follows 

where the subscript ~ implies thatpl~2' 
The CGC's for the C(j X C(j ~D - coupling are obtained 

through (6.21) from the above expressions. 

I 

10.3: There is one exceptional solution (1O.1HIO.3) 
which falls outside the limitations of our previous quantiza
tion of keD, and this is obtained when B k = 0 = B { due to 
a pole of one of the r functions in (9Ab) at the value 

k = ko = k I + kz - 1. (10.10) 

This solution is hence present only when two exceptional 
continuous SAIR's are coupled to a total k. Since 
£ = El + Ez is in general different from ± ko, we conclude 
that it belongs to the exceptional continuous type ofSAIR's. 
It is thus only present when! < ko < 1, i.e., for ~ < k) + k2 < 2 
or, for"L = (1 + .!5 )/2, 2 < K I + Kz < 2. In that case, lJ k:. 
= 1 = B:;' and Bico = Ylco is an arbitrary constant. In fact, 
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from (10.1) upon letting I~k, and reasoning in analogy with 
(3.14). It yields 

(/k,ft)?-

= [2(2k - 1)] -I [(2k2 - 1)B: lJ :/3kPkaklnlf:JkIPk) 

+(2kl-1)B{lJ{rkYkakln(rkIYd]. (10.5) 

It should be noted that one choice of /3 's (and corresponding 
y's) is 

13k = sin 1T(k2 + E2)} {rk = sin 1T([k l + £.1 + [k - E]) 
- <=> -13k = sin 1T(kz - E2) rk = sin 1T([k l - Ed - [k - E]). 

(10.6) 
The required orthogonality oflk , ke9, withft, le~, as will 
be seen below, further restricts 13k IPk and rklYk to be con
stants independent of k (for k = E + n, neZ +). The choice 
(10.6) turns out thus to be essentially unique-up to con
stants which are compensated by normalization-for the 
orthogonality of the full eigenfunction set. 

Incorporating (10.6) into (10.5) and into the constants in 
(1O.1a) and (10.3), we find the CGC's of the C(j X ~ ~D + 

coupling through (6.15), (6.19), and (6.20). The results are, 
for the po, H> -, and H < -charts, 

(1O.7a) 

(1O.7b) 

(1O.8a) 

(1O.8b) 

(10.9) 

since one of the upper parameters of the Gauss function is 
zero, the nonnormalized solution is simply 

I" (@)=Ck .. k'lcos@ 1-2k,+312lsin@ 1-2k,+3/2 JI<" ko.c C c, 
(10.11) 

valid in the three charts C = H < ,P, H> with @c as in (6.13). 
The ratio of the normalization coefficients C Z~:? in each pair 
of "adjoining" charts may be found through requiring that it 
be orthogonal to any other Ik' keD. This requirement leads 
to 

Cko.HJCko.P = If:Jk/Pk)I/Z, CkoHJCIco•P = (rk1rk))/Z, 

(10.12) 

which in tum demands that 13kliik, k = E + n, neZ +, be 
independent of k - E, or a periodic function of k with period 
unity. This property is satisfied by (10.6). The norm of the 
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exceptional-series state may not be calculated through (10.5) 
since the process l-ko is invalid here [it would give a ficti
cious infinite norm to the exceptional state (10.11 )). It may be 
obtained directly, however. Once the normalized solution is 
found, the rest of the program follows. 

The CGC's for the coupling E X E_E are thus found: 

C (EI,kl' E2,k2;E,ko ) = 8(1"1 pV2 + 1"2P~/2 _ p2/2) 
1"1,p1' 1"2,p2; + l,p 

(lO.13a) 

where we have written an expression valid for all three 
charts; the normalization coefficient is 

C~:,:~ = (21T)1/2(r( - 2kl + 2)F( - 2k2 + 2)r(2ko - I) 

X [sin 1T(2kl - I)sin 1T(kl - E.)sin 1T(k2 + E2) 

+ sin 1T(2k2 - l)sin 1T(kl + E.)sin 1T(k2 - E2) 

+ sin 1T(2ko - I )sin 1T(k I - E I)sin 1T(k2 - E2)J] -1/2. 

(lO.13b) 

For total 1" = - I, (6.21) may be used. 
10.4: The last case to be analyzed pertains to the cou

pling of two continuous-series SAIR's to SAIR's in the con
tinuous series. Corresponding to each eigenvalue 
- (2k - 1)2> 0, there are two independent generalized solu

tions to the eigenvalue problem. The solution functionsfk 
may be given the following forms in each of the three charts: 

f~>(O) = G k,'Pw7i~l'k(0) + G k,'PW~i~rk(O) 
= a D Wk"k,.k(O) + a - Ifj Wk,.k,.k(O) (1O.14a) 

> k.'P 110) > k.'P 2100) , 

f P(O) = D Wk,.k,.k(f) ) + fj Wk"k,.k(O) 
k k.'P 110) k.'P 2(0) 

- m wk,.k,.k(f)) + m - IWk,.k,.k(O) 
- Tk 1(1) T k 211} , (1O.14b) 

f~«f)) = a < qJkw710~,·k(f)) + a:: IqJ k- IW~IO~,·k(O), 

= G ~'PW7(~i'k(0) + G ~'PW~I~i'k(f)). (10.14c) 

Our starting point will be the "common" boundary 
between the H < - and P-charts in Fig. 6, where we propose 
f ((O) in (9. 14b) to be a linear combination of the two solu

tions w~t;~2.k(0), n = 1,2, with a free parameter qJk' The 
choice of real solutions requires that IqJk I = I when klEC 
and qJk = qJ t when klEE. All other coefficients in (9.14) ex
cept the a's are to depend on the choice of qJk' When klEE is 
such that ± E .--+k I' the D X C(J coupling of the last section 
will be recovered in the limit qJk _ 00 (the overall normaliza
tion constant will ensure that only the W~(I) term ~anishes, 
with no other singularity present). The Dk.'P and Dk.'P are 
uniquely determined in terms of qJ k through the z..,..l - z 
transformations ofthe Gauss functions as in (9.3) and its 
k l..,..1 - kl replacement. Givenfr(f)) at 0 = 0 and 1T12, the 

forms (1O.14a)-(1O.14c) off~>(O) and F~ «0) atf~ «0) at 
OH = 0 and f)H = 0 are determined up to coefficients a> 

and a < If the bo~ndary Wronskians of any two solutionsfk 
and};, k,/EC are to vanish, the a's must be independent of k 
and I. Their role is thus the analog of the a introduced in 
(9.9b). When kIEC, la< 1= 1, while when k1EE, a< = a~; 
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similar conditions hold for a> in terms of k2 • Now, ortho
gonality offk' kEC to};, lED, requires that a , = (jjk/13d I/2 

- 1/2 . ~ -
and a < = (Yk/yd ,and hence the ratios 13k/13k, Yk/Yk 
mustbeindependentofk (whenk = E + n, nEZ +). This con
dition is compatible with (10.12) and satisfied by (10.6), 
which also exhibits the corresponding reality properties. 
Orthogonality to the exceptional state fko in (10.11) is auto
matically assured. 

The last constants to be determined in terms of qJk are 
the coefficients of the w~(oo)' The z..,..l/z transformation of 
the Gauss functions-the inverse of (9.4) and its k..,..1 - k 
replacement-yields 

G k.'P = [sin 1T(k2 + E2)sin 1T(k2 - E2)]-1/2 

X {sin 1T[ - (k l - Ed + (k - E)] C (k l,k2,k l<Pk 

+ sin 1T[ - (k l + EI) - (k - E)]C(I - k l,k2,k)qJ k- I J, 

G ~'P = [sin 1T(kl + E.)sin 1T(kl - E.))-I/2 

X [sin 1T(kl - EI)C(k l,k2,k )qJk 

+ sin 1T(kl + EI)C(I - k 1,k2 ,k)qJ k 1], 

G- < - G < - (G < )* k.'P - 1 - k.'P - k.'P' 

where 

(1O.15a) 

(1O.15b) 

(1O.16a) 

(1O.16b) 

C(k l ,k2,k) = r(2k l )r(2k - I)/r(kl - k2 + k) 

Xr(k l + k2 + k - I). (10.17) 

The equalities (1O.15b) and (1O.16b) [compare with (9.9a)] are 
the ones which insure that two solutionsfk.'P' };.'P' k,/EC may 
be subject to Dirac normalization though their cross-W rons
kians at f) H _ 00 in the manner of (4.9). The overall normal
ization of(10.14) will then be 

Ck.'P = [21T(I G k.'P1 2 + IG~'P12)]-1/2. (10.18) 

Similarly, two solutionsfk.<p andfk.¢ will be orthogonal when 
the two cross-Wronskians cancel. This happens when qJk 
and 1/1 k are such that 

( 1O.19a) 

A special choice of mutually orthogonal solutions, labeled 
by qJ + and qJ _, may be built demanding 

G < - ± (G > )* k.'P ± - k.'P ± • (1O.19b) 

When the conjugation properties in (10.15) and ( 10.16) are 
used, (1O.19b) yields an algebraic expression for (qJ ± )2. Al
ternatively, (1 0.19a) embodies the Schmidt orthogonaliza
tion process for generalized functions whereby afk.rf may be 
found which is orthogonal to any givenfk.~' For k lEE, final
ly, the choice of f/J-oo yields a preferred C(j X C(j _C CGC 
coefficient, which upon ± E.--+k l , yields the D X C(J_C 
CGC's seen in the last section. 

Unfortunately, when (10.15)-(10.19) are substituted in 
(10.4), no significant algebraic reductions seem to take place 
in the final expressions, which would merit their explicit dis
play. For the C(j X C(j _C coupling we may thus write 
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C'" (EI ,kl , E2,k2; E,k) = 8(p2 /2 _ 2/2 _ 2/2)c 
> 1 + _ 1 . + 1 I P2 P k.", ,pI' ,p2, ,p 

X G > 2k, - I - 2k, + 2k - I - 2k + IF I 2 , I 2 • _ 2; 2 + (k~ 1 _ k) 
{ [

k + k - k k - k - k + 1 ] } 
k.",PI P2 P 2 _ 2k ' P P2 , (lO.20a) 

c'" 1> 1> 2' 2, , = 8(p2/2 + 2/2 _ 2/2)c (
Ek Ek'Ek) 

+ 1 + 1 . + 1 I P2 P k.", ,pI' ,p2, ,p 

{ ( 
2k,-1 2k2-1 -2k,-2k2+IF [k l +k2 -k,kl +k2 +k-l. 2; 2]) + -I(k 1-k)} 

X qJ PI P2 P 2k
l

;P PI qJ I~ I, (lO.20b) 

C'" (EI ,kl , E2,k2; E,k) = 8( _ 2/2 + 2/2 _ 2/2)c 
< _ 1,p1' + 1,p2; + 1,p PI P2 P k.", 

X {G < -2k2+2k-1 2k2-1 -2k+ IF[kl + k2 - k, - kl + k2 - k + 1. _ 2; 2] + (k~1 _ k)} . 
k.",PI P2 P 2 _ 2k ' P PI (lO.2Oc) 

For 7' = - 1, (6.21) may be used. 

XI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The explicit construction of the Clebsch-Gordan coef
ficients for an algebra is but one of a set of related problems 
whose complete elucidation for so(2, 1) is of interest in math
ematical physics. This algebra is, after all, the simplest of all 
noncompact semisimple Lie algebras. The symmetry, com
position, and asymptotic properties of the so(3) CGC's have 
been fruitfully exploited, but their so(2, 1) counterparts have 
not yet received a comparable coverage. Composition prop
erties such as (1.1) entail special-function relations between 
confluent and Gauss hypergeometric functions; the Plan
cherel measure22 and the SO(2, 1) UIR matrix elements23 in 
the parabolic and other bases are known, and now the CGC's 
are available. The same remarks apply for the orthogonality 
and completeness relations for the CGC's, as well as a deeper 
study of their analyticity properties3 with respect to the 
SAIR indices k l,k2,k, extended to indecomposable, finite
dimensional, and other non-self-adjoint representations of 
the algebra. 

CGC's in bases other than the parabolic basis may be 
computed and compared with the existing results. This in
volves integrating the coefficients with the overlap functions 
between the iso(I) basis used here, and the so(l,l) or so(2) 
bases. 23 The former requires a triple Mellin transform of our 
results over PI,P2, andp and summation over the range of 7"s 
to compare with the results of Mukunda and Radhakrish
nan7

; the latter a triple Laguerre and/or Whittaker trans
form to compare with Holman and Biedenharn's work.4 In 
relation with the former-a still practical calculation-~me 
may obtain independently the matrix elements of Sot 3.1) 
and SO(2,2) in various bases. 

Perhaps the nearest task of interest is the analog of Sec. 
V, the study of all common self-adjoint extensions of a sec
ond-order differential operator algebra. as applied to the N
dimensional symplectic algebra sp(2N.R ). The oscillator re
presentation of the latter is well known. 12 and certain special 
cases of the "radiallhyperbolic" reductions 
sp(2rspSp(2r) + sols - t,t) have been subject to scrutiny,24 
in particular sp(4):::::so(3,2). Finally. one may realistically 
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hope that the CG and representation problems for the four
dimensional Lorentz, Poincare, and conformal algebras may 
simplify in their analog of the parabolic basis, as it did here, 
for so(2.1). 
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APPENDIX 

The self-adjoint irreducible representations of the 
three-dimensional Lorentz algebra so(2, 1). with generators 
J I • J2, Jo satisfying the commutation relations (2. It), may be 
classified l

•
25 through the eigenvalue q of the Casimir opera

tor Q = J ~ + J ~ - J ~, and either a "multi valuation" index 
EE( - !.!] or a sign T = ± 1. The latter two indicate the com
mon self-adjoint extension of the algebra generators as de
tailed in Sec. V; E is given by the spectrum { /-l} of the elliptic 
subalgebra generator Jo, modulo unity. When unique, T 

specifies the sign of the parabolic subalgebra generator 
J _ = Jo - J I • The representations are conveniently labeled 
also by a parameter k which relates to q through 
q = k (1 - k ). The equivalence under k~ 1 - k is used in the 
CtJ -series (below) to reduce its range to Rek>!. 

The classification of the SAIR's of so(2, 1) is as follows 
[R + = [O,oo).Z+ = (O,1,2 ... ·)]: 

Continuous series (CtJ): 

C: Nonexceptional (C:): 

q>;\ [i.e .• k = (1 + iK)/2. KER +], EE(l - M] 

with the exception of q = ;\ [i.e., k = !, 
K=O], E=!. 

E: Exceptional (C:): 

O<q < Hi.e .• k = (1 + K)/2. KE(O.l)], lEI < 1 - k. 

In both subcases: /-lE( E + n, nEZ }. TE( - 1. + I}. 
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Discrete series (£t7) 

D +: Positive discrete series (D k+ ): 

k>O [i.e., q<i], E==k (mod 1), 

/Lei k + n, neZ + J, T = + 1. 

D -: Negative discrete series (D k-): 

k>O [i.e., q<i], E= - k (mod 1), 

/Lei - k - n, neZ + J, T = - 1. 

The k++ 1 - k symmetry can be upheld in the excep
tional interval -£t7 , 0 < k < 1 if we ascribe E = ke(O,!] to 
1 - kElP) and keep 0 <E<!, while for ke(!,l] we take 
O>E=l-k>-!. 

The Clebsch-Gordan series2
,4 are written below. We 

use the following conventions: 
(i) All sums are direct and range overinteger-spaced k 'so 
(ii) Direct integrals, as written, do not exhibit the Plan

cherel measure. 22 

(iii) In all cases E = E. + E2 (mod 1), with Ej = ± kj 

(mod 1) for kj e£t7. 
(iv) The numerals in brackets indicate the formulae in 

this article where the corresponding CGC's are given. 

£t7 X£t7: 

D ±XD ± = ~ D ± k, k, ~ k , [(7.1)] 
k= k, + k, 
Ik,-k,1 i D k~ XD ~ = L D~gn(k,-k,1 + C: [(8.4),(8.1)] 
1/2 <k kEC 

+ (D~~~(k, - k,l when Ik. - k21 = ~); 
[(8.1 )] 

£t7 X C(f: 

D ± xC E, = ~ D ± + iCE, k, q, ~ k q, 
k=E kEC 

[(9.7),(9.1 )-(9.8)] 

C(f X C(f: 

CEI XC E2 = ~ D + + ~ D - + 2 i C E 

ql q2 ~ k ~ k q 
k=E k=E kEC 

[( 10.7)-( 10.9),( 10.20)] 

+ (C: [k = k. + k2 - 1] for k.,k2,keE). [(10.13)] 
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We give a method for finding bounds for the lowest eigenvalue of nonlinear elliptic equations with 
monotone, local, nonlinearities. This is an extension to nonlinear problems of Barta's method for 
linear elliptic operators. 

PACS numbers: 02.30. + g, 02.60. + y 

1. INTRODUCTION 
There are two main variational characterizations for 

the fundamental eigenvalue of linear elliptic problems, 
namely the (integral) Rayleigh-Ritz principle and the (local) 
Barta method. I The Rayleigh principle provides upper 
bounds for the fundamental eigenvalue whereas Barta's 
principle gives both upper and lower bounds. 2 The Rayleigh 
principle is a special case, for the fundamental eigenvalue, of 
the Courant-Fisher variational characterization3 for all the 
eigenvalues. As for Barta's method, it also extends to the rest 
of the eigenvalues but only for one dimensional problems.4 

When going into nonlinear problems the Courant-Fisher 
principle goes into the Ljusternik-Schnirelman category 
theory,5 where the solutions to nonlinear (eigenvalue) elliptic 
equations are critical points of a given functional subject to 
certain constraints. However, the numerical values of this 
functional at the critical points do not coincide with the ei
genvalues corresponding to the solutions aforementioned. 
Thus the Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory does not directly 
give bounds for the eigenvalues of nonlinear elliptic prob
lems. In this article we show that Barta's principle for the 
eigenvalue of linear problems remains practically un
changed when going into nonlinear elliptic eigenvalue equa
tions with local, monotone, nonlinearities. Therefore, this 
method directly provides with bounds for the eigenvalues of 
these nonlinear problems. More precisely, it gives bounds for 
the graphs of the eigenvalues as functions of the norm of the 
corresponding solutions. We believe the requirement on the 
nonlinearities to be local can somehow be relaxed and thus, 
we conjecture that Barta's method should extend to equa
tions such as the Hartree equation,6 the Thomas-Fermi-von 
Weizsiicker equation,? some equations connected with non
Boussinesq convection,8 etc. The monotonicity requirement 
is more stringent as we show in the Ex. 2 below. There are 
other ways of getting bounds for the eigenvalue of the equa
tions considered here; in particular Amann's method9 of 
proving existence of solutions to equations of this type by 
constructing upper and lower solutions yields as a byproduct 
bounds on the eigenvalues. The advantage of the extended 
Barta's method is that the conditions on the trial functions 
used in the variational inequalities are easier to satisfy. In 

a'Supported in part (M.C.D.) by Direccion de Investigacion de 1a Universi-
dad Catolica de Chile through DIVC Grant 210/81, and in part (R.B.) by 
Servicio Desarrollo Cientifico de 1a Universidad de Chile. 

Sec. 2 we prove our main theorem, i.e., the bounds for the 
lowest eigenvalue, and we give some examples and applica
tions. 

2. BOUNDS ON THE LOWEST EIGENVALUE 

Let us consider the problem 10 

2'u + fix, u) = Aau in n, 
u = 0 on an, 

(1) 

where n c fltN is a bounded domain with smooth boundary. 
Here 2' denotes a self-adjoint elliptic operator defined by 

2'u = - f ~ (aij(X).!!!....) + c(x)u, 
j,j = I aXj aXj 

(2) 

with aij = ajjEC l,a(D), cEco,a(D ), c;;o.O and 
N 

L aij(x)sA"j;;o.7JltI2, 
j,j= I 

all xeD, alltE fltN with 7J > 0, the ellipticity constant. More
over, aECO(D )anda>OinD. We assumef D X fit + _fit is 
continuous,J(x, 0) = O,J(x, s) = o(s) in the neighborhood of 
s = 0, uniformly with respect to XE D, and s--+(f(x, s)/s) (de
fined to be 0 in s = 0) is a strictly increasing function on fit + , 

allxE n. Moreover, lims-+ 00 (lIs)f(x, s) = + 00, uniform
ly with respect to XE n. Let AI denote the lowest eigenvalue 
of the linear problem 2'0 = Aa0. It is known10 that under 
the above hypothesis onf, there is a unique positive solution 
u.< to Eq. (1) for every A >A I. Furthermore, the mapping 
A-U.< is continuous from (AI' + 00) into C I,a(n). We are 
interested in getting bounds on the graph A = A (II u.<II), 
where lIu.<1I denotes the norm of u.< [without loss of genera
lity we will work with theL 2-norm, i.e., lIull=Ulul 2 dX)I/2]. 
Our main result is the following: 

Theorem 1: Fix r > 0 and let UEC 2(n ) be any function on 
n such that u > 0 almost everywhere in n, u;;o.O on an and 
lIuli = r. Then, 

A (r);;o. i!!f {(2' u + fix, u))/au J, 
!1 

(3) 

where A (r) is the eigenvalue corresponding to the positive 
solution u.< ofEq. (1) with norm lIu.<1I = r. 

Proof We need only consider the case u=l=u.<, for if 
u = u.<, all XE n, then Eq. (1) implies 

[2'u + fix, u)]/au = A (r) (4) 
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for allxe {) and (3) follows from here. So let UEC 2(n ), u=;Jiu A 
and define 

A. ::It min (.Yu + fIx, u) - A (r)au). 
a 

(5) 

Since UEC 2(n ) and Ii is compact A is finite and there exists 
yE :n such that 

A = .Y u( y) + f( y, u( y)) - A (r)a( y)u( y). 

We consider separately the two possibilities i) A < 0 and ii) 
A >0 (as in Ref. 4). If i) holds, the continuity of .Y u + fIx, 
u) - A. (r)au implies that there is an open neighborhood U ofy 
such that 

.Y u + fIx, u) - A (r)au < 0, (6) 

all XEUn Ii, and ill particular u cannot vanish identically on 
any open neighborhood oontained in Un Ii so it follows that 

u(z»O (7) 

for some ZEUn Ii. Since a > 0 in Ii, Eqs. (6) and (7) imply 

A (r) >.I.Y ulz) + f (z, u(z)) I I a(z)u{z), 

which proves the proposition in case i). Now we conclude the 
theorem by showing that ii) cannot hold unless U:EIIA' Ifii) 
holds we have 

.Yu + fIx, u) - A (r)au>O, (8) 

all XE Ii. Eqs. (1) and (8) together with the maximum princi
ple imply 

U>UA' all XE Ii. (9) 

In fact let ~ = {XE {) lu(x) < UA (x) I; since u and UA are con
tinuous in n,Disan open subset of n. Let W ==(f{x, UA )/uA) 
- ...t(rltl and V=e(f(x, u)/u) - A (r}a. By hypothesis S411 

s)f(x,s) isstrialy increasing so V < WinD. Moreover, u >0 
a.e. in D (in fact in n), u = UA in aD, D n an == 4', .Yu 
+ Yu>O and .YUA + WUA = 0 in D. Therefore, by the 

comparison theorem 2.1 in Ref. 11 (see also the remark be
low), U>UA in D, hence D is empty and (9) follows. Since 
lIuli = lIuA II = r, (9) is impossible unless U=SUA and the 
theorem follows from here. 

Remark: In order to better understand how (9) follows 
from (1) and (8) we give a heuristic argument. For simplicity 
we take the following particular case: .Y = - A, a = l,f(x, 
u) = u2

• Then (1) and (8) read, 

- AUA + ui - AUA = 0 (10) 

and 

- Au + u2 - AU>O. (11) 

Multiplying (10) by U, (11) by uA and subtracting we get 

- V(ui Vg) + uiug>o, (12) 

where 

g = (ulu,d - 1. (13) 

Since ui and uui are positive, the operator - V(ui V.) 
+ ui u. is elliptic. Thus (12) implies g>O and (13) implies 

U;;'UA' 

A proof completely analogous to that of Theorem 1 
gives the following upper bound 

Theorem 2: Fix r > 0 and let ueC 2(0 ) be any function on 
n such that u > 0 almost everywhere in n, U = 0 on an and 
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lIulI = r. Then, 

A (r)< s'ff {(.Y u + fIx, u))/au J, (14) 

where A (r) is the eigenvalue corresponding to the positive 
solution UA ofEq. (1) with norm l1uA II = r. 

We now give some applications of Theorems I and 2. 
Example 1: Consider the equation 

d 2u 
- -+U3 =AU 

dx2 ' 
(15) 

definedonn = (o,b )Ca', withu(o) = u(b) = O. The positive 
solution to Eq. (15), with the above boundary conditions, is 
given parametrically by 

2v'2 (2x ) uA(x)=-b-kK(k)sn bK(k),k , (16) 

with 

(17) 

Here and below K and E denote the complete elliptic inte
grals. From (16) we get the L 2 -norm of u A' 

IIUAII = {(8Ib)K(k)[K(k) _E(k)]}1/2. (18) 

Thus, the graph A (liUA II) for the positive solution of (15) is 
given parametrically by equations (17) and (18) with O<k < 1. 
A is an increasing and convex function of lIuA II, A (0) = (171 
b )2. Moreover, as lIuA 1I-<>(k-<»,A:::::(l7lb)2 + (311uA 11

2/2b), 
whereas if lIuA 1/-00 (k--+1), A::::: I/UA 112 lb. In order to get a 
lower bound for A (II U A II) we use in Theorem 1 the trial func
tionu(x) = rb -1I2,allxE n. Note that lIulI = r, sobyEq. (3) 
we get A (r»,z lb. Also, trying u(x) = (21b )112r Sin(l7Xlb) 
in Eq. (3) gives A (r»(l7lb f Therefore, A (r»max{ (l7lb )2, 
,zlb I.Asforupperbounds,tryingu(x) = (2/b )1/2r sin(l7xlb) 
in Eq. (14) yields A (r)«l7lb)2 + 2(,zlb). So the curve 
..t (j/UA Ill, given parametrically by (17) and (18), lies between 
thecurvesA_(r) = max{(l7lb )2, ,zlb J andA+(r) = (171 
h)2 + 2(,zlb). 

As the next example shows, if the nonlinearity in prob
lem (1) is not monotone, Theorems 1 and 2 are not valid 
anymore. 

Example 2: Consider the equation 

d 2u 3 
- -- - U =AU 

dx2 
(19) 

defined on n = (0, b )CBi', with u(o) = u(b) = O. The prob
lem (19) violates one of the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and 2, 
namely,f(x, u)lu = - u2 is not strictly increasing (in fact, 
- u2 is strictly decreasing). The positive solution to Eq. (19) 

is given parametrically by 

UA(X) 

= (kK (k )Ib )-(8(1 - k 2))1/2sn(2xK (k)/b )/dn(2xK (k )/b), 
(20) 

with 

(21) 

Therefore, the graph A (II U A II) is given parametrically by (21) 
and 

lIuAIl = {(8Ib)K(k)[E(k)-(I-k 2)K(k)1l 1/2. (22) 

A is a decreasing and concave function of lIuA II, A (0) = (171 
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b f Moreover, as Ilu..t 11-<> (k-<»,A.;::;:(1T/b f - (211u..t 112Ib), 
whereas if IIu..t 11-00 (k-l), A.;::: - -hllu..t 114. Our purpose 
here is to show that Theorem 1 is not valid for this problem. 
In fact, let us assume (3) holds and take the trial function 
(with IIuli = r) u(x) = (2/b )1/2r sin(1Txlb); then Eq. (3) gives 
A. (r);;;'(1Tlb )2 - (2r Ib ) which contradicts the asymptotic be
havior A. (r);::: - -hr4, for large r, found above. 

Example 3: (Monotonicity of A. in IIu..t II). It is well 
known 10 that U..t is strictly increasing with A., i.e., if A. < v, 
then U..t < Uv inn. This, of course, implies that IIu..t II is strict
ly increasing with A.. This last fact can also be obtained di
rectly from Theorem 1: we now show that s> r implies 
A. (s);;;,A. (r). Denote by U..t the positive solution of( 1) with norm 
IIu..t II = r [and thus, eigenvalue A. (r)], and choose u = (slr)u..t 
as a trial function on Eq. (3). Note that IIuli = s, and u > U..t in 
n, which impliesf(x, u)/u;;;.f(x, U..t )lu..t in n. So, 

[.2"u + fIx, u)] _1_ = .2"u..t + fIx, u) 
au au..t au 

= A. (r) _ fIx, u..t) + fIx, u) 
au..t au 

;;;..1 (r), (23) 

where the second equality follows from Eq. (1). Introducing 
(23) in Eq. (3) we find A. (s);;;,A. (r), hence A. is monotone nonde
creasing in IIu..t II. 

In the Ex. 1 above, A. is not only an increasing function 
of II U..t II but it is also convex. We conjecture that A. is a convex 
function of II U..t II for the general problem (1), at least for con
vex domains n. 

Note added in proof Equation (8) above says that u is an 
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upper solution for Eq. (1) with A. = A. (r). Form here (9) fol
lows. 
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An asymptotic algorithm presented in a previous paper is applied to investigate the possible 
structures of evolution equations u, = UM + K(u, ... ,uM _,), M = 3,5, which could be compatible 
with the existence of a conserved density Po(u), depending only on u, and with the existence as well 
of conserved densities with arbitrarily high-order derivatives. For M = 3 it is shown that the 
Calogero-Degasperis-Fokas equation is essentially the only nonpolynomial equation of that 
type. For the case u, = D [u4 + Q ], with Q (u, ... ,u3) a polynomial, we find a very narrow class of 
admissible structures for Q, typified by the few particular examples known up to date. Actually, 
there is in this case an essentially unique structure, modulo a Miura transformation. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr 

INTRODUCTION 

While the existence of some particular evolution equa
tions (e.e.'s) having an infinite number of conservation laws 
(c.l.'s) was well established a long time ago,' it is only very 
recently that serious attempts have been made to classify 
those e.e.'s sharing that relevant and striking property. Re
stricting ourselves to the third- and fifth-order e.e.'s the situ
ation seems to be as follows. 

Third-order polynomial e.e.'s include of course the ce
lebrated KdV equation together with its modified and poten
tial versions. In fact it was proven in Ref. 2 under rather mild 
hypothesis that these two polynomial nonlinear e.e.'s are 
unique. More explicitly there are not other polynomial non
linear third-order e.e.'s u, = U3 + f(u,u"u 2) with poly
nomial conserved densities of both low [Potu)] and high 
[ p(u, ... ,u N)' N> 1] order. Our theorem can be generalized 
to e.e.'s of the form u, = P(u,u"U2,U3), P polynomial, with 
the additional assumption that it admits at least one nontri
vial, i.e., different from aux + flu" a, fl E R, symmetry. 
This is an obvious consequence of Theorem A in Ref. 3. 

On the other hand, nonpolynomial third order e.e.'s 
have received little attention both because of the greater dif
ficulty involved and the fact that no relevant examples moti
vated such a general analysis. However, the situation has 
changed with the discovery by Calogero, Degasperis, and 
Fokas4

•
s of a new type of equation 

u, =u3+(Jleau-ve-aU)u,-(a2/8)u~ +cu" 

Jl, v, a, C E R (CDF) 

which can be written as u, = <P (u)u x ' with an adequate here
ditary symmetry <P. Such an equation also has an infinite 
number of conservation laws, is related to the modified KdV 
equation through a Backlund transformation, Sb and reduces 
to the potential modified KdV for Jl = v = C = O. 

In Sec. 2 we prove that the KdVo.1•2 and (CDF) equa
tions are essentially the unique e.e.'s of the form 
u, = U3 + F(u,u"u2) which are rare in the sense specified in 
Sec. 1 and which conserve some nonconstantpo(u) (Theorem 
1). This last restriction can be dropped out for the family 
u, = U3 + f(u,u I)' and the resulting coll~ction of e.e.'s turns 
out to be the same, except for the additional inclusion of the 
PKdV (Theorem 1'). 

Concerning fifth-order e.e.'s the situation reduces to 
the knowledge of a few polynomial e.e.'s which have been 
shown to admit an infinite number of c.l.'s. 

This seems to be true for equations like 

(El) u, = Us + aU3 + fluu" Ref. 6; 

(E2) u, = Us + auu 3 + flu,u 2 
+ yu2u" Refs. 7-10 and 5b; 

(E3) u, = Us - 5(u,u3 + U2U3 + u~ + 4uu,u2 
+ u~ - u4 u,), Ref. 11; 

(E4) u, = Us + 1T(U)U3 + 21T'(U)U,u2 + (1Ttf /2)u~ 

+ h (u)u" Ref. 12; 

1T{u) = (a/2)u2 + flu + y, h (u) = -fi> ~(u) + const . 

This has been proved only for some particular values of the 
parameters a, fl, y in case (E2) and in full generality for (E4). 
The last type of equation (E4) is obtained from the hereditary 
symmetry <P4 in Ref. 12 as u, = <P ~u,. 

Equations (El)-(E4) are polynomial e.e.'s of the form 
u, = Us + D [Q(u,u"U2,U3)]. In Sec. 3 we analyze those 
e.e.'s of this type which are rare and admit some polynomial 
c.d.p(u, ... ,uN ), withpuNuN#O, N>7. Theorem 2 classifies 
them into three families which reduce to a single one under a 
Miura transformation. 

The singularization 13 of the Gardner family of equa
tions u, = U3 + (au 2 + flu + y)u" via the prolongation 
structure techniques of Wahlquist-Estabrook, '3-16 among 
the e.e.'s u, = U3 + f(u)u, admitting a simple pseudopoten
tial, could lead one to suspect that results like ours might 
also be recovered by a suitable application of those techni
ques. An alternative isolation of the Gardner family and the 
(CDF) equation among the e.e.'s u, = U3 + g(u,ud has been 
independently obtained by requiring the existence of one 
fifth-order infinitesimal symmetry. Sa 

The question of whether or not (i) the existence ofsim
pIe pseudopotentials, 14 (ii) the existence of some generalized 
symmetry, and (iii) the existence of an infinite number of 
nontrivial conserved densitiesp(u, ... ,uN ) of arbitrarily high 
order, are equivalent in some sense is an open, deep and 
intriguing problem, which deserves further investigation. 
However, concerning (i) versus (iii), the evolution equation 
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U, = U 3 + UU2 + U 2 + ui + uu 1 represents a case which ad
mits a simple pseudopotential (namely, 
qx = U - q, q, = U 2 + UU d, conservespo(u) = u, but accord
ing to Theorem 1 has not an infinite number of nontrivial 
c.d.'s with arbitrarily high-order derivatives. Therefore (i) 
and (iii) are actually inequivalent in a strict sense. Up to this 
moment, our Theorems 1 and 2 largely surpass in the size of 
the sample family all characterization results so far obtained 
for e.e.'s u, = U M + K (u"",u M _ I)' M = 3,5 by other meth
ods. 

The proofs of Theorems 1, 1', and 2 make extensive use 
of an asymptotic method whose main formulas are recalled 
in the preliminary Sec. 1. Auxiliary information is relegated 
to Appendices A, B, and C. 

1. THE ASYMPTOTIC ALGORITHM 

Let us briefly summarize the essentials of the asympto
tic algorithm first presented in Ref. 2 and expanded in Ref. 
17. which will be used in the rest ofthis paper. 

Given an e.e. for U = u(x. t) E R. (x, t) E R2. 

u, =!(u, ... ,uM ). Modd;;;.3. (1) 

where Uk = D kU. D - x-total derivative, we shall say that! 
is rare when Eq. (1) admits c.d.'sp(u •... ,uN ). withpuNuN#O. 
for infinitely many values of N. 

It is known2 that such p's have the asymptotic expres-
sion 

_ J... ~ 1l1( 'N) 2 -( 'N) P ~ a U ••..• UM + 2j • UN _ j +pu •...• UN_J_I. 
2 j=O 

for all J <N and N> 1. (The notation a - b has the usual 
meaning of a - b E Ran D ). 

(2) 

The analysis in Ref. 2 leads to the following conditions 
for a1l1: 

~ n.~/ c(n) [{ t- aI/1u . 
£.- ~ 1.m ~ N-I 

j=Om=O ;=0 

x~t~(N;;')[!uM+i_J+k]k} uN+J+m-Jm 

= h(n), n = 1.2 ••.• (3)" 
with 

cj~~ = (_ W[(M +: -J) 
+ (_ I)M+n+m(N - n; j + m)] . (4) 

h(n)= (N-r) ( - 1)' s DSYalr
). L 

r,s>O 

(5) 

M+2r+s=n 

where 

(6) 

We remark that (5) contains some new terms over
looked in Ref. 2, and which actually intervened only for high 
level obstructions (n;;;.9). unaffecting thus Proposition 3 in 
Ref.2. 

In particular. when!u = 1, !u = O. the coefficients 
M M-I 
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01 11 satisfy the recursive relations 
n-I 

a(n) = L r "jalll, n ;;;.1. aID) = const # 0 • (7) 
j=O 

in terms of the differential operators 

{ 

2(n - 11 + 1 

rnj=(-W-jM- 1 m~o 

2(n -11 + 1 - m 

x " a Dm-I[Dk'J. ] ~ njmk UM-(2n+ l-m-2j-kl 
k=O 

+ L/3njsDS-IY} 
S>O 

(8) 

with 

= [(N + M - (2n + 1 - m - j))( _ m a njmk - 1) 
m 

(9) 

/3njS 82(" -11. M _ 1 + s(N ;j) . (10) 

Some of these r nj are explicitly given in Appendix A. 
As indicated in Ref. 17, for! (with!uM = l,JuM_, = 0) 

to be rare. the system (3) should not present any obstruction 
to integrability. which amounts to 
n - 1 { 2(n - 11 + 1 

/~o(-I)j k~O a njOk [D"!UM_12n+I_2J_kl] 

for all n;;;.l, and infinitely many N·s. 
Appendices Band C contain the lowest (n<4) obstruc

tions for M = 3.5. respectively. in explicit form. 

2. THIRD-ORDER RARE EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 

The purpose of this section is to isolate the rare e.e.'s of 
third order, without restriction to polynomialness. This 
seems relevant due to the existence of the (CDF) equation. 

The question is particularly important since one might 
suspect that the polynomial requirement could be responsi
ble for the uniqueness of the KdV and modified KdV in 
results like Proposition 3 in Ref. 2. The next theorem pro
vides an adequate answer to this type of question. 

Theorem 1: Let 

u, = U3 + F(u.ul,u z) (12) 

be a rare evolution equation. with some nontrivial c.d. Potu). 
Then F can be transformed (by a suitable change of the de
pendent variable if necessary) into one of the following 
forms: 

(a) KdVo.1.2: F= (au 2 + /3u + r)u 1 , (13) 

(b) CDF: F = ( /3eau - re - au)u 1 - (a 2 /8)u~ + 8u 1 • 

(14) 

with a. /3. r. 8 E R. 
Proof Condition (3)1 leads to Fu> = (3/2)D In al°l, 

whence aID) = oI°)(u.u l ), and -

F=A (U,UI)U~ +B(u.ul)uz + C(u.ud. 

A = (3/4)(ln a(O))u, . (15) 
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Now. conservation ofpo(u) forces dO) = dO)(u) and 

F= (In O<°»)"u[UZ + C(u,u[). 

It is a simple exercise to check that the Uz term in 

(16) 

u, = u3 + F disappears under the rarity-preserving change 
u---+v = !,b(u), with !,b'(u) = [dO)(u)]1/3. Therefore we can re
strict our considerations to 

u, = U3 +F(u.u[) (17) 

for which the obstructions (Bn) in Appendix B apply. For 
this e.e., dO) = const( :;fO), and without loss of generality we 
choose dO) = 1. 

(Bl) => 3H (u) such that F" = H '(u)u[, i.e., 

F=H(u)u l + G(Ut), (18) 

G 1V 0' G a 3 (3 2 " = ,I.e., =-u l +-u\ +yu\ +u, 
6 2 

(B2) => H"' = _ 4a H' (19) 
3 • 

'H' =/)H' =0, 

whose only solutions are KdVo.t •2 , CDF. andF= G(u l ), 

with G 1V = 0. 
As to the last possibility, note that the equation 

u, = "3 + (a/6)u~ + ({3 /2)ui + yu [ + /) will conserve 
some Pol u) only if (3 = /) = 0, leaving thus a special case of 
CDF. Q.E.D. 

Remark: After some increasingly tedious calculations. 
the reader can convince himself that (13) and (14) automati
cally satisfy (B2b)-(B4b), owing to some rather miraculous 
cancellations. However, this is not surprising at all, since it is 
well known that the KdVo.I•2 and CDF equations are rare. 
That these are essentially the only rare equations of the form 
(12) with a conservedpo(u) (for instance, conservative equa
tions). is the main conclusion of Theorem 1. 

Furthermore, the imposition ofa conservedpo(u) can be 
dispensed with provided that the attention is focused on the 
important family u, = U3 + f(u,ud. The previous argu
ments from (17) on lead immediately to the following result. 

Theorem 1': The only rare evolution equations of the 
form 

U, = U3 + f(u.u I)' f(O,O) = ° 
are the KdVo.1•2 , PKdVo.[.2' and CDF equations. 

3. POLYNOMIAL FIFTH-ORDER RARE EVOLUTION 
EQUATIONS 

Let us now characterize those rare e.e.·s 

(20) 

(21) 

with the properties: (i) P is a polynomial, (ii) (21) has some 
polynomial c.d.p(u .... ,uN), withpuNuN :;f0, N>7. 

Theorem 2: An e.e. with the above properties has neces
sarily the form 

u, = Us + [Au\ + q(u)]u) + Au~ 
+ [2q'(u) + k/))..o8.,.,o ]"\UZ + (q"(u)/2)ui 

+ [(1 - 8",08.,..o)Xq2(U) + h (u)]u l , (22) 
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where 

(1) q(u) = (7/2)u 2 + 7'U + 7", 7,7'; 7" E R , 

(2) h (u) is (at most) quadratic in u , 

(3) A,XER. 

Moreover, only three different possibilities are admissi-
ble: 

(a) A :;fO, 7 = - ~ A 2, X = ! ' 
(b) A = 0, 7:;f0, X = fo ' h (u) = const , 

(c) ,.1.= 7 = 0, (1 - 8k.O)[h "(U) 

- is (27' + k )(67' - 4k)] = 0. 

Remark: An example of type (a) is given in Ref. 11 with 
A = - 5, 7' = 7" = 0, h = 0. On the other hand the equa
tion u, = <p 2U x obtained by means of the hereditary symme
try5b <p = D 2 + (auz + 2/3u + y) + ulD -I(au + (3), be
longs to class (b) with 7 = 5a, 7' = 5{3, 7" = 2y. Finally class 
(c) includes a number of fifth-order equations which appear 
scattered in the work of many people. References 5-12 con
tain a partial collection of this type. 

Proof It is a straightforward application of (Cn) in Ap
pendix C. We only give those partial steps which are useful to 
follow the details of the argument. First of all, we know from 
Ref. 2 that (ii) => Q = Q (U,U I ,U2,). 

Now (C 1) forces the existence of some F = F (u.u I) such 
that 

Qu, = D [F(u,udJ . 

We investigate separately the cases (I) Fu , :;f0 and (II) 
F=F(u). 

(23) 

Case I (F", :;f0): Differentiating (23) with respect to U2 

one gets Q",u, = Fu" i.e., 

Q", =F(u,u\) + G(u,u2). 

Therefore (C2) implies 

G (u,u2 )DF -0. 

(24) 

(25) 

A close look at (25) shows that G must be constant. Therefore 
Q = F(U,U I )U2 + A (u,ud. Next condition (C3a) requires 
P(Fu - DF", )-0, and hence 

F = A (u)u l + q(u), q(u) = (7/2)u 2 + 7'U + 7n 
, 

7,7', 7" E R . (26) 

It is easy to check that (C3b) is trivially fulfilled. On the other 
side (C4a) reads as follows: 

P [2qq' - UA 'ui - 5m2 - U zU2 

- 5,.1. "U 1U2 - 5A"u(u,utl] -0. (27) 

The vanishing of the successive dominant terms (after inte
gration by parts) in U2U~ and UIU~ leads to 

A(u) = const =,.1. , } 
m + 7' 

A = ui +a(u). 
2 

(28) 

The ui terms in (27) provide us with the relation 
A (A 2 + ~ 7)ui -0. Since A :;f0 (assumption Fu , :;f0) we get 

7 = - ~ A 2 . (29) 

Next dominant term is uluL which forces a'(u) to be 
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r 4 rr'3 a2 
a'(u)=-u +-u +-u +fJu+y. 

20 5 2 

The remaining of (27) reduces to 

(5a - 2r,2 - 2rr")uP-0 . 

Two unique solutions are possible: 

(30) 

(31) 

(II) r = r' = 0 ~ u, = u5 + r"u3 + a'(u)u l , with quadratic 

a'(u). This is a particular case of class (c) in the Theorem. 

(12) rr' #0, a = ~ (r,2 + rr"). This gives class (a) 

in our Theorem. 

A rather tedious computation shows that both II and 12 fam
ilies of equations automatically fulfill the condition (C4b). 

Case // [F = F(uJl: From (23) and (C2) we conclude 

Q = G(u,u2) + ~ F'(u)ui, Gu,F'(u)ul-O. (32) 

As a consequence G must be (at most) quadratic in U2 [this is 
obvious from (32) if F'(u) #0; otherwise (C3a) implies 

Gu,u,u,u~ -0, i.e., Gu,u,u, = 0]. 
Therefore we put 

G(u,u2) =A (u)u~/2 +B(u)u2 + C(u). (33) 

Condition (C3a) is dominated by 5A "UIU~ and (A 'fulu~. In 
consequence A = const. Two different alternatives are open: 
(lit! A #0, (112) A = O. 

Subcase(/IJj,A ~O: When explicitly written (32) implies 
AF'(u) = const, hence F" = O. Having this in mind (C3a) 
yields B "(u) = 0, and moreover from (C3b) it follows that 
F' = - B', C", = -! (B Y Finally (C4a) requires 

[4AB 'u3 + 2(B ')2UI - 5C"'u l + 2A 2U5 ] Q-O (34) 

which is dominated by A 3U~ . As a consequence A # 0 is un
tenable. 

Subcase (1/)2' A = 0: A simple calculation based on 
(C3a) provides us with the following restrictions: 

B m = 0, i.e., B(u) =fJu2 + yu + 8, 
fJ (F' - B ') = o. (35) 

There are two alternative solutionsfJ = OandF' = B', which 
we pass to investigate. 

Analysis 0/ (//J2 with fJ = 0: With these hypothesis the 
candidate equation reads 

u, = U5 + (yu + 8)u3 + (F'(u) + y)U I U2 
+ (F"/2)u~ + C'(u)u l . (36) 

Now (C3b) and (C4a) force F(u) to be linear in u, and C'(u) 
quadratic (at most) in u. Let us write 

F'=P-y, C'(u)=(poI2)u2+Plu+P2' (37) 

Then we get from (C4b), 

125po(Y - p12) = p( IOp2 + 70r - 55py) (38) 

which is trivially satisfied if P = 2y. Otherwise (38) yields 

Po = (pI25)(14y - 4p). (39) 

Both alternatives fall into class (c). 
Analysis 0/ (I/)2 with F' = B': Condition (C3b) is auto

matically fulfilled. Now, (C4a) reduces to 

[lOfJu2 + 5C "(u) - 2B (u)B '(u)]P-O (40) 

which is dominated by u I u~ terms. The vanishing of the as-
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sociated coefficient forces C lV (u) = 1/ fJ (2{3u + y); hence 

C'(u) = lofJ 2u4 + ~fJyu3 + (o'l2)u2 + u'u + u", 

u, u', utI E R. (41) 

The rest of (40) gives a polynomial of first degree in u, which 
is identically zero for fJ = O. If, on the contrary, fJ #0 then 
we conclude from (40) that 

u=~fJ8+~r, 
(42) 

or, in other words, C'(u) = loF2(U) + const. 
We see thatfJ = 0 corresponds to equations within class 

(c) with k = 0, whilefJ #0 determines the Fuchssteiner-like 
equations within class (b). 

It is an easy exercise to check that both resultant equa
tions verify the additional restriction imposed by (C4b). 

The proof of Theorem 2 is now complete. Q.E.D. 
Recalling that KdV I and KdV 2 are related through the 

remarkable Miura transformation l8 and thus KdV I stands 
up as the essentially unique (nonlinear) polynomial rare con
servative e.e. of third order, one might wonder whether the 
three families (a), (b), and (c) distinguished by Theorem 2 can 
be suitable linked. In fact, the Miura transformation 
u ...... u2 + aux + fJu brings family (c), 

- u, + U5 + (r'u + r")u3 + (2r' + k )U I U2 + ((poI2)u2 

+ Plu + P2)U I = 0, (43) 

into 

(2u + aDx + fJ)[ - u, + U5 + (aku l + T'U2 

+ fJT'U + T")U3 + aku~ + (4r'u + 2{3T')U I U2 + T'U~ 
+ !(poI2)u4 +PofJu3 + (PI + (poI2)/J2)u2 

provided that 

a 2(k - T') = 10, 

5po = (T' - k )(3T' + 2k) , 

IOpI = (T' - k )(6r" + kfJ 2) . 

(44) 

(45) 

Equation (44), with the restrictions (45), leads either to (a) (if 
k #0) or (b) (if k = 0). Once more an essential uniqueness 
emerges for the polynomial conservative rare e.e. 's of fifth 
order, and this is again accomplished via the Miura trans
form. (A particular example of this method was exhibited in 
Ref. 11.) 
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APPENDIX A 

The lowest differential operators r nj for the cases M = 3,5, written in terms of the auxiliary operators 

are the following: 

CaseM=3 

r lO=[ - 1+ 2N]!UM_2 + 2D -'!UM-3' 

r 20
=[ 12(~ + 24(J]D 2!UM_2 + [3N + 12(~ ]D!UM_3 ' 

r 21 =D- 1Y+2D- 1'!. +(-2+2NJD-I(D* )-1. _[1+3(N'\]D2 
UM-3 "JUM_2 "M-2 2)' 

r 30
=[54(J + 288(J + 288(J]D%M_2 + [9(J + lOS(J + 144(J]DYuM_3' 

r 31 = [3 - 3N + 3(J]{DY + 2D -1(DYuM_3) + (D 2!UM_2) 

+2D!UM_3 +DYuM_2 -2D- 1(DYuM_2)-W(D!UM_2) _D4} 

+ 6(JD -1(D 3!UM_2) + IS(JD(D!uM_2) - 9(JD 4 + [ - 3 + 3N](D!UM_J, 

r 32 =D- 1Y+2D-'f. +(-4+2N)D- 1(DI. ) -I. + [-4+3N-3(N'\]D 2. 
"M-3 UM_2 UM_2 2) 

(The symbol = stands for equality when applied to a(O) = const.) 

CaseM=5 

r lO=[ - 3 + 2NVUM_2 + 2D -1!UM_3' 

r 20=[ -S+20(J+40(J]DYuM_2 + [S+5N+20(J]D!UM_3 

+ [ -S + ION VUM_4 + lOD -'!uM_, , 

r 21 =2D-'!UM_3 + [-2+2N]D- 1(DfuM_,)-3fuM_2 - [S+SN+5(J]D 2, 

r 30=[ ISO(J + SOO(J + SOO(J ]D'1uM_2 + [25(~ + 300(J + 4OO(J]D 3!UM_3 

+ [IOO(J+200(J]D 2!uM_4 + [25N+ lOO(~]D!uM_" 
r 31 = S{D -ly + W -1!UM_' - !UM_.} + [S - SN]{(D!UM_3) - 2D -1(D!uM_.)} 

+ [s - SN + 5(~]{2D -1(DYuM_,) - W -1(D 3!uM_2) - (DYuM_2)} 

+ lO(JD -1(D3fuM_2) + [5 + 1O(~ ]D!UM_3 + [ - S + 5N + 1O(~ + 30(~ ]D(D!UM_2) 

- [s + IS(J ]D 2!UM_2 - [s + 2S(J + 2S(J + 2S(~ ]D4, 

r 32 = 2D -1!UM_3 + [ - 4 + 2N]D -1(D!UM_2) - 3!UM_' - [s + S(J ]D2. 

APPENDIXB 

When (I1)n, 1<n<4, is developed in detail for M = 3, 
and its fulfillment is required identically in N [note that the 

left-handsideof(ll)n is a polynomial inN], it gives rise to the 
obstructions (Bn) given below: 

!U-O, (Bl) 
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Ylu,-O, 

YD-1u +Iulu,-O, 

YD-IYl -0 
JU I ' 

YD-IYD- I• + YD- I• I. +1. YD- I• 
J u J U", ", Ju 

- 2(D -1u)Ylu, -0, 

YD -IYD -IYlu, + lu, YD -IYlu, - 2/u, YD2/u, 

+ 3Y(fu)2 + 3 Ylu, Diu - (/ulYlu, -0, 

- 2lu,D,,!u - IOlu,!u D2/u, - 15(ful2Dlu, + lO(fuf 

-1j1(/uYlu + 61u, YDlu + 4/uDYlu, + 3Y(fu)2 

+ 8' I. D -IYl + 2YD -I [YD -IYD -I. '.IU", JU I Ju 

+ YD -1ulu, + lu, YD -1u 

(B2a) 

(B2b) 

(B3a) 

(B3b) 

(B4a) 

- 2(D - I/ul Ylu, ] + 2/u, YD -I [ YD - Ilu + lu lu, ] 

+ 4(D -IYlu,)YD -1u 

- 4(D -1ulYD -IYlu, -0. (B4b) 

APPENDIXC 

Similarly, for M = 5: 

lu, -0, (C1) 

51u - lu,Iu3 -0, (C2) 

YIU3 -0 , (C3a) 

~/u, (fuY - YD -1u, + IU3 [D :tu, - Diu, -Iu] 

- lu, lu, -0 , (C3b) 

Y [(fuY - 51u,] -0, (C4a) 
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150lul u, - 25Ylu, + IU3 [70D,,!u, - 1OOD3/u, 

+ 50D 21u] + lu, [150Dlu - 100D 21u,] 

+ IOYD- I[5Iu -luJu,] + 15Y(fuY 

+ IOIu3 YD -1u, - 20(D -1u,)Ylu3 - 50lu,(DluY 

+ (fuJ [ 45D 21u, - 30Dlu, - 30lu] + (fuY 

X [15Dlu3 - IOlu,] + lu, IU3 [14(fuJ - 60lu, ] -0 . 
(C4b) 
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This series of papers deals with "The 19th Century Theory of Partial Differential Equations from 
an Advanced Standpoint." In the treatises of Darboux, Goursat, and Forsythe one finds methods 
for classifying nonlinear differential equations according to the geometric properties of families of 
solutions. This work was used by Elie Cartan in his theory of exterior differential systems, and is 
involved in an indirect way in today's work on "nonlinear physics." I plan to present several major 
themes of the classical work (e.g., "general," "singular," and "complete" solutions, "intermediate 
i~te~ral") using geometric methods developed by Cartan, Vessiot, Ehresmann, and Spencer. My 
aIm IS to develop this material from a point of view that is both fundamental and directed toward 
its ultimate application. Another possible utilization is in the development of the symbolic 
computation computer systems such as MACSYMA and REDUCE. This first paper 
concentrates on a description of what is meant by a "general solution," and presents the classical 
Lagrange-Charpit method for constructing "general" solutions by means of a "complete 
solution." The Monge-Ampere equation is also treated in modernized form. A new geometric 
concept, that of a Lagrange-Vessiot submersion, is isolated from the classical literature. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is oriented both toward the revival in a geo
metric context of ideas of the 19th century theory of partial 
differential equations 1-6 and the development of certain ma
terial in the modern geometric theory of nonlinear partial 
differential equations that might be useful in today's "non
linear" physics and engineering. 

In the classical literature, one finds extensive discussion 
of various special families of solutions of nonlinear partial 
differential equations-"general," "singular," "com
plete," ... solutions, and various quasialgorithmic procedures 
for generating such classes of solutions. (For example, the 
methods of Lagrange-Charpit, Jacobi, Ampere, Darboux, 
Goursat, etc.) Often each of the solutions in these families is 
parametrized by submanifolds of auxillary manifolds as
signed to the data. These auxillary manifolds (which are of
ten only "generalized manifolds," in some appropriate 
sense, particularly as studied in the work of Ehresmannf 
also carry some definite sorts of geometric structure. 

One important example is the space of geodesics of a 
Riemannian metric on a manifold M: It is the quotient space 
of a foliation with two-dimensional leaves on the tangent 
bundle T (M), and admits a symplectic structure.8 This sym
plectic structure plays a basic role in many areas of math
ematics and physics, e.g., ergodic theory, relativity, and 
twistor theory. In general, single integral calculus of varia
tions problems (which, of course, involve ordinary differen
tial equations) lead to foliations whose base space has a sym
plectic structure. 

In this paper (and those to follow) I will be mainly con
cerned with the intrinsically more complicated case of par
tial differential equations. Any serious work on the modern 
geometric theory of partial differential equations inevitably 

involves an elaborate differential-geometric formalism, 
usually based on the theory of jets of mappings, as originated 
by C. Ehresmann. 7 I will begin this work with an exposition 
of some aspects of this theory, beginning with a treatment of 
the basic operation of prolongation of differential equations, 
as described in the work ofE. Cartan, E. Vessiot, M. Kurans
shi, and D. Spencer. 

I also have in mind developing the "differential alge
bra" aspects of the formalism, going beyond the 19th cen
tury with the aid of symbolic computer systems such as 
MACSYMA and REDUCE. Just as progress in digital com
puters in the 1960's stimulated the revival of 19th century 
numerical analysis as a vital part of contemporary math
ematical science, so, I believe, will the development of these 
computer systems lead to a revival of the 19th century theory 
of differential equations. The attractive feature of the classi
cal work from the point of view of computer science is its 
emphasis on "algorithmic" methods for thinking about solv
ability and "integrability" of differential equations and its 
surprisingly sophisticated development of algebraic meth
ods for description of the solutions. 

This work has been incubating for over 25 years, and 
attempts to unify diverse material I have published in var
ious forms in the intervening years. In 1953-1955 I studied 
with Ehresmann and Spencer. Ehresmann had a brilliant 
picture in his mind, which he could only partially communi
cate in print to his colleagues, of how the classical work (par
ticularly that of Lie, Vessiot, and Cartan) could be integrated 
into modern mathematics. Unfortunately, Ehresmann never 
wrote an authoritative version of his ideas as they might 
apply to differential geometry in the conventional sense: His 
mathematical intuition was mainly topological and algebra
ic. Spencer,9 coming from a background in analysis, saw 
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most profoundly how to utilize these ideas (plus others from 
the theory of sheaves and the theory of elliptic differential 
operators) into a machinery which could carry out the Lie, 
Vessiot, and Cartan ideas (particularly in the context of 
"pseudogroups") in a modem framework. I have also greatly 
benefited from the ideas and papers of many others. I will 
mention the following people here, and thank them: B. 
Cenkl, F. Estabrook, R. Gardner, H. Goldschmidt, H. John
son, V. Guillemin, M. Kruskal, B. Kuperschmidt, W. Shad
wick, J. Stachel, S. Sternberg, A. M. Vinogradov, and H. 
Wahlquist. 

In this first paper of a series, I plan to lay foundations 
for applications to follow. I will also discuss two more specif
ic topics; an elaboration of the treatment in Ref. 10 ofthe 
Monge-Ampere equations and their "intermediate inte
gral," and a discussion of the 19th century ideas of "integra
bility" of a differential equation in terms of analytic func
tions. 

This latter topic has recently and indirectly come to the 
foreground in mathematical physics in an amazing way. 
Painleve ll analyzed which second-order nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations possessed general solutions in this 
form. He wrote down a list of such equations defining a new 
class of functions extending the elliptic functions, which are 
known to be associated with the soluble problems of classical 
analytical mechanics. 12 

Another fertile field for a geometric approach based on 
the material to be developed in this series is that of bifurca
tion theory, i.e., the dependence on external parameters of 
the solutions of differential equations. This is an important 
applied subject that clearly falls within the province of defor
mation of geometric structures, as developed by Ehresmann, 
Kodaira and Spencer, Kuranishi, and many others. I have 
presented some elementary material about this in Vol. XII of 
Interdisciplinary Mathematics 13 and plan a further develop
ment in this series. 

II. THE EHRESMANN JET SPACES AND THE 
PROLONGATION CALCULUS 

All manifolds will be C "" , finite-dimensional, and para
compact, unless mentioned otherwise. All maps between 
manifolds will also be "smooth," i.e., C "". 

Let X and Ybe such manifolds. A local map from X to Y 
is a pair ( V,t/J ) consisting of an open subset V of X and a C "" 
map t/J: V-Y. Let Jt (X, Y) be the space of all triples of the 
form 

(x,V,t/J) 

where 

xEX, V is an open subset of X, 

t/J: V_Yis a map, XEV. 

Construct maps 

1T: Jt(X,Y)-X 

1": Jt(X,Y)_Y 

as follows: 

7T(x,t/J,V) = x, 
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(2.1) 

1T(X,t/J, V) = t/J (x). (2.2) 

1T is called the source map, and 1" the target map. We will 
construct the spaces that are basic to the Ehresmann theory 
as quotients of Jt(X,Y) under equivalence relations. The 
source and target maps 1T and 1" will be constant on these 
equivalence classes, and hence will pass to the quotient to 
define maps from the space of equivalence classes to X and Y, 
respectively. For the sake of notational simplicity, we will 
use the same letter to denote these maps on the equivalence 
classes. 

First, there is the following equivalence relation: 

(x,t/J,V)-(x',t/J ',V') 

iff x = x', t/J = t/J' on an open subset of VnV' 

containing x. (2.3) 

The quotient of Jt (X, Y) under the equivalence relation (2.3) 
(i.e., the space of all equivalence classes) is aIled the sheaf of 
all maps: X_Y, denoted as Y(X,Y). 

For each integer r, we define an equivalence relation as 
follows: 

(x,t/J,V)-(x',t/J ',V') 

iff x = x', t/J and t/J ' meet to order r at x, in the 

sense that, in a local coordinate system for X about x, 

the partial derivatives at x of t/J and t/J ' agree to 

order r. (2.4) 

The quotient of Jt(X,Y) by this equivalence relation is 
called the space of rth-order jets of X _ Y denoted as 

Jr(x,Y). 

It is easily proved that the F(X, Y), r = 0,1,2, ... , are C "", 
finite-dimensional paracompact manifolds. The source and 
target maps 

1T: F(X,Y)_X, 

1": Jr(X,Y)-Y 

are submersions (i.e., the induced linear mapping on tangent 
bundles is onto), and hence define the Ehresmannjet spaces 
as fiber spaces. 

Consider the following relation: 

(x,t/J,V)-(x',t/J ',V') 

iff x = x', t/J and t/J' meet to infinite order at x, 

in the sense tha the Taylor expansions about x of t/J 

and t/J ' in a local coordinate system agree. 

The quotient of Jt(X,Y) by this equivalence relation is den
oted by J "" (X, Y), and called the space of infinite-order jets. 

There are obvious inclusions among the equivalence 
classes of these equivalence relations. (For example, two 
maps t/J and t/J ' which agree to rth order atx, agree to order s, 
where s < r.) They lead to natural maps between the various 
quotient spaces: 

Y(X,Y)-J""(X,y) 

... -F(X,Y)_F- 1 (X, y)_ ... -J0(X, Y) = X X Y. (2.5) 

Using the source and target maps, respectively, we ob-
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tain fiber space maps 

J'(X,Y)-X, J'(X,Y)---+Y. (2.6) 

Differential forms on X and Y can be lifted up to J '(X, Y) via 
the pullback of the maps (2.6). For simplicity, we will often 
make no notational distinction between differential forms on 
X and Yand their pullback to J '(X, Y). 

If t/>: U---+ Yis a local map from X to Y, its r-jet or prolon
gation is the map 

lIt/> ):U---+J'(X,Y) (2.7) 

obtained as follows: 

For XEU, construct the element (x,t/» of ..ff(X,Y) 

and then assign it the equivalence class on J'(X,Y) 

to which it belongs. This is defined asj'(t/> )(x). 

As x varies over U, the map (2.7) is obtained. (2.8) 

There is a natural construction which leads from a pair 
of bases of differential forms on X and Y to basis of differen
tial forms on J '(X, Y). We will now describe it after a brief 
recapitulation of the algebraic properties of vector fields on 
differential forms. 

Y(Z) denotes the ring of C ~, real-valued functions on 
Z. For each integer j>O, let 9) j(Z) denote the C ~ differen
tial form of degree j. 9) j(Z) is an Y(Z I-module. Exterior 
multiplication 

A: g;,(Z)X g;k(Z )---+g;j+ k(Z) 

makes the collection 

g;(Z) = (9)j(Z): j=0,1,2, ... j 

into a graded, associative algebra. The exterior differenti
ation operation 

d: g; j(Z )---+9)j + I(Z) 

is defined, with the usual properties. 
A one-differential form 0 on J '(X, Y) is a contact form if 

(It/> )*(0) = ° for each local map t/>:U---+Y. (2.9) 

Let '(ff'(X,Y) be the Y(J'(X,Y))-module of contact forms. 
Suppose 

dimX=n, dimY=m. (2.10) 

Choose the following ranges of indices and summation con
vention: 

1 <'i,j<,n, 1 <,a,b<,m. 

Suppose that (0 a) is a basis for the one-forms g; I( Y) ("basis" 
as an Y(Y)-module) and that (Il/) is a basis for g; I(X). Con
sider these as I-forms on J '(X, Y) pulled back via the projec
tion map. Then, there are functions 

on J '(X, Y) such that the forms 

1]a = 0 a - yfu/, 

",a = d1J~ _ya. u/>, 
'/11 .., II 11'2 

(2.11) 
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are a basis for 'tff '(X, Y). Also, the forms 

ioad a d a 
ltJ, 'Yi'uo, 'Yit ... ir 

form a basis for I-forms on J'(X,Y). 

(2.12) 

In this paper, we will assume that the "moving frames" 
(u/), (0 a) are differentials of coordinate systems. We suppose 
that X and Y have a coordinate system, labeled 

with 

u/ = dx i
, oa = dyQ. (2.13) 

One then proves readily that the functions 

(2.14) 

associated with these bases form a coordinate system for 

J'(X,Y). 

A symbolic notation such as 

(x,y,axY), (x,y,axxY,"') 

is often useful. 

(2.15) 

III. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, OPERATORS, AND 
SYMBOLS 

LetX, Y,J'(X,Y), r = 0,1,2,···, be as before. Work with 
a fixed coordinate system (Xi), (ya) for X, Y, and the associated 
coordinates (Xi, ya, y~, ... ) for J'(X, Y). 

Definition: Let Vbe a real vector space, assumed finite
dimensional. An rth-order differential operator symbol with 
values in V is a (C 00) map 

0-: J'(X, Y)---+ V. (3.1) 

Given such a symbol, we will define a map 

which is the associated differential operator. For a map 

t/>:U---+Y, 

U an open subset of X, XEU, Du is defined by 

Du(t/> )(x) = U(l(t/> )(x)). 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

The essence of this "geometric" approach to the theory 
of partial differential equations is the distinction between the 
"symbol," as a "geometric object," i.e., as a Coo mapping on a 
finite-dimensional manifold sitting above the domain and 
range manifolds X and Y ("independent" and "dependent" 
variables), and as a mapping between the infinite-dimension
al space of local mappings. This correspondence is also im
plicit (and, in Lie's work, often quite explicit) in the 19th 
century literature on partial differential equations. 

Definition: The differential equation associated with 
such a differential operator is the subset 

(3.4) 

of J '(X, Y). The solutions of the differential equations are the 
t/>~Il(X,YI such that 

Du(t/» = 0, (3.5) 

or, equivalently, 

j'(t/> )(U)CDE(o-). (3.6) 
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Remark: This geometric way of defining the geometric 
concept of "differential equation" can be defined in many 
different "categories," e.g., the category of Coo maps, or "al
gebraic" maps, or, even with a little ingenuity, over "charac
teristic p." For the purpose of differential geometry and phy
sics, the most important categories seem, at the present time 
at least, to be the C 00 and the real or complex analytic maps. 

IV. PROLONGATIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
AND DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

In the classical literature on nonlinear partial differen
tial equation the process of prolongation is central, although 
not precisely defined. In Goldschmidt's and Spencer's 
work9

•
14

,ls one finds that it as an operator taking objects that 
live on ajet space of given order to one of next higher order. 
In this section I will describe a variant of their ideas. 

With the notation explained in Sec. IV, let u: 
J'(X,Y)-V be a symbol map. A local mapping ¢>:X-Y, 
expressed in local coordinates (x,y(x)) for X, Y, is then asolu
tion of the associated differential equation if 

a(x,y(x),ay(x)) = 0 for all XEU. (4.1) 

Now, for fixed i, l.;;;;i.;;;;n, differentiate (4.1) with respect to Xi. 
An (r + 1 )th-order differential equation is obtained for 
which ¢> is a solution. The symbol of these differential equa
tions, which will be a map denoted as 

6 j u: J'+ I(X,y)-V, (4.2) 

will be a map on J' + I (X, Y) taking values in the vector space 
V. 

For example, if r = 1, and if u is a function of the co
ordinates 

(Xi, y", yf) 

onJI(X,Y), then 

(4.3) 

6"'( i ,,a a a ) au au a au a (4 4) 
iV\X,'y 'Yi'Yij =-a, . +-a Yi + :J,,oYij' • 

x' ~a V.Yj 

Remark: Notice in formula (4.4) that the "affine" struc
ture of the jet spaces described and utilized by Goldsch
midt lS makes its appearance. As described partially in Ref. 
16, it also plays a role in analytical mechanics. 

We can now describe this in a more algebraic way by 
introducing the vector fields r(X) on X. Suppose 

U7 . a 
..z. v = A '(x) -. (4.5) 

ax' 

is such a vector field. Then, set 

.Y'v(u) = A i6 j (u). 

Let us sum up as follows: 

(4.6) 

Theorem 4.1: For each integer r;;;'O, let Y(J'(X,Y),V) 
be the space of C 00 mapsL J '(X, Y)_ V. [Algebraically, 
Y(J'(X,Y), VI is Y(J'(X,y)) ® V.] Thus, the prolongation 
described above is an ~-linear map 

.Y'v: Y(J'(X,Y), V)-Y(J' + I(X,Y), V). (4.7) 

.Y' v' as the notation indicates, is a generalization of the usual 
Lie derivative. The following formula holds: 
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For each map y:X-Y 

.Y'v(l(y)*(u)) = I+ l(y)*(.Y' v(u)). (4.8) 

Let t-exp(t V) be the one-parameter pseudogroup on X gen
erated by the vector field V. Then, for xEX, 

.Y'vU'(y)*(u))(x) = :t (l(y)*(u))[exp( - tV)(x)] It~o· 
(4.9) 

V. PROLONGATION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

Continue with the notation of Sec. IV. Let Vbe a vector 
space, and 

u: J'(X,Y)-V 

be an rth-order symbol map. The subspace 

u-I(O)=DE(u) (5.1) 

of J '(X, Y) defines a differential equation. A map ¢>:X - Y is a 
solution if the following condition is satisfied. 

I(¢> )(X) C DE(u). 

An alternate way of putting this is that 

I(¢> )*(u) = O. 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

For each integer s > 0, and VI'"'' VsEr(X I, consider the 
generalized Lie derivative 

.Y'v
l 
... .Y' v,!u). (5.4) 

It is a map J' + sIX, Y)_ W. For each integer m, m ;;;'s, we can 
pull back the functions (5.4) to live on J'+ m(x,Y), via the 
"forgetting" map:J'+ m_J'+s. In this way, we get acollec
tion 

I u,.Y' VI (u), ... ,.Y' VI ... .Y' vJu): VI"'" VmEr(X) 1 (5.5) 

of maps J' + m(x,Y)_W. Let DEm(u) be the subset of points 
of J' + mIX, Y) on which all the maps (5.5) vanish. Of course, 
as a differential equation, DEm(u) has precisely the same set 
of solutions as DE(u). However, it is the geometric properties 
of each DEm(u) that are of greatest interest. 

In particular, one is interested in knowing something of 
the algebrogeometric-topological properties of DEm(u) as 
subset of manifolds. Similar questions about subsets of jet 
spaces defined by equations occur in the theory of singularity 
of mappings. 17 In this discipline, work can be done effective
ly in the category of C 00 mapping; however, at the partial 
differential equation level, in the current state of mathemat
ical development, serious work will require the assumption 
that the manifolds X, Yand the symbol map u be real analyt
ic. When discussing the notion of general and singular solu
tions, later on in this paper, we shall make this assumption, 
since it will make available the powerful mathematical theo
rems to study these subsets that are not (yet) available in the 
C 00 case. In fact, it is well known in the theory of partial 
differential equations that there are major qualitative differ
ences between the C 00 and real analytic category. If the coef
ficients of these equations were assumed analytic, the classic 
Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem would guarantee the exis
tence at least of local solutions. 
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VI. GENERAL SOLUTIONS OF SYSTEMS OF REAL
ANALYTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

Continue with the set up described in previous sections: 
X, Y,J'(X,Yj, u:J'(X,Yj-v, DE(ujCJ'(X,Yj, the mth pro
longation DEm(u) CJ' + mIX, Y), for m;;;.1. Now, assume that 
the data is real analytic. DEm(u) is then a real analytic sub
variety of the real analytic manifold J' + mIX, Y j. It is then a 
union of a finite number of irreducible subvarieties. 18 We can 
then consider the analytic real-valued functions!U_R de
fined on open subsets U of J' + mIX, Y), which are identically 
zero on at least one irreducible branch of DEm(u). Denote 
these functions by DEm(u,Y). (They form a sheaf.) Let GS be 
a family of maps: X _ Y, such that each t,6EGS is a solution of 
DE(u), 

l(t,6 )*(u) = O. (6.1) 

For each integer m;;;'O, each open subset 
U CJ' + mIX, Y), we can consider the set of maps! U-R 
such that 

J'(t,6 )*(f) = 0 for all t,6EGS. (6.2) 

Definition: GS is a general solution of the differential 
equations associated with the symbol map u: J '(X, Y)_V if 
each function/satisfying (6.2), for an integer m;;;'O, belongs 
to DEm(u,Y). 

In words, this condition means that each differential 
equation satisfied by every map t,6 in the family GS is con
tained in the differential equation obtained by prolonging u 
by differentiation. 

This definition of "general solution" is one of two given 
and used in the 19th century literaturel

•
5

; it is due to Amp
ere. The other is given Darboux' name, but we will not go 
into it here. 

These generalities are best comprehended by thinking 
about certain simple examples. 

VII. THE GENERAL SOLUTION OF THE ONE
DIMENSIONAL WAVE EQUATION 

Here, 

X = R 2, with coordinates (x\x2
), 

Y = R, with coordinates y. 

J 2(X, Y) has coordinates 

z = (x,y,t l ,Y2,ywY12'Y22)' 

Define u: J 2(X,Y)_R as follows: 

o1z) = Y12' (7.1) 

The solutions of the differential equations are the maps 

x-y(z) 

such that 

(7.2) 

This is (in "light cone" or "characteristic" coordinates) just 
the wave equations, in one space, one time variable. 

To define the prolongations of(7.1), let 1 <'i,j,i l , ••• ,<,2 be 
indices 
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(x,Y,Yj'Yij,···j 

are coordinates of J co (X, Y). The prolonged varieties are the 
subsets of J ' + mIX, Y) obtained by setting equal to zero the 
functions 

Yj ... i,12' (7.3) 

where I <';)7' .. ,is <,2, s an arbitrary nonnegative integer. 
The classical "general solution" of(7.3) is the family of 

maps R 2 -R, of the form 

(7.4) 

whereg1,g2 are arbitrary maps: R-R. 
It is now obvious that any map! J'+ m_R that satis

fies (6.2) is a function only of the variables (7.3), which is the 
condition required to verify that the family of maps (7.4) is a 
general solution ofthe DE (7.2). 

VIII. THE CLAIRAUT EQUATION: ITS "GENERAL" AND 
"SINGULAR" SOLUTION 

The classical Clairaut equation is a first-order ordinary 
differential equation of the form 

y(x)-x--/ - =0 dy (dY ) 
dx dx 

(8.1) 

to be solved for a map x-y(x) of R-R.fis givn C co map: 
R_R. 

To put this into the standard framework described 
above, let 

X= Y=R. (8.2) 

Denoting the coordinates of J I(X, Y) by (x,y,y'), the symbol u 
is the map: J I(X,Y)-R defined as follows: 

o1x,y,y') = Y - xy' - f(Y'). (8.3) 

In order to define the prolonged systems, let us differen
tiate (8.1): 

o = dy _ dy _ x d 2y _ 1'( dY ) d 2y 
dx dx dx dx dx2 

= _ d 2y (x + 1'( dy )) . 
dx2 dx 

Thus, 

8u((x,y,y',y")) = y"(x + I'(y')). 

The variety in J 2(X, Y) obtained by setting 

0=u=8 

is reducible. 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

At the differential equation level, C co solutions of(8.4) 
are of two sorts: Solutions of 

or 

I' (ix) = -x. 

The "general solution" of (8.6) is 

y=ax+b, 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

where a and b are real constants. The condition that it be a 
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solution of (8.1) introduces a relation between a and b: 

ax + b - xa - f(a) = 0, 

or 

f(a)=b. 

Theorem 8.1: The family 

<Po (x) = ax + f(a), 

(8.9) 

(8.10) 

parametrized by aeR, is a general solution, in the Ampere 
sense, of the differential equation (8.1). 

Proof Suppose 

a(x, y, y', ... , ylr)) 

in an rth-order differential operator symbol, for which 
y(x) = <Po (x) is a solution for each a. Now, 

d<po 
--=a 
dx ' 

d 2<Pa 
--2-=0, 

dx 

Hence, 

a(x.ax + l(a),a, ... ,O) = 0, 

and then 

a(x,y,z, ... ,O) = 0 for all x,y. 

We conclude that a must be for the form: 

a =PIY" + ···Pr_2y1r), 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 

wherep, .... ,{Jr_ 2 are arbitrary functions on J'(X,Y). This is 
what is required to prove the <Po are "general solution." 

The Clairaut equation is the example traditionally used 
in the classical treatises to introduce the notion of "singular 
solution." They are the solutions of the original differential 
equation (8.1), which are not part ofthe general solution 
(8.10). They must then be solutions of(8. 7). The general solu
tion of (8.7) depends on one real parameter, say 

x---+y'(x;c) (8.13) 

with 

f'Vx (x;c)) = - x. (8.14) 

Now. the condition that the family offunctions of x, indicat
ed in (8.13), also satisfy the original differential equation. is 

y'(x,c) - xYx - fVx) = o. (8.15) 

In general, (8.14) and (8.15) will have solutions for only 
a discrete set of c's. These are the singular solutions of the 
Clairaut differential equation (8.1). 

Now. the traditional geometric interpretation of these 
singular solutions of the Clairaut equation is that they are the 
envelopes of the family of curves in R 2 given by the general 
solution 

x---+(x.y(x;a)) = (x,ax + f(a)). (8.16) 

For each a, (8. I 6) is a straight line. They are the tangent lines 
to the curvesx---+(x.y'(x)). wherey' are the solutions of(8.14) 
and (8.15). 
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IX. COMPLETE SOLUTIONS OF PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN THE SENSE OF 
LAGRANGE AND VESSIOT. LAGRANGE-VESSIOT 
FOLIATIONS AND FIBRATIONS 

In the classical literature, the concept of a "complete 
solution" of a partial differential equation is traditionally 
defined in the context of nonlinear first-order partial differ
ential equations for one unknown function. The most impor
tant example for physical purposes (and the typical one from 
the mathematical point of view) is the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation: 

(9.1) 

where H is a function of n "position" variables (q' ..... qn). and 
"momentum" variables (p 1"'" P n). [In modern language, H 
is a real-valued function on the contangent bundle T *(Q ) to a 
manifold Q.] A complete solution of (9.1) is then a set of func
tions 

q---+S (q;a). 

depending on additional parameters a = (a" .... an ) such that 

H(q. ~: (q;a)) = 0, (9.2) 

det(~)i=o. 
aa'aa' 

(9.3) 

Let M be the space of variables (q, pl. Let 

(j) = dp,l\dq' + ." + dPn I\dqn. (9.4) 

Let W be the exterior differential system (i.e, the ideal in the 
Grassmann algebra !P (M) of differential forms on M. which 
is closed under exterior differentiation d) generated by the 2-
form (j) and the O-form H. Thus, for each aeR n, the map 

as 
<Po :q---+q. Paq 

is a submanifold map of Q---+M. It defines an n-dimensional 
integral submanifold of ~, i.e .• 

(9.5) 

As a varies, we obtain a foliation of M by n-dimensional 
submanifolds [that <Po is a submanifold map is guaranteed by 
condition (9.3)]. In the contemporary literature on symplec
tic manifolds, this is often called a Lagrangianfoliation (with 
historical justification. since it was Lagrange who intro
duced the concept of "complete solution" for first-order 
nonlinear partial differential equations). 

To introduce the notion of "singular solution of a first
order partial differential equation" (as developed by Gour
sat' and Forsythe5

). suppose that (9.3) is only satisfied in 
certain regions. but not identically. The solutions of(9.2) of 
the form 

q---+S (q;a(q)) 

such that 

( 
a2s ) det -.-. (q;a(q)) = 0 

aa'aa' 

(9.6) 

(9.7) 

for all q, are called singular solutions. In this way of regard-
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ing them, they are dependent on the preliminary choice of 
"complete solution." 

E. Vessiot, in 1924,19 proposed a generalization ofthis 
classical concept of "complete solution." We will now reph
rase Vessiot's idea in terms of the Ehresmann jet spaces. 

Definition: Let u: J '(X, Y).--.V be the symbol of an rth
order differential operator with domain manifold X and 
range manifold Y. LetDE(u) = £T-1(O) be the subset of the jet 
space, which defines the "differential equation." Let y: 
J '(X, Y)---+Z be a submersion mapping of J '(X, Y) onto a 
manifold Z. ("Submersion means that the induced linear 
mapping on tangent bundles is onto.) For each zEZ, the fiber 
r-I(z) is then a submanifold of J '(X, Y). y is said to define a 
Lagrange-Vessiot fibration of DE(u) ifthe following condi
tions are satisfied: 

(a) dimension y-I(Z) = dimX for all zEZ, (9.8) 

(b) y-l(z)CDE(u) for all zEZ, (9.9) 

(c) the projection map y-I(Z)'--'X is a local 

diffeomorphism, (9.10) 

(d) the contact forms on J '(X,Z ) vanish when 

restricted to y- lIz). (9.11) 

In his fundamental paperl9 Vessiot gives sufficient con
ditions for the local existence of such complete solutions that 
we will not go into it at this point. [The conditions are that 
the exterior differential system generated by the contact 
form, restricted to DE(u), assumed to be a submanifold, are 
in involution in Cartan's sense. 10,20,21] 

In this paper, I will assume that Lagrange-Vessiot fi
brations exist, and examine the consequences. I will be par
ticularly concerned with conditions that one such fibration 
determines the "general solution" of DE(u). This is what 
happens in the case of a nonlinear first-order partial differen
tial equation: Such a description is called the Method of La
grange and Charpit l

,5 in the classical literature. 

X. GENERAL SOLUTIONS THAT ARE GENERATED 
FROM ONE PARTICULAR COMPLETE SOLUTION. 
LAGRANGE-VESSIOT FIBRATION BYTHE METHOD OF 
LAGRANGE AND CHAR PIT 

Continue with the notation of Sec. IX. Let y: 
J'(X,Y).--.Z be a submersion map that defines a Lagrange
Vessiot fibration [i.e., satisfies conditions (9.8)-(9.11)] for the 
partial differential equation associated with the symbol map 
u: J'(X,Y).--.Z. 

Let Ube an open subset of X, and let ¢: U.--. Ybe a map 
which is a solution of the partial differential equation gener
ated by £T, i.e., 

f(¢)( U)CDE(u). 

We can then construct the map 

yj'(¢): U.--.z. 

Thus, to the solution ¢ we assign the subset 

yf(¢ )(U) 

(10.1) 

of Z. For certain ¢ 's, this will be a submanifold of Z. The 
classical method of Lagrange and Charpit attempts to re-
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verse this process, i.e., assigning a solution ¢ to the partial 
differential equation to certain submanifolds of Z. In certain 
favorable cases, one can generate a general solution to the 
partial differential equation in this way. 

In order to understand better when the situation is "fa
vorable" to the Lagrange-Charpit method, it is most con
venient to introduce more explicitly the geometric ideas of 
Cartan's theory of exterior differential systems. 

XI. THE METHOD OF LAGRANGE-CHARPIT IN THE 
CONTEXT OF CARTAN'S THEORY OF EXTERIOR 
DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS 

Let M be a manifold with a set 'll of differential forms 
on M which define an exterior differential system, i.e., 'll is an 
ideal of algebraic sense for the Grassmann algebra structure 
on differential forms, plus 'll is closed under the exterior 
derivative operation d. For peM, let Mp be the tangent space 
toM atp; letM~ be its dual space. LetE(M~) be the exterior 
algebra of the vector space M~. Let 'll (p) be the set of values 
atp ofthe forms on'll. 'll(p) is then an ideal in E(M;). 

Recall that a submanifold map ¢: P.--.M is said to be an 
integral submanifold of 'll if 

¢*('ll) =0. (ILl) 

A linear subspace a of the tangent space Mp is said to be 
an integral element of 'll if 

eta) = 0 for all BE'll. (11.2) 

Thus, the condition (11.1) that the map ¢: P.--.M be an inte
gral submanifold is that ¢. (Pp) be an integral element, for 
each pEP. 

a is said to be a maximal integral element if it is con
tained in no larger integral element. 

Definition: A tangent vector veMp is Cauchy character
istic for the ideal'll if the following condition is satisfied: 

vi'll C 'll(p). (11.3) 

CC( 'll) denotes the set of such Cauchy characteristic tangent 
vectors. It defines a linear subbundle 

p.--.CC( 'll)( p) 

of the tangent vector bundle T (M) (but one which may have 
varying dimensions of the fibers, i.e., some sort of "singular" 
vector bundle). A vector field VEr(M) is said to be Cauchy 
characteristic if the values V (p), for each p, are Cauchy char
acteristic. 

Theorem 11.1: If aCMp is a maximal integral element 
of the exterior system 'll at p, then 

CC('ll)(p) Ca. (11.4) 

Proof Let veMp be Cauchy characteristic for'll, i.e., 
(11.3) is satisfied. Then, for VI,,,.,VmEa, BE'llm + I, 

B (v,vl,.",vm ) = (viB )(VW"'vm ) 

=0, 

using (11.4) and the hypothesis that a is an integral element. 
This shows that 

a+(v) 

is also an integral element; by maximality, 
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a+(v)Ca 

whence vea. Q.E.D. 
Definition: A submersion map y: M-+A, withA a mani

fold, is said to be a Lagrange-Vessiot submersion (relative to 
the exterior system 1f on M) if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 

(a) For each aeA, the fiber y-I(a) is an integral submani
fold of 1f. 

(b) For eachpEM, the tangent subspace y; 1(0) is a 

maximal integral element of 1f. 

Theorem 11.2: Suppose y: M-+A is a Lagrange-Vessiot 
submersion, in the sense of the above definition. Then, the 
Cauchy characteristic tangent vectors and vector fields are 
tangent to the fibers of y. 

Proof Follows from Theorem 11.1. 
Now,Jet y: M-+A be a fixed Lagrange-Vessiot submer

sion and let t/J: P-+M be an integral submanifold of 1f such 
that 

dimP = dim fibers of y; for each pEP, the 

integral element t/J. (Pp) is maximal. 

Consider the composition map 

(11.5) 

(11.6) 

Theorem 11.3: For each pEP, the Cauchy characteristic 
vectors CC(1fHt/J (p)) are tangent to the submanifold t/J (P) of 
M, and are mapped onto zero under y •. 

Proof This follows from Theorem 11.1, i.e., that the 
Cauchy characteristic vectors are contained in every maxi
mal integral element. 

Definition: The integral submanifold t/J: P-+M is said to 
be of Lagrange-Charpit type relative to the Vessiot submer
sion y: M-+M if, for each pEP, t/J. (Pp) is a maximal integral 
element of 1f, and if the dimension of the kernel (yt/J ); 1(0) of 
the map (yt/J ): P-+A is equal to the dimension ofthe Cauchy 
characteristic vectors of ~ . 

Theorem 11.4: If the dimension of the Cauchy charac
teristic vectors of 1f is constant over M, and if t/J: P-+M is an 
integral submanifold of Lagrange-Charpit type, then yt/J is a 
submersion mapping from P to a submanifold of A. The di
mension of this manifold of A is equal to the dimension of P 
minus the dimension of the Cauchy characteristic vectors. 

Proof Again, this follows from our hypotheses and the 
implicit function theorem, since the map yt/J: P-.A is of con
stant rank. 

Thus, we have presented the Lagrange-Charpit meth
od in modern language. In favorable cases, it can be inverted, 
assigning to each submanifold of certain dimension on A an 
integral manifold of 1f. In certain cases described in the clas
sicalliterature, this will give a "general solution" in the 
Ampere sense described above. However, there are many 
partial differential equations, for which the construction of 
the "general solution" is more complicated geometrically. 
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XII. REMARKS ON ANALYTICITY OF THE GENERAL 
SOLUTION AND THE RELATION TO SOLUBILITY 
INTEGRABILITY 

Both for theoretical and practical reasons (since they 
were concerned with physics and eingineering problems that 
required extensive hand computation), a main topic in the 
19th century theory of differential equations was the feasibil
ity of finding solutions of differential equations by algor
ithms. In the work of Kowalewsky and Painleve on the ana
lytical structure of ordinary nonlinear differential equations, 
one finds what is perhaps the most geometrically sophisticat
ed and interesting work in this direction. I will now present a 
few remarks which attempt to put these ideas in a more con
temporary setting, and suggest further possibilities of re
search. 

The jet-space formalism of Ehresmann and Spencer, as 
described in previous sections, can serve to formulate in a 
coordinate-free way what is meant by a system of complex
analytic differential equations. Let X, Y be complex analytic 
manifolds, and J ~ (X, Y) be the manifold of complex-analytic 
jets of mapping: X-+Y. Now, we deal with complex-analytic 
symbol maps 

u: J~(X,Y)-+V, 

which determine, classically, differential equations with 
complex analytic coefficients. 

The local existence theories of Cauchy and Kowa
lewsky, Riquier, Cartan, and Kohler, give general sufficient 
conditions for the existence of local solutions t/J: U-+ Y, 
which are complex analytic. One can attempt to analytically 
continue these solutions. However, only in the case complex 
dimX = 1 was there enough technique available to say any
thing nontrivial about such possibiliies. (Of course, quite a 
bit was known or speculated about analytic continuation, 
possible existence of algebraic solutions, etc., of special solu
tions of special equations.) In this case, which of course in
volves ordinary differential equations, the key applied input 
came from celestial and analytical mechanics, where exact 
or appropriate solution by power series was the preferred 
practical technique. Thus, a natural question was the follow
ing one: 

In the case where X is a one-dimensional complex manifold, 

is there an open, dense subset U and an analytic coordinate 

x in U such that a general solution of the differential 

equation could be exhibited as quotients of functions defined 

in U depending on the required number of parameters, which 

could be written as power series in x which were 

convergent in U and a fixed domain of the auxilIary 
parameter? 

(12.1) 

There was, of course, other historical motivation for 
posing this sort of question. Many of the "soluble" mechan
ics problems could be solved in terms of elliptic/unctions: 
Jacobi had introduced the theta/unctions precisely in order 
to exhibit these functions as quotients of functions which 
were described by convergent power series. 
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XIII. THE DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRA OF DIFFERENTIAL 
FORMS ON THE INFINITE ORDER JET SPACE 

Now return to the usual situation where X and Yare 
real, C "" , finite-dimensional manifolds. We have defined the 
space J "" (X, Y) of infinite order jets of mappings; X _ Y. We 
have the tower of maps 

J"'(X,Y)-J'+ I (X, Y)_J'(X, Y)_.... (13.1) 

J "" (X, Y) is not a manifold in the usual sense; however, the 
tower (13.1) can be used to attach a differential form algebra 
to it. 

For each integer r>O, let 

!ii(J'(X,Y)) = ! !ii"(J'(X,Y)): n = 0,1,.··; /\ J (13.2) 

be the graded associative differential algebra of differential 
forms on the manifold J'(X, Y). The dual of maps on forms to 
the tower (13.1) leads to a set of inclusion relations 

!ii(JD(X, Y)) C !ii(J I (X, Y)) c··· (13.3) 

among the differential forms on the tower of jet spaces. We 
can then define a differential form algebra as the union of this 
sequence of sets. We denote it as !ii(J "'(X,Y)), and call it the 
differential/orm algebra of the infinite order jet space. Thus, 
a differential form of degree n on the J "'(X,Y) is, by defini
tion, an element of !ii "(J '(X, Y)) for r sufficiently large. The 
operations d, /\ on these forms are just those inherited from 
the corresponding operations on the finite-order jet mani
folds, where they are defined by the usual calculus-on-mani
fold apparatus. 

However, !ii(J "'(X,Y)) has an additional algebraic 
structure that it inherits from the prolongation operation on 
functions defined in Sec. IV. Thus, to every vector field V on 
X we have assigned an operation 

o (V): Y(J'(X,Y))-+Y(J' + I(X,y)). (13.4) 

o (V) is a derivation with respect to the algebraic structure on 
Y(J'(X,Y)): 

O(V)(fJ2) = o(V)(fI)f2 + f1o(V)(fz) for 
fl'/2EY(J 1(X,Y)). (13.5) 

There is a convention inherent in the right-hand side of 
(13.5).0 (V)(f.) in an element of Y(J'+ I(X,Y)), whereaslzis 
an element of Y(J'(X,Y)(. In order to multiply them, 
Y(J r(x, Y)) must be identified with a subset [as it is via the 
dual of the projection map 

J' + I(X,Y)-+J'(X,Y) 

of Y(J'+ I(X,Y))]. 
Now, Y(J' + I (X, Y)) is !iiD(J'(X, Y)), and !iiD(J "" (X, Y)) 

is, by definition, the union of all the !iiVr(x,Y)), for 
r = 0,1,.··. /) (V)(f) is the same whether it comes from J', 
J r + I, ... (of course, this is inherent in the geometric meaning 
of 0 (V)!). Hence, 0 (V) can be defined in a uniform way as a 
derivation of the algebra 

Y(J ""(X,Y))=!ii°(J ""(X,Y)), 

such that 

o (V)(!ii D(J'(X, Y))) c !ii D(J' + I (X, Y)) for r = 0,1,···. 
(13.6) 
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We can now extend 0 ( V) to act on higher degree differ
ential forms, in a way which commutes with exterior deriva
tion and acts as a derivation on exterior multiplication. Sup
pose, for example, that (x) denotes coordinates on X, (v) 
coordinates on Y, 

(x,y,axy,axxY,"') 

denote coordinates on J "" (X, Y). A differential form on 
J '" (X, Y) can be written as follows: 

OJ = adfl /\ ... dfm + "', 
with a'/I'''''/m E!iiD(J "'(X, Y)). Thus, 

o(V)(OJ) = o(V)(a)df./\ ... /\ dfm 

+ ad [o(v)(f.l ] /\ ... /\ dfm + .... (13.7) 

We have 

do(V) = o(V)d for VEr(X). (13.8) 

Thus, we can translate "geometry" to "algebra" by as
signing to (X, Y) the associative differential form algebra 

!ii (J "" (X, Y )) 

with its graded, differential structure. Many of the jewels 
which lie hidden in the 19th century theory of differential 
equations and the calculus of variations will be found when 
this algebraic structure is completely analyzed and under
stood. 

Remark: A special case of this construction was given 
in Chap. 10 ofInterdisciplinary Mathematics, Vol. XII.· 3 

Here, I have only touched on an area that is extensively de
veloped in the work of Kupershmidt and Vinogradov. 22

,23 

XIV. THE CLASSICAL TECHNIQUES OF THE 
"INTERMEDIATE INTEGRAL" FOR MONGE-AMPERE 
SECOND-ORDER PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 

In the 19th century, there was extensive work on find
ing conditions that given second-order partial differential 
equations could exhibit families of solutions that were also 
solutions of a first order partial differential equation. This 
was known as the method of the intermediate integral, and is 
discussed by Goursat l and Forsythe.5 In this section, I will 
investigate in modem terms certain aspects of this method, 
elaborating on a brief discussion in Ref. 10. 

Let X and Ybe manifolds. 
Definition: Let u: J Z(X, Y)_ V be the symbol of a sec

ond-order differential operator. A first-order, scalar-valued 
symbol! J I (X, Y)-R is said to be an intermediate integral of 
the system defined by u if every solution ¢: X -+ Y of the 
differential equation 

i(¢ )*(f) = ° (14.1) 

also satisfies 

l(¢ )*(u) = 0. (14.2) 

There is an obvious practical interest in finding such 
"intermediate integrals." For example, physical systems of
ten lead to second order partial differential equations. Solu
tions of (14.1) can be found using ordinary differential equa
tions. Thus, the method, if it works, will generate familes of 
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solutions of the physical equations by means of ordinary dif
ferential equations. 

An example of such a situation is provided by factoring 
of second order operators. Suppose Y = R and that 

~: Y(Y)-Y(Y) 

is a second-order differential operator such that 

~ (f) = Uj'2(f). (14.3) 

Suppose that 

~ =~zL1I' (14.4) 

where ~ 2~ I are finite-order operators. Let 

/: J I(X,R )-R 

be the symbol of ~ I' Then,fis an "intermediate integral" of 
q. 

In this section, we shall pursue the "Monge-Ampere" 
method2

•
5

•
10 of constructing second-order equations which 

admit such "intermediate integrals." 
Let ~ C !?P (J I(X, Y)) be the Grassmann algebra ideal 

generated by the contact forms on J I(X, Y). Suppose 
dimY = m, dimX = n. 

Definition: The second-order differential equation de
fined by the symbol map q: J 2(X, Y)- Vis of Monge-Ampere 
type if there is a 2-form m on J I(X, Y) such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 

mn/\Ol/\ .. ·/\om=o for all OI, ... ,omE~. (14.5) 

(mn = m /\ ..• /\ m denotes the exterior product of n copies of 
m). 

Each map rfJ: X_ Y such that 

i(rfJ ·)(m) = 0 

also satisfies 

l(rfJ ).(q) = O. 

In this paper, we will deal only with the case 

dimX=n = 2, dimY=m = 1, 

(14.6) 

(14.7) 

i.e., we consider partial differential equations in two indepen
dent and one dependent variables. 

Let f be the Grassmann algebra ideal of forms on 
J I(X,y) generated by ~ andm. ForxEJ I(X,y), letE (f)(z) be 
the characteristic tangent vectors of this Grassmann ideal 
f, i.e., 

E(f)(z) = {vEJI(X,y)z: vlfCfJ. (14.8) 

Let us make the following regularity assumption: 

dime (f)(z) is constant as z ranges over J I(X,y). (14.9) 

(Note that f is not closed under d, so that it is not an "exteri
or differential system." Of course, it can be closed up to 
generate such a system.) 

The dimension ofJ I (X, Y) is then five. ~ is then generat
ed by a single I-form. LetE(~)C T(JI(X,y)) be the submo
dule of the tangent bundle toJ I(K, Y) defined by the annihila
tion of the forms in ~. (Since ~ is generated by I-forms 
E (~) can be defined as the Cauchy characteristic vector of 
~, which again is a Grassmann ideal, but not closed under 
d.) The fibers of E(~) are thenfour-dimensional. 
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Condition (13.5) then means thatm, restricted toE (~), 
is a skew-symmetry form of rank 2. Thus it can be written 
locally as follows: 

m = 01 /\ O2 + 03 /\ 0, (14.10) 

where 

o is a I-form generating ~. 

The vectors in E (f) are then defined by the following 
Pfaffian equations: 

01 = O2 = 0 = O. (14.11) 

To avoid degenerate cases, let us assume that 

mEt~. (14.12) 

Then forms (13.11) are linearly independent, i.e., 

dime (f) = 2. (14.13) 

Definition: Let rfJ: X_Ybe a map which is a solution of 
the differential equation 

i(rfJ )·(m) = O. (14.14) 

The curves t_x(t ) on X such that 

(14.15) 

or 

i(rfJ ).(02 ) ( ~~) = 0 (14.16) 

are the characteristics. 
Let (Xi,y'Yi)' i = 1,2, be the natural jet coordinates on 

J I (X,Z ) with respect to coordinates (Xi) for X and a coordinate 
Y for Y. Then 

o = dYi - Yi dXi. 

Then, mod 0, 01, and O2 can be written as 

01 =A i dy +Ai dxi, 

O2 = Bi dYi + Bi dxi, 

(14.17) 

(14.18) 

(14.19) 

where the A's and B 's are functions of (i,y,yJ Thus, 

01 /\ O2 = (A IB 2 - A 2B I) dYI/\Y2 

+ (A iBj - A jBi ) dYi /\ dxj 

+ (AIB2 -A2BI)dx l /\dx2 

=a dYI/\ dY2 + aJ dYi /\ dx
j + P dx! /\ dx2, 

(14.20) 

i(rfJ ).(y) = y(x! ,x2), 

i(rfJ ).(y;) = ::i . 
The differential equation (14.14), in these coordinates, takes 
on the Monge-Ampere form: 

( JY)( J2y J2y (J2y )2) 
a x,y, ax ax!ax! ax2ax2 - ax!ax2 

+F x,y,~ ~=o. ( a2
) a 

ax ax 
(14.21) 

Theorem 14.1: Let/: J !(X, Y)_R be a function such that 

df(E(f)) = 0, dfEt~. (14.22) 
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Then, any ¢: x_ Y satisfying the first-order differential 
equation 

i(¢ )*(f) = const (14.23) 

also satisfies the Monge-Ampere equation (14.21), i.e.,fis an 
"intermediate integral" of (14.21). 

Proo/: (14.23) means that dfis a linear combination of 0, 
0 1, O2 , which implies that w can be written as follows: 

w = df /\ 0; + (forms i C(f); 

hence 

(14.24) 

i(¢ )*(w) = 0, 

whence, as we have seen, (14.21). 

XV. THE FAMILIES OF SOLUTIONS OF THE MONGE
AMPERE EQUATION GENERATED BY ALL 
INTERMEDIATE INTEGRALS 

I now want to make more precise some remarks on pp. 
250-1 of Ref. 10 concerning when the intermediate integrals 
generate general solutions of Monge-Ampere equations. 
Again, let X and Y be manifolds with 

dimX = 2, dimY = 1. 

Let 

(15.1) 

Let 9 c fiJ I(Z) be a nonsingular Pfaffian system on Z, i.e., 
9 is an Y(Z )-module of I-differential forms on M such that 
the following condition is satisfied: 

dim(9(z)) = const, (IS.2) 

where z runs over all points of z. [9 (z) denotes the set of 
values at z of all forms in 9. 9 (z) is a linear subspace of Z ~, 
the space of one-co vectors to Z at z.] Set: 

9 1 = [OE9:dOEfiJ l (Z)/\9} (IS.3) 

9 1 is another Pfaffian system, called the first derived system 
to 9. We can iterate the construction, obtaining a decreas
ing sequence 

9:::>9 1 :::> ... (lS.4) 

of Pfaffian systems. We will suppose these are nonsingular in 
the sense that their values at points z are constant as z ranges 
over Z. Thus, there is a first integer r such that 

(IS.S) 

Now, suppose that w is a 2-form on Z such that 

wE9 /\ 9, (lS.6) 

w/\w=O. (IS.7) 

(14.S) and (14.6) guarantees that, locally, w can be written as 

w = 0 1 /\ O2 with OI'OIE9. (15.8) 

We can now define a partial differential equation of Monge
Ampere type for mappings (defined locally) ¢: X - Y such 
that 

i(¢ )*(w) = 0, (IS.9) 

i.e., themaps¢ satisfying (lS.9) are the solutions. Linear alge
bra, plus (lS.7), implies the following result: 

Theorem 15.1: Suppose ¢ is a map: X _ Y satisfying 
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(IS.7). Then, 

dim(f(¢ )*( 9 ))(x) = 0 or 1 for xEX. (IS.lO) 

Let us consider points xEX where the dimension in 
(IS.8) is one. At such points (which form an open subset of X, 
whose complement is a union of varieties of dimension 0 or 1, 
if the data is real analytic), the integral curves of/(¢ )*( 9) are 
the characteristics. (In the Monge-Ampere case, the two
parameter family of characteristics for general second-order 
partial differential equations "degenerate" to a one-param
eter family.) 

Definition: A function/: Z-R such that 

dfE9, (IS.11) 

is an intermediate integral for the Monge-Ampere equation 
(14.8). 

Theorem 15.2: IffEY-(Z) is an intermediate integral for 
the Monge-Ampere equation (14.8), then 

dfE9 r
• (IS.12) 

By (IS.4), 9 r is completely integrable in the Frobenius sense 
and hence defines a foliation on Z.fis constant on the leaves 
of this foliation. 

Proo/: Again, this follows from (lS.3) and the fact that 
d (df) = 0 for allfEY(Z). 

One can analyze how many intermediate integrals there 
are locally for the Monge-Ampere equation (lS.9). Let us 
suppose that 

dim9 2(z) is constant as z varies over Z. (IS. 13) 

9 2 then defines a foliation on Z. Let us suppose that this 
foliation is regular in the sense that it has a quotient space Z, 
which is a manifold. Thus, we can parametrize thef's satisfy
ing (IS.II) by elements of Y(Z). 

To such anfsatisfying (IS.12), we consider 

/: J I(X,Y)_Z_R 

as a scalar-valued symbol of a first-order partial differential 
operator. The solutions of the corresponding first-order par
tial differential equation will then also be solutions of the 
Monge-Ampere equation. A general solution for this equa
tion can be found by the Lagrange-Charpit method de
scribed earlier; they will be parametrized by curves in the 
quotient space Z of a Lagrange-Vessiot submersion. Twof's 
can also define the submanifold 

1=0 
on Z. All together we have defined a manifold W = Z X Z 
such that the families of solutions of the Monge-Ampere 
equation are parametrized by submanifolds of a certain di
mension of W. In case 9 = 9 I, i.e., the characteristics are 
Forbenius integrable, this family of solutions will be a gen
eral solution, in the Ampere sense. 

Much of the 19th century geometric theory of partial 
differential equations is motivated by the goal of generaliz
ing this Monge-Ampere method. From the modern point of 
view, it is important since 

(a) it is "algorithmic," 

(b) it carries through in the Coo case. 

This manifold Walso carries a geometric structure, 
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which defines various groups. These groups act then on solu
tions of the Monge-Ampere equations in ways that go "be
yond" the action of groups on the jet spaces associated with 
Xand Y. 

XVI. FINAL REMARKS 

This development of the geometric features of the 19th 
century theory of nonlinear partial differential equations 
suggests certain approaches to modern problems of "nonlin
ear" physics and engineering. First, the Ehresmann theory, 
combined with Cartan's and Vessiot's methods, assigns cer
tain geometric structures and associated "invariants" to 
such equations that are not at all obvious when the equations 
are described in terms of coordinates. 

Second, and perhaps more important in terms of com
puters that can do symbol manipulation more efficiently 
than humans, it suggests an analysis of the problem of "solu
bility" of "integrability" of such equations along the lines of 
"complexity." Thus, a first-order partial differential equa
tion in one dependent variable should be regarded as "less 
complex" than a second-order one, since there is a geometric 
"algorithm" for constructing families of solutions of the 
fomer (and even in a COO way). Certain second-order equa
tions are "less complex" than others, because there is an 
algorithm for constructing certain of their solutions out of 
solutions of the "lower-order" or less "complex" systems, 
and so on. 

Another important point to emphasize is the role that 
this geometric theory can play in the studies of global and 
singularity properties of solutions or partial differential equa
tions. For example, the modern theory of linear pseudodif
ferential-Fourier integral operators emphasize a geometric 
invariant called the Maslou index. This is a characteristic 
class associated with the fiber bundle structures naturally 
associated with the jet spaces. A. M. Vinogradov has al
ready23 presented some general remarks pointing toward 
possibilities of generalization. The calculus of variations, 
particularly the second-variation formulae and associated 
"Morse indices," is also a happy hunting ground for this 
formalism. 24-26 
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The Painleve property for partial differential equations8 ) 

John Weiss, M. Tabor, and George Carnevale 
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In this paper we define the Painleve property for partial differential equations and show how it 
determines, in a remarkably simple manner, the integrability, the Backlund transforms, the 
linearizing transforms, and the Lax pairs of three well-known partial differential equations 
(Burgers' equation, KdV equation, and the modified KdV equation). This indicates that the 
Painleve property may provide a unified description of integrable behavior in dynamical systems 
(ordinary and partial differential equations), while, at the same time, providing an efficient 
method for determining the integrability of particular systems. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Painleve property for ordinary differential equa
tions is defined as follows. The solutions of a system of ordi
nary diffeFential equations are regarded as (analytic) func
tions of a complex (time) variable. The "movable" 
singularities' of the solution are the singularities of the solu
tion (as a function of complex t) whose location depends on 
the initial conditions and are, hence, movable. (Fixed singu
larities occur at points where the coefficients of the equation 
are singular.) The (ordinary differential) system is said to 
possess the Painleve property when all the movable singular
ities are single-valved (simple poles). ' 

Experience has shown that, when an (ode) system pos
sesses the Painleve property, the system will be "integra
ble.,,2-4 Albowitz et af.5 have proven that when a partial 
differential equation is solvable by the inverse scattering 
transform6 and a system of ordinary differential equations is 
obtained from this pde by an exact similarity reduction then 
the solution (of this system of ode's) associated with the Gel
'fand-Levitan-Marchenko equation will possess the Painle
ve property. Furthermore, they conjecture that, when all the 
ordinary differential equations obtained by exact similarity 
transforms from a given partial differential equation have 
the Painleve property, perhaps after a change of variables, 
then the partial differential equation will be "integrable." In 
another context Chudnovsky7 has observed that a certain 
partial differential equation which arises as a compatability 
condition in a generalization of the theory ofIsomonodromy 
Deformations is meromorphic [in (x,t )]. It is somewhat re
markable that a connection between integrability and the 
Painleve property has been noted since the work of Kowa
levskaya,2 and, as of yet, the precise equivalence of these 
concepts remains to be determined. 

In this paper, we define a "Painleve property" for par
tial differential equations that does not refer to that for ordi
nary differential equations. Indeed, we believe that by ex
tending the definition of the Painleve property it is possible 
to treat the phenomenon of integrable behavior in a unified 
manner. Furthermore, as a consequence of the procedure 
defined in the next section, the Cole-Hopf transform for 

.1 This work supported by Department of Energy Contract DOE 10923 and 
ONR Contract No. NOOO14-79-C-0537. 

Burgers' equation and the Lax pair for the Korteweg~e 
Vries equation are found in a remarkably simple and natural 
manner. Backlund transforms for both of these equations 
and the modified kdV equation are also found. Additional 
results for the sine-Gordon, Boussinesq, and the Kadom
stev-Petviashvili equations are presented in the Appendix. 

II. THE PAINLEVE PROPERTY 

One major difference between analytic functions of one 
complex variable and analytic functions of several complex 
variables is that, in general, the singularities of a function of 
several complex variables cannot be isolated. 8 If 
f = f (z " ... ,zn ) is a meromorphic function of N complex vari
able (2N real variables), the singularities off occur along 
analytic manifolds of (real) dimension 2N-2. These mani
folds are determined by conditions of the form 

(2.1) 

where 4J is an analytic function of(z" ... ,zn) in a neighborhood 
of the manifold. 8 

Therefore, we say that a partial differential equation 
has the Painleve property when the solutions of the pde are 
"single-valued" about the movable, singularity manifolds. 
To be precise, ifthe singularity manifold is determined by 
(2.1) and U = u(z" ... ,zn) is a solution of the partial differential 
equation, then we assume that 

00 

U = u(z,,· .. ,zn) = 4J a L Uj4Jj, 
j~O 

where 

and 

Uj = uj(z,,···,zn) 

(2.2) 

are analytic functions of (z" ... ,zn) in a neighborhood of the 
manifold (2.1), and a is an integer. Substitution (2.2) into the 
partial differential equations determines the possible values 
of a and defines the recursion relations for uj,j = 0,1,2, .... 
The procedure is analogous to that for ordinary differential 
equations.3 In the next three sections we apply this proce
dure to Burgers' equation, the Korteweg~e Vries equation, 
and the modified KdV equation. 
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III. BURGERS' EQUATION 

For Burgers' equation 

(3.1) 

we assume that 
00 

U = tPa L UjtP
j

, (3.2) 
j=O 

where 

tP = tP (x,t), uj = uj(x,t) 

are analytic functions of (x,t ) near M = I (x,t ): tp (x,t ) = 0 I· 
If M is a singularity manifold, it is readily found that 

a = - 1 (3.3) 

by a leading order analysis. The recursion relations for uj are 
found to be 

Uj _ 2,' + (j - 2)uj _ I tp, 
j 

+ L Uj _ m [Um_I,x + (m -l)tPx um] 
m=O 

= U[Uj _ 2•xx + 2(j - 2)uj _ l.xtPx 

+ (j - 2)uj _ I tPxx + (j - 1)(j - 2)ujtP ~] . (3.4) 

Collecting terms involving uj , it is found that 

utp ~(j - 2)(j + l)uj = F(uj _ p ... ,uo,tP"tPx,tPxx, ... ) 

forj = 0,1,2,... . (3.5) 

We note that the recursion relations (3.5) are not de
fined whenj = - 1,2. These values ofj are called the "reson
ances,,3 of the recursion relation and correspond to points 
where arbitrary functions of (x,t ) are introduced into the ex
pansion.j = - 1 corresponds to the arbitrary (undefined) 
singularity manifold (tp = 0). On the other hand, the reso
nance at j = 2 introduces an arbitrary function U2 and a 
"compatability condition" on the functions (tp,uo,u Il that re
quires the right-hand side of (3.5) vanish identically. 

For Burgers' equation, we find from (3.4) 

j = 0 , Uo = - 2utPx , (3.6) 

j = 1, tp, + ultPx = utPxx , (3.7) 

(3.8) 

By (3.7) the compatability condition (3.8) atj = 2 is sat
isfied identically. Thus, Burgers' equation possesses the 
Painleve property. Furthermore, if we set the arbitrary func
tion U 2 equal to zero, 

U2 =0, 

and require that 

then 

Uj =0, I~2. 

(3.9) 

(3.lO) 

In this case, we find the following Backlund transform9 for 
Burgers' equation, 

U = - 2utP,JtP + U I , (3.11) 

where (u,u l ) satisfy Burgers' equation and 

tp, + U ItPx = utPxx . (3.12) 

When U 1 = 0, the Cole-Hopftransform6 is obtained, and 
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when U I = tp is found that 

U = - 2utPx1tP + tp, 

where 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

The Backlund transform (3.13) and (3.14) was disco
vered by Fokas,1O using the method of Lie symmetries. The 
general form of the Backlund transform, (3.11) and (3.12), 
appears to be a new result. 

IV. KORTEWEG-OE VRIES EQUATION 

Following the procedure applied in the preceding sec
tion, we find that for the KdV equation 

(4.1) 
00 

U = tp - 2 L ujtP j . (4.2) 
j=O 

The recursion relations for the uj are presented else
where. II It is found that the "resonances" occur at 

j= - 1,4,6. (4.3) 

The compatability conditions atj = 4,6 are satisfied 
identically and the KdV equation possesses the Painleve 
property. For instance, when 

j = 0 , Uo = - 12utP ~ , 

j= 1, U I = 12utPxx' 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

j = 2, tPxtp, + tp ~U2 + 4utPxc/Jxxx - 3utP ~x = 0, (4.6) 

j = 3, tPx, + tPxx U2 - tp ~U3 + utPxxxx = 0, (4.7) 

j = 4 , compatability condition: 

-.!......( tPx, + utpxxxx + tPxx U2 - tp ~U3) = O. (4.8) ax 
By (4.7) the compatability condition (4.8) atj = 4 is satisfied 
identically. The compatability condition atj = 6 involves ex
tensive calculation and is, therefore, presented elsewhere. II 

We now specialize (4.2) by setting the "resonance" 
functions 

U4 = U6 = O. 

Furthermore, by requiring 

U3 =0, 

it is easily demonstrated that 

uj=O, j;;.3, 

if 

U2, + U2U2x + O'U2xxx = 0 . 

Collecting (4.4)-(4.12), we find that 

(i) uj = 0, j;;.3, 

(ii) Uo = - 12utP ~, U I = 12utPxx , 

(4.9) 

(4.lO) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(iii) (a) tPxtp, + tp ~U2 + 4utPxtPxxx - 3utP ~x = 0, 

(b) tPx, + tPxx Uz + utPxxxx = 0 , 

(iv) U2, + U2U2x + 0'U2xxx = 0 , 

(v) U = - 12utP ~/tP 2 + 12utPxJtP + u2 , 
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or 

U = 12a(~/ax2)ln<p + U2, 

where 

U, + UU" + au""" = 0 . (4.13) 

(4.13) will define a Backlund transform for the KdV 
equation if equations (4. 13.iii) and (4. 13.iv) are consistent. By 
solving Eq. (4.13.iiia) for <p" then differentiating w.r.t. x, us
ing Eq. (4. 13.iiib), and making the change of variable 

<p" = V 2 (4.14) 

it is found that 

(4.15) 

Thus, (4. 13.iii) reduces to (4.15), which is just the Lax pair12 

for (4. 13.iv), as may be verified by direct calculation. II In 
summary, our result reads 

~ 
U = 12lT~ In<p + U2 , 

ax 
where 

<p" = V 2
, 

6aV"" + U2V=AV, 

2V, + u2V" +AVx + 2lTV"xx = 0, 

and 

U2t + U2U2x + au2x= = 0 , 

Ut + UUx + lTUxxx = 0 . (4.16) 

This Backlund transform connects two solutions of the KdV 
equation via the squared eigenfunction associated with one 
solution by the 1ST transform. Although a Backlund trans
form for the KdV is hardly novel, the construction of the 
transform from a finite Painleve expansion about the singu
larity manifold is obtained in a remarkably straightforward 
way. 

V. THE MODIFIED KdV EQUATION 

For the modified KdV equation, 

Ut = ~(U3 - 2~uxx)' 
ax 

it is found that 
00 

A,-I~ A,j U ='f' ~ Uj'f' , 
j=O 

where 

Uo = 2lT<Px . 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

The resonances occur at} = - 1,3, and 4. The compa
tability conditions at} = 3,4 are satisfied identically and the 
modified KdV equations possesses the Painleve property. 
For reference, the recursion relations are 

(5.3) 

where 
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j m 
'h = L L Uj_mUm_IUI - 2~(Oj_I,X + (j - 2)<Px Oj) 

m=O/=O 

(5.4) 

and 

OJ = Uj_I,x + (j -l)<Px Uj . 

We find that 

) = 0 , Uo = 2lT<Px , (5.5) 

j = 1, ul = - IT<p,,,,/<px , (5.6) 

} = 2, <Pt = 6lT<p ;u2 + 3~<p ;J<Px - 2~<pxxx' (5.7) 

To find a Backlund transform, the "resonance" func-
tions U3 and U4 are set equal to zero. To obtain a finite expan
sion, it is found that, in general, U2 must vanish as well. Thus, 
when 

U2 = U3 = U4 = 0 , (5.8) 

(5.3) implies that 

uj = 0, }>2, 

and 

U = 2lT<Px/<p + UI . (5.9) 

Furthermore, (5.6) and (5.7) with U 2 = 0 lead to 

Ult = ~ (ui - 2~ulxx)' (5.10) 
ax 

where 

UI = - IT<p,,,,/<px . (5.11) 

Equations (5.9), (5.10), and (5. 1 1) constitute an explicit Back
lund transform for the modified KdV equation. 

APPENDIX: SINE-GORDON, BOUSSINESQ AND KP 
EQUATIONS 

A. The sine-Gordon equation 

Uxt = sinu . (AI) 

The substitution 

V= eiu (A2) 

leads to the equation 

2VVxt - 2V" Vt = V 3 
- V. (A3) 

We find that 
00 

V= <p -2 L ~<Pj' (A4) 
j=O 

where 

Vo = 4<Px<Pt and VI = - 4<Pxt . 

The resonances occur at 

j= -1,2. (AS) 

Again, the compatability condition at) = 2 is satisfied iden
tically and the equation possesses the Painleve property. The 
recursion relations are found to be 

j j 

2 L ~_mAm - 2 L Bj_mCm 
m=O m=O 

j m 

=L L~-mVm-/~-~-4' (A6) 
m=O/=O 
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where 

Aj = Vj_ 2,x' + (j - 3)(¢, Vj_ l,x + ¢x Vj- I,' + ¢x, Vj-I) 
+ (j - 2)(j - 3)¢x¢, Vj , 

Bj = Vj _ I,x + (j - 2)¢x Vj , 
and 

Cj = Vj _ I" + (j - 2)¢, Vj , 
From the recursion relations or more directly from (A3), it 
follows that any truncation of (A4) must satisfy 

Vj = 0, j>3, (A7) 

In the search for a possible Backlund transformation, we are 
thus led to examine the truncation 

a2 

V = ¢ -2 Vo + ¢ -I VI + V2 = - 4 --In ¢ + V2 ' 
axat 

(AS) 

It then follows that the resonance function V2 must satisfy 
Eq. (A3). In addition, for (A7) to be verified (V2'¢) must sa
tisfy an overdetermined system of three nonlinear pde's ob
tained from the conditions 

V3 = V4 = Vs = 0 . (A9) 

[From V6 = 0, Vz must satisfy (A3l). Simplification ofthe 
conditions defining the BT (AS) is currently in progress.] 

B. The Bousslnesq equation 

Utt + 2uuxx + 2u~ + !Uxxxx = 0 . 

It is found that 
00 

U = ¢ -2 L uj¢j. 
j~O 

The resonances occur at 

j = - 1,4,S,6. 

From the recursion relations we find that 

j = 0 , Uo = - 2¢ ~ , 

(Ala) 

(All) 

(AI2) 

(Al3) 

j= I, u l = 2¢xx, (AI4) 

j = 2, ¢: - ¢ ~x + j ¢x¢xxx + 2uz¢ ~ = 0, (AIS) 

j = 3, ¢tI + !¢xxxx + 2¢xxuz - 2¢ ~U3 = 0, (AI6) 

j = 4 (resonance), u4 is arbitrary if the compatabi-
lity condition 

:x2Z (¢; - ¢ ~x + j¢X¢xx + 2uz¢~) = 0 (AI7) 

is satisfied. By (AIS) this is so. 
j = S (resonance), Us is arbitrary if 

a
2

2(¢tt + j¢xxxx + 2¢xx uz - 2¢ ~U3) = O. (AIS) 
ax 

By (A16) this is always satisfied. 
j = 6 (resonance): We find that U6 is arbitrary if a rath

er complicated compatibility condition is satisfied. After al
gebraic reduction, this condition is found to involve 
(¢,U Z,u3), or, using (AIS) and (AI6), to reduce to an identity 
in the arbitrary function ¢' The verification of this identity 
becomes trivial when the "reduced anzatzs,,13 
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¢ =x - "'(t) (AI9) 

is employed. Basically, when ¢x #0 [see (Al3)], the implicit 
function theorem indicates that ¢ = ¢ (x,t ) may be "locally" 
(near ¢ = 0) represented in the form (AI9), where 

¢ ("'(t ),t) = 0 . (A20) 

In this manner the compatability condition is verified, and 
the Boussinesq equation is found to identically Painleve. 

To define a Backlund transform it is necessary to trun
cate (A 11) at the "constant" level term. That is, 

uj=O, j>3. (A2I) 

We find from (Al3)-(A16) that 

az 
u = 2 -z In ¢ + Uz , ax 

(A22) 

where (u,uz) satisfy (Ala), defines a Backlund transform, if 

U2t + 2uzuzxx + 2u~x + jUzxxx = 0, (A23) 

(A24) 

and 

¢tt + j¢xxxx + 2¢xx uz = O. (A2S) 

By a method presented in Ref. 14 the Lax pair can be 
found from (A24) and (A2S). 

c. The Kadomstev-Petviashvili, or two-dimensional 
KdV, equation 

The KP equation IS 

U tx + u~ + UUxx + 8uxxxx + Uyy = 0 

has an expansion of the form 

"" U = ¢ -z L uj¢j 
j=O 

with resonances at 

j = - 1,4,S,6. 

From the recursion relations we find that 

j = 0 , Uo = - 12u¢ ~ , 

(A26) 

(A27) 

(A2S) 

(A29) 

j = I, U I = 12u¢xx , (A30) 

j = 2, ¢,¢x + 4u¢x¢xxx - 3u¢ ~x + ¢; + uz¢; = 0 , 
(A3l) 

j = 3, ¢xt + u¢xxxx + ¢yy + ¢xxU2 - ¢ ~U3 = 0, (A32) 

j = 4 (resonance), U4 is arbitrary if the compatability condi
tion 

:X22 (¢x¢, + 4u¢X¢xxx - 3u¢;x + ¢; + u2¢ ~) = 0 . 

(A33) 

By (A3l) this is so. 

j = S (resonance), Us is arbitrary if 

a2 
2 

ax2 (¢xt + u¢xxxx + ¢yy + ¢xxUz - ¢ xU3) = 0, (A34) 

By (A32) this is so. 

j = 6 (resonance): Again u6 will be arbitrary if a complicated 
compatibility condition is satisfied. By the "reduced" anzatz 
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(see the last section) 

<P = x - "'(t,y) (A35) 

it can be shown that this condition is satisfied identically. 
By the above considerations the KP equation is found 

to be identically Painleve. 
The associated Backlund transform, defined by trun

cating at the "constant" term, is 

~ u = 120' -2 In <p + U2 • (A36) ax 
In Ref. 14 we demonstrate the consistency of this trans

form by finding the Lax pairs for this equation. 
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Real axis Integration of Sommerfeld integrals with applications to printed 
circuit antennas·) 
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Printed circuit antennas are becoming an integral part of imaging arrays in microwave, 
millimeter, and submillimeter wave frequencies. The electrical characteristics of such antennas 
can be analyzed by solving integral equations of the Fredholm first kind. The kernel involves 
Sommerfeld integrals which are particularly difficult to solve when source and field points lie on 
an electrical discontinuity, as it occurs in the determination of the characteristics of printed 
circuit antennas. An analytic-numeric real axis integration technique has been developed for such 
integrals and it is combined with piece-wise sinusoidal expansions to solve the Fredholm integral 
equation for the unknown current density. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Rz, 84.40.Gf, 85.20.Lg 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When sources of electromagnetic radiation are in the 
proximity of or on the interface of electrically dissimilar ma
terials, the resulting electromagnetic fields involve Sommer
feld type integrals.l-a If the source is near the interface, these 
integrals include exponentially decaying terms in the inte
grand which facilitate convergence. s-a On the other hand 
whenever the source and observation points are on the inter
face these integrals converge very slowly. 

The recent evolution of printed circuit antennas2
-4. 9-14 

with applications in microwave, millimeter and submilli
meter wave frequencies, has necessitated the development of 
special techniques to solve the resulting Sommerfeld type 
integrals. The printed circuit antenna is an extended source 
typically printed on a grounded dielectric substrate. In order 
to evaluate the electrical properties of such antennas, the 
current distribution must be obtained by solving Pockling
ton's integral equation, a Fredholm integral equation of the 
first kind. IS In the process of solving for the antenna current 
distribution, the field and source points lie on the interface 
between vacuum and the substrate. This renders the result
ing Sommerfeld-type integrals very slowly convergent. 

In this paper special techniques are developed to ad
dress this case. This is done in the effort to obtain the current 
distribution of dipoles printed on a substrate, as compared to 
previous approaches where the antenna current was as
sumed to be uniform and the antennas were chosen to be off 
the interface. s-a The integral equation for the unknown cur
rent distribution is reduced into a system oflinear equations 
by applying the method of moments. 16 The solution of the 
resulting matrix equation leads to the evaluation of integrals 
which are of the form 

1= LX> 'y{Jo(A.p)Jf(A. )dA., 

where .Y is a self-adjoint operator which involves integra
tion with respect top, Jo(A. p) is the zeroth order Bessel func
tion of the first kind andf(A. ) is given by f(A. ) = Q (A. )/ P (A. ) 
where Q (A. ) and P (A. ) are expressions in volving transcenden-

>'Work sponsored by U. S. Army Contract DAAG 29-79-C-0050. 

tal functions. The semi-infinite path of integration along the 
real axis is divided in four subintervals, with the integrand 
being treated differently in each one. The fourth subinterval 
extends from a constant A> 1 to infinity, wherein the inte
grand is a fast varying function and converges very slowly. 

The difficulties which are encountered within the 
fourth subinterval are resolved by approximating the inte
grand with controlled error and by applying a combination 
of analytical and numerical evaluation of the resulting inte
gral. This procedure introduces an error which is of the or
der 10-4 of the correct value of the integral. 

II. REDUCTION OF INTEGRAL EQUATION TO A SYSTEM 
OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 

The integral equation resulting from the solution of the 
boundary value problem (see Fig. 1) gives an expression for 
the radiated electric field in the form 

E(r) = i [k2j + VV].6(r,r') . .!(r')dr', (2.1) 

where 6 (7,f) is the Green's function of the problem given by 

6 (r,1') = So'" Jo(A.lr-1'I)F(lr-r'I,A.)dA. (2.2) 

with 

F(lr - r'I,A.) =/xW - r'lA.).Xx + J;,(lr - r'IA.)ZX, (2.3) 

while'! (7') is the unknown current distribution on the an-

~---'------r-~~'---~----------------X z=o 

~. L --I 

z =-b 

FIG. I. Horizontal electric dipole embedded in a grounded dielectric slab. 
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Ij_, 

FIG. 2. Piecewise-sinusoidal currents on a wire segment. 

tenna. The reduction of the integral equation to a matrix 
equation requires the expansion of the current distribution 
in a finite series of basis functions ~j(11'I,xj) as follows 

(2.4) 

where I j are unknown constants to be determined. For the 
problem of interest the most appropriate set of basis func
tions has been found to be in the form (see Fig. 2) 

"-.(11'1 ) = {P._ sin [k (x' - Xj_ tl] 
'f'r,xl r I • kl 

sm x 

p. sin [k (Xj + I - x')] } + r. , 
smkr" 

(2.5) 

where l' = x'x and 

_ {I, x j _ 1 <X'<X j } 

PI - 1 - • o elsewhere 
(2.6) 

By combining Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4) the radiated field 
can be written in the form 

E (1) = jt/j 100 

Y I I Jo(,1 11- l' Ill·xd,1 , (2.7) 

where 

Y t! Jo(,1 11- 1'lll = 1 [k 2j + VV] .PJo(,1 11- 1'1)dr' . 

(2.8) 
The integral equation given by (2.7) is solved by Galerkin's 
method with a set of weighting functions wm being identical 
to the basis function, i.e., 

(2.9) 

subsequently, an inner product is formulated as follows 

(wm,o) = i dr(wmoo) with 1=xx 
L (2.10) 

jtlIj 100 

(wk,Yt! Jo(,1 11-1'lll·X)d,1 = (wk,E(1) 

for the unknown coefficients I j • By noting that 

(wk,Yt! Jo(,1 11 -1'1)}·x) 

= (~k,x':;j'X) 
= (~k,.2"1 I Jo(,1 11-1/lll 1(,1 ) (2.11) 

with 
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Eq. (2.10) can be written as 

[ I;] . [Zjd = [Vk ] , 

where Vk is the voltage excitation vector given by 

and 

v: _ (~ - ~) _ {I feedpoint at X k , 
k - wk,E(,} - o elsewhere, 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Zjk = 100 

.2"jd Jo(,1 11- 1'1) 1 1(,1 ) d,1 . (2.15) 

Here .2" jk I 1 is the finite double-integral operator 

.2"jd 1 = 1 dx 1 dx'4'>dx,xd4'>j(x',xtlll, (2.16) 

where 

4'>j(X',xj) = [~I(x',xj) +SI_ I I5(x' - xj _ 1 ) 

+ Sjl5(x' -XI) + SI+ II5(x' - x j + I)] (2.17) 

and Sj _ I , Sj, Sj + 1 are independent of x'. 
In this manner the integral equation is reduced to a 

system of linear equations which can be solved for the un
known coefficients I j • The matrix inversion requires a small 
fraction of the total computation time, while a considerable 
part of the computational effort is spent on the evaluation of 
the elements of the matrix Z. 

III. EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL IN THE 
GENERALIZED IMPEDANCE MATRIX 

A. Singular points and related surface waves 

It can be shown analytically that the matrix elements in 
the matrix equation are given by 

Z - 100 

.2" 11.(,1 11 1'1)l [ A (,1,b) ] d,1 
jk - 0 jk 0 - J.(,1,b )/2(,1,b) , 

(3.1) 

where 

ft(,1,b) = Uo sinh(ub) + u cosh(ub), (3.2) 

12(,1,b) = E,Uo cosh(ub) + u sinh(ub), (3.3) 

A (,1,b) = [C1 sinh [u(b - h)] + C2 sinh(ub)] 

X [Dluo cosh(ub) + D2u sinh(ub)] 

X [Et/2(,1,b )(cosh(uh ) - :0 sinh(uh)) + E2 ](3.4) 

with C" D j , E j (i = 1,2) being constants. Since the tech
nique for the evaluation of the elements Zlk is the same for 
any finite values of the above constants, for simplicity E 1 is 
considered equal to zero throughout this paper. 

In Eq. (3.1) the integrand is a function of the parameter 
,1 through the radicals 

u=[,12_k2r/2, 

Uo = [,1 2 - k ~ r /2 
, 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where ko,k are the wavenumbers in vacuum and substrate, 
respectively. The sign of the radical u does not affect the 
single-value ofthe integrals, as the terms involving the radi
cal are even functions of u. For this reason, only the branch 
cut contribution by the radical Uo is considered and its direc
tion is determined by convergence of the integrals, the re-
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Im[~J 

k. 

-k. Re[~J 

FIG. 3. Path of integration. 

quirement that the radiated field is a wave receding from the 
source and the integrals must be single valued. As a result the 
restrictions on A. are 

Re [A.] >0, 

1m [A. ]>0, 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

which in tum impose the following behavior for u and Uo: 

Re{uo) > 0 , Im{uo) > 0 , 

Re{u»O, Im{u»O. 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

A possible position of the branch cuts governed by these 
inequalities is shown in Fig. 3. 

The integrand in Eq. (3.1), with E j = 0, has poles when
ever either one of the functionsh (A.,b ),.t;{A.,b ) becomes zero. 
The zeros of these two functions correspond to surface-wave 
modes. Particularly the zeros off.{A.,b) correspond to TE 
surface waves while the zeros of.t;{A.,b ) to TM surface waves. 
In the case of lossless dielectric these TE and TM poles are 
the roots of the equations Uo = - u coth{ub) and 
E,Uo = - u tanh{ub). Furthermore, these poles lie within 
the range ko<Re{A. )<k. 

The infinite integration in Eq. (3.1) is performed along 
the real axis and it is completed in two steps: 

(i) Numerical integration over the interval [O,A] where 
A satisfies the relationship coth{{A 2 - k 2)1/2b)= I; 

Iii) Combination of numerical and analytical integra
tion for the evaluation of the tail contribution which is actu
ally the integration over the path lA, 00). 
Subsequently it is concluded that the (i,k )th element of the 
impedance matrix can be split into two parts as it is shown 
below 

Zjk =ZI1) +ZI~, 

where 

(3.11) 

ZII) = rA.!L' {J. (A.11-1'1)} [ A (A.,b) ] dA. 
jk Jo Ik 0 il{A.,b ):nA.,b) 

(3.12) 
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and 

Z(2) = l'" .!L'. {J. (A. 11-1'1)) [ A (A.,b) ] dA. . 
,k A ,k 0 il(A.,b ):t;{A.,b) 

(3.13) 

B. Numerical Integration A.e[O,A] 

The first part of each element of the generalized imped
ance matrix given by 

Z(I) = rA 

.!L'. {J. (A. 11-1'1)} [ A (A.,b) ] dA. 
'k Jo ,k 0 h{A.,b ):t;{A.,b ) 

(3.14) 

is evaluated numerically. Here .!L'jk { } is a double-integral 
operator with the integrals being finite with respect to space 
coordinates. In this integral it has been found that the inte
gral operator can make the integrand a slow varying func
tion of A. and therefore it minimizes the error of integration. 
However, the opposite happens if .!L' jk operates on the infi
nite integral as shown below 

ZII)=.!L'. {rA

J.{A.11_1'1)[ A (A.,b) ]dA.}. 
,k ,k Jo 0 h{A.,b )12{A.,b) 

(3.15) 

Therefore at first, for the evaluation of Z I~, the computation 
of the space integrals in the operator is performed numerical
ly using a Gaussian-Quadrature method with fixed points. 
For the integration with respect to A., because of the exis
tence of poles in the strip ko<Re(A. l<k, a further division of 
the integration interval into subintervals takes place as it is 
shown below: 

(i) 0 <A. < ko. The integration with respect to A. is per
formed numerically using a modified Romberg-Quadrature 
method. 

Iii) ko < A. < k. For the integration along this interval a 
singularity extraction technique is used (see Appendix A) 
which transforms the integral into a finite series plus an inte
gral of a slowly varying function. 2

,4 This finite series gives 
the contribution of the surface wave modes with the number 
of its terms dependent on the thickness of the dielectric as 
well as the dielectric constant. 

(iii) k <A. <A. Numerical integration is invoked here in 
exactly the same manner as it is performed in the first subin
terval. 

C. Combination of numerical and analytic Integration 

In this case the integration with respect to A. is extended 
along the interval [A, 00] and the integrals which have to be 
computed are given by 

Z(2) = l'" .!L'. {J. (A. 11 - 1'1)) [ A (A.,b) ] dA. . 
,k A ,k 0 h{A.,b ):t;{A.,b) 

(3.16) 

When the source point and the observation point coincide, 
then I r - r'1 = 0 and the integral above takes the form 

z(r=i'" A (A.,b) dA.. (3.17) 
, A h{A.,b ):f2{A.,b) 
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For the integrand in (3.17) it can be proved that when A <A 

A (A,b) -O(A. -a) (a 1) (318) 
il(A,b ):t;(A,b) - < , . 

and therefore Z Ii) becomes infinite. In order to avoid this 
difficulty which arises in the computation of the matrix ele
ment, the dipole is assumed to have a very small but finite 
radius with the source current being along the axis of the 
dipole and the observation points being considered on its 
surface. As a result the distance between source and observa
tion points can never be zero but the minimum value it can 
take is equal to the radius of the dipole. Since A has already 
been chosen in such a way that 

(3.19) 

Equation (3.16) can be approximated as (see Appendix B) 

Zli) = [~(DI - D2)[ 1 - eM )] 
Er - 1 

Er + 1 [Er ] + E2 -- (D2Er - Dtl 1 - e2(A ) 
Er - 1 2(Er - 1) 

X.2"ik{C I Loo Jo(A.lr-r'l)e- Uh ~ dA. 

+ C2 [ 1 - e3(A)] Loo Jo(A. Ir - r'l) dA. } 

+ Error, (3.20) 

where 

eM)= 4A2_(3k2+Q)' (3.21) 

k 2 
- k~ 

e2(A ) = , (3.22) 
A2-k 2 +(EJ2(Er + 1))(k2-k~) 
1 k 2 

e3(A ) ="2 A2 . (3.23) 

The error made by the approximation in Eq. (3.20) depends 
on A. It has been found that if 

and 

LOO Jo(A.lr - r'l) dA. 

= _1 __ {AJo(A Ir - r'l) 
Ir-r'l 

+ 1T: [JM Ir - r'I),w"o(A Ir - r'l) 

-Jo(A Ir-r'I),w"M Ir-r'Il]}. (3.28) 

By substituting equations above into (3.20) and by ignoring 
the error terms, Z Ir becomes 

zlr = [~(DI - D2)[ 1 - eM)] 
Er - 1 

+ E2 --(D2Er - Dtl 1 - e2(A ) Er + 1 [Er ]] 
Er -l 2(Er-l) 

.2"idF(lr - r'l) - t,h (Ir - r'I)] , (3.29) 

whereF(lr - r'l) is a fast varying function of Ir -1'1 given by 

F(lr-r'l) 
CI 1 

1 + e3(A) (J1 - r'1 2 + h 2/(1 + e3(A ))2)1/2 
1 + C2 [ 1 - e3(A)] --, (3.30) 

Ir-r'l 

while t,h (11- r'l) is a slow varying function of Ir - r'l and is 
given by 

t,h (11- r'l) = C
I 
£A

2 
- k2)'12 Jo[tp(1 + e3(A ))]e - thdt 

+ C2 [ 1 - e3(A)] {AJo(A Ir - r'l) 

+ 1T: kM Ir - r'I),w"o(A Ir - r'l) 

-Jo(A Ir-1'I),w"M Ir-1'1l]}. (3.31) 

Considering the result of the operation of .2" ik on the func-
(3.24) tion F(lr - r'I), Zlr can be written in a final form as 

then 

(3.25) 

and therefore the approximation considered here is a very 
good one since the overall error made in the computation of 
the input impedance is of the order of 0.1 %. In Eq. (3.20) the 
integrals can be written as 

II roo Jo(A Ir - r'lle - uh~ dA. 
JA U 

1 
(h 2 + 11 - r'1 2(1 + e3(A W)I/2 

_ £A 2 - k
2
)//2 Jo[tp(1 + e3(A ))]e - thdt + f!ll3 , (3.26) 

with 

(3.27) 
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Zli) = [ 2E2 (D I -D2)[I-eM)] 
Er _ 1 

+E2 Er+1 (D2Er -Dtl[l- Er e2(A)]] 
Er_ 1 2(Er+ l ) 

X L =~ 1,0 m = ~I,O'I Anm {r In((if + ~)1/2 - 'T) 

+ (if + ~)1/2}IT=T' 
r= TO 

+ .2"id f!ll(lr - r'l) - t,h (Ir - 1'1)]] , (3.32) 

where 

'TI = Xi - X k + (n - m)/x , 

'To = Xi - X k + (n - m - 1)/x , 

Ix = the length of the subinterval 
considered on the dipole, 
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FIG. 4. Current distribution for a printed dipole with E, = 2.35, 
b = O.lOl6Ao,L 'O.65Ao' 

and 

&1'(11 -1'1)- fjJ (11 -1'1) 
is a slow-varying function of 11 - 1'1. 

In Eq. (3.32) the term .Yik [ J is evaluated numerically by 
using the Gaussian-Quadrature method of integration. 

IV. AN APPLICATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the attempt to obtain the current distribution of ex
tended sources of electromagnetic radiation with dipole mo
ments on the interface between two electrically dissimilar 
materials, the kernel of the resulting Fredholm integral 
equation of the first kind involves Sommerfeld-type inte
grals. These integrals include all the physical phenomena of 
the problem, i.e., radiation into space, evanescent waves as 
well as surface modes in the substrate. In addition, because 
of the fact that source and field points must be selected on the 
substrate surface to solve the integral equation for the cur
rent distribution, the Sommerfeld-type integrals converge 

Z'n ~-------------------. 
(Ohm.' 
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0" 0.5 0.6 0.7 0,8 0.9 
L'X.) 

FIG. 5. Input impedance vs dipole length for E, = 2.35 and b = O.lOl6Ao. 
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o 
u 

CD 

FIG. 6. E-plane normalized power pattern for a printed dipole with E, 

= 2.35, b = O.lOl6Ao and L = O.65Ao. 

very slowly and special techniques are necessary for their 
proper evaluation. This is the crucial contribution of this 
paper, i.e., a systematic methodology is provided to solve 
these integrals for sources on dielectric interfaces and subse
quently to obtain the current distribution of such extended 
sources. Previously, S-8 sources of electromagnetic radiation 
with a presumed current distribution were selected off the 
interface, introducing in this manner an exponential decay 
factor in the integrand of the resulting Sommerfeld-type in
tegrals. 

In the process of solving the Fredholm integral equa
tion, a basis set of piece-wise continuous functions has been 
adopted in the expansion of the unknown current distribu
tion. This device is dictated by two factors: (a) it simplifies 
the kernel after a series of closed form integrations by parts 
and (b) it satisfies the boundary conditions of the current 
distribution on the antenna. 17,18 Finally in order to illustrate 
the utility of solutions of Eq. (I) for printed circuit antennas, 
the case of lineal printed dipoles is considered. The current 
distribution is shown in Fig. 4 for a center-fed, by a unit 
voltage source, dipole of radius 10-4Ao and length 
L = 0.65Ao' The substrate properties are Er = 2.35 and 
thickness b = 0.10 16A.o. The input impedance for this print
ed circuit dipole is also shown in Fig. 5 and its radiation 
pattern in Fig. 6. 

APPENDIX A: TECHNIQUE FOR THE EXTRACTION OF 
THE SINGULARITIES 

It has been mentioned that the interval [ko,k] includes a 
finite set of discrete essential singularities which correspond 
to surface waves and contribute to the integration along this 
interval. Their contribution affects seriously the input im
pedance and radiation characteristics of the printed antenna. 
The technique which is described below transforms the inte
gral given by 

f. = rk 

.Y. r J. (A IT -1'I)J [ A (A,b) ] dA (AI) 
.k Jko .k! 0 iI(A,b )12(A,b ) 

into a finite series plus an integral of a slowly varying func
tion. 

If it is assumed that S is the set of the singularities men
tioned above, then S is given by 
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s= [XJ[Xi = zero of fl(A,b)]U[xi = zero of A(A,b)]; 
(A2) 

i = 1,2,3,.·· ,N} . 

A partition P [t n + I ] of the interval [ko,k ] is considered such 
that 

P [tN+ d = [to = ko , tl <XW",tn <XN , tN + I = k} ,(A3) 

and the integral (A 1) can be written as 

(A4) 

with ¢ ~k(A,b,Er) given by 

,/, ik(A bE) = .Y. [J. (A 11 _ 1'1)} [A (A,b)(A - X,)] 
'l'r "r ,k 0 iI(A,b ):fz(A,b ) . 

(A5) 

In (A5) the quantity (¢ ~k(xr,b,Er)l(A - x r)) is added and 
subtracted giving 

Iik = f ft
,+ IdA ¢ ~k(A,b,Er) = ¢ ~k(xr,b,Er) 

r=O t, A Xr 

~ ik [I t,+ I - Xr I .] + £.., ¢ r (Xr,b,Er) In _ - JTT . 
r=O Xr tr 

In the equation above, the integrands are slowly varying 
functions in the intervals [t r,t r + I ] and the integrals can be 
evaluated using a Gaussian-Quadrature integration method 
with four fixed points. 

APPENDIX B: FORMULATION OF THE INTEGRAL FOR 
THE TAIL CONTRIBUTION 

If we choose A in such a way that 

coth [(A 2 - k 2) 1/2b] ='= 1 , (Bl) 

the integral given below 

Z121= ("".Y. [J.(AI1-1'I)}[ A(A,b) ]dA 
ik L ,k 0 iI(A,b )1(A,b ) 

(B2) 

can be approximated as follows 

Z\r=.Y ik { ("" Jo(AI1-1'1)[ C(A,b) ]dA}, L gl(A,b )'g2(A,b) 

where 

and 

g dA,b ) = Uo + U , 

g2(A,b) = E,Uo + U , 

C(Ab)=[C sinh[u(b-h)] +c] 
, I sinh(ub) 2 

(Dluo + D2U)E2 . 

If one considers that 

(B3) 

(B4) 

(B5) 

(B6) 

sinh[u(b - h )] = sinh(ub )cosh(uh ) - cosh(ub )sinh(uh ) , 

then 

C (A,b) = (Cle - uh + C2)(D l uO + D2 )E.j. , (B7) 

and since the relation 
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DluO +D2u A A {D I -D2 D2Er -DI } 

u + Uo • ErUO + U = Er_ 1 U + Uo + ErUO + U 
(BS) 

is true Eq. (B3) can be written as 

Zlr = .Yik { ("" Jo(A 11 - 1'1l(Cle- Uh + C2) ~ 
JA Er - 1 

X( DI -D2 + D2Er -DI ) ~dA} (B9) 
1 + (uoIu) 1 + Er(uolu) U ' 

where 

u = [A 2 _ k 2]1/2, 

Uo = [A 2 - k ~] 1/2. 

(BIO) 

(Bll) 

Because of (BIO) and (Bll) the functions 1 + uolu and 
1 + Eruolu in (B9) can be written as 

and 

1 + Uo = 2[ 1 - el(A)J- I 

u 

where 

with 

AE[A,oo) . 

(B12) 

By substituting (BI2) and (BI3) into (B9) after some 
manipulations Z Iii can be put in the final form 

Zlil = ~ (DI - D 2)[ 1 - el(A )] 
Er - 1 

X .Yik {CI L"" Jo(A 11 - 1'I)e - uh ~ dli 

+ C2[ 1 - e3(A)] fO Jo(A 11 - 1'1) dA } +?Jt I 

Er + 1 [Er ] +E2--(D2Er -Dd 1- e2(A) 
Er - 1 2(Er + 1) 

X.Yik{CI L"" Jo(A 11_1'I)e-Uh~ dli} 

(BI5) 

with 

_ 1/2 k 2 - k ~ [ 2E2 ] I&i' II <A • -- (DI - D 2 )[ 1 - eM ) 
A 2 _ k 2 Er - 1 

+ .Y ik {CI l"" Jo(A 11 - 1'I)e - uh ~ dli 

+ C2[ 1 - e3(A)] l"" Jo(A 11 - 1'1) dA }] (BI6) 
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and 

_ 1/2 k 2 - k ~ [ E, + 1 
1~21 <A 2 2 E2 --(D2E, -D.) 

A - k E, - 1 

X [1 - E, e2(A )] 
2(E, + 1) 

X .5t'jk {C1 L" Jo(). Ir-r'l)e - uh ~ d)' 

+ C2 [ 1 - e3(A)] L'" Jo().lr-r'l) d)' }] . 

From (B16) and (B17) it can be shown that 

1

_ E, - 1 k 2 - k ~ (2) A 1/2 
~I + ~2 < 2 2 Zjk X --. 

2(E, + 1) A - k 2 

(B17) 

With A being of the order of 100 the error made by ignoring 

[~1 + E, ~2] is given by 
2(E, + 1) 

Error = O[ lO-4 X Z jk ] • 

This approximation gives an error 0.1 % in the input imped
ance. 
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After defining a generalized Weyl correspondence, we give some general results. These are 
presented as comments on a theorem. They mainly refer to the finite-dimensional, unbounded, 
and non-self-adjoint cases. 

PACS numbers: 03.65. - w 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A generalized Weyl correspondence (GWC) has been 
explicitly defined in a recent paper. I Along with the defini
tions the authors gave some generalized results which were 
labeled under Theorem I and Theorem II. The aim of the 
present paper is to provide a few results which go a little 
further beyond those contained in both theorems. Here we 
present our results as comments on Theorem II. 

The definition of the GWC is as follows: Let (Xj)jEJ be a 
set of real random variables and (xj)jEJ a set of linear opera
tors on a separable Hilbert space ,;y, where J is an arbitrary 
index set. If there exists a trace class operator p such that for 
any finite set of indices UI, ... jn J eJ and any real numbers 

E r exp [i(a X. + ... + a· X. )] J l lt 1l In In 

= tr(p exp [i(ahxh + ... + aj.xj.)] J (1) 

holds, then we say that there exists a GWC between the 
random variables and the operators. (E here means expecta
tion value). Each of the random variables acts on a sample 
space n which is the cartesian product of the ranges of the 
variables (Xj)jEJ' n is endowed with a finite measure J.L such 
thatJ.L(n) < 00 [usually J.L(n) = 1], butJ.L is not necessarily 
nonnegative [i.e., there may exist a measurable setA en 
such thatJ.L(A ) < 0]. Xj is the projection of non itsjth coordi
nate. 

From now on we shall call basic variables to the random 
variables (Xj)jEJ and basic operators to the (xj)jEJ' 

The GWC may be used to realize a classical stochastic 
picture of a nonrelativistic quantum system2 (direct prob
lem). Then each of the operators Xj is a basic observable on 
the description of the system and p one of its possible states 
( p is here usually taken positive and with trace one). Xj is in 
correspondence with the variable Ai alljE J and p with a 
signed measure J.L on n such that 1 = trp = J.L(n ). 

Also it can be used to represent algebras of random 
variables, which are commutative algebras oflinear opera
tors on a Hilbert space, which are generally noncommuta
tive3

•
4 (inverse problem). 
Finally we might use the GWC to compare a classical 

stochastic theory of matter with the quantum one in some 
particular problems. 5

•
6 

Other correspondences between random variables and 
linear operators can be defined. 7 We have chosen the GWC 
because it generalizes the classical Weyl correspondence,8.9 
which is the most natural one in the context ofnonrelativis
tic problems. 10 

Here we briefly recall Theorem II of Ref. 1. We shall see 
later some conditions under which we may weaken the state
ments of Theorem II, obtaining the same results. From them 
we shall obtain some interesting general results. Theorem II 
establishes the following II: 

Theorem II: Let there exist a solution of the GWC ful-
filling: 

(1) The number of elements in J is finite. 
(2) p is a positive trace class operator. 
(3) The basic operators are self-adjoint. 
(4) All the basic variables and the basic operators are 

bounded. 
(5) Each of the basic variables has infinite range. 
We call A and B respectively the linear algebras with 

identity spanned by the basic variables and operators. Then: 
(a) There exists a linear mapping g between A and B 

considered as linear spaces such that 

g(Xj) =xj ' jEJ. 

(b) (1) is equivalent to 

tr[pg(y)] = E(y), YEA. 

(c) Ify =X~' ... X~, 

g( y) = (x~' ... x~ns' 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

where (''')s denotes the symmetrized product of the opera
tors within the bracket. 

II. VARIABLES WITH FINITE RANGE 

The main problem we have when we deal with variables 
of finite range is that g defined in (2) may not exist. For 
example, let us assume that we want to make a classical sto
chastic picture of a spin-~ system. Then we may think that we 
can use the GWC where the basic operators Xj are to be the 
Pauli matrices and each of the basic variables Ai thejth coor
dinate of n = p, - 1 J X p, - 1) X p, - 1 J (jEl 
= (1,2,3 J). Observe that n must be this set precisely if we 

want that g(X k) = xk, all k. The basic variables and opera-
] J I 

tors are bounded here; hence we can conclude that 

g( (aXI + /3X2 + r X3tl 

= (aa" + /3ay + razt, all n, 

where a, /3, and r are any real numbers. For the sake of 
simplicity let us make r = O. Then, if n = 3, 

g((aX\ +/3X2)3j = (aa" +/3ay )3 

(5) 

= (a +/3)aa" + (a +/3){3ay • (6) 
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On the other hand, 

(aXI + fJX2)3 = (a3 + 3afJ 2)XI + (/3 3 + 3a2fJ )X2' (7) 

Whence 

g HaX I + /3X2)3) = (a3 + 3a/3 2)q x + ( (3 3 + 3a2{3 )qy, 
(8) 

which is clearly different from (6). Then the question that 
arises is: What are the conditions a finite-dimensional GWC 
has to fulfill in order that g be well defined?'2 An answer is 
contained in the next result. We shall label it Theorem III, 
after Theorem I and Theorem II of Ref. 1. 

Theorem III: Assume we have a finite-dimensional 
GWC andp>O or p<,O. 

(1) Suppose N = 2 and that for some pair (a? ,a~) all the 
elements in the diagonal of p are different from zero in all the 
basis which diagonalizea?x , + a~x2' Thengis a mapping if 
and only if[x

"
x 2] = O. 

(2) If p>O (p<,O) and for all the basic diagonalizing the 
operators X2,X3,oo.,XN , the elements in the diagonal of pare 
different from zero, then g is a mapping if and only if the 
algebra B spanned by the basic operators is commutative. 

Before we give the proof of the theorem, it will be con
venient to write the following lemma: 

Lemma: Let H = /al,oo.,an ) be a finite set of real 
numbers different from zero and each other. Then, if there is 
a set of numbers G = / b"oo.,bn ) such that 

n 

L b;a~ = 0, k = l,oo.,n + 1. (9) 
;=1 

Then b; = 0, i = l,oo.,n. 
Proof Consider the algebra with identity .sf consisting 

of all the functions of the elements of H . .sf is spanned by the 
functions of the form: 

Ida;) = a~, k = 1, ... ,n + 1, (10) 

by the Stone-Weiesstrass theorem. 13 (Note that sinceln + I is 
a linear combination ofln,oo.,/t,1,4 then the identity is a lin
ear combination of In + I ,In ,oo.,jIl. The finite sequence of 
numbers (b"oo.,bn ) can be looked at as a functional on thelk 

(k = I,oo.,n + 1) and can be extended to all of d by linearity. 
But thelk span .sf. This means that b; = 0, all i = l,oo.,n. 

III. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

Prool 1: Assume that g is a mapping between the alge
bras A and B. Then 

tr[p(alx l + a~2rJ = E(a,X, + azX2t, all n, (11) 

is equivalent to (1).1 The first term in (11), in a basis which 
diagonalizes a? x I + a~ X2, is 

PII 

tr : 

Plk o 

o 
(12) 

wherea"oo.,ak are the eigenvalues ofa?x, +a~x2' which 
obviously depend on a? and a~. We may suppose that in this 
basisPii #0, all i = I,oo.,k. Then 

535 

(I2)=p"a7 +"'+Pkka~ 

=p.(a~xl1 + a~xliin + 00. 

+ Pm (a?X'm + a~Xlmr, 
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(13) 

where x 'j and x1j ' respectively, are the values of the variables 
XI and X2 at the point {j)jE {} and Pj its probability. 

Now we apply the lemma to conclude that if some a; 

were different from all the numbers (a~x,s + a~x2s')' thenpii 
= O. By hypothesisPii #0 (i = I,oo.,k); hence every ai must 

be equal to some element of the form (a?x,s + a~x2s')' [Note 
thatp; = 0 for at least n - (k + 1) points in n.] 

The lemma also says thatp;; = pula? ,a~) must be equal 
to some p;. Then the following question arises: Is this true for 
any other values of a, and al? 

For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the 
case a"al>O and a"a1, not both zero. Take A = a,1 
(a, + all; then AE[O, 1], whence 

atx t + azXl = (a l + al)[Ax, + (1 - A )Xl]' (14) 

Since x I and Xl are Hermitian, there exists a neighbor
hood of [0, 1] in the complex plane in which the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of A X I + (1 - A )Xl are analytic. If 1/tj(A ) is 
thejth eigenvector of (14), 

Pii(at,al) = (1/tj(A ),p1/tj(A) (15) 

is an analytic function of A. For the initial values a? and a~ 
of a, and a1 , Pii #0. Therefore, (15) is different from zero 
except for possibly finitely many values of A in [0,1]. 

Now assume thatp>O (or p<,O). Equation (13) can be 
rewritten as 

k 

L (1/tj(A ),p1/ty. )a;(A) 
j=' 

m 

= LP;(AX li +(l-A)xl;t, AE[O,I], nEN, (16) 
i=1 

where 1/tj(A ) is thejth eigenvector of A and aj(A ) its corre
sponding eigenvalue. 

The positivity condition on p and the above discussion 
over analyticity lead to 

(1/tj(A),p1/tj(A) >0, j=I, ... ,n, (17) 

except for possible finitely many values of A. 
Hence either 

(18) 

or these exists an index i (which may depend onj and A ) such 
that 

(19) 

(18) and (19) along with the analyticity of the eigenval
ues on A yield 

q(AX, + (1 - A )Xl)C /Aq(X t ) + (I - A )q(x2)lu{0). (20) 

Now we claim that [X,,xl] = o. Figure I will help us to 
understand our reasoning. On the vertical axis crossing 
A = 0, we have placed all the eigenvalues of Xl and O. On that 
one crossing A = 1, we have put the eigenvalues of X, and o. 
We have drawn all possible lines connecting the eigenvalues 
as well as that one joining the zeroes. For any Ao, the eigen
values of Ao X, + (I - AO)Xl lie on the vertical line which 
crosses Ao at the intersections with all the other lines. In fact, 
since aj (A ) are analytic in A because of the Rellich theorem, '4 

the eigenvalues of AX I + (1 - A )Xl cannot jump from one 
line to the other, even at crossings. Therefore, the subindex i 
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FIG. I. 

o '\0 

in (19) does not depend on A. This implies that for every j 
there exist xljEa(xd and X2j Ea(X2) such that 

'tJ A: aj(A) = AX lj +(1-A).x2j' (21) 

Take now 

XI +llx2 = (1 +Il)[ _I-XI + (1- _1_) X2] (22) 
1+1l 1+1l 

withll>O. After (21), the eigenvalues of (22) are given by xlj 

+ Ilx2j · Let 'h( Il) be thejth eigenvector of (22) and assume 
that we have ordered thej so that X21>X22>',,>X2k' For 
"'II Il) we can write 

Using analyticity, we obtain 

("'1(0),x1"'1(0) + 1l("'1(0),x2"'1(0) 

+1l("'1(0),x1"';(0) +O(1l2) 

= (XII +IlX21 )("'I(O),"'I(O) +1l("'I(O),,,,;(O)x lI 

+ o( 1l2
). (24) 

Hence 

("'1(0),X2"'; (0) + ("'I(O),X I"'; (0) 

= X21 + ("'1(0),"'; (O)X II ' (25) 

Realizing that XI is Hermitian and that XI"'I(O) 
= XII"'I(O), we finally conclude 

max[a(x2)] = X21 = ("'1(0),x2"'1(0). (26) 

This implies that 

(27) 

In fact, if(al, ... ,ak) were the components of "'1(0) in a basis 
which diagonalizes X2 , 

("'1(0),x2"'1(0) = lat/2x21 + la2 1
2x 22 + ... 

+ lak 12X2k <X21 ' (28) 

the last inequality being true because "'1(0) has norm 1 and 
X21 = max[a(x2)]. Moreover, the equality is satisfied if and 
only if lall = 1 and la21 = ... = lak I = O. This concludes 
(27). 

From (27) we can deduce that "'1(0) is an eigenvector of 
X I + Ilx2 with eigenvalue X II + Ilx21 · This is true whatever 
Il >0 we choose. Then 
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(29) 

where! "'1(0) J is the subspace spanned by "'1(0) and! "'I (OW 
its orthogonal. We may apply the same reasoning to! "'1(O)}l 
again so as to find a basis which simultaneously diagonalizes 
X I and x2. This shows that [x I' x 2] = O. 

Proof 2: It is a corollary of part 1. 
Remark I: We might have relinquished the condition 

on the sign ofp (either p>O or p<O). However, in this case we 
have to impose nondegeneracy conditions on the Xi' There
fore, the above result can work if we substitute the restriction 
onp by the following: thex i do not have degenerate eigenval
ues. 

Now we prove the converse. If all the basic operators 
commute all of them can be diagonalized in the same ortho

gonal basis (we are assuming all of them are Hermitian). In 
such a basis 

Pll 
p= (30) 

Pkl Pkk 
Ifwecallxij,j = 1, ... ,k, tothejtheigenvalueoftheoper

ator Xi> then we have 
k 

tr(p(alx l + ... + anxnn = LPu!aix li + ... + a nXn;)1 
;=1 

m 

= LPs(ala lS + ... + a nans )l, all I, (31) 
s= I 

whereaij,j = 1, ... , s, is thejth value of the range of Xi' By the 
lemma we conclude thaes 

(alx ls + ... + anxns) = (ala ls + ... + anans ), (32) 

s = 1, ... ,r<dim:W' 

all al, ... ,anE R andp,+ I = ... = Pm = O. On the other 
hand, it may also happen that XIs = X2s = ... = xns = O. 

Hencel6 

and, consequently, the minimal polynomial of 
alXI + ... + a"Xn has rank bigger or equal of that one of 
alx l + ... + anx". On the other hand, any yEA can be 
spanned as a linear combination of elements of the form 
(aIXI + ... + anXn)I.1 Henceg:A-Bis a mapping. 

Remark II: When considering Pauli matrices again, the 
eigenvalues of aa" + {Jay + yaz are 

..1= ±~a2+{J2+y2. (34) 

Furthermore, a", ay' and az do not commute; therefore, we 
cannot expect g to be a mapping in this case. However, the 
result of Theorem III does not exclude the possibility of real
izing classical stochastic models for a quantum spin system. 
In Ref. 2, we implement a stochastic model for the quantum 
Ising lattice. 

IV. POSITIVITY OF p 

In the proof of Theorem II we have not made use of the 
positivity of p. It is not necessary. Also it is not a necessary 
condition for the measure Il on n to be nonnegative as we can 
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see in the following example: Consider a k-dimensional 
GWC in whichB is a commutative algebra, and assume that 
in the basis which diagonalizes the basic operators, the diag
onal elements ofp are all nonnegative. Then the measures of 
the points in n are all nonnegative, but p may be neither 
positive nor self-adjoint. 

The fact that a state of nonrelativistic quantum me
chanics is described by a positive trace class operator sug
gests that p should be such a kind of operator. In general we 
cannot guarantee the positivity of p even if p, is positive ex
cept for a few cases.17 Nevertheless, a weaker result can be 
obtained. 

Proposition: Assume we have the hypothesis of 
Theorem II except that we drop the requirement on the posi
tivity of p. Then we can replace p by a Hermitian operator p' 
and leave the other elements of the correspondence un
changed. 

Proof We have 

trp = (trp+)* (35) 

for any trace class operator. (35) and the properties of the 
trace yield 

tr{p(a1xl + ... + anxn)1 J + 

= tr[p+(a1x1 + .. , +anxnn 

= (tr(p(a1x1 + .. , + anxnn)* 

=E{(a1X1 + ... +anXn)/J, all Ie N. 

The last equality says that all terms in (36) are real, 
because of the reality of the basic variables. Hence 

tr(p+(a1xl + ... + anxn)/] 

= tr( p(a1x1 + .. , + anxn)/] 

= tr[p'(a1x1 + .. , + anxnn, all I, 

where 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

Obviously, p' is Hermitian and satisfies our require
ments. 

V. BOUNDEDNESS 

The condition of boundedness of the basic operators 
and variables is useful because it automatically gives that 

tr[p(a1x1 + '" +anxn)l] =E {(a1X1 + ... + anXJJ, 

all Ie N, (39) 

for any subset { 1, ... ,n J CJ, is equivalent to (1). This relation 
allows us to defineg. However, when some of the basic oper
ators Xi are not bounded, the series 

00 jni'! 

L-' 
n=O n! 

(40) 

does not make sense, and the equivalence between (39) and 
(I) may not be true. Moreover, the relation (39) makes no 
sense when any of the involved variables has an infinite mo
mentum. With this in mind, we can give a sufficient condi
tion to have (39) in the case we have unbounded operators 
and variables. 
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Proposition: If all random variables have finite mo
menta (or equivalently if all linear combinations of them 
have finite momenta) and there exists an analytic vectorl8 tP 
of a1x1 + ... + anxn for any ai' then (39) and (I) are equiva
lent withp = ItP) (tPl· 

The proof is straightforward. 
Example: The vectors 

tPn = (.[ii2nn)-1/2e-x'I2Hn(x), (41) 

where Hn (x) are the Hermite polynomials, are analytic vec
tors of the real Lie algebra spanned by the position and the 
momentum operators. 19 We may define a GWC with these 
operators, the corresponding variables Q and Pbeing defined 
on R. For all the vector states (41), both (39) and (1) are 
equivalent; however, only Po = ItPo) (tPol will provide a posi
tive density for Q and p.17 

Remark: When more than one ofthe basic operators are 
unbounded, domain problems could appear. We have to be 
sure that they have a dense common domain and that their 
sum is self-adjoint in this domain, in order that the exponen
tial in (1) be correctly defined via the Stone theorem. 

VI. SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF THE BASIC OPERATORS 

If some of the operators Xj are not self-adjoint, we can 
still define the GWC. But B will not be an involutive algebra. 
In most cases the basic observables are candidates to be the 
observables of our physical theory. Consequently, we would 
like them to be self-adjoint. 

Nevertheless, we may have from the beginning a solu
tion of the G WC in which some of the basic operators are not 
self-adjoint. Can we replace them for self-adjoint operators? 
The next result gives us a partial answer to this problem. 

Theorem IV: Let there be a solution of (1) in which n of 
the basic operators are normal. Then they can be replaced by 
n Hermitian operators with no other changes, provided that 
the basic operators and variables are bounded. 

Proof Suppose that n = 1 first. Then by making all a i 

zero except the one which corresponds to the normal opera
tor z: 

E (eiUX
) = tr( peiUZ

). (42) 

This is equivalent to 

tr( pZ") = tr[p f~ 00 f~ 00 (x + iy)" dE (x) dE (y)] 

= fIX + ;y)" dG (x,y) = E (xn) = f~ 00 xn dF(x),(43) 

where E (x,y) = E (x)E (y) is the spectral family associated 
with Z.20 F (x) is the distribution function of X and can be 
extended to a two-dimensional distribution F(x,y), so that 

f(X + iy)" dF(x,y) = f(X + iy)n dG (x,y), all n. (44) 

Hence 

G (x,y) = F (X,yfl (45) 

so that 

tr[pE(x)] = limtr[pE(x)E(y)] = limF(x,y) =F(x). (46) 
"............00 y----..oo 
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The operator 

x= jXdE(X) (47) 

is self-adjoint and fulfills (46). But (46) is equivalent to (42), as 
we have proven in Ref. 1. Hence the theorem follows for 
n = 1. 

Note that x is the Hermitian part of Z. This is the key 
point in the generalization to n. In fact, if we have n normal 
operators ZI,z2,. .. ,zn' which give us a solution of (I), we can 
use the above reasoning with z = a IZ I + ... + an Z nand 
X = alX I + ... + anXn to conclude thatzcan be replaced by 
its Hermitian part. This is a IX I + ... + anxn , where Xi is the 
Hermitian part of Zi' This proves the theorem. 
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Using the principle of increasing flux and its complement, an upper bound associated with the 
allowed bands of the Bloch spectrum of one-dimensional Schr6dinger operators with periodic 
potentials is derived. Namely, let a be the period of the potential, Eo the lower bound of the Bloch 
spectrum and (E2U-II'E2j- I) the allowed bands U = 1,2, ... ). Then 

1T> a [(E2j _ I - Eo)1/2 - (E2U- I) - Eo)1/2]. 

PACS numbers: 03.65. - w 

Let H be the one-dimensional SchrOdinger operator 
H = - d 2/ dx2 + Ua , with Ua a periodic potential of period 
a. The Bloch spectrum of H is defined as the set of values E 
for which all the solutions of the equation (H - E) tP = 0 are 
bounded on the whole real axis. The Block spectrum consists 
of the half-line Eo < E from which certain closed intervals 
[ E2j _ I ,E2j ] U = 1,2, ... ) are omitted. These are the forbid
den bands (or gaps), so the (E2U_I),E2j_ tl (j = 1,2, ... ) are 
the allowed bands. It will be assumed that Ua nowhere 
equals the constant Eo. 

In this note, the inequality 

1T>a[(E2j _ 1 -EO)1/2_(E2U _ I) _EO)1/2] U= 1,2, ... )(1) 

will be proved. When the degeneracy E2j _ I = E2j occurs, 
the large allowed band (E2j _ 2 ,E2j + I ) is to be regarded as the 
two allowed bands, (E2j _ 2 ,E2j _ I ) and (E2j ,E2j + I ), with the 
inequality (1) valid for each of them. 

This inequality is almost an immediate consequence of 
the principle 01 increasing flux and its complement proved 
previously. 1.2 We shall recall these principles below, as well 
as certain analytic properties of the quasimomentum func
tion p(E) previously established. 

The principle of increasing flux may be stated as fol
lows. Let Vbe a harmonic function which is positive in the 
region G of the complex plane and let a be an arc of the 
boundary aG of the region. Deform the arc a into the region 
G, keeping its endpoints fixed and call the resulting arc a I' 
Define a new harmonic function VI in the smaller region 
G I C G bounded by aG \ aua I by taking VI to have the same 
boundary values on aG \ a as V, and to vanish on a I' Then if 
n is the internal normal, 

f aVI ds> f av ds. 
Ja, an Ja an 

(2) 

The complement of this principle of increasing flux is 
that for any arc /3caG \a, 

i aVI d L aV d -- s< - s 
pan pan' 

notation as before. 

(3) 

If/(z) = U(z) + iV(z)and/l(z) = UI(z) + VI(z)arefunc
tions analytic in G and GI, respectively, then the inequalities 
(2) and (3) imply the inequalities 

UI(z)la, > U(z)la, (2') 

(3') 

where U (z) I a is the increase of U along the arc a and so on. It 
is easy to prove that both principles are valid not only for 
two-dimensional domains but for arbitrary dimensions as 
well. 

Let tPj (x;E) (j = 1,2) be a fundamental system of solu
tions of the equation (H - E) tP = O. The effect of a displace
ment through one period is given by 

(
tPI(X + a;E)) = Y(E)(tPI(X;E)), (4) 
tP2(X + a;E) tP2(x;E) 

where the monodromy, or shift, matrix Y(E) satisfies 
det[Y (E)] = 1. Upon transforming to another fundamental 
system of solutions, Y (E) is transformed into a conjugate 
matrix.Consequentlytheeigenvaluespj(E)(j = 1,2)ofY(E) 
are independent ofthe choice of basis. Moreover, PtP2 = 1 
and so we can introduce the quasimomentum function pIE ) 
by 

PI.2(E) = exp[ +iap(E)]. (5) 

The factor a arises from the fact that Y (E) depends not on E 
but on the dimensionless quantity a2(E - Eo). 

Let Co be the complex E plane with the cut [Eo, + 00). 
The function z = a[E - Eor/2 maps Co conformally onto 
the upper half-plane 1m z> O. Now the function t = ap(E) is 
known I to depend only on z, so we write ap(E) = p(z). The 
function p is determined uniquely by the conditions p(O) = 0 
andp(z)-z at infinity. It is also known l that the function t 
maps Co conformally onto the upper half-plane 1m t> 0 with 
vertical cuts. The bases of these cuts are at points which are 
multiples of 1T. The cuts are the images of the upper and 
lower edges of the gaps [E2j _ I ,E2j ]. The intervals 
± ((j - 1)1T,j1T) of the t plane are the images of the bands 

(E2U _ I) ,E2j _ I) under this mapping. The conformal image of 
Co under t we denote by T; it is symmetric with respect to the 
imaginary axis and completely defined by the lengths L j 

(j = 1,2, ... ) of its vertical cuts. 
We can apply the complement of the principle of in

creasing flux to the conformal mapping of the region T into 
the upper half-plane 1m z > 0 by regarding the vertical cuts 
as arcs aj and the intervals (U - 1)1T,j1T) as arcs/3j" The im
age of /3j in the half-plane 1m z > 0 is the interval 
(X2U - 1),x2j-I), whereXk = a (Ek - EO).1/2 According to, 
e.g., (3'), if the length Lk of at least one vertical cut decreases 
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under the mapping of T, the differences X 2j _ I - X2U _ I) 

increase (j = 1,2, ... ), reaching a maximum when all the im
age lengths vanish. In this case t = z, X 2j _ 1 = X 2j , and 
X 2j _ 1 -X2U - I ) = 1T. Thus, the inequality Eq. (1) has been 
proved. 

In Ref. 1, the inequality 

a(E2N - EO)1/2 = X 2N > N1T 

was proved for the case when the Bloch spectrum has N 
bands. Considered as a special case of the analysis here, the 
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vertical cuts are such that L j = 0 for allj > N and the arc a is 
just that part of the boundary aT between - X2N - 0 and 
X2N +0. 

'N. N. Meiman, J. Math. Phys. 18, 834 (1977). 
zThe following points should be noted in Ref. 1. In the formula Eq. (2.8), Z. 

should be replaced by Zz.' In the Introduction and the beginning of Sec. I, 
the condition U.(x) = U.(x/a) was mentioned by mistake. 
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Explicit Hilbert space representations of SchrOdinger states: Definitions and 
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Stieltjes-Tchebycheff orbital approximations are described for the discrete and continuum 
Schrodinger states of self-adjoint (Hamiltonian) operators, and certain oftheir properties are 
established and clarified. The nth order orbitals are defined in accordance with corresponding 
moment-theory approximations to spectral densities as eigenfunctions of the appropriate 
operator in an n-term Cauchy-Hilbert space. Their eigenvalues are consequently the generalized 
Gaussian or Radau quadrature points of the associated spectral density function formed by 
projection with an appropriate test function on the Schrodinger states, and their norms provide 
the corresponding (reciprocal) quadrature weights. Stable algorithms are described for their 
construction employing recursive Lanczos and orthogonal-polynomial methods. In finite orders 
the spatial characteristics of the orbitals correspond to spectral averages in the neighborhoods of 
the quadrature points over the correct Schrooinger states. The spectral content of an individual 
orbital is obtained in closed form without reference to the correct underlying Schrodinger states. 
Convergence (n_ 00) is obtained in the discrete spectral region to Schrodinger eigenstates of finite 
norm, whereas in the essential portion of the spectrum the orbitals converge to scattering states of 
improper (infinite) norm. Connections with matrix partitioning and optical potential theory are 
made, indicating that finite-order orbitals can provide exact Schrodinger states over local 
predetermined portions of configuration space. Illustrative computational studies of the regular /
wave spectra of the Coulomb Hamiltonian are provided. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Db, 03.65.Ge, 31.15 + q 

I. INTRODUCTION presentations ofSchrooinger states, and certain of their pro
perties are established and clarified. The orbitals are defined 
in accordance with corresponding moment-theory approxi
mations to spectral densities, distributions, and Stieltjes-in
tegral representations of operator resolvents that arise upon 
introduction of appropriate test-function projections on 
Schrodinger spectra. 10 Although moment-theory approxi
mations are familiar in these latter contexts5

-
1O and the gen

eral spectral theory is well established, II relatively few appli
cations of the corresponding Stieltjes-Tchebycheff 
approach to L 2 representations of Schrooinger states have 
been reported in the literature. 12 

Hilbert space provides an appropriate setting for theo
retical and computational studies of Schrodinger states. I In 
spite of this, so-called improper vectors are commonly em
ployed in solutions of scattering problems associated with 
the essential portions of Hamiltonian spectra.2 Difficulties 
can arise in the explicit construction of such scattering 
states, particularly for many-particle systems in which non
central and nonlocal forces are present, and in which particle 
permutation symmetry must be satisfied. Since L 2 (Ritz) 
variational methods have proved useful for construction of 
the bound states of such complex systems,3 there is consider
able motivation to devise related approximations for the as
sociated scattering states.4 Techniques based on the theory 
of moments, 5.6 which have received widespread applications 
in solid-state,7 atomic and molecular,8 and nuclear physics,9 

seem particularly well suited for construction of explicit Hil
bert-space approximations of uniform quality to the discrete 
and continuum portions of Schrodinger spectra. 

In the present article, an account is given of Stieltjes
Tchebycheff orbitals that provide explicit Hilbert-space re-

-I Permanent address. 

In Sec. II, required definitions are provided, and con
nection is made with previous work describing convergent 
moment-theory approximations to spectral densities. 10 The 
Stieltjes-Tchebycheff orbitals are defined in Secs. III and IV 
as Hamiltonian eigenstates in n-term Cauchy-Hilbert basis 
sets, 13 and explicit algorithms for their construction are giv
en employing Lanczos recurrence methods. 14 In Sec. V, the 
nth-order orbitals are shown to provide optical-potential so
lutions of the full matrix representation of the SchrOdinger 
problem. Their convergence in the limit of large n to eigen
states of finite norm in discrete spectral regions, and to scat-
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tering states of improper (infinite) norm in the essential spec
trum, is indicated. In finite orders, the orbitals are seen to 
provide spectral averages over the correct Schrooinger states 
in the neighborhoods of the generalized Gaussian or Radau 
quadrature points of the corresponding spectral density. 
Moreover, their norms are seen to give the corresponding 
(reciprocal) quadrature weights. Consequently, in finite or
ders the orbitals are expected to sensibly span the important 
dense portions of the spectrum. Closed form expressions are 
obtained for the spectral content of the Stieltjes-Tcheby
cheff orbitals without explicit reference to or construction of 
the appropriate Schrodinger states. These and other proper
ties of Stieltjes-Tchebycheff orbitals are clarified with illus
trative calculations of the regular I-wave spectra of the one
electron Coulomb Hamiltonian, given in Sec. VI. 
Concluding remarks are made in Sec. VII. 

II. SPECTRAL DENSITIES AND DISTRIBUTIONS 

It is convenient to consider the expectation value of the 
resolvent (z - H)-I of the self-adjoint (Hamiltonian) opera
tor H of interest with respect to a unit-norm test function <1>. 
This can be written for nonsingular spectra as a Stieltjes inte
gralS: 

R<I>(z)=(<I> I(z - H)-II<I» 

f+ 00 g(E) dE 
= ---

-00 Z-E 

= f+ 00 dF(E) , 
-00 Z-E 

(1) 

where 

g(E) = L (<I> 19?; >J2 c5(E - E;) + 1(<1> 19?,,) 12 (2) 
; 

is the (nonnegative) spectral density function of interest and 

F(E) = f 00 g(E') dE', F( - 00) = ° (3) 

is the corresponding (nondecreasing) distribution. The denu
merable (possibly infinite) number of bound-state eigenfunc
tion 9?; (E; < 0) and the scattering functions 9?" (E>O) ofEq. (2) 
satisfy the Schrodinger problem 

(H - E;) 9?; = 0, E; <0, (4a) 

(H - E) 9?" = 0, 00, (4b) 

as well as appropriate boundary conditions in each case. By 
convention, the orthogonal eigenstates 9?; are made to satisfy 
physical normalization, 

(Sa) 

whereas the scattering solutions 9?" satisfy Dirac delta-func
tion normalization, 2 

(5b) 

in the energy variable. Appropriate choices of the test func
tion <I> result in spectral densities [Eq. (2)] and Stieltjes inte
grals [Eq. (1)] having well-defined and familiar physical sig
nificance. 1O Common cases include the absorption and 
dispersion of electromagnetic radiation in matter,IS.16 
aspects of equilibrium statistical mechanics, 17.18 crystal-Iat-
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tice vibrations, 19-21 and certain formulations of particle scat
tering,22 to mention some representative examples. 

Spectral power moments ofthe form (A, p. 141; CL, p. 
652) 

f + 00 k 

= _ 00 E dF (E), k>O, (6) 

provide a basis for construction of moment-theory approxi
mations to the resolvent, density, and distribution of Eqs. 
(1)-(3) under appropriate conditions.5

•
6

•
10 In the present de

velopment, corresponding Stieltjes-Tchebycheff orbital ap
proximations to the spectrum of bound-state eigenfunctions 
and scattering solutions ofEqs. (4) and (5) are described, and 
their properties are established and clarified. When the mo
ments ofEq. (6) fail to converge, the development can be 
generalized by replacing H in Eq. (6) with an appropriate 
operator A (H) chosen to assure convergence. This flexibility 
has important consequences in computational applications, 
as indicated further in Sec. VI. 

lt is assumed throughout for ease of presentation that a 
strongly convergent sequence of Jacobi-matrix representa
tives of the operator H can be constructed in a separable 
Hilbert space, the operator consequently permits a closure, 
the moments ofEq. (6) converge, and the corresponding mo
ment problem is a determinate one. Under these conditions 
there is a close correspondence between the moment prob
lem and construction of a spectral resolution of the corre
sponding self-adjoint operator H (A, Chap. 4). 

III. STIEL T JES ORBITALS 

Stieltjes approximations to the resolvent, density, and 
distribution ofEqs. (1)-(3) are obtained from nth-order gen
eralized Gaussian quadrature points €\n) and weights FIn) 
that satisfy the reduced moment problem (ST, p. 28; CL, Sec. 
3) 

n 

L (€\n))k FIn) = J.lk' 0<k<2n - 1. (7) 
i=1 

Corresponding nth-order Stieltjes orbitals { <I> In); i = I-n J 
that have the t-t) as eigenvalues and the F In) as (reciprocal) 
norms are constructed as the eigenfunctions of an n X n ma
trix representative of the operator H in a so-called Cauchy
Hilbert moment basis l3

.
14 

Ok = Hk - 1<1>, k = 1,2, ... ,n. (8) 

Since the metric of the Cauchy basis is positive definite 
{ (0; I OJ) = J.l; + j _ 21 for a moment problem with solution 
(ST, p. viii), the n functions ofEq. (8) form a linearly indepen
dent invariant Hilbert subspace that includes the test func
tion <I> (=Ot!. That the €\n) of Eq. (7) are Hamiltonian eigen
values in the Cauchy basis follows from explicit construction 
of the secular equation,23 or from the observation that the 
development is a variational one and that the Hamiltonian 
matrix is determined by the first 2n spectral moments 
{ (0; IH 10j) = J.li +j _ 1 }.24 

It is well known that instabilities can arise when the 
Cauchy basis of Eq. (8) is employed directly in forming an 
eigenvalue problem.7-9 These difficulties are avoided 
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through use of orthonormal linear combinations of the 
Cauchy basis that bring the Hamiltonian to tridiagonal Ja
cobi form.6,7 The resulting Lanczos basis satisfies the recur
rence relation 14 

/3jVj + I = (H - aj ) Vj - /3j- I vj _" j = l, ... ,n - 1, (9) 

with Vo = 0 and VI = «>. Equation (9) and the orthonormality 
requirement on the Vj are sufficient to determine the Lanczos 
basis, as well as the recurrence coefficients aj and /3j (j = 1-
n), In computational applications an appropriate convenient 
complete L 2 basis is generally employed to represent the Vj 
and operator H ofEq. (9), thereby avoiding explicit reference 
to the Cauchy basis of Eq. (8). Necessary boundary condi
tions on the Schrodinger states are conveniently incorporat
ed into the choice of basis (Sec. VI), and the Hamiltonian His 
replaced in Eq. (9) with A (H) in a generalization of the devel
opment required when the moments ofEq. (6) fail to con
verge, as indicated above. 

The Schrodinger problem in this Lanczos basis takes 
the form 

(J(nl - f}nl Ifni). q~nl = 0, i = 1, ... ,n, (10) 

where J(nl is the (n X n) tridiagonal Jacobi matrix (A, p. 138) 
[cf. Eq. (9)] 

(J(nl)i,i = ajl (1Ia) 

(J(nl);,;+ I =/3;. (lIb) 

The components of the eigenvectorofEq. (10) are (A, p. 140) 

(tinl)j = qj(f}nl), (1Ic) 

where qj(E) is thejth-order polynomial orthonormal with 
respect to the distribution r (E) (ST, p. 35) 

f-+ ",,"" qj(E) qj(E) dr (E) = 8ij' (12) 

and consequently can be computed from the recurrence rela
tion (ST, p. 47) 

/3j qj+ I (E) = (E - a j ) qj(E) - /3j- I qj_1 (E), (13) 

where qo(E) = 0, ql(E) = 1, similar to Eq. (9).25 Writing out 
Eq. (13) forj = 1 to n gives a matrix equation similar to Eq. 
(10), with the zero on the right-hand side there replaced by a 
vector having the polynomial q n + 1 (E) in the nth position and 
zeros elsewhere. Consequently, the nth-order Stieltjes ener
gies, or generalized Gaussian quadrature points, are ob
tained from diagonalization of the J(nl matrix or, equivalent
ly, from the roots of the orthogonal polynomial [CL, Eq. 
(13a)] 

qn + 1 (E) = ( - I)ndetj J(nl _ EI(nlj/(/31 /32···/3n)' (14) 

Corresponding quadrature weights are given by the Chris
toffel expression (ST, pp. 39~1) 

r~nl = [ .f qj(f}nl)2] - 1 (15) 
J= I 

Finally, associated Stieltjes orbitals are written in the form 
(A, pp. 140, 141) 
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n 

«> ~nl = L qj(f}nl) Vj 
j= 1 

n 

= L qj(~;"I) qj(H) «>. 
j=1 
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(16) 

The metric of the Stieltjes orbitals 

n 

«(>~nlj «>)"1) = L qk(f}nl) qdEjn') 
k=1 

= 8ijlr~nl, (17) 

where the Christoffel-Darboux relation has been employed 
(A, pp. 9,22), indicates the (reciprocal) norms of the orbitals 
provide nth-order Gaussian quadrature weights. By con
trast, the norms of the Cauchy functions [Eq. (8)] are seen to 
be the spectral moments ofEq. (6). 

Properties of the Stieltjes orbitals ofEq. (16) are indicat
ed and clarified in Sec. V below. It is noted here that, since 
their eigenvalues and norms provide generalized Gaussian 
quadratures of the appropriate density function, the Stieltjes 
orbitals are sure to appear in the important portion of the 
spectrum. Moreover, because of the interlacing theorem sat
isfied by the roots of the polynomials qn (E) and qn + 1 (E) (A, p. 
10), the Stieltjes energies are dense in the essential spectrum 
in the limit oflarge n, whereas monotone convergence to the 
Schrodinger eigenvalues is obtained in the bound-state re
gion. 

IV. TCHEBYCHEFF ORBITALS 

Tchebycheff approximations to the resolvent, density, 
and distribution ofEqs. (1)-(3) are obtained from the nth
order Radau quadrature points ~;"I(E) and weights r ~nl(E) that 
satisfy the reduced moment problem (CL, Sec. IV) 

n-I 

~ r(nl(E) + L [f}nl(E)]k r~nl(E) =J.lk' 0<k<2n - 2. 
;=1 

(18) 

Equation (18) differs from Eq. (7) defining the generalized 
Gaussian quadratures in that one of the points ~nnl(E) (== E) is 
assigned a preselected value in the interval - 00 to + 00. 

Consequently, theweightatthatpointr~nl(E) [= r(nl(E)],as 
well as then - 1 otherpoints~;"I(E)andn - 1 weightsr~nl(E), 
are explicit functions of the preselected value E. 10 

The nth-order orthonormal Tchebycheff orbitals corre
sponding to the quadratures ofEq. (18) are obtained in the 
Lanczos basis of Eq. (9) from the equation 

(J!nl(E) - EI(nl).q~nJ = O. (19) 

Here, the n X n tridiagonal matrix J(nJ(E) is identical to the 
matrix of Eqs. (10) and (11) with the exception of the n,n 
element (an), which is replaced by a so-called modified re
currence coefficient [CL, Eq. (23)]: 

(J(nJ(E))n,n = an (E) 

= E - 13n _ 1 qn _ 1 (E)/qn(E) 

= an + /3n qn+ .(E)/qn (E). (20a) 

Moreover, the vector ofEq. (19) is given by (A, p. 140) 

(20b) 

as in Eq. (llc). Equation (19) provides n Radau quadrature 
points or Tchebycheff eigenvalues f}nJ(E) and n correspond
ing orthonormal eigenstates, with the former obtained from 
diagonalization of the J(nJ(E) matrix or, equivalent, from the 
roots of the quasiorthogonal polynomial [CT, Eq. (25a)] 
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qn+ dE', E) = (- l)n detl J1n)(E) - E'llnl l/(P\P2 .. ·Pn) 

=qn+dE')- [qn+J!E)/qn(El] qn(E'). (21) 

The corresponding quadrature weights are obtained from 
the Christoffel expression (ST, pp. 39~1) 

rlnl(E) = [itl q;(E)2 J - I , (22) 

for E equal to any of the Radau points. Finally, the Tcheby
chefforbitals can be written (A, pp. 140, 141) 

n 

lP ~nl = L qj(E) Vj 
j= ! 

n 

= L qj(E) qj(H) lP, (23) 
j=! 

and the corresponding metric is 
n 

(lP~nlllP~l) = L qj(E) qj(E') 
j= I 

= lIr 1nl(E), E = E'. (24) 

Although the Tchebycheff orbitals of order n are not ortho
gonal for arbitrary E and E', they are so at the Radau quadra
ture points or roots ofEq. (21). As for the Stieltjes orbitals 
[Eq. (17)], Tchebycheff orbital norms are seen to provide the 
(reciprocal) Radau quadrature weights. Since the preselected 
point E can be placed anywhere in the spectrum, it is seen the 
Tchebycheff orbital ofEq. (23) can be constructed at an arbi
trary discrete or continuum Schrodinger energy. 

Properties of the Tchebycheff orbitals of Eq. (23) are 
indicated and clarified in Sec. Y below. It is convenient to 
note here that construction ofthe Lanczos functions [Eq. (9)] 
and orthogonal polynomials [Eq. (13)] required in solution of 
the Stieltjes problem [Eq. (10)] is also sufficient for the con
struction of the Tchebycheff orbitals. Since the roots of orth
ogonal [Eq. (14)] and quasiorthogonal polynomials [Eq. (21)] 
of common order satisfy an interlacing theorem (ST, p. 37), 
one and only one Tchebycheff orbital will appear in each of 
the n + 1 distinct intervals defined by the nth-order Stieltjes 
eigenvalues. This observation proves to have computational
ly useful consequences (CL, p. 654). 

V. PROPERTIES OF STIELT JES-TCHEBYCHEFF 
ORBITALS 

Properties of the Stieltjes-Tchebycheff orbitals defined 
in the preceding sections are established and clarified here. 
First, an important connection with matrix partitioning or 
optical potential theory is provided, and second the appro
priate physical renormalization and convergence of the orbi
tals is indicated. 

A. Optical potential property 

The modified recurrence coefficient an (E) of Eq. (20a) 
provides the exact optical potential arising from a matrix 
partitioning solution of the infinite-order Stieltjes-Schro
dinger problem [Eq. (10), n_ 00 ]. 

To establish and clarify the nature of this property, the 
SchrOdinger equation in the full Lanczos basis [Eq. (10), 
n-oo] is written in the partitioned form 
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[
Jlnl 13]. [q~nl] = E [q~n)] . 
f3t R Q" Q" 

(25) 

Here, J1n) is the (n X n) tridiagonal matrix of Eqs. (10) and 
(11), 13 is an (n X 00 ) matrix having only one nonzero element 
( P n' in the lower left-hand comer), pt is its ( 00 X n) adjoint, 
and R is an (00 X 00 ) tridiagonal remainder matrix having 
an + 1 as its first (I, I) element. The first n terms of the solu
tion vector ofEq. (25) are written as q~1 in anticipation of the 
desired result [cf. Eq. (19)], with Q" representing the infinite
ly many remaining components. Solving Eq. (25) for q~nl by 
eliminating Q" in the standard way gives26 

(Jln) + y1nl(E) - E1lnl). q~1 = 0, (26) 

where the second (optical potential) matrix on the left-hand 
side of Eq. (26) is given by the formal expression 

y1nl(E) = 13'[ I(E + iO) - R] - 1 • pt. (27a) 

It is shown by inspection ofEq. (25) and explicit construction 
that ylnl(E) has only one nonzero element (n,n), given by27 

[y1nl(E)]n,n = P~ / - ,.----'--...J 

7E-an + 1 

=Pn qn+ 1 (E)/qn(E). (27b) 

As a consequence ofthe recursive definition of the orthonor
mal polynomials q n (E) [Eq. (13 I], the infinite-order continued 
fraction of Eq. (27b) can be represented by the indicated ra
tional function for any energy E in the SchrOdinger spectrum 
[Eqs. (4) and (25)]. Comparison of this result with the modi
fied recurrence coefficient antE) ofEq. (20a) indicates that 
Eq. (26) is identical with Eq. (19) satisfied by the Tchebycheff 
orbitals, establishing the optical potential property. 

Comments: As a consequence ofthis property, it is seen 
that the qj(E) of Eq. (20b) provide projections of Lanczos 
functions Vj on the correct Schrodinger state for energy E to 
within a common constant (normalization) factor. These 
projections are not order-dependent in any sense, a conse
q uence of the recursi ve definition of the Lanczos functions of 
Eq. (9). The Tchebycheff orbitals can be made, therefore, to 
provide highly reliable approximations in finite orders to 
local portions ofSchrodinger states by appropriate choice of 
test function lP. Since the polynomial qn + 1 (E) ofEq. (27b) 
vanishes when E is set equal to a Gaussian quadrature or 
Stieltjes point E}n) of Eq. (7), nth-order Stieltjes orbitals [Eq. 
(16)] are seen to provide special matrix partitioning solutions 
for which the optical potential ofEqs. (26) and (27) vanishes 
identically. At the roots of the polynomial qn(E), which are 
distinct from those of q n + 1 (E), the optical potential diverges, 
and the n orthonormal eigensolutions of Eqs. (19) and (26) 
include one state at infinity having zero weight [Eq. (22)]. 

B. Convergence and renormalization property 

For appropriate choices oftest function lP, the Tcheby
cheff orbitals of Eq. (23) converge in the pointwise sense in 
the limit of large n to Schrodinger eigenstates of finite norm 
(E = Ej < 0) or to scattering states ofimproper (infinite) norm 
(E;;;'O) that can be renormalized in the physical or Dirac del
ta-function sense, respectively. 

Choice of test function lP selects a symmetry subspace 
in which convergence to Schrodinger states may be 
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achieved. Convergence in this subspace of the Tchebycheff 
orbitals for large n to Schrooinger states [Eqs. (4) and (5)] 
follows from property (a) above, the linear independent of 
the n Lanczos functions of Eq. (9), and the strong conver
gence of a sequence of corresponding nth-order Jacobi ma
trices [Eqs. (10) and (11)] to a representative of the self-ad
joint operator H in the limit n __ 00 . II The norms of the 
nth-order Tchebycheff orbitals are given by [Eq. (24), E = E'] 

n 

<<p~n)1 <p~n) = I. qj(Ef, 
j~1 

which is known to satisfy the conditions (A, p. 140) 
00 

I. qj(E)2 < 00, E = Ej> 
j= I 

(28) 

(29a) 

--00, E=pEj' (29b) 

where the Ej are the appropriate Schrodinger eigenvalues 
[Eqs. (4a) and (10), n--oo]. Consequently, physically nor
malized Tchebycheff orbitals appropriate for both discrete 
and essential portions of the spectrum can be written 

n 

rf/:) = [ tn)(E)] 1/2 I. qj(E) Vj' 
j=1 

where 

tn)(E) = r (n)(E), E < 0, 

= G (n)(E), E>O. 

(30) 

(31a) 

(3Ib) 

Here, r(n)(E) is the nth-order quadrature weight ofEq. (22), 
and G (n)(E) is the corresponding Stieltjes-Tchebycheff deri
vative approximation to the density j < <p IqJE) j2 in the essen
tial portion of the spectrum. 10 Noting that [CL, Lemma (a)] 

(32) 

Energy f la. u.l 

FIG. I. Tchebycheffweights Flnl(EI ofEq. (22)[n = 20-100] for the p-wave 
or dipole spectrum in atomic hydrogen. Convergence to discrete transition 
strengths at the appropriate Coulomb energies is evident, whereas there is 
seen to be monotone decrease in the essential portion of the spectrum, in 
accordance with Eqs. (291. The waves evident in the figure are a conse
quence of the interlacing theorem that causes Tchebycheff results of adja
cent orders to coincide at the Stieltjes eigenvalues. Hartree atomic units are 
employed. 
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the orthonormality of the states of Eq. (30) in the limit of 
large n, 

n 

<t/J~)Irf/E~) = [tn)(E)tn)(E')]1I2 I. qj(E)qj(E') 
j=1 

-- OlE - E'), E, E'>O, 

-- 0, E<O, E'>O, (33) 

follows from well-known properties of the kernel polyno
mial appearing on the right-hand side (A, p. 9). 

Comments: In finite order, the Tchebycheff orbital rf/E") 
of Eq. (30) corresponds to a spectral average over Schro
dinger states largely in the neighborhood of the energy E. 

With increasing order the spectral width of t/J~") diminishes in 
accordance with the corresponding convergence of Tcheby
cheff orbitals to Schrodinger states indicated above. Since 
the correct Schrodinger states can be written as a limit 
(n-- 00 ) of Eq. (30), the spectral contribution of an arbitrary 
discrete or scattering state qJ E' [Eqs. (4)] to rf/En

) is [cf. Eq. (28)] 

n 

(qJE,j rf/E") = [ g(E') tn)(E)] 112 I. qj(E') qj(E) 
j=1 

-- OlE - E'), E, E'>O. (34) 

Similarly, the spectral content of a Lanczos function is 

<qJE,1 vj ) = [ g(€')] 112 qj(€'), (35) 

emphasizing the spatial-spectral correspondence between 
Lanczos functions and orthogonal polynomials. 

VI. ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION 

Stieltjes-Tchebycheff orbitals are constructed for the 
one-electron Coulomb Hamiltonian as an illustration of the 
foregoing development. Test functions ofthe form 
<p-,JP/(cose) qJo(r), where qJo(r) is the ground-state eigen
function, are chosen to pick out the various regular I-wave 
spectra. In order to obtain convergent spectral moments in 
these cases, it is necessary to replace the Hamiltonian H in 
the development with the operator A (H) = (H - Eo) - I, 

where Eo is the ground state eigenvalue. Since this operator 
has the same eigenfunctions as H itself, the Stieltjes-Tcheby
cheff orbitals will converge to the appropriate states, in ac
cordance with remarks made in Sec. II. The choice I = 1 
picks out the dipole spectrum for ground-state hydrogen, 
and g(E) is proportional to the photoexcitation/ionization 
cross section. Attention is focused in the following on this 
familiar case. 

The Cauchy [Eq. (8)] and Lanczos [Eq. (9)] functions for 
the dipole or regular p-wave spectrum in atomic hydrogen 
are obtained in terms of associated Laguerre polynomials of 
appropriate order multiplied by the ground-state eigenfunc
tion. These functions are denumerable and complete in the 
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n • 10 n • 20 

l~l~ 
n • 30 n • 40 

l~l~ 
n·50 n'60 

VVvvlLV\A/ 
n • 70 n - 80 

VVvvl~ 
n = 90 n - 100 

VVvvVVvv 
FIG. 2. Tchebycheff orbitals ntI:l(r) ofEq. (23) [n = IG-lOO] for regular p_ 
waves of energy € = 2 a.u. in atomic hydrogen. Convergence to the correct 
Coulomb functions (solid lines) is seen to be rapid in the neighborhood of the 
origin. emphasizing that the Tchebycheff orbitals provide local approxima
tions to scattering states appropriate for the dipole spectrum in this case. 
Hartree atomic units are employed. with the abscissa covering I Gao. and the 
ordinate 1.0 atomic units. 

limit of large numbers. 28 The corresponding polynomial re
currence coefficients [Eqs. (9)-(13)] are also obtained in ex
plicit analytical form. 29 Consequently, Stieltjes-Tcheby
cheff orbitals of arbitrary order can be easily constructed, 
and the results compared with the correct Coulomb p-states 
and regular p-waves.30 

Irregular I-waves can be constructed using a basis that 
incorporates a 1/ r factor and an appropriate cutoff to insure 
integral convergence. Alternatively, a second set of solutions 
linearly independent of the regular I-waves can be construct
ed in the Laguerre basis by introduction of so-called orthon
ormal polynomials of the second kind in Eq. (23) (A, p. 8). 
The resulting Tchebycheff orbitals of the second kind are 
solution of an inhomogeneous SchrOdinger equation with 
the test function providing the appropriate inhomogeneity. 
These orbitals are regular at the origin but are asymptotical
ly linear combinations of regular and irregular Coulomb 
waves. 31 It should also be noted that solutions of the Weyl 
type for complex energy (E~ ± lA, E, A. > 0),32 which re
main L 2 in the limit n--+oo, can also be constructed employ
ing appropriate combinations of orthonormal polynomials 
of the first and second kind (A, p. 15). 

Tchebycheff-Radau quadrature weights [Eq. (22)] 
rlnl(E) of various orders up to n = 200 are constructed in an 
energy interval spanning the discrete states and extending 
well into the essential spectrum. In Fig. 1 are shown results 
for n = 20-100 in the neighborhood of the ionization thresh
old E = O. Evidently, the weights converge to finite values, 
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FIG. 3. Spectral content I (¢,;II<p.)lZofEq. (34) [n = 10,50, and 100, €' = 2 
a.u.] for regular p-waves in atomic hydrogen. Convergence to a delta-fune
tion-like structure in accordance with Eq. (32) is evident. The points ofzero 
spectral content occur at the Tchebycheff-Radau energies [Eq. (18)] ofap
propriate order. Hartree atomic units are employed. 

proportional to so-called/numbers in this case,30 at the cor
rect discrete Coulomb eigenvalues, in accordance with Eq. 
(29a). By contrast, the weights decrease rapidly with increas
ing order at energies between the correct eigenvalues, where
as in the essential spectrum the decrease is less rapid but in 
accordance with Eq. (29b). Note that r I" + II(E)<r (nl(E) for 
all E, in accordance with Eq. (22), with the equality holding at 
the Stieltjes points E = €;nl, i = 1-n, in which case the 
(n + 1 I-order Techbycheff spectrum has a zero weight at in
finity. The Stieltjes energies of increasing orders evidently 
form apparent rays that converge to the Coulomb eigenval
ues monotonically from above, in accordance with the inter
lacing theorem indicated above. 

Convergence of the Stieltjes-Tchebycheff orbitals cor
responding to the weights or reciprocal norms of Fig. 1 is 
verified by detailed comparisons with the correct Coulomb 
p-states and regular p-waves. 30 It is found that the orbitals in 
the discrete spectrum converge to Coulomb eigenstates at 
the correct energies, whereas for energies E < 0 between the 
Ei , convergence to highly oscillatory unphysical states is ob
tained. In the essential spectrum E>O, smooth convergence 
to local portions of the regular p-waves is obtained with in
creasing order. In Fig. 2 are shown representative orbitals of 
order 10-100 in steps of 10 for E = 2 atomic units energy, in 
comparison with the correct corresponding regular p
waves.30 It is seen that the orbitals exhibit smooth conver
gence to a correctly normalized scattering state. The corre
sponding spectral contributions of SchrOdinger states to the 
orbitals of Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. These are seen to be
come delta-function-like in high order, in accordance with 
Eq. (34). 

VII_ CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Explicit Hilbert-space approximations constructed in 
accordance with corresponding moment-theory results are 
described for the discrete and continuum SchrOdinger states 
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of self-adjoint (Hamiltonian) operators. Moment properties 
of the Lanczos basis set employed in the development in
sures the resulting Stieltjes-Tchebycheff orbitals provide op
tical potential solutions of the matrix SchrOdinger equation, 
and insures that they furnish correctly normalized L 2 ap
proximations to the local portions of scattering states, as well 
as to the bound states of the system. An application in the 
case of the one-electron Coulomb Hamiltonian illustrates 
the nature of the convergence achieved. More detailed com
putational applications are reported elsewhere.3

) 
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We consider here a general procedure for implementing the correspondence between classical and 
quantum mechanical systems of finitely many degrees of freedom. We show that corresponding 
systems may be formulated within a common framework in such a way that the kinematic, 
statistical, dynamical, and covariance features may be easily compared. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Fd, 03.65.Ca, 03.65.Bz 

INTRODUCTION 

We consider here a general procedure for implementing 
the celebrated correspondence between classical and quan
tum mechanical systems offinitely many degrees offreedom. 
This correspondence is usually described in something like 
the following terms. If a classical system is given in Hamil
tonian form, then the corresponding quantum system is ob
tained by "quantizing" the observable functions of the ca
nonical coordinates, i.e., by replacing the classical functions 
f,g---by their quantum counterparts F,G---. These are taken 
as self-adjoint operators on a suitable Hilbert space, in such a 
way that the classical Poisson bracket {f,g J is replaced by (a 
multiple of) the quantum commutator bracket (iii) -I [F,G]. 
Here, as usual, Ii = h /21T, where h is Planck's quantum of 
action, a fundamental parameter in the quantum theory. If, 
on the other hand, a quantum system is given, then the corre
sponding classical system is obtained by taking the limit 
~; in this limit the quantum observables, F,G,---are re
placed by their classical counterpartsf,g--- and (ili)-I [F,G] 
by (f,gJ. 

This rather vague description serves well in simple 
cases, well enough, in fact, to form a basis for the historical 
development of quantum mechanics l

; but it leaves open a 
number of important questions. What classical observables, 
for example, have quantum counterparts, and how are they 
defined? How should the (noncommutative) quantum co
ordinates be ordered, and what difference does the ordering 
make? What classical canonical transformations have quan
tum counterparts, and how are they obtained? More general
ly, how much of the Hamiltonian structure of a classical 
system has a quantum counterpart? How does one quantize 
a classical system given in curvilinear coordinates, or on a 
general manifold? 

In order to study these questions a more precise descrip
tion of the correspondence between classical and quantum 
systems is needed. Such a description should be precise 
enough to yield detailed information on the nature of the 
correspondence, general enough to include all known special 
cases, and flexible enough to provide an access to the ques
tions raised above. 

We should observe at the outset that it is somewhat 
misleading to speak of this correspondence as the process of 
"quantizing" a classical system, a locution which suggests 
that the classical system is basic and the quantum system is 

-) Part of this work was supported by NSF Grant No. MCS81"()3409. 

derived. But in fact the quantum system is usually consi
dered the more accurate model of nature, and the corre
sponding classical system appears only in the limit Ii-D; in 
this sense the quantum system is basic and the classical sys
tem is derived. From our point of view the process of quan
tizing a classical system becomes the process of recovering 
the corresponding quantum system from its asymptotic 
form. 

With this much understood, we turn now to the prob
lem of defining the correspondence between classical and 
quantum systems. 

1. QUANTIZATION 

We begin by considering those classical systems in Ha
miltonian form which have as their phase space the Euclid
ean space R 2d with its usual symplectic structure. We denote 
by C the set of classical observable functions f (x ,5 ) of the 
canonical coordinates (X,5 ); we take these here to be smooth 
and real valued. The corresponding quantum systems in Hil
bert space form will have as their state space the Hilbert 
space H = L 2(Rd

). We denote by Q the set of quantum ob
servable functionsF (X,S) of the quantum coordinates (X,S); 
we take these to be self-adjoint operators on L 2(Rd

). 

By a quantization of C we understand (provisionally) a 
mapping dO: C_Q such that dO is linear, and 

dO 1 = I, (1) 

dO(f,gJ = -i/t[dOj,dOg], (2) 

(3) 

Here 1 denotes the constant function, I the identity operator, 
( , J, and [ , ] the usual Poisson and commutator brackets, 
and A. a positive parameter. 

The conditions (1)-(3) together form a minimal set of 
reasonable requirements for any quantization process. Con
dition (1) gives a nontrivial normalization. The importance 
of condition (2) was emphasized by Dirac,1 who observed 
that the corresponding brackets determine the development 
in time of the classical and quantum systems. Condition (3), 
taken together with (1), implies that dO (P(f)) = p(F) for any 
real polynomial p for which p(f)EC; this condition is essential 
for the standard interpretation of classical and quantum pro
babilities in terms of moments, as shown by von Neumann.2 

When we take C = P2' the set of quadratic polynomials 
in Coo (R 2d), then we obtain a quantization for P2 by setting 
dOl = I, and 
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dO(xi ) = Xi = mUltiplication by Xi' 

dOIS.) = E· = (lit )-l~. (4) 
J J ax. 

J 

This prescription, with..t - 1 = Ii, is the usual point of depar
ture for the study of quantum mechanics,l and gives the 
SchrOdinger quantization of the harmonic oscillator. 

Groenewold3 has shown, however, that there exists no 
such quantization satisfying conditions (1 H 3) for any larger 
class of polynomials on"u. His result suggests that the quan
tization of more general classes C of classical observables 
will require some modification of these conditions. (A nice 
review of this problem was recently given by Chernoff'.) 

Van Hoves has given a more complicated prescription 
for quantizing C, which forms the basis for the "geometric 
quantization" of Kostant6 and Souriau,7 as well as some of 
the work of Segal. 8 In our terms, he replaces L 2(Rd

) by 
L 2(R 2d), and then defines dO for a large class of observablesf 
by 

dO(f) = (U )-l( af ~ - af ~) + (f - s~). (5) 
as ax ax as ~ as 

He shows that his prescription satisfies conditions (1) and (2), 
but violates condition (3), and of course it does not reduce to 
the SchrOdinger quantization of P2 as given by (4). There is 
some evidence to suggest that it yields anomolous results for 
the anharmonic oscillator.9 

WeyllO has given a different prescription for the quanti
zation of a large (unspecified) class C which does reduce to 
the SchrOdinger quantization of P2 but satisfies neither (2) 
nor (3). He defines Xi and ~ by (4), and then sets 

i(1J,y) = (211") - d f e - ~x" - YSlj(x,s) dx dS, (6) 

(7) 

This prescription resolvesf(x,s) into Fourier components, 
and then uses these components to weight the Weyl repre
sentationexp U (X1J + yE)oftheHeisenberggroupgenerat
ed by Xi and ~. 

Hormander11 has recently shown that Weyl's prescrip
tion can be conveniently and usefully described in terms of 
the modern theory of pseudodifferential operators acting on 
L 2(Rd

): iffis smooth and suitably restricted at infinity, then 
dOf = F, where for ueL 2(Rd

), 

Fu(x) = (211") - d f ei). (x - Y)~/"( x ~ y,s )u(y) dy ds. (8) 

He then shows that this prescription makes sense and yields 
a symmetric pseudodifferential operator F on L 2(Rd

) with 
symbolf, iffis real-valued and lies in one of his classes 
S(m,g). 

Hormander then develops an operational calculus for 
such operators. He shows that ifjeS (m,g), geS (n,g), then 
there exists a function h = I #geS (mn,g) such that, as opera
tors on L 2(Rd ), 

dO(f#g) = (dO(f))(dO(g)). (9) 

Moreover, one can express I #g in terms ofl and g as an 
asymptotic series, valid for large..t: 
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(to) 

where we have put 

If,gJ}(x,S) = (aSay -axa"Yf(x,s)g(Y,1J)I(Y.,,)=(x.s)· (11) 

It follows that 
1 

iif#g-g#f)(x,s) 

(
aSay - ax a" )r I = cos U (x,s )g(Y,1J) (y.,,) = (x.S) 

00 (_ lY 
= /~o(2J)!(U )2j If,g J 2j (x,s ) 

= (fg)(x,s) - 8~ 21f,g J 2(X,S) + 0 ( ~ r. (12) 

Note that IfJJ 2 = ~sP"J - 2(asaJ)2 is the Hessian off, 
while [f,gJ = asfOxg - aJOsg is the classical Poisson 
bracket If,gJc. The form (15) was first introduced by 
Moyal l2 in his investigation of the Weyl quantization, and is 
sometimes called the Moyal bracket. 

The relations (9), (14), and (15) show that the Weyl 
quantization procedure "almost" satisfies conditions (2) and 
(3), in the sense that the differencesf#f - f2 and 
1/,g J Q - 1/,g J c are both of order (l/U )2 forlarge..t. More
over, iff and g are smooth functions with bounded deriva
tives of order two or more, then these estimates are uniform 
over R 2d . These relations also show that the Weyl procedure 
satisfies (1), (2), and (3) exactly if If,gJ c is replaced by If,gJ Q 

in (2) andj2 by f#fin (3). 
The Weyl procedure has other advantages which we 

shall explore below. 

2. STATISTICS 

The statistical framework of classical Hamiltonian me
chanics may be described as follows. Let pIx,s ) be a smooth 
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bounded probability density defined over the classical phase 
space R 2d. Then 

p(x,s);;;'O, (16) 

(21T) - d f p(x,s )dx ds = 1. (17) 

By the expected value of the classical observable /EC in the 
state described by p we mean 

(18) 

Then Ep: C-+R has all the usual properties of an expecta
tion, and yields the usual physical interpretation. 

The statistical framework of quantum mechanics, as 
developed by von Neumann/ may be described in similar 
terms as follows. Let R be a von Neumann probability den
sity matrix on the quantum state space L 2(R d

). Then 
R;;;.O, (19) 

tr(R) = 1. (20) 

Thus R is positive definite and of trace class. By the expected 
value of the quantum observable FEQ in the state described 
by R we mean 

ER(F) = tr (FR). (21) 

Then E R : Q-+R has all the usual properties and the usual 
interpretation of an expectation. 

Now suppose REQ, with symbol rEC. (It can be shown 
that the density matrices of this form are dense in the trace 
norm among all such matrices.) Then (21) becomes 

ER(F) = (21T)- 2df eiA.(X-YISj(X; Y,s) 

X eiA.lY - XI71r(Y ; x,1] )dY d1] dx ds 

= (21T) - d f /(z,; )r(z,; )dz d;. (22) 

In particular, (20) becomes 

tr(R ) = E R (1) = (21T) - d f r(z,; )dz d;. (23) 

Comparison of(23) and (22) with (17) and (18) shows that in 
this setting the classical and quantum expectations have ex
actly the same form. They are not identical, however, be
cause the class Pc of classical densities satisfying (16), (17) 
and th~ class P Q of quantum densities satisfying (19) and (20) 
are not the same. To compare them, we rewrite (16), (17) as 

(21T) - df /2(X,S )P(x,s )dx ds;;;'O for all/EC, 

=1 for/=I, (24) 

and rewrite (19), (20) as 

(21T) - d f if#/)(x,s )r(x,s )dx ds;;;'O for all/EC, 

= 1 for/= 1. (25) 

Thus Pc and P Q differ only in their definitions of positivity. 
It is now clear that the Weyl quantization procedure 

can be carried out entirely within C, and amounts to replac
ing the Poisson bracket [ , I c by the Moyal bracket [, I Q ' 
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while replacing the classical probability densities Pc by their 
quantum counterparts P Q' All of the statistical features of 
the quantum mechanical system may now be formulated 
within C, and may be compared with their classical counter
parts within a common framework. This point of view was 
first espoused by Moyal. 12 

The same is true of the dynamical features, as we see in 
the next section. 

3. DYNAMICS 

From now on we suppose that C consists of all smooth 
real-valued functions/(x,s) satisfying the condition 

I~Jo1/(x,s)I<CaP iflal + IP 1;;;.2. (26) 

Note that under this condition C includes (but is not restrict
ed to) the space P2 of all quadratic polynomials. 

Nowifh (x,s )EC, thenh (x,s ) generates a one-parameter 
group r(t ) of global canonical transformations (i.e., a Hamil
tonian flow) of the phase space R 2d . This flow preserves the 
phase space volume by Liouville's theorem, and so induces a 
flow of the space Pc of probability densities on R 2d, and a 
unitary flow of the space L 2(R 2d). 

If we put (x(t ), S (t )) = r(t ) (x,s ) and, for gEL 2(R 2d), 
g(t) = go r( - t), then by Hamiltonian equations of motion, 

dx(t) = [h,x(t) I c = ~(x(t ),s (t I), 
dt as 

d~~t) = [h,s (t) I c = - ~~ (x(t ),s (t I), (27) 

dg(t) = _ [h,g(t)J c' 
dt 

If gEL 2(R 2d) then we may integrate (28) by 

g(t) = U(t)g 

(28) 

= exp( + iLt )g, (29) 

where L is the Liouville operator associated with h: 

Lg = i[h,glc. (30) 

It is not hard to see that L is essentially self-adjoint on 
L 2(R 2d) and generates the unitary flow U (t ) induced on 
L 2(R 2d) by r(t ). 

The quantum counterpart H of h, as given by (8), is an 
essentially self-adjoint operator on L 2(R d 

) if hEC, and so gen
eratesaunitaryflowr(t,A.) = exp iAHton the quantum state 
space L 2(R d

). In some sense r (t,A. ) is the quantum counter
part of r(t ). 

To make this precise, we first note that if R is a probabil
ity density matrix on L 2(R d

) then, since r (t,A. ) is unitary, 
r ( - t,A. )Rr ( + t,A. )isanother. Thus r (t,A. ) induces a flow 
in the space P Q of quantum probability density matrices. 
More generally if G is any Hilbert-Schmidt operator, then 
r( - t,A.) G r( + t,A.) is another with the same Hilbert
Schmidt norm, so r (t,A. ) induces a unitary flow on the space 
HS of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on L 2(R d

). 

If we put, for /EL 2(Rd ),J(t ) = U (t if, and for GEllS, 
G (t,A. ) = r ( - t,A. ) G r ( + t,A. ) then by Schrodinger's equa
tions of motion, 

d/(t) = iA.H/(t ), 
dt 
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dGJ;) = - U [H,G(t,A )]. (32) 

Now suppose GeHS is a pseudodifferential operator 
given by (S), with symbol geC. (It is not hard to show that 
finite linear combinations of such operators are dense in HS 
in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm). Assume, subject to later ver
ification, that G (t,...t ) is also a pseudodifferentialoperator, 
with symbol g(t,...t ). In that case (32) becomes 

dg(t,...t) = _ U (h #g(t,...t ) - g(t,...t )#h ) 
dt 

= - I h,g(t,A. )j Q' (33) 

Moreover, if GeHS withgeC, then G 2 is of trace class, and we 
have 

IIG IIHs2 = tr(G 2) 

= (217') - d f (g #g)(x,s )dx ds 

= (217') - d f g2(z,t)dz dt· (34) 

Thus we may identify the space of Hilbert-Schmidt opera
tors withL 2(R 2d ) and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm with theL 2 
norm. Moreover, r (t,...t ) induces a unitary flow on L 2(R 2d) 
satisfying (33). We may integrate (33) by 

g(t,A) = W(t,...t )g 

= exp(iM (-1. )t)g, (35) 

where M (-1. ) is the Moyal operator associated with h given by 
[cf. (30)] 

(36) 

We may verify directly that M (-1. ), like L, is essentially self
adjoint on L 2(R 2d) if hEC. 

In this way we see that the dynamics of both classical 
and quantum mechanics can be formulated within the same 
framework, in terms of unitary flows on the same Hilbert 
space L 2(R 2d). These flows are generated by the observables 
in C acting via the Poisson bracket as in (30), or via the Moyal 
bracket, as in (36). The space L 2(R 2d) contains all the 
(smooth bounded) probability densities of both classical and 
quantum type and hence contains all the statistical features 
of both systems, as well as the dynamics. 

We should expect to find that as ~, the quantum 
flows reduce to the classical flows. To see how this comes 
about, let us assume, again subject to later verification, that 
the functiong(t,...t ) of(35) admits an expansion in powers of-1. 
of the form 

'" ( - l)j 
g(t,...t ) = /~o 4-1. 2 g2j(t). (37) 

Now insert (37) into (36), and equate powers of -1.: [cf. (15)] 

dg;;t) = I h,go(t ) II, 

dg2(t) 1 
-;Jt = I h,g2(t ) II - Tt{ h,go(t ) 13' (3S) 

The first of these equations is the same as (2S) and shows that 
we may take 

go(t) =g(t,oo) = goy( - t) (39) 
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which is just the motion of g under the classical flow. The 
next equation in (3S) may be written 

ag2(t) = dg2(t) _ {h,g (t)1 
at dt 2 I 

1 = - -{ h,go(t ) 13 (40) 
3! 

from which 

(41) 

where the integral is taken along the classical path in R 2d. In 
the same way we find that 

(-IY+
l i' g2k(t)=.~ (2' 1)1 (h,g2i(1')j2j+ l d-r. 

I+J=k :/+ . 0 

(42) 

In this way we establish the expansion (37) for g(t,...t ), with 

g(t,...t)-g(t,oo) = --A 2g2(t)+O - . 1 ( 1 )4 
24 2A 

(43) 

It remains to establish the validity of our assumptions 
on g(t,...t ). To do this we must formulate a more precise de
scription of the classical and quantum flows on L 2(R 2d), 
starting from (30) and (31). In part II we show that these 
flows may be expressed in terms of the modem theory of 
Fourier integral operators, developed by Hormanderl3 for a 
related purpose. 

In the final section we consider the question of general 
canonical transformations. 

4. SYMMETRIES 

Now let D denote the subset of C consisting of smooth 
real-valued functions/(x,s) satisfying 

1ac:~/(x,sll<CaJJ(1 + Ixl + Isw-,a,-,P,. (44) 
Then D forms a Lie algebra (infinite dimensional) under the 
Poisson bracket, an algebra of classical infinitesimal genera
tors, which we denote by gc = (D, ( , Ie). Moreover, we 
know from the Hamilton-Jacobi Theory that this Lie alge
bra generates a Lie group (again infinite dimensional), a 
group of classical canonical transformations of the phase 
space R 2d, and hence a group of classical unitary transfor
mations of the Hilbert space L 2(R 2d) over R 2d. We denote 
this group by Gc . 

But D also forms a Lie algebra under the Moyal 
bracket, an algebra of quantum infinitesimal generators, 
which we denote by gQ = (D, { , I Q)' We know from the 
previous sections that this Lie algebra also generates a Lie 
group, a group of quantum unitary transformations of the 
Hilbert space L 2(R 2d). Moreover, we know that as ~, 
I , JQ~{ , Ic,andsogQ~candGQ~Gc·lnthissense 
GQ may be considered as a deformation of Gc , admitting 
Gcas an asymptotic limit. 

Finally, we note that if hEC andgeD, then both (g,h J c 
and (g,h 1 Q lie in C. It follows that C is invariant under the 
action of both gc and 9Q and hence under the action of both 
Gc and GQ • In this way the group Gc (GQ ) is a group of 
symmetries for the classical (quantum) observables. 

Since D contains P2' the quadratic polynomials, it fol
lows that G c and G Q contain the linear symplectic group 
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Sp(2d,R ) generated by P2' Moreover, since D contains all 
smoothfunctions/(x,$ ) with compact support, it follows that 
G c contains all smooth canonical transformations of R 2d 

which are locally arbitrary but reduced to the identity out
side their compact support, and GQ contains their quantum 
counterparts. 

Note added in proof The formulation of Weyl's quanti
zation prescription in terms of pseudoditferential operators 
has also been studied by Grossman, Loupias, and Stein, 14 
Voros,15 and Antonetz. 16 The importance of the Moyal re
presentation has been emphasized by Hermann. 17 

I P. A. M. Dirac, The Principles of Quantum Mechanics, 4th ed. (Oxford, 
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'L. Van Hove, Proc. R. Acad. Belgium 26,1-102 (1951). 
6B. Kostant, Quantizotion and Unitary Representations, Lecture Notes in 
Mathematics, Vol. 170 (Springer, Berlin, 1970). 

7J._M. Souriau, Structures des Systems Dynamiques (Dunod, Paris, 1970). 
81, E. Segal, J. Math. Phys.1, 468 (1960); 5, 264 (1964). 
"R. T. Prosser, J. Math. Phys. 5, 701-707 (1964). 
IOH. Weyl, The Theory of Groups and Quantum Mechanics (Dover, New 
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"L. Htirmander, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 33, 359-443 (1979). 
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The Pauli-Schrooinger equation for a spin 1/2, neutral particle with a non vanishing magnetic 
moment J..Lo, interacting with an external scalar potential Vand a static magnetic field B, both 
functions of only one of the coordinates, is solved exactly for four different choices of the potential 
and the field. By choosing in the examples the coordinate y, we present these solutions in the 
following cases: 

(i) V( y) = 0, B( y) = (BoSin KY, 0, Bocos KY) where Bo and K are two arbitrary constants. 
(ii) V(y) = A. 'y2, B(y) = layl(cos 2KY, 0, sin 2KY) where A. = If/2m anda,K arbitrary constants 

and 

A.'=A.(~~r 
(iii) V(y) = A. '(C,tan ay + c2cot ay)2,B(y) = B(y)(sin (2Ky + ~(y)),O,cos (2KY + ~(y))where 

2 

B2(y) = (c,tan ay + c2cotay)2 + ~ (C,sec2ay - c2csc2ayf 

and 

tan ~( ) = 2K c,tan ay + c2cot ay. 
y 1- 2 - 2' 

/I. c,sec ay - C2CSC ay 

c" c2, a and K are arbitrary constants. 

(iv) V(y) = A. '(atanh z + b)2 where z = [(y - cd )/d], 

B 2( y) = (atanh z + b )2 + (a2 I ~d 2)sech2z, 

tan ~(y) = ~d atanhz
i
+ b; 

a sech z 

a,b,c,d,andKarearbitraryconstantsrestrictedonlyby{J..LoI2KA.)02 + ald>O. ThefunctionsB(y) 
and 8 (y) define the vector B( y) as in (iii). Our method of solution is based on the familiar 
factorization technique for solving the SchrOdinger eigenvalue equation. Several interesting 
physical results of these solutions are discussed. 

PACS numbers: 03.6S.Ge 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let us consider the motion of a spin 112 neutral particle 
of mass M, magnetic moment J..Lo, in the presence of a static 
magnetic field B and an external static potential V. The cor
responding eigenvalue equation for the stationary states of 
the system is given by 

nate, say y. Under this circumstance the magnetic field can 
be written as follows: 

{ 
IfV2 } 

- 2M + VIr) + J..LoB(r).a VI(r) = EVI(r), (1) 

where a are the Pauli matrices, E the eigenvalues, and VI (r) is 
a two component spinor wave function. We shall confine our 
discussion to the special case in which both the magnetic 
field and the external potential only depend on one coordi-

')Present address: Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University of Mary
land, College Park, MD 20742. 

B(y) =B(y)[~in 8(Y)], 
cos 8(y) 

(2) 

where B (y) and 8 (y) are arbitrary functions. It is clear that, 
up to a constant component along the y direction, which we 
shall ignore in this article, Eq. (2) yields the most general 
field configuration compatible with the divergentless condi
tion 

V·B=O (3) 

On the other hand it should be noted that, except for the case 
of constant B, this field is not sourceless since its curl does 
not vanish. In the following pages we shall exhibit some 
classes off unctions V (y), B (y), and 8 (y) for which the eigen-
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value equation can be solved in closed form. Clearly the mo
tion of the particle in the x or z directions is trivial and can be 
easily taken into account. 

With no loss of generality we may write 

ely) = 2(KY + £5(y)), (4) 

where K is a real constant parameter and £5 (y) is an arbitrary 
function. Let us then perform a unitary coordinate depen
dent transformation in spin space corresponding to a rota
tion around the y axis, which eliminates the 2Ky term of the 
magnetic field in Eq. (1). This transformation amounts to 
introduce a new curvilinear spin system which is rotated 

about they axis by an angle 2Ky. In what follows we shall 
always refer to this new system. The new spinor wave func
tion, X, is related to the original one by 

X = exp{iuyKYII/I, (5) 

where uy is the Pauli matrix. The transformed eigenvalue 
equation becomes' 

{!.( -i ~ -KUyY + V(y) + !loB (y)(uxsin 28(y) 

+ Uzcos 28(y))}X(Y) = EX(Y)· (6) 

The explicit matrix form of the transformed Hamiltonian, .7t"', is 

[

-A d: + V (y) + A~ + !loB (y)cos 28(y) 2KA ~ + !loB (y)sin 28( y) ] 
.7t'" = dy dy 

d d 2 
' 

- 2KA - + !loB (y)sin 28( y) - A -2 + V (y) + A~ - !loB (y)cos 28( y) 
dy dy 

(7) 

where A = If-12M. Let us introduce the following operators 

L± = ± ~+-..8LB(y)sin28(y), 
dy 2KA 

(8) 

and set 

£5(y) = tan-'p(y). (9) 

We will now restrict the functions V (y), B (y) and p( y) [or £5 (y)] so that they satisfy the following relationships: 

V(y) = ~ (!lO)2B2(Y)Sin228(Y) + C, = ~ (!lo)2(B(Ylo(y))2 + C" (10) 
A 2K A K 1 + p2( y) 

and 

B(y)cos 28(y) = B(y)(1-p2(y)) = ~~ (B(Ylo(Y)) +.s.. = ~~(B(y)sin 28(y)) +.s.., (11) 
1 + p2(y) K dy 1 + p2(y) !lo 2K dy !lo 

where C, and C2 are arbitrary constants. Clearly these relations will leave us with only one arbitrary function. Once any of the 
functions V (y), B (y), or p( y) is chosen the other two will be determined up to arbitrary constants. 

The basic reason for imposing these restrictions on the fun,£tions VA B and p comes from the fact that in this case the 
Hamiltonian .7t'" can be re-expressed in terms of the operators L + and L _ of Eq. (8) as follows: 

A A A 

.7t'" = [AL+L_ + A~ f c, + C2 A A 2A.KL+ ] . (12) 
2A.KL_ AL_L+ + A~ + C, - C2 

Under these conditions the solution to the corresponding 
eigenvalue equation can be enormously simplified. In fact, 
the original problem of solving the system of coupled differ
ential equations can be circumvented by first solving an ordi
nary second order differential eigenvalue equation.2 This 
statement is easily verified by observing that the Hermitian 
operator 02

, where 

(13) 

commutes with .7t'" and consequently both can be simulta
neously diagonalized. Before computing the energy eigen
values and their eigenfunctions we ~ill esta~lish some im
portant properties of the operat~rs L + and L _. 

Let us write the operators L ± in a somewhat more 
compact form 

L± = ± ~ +f(y), (14) 
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I 
then we easily derive that [assumingf( y) is real] 

A A 

i)L+ =L t_, 
A A 

ii) [L+, L_] = 2f'(y), 

(15) 

Moreover we can also prove the following theo~em~: 
Theorem I: the spectrum of the operators L +L _ and 

L_L+ is positive. 
Proof: Let t/J (y) be a square integrable function with con

tinuous second derivative in some appropriate range ofy. 
Then 

f t/J *(YJL+L-t/J (y)dy = f (L_t/J (y))t(L_t/J (y))dy;;.O. (16) 

Thus if t/J (y) is an eigenfunction of L +L _ its ei&,enx.alue must 
be positive or zero. A similar proof holds for L -1: +..:. 

Theorem II: if t/J (+)( y) is an eigenfunction of L +L _ then 
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L_tP 1+I(y) is an eige~fu~ction ofk-L+. Similarly if tP I-I (.v) 
is an ei~nf!.!nction L _L + then L + tP 1-I( y) is an eigenfunc-
tion of L+L_. A A 

Proof Let tP 1+ I( y) be an~igenstate of L +L _ with eigen
value; 2, then the function L -tP 1+ I( y) is eigenfunction of 
L _L + with the same eigenvalue. From Eq. (15 iii) we derive 
that 

[L+L_,L_ltP 1+1 = L+L_L_tP 1+1 - ;2L_tP 1+1 
= 2J'L_tP 1+1, (17) 

therefore 

(L+L_ - 2J')L-tP 1+1 = L_L+L_tP 1+1 
=;2L_tPI+I, (18) 

as stated. In a similar fashion we can prove that if tP I-I is an 
eigenstate ofL_L+ with eigenvalue? 2 thenL +tP Hiseigen
state of L +L _ with the same eigenvalue. An i~mAediate cor
~lal)' of this theorem is that the spectrum of L +L _ and 
L _L + coincide. 

Let us finally prove that except for the subspace which 
corresponds to a possible zero e~e~alue th} c~rrespon
dence between the eigenstates of L +L _ and L _L + is one-to
one. 

Theorem III: let tP 11+ I( y) ... tP j + I( y) be a ~et 9f degenerate 
but linearly independent eigenfunctions of L +L _ with ei
genvalue; 2. Then the functions L_tP It l(y), ... .L_tP j + I( y) 
are also a set of linearly independent eigenfunctions of 
L_L+, provided; 2 > O. 

Proof Let us assume that the transformed eigenfunc
tions are not linearly independent. Then there must exist a 
combination 

a L .l.1+I+ a L .1.1+1+ +aL .1.1.+1=0 (19) I -'fJ I 2 -'fJ 2 ••• ) -'fJ ) ' 

for some proper choice of constants a I> ... ,aj • Multiplying Eq. 
(19) by L+ we obtain 

(20) 

but since; 2 > 0, we conclude that the set of transformed 
functions must also be linearly independent. A similar proof 
also holds for any set of transformed degenerate but linearly 

A A 

independent eigenstates of L_L+, corresponding to some 
non vanishing eigenvalue. It will be shown in Sec. II that for 
the zero eigenvalue this correspondence between eigenfunc
tions is not in general one-to-one. 

The computation of the eigenfunctions and energy ei
genvalues of Yr' ~ t~n straiKht!'erward. Let tP It I and tP Ir;- I 

be eigenstates of L+L_ and L_L+, respectively, with the 
same eigenvalue;, we can then write L+tP Ir;- 1= C+;tP (+1 
and L_tP Ir;- 1= C_;tP Ir;- I with C+C_ = 1. 

For simplicity let us assume that both functions are nor
malized. Then the normalized energy eigenfunction of Yr' 
corresponding to ; can be written as 

[
tP I + I( y) cos a] 

( ) _ r; and 
X +r; Y - .l.1-1( ) . 'fJ r; Y sma 

[ 
- tP It I(y) sin a] 

X -r;(y) = .l.1-1( )' (21) 
'fJr; ycosa 

with a proper choice of the parameter a = a(;). Substituting 
these expressions into Eq. (6) one obtains 
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E±(;)=A.;2+A.~+CI± [(U.K;f+C~r/2 (22) 

and (a(; ) = a ± (; )), 

tan a+(;) = 2KA.; I = - cot a-(;). (23) 
C2 + [(U.K;)2 + C~ r 2 

Finally we note that if the eigenfunctions of tP It I( y) are 
chosen real, the eigenfunctions corresponding to Yr' will 
also be real and consequently they can be rewritten as 

X ± r;(Y) = [(cos a ±tP ~ + l(yW + (sin a ±tP Ir;- l(yW] 1/2 

X exp (iuy q, t (y) j71 ± ' (24) 

where 

with 

71+ = (~) and 71- = (~), 

tP I -I(y) 
tan q, t (y) = tan a ± (; ) f I 

tPt (y) 

(25) 

(26) 

It is clear from our ,previous discussion that any system 
for which the operator L+L_ (or either L_L+) has known 
solution, the corresponding Pauli-Schrodinger equation can 
also be solved. However in order to obtain the potential ener
gy term associated to the operator L _L + we must integrate 
a Riccati differential equation whose solution is not general
ly known (see the Appendix). In the next section we shall 
present examples where the solution ofEq. (6) can be ob
tained in closed form. 

II. EXACTLY SOLVABLE SYSTEMS 

In this section we shall make useofEq. (10) and Eq. (11) 
to derive some explicit cases of solvable systems. 

i) The simplest nontrivial case corresponds to choosing 
p = constant and B = Bo = constant. This example repre
sents a neutral spinning particle moving in a helical magnetic 
field with period 2rr/K. A detailed study of this case has been 
given by one of the authors? Here we will only outline the 
main properties of the solution. The external potential is in 
this case constant and can be ignored. The corresponding 
energy spectrum is 

E± (k) =A. {k 2 +~ ± [(2kK)2 + (j.toBo j ,d2]1/2j, (27) 

and the eigenfunctions are 

!f±.dy)= ~ejkYe-jlTyYe-jlTxlJlk)/271±' (28) 
v2rr 

where 

tan () (k) = 2kKA. (29) 
2 f.LoBo + [(2kKA. )2 + (j.toBo)2] 1/2 

We note that the continuous parameter k takes the role here 
of the parameter; defined in Sec. I. 

It is clear from Eq. (28) that the spin of the particle 
rotates following the magnetic field as a function of y, but 
forms an angle () (k ) with it for the !f +.k state, and () (k ) + rr 
for the tP -.k state. Another remarkable property of this solu
tion is the absence of energy gaps in the spectrum. It is a 
general feature of periodic potentials to give raise to energy 
gaps as the pseudomomementum (k in our case) approaches 
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the boundaries of the Brillouin zones. In this example we 
also have a periodic interaction, but the spectrum is a contin
uous function of k. The reader is refered to Ref. 3 for a de
tailed explanation of this effect. 

ii) Another interesting example of solvable hamiltonian 
corresponds to the choice 

B (y)sin :M( y) = ay, (30) 

in Eq. (10), where a is an arbitrary real parameter. In this 
case one derives that (ignoring CI ) 

V(y) = ~ (Jlt Yy2. (31) 

Furthermore, Eq. (11) implies that 

B(y)cos :M(y) =!!.. + ~, 
ZK Jlo 

from which we conclude that 

[ (
a C )2]1/2 

B(y) = (ay)2 + ZK + f.L: 
and 

(32) 

(33) 

For simplicity let us choose C2 = - JlolZK so that the above 
equations become 

B(y) =ayi, (34) 

where i is the unit vector along the rotating x axis. 
This case represents a particle moving in a harmonic 

potential well whose spin interacts with a magnetic field 
which rotates uniformly around they axis with period 21T/K, 
but whose magnitude grows linearly withy as layl. 

A ....... A :;;<. 

The operators L +L _ and L _L + are then given by 

" " d
2 

L L = __ +W2y2+W 
+ - dy2 

and 

" " d
2 

2 2 L L = --+wy -w 
- + dy2 ' 

(35) 

where we denoted Jlrfl/ZKA by w. These are the familiar har
monic oscillator Hamiltonians whose spectrum is given by 
2w(n + 1) and 2wn with n = 0,1, ... , respectively.4 
The corresponding normalized eigenfunctions are 

IPn(Y) = - --Hn((w)1/2y)exp -- , (
W)1I4 1 { Wy2} 
1T ~2"n! 2 

(36) 

where the Hn are the standard Hermite polynomials.s The 
operators L +' L _ are related to the usual raising and lower
ing operators at, a of the harmonic oscillator: 

L+ = (2w) 1/2a, and L_ = (2w) 1/2at . (37) 

The eigenfunctions of the operator ()2 are given by 

[
cosanlPn(Y) ] 

X + n (y) = . and 
. sm anlPn+ I (y) 

(38) 
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with an arbitrary and n = 0,1, .... There is an additional non
degenerate eigenflJnction of zero eigenValue 

Xo(y) = [IPO~yJ . 
Moreover it is easily checked that 

L+IPn+ dy) = (2w(n + lW I2IPn(y) 

L-lPn(Y) = (2w(n + lW/21Pn+ dy). 

(39) 

(40) 

The corresponding energy eigenValues and eigenfunc-
tions are then the following: 

E±.n = Uw(n + 1) +A~ ± [(f.Lrfl/ZK)2 
+ SA 2~w(n + lW12 (41) 

and the eigenfunctions are those of Eq. (38) with an = a,,+ 
given by 

[SA 2~w(n + 1)] 1/2 

[(f.Lrfl/ZK)2 + SA 2~w(n + 1)] 1/2 - aJlolZK 
= - cota,,-. (42) 

In addition, we have the eigenstate given by Eq. (39) whose 
energy is 

(43) 

We observe in Eq. (41) that depending on the values ofthe 
parameters, the ground state mayor may not correspond to 
E _ ,0' In fact one easily checks that taking K sufficiently 
large we can have 

(44) 

In an extreme situation we could also get an accidental 
ground state degeneracy such that for the ground state ener
gy we have 

E _.; = E _.j for i=l=j. (45) 

Finally we note that the eigenfunction X ±." can be re
written in the following form: 

with 

X ± .,,(y) = [(cos a ;=11',,)2 + sin a ;=11'" + tl2f/2 

xexp{ - iUy 41 ;=(Y)}7J ± 

± tan a;= H" + I ((W)1/2y) 
tan 41 (y) = . 

n (2(n + 1))1/2 H,,((W)1/2y) 

(46) 

(47) 

Equations (46) and (47) have interesting physical conse
quences. In fact, they tell us how the spin of the particle 
behaves as a function of y for each eigenstate X ±.'" Because 
the zeros of the Hermite polynomials H", H" + I are simple 
and alternate on the real axis, it is clear that the function 
H" + 1/ H" will have n + 2 simple poles and n + 1 simple 
zeros. One can easily conclude that the spin of the particle 
does not "follow" the magnetic field except for the eigen
function X o' In the remaining cases it will perform n + 1 
more turns around the y axis than the magnetic field does. 
This is clearly a case in which the adiabatic hypothesis does 
not work. 

iii) As the third example we will choose the scalar po
tential and the magnetic field in Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) as 
follows (we set C I = C2 = 0 and C; = c;JlolZKA, i = 1,2) 
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V(y) =A (Cltanay + c2cot ay)2 = ~ (i;Y B2(y)sin22b(y), 

(48) 

B 2( y) = (c I tan ay + C2cot ay)2 

a 2 
2 2 2 + 4~ (clsec ay - c2csc ay) , (49) 

and 

(50) 

where a> Q, c I and C2 are arbitrary constants. In this case the 
operators L ± are given by 

A d 
L ± = ± dy + cltan ay + c2cot ay. (51) 

Because of the poles of tan ay and cot ay, the variable y 
is restricted to the interval [0,1T/2a]; between these singular 
points the functions V (y) and B (y) are well-behaved. On the 
other hand, tan 2b (y) tends to zero wheny-o or y--+1T/2a, 
and it will have a zero (or a pole) at y = Yo given by 

(52) 

provided c lic2 < 0 (or c lic2 > 0). When c lic2 < 0, the mag
netic field points along the positive z direction at the origin 
(y = 0). For y > 0, it first rotates counterclockwise until its 
phase 2b ( y) attains its maximum value 281 at y = y I' For 
y > YI' it starts rotating clockwise until its phase attains its 
minimum value 2b2 at y = Y2' For y > Y2 it again rotates 
counterclockwise until it reaches 8 = 0 aty = 1T/2a. When 
CI /C2 > 0, the magnetic field points along the positivezdirec
tion at y = O. At the pole position, y = Yo, given by (52), it 
becomes parallel to the positive x direction and finally when 
y--+1T/2a it points along the negative z direction. 

From now on and without loss of generality, we will 
restrict the parameters such that c I > a, C2 > a. The opera
tors L +L _ and L _L + are given by 

d 2 

L+L_ = - dy2 + a 2c; (c; - l)sec2ay 

+ a2c~(c~ - l)csc2ay - (c i - C2 )2 (53) 

and 

d 2 

- - + a 2c"(c" - l)sec2ay dy2 I I 

+ a 2c;'(c;' - l)csc2ay - (c i - C2)2, 

where the new constants are defined as follows 

ci C c; = - + 1, c; =..1. , 
a a 

c" - .s. c" - C2 + 1 1- , 2 - . 
a a 

A A 

A AWe have introduced them so as to cast L +L _ and 

(54) 

(55) 

L _L + in the form of a Schrodinger operator with a Poschl
Teller potential. 6 The eigenfunctions of the operator '0 2 are 

557 

[

COS (J ;;¢ + ,n(Y)] 
X +,n(Y) = sin (J;;¢ -,n(Y) , 

= [- sin (J;;-¢ +,n(Y)] 
X - ,n (y) (J - .1, () , 

cos n 'f/ - ,n Y 
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(56) 

where (An,Bn are normalization constants) 

t[I + ,n (y) = An (sin ayt2(cos ayt' 

and 

.F( - n,c; + ci + n,ci + !;sin2ay), 

t[I _ ,n (y) = Bn (sin ayt2(cos ayt" 

.F( - n,c;' + c;' + n,c;' + !;sin2ay), 

(57) 

(58) 

are normalized eigenfunctions of L +L _ and L _L + respec
tively, with eigenvalue 

S ~ = a 2(c; + ci + 2n)2 - (c i - C2)2, (59) 

F(a,b,c;z) is the hypergeometric function and (In is an arbi
trary constant. It is readily seen from ~(5~ that thxre 1s no 
zero eigenvalue and that the spectra of L +L _ and L _L + 
coincide. Invoking the recurrence relations for the hyper
geometric functions one easily verifies the following rela
tions 

(60) 

and 

A 2aAn 
L _ t[I + ,n (y) = ~ t[I _ ,n (y), 

n 

(61) 

with 

R = Bn(c; + 1/2) 

n (c; + n - 1/2)(ci + n + 1/2) 
(62) 

The normalized energy eigenfunctions are given by Eq, 
(56) with ((In = (J ;;) 

2aAn 
tan (J ;; = -- = - cot (J ;;- , 

RnSn 
(63) 

and the corresponding energy eigenvalues being 

E ± ,n = AS ~ + A~ ± 2KAS n • (64) 

The solution ofEq, (56) can be rewritten in the form 

X ±,n(Y) = [(cos (J;: t[I +,n(YW + (sin (J;: 1f!_,n(YW) 1/2 

xexp{iuy<P ;:(y)}7J ±' (65) 

where 

(66) 

For the special case n = 0, the spin aty = 0 points par
allel to (x +) or antiparallel (x _) to the z axis. When y--+1T /2a 
the spin points anti parallel (x +) or parallel (x _) to the z axis 
after a rotation in 1T. For higher values of n, the exact behav
ior of the spin depends critically on the values of the param
eters c l , C2 and a, 

For instance, if n = 1, 

1f!_,.(Y) BI t 1 -7l sin2ay 
= - an ay ---'----=--::... 

If! +,1 (y) AI 1 - 7 2sin2ay , 
(67) 

where 

2(c l +c2 +a) 
72 = . 

2C2 +a 
(68) 
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Because of the factor tan ay in Eq. (67) there is a zero at 
y = Oandapoleaty = 17"/2a. Ifc l = C2 = c the second factor 
will produce a pole at 17" /4a and a zero. Both the pole and the 
zero cancel in the limit C--+ 00 • Under the conditions stated in 
Eq. (53), both 1"1 and 1"2 are larger than unity and the second 
factor in Eq. (67) will produce a zero and a pole which, for 
special values of Cl , c2 and a, may cancel against the pole of 
tanay. 

iv) As our last example we shall take7 

L± = ± ~+...&....(atanhz+b), (69) 
dy 2KA 

wherez = (y - cd)fd and ii, b, c, d are arbitrary parameters 
restricted so that 1lr/2KA )a2 ± a/ d > O. The scalar potential 
and the magnetic field are given by (we ignore once more the 
constants C I and C2 in Eq.(lO) and Eq. (11)and seta = ii/Pr/ 
2KA ), b = b /Pr/2KA ) 

V(y) =A (a tanhz + b )2, 

a2 

B 2( y) = (a tanh z + b )2 + --:-:22 sech4z, 
41£ d 

tan2c5 (y) = 2Kd a tanh z + b . 
a sech2z 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

The bound state eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of 
AA. AA. 

L+L_ andL_L+ are 

tJI (z) = N ± ,nexp( - an ± z) 
±,n b 

(expz + exp( - z)) • ± 

( 
. exp( -z) ) XF -n.A± ,B±, , 

expz + exp( - z) 

where 

and 

A+ =A_ - 2 = 2ad - n - 1, 

B± =an± +bn± + 1, 

(ad-n _1)2 ' 

(73a) 

(73b) 

(74) 

with n = 0,1... up to that integer smaller than ad (1 - b ) - 1, 
andwherebn+ =bn_ -1~ad-n-l,an± =abd 2

/ 

bn ± • The eigenfunctions of 0 2 are 

[

COS en tJI + ,n (z) ] 
Xn,+ (z) = . , 

sm en f// _ ,n + dz) 
(75a) 

(75b) 

with eigenvalue 5! = 52+ ,n and where en is an arbitrary 
parameter. The eigenfunction for n = - 1 is 

( ) 
_ N_1exp( - bdz) 

X-Iz - 11-, 
(expz + exp( - Z))Qd 

(76) 

with eigenvalue 5 2_ I = O. 
Since the analysis is similar to the preceeding case, we 

will only present the results for the n = 0 states. The energy 
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eigenfunctions are obtained from Eq. (75a) and Eq. (75b) 
with 

tan e t = ~ = - cot eo, 
50 

and the corresponding eigenvalues are 

Eo ± = A5 ~ + A,cz ± 2KA50' 
where 

L1 = N +,0 (2ad - l)(a + b - lid) 
N _ ,I (ad - 1) . 

The spinors in Eqs. (75a,b) can be rewritten as 

Xo, ± = [(cos e 6' f// + .0)2 + (sin e 6' f// _ ,d2
] 1/2 

(77) 

(7S) 

(79) 

X exp{ - if/) ± (z)uy J 11 ± ' (SO) 

with 

t .m ±( ) _ t e ± N -.1 {2bd + (ad - l)tanhzJ an '¥ z - an 0 -- --,--_~,--_....!.-_---L 

N +,0 { ad + 2bd - 1 J 

(SI) 

There is also a continuum spectrum that starts at 
(a - b )2. We will not discuss these eigenfunctions since they 
do not add any new feature to the ones we have already 
described. 

As a final remark we note that in the limit K--+O the 
operators 0 2 and thus JY' are singular, except for the case 
when the magnetic field is helical with a constant magnitude 
(Example 1). This means that once the transformation to the 
rotating system has been performed one cannot undo it by 
letting K go to zero. 

APPENDIX 

Let us suppose that the solution to the eigenvalue prob-
A A 

lem for the operator L +L _ is known 

L+L_ f//~(y) = ( ~;2 + r(y) + /'(Y))f//~(Y) 

= (~;2 + U+(Y))f//~(Y) 
= 5f//~(y), (AI) 

with 

(A2) 

and where U + (y) is a known function. From Theorem III we 
can immediately construct the eigenvalues and eigenfunc-

A A 

tions corresponding to L _L + 

A A _ d 2 _ d 2 

L_L+ = dy2 +/2(y)_/'(y)= dy2 + U_(y). 

(A3) 

To obtain the function U _ (y) we must first integrate 
Eq. (A2) to evaluate/(y) and then compute 
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(A4) 

Equation (A2) is a Riccati equation whose solution is 
not generally known. 

·We have not included the x andz dependence of the wave function, which is 
just a multiplicative exponential. Correspondingly the energy will be shift
ed by an appropriate kinetic term. 
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Irregular solutions of the s-wave radial SchrOdinger equation for van der 
Waals potentials 
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Simple ideas based on quantum chromodynamics suggest that the strong nuclear force might 
possess a long-range van der Waals component. Such a component, ifit exists, would be most 
apparent in low-energy interactions between pairs ofhadrons, at least one of which is neutral. In 
this article, as the initial part of a program to set limits on the magnitude of the strength of such a 
van der Waals interaction, we construct low-energy series expansions ofthe two irregular 
solutionsfo( ± k,r) to the s-wave Schrodinger equation that describes the interaction of a pair of 
particles interacting through a potential with a van der Waals tail of the form V(r)- - AIic~ - ) I 
,-N, for arbitrary values of the potential parameters, A, r 0' and N. Accurate approximation schemes 
based on the series expansions are developed, and the results are used to obtain an expression for 
the low-energy elastic cross section. The effects of the van der Waals component of this interaction 
are clearly evident in the energy dependence of the cross section. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ge, 03.65.Nk 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A one-particle exchange potential has a range equal to 
the Compton wavelength of the particle being exchanged. 
Thus, the range of an interaction involving a number of ex
change particles will be determined by the mass of the light
est exchange particle. For many years it was believed that the 
lightest mass particle involved in the strong interaction was 
the pion, but recent theories allow for multiple gluon ex
change between hadrons. Since gluons are massless parti
cles, the strong interaction may possess a long-range van der 
Waals component. Feinberg and Sucher) carried out a phen
omenological analysis that placed limits on the coupling 
constant AN of a hypothetical strong van der Waals potential 
of the form VN(r)-(ANlr) (rolrt-I. Their analysis was 
based on a number of sources including Etovos and Caven
dish type experiments, hyperfine structure of the hydrogen 
molecule, and the level structure of exotic atoms. In an at
tempt to improve or provide independent supporting evi
dence for their limits, we shall employ low-energy neutron
nucleus scattering at low bombardment energies as an addi
tional source. Since most of the information about low-ener
gy scattering is contained in the s-wa ve radial wavefunction, 
it is essential to have accurate solutions to the s-wave radial 
wave equation for a potential with a van der Waals tail. In 
this paper we develop methods for calculating these wave 
functions, and in a subsequent paper2 we apply these results 
to the problem of obtaining limits on [AN [ by means of an 
analysis of low energy neutron-nucleus scattering data. 

The wavefunction we seek satisfies the s-wave radial 
wave equation 

- d 2uo(k,r) 2m k 2 dr + f[ V (r)uo( ,r) = k uo(k,r), (1.1) 

where E = fz2k 212m is the kinetic energy of relative motion 
of the two particles at infinite separation and m is their re
duced mass. There are three solutions to Eq. (1.1) that we 

., Work supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada. 

shall be particularly interested in, a regular solution ¢o(k,r) 
and two irregular solutionsfo( ± k,r). We shall follow New
ton's3 convention in defining these solutions. In addition to 
satisfying (1.1), tPo(k,r) also satisfies the boundary condition 

while the two linearly independent irregular solutions 
fo( ± k,r) satisfy the boundary conditions 

lim e ± ik,!O( ± k,r) = 1. 
r---+oo 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Since Eq. (1.1) is a linear second-order differential equation, 
it only has two linearly independent solutions for each value 
of k; hence ¢o(k,r) can be written as a linear combination of 
fo(k,r) andfo( - k,r), namely 

¢o(k,r) = {fo(k ifo( - kr) - fo( - k )fo(k,r) 1/2ik, (1.4) 

wherefo(k) andfo( - k) are the s-wave Jost functions. 
The physical solution to (1.1) must be regular at the 

origin; hence it must be proportional to ¢o(k,r). The coeffi
cient of proportionality depends upon the boundary condi
tions imposed on the physical solution. One usually requires 
that the asymptotic form of the physical solution consists of 
an incident plane wave and outgoing spherical scattered 
waves. The s-wave radial component will then be given by3 

uo(k,r) = k¢o(k,r)/ Jo( - k ). (1.5) 

We shall consider the class of potentials Vir) for which 

Vir) = - (Aliclr)(rolrt-) (1.6) 

for r> R, with R>ro' but for now we shall not specify the 
form of Vir) for r<R. The form chosen for the van der Waals 
potential, (1.6), agrees with the convection used in Ref. 1. 
For their description of the strong van der Waals potential 
Feinberg and Sucher! set ro = 1 fm. Because of the boundary 
condition (1.2), one cannot construct the solution ¢o(k,r) 
without first specifiying the behavior of Vir) in the region 
O<r<R, but one can construct the irregular solutions 
fo( ± k,r) for all values of r > R with the information given. If 
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one assumes that V (r) is continuous or has a finite discontin
uity at r = R, then ¢>o(k,r) and its first derivative with respect 
to r are continuous at r = R. Consequently, if one specifies 
V (r) in the integral region (r<R ) and solves for ¢>o(k,r) in this 
region, the Jost functions can be detennined by equating the 
logarithmic derivative of ¢>o(k,r) at r = R to the right-hand 
side of(1.4) evaluated at r = R. Then, (1.4) and the irregular 
solutions will give us ¢>o(k,r) in the external region r> R. 

In Sec. II we shall contruct a series solution for fo(k,r) 
that is valid in the region of space r > R for which r < I k I-I. 
We will only consider the N> 2 cases, since strong van der 
Waals potentials with N = 1 and 2 were ruled out. I Further
more, well-known solutions exist for the N = 1 and 2 cases. 
In Sec. III we examine the properties of the expansion coeffi
cients of that series and detennine the behavior offo(k,r) in 
the strong coupling (large l-i I) limit. In Sec. IV, an approxi
mation scheme is developed that gives reasonable accuracy 
not only in the region of validity of the series solution and at 
large r, where a first-order Born calculation offo(k,r) gives 
accurate results, but also in the transition region that bridges 
the gap between the two regions. In Sec. V an expression for 
the cross section is developed that clearly indicates the ef
fects of the van der Waals interaction on low energy scatter
ing. Comments and conclusions are given in Sec.VI. 

II. LOW-ENERGY EXPANSION OF fo{k,r) 

The irregular solutionfo(k,r) can be expressed as an infi
nite sum3 

oo 

fo(k,r) = L flJ1(k,r), (2.1) 
j=O 

where 

f~)(k,r) = e - ikr (2.2) 

and 

flJ1(k,r) = - 2m roo sin(k (r - r')) V (r')flJ - I)(k,r') dr'. 
1i2k J 

(2.3) 
Since the potential VIr) is given by (1.6) for r>R, if one de
fines two new constants M and A, a new variablez, and a new 
function F(A,z) by 

M=N-2, 

A = 2m-ic(2ikro)Mroli-l, 

z = 2ikr, 

F(A,z) = eik1o(k,r), 

then Eqs. (1.1)-(1.3) may be replaced by 
oo 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

(2.4d) 

F(A,z) = L A jF!Jl(z), (2.5) 
j=O 

FIO)(Z) = 1, (2.6) 

F!Jl(Z) = iOO (exp(z-;)-I); -NFU-I)(;)d;. (2.7) 

In carrying out the substitutions given by Eqs. (2.4aH2.4d), 
one finds that the integral on the right-hand side of (2. 7) runs 
from; = z to ; = <Xl along the contour Cz given by arg; , 
= argz. In Appendix A it is shown that the contour of inte-

gration can be taken to run from; = z to ; = + <Xl along 
any simple path that does not encircle the origin. 

Takingj = 1 in (2.7) and using (2.6) gives 

F(J)(z) = ~ iOO e -;; - N d; - iOO ; - N d; 

=zl-N{~EN(z) - (N - 1)-11. (2.8) 

where EN(z) is an exponential integra1.4 If one uses series 
expansions4 for EN(z) and~, this becomes 

F(J)(z) =Z-M{ _ Mi I (-zt mi I (_ WU1(m + 1-j)!(j + M _ m))-I + .f zm(( - I)M+ It/J(M + 2) - (- It 
m=O j=O m=M (M + 1)!(m -M)! 

m+1 (-W ) (_I)M+I oo zm} 

Xj~o;1(m+l-;J!(j+M-m) - (M+k)! Inzm~M(m_M)! ' 
(2.9) 

I 
where M was defined by Eq. (2.4a), by repeated application of (2.7) one can construct F In)(z) for 

n-I 

¢,(n) = -y+ L m- I
, 

m=1 

arbitrary n. A few iterations reveals that F1n)(z) has the gen
eral fonn 

n oo 

and y is Euler's constant, y = 0.577 21.. .. 
F1n)(z) = (z-Mr L L (Inz)L~P~)(L). (2.10) 

L=Om=LM 

561 

Having F(l)(z), one can compute F (2)(Z) by Eq. (2.7), and , Comparison of (2.10) with (2.6) and (2.9) reveals that 

m+1 
P~)(O) =(_I)m+1 L (-W{;1(m+l-;J!(k+M-m)}-l, m<M, 

j=O 

= (- I)M+ It/J(M + 2) _ (_ l)m 

(M + 1)!(m - M)! 
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m+1 (-W 
I ' m>M, 

j=O (m + 1 - ;J!;1(j + M - m) 
j#m-M 

m<M, 

m>M, 
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(2. 11 a) 

(2.llb) 

(2.11c) 
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To verify that (2.10) is the correctform for n > 1, one evaluates (2.7) withFU - l)~ ') on the right-hand side ofthe equation given 
by (2.10) with n replaced by j - 1. This procedure not only confirms the validity of the induction hypothesis (2.10), but it also 
provides recurrence relations for the coefficients 13 ~(L ). One getsS 

1 [mlMJ m+I-IM(]'M+k_m)L-I-Im+I-IM-k (_l)n 
13 (J)(L ) - - ~ I' ~ ~ f3u- I ) (I) 

m - L! I=-L . k~O k! n~O -n-!- m+l-n-k 
(2. 12a) 

(n# -k) 

for m such that LM <m <JM (L <j), and 

f3(J)(L)=_l_
jf I! m+~-IM UM+k_m)L-I-Im~I-IM-k (-It f3(J-I) (1)(1-15.) 

m L! I=L k=~ k! n~o n! m+l-n-k L,J 
(k#m-jM) (n# -k) 

+ (C\J) - CV)!5m,jM[(m -jM)!)-18L,0 
1 (J-L+I)M+I(_lt· 

L( 
_ 'M)' L --I -f3Jk-+l l-n (L -1)(1-8L,0) 

m ] . n=O n. 
(2. 12b) 

(n#jM-m) 

for m;;.jM, where CV) with n = 1 and 2 are constants of integration given by 

C\J) = LOO e-~FU-I)(t)t -M-2 dt + sr\')(z) (2.13a) 

and 

(2.13b) 

YV)(z) is an indefinite integral of the integrand appearing on the right-hand side of (2.13a) for n = 1, or of (2.13b) for n = 2. 
Explicitly, 

z-jM+m+n-IL' L I(]'M+ 1- m - n)lnzJI 13 U - I)(L ) . L ~_':"""":""---":-=---~---L-00 

L m=LM m UM+1-m-n)L+I /=0 I! 
(m#jM+I-n) 

j-I (j-L)M+ I (_ W (j_I) !(lnzll L + I 

+ L~O n~o -n-! -f3 jM+ l_n(L) L + 1 ' (2. 14a) 

YV)(Z) = - jf 00 f3u-I)(L) z-jM+m-1 L! ± IUM + 1 - m)ln(zW 
L=O m~LM m UM + 1 - m)L+ I 1=0 I! 

m#jM+ I 

+ j~1 f3V- I) (L) (Inz)L + I 

£.. JM+ ILl L=O + 

Since the integrals on the right-hand side of (2.13a) and 
(2.13b) vanish as z- 00, one has 

C V) = lim YV)(z). (2.15) 
z~oo 

The values of the CV) for a few of the small values ofj are 
computed in Appendix B. In (2.12a) and(2.12b) and through
out the rest of this paper, we adopt the convention that any 
sum whose upper index is smaller than its lower index must 
be set equal to zero. 

An examination of (2.12)-(2.15) reveals that the coeffi
cients 13 ~)(L ) and C V) are independent of A and z, which 
implies that they are also independent of the energy, the radi
us, and the strength A of the potential (however, they do 
depend upon the form of the potential through the constant 
M = N - 2). Thus, a single set of coefficients 13 ~)(L ) will 
enable one to calculatefo(k,r) for arbitrary A, k, and r [cf. 
(2.10)). 

The low-energy expansion offo(k,r) can now be ob
tained by combining (2.4d), (2.5), (2.10), and the Taylor ex
pansion of the exponential function e - ikr. Combining terms 
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I 
of equal order in k, one gets 

00 00 

fo(k,r) = L (A Inz)L L ~.!if L,m (5 ), 
L=O m=O 

where 
00 

.!if L,m (5 ) = L 5 jb if:J ~ m (L ), 
j=O 

5 = 2mAcroli-l(rolr)M, 

(2. 14b) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

and where A andz are again given by (2.4b) and(2.4c), respec
tively. The functions .!if L,m (t) are independent of k, and by 
Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) it can be seen that they fall off rapidly 
with r. The expansion coefficients b ~k + M(L ) can easily be 
computed once the set of coefficients 13 ~)(L ) are known for 
allp in the rangeLM <Il<LM + m. Furthermore, the coeffi
cients b ~)(L ) like the coefficients 13 ~(L ) are independent of 
both k andA. 

In the next section we shall examine these coefficients in 
more detail. 
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III. THE EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS 

An examination of the recurrence relations (2.12a) and 
(2. 12b) reveals that the coefficientsp~l(L ) vanish forj <L or 
m < LM for each fixed value of L. Then from (2.19) it follows 
that b ~l(L ) vanishes for the same range ofj and M. Since we 
are interested in a low-energy expansion of/o(k,r), we shall be 
most interested in coefficients b ~l(L ), for which m and L are 
small. In general, we shall need these coefficients for allj>L, 
but, as was mentioned in the previous section, if r is suffi
ciently large or A. sufficiently small, the series defining 
.cY L.rn (; ) converges rapidly and so only a few of the terms 
should suffice. Since b ~l(L ) is the coefficient of a term of 
order k rn(lnk)L in the expansion of/o(k,r), if one wishes to 
determine the small k expansion of/o(k,r) up to terms of 
order kl', for some integer Jl, he must calculate all coeffi
cients b ~l(L) withL in the rangeO<L<[mIM] and m in the 
range O<m<Jl. From (2.19) it can be seen that these coeffi
cients can be constructed if one can calculate the set of coeffi
cientsp~l,(L ') with O<L '<[m'IM] andO<m'<Jl. Inspection 
of the recurrence relations then shows that the set of coeffi
cients 113 ~l(L ); O<L<[mIM], O<m<JlI will suffice in deter
mining the set Ip~+ I)(L); O<L<[mIM], O<m<Jl J, which 
in turn will determine the coefficients b ~ + I)(L ) over the 
desired range of Land m. Hence, in constructing the needed 
coefficients one need not construct any coefficients associat
ed with terms smaller than order kl'. The necessary coeffi
cients can easily be obtained by computer calculations, but it 
is instructive to examine a few general algebraic solutions. 

We shall obtain closed form expressions for 13 ~1 + n (L ) 
with n = ° and 1. In then = ° case withj> L, (2.12a) applies 
and one obtains 

p~1(L) = - pllii I)(L lM-2(j - L )-I(j - L + M -I)-I, 

(3.1) 

while in the n = 1 case withj > L + M -I and M> 1, (2. 12a) 
again applies and one gets6 

PU-I)(L) 
p(]l (L) _ LM 

LM + I - M 3(j _ L _ M -I)(j _ L )(j _ L + M -I) 

pllii~)dL ) 
(3.2) 

From Eq. (2.19) one finds 

b~1(L) =P~1(L), (3.3) 

b~1+ I (L) =P~1+ I (L) - !p~1(L). (3.4) 

Combining (3.2) with (3.4) yields 

b~1+dL) 

= - [M2(j -L)(j - L -M -I)] -lbllii~)I(L), (3.5) 

forj>L + M -I. Iterating Eqs. (3.1) and (3.5) and using Eq. 
(3.3) then gives 

b(L+Jl(L) = (- wr(l +M-
I
) p(L) (L) 

LM 2' LM , 
M '11r(j + 1 +M- I

) 
(3.6) 

for all M> 1 andj>O, and 

b(L+Jl (L)= (-WF(l-M-I) bILl (L) 
LM+I M2ijF(j+ 1-M-I) LM+I (3.7) 
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for all M>2 andj>O. To complete the analysis, we must 
computept~(L) and bt~+ I (L). Ifjis taken to beL, and m 
is taken to be LM + m in Eq. (2. 12b), one gets 

pt~+M(L ) 

__ 1_ M~I (-l)n p (L_I) (L-1). 
L!M!n=~ n! (L-I)M+M+I-n 

(n?, -m) 

(3.8) 

The set of equations given by Eqs. (2.11c) and (3.8) with L 
any integer greater than zero has the solution 

p(L) (L) _ 1 
LM+m - L !I(M + l)!JLm! 

X m,O {( - l)LM12{) for Leven, 

(_ l)(L+ I)M/2 for L odd. 
(3.9) 

Equation (3.9) is also valid for L = ° [cf. (2.11c)]. Finally, if 
we combine Eqs. (3.3), (3.4), (3.6), (3.7), and (3.9), we find that 

( _1)M[(L+1)I21F(1 +M-I)(-l)j 
b (L +Jl(L ) = , 

LM M 211£ !F (j + 1 + M - I) {(M + 1)!J L 

(3.10) 

for allj>L, L>O, and M> 1, and also 

( _ I)L - I + M[(L + 1)121r(1 _ M -1)( - l)j 
b (L +Jl (L) = .!.-----!::-:--_____ "--: __ ....!."--.:"-

LM + I 2M 211£ !F (j + 1 _ M - I) {(M + 1)!J L 
(3.11) 

for allj>L, L>O, and M>2, The square brackets in the expo
nent of - 1 in (3.10) and (3.11) again signifies the greatest 
integer less than or equal to the argument, in this case 
(L + 1 )/2. Combining (2.17), (3.10), or (3.11) with (9.1.10) of 
Ref. 4 gives 

(_l)M[(L+ 1)12 IF (1 +M- I ) 
..rat LI (s) = - --'------'-----=-'---:-':': 

, 2L !I(M + 1)!JL (KIM) -11M 

XJ_ IIM (2KIM), (3.13) 

where Jv(z) is a Bessel Function.4 Equation (3.12) holds for 
M>l and (3.13) for M>2. From (2.4c), (2.16), (3.12), and 
(3.13) one finds that 

fo(k,r) = (1 +M-
I
)JIIM(2KIM) 

(KIM) 11M 

ikrF(1-M- I)J_IIM(2KIM) 

(KIM) -11M 

+ o(kr) (3.14a) 

for N + M + 2> 4, and 

fo(k,r) = I J 1(2K)lKI I 1 - ikrsln(2ikr) I + o(kr In(kr)) 

(3. 14b) 

for7 N = 3. If one substitutes the first two terms of the expan
sion for fo(k,r) given by (3.14a) or (3.14b) into the s-wave 
SchrOdinger equation (1.1) and employs (1.6) and (3.18), it is 
found that they provide a solution to (1.1) up to terms that 
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vanish faster than k for the N> 3 cases, or faster than kink 
for the N = 3 case; in fact, the leading term is an exact solu
tion to (1.1) and (1.3) when k = O. Equation (3. 14a) is espe
cially simple when N = 4, or equivalently M = 2. Using defi
nitions for the Bessel Functions J ± 1 given in Abramowitz 
and Stegun,4 one finds that 

I 

/o(k,r) = sin.Jf /.Jf - ikr cos.Jf + o(k,r), 

if M = 2. Equation (3. 14a) may be used to find the asympto
tic form of/o(k,r) whenM>2 and both k and rtend to zero, if 
one assumes that (1.6) holds for all r. From (9.1.10) of Ref. 4, 
one finds that, as k and r tend to zero, 

/o(k,r)- F(1 + M-
I
) (~)1I2+ 11M {cos(2.Jf _ ~ _!!...) + o (It 1-112)} 

fiT.Jf M 2M 4 

ikrF(1 +M-
I
) (M)1I2-IIM{ (2.Jf 1T 1T) } - - cos --+--- +O(ltl- 1/2 

fiT.Jf M 2M 4 
(3.15) 

for an attractive van der Waals potential, A > 0, or 

/o(k,r) = _1_(~)1I2e2JWT/M{F(1 + M _I)(~)IIM 
2fiT ~ ~ 

- ikrF(1 - M -I)(M /~) - IIM}(1 + 0 (It 1- 1/2
) (3.16) 

for a repulsive van der Waals potential, A> O. Since It 1- 00 

as r-o, the cosine term dominates the asymptotic behavior 
in (3.15) and the exponential term dominates in (3.16), which 
means that the irregular solution oscillates more and more 
rapidly as r-o for the attractive case, while its magnitude 
diverges exponentially for the repulsive case. 

IV. APPROXIMATION METHODS 
Let us now return to the topic of approximation 

schemes for/o(k,r) based on (2.16)-(2.19). These methods will 
only be accurate at energies that are sufficiently low that the 
product 2kr==. Izl is less than unity. If this inequality is satis
fied, the series on the right-hand side of(2.16) will converge 
and a reasonably accurate approximation will result if the 
sum is limited to terms of order z"' with m less than or equal 
to some small fixed positive integer f..l. This requirement lim
its the m sum to the range O<.m<.f..l and the L sum to 
O<.L<.[{f.i - m)/M]. We shall refer to this as the f..lth-order
series approximation. If IA I is large and r is of order r 0' t may 
be large. Thus a large number of terms could be required to 
obtain an accurate approximation to the functions d L,rn (t ), 
[cf (2.17)]' As r increases, t decreases and fewer terms are 
required. On the other hand Izl will increase, so that larger 
values of f..l will be required to obtain an accurate solution. 
For very large values of r, Izl will be greater than unity so the 
f..lth-order approximation with f..l finite will not suffice. On 
the other hand, large r means small t so only a few terms in 
the series expansion for d L,rn (t ) will be required. Since the 
running index in the series for d L,rn (t) isj, which corre
sponds to the index that labels the order of Born approxima
tion, one sees that for large r a reasonable approximation to 
/o(k,r) can be obtained by summing the first v terms of the 
Born series for /o(k,r) [cf. (2.1)]. We shall call this the vth
order Born approximation. In terms of Eq. (2.16) and (2.17) 
this is formally obtained by limiting the sum onj in (2.17) to 
O<j<.v - L, and limiting the sum on Lin (1.6) to O<.L<.v, 
while letting the m sum run from 0 to 00, or until conver
gence is obtained. 
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As r is continually decreased from some large initial 
value, I V (r) I will continually increase, so that higher and 
higher order v will be required to obtain accurate approxi
mations t%(k,r). Alternatively, if the order v is fixed, the 
accuracy of the approximation will decrease as r decreases. 

From the above discussion one sees that a f..lth-order 
series approximation, with f..l fixed, will provide an accurate 
result when r is small, but the accuracy will deteriorate as r is 
increased, while the accuracy of the vth-order Born calcula
tin, with v fixed, will be accurate in the complementary re
gion, being excellent when r is large and poor when r is small. 
An intermediate approximation scheme can be obtained by 
adding to the first v terms of the Born series all of the terms 
of the f..lth-order series approximation that do not arise from 
the first v Born terms. We shall call this the (v,f..l)th-order 
combined approximation. 

To test the proposed approximation schemes, we have 
calculated/o(k,r) using several ofthem. For these calcula
tions employed the following physical parameters: 

m = 939 MeV /c2
, 

(4.1) 

The value of k given corresponds to a kinetic energy of 5.17 
eV. In addition the radius was assigned values from 1 to 104 

fm, A was assigned values of 10 and - 10, and N was set 
equal to integral values of 3-6. As a crude measure of the 
error in the calculation of/o(k,r), we computed the quantity 

where/~PP(k,r) is the approximating wavefunction whose 
accuracy is being measured. ERROR = 0 for the exact solu
tion. This test of the accuracy of the approxmation schemes 
is illustrated in Figs. 1-6. The approximation schemes tested 
where thef..lth-order series methods withf..l = 2 and 3, the 
first-order Born approximation (v = 1) and the {f.i, 1 )th-order 
combined approximation, again with f..l = 2 and 3. Figures 
1-4 show plots of the error, as defined in (4.2), vs rfor each of 
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..u.a 11=' -10-.0 
..u' 3 

a:: 
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a:: 10-·e 
a:: 
w 

10-20 

FIG. 1. A plot of ERROR vs, for five dift'erent approximation schemes for 
the case of an attractive van der Waals potential with parameters N = 3, 
'0 = I fm, A. = 10, and a wavenumber k = 5 X 10-4 fm -'. The definition of 
the function "ERROR" and a description of each of the approximation 
schemes is given in the text. 

V=I 

a:: 
0 
~ 10-,e 
w 

, , 
10-20 

'" 

FIG. 2. ERROR vs ,for the same set of approximation schemes for the case 
N = 4"0 = 1 fm, A. = 10, and k = 5x 10-4 fm-I. 
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FIG. 3. ERROR vs , for the same approximation schemes, for the case 
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dered in Fig. 3, but with k = 5x 10- 7 fm-I. 
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the approximations considered. The wavenumber and 
strength parameter were fixed at k = 5 X 10-4 fm -I and 
A = 10, corresponding to an attractive potential, in each of 
the calculations, while the potential parameter N varied 
from N = 3 in Fig. 1 up to N = 6 in Fig. 4; Figs. 5 and 6 are 
again plots of ERROR vs r but with the parameters 
k = 5 X 10-4 fm, A = - 10, and N = 5 in Fig. 5 and 
k = 5 X 10-7 fm, A = 10, and N = 5 in Fig. 6. These figures 
show, as was expected, that thellth-order series methods are 
most accurate for small r with the accuracy improving with 
increasingll, and that the first-order Born series calculation 
is very accurate at large r. They also show that the combined 
approximation is quite accurate over the entire range of r 
considered, whereas the Ilth-order series approximation is 
not very accurate at large r and the first-order Born approxi
mation breaks down at small r. One also sees that the accura
cy of the various approximations increase with increasing N. 
This simply results from the fact that for a fixed value of A 
the magnitude of the potential decreases as N increases for 
all radii greater than I fm. Comparison of Figs. 3 and 5 
shows that the sign of the potential does not have much effect 
on the accuracy of any of the approximation schemes, while 
a comparison of Figs. 3 and 6 shows that the accuracy of the 
Ilth-order series approximation schemes increase as k de
creases when r is held fixed, which was again expected since 
these approximations are based on a series expansion in 
z = 2kr, which converges rapidly when Izl is smaller than 
unity. These last two results were also found to hold for 
N = 3, 4, and 6. 

Using bounds on the magnitudes of the terms of the 
Born series [cf. (2.1) and (2.2)] which are given in Ref. 3, one 
finds that the first-order Born approximations is reasonably 
accurate if 151 is small compared with unity. For IA I = 10 
this implies that the first-order Born approximation should 
be accurate ifr is larger than rN, where rN -100, 15, 10, and 
3 fm for N = 3-6, respectively. Since the series approxima
tion is accurate for r < rs =(2k ) - I, one should get reasonable 
agreement between the values offo(k,r) calculated by means 
of a Ilth-order series calculation for Il = 2 or 3 and a first
order Born calculation, when r lies between rN and rs. An 
examination of the calculated values offo(k,r) revealed that 
this was indeed the case. 

Figure 7 shows the dependence of I V (r) I on r for N = 3-
6 and IA I = 10. The two horizontal lines correspond to the 
kinetic energy E = fi1k 212m for k = 5 X 10-7 and 5 X 10-4 

fm - I. When I V (r) I <E, as it is, for example, for A = 10 and 
N = 3 when r>3 fm if E = 5.17 eV, or when r>250 fm if 
E = 5.17 X 10-6 fm, then the potential is negligible, and the 
zeroth-order Born approximation should be reasonably ac
curate, i.e''/o(k,r) - e - ikr. Again, if one checks the calculated 
values with this simple approximation, it turns out to be very 
accurate over the range indicated. 

The behavior offo(k,r) at small values of r, or large value 
of IA I, was discussed at the end of Sec. III. In Fig. 8, we have 
plottedfo(k,r)vsrfor 1<r.;;;;10fm,forA = - 1O,andN= 3-
6. The increase of I fo(k,r) I as r tends to zero is quite evident. 
For an attractive potentialfo(k,r) oscillates very rapidly as r 
tends to zero, so in Figs. 9(a)-9(d) we have plottedfo(k,r) 
against the more natural variable 5 for the A = + 10 case 
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[cf. (2.18) and (3.15)], again with N = 3-6. The range of S 
values included in these figures corresponds to a range of r of 
102<r< 103 fm for N = 3, lO<r<30 fm for N = 4, 5<r< 10 
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more accurate approximation scheme at each r. These best 
computed values are only slightly different from the values 
predicted by Eq. (3.15) for theA = 10 case or (3.16) for the 
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A = - 10 case. For values of r greater than the range of 
values shown in Fig. 8 or beyond the range of r implicit in 
Figs. 9{a)-9{d), the functionfo{k,r) is quite accurately ap
proximated by exp{ - ikr). 

V. THE s-WAVE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE 

To determine the scattering amplitude, one needs the 
regular solution t/Jo(k,r) to the s-wave SchrOdinger equation, 
as well as the two irregular solutionsfo{ ± k,r). [Note that the 
second irregular solutionfo{ - k,r) can be obtained by the 
same approximations used for fo{k,r), all one needs to do is 
change the sign of k.] If one requires that 

lim ! t/Jo{k,r)J = 1, (5.1) 
r-+O 

then 

t/Jo{k,r) = [fo{ - k )fo{k,r) - folk )fo{ - k,r)]/2ik, (5.2) 

wherefo{ ± k ) are the Jost functions. Applyingrd /drto{5.2) 
and solving the resulting pair of equations, (5.2) and the deri
vative equation for the ratio of the Jost functions yields 

/i60 _ fo{k) = .?(k,r)fo{k,r) - rdlo(k,r)/dr 

Io{ - k) .?(k,r)lo( - k,r) - rdlo( - k,r)ldr ' 
(5.3) 

where ~o is the s-wave phase shift and .?(k,r) is r times the 
logarithmic derivative of t/Jo(k,r), i.e., 

.?(k,r) = rd (lnt/Jo(k,r)) . 
dr 

(5.4) 

Although the right-hand side of(5.3) appears to depend on r, 
it in fact does not, and therefore it may be evaluated at any 
convenient radius. If one assumes that V (r) is real and that it 
behaves better than r- 2 near the origin, then t/Jo(k,r) and 
hence .? (k,r) will be real and entire functions of k 2 for every 
fixed i3. Hence for small k one can write 

00 

.?(k,r) = L k 2n 2" n (r). (5.5) 
n=O 

Using (5.3), One finds that the s-wave scattering amplitude is 
given by 

Ao(k ) = ei
6
°sin801k = ff(k,r)/ [9 (k,r) - ikJ1l(k,r)] , 

(5.6a) 

where 

ff{k,r) = .? (k,r) [fo(k,r) - f( - k,r)] - rd [fo(k,r) - fo( - k,r)] / dr 
2ik 

(5.6b) 

and 

9(k,r) = 2"(k,r)[fo(k,r) + fo( - k,r)] - rd [fo(k,r) + fo( - k,r)]ldr. 
2 

(5.6c) 

Sincefo( - ko,r) is the complex conjugate offo(k,r) as long as 
V (r) is real,3 which we shall assume to be the case, theff and 
9 will be real functions of k and r. Equations (5.6aH5.6c) 
hold for all values of r. If we take r> R [cf. Eq.(1.6)], and 
choose k so that k<r- I, then we may use (2.16) to evaluate 
the functionslo( ± k,r) and dfo( ± k,r)/dr. 

For potentials that vanish faster than any inverse power 
of r as r~ 00 , such as a cutoff potential, or one tends expon
entially to zero, only the L = 0 term appears in the low
energy expansion offo(k,r) given by (2.16). It then follows 
that ff and 9 are even functions of k, as will be the cross 
section which is given by 

u = 41T{ff(k,r)f/[(9(k,r))2 + k 2(ff(k,r))2] (5.7) 

for small values of k where the s wave dominates. The L = 1 
terms of (2.16) give rise to two distinct sets of terms for both 
ff and 9. The first of these sets, like those arising from the 
L = 0 term, will be proportional to even powers of k, while 
the second set will either be proportional to odd powers of k 
or to even powers of k times Ink. It is this second set of terms 
that distinguishes the low-energy cross section of a potential 
with a van der Waals tail from the cross section of a similar 
potential that vanishes faster than any inverse power of r. 
The contribution of the term of (2.16) with L > 1 can be ne
glected compared to the leading terms arising from L< 1 as k 
tends to zero. 

To examine these statements more closely, we splitff 
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and 9 in the following fashion: 

ff=ffa +ffp, 9 = 9 a + ~p, (5.8) 
where ff a and 9 a consist of all the terms in the low energy 
expansion of ff and 9, respectively, that are even functions 
of k, and ff p and 9 p consist of all the remaining terms. 
From (2.16), its derivative with respect to rand Eq. (5.5), one 
obtains 

[(M - 1)12) {m 
.A'~a (k,r) = 2r m~ 0 k 2m n~o .? m - n (r)( - 4rt 

X d O•2n +tiS) 

- (- 4r)m((2m + l)do.2m + 1(5) - Mf!lJO.2m + I(S))} 

+ kM-IY(r)( - 1)(M-1)I21n(2r/ro)&' M.O + O(k M- I), 

ffp(k,r) = kM-IY(r){~( - I)MI21T&, M,E 

+ ( - 1)(M - 1)/2In(kro)&' M.O} 

(5.9a) 

+ o(k M - I), (5.9b) 

[MI2) {m 
~a(k,r)= m~o k 2m 

n.?o 2'm_n(r)(- 4rrd O.2n(S) 

- ( - 4r)m( 2mJ£ O.2m (5) - M f!lJ O,2m (S))} 
+ kMY(r)( - I)M/21n(2r/ro)&' M.E + O(kM), 

W.J.Romo 

(5.9c) 
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~ p(k,r) = kMY(r){( - 1)MI2In(kro)&' M,E 

+ (- l)(M+ i)121T&, M,o/2} 

+O(kM), (5.9d) 

with 

Y(r) = meA. (2rO)M+ lli- l{ !/o(r)dl,o(S) +Me8 I ,o(s)J, 

(5.10) 

while &' M,E and &' M,O are projection operators onto even 
and odd values of M, 

&' M.O = {I + (- 1)Mj/2, &' M,E = 1 - &' M,O (5.11) 

and 
00 

e8 (f;-) = ~J'f;-jb(L+Jl (L) 
L,rn\.!> £..!> LM+m • (5.12) 

j=1 

With these expressions the scattering amplitude becomes 

Ao(k) = A ~R(k) + A kR(k), (5.13) 

where 

A ~R(k)::::ffa(k,r)l{~ a (k,r) - ikA'a(k,r)J. (5.14) 

Since ff a and ~ a are real functions of k 2, the differential 
cross section IA ~R(k ) 12 obtained by ignoring A kR(k ) will be 
an even function of k. As this is a property of the low-energy 
differential cross section of a short range potential (one van
ishing faster than any inverse power of r as r-+ 00 ), we have 
labeled this component of the scattering amplitude SR for 
short range, even though A ~R does contain some contribu
tion from the van der Waals potential. The second term 
A kR(k ) is given by 

A kR(k )~p(k,r)l~ a (O,r). (5.15) 

This amplitude has a k dependence that provides important 
information about the long-range van der Waals tail. For the 
power law V (r) ex: r - N it will be shown that A kR(k ) behaves 
like k N - 3lnk for odd values of N, and like k N - 3 (which is 
an odd power of k ) for even values of N. In all cases the 
differential cross section will contain a term that can not be 
parameterized by a power series in k 2. The k dependence of 
this term changes with N and hence it provides a means of 
testing for the presence of a van der Waals tail with a specific 
value of N. From (5.9b), (5.9c), and (5.15) one has 

A kR(k) = 4meA.~(2kro)N-3 {!/o(k)dl,o(5) + Me8 I ,o(5)} 

Ii !/ o(k )do.o(s) + Me8 0,0(5) 

x(( - I)MI21T&, M,E/2 + (- 1)(M-1)/2In(kro)&' M.O)· 

(5.16) 

Next, from (3.11) it follows that 

b~+ 11(1) = ( - I)Mbb'l(O)/(M + I)! 
= ( - I )Nb b'l(O)/(N - I)!. 

Hence, by (2.17) and (5.12) one finds that the term in braces 
on the right-hand side of(5.16) equals (- I)N I(N - I)!, 
which then gives us 

4meA.~ (2kr )N - 3 
A LR(k) = _ 0 0 (i( _ I)N12 &' 

o (N _ I)!Ii:2 1T M,E 

- (- I)(N-1)/2In(kro)&' M.O)' (5.17) 
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This in tum leads to the following low-energy differential 
cross sections: 

(5.1Sa) 

:~:::: IA ~R(k )1 2 + K(2kro)N- 3( - I)NI21T/(N - I)!, 

(5.1Sb) 

for N even, N>4, and 

:~ :::: IA ~R(k W + 2K (2kro)N - 3( - I)(N + 11/2In(kro)/ 

(N - I)! (5.ISc) 

for N odd, N>5, where 

K = - 4meA.Ii-I~A ~R(O). (5.ISd) 

The characteristic van der Waals amplitude, which we have 
calledA kR(k ), will only arise if the van der Waals interaction 
extends out to infinite radius, for, if we truncate the potential 
in any radius, no matter how large, then ff and ~ can be 
expanded in a power series in k 2, and the amplitude A kR(k) 
does not occur. Thus, we can associated A kR(k ) with the 
behavior of the potential as r tends to infinity. Since VIr) 
vanishes in this limit, one is not surprised that A kR(k) is first 
order inA.. 

To add to our insight into this matter, and to determine 
the angular dependence of the differential cross section, we 
consider the following approach. Let us define two poten
tials VI and V2 by 

VI(r) = V(r)U (R - r), V2(r) = V(r)U (r - R), (5.19) 

where U (X) is the unit step function, U (X) = I, for X>O, and 
U(X) = OforX <0. Clearly, VIr) = VI(r) + V2(r). We assume 
that R is very large so that V2(r) is a very weak potential. 
Then, if one calculates the T matrix operator for the interac
tion V, retaining only first-order terms in the interaction VI' 
he gets8 

T= TI + V2 + V2GoTI + TIGOV2 + TIGOV2GoTI' (5.20) 

where 

TI = VI + VIGoTI 

and Go is the free-particle Green's function. Since the inter
action VI is only strong at small values of r and the Green's 
function falls off rapidly with the distance I r - r' I, the three 
terms of(5.20) that arise from coupling between the interac
tion VI at a point r with the interaction V2 at a point r' will be 
negligibly small, so one need only retain the two leading 
terms in (5.20). If one takes the matrix elements of the T 
matrix operator between initial and final plane wave states 
and multiplies the resulting expression by ( - m/2~), he 
obtains the scattering amplitude. Let us divide the scattering 
amplitude A into two parts; the first one, A SR, will consist of 
the matrix element of TI and those terms arising from the 
matrix element of VI that are proportional to even powers of 
q, where q is the momentum transfer; the second part which 
we designate A LR will consist of all those terms in the low
energy expansion of the matrix element VI that were not 
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included in A SR. This procedure yields 

A LR = 2mcA:fi- l rigN(qrO) (5.21) 

for the characteristic scattering amplitude arising from the 
van der Waals tail of the potential, where 

gN(X) = ( - 1 )IN - 1)/2XN - 31n(x)/(N - 2)! (N odd), 

gN(X) = (- 1)IN-2)/21TxN- 3/2 (Neven). 

The differential cross section then becomes 

du 
-;:::; la + 2mcArili- lln(qroW for N = 3, 
dfl 

where a is the scattering length, and 

(5.22a) 

du ;:::; IA SR(E,e W + 4mcAIi- 1ri(ReA SR(O,e ))gN(qrO) 
dfl 

(5.22b) 

for N> 3. Since A SR(E,e ) is the sum of the scattering ampli
tude of a finite range potential and other terms proportional 
to an even power of q, IA SRI 2

, and ReA SR can reasonably be 
parameterized as follows: 

IA SR(E,e W~ao + alE + a2E cos e, 

(5.23) 

ReA SR(O,e );:::;03, 

where the On are constants and o~ <00 , 

If one projects out the s-wave component of A LR(E,e ), 
he gets the amplitude A ~R(k) of(5.17), as required, although 
our derivation ofEqs. (5.21)-(5.23) is far from rigorous the 
arguments employed seem to be reasonable and they lead to 
the correct s-wave dependence. Furthermore, the s-wave 
amplitude, which has been carefully derived, dominates at 
low energy and the arguments used to justify the neglect of 
the last three terms ofEq. (4.18), which was essential in our 
nonrigorous derivation, should be much stronger for angu
lar momentum components with I> 0, since the centrifugal 
barrier greatly decreases the probability of multiple scatter
ing between the two regions of space r<R and r>R. 

VI. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

If k is taken to be a complex number in Eqs. (1.1) and 
( 1. 3), the steps leading to the construction of the series expan
sion for fo(k,r) given by Eqs. (2.16)-(2.19) remain valid. From 
(2.16) it can be seen thatfo(k,r) has logarithmic branch points 
atk = Oandk = 00. Ifonejoinsthesetwobranchpointsbya 
cut running along the positive imaginary axis of the complex 
k plane or, equivalently, the negative real z axis of the com
plex z plane, thenfo(k,r) will satisfy the standard symmetry 
relation3 

fo( - k • ,r) = f"1j(k,r) (6.1) 

on the first Riemann sheet given by - 31T12 < argk<1T12. If 
k is a pure-real or pure-imaginary number, the energy 
E = 1i2k 212m will be real, a condition that physical solutions 
to (1.1) must satisfy. A solutionfo(k,r) for which k is a posi
tive or a negative real number corresponds to an incoming or 
an outgoing spherical wave, respectively. Equation (5.2) 
states that a physical solution with positive energy is a linear 
combination of an incoming and an outgoing spherical wave. 
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The negative energy solutions, if they exist, correspond to s
wave bound states. These solutions must be normalizable; 
hence k must be a negative imaginary number. Equation 
(6.1) guarantees thatfo(k,r) will be real when k lies along the 
negative imaginary axis. In addition to the continuum of 
positive energy scattering solutions and the bound states, 
(1.1) may also have resonance solutions. The resonance solu
tions9 are regular at the origin and are proportional tofo(k,r) 
when r> R, as was the case for the bound state solutions, but 
in the case of the resonance solutions k will be complex with 
a positive imaginary part. Note that the resonance solutions 
are not normalizable since they increase exponentially in 
magnitude as r-+ 00 • 

Although we have referred to the ,uth-order series ap
proximation scheme based on (2.16) as a low-energy approxi
mation scheme, a more precise term would be a threshold 
approximation scheme, since the condition that Ik I is small 
implies that the energy 1i2 k 212m lies close to the threshold at 
zero energy. From the discussion at the beginning of this 
section one can see that a finite series approximation scheme 
can be used to construct any wavefunctionfo(k,r) no matter if 
k is real, imaginary, or even complex as long as Ikrl is small. 
Hence these approximations can be employed to construct 
the external wavefunctions over a range of r values 
R < r«2Ik I)-I, for bound states, resonances, and scattering 
states as long as Ik I is small. 

In Sec. V we saw that a,uth-order series approximation 
with,u = 2 or 3 provided excellent approximations forfo(k,r) 
at low energies and relatively small radii, I krl S 0.1. This 
claim is supported by the fact that the zeroth-order series 
expansion provides an exact solution tofo(k,r) when k = ° 
and the additional facts that, in the calculations reported in 
Sec. IV with k<5 X 10-4 fm, the error as given by (4.2) was 
small for both,u = 2 and 3 when I krl S 0.1, the error de
creased with,u, and finally the change in the calculated val
ues offo(k,r) in going from,u = 2 to 3 was never greater than 
0.1 % for I krl S 0.1, indicating that the series was converging 
rapidly with increasing,u. 

The advantage of having an approximation formula for 
fo(k,r) for relatively small values of r is twofold: First, in 
matching the internal to the external wavefunction to deter
mine the Jost functions for scattering states, or the energies 
of bound and resonant states, one normally has to numeri
cally integrate the radial Schrodinger equation from the ori
gin out to the matching radius, knowing the value of 
fo( ± k,r) at relatively small values of r reduces the number of 
steps in the numerical integration; second, the approxima
tion provides one with an explicit expression for the leading 
A and N dependence offo(k,r). This enables one to analytical
ly determine the contribution of the van der Waals tail to 
such things as low-energy scattering, as was done in Sec. V, 
or to the binding energy oflevels which lie just below thresh
old. Such a general analysis is not possible, or at least very 
difficult, if one employs simple numerical solutions to (1.1). 

Since (2.16) can not be employed until V (r) reaches its 
asymptotic form, r>R, the condition Ik Ir< 1 may not apply 
in the asymptotic region, even when Ik I is quite small. In 
such cases the (,u, v)th-order combined approximation or the 
vth-order Born approximation might be usefully employed. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix we shall show that the integral on the 
right-hand side ofEq. (2.7) may be taken over any simple 
path between the points z and + 00 that does not encircle 
the origin. To establish this fact, we need two theorems. 

Theorem 1: IF U1(z) I and IdFU1(z)ldzl are finite for every 
z in the domain Dy, where Dy consists of all z such that 
Rez;;;oO and Izl;;;oy > 0 for some fixed positive real number y. 

Proof If the integral is taken along the path Cz , one has 

IFU)(z)I<2 r'" Ixl-NIFU-I)(x)1 d Ix!-
)Izl 

Evaluating this integral forj = 1, using (2.6) on the right
hand side, and then iteratingj - 1 times yields 

IFltl(Z)I <2{L~ x-
N 

dx yl j1 

= I2lz ll
-

N I(N - IWlj1 

<12/ -N I(N - IWljl (AI) 

This proves that IF (}l(z) I is uniformly bounded in Dy • It then 
follows that dFU1(z)/dz is also uniformly bounded in Dy , 

since 

IdF(}l(Z)/dzl < Ii'" exp(z -x)x-NFU-I)(X) dxl 

<2J r'" Iyl- N( r'" x - N dx)J- I/U - I)! dy 
)Izl )IYI 

<12/- NI(N-IWlj1. (A2) 

Theorem 2: FU1(z) is analytic throughout Dy • 

Proof Clearly F(O)(z)=I is analytic throughout Dy • If 
one assumes that FU1(z) is analytic throughout Dy for some 
j> 1, it follows that the integrand on the right-hand side of 
(2.7) and its partial derivatrive with respect to z are analytic 
functionsofbothzand; , for everyz and; 'inDy. In addition, 
the limits of integration are analytic functions of z. These 
facts taken together with (AI) and (A2) implyIOthatF(J+ l)(z) 
is an analytic function of z through Dy • This completes the 
induction proof. 

As a corollary to these two theorems, one finds that 

'" IF (A,z) I < L IA JFU1(Z) I <exp{2IA Iyl-N I(N - 1)); 
J~O 

(A3) 

therefore the infinite sum converges uniformly in Dy and 
since each term is analytic throughout Dy ' F(z) is also an 
analytic function of z throughout Dy for each fixed value of 
A. 

Let us replace the contour Cz in (2.7) by a new contour 
C (R ) described as follows: C (R ) consists of two segments 
CI(R), which is straight line segment running from; , = zto 
;' = ZR ==zR Ilzl, whereR is a positive real number > Izl,and 
a second segment C2(R ) which is a circular arc of radius R 
running from;' = z R to;' = R. Next we let R ---+ 00 and ob
serve that CI( 00) = Cz ' while from (AI) it follows that the 
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integral vanishes along the line segment C2(R ) as R---+ 00. 

Hence, the contour Cz can be replaced by C ( 00). Finally, 
since the integrand is analytic throughout Dy , one can de
form the contour so that it follows any simple path from z to 
+ 00 inDy. 

APPENDIX B 

In this appendix we shall evaluate a few of the constants 
of integration C ~1 [cf. (2.13a) and (2. 13b)]. We begin by 
sketching the general procedure for evaluating these coeffi
cients. To obtain the coefficients C~l, one must evaluate the 
integral 

I~l(Z) = 1'" t!-I)(X) dx, 

where 

(Bl) 

t J - I)(Z) = (e - zDn.1 + Dn,2)z - NF(J - I)(Z). (B2) 

If one can find an indefinite integral oft! - I)(Z), call it G ~l(z), 
whose asymptotic behavior as Izl---+oo is known, then 

(B3) 

where a~l is a constant of integration, and, furthermore, the 
function yUl(z), defined by (2.14a) or (2.15b), can only differ 
from the series expansion of G ~l(z) by a constant, i.e., 

G ~l(z) = y~l(z) + rn'l, (B4) 

where rn') is the only z-independent term in the series expan
sions of G ~)(z). Therefore, by (2.15) and (B4) one has 

CU) = lim G(})(z) - .)}) = at}) _ .)}) 
n n rn n rn· (B5) 

Izl~", 

This procedure is easily carried out whenj = 1, but for large 
values ofj it is hard to find functions G ~)(z) with the desired 
properties. To overcome this difficulty, we assume that the 
potential is proportional to zI3 rather than z - N, where /3 
differs from minus Nby an infinitesimal amount. By making 
this change the indefinite integrals become sums of terms 
which are powers of z times generalized hypergeometric 
functions. Both series expansions and asymptotic forms of 
these functions are known II so that one can construct the 
functions G ~)(z) by letting /3---+ - N after the indefinite inte
grals are obtained. To illustrate the procedure in its simplest 
form, we first employ it to evaluate C\I) and C\2): 

I\I)(z) = lim r'" e - uuP du 
~-N)z 

{ 
Zl + P 

= a\l) - lim -- IFI( 1 + /3,2 + /3; - z) 
~-N 1 +/3 

( - I)N (1 (N))} 
+ (N - I)! /3 + N + if! . 

(B6) 

The constant of integration inside the braces has been in
cluded to cancel the pole at /3 = - N in IFI • From the 
asymptotic form II of IFI , one then has 

e- Z 
(- I)Nif!(N) 

lim I\I)(z) = a\l) + lim -- + = 0 
Izl~'" Izl~"'? (N - I)! 

so that 

a\l) = (- I)N-lif!(N)I(N - I)!, (B7) 
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and from the series expansion of IFI one has 

(

Zl +13 
G\I)(Z) = lim --IFI(1 +p,2 +p, -z) 

fJ-.-N 1 +P 

(- It 1 ) 
+ (N-I)! P+N 
(-It-I 00 

-"----'-- Inz + I 
(N - I)! ,n=O 

In#N-I 

therefore, rl) = 0 and 

(-It~+I-N . 

n!(n + I-N) , 

C\I) = a\l) = (- I)N-It/J(N)/(N - I)!. 

To evaluate C~I), we examine I~I)(z) 

I~I)(z) = lim foo uP du 
fJ-.-N Jz 

zI3+ I Zl-N 
=a~I)- lim --=a~)+---. 

fJ-.-NP+I N-I 

(BS) 

(B9) 

Since I~I)(zJ-O as Izl-+oo one sees that a~l) = O. Hence the 
"series" expansion of I ~I)(Z) has only one term and no z-inde
pendent terms. Thus, 

C~I) = O. (BIO) 

We must next consider thej = 2 case 

I\2)(z) = 100 

e - Uu - NF(I)(u) du = a\2) - G \2)(Z) 

{
(-I t - l

( 1 )zP+ 1 

=a(2) - lim --+ 1/J(N) --
I fJ-.O (N - I)! P + N P + 1 

+ (N - I)(2N ~ 2)!(P + N)] 

rP+ 2 

+ 2 bF2(p + I,2{3 + 2;/3 + 2,2{3 + 3; - z) 
2(P + 1) 

- IFI(p + 1,,8 + 2; - Z))}, (BII) 

where 2F2 is a generalized hypergeometric function II and a 
constant of integration proportional to (p + N) - I has been 
included to cancel a pole of 2F2' From the asymptotic forms 
of IFI and 2F2 given in Ref. 11 and properties of gamma 
functions,4 one finds 

lim I\2)(z) = a\2) + 21/J(2N - 1) = O. (B12) 
Izl~oo (N - If(2N - 2)! 

Employing the series expansion of IFI and 2F2 and letting 
P-+ - N, one finds that 
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G \2)(Z) = - -_ - z ( - Inz + t/J(N)) 
r-2N{( )N-I 

N-l (N-l)! 

f' (_z)n 
n=O n!(n + 1 -N) 

n¥N-1 

( 
_ (_Z)2N-2 

- 2 Inz 
(2N-2)! 

f' (-zt)} 
n = 0 n!(n + 2 - 2N) . 

n#2N- 2 

(B13) 

The n = 2N - 2 term of the first sum is independent of z 
when multiplied by r - 2N; therefore, 

r12) = (N - I)-2/(2N - 2)!' (BI4) 

Applying (BI2) then gives 

C\2) = a\2) - r12) = - 2(N - 1 )t/J(2N - 1) 

":'-(N - W(2N - 2)!' (BI5) 

From (BII)-(BI4) and the series expansion of the exponen
tial integral function,4 one also finds 

I\2)(z) = r - 2N [EN(z) - 2E2N _ I (z))/(N - 1). (BI6) 

By following the same procedure, a rather lengthy calcula
tion yields 

2 (_I)N-I {[1/J(NW-1/J(I)(N) rr} 
C()= +-, (BI7) 

2 [(N _ I)!] 2 2 3 

where 1/J(t)(N) is a polygamma function4: 
N-I 

1/J(I)(N) = rr/6 - .L, F2. (BIS) 
j= I 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of the analyticity of the SchrOdinger ener
gy levels En (I ) in the complex I plane for the potential 

V(r)=r", a>O (Ll) 

was recently examined by Grosse and Martin. I They showed 
that En (I) are analytic in Re I> -!. In an earlier paper2 we 
extended their results to include potentials which are super
positions of powers of the form 

VIr) = r + k/3rfJ, (1.2) 

for two nonoverlapping regions of/3: (i) for 0.4 </3 < 1, k > 0, 
and (ii) - 2 </3 < 0.25, k real. The proof of the analyticity for 
Case (i) followed the approach of Grosse and Martin. I For 
Case (ii), we made use of an argument based on the Kato
Rellich perturbation theory for linear operators. The class of 
potentials (1.2) is physically interesting because it includes, 
for example, the conventional charmonium potential 

V(r) = -k/r+r, k>O. (1.3) 

It is, therefore, tempting to look for an argument which will 
cover the missing range of values of /3, viz., 0.25<p<0.4. In 
the present paper we present a variation of our earlier meth
od, which proves the analyticity of En (I) for the potential 
(1.2) for O<p < 1. This, in conjunction with our earlier re
sults,2 now completes the prooffor the entire range of values 
of interest, - 2 </3 < 1. The new proof is given in Sec. 2. In 
Sec. 3, we present an extension of our results for a general 
superposition of power potentials for suitable ranges of 
powers. 

2. SUPERPOSITION OF TWO POTENTIALS 

Consider the Hilbert spaceL 2(0, <:t:) ) of square integrable 
functions. Let CO' be the subspace of infinitely differentiable 
functions with compact support. Let 

. d 2 A 
H= - -2 +2'+x+k/3xP, 

dx x 
A = 1(/ + 1), 13> - 2, (2.1) 

be the minimal operator on CO'. For reali, iI is essentially 
self-adjoint if and only if I>!. Thus, for the self-adjoint exten-

a)Perrnanent address. 

sion of iI with I> -! the natural choice is the Friedrichs 
extension 

d 2 A 
H (/3, A ) = - -2 + 2' + x + k /3xP, 

dx x 
(2.2) 

D (H) = lulu, u' absolutely continuouslu, u'eL 2(0, <:t:) )lu(O) 

= OIHueL 2(0, <:t:))J. (2.3) 

To realize the associated closed operator for each complex I 
with Re I> -! we define the minimal operator 

d 2 A . 
iIo = - -2 + 2' + x, D (Ho) = CO'. (2.4) 

dx x 
For simplicity, we shall henceforth work on the A plane cut 
along - 1 to - <:t:). 

Lemma 1: For each fixed A in the cut plane, iIo is a 
densely defined sectorial operator. 

Proof Write 

. d 2 A 
Hg= - -+-+ax, a>O 

dx2 x2 

D(iIg) = CO'. 

Let us define a unitary transformation 

[U(17)f](X) = 17 1/2!(17X), 17>0. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

For 17 = a 1/3, this states that iIg and a 2/3iIo are unitarily 
connected3

: 

iIg = U(a2/3iIo)U-I. (2.7) 

An application of Hardy's inequality 

J1u'12dX> ~ J x-2IuI 2dx, u(O) = 0 

gives 

Re(iIgu, u) = J lu'1 2dx + I-l J x-2lul 2dx 

+ a J xlul 2dx, I-l = ReA 

>(! +1-l)JX- 2I U I2dX 

+ a J xlul 2dx. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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For p, > - !, Re(H ~u, u) > ° for each a. On the other hand, if 
p, < -!, Re(H~u, u) > ° for some a. Hence, in any case Eq. 
(2.7) shows that Re(Hou, u) > 0, since a unitary transforma
tion preserves expectation values. Thus the expectation val
ues of Ho lie in a sector whose opening angle is strictly less 
than 1T. This proves the lemma. 

Now for each densely defined sectorial operator Tthere 
exists4 a closed (m-sectorial) extension TF (the Friedrichs 
extension). In the present case we have the extension [see, 
e.g., Ex. 2.17, Chap. VI of Ref. 4] 

HOF = H (0, A-), D (HOF ) = D (H). 

Lemma 2: Let ueD (H). Then for any compact set in the 
A- cut plane the relation 

Ilxull<IIH(O,A- )ull 
holds. 

(2.10) 

Proof As remarked by Simon3 it will be sufficient to 
consider UEC OO, since COO is a core of D (H). As quadratic 
forms on COO ® COO, we can write 

+ a2x2 + a[p, [p, xl 1 

+ 2apxp + 2ap, 
x 

(2.11) 

since (p2 + A- /X2)( p2 + X /x2) is a nonnegative self-adjoint 
operator. The manipulation with the operators done above 
are valid on COO. Taking expectation values and making use 
of the relation (2.7), we get 

a4/311Hou112>a211xu112 + 2ap,lIx-'/2UI12. (2.12) 

Now for each A- in the cut plane and each UECOO we can find 

a > ° such that 

(a2 _ a4/3 )lIxu1I2 + 2ap,llx-'/2U I1 2>0. (2.13) 

Hence for a satisfying Eq. (2.13), Eq. (2.12) becomes 

(2.14) 

which holds for any finiteA-. The result can now be extended 
to any ueD (H). 

Lemma 3: xP(O<j3 < 1) is H (0, A- )-bounded with relative 
bound zero. 

Proof This follows from the fact that one can choose 
constants a(O < a < 1) and b (sufficiently large) so that 

xP<ax + b, x>O. 

It follows that 

IIxPul1 2 <allxul1 2 + b lIul1 2 

<aIIH(O, A- )u1l 2 + b Ilu11 2
, 

(2.15) 

ueD(H). (2.16) 

where use has been made of Lemma 2. Lemma 3 now follows 
from the standard definition. 
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Corollary 1: For each fixed A- in the cut plane, H ( fl, A- ) is 
aholomorphic family of type A infl(O< fl < 1) with compact 
resolvents. 

Proof Since H (0, A- ) is closed andxP is H (0, A- )-bounded 
with relative bound zero, the result follows from the stan
dard criterion. 5 

A similar result was derived in an earlier paper. 2 It was 
shown that the operator family H (fl, A- ) is homomorphic (of 
typeA ) inflin the interval - 2 <fl <! for each fixedA- in the 
cut plane. Hence, by virtue of the unique analytic continu
ation property, it follows that H ( fl, A- ) is a holomorphic fam
ily(oftypeA )inflintheentireinterval - 2< fl< lforanyA
in the cut plane. A consequence of this is that every nonde
generate eigenvalue of H ( fl, A- ) is analytic in fl near fl = flo 
with - 2 < flo < 1. That every eigenvalue of H ( fl, A- ) is non
degenerate can be proved as in Ref. 2. The nonexistence of 
any branch point (or natural boundary) of En (I) in the half
plane Re / > -! then follows by the method given in Ref. 2. 
Essentially the argument can be summarized as follows. 
Since the eigenvalue En (/) for the operator H (0, A- ) does not 
have such singularities in the half-plane Re / > -~, the ei
genvalue En (/) of H ( fl, A- ) also cannot have these types of 
singularities because of its analyticity property in fl. The ei
genvalue En (/) is free from isolated poles or essential singu
larities' because of its Herglotz property, 1m En (I)/Im /> 0. 
We can thus write down our main result: 

Theorem 1: The energy level En (/) in the potential 

V (r) = r + k flr f3, k real, - 2 < fl < 1 

is analytic in / in the half-plane Re / > -!. 

3. SUPERPOSITION OF A NUMBER OF POTENTIALS 

In proving the analyticity in the cut A- plane of the ener
gy levels En for the superposition of a number of power po
tentials, we make use of a theorem of Kato, which may be 
stated as follows. 

LetA be T-bounded with relative bound a < 1. Then any 
operator which is T-bounded with relative bound b is also 
(T + A )-boundedwithrelativebound<b (1 - a)-'.lnRef.2, 
we showed that x - , is H (0, A- )-bounded with relative bound 
zero. Therefore, if we define 

H(O,k"A-)=H(O,A-)+k,x-', k,real (3.1) 

it is clear that xP ( - 2 < fl < 1) will be H (0, k" A- )-bounded 
with relative bound zero for any fixed A- in the cut plane. 
Hence, we conclude: 

For any fixed A- in the cut plane, 

H (fl, k" A- ) = H (0, A- ) + k,x-' + kflxP, k real (3.2) 

is a holomorphic family of type A in fl for - 2 < fl < 1. 
This means that each nondegenerate eigenvalue of 

H( fl, k., A- ) is analyticinflin the interval ( - 2, 1). The non
degeneracy of each eigenvalue En (fl) for fixed real k. and A
in the cut plane can be proved by noting that the dimension 
of the range space of the projection operator Pn ( fl) associat
ed with En ( fl ) is unity for - 2 < fl < 1. Thus the algebraic 
multiplicity of En ( fl ) for each fl in the interval - 2 < fl < 1 
is one and hence it is nondegenerate. The fl analyticity thus 
obtained for each energy level now guarantees that the angu-
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lar momentum analyticity of En (I), which is proved in Theo
rem 1 for {3 = 0, should hold uniformly throughout the inter
val - 2 < {3 < 1. For details we refer to Ref. 2. 

It is now clear that the above steps repeated a suitable 
number of times will also prove the analyticity of the energy 
level En (I) in Re I> -! for a class of potentials of the form 

VIr) = r + I k;r'J, + k{3r f3, - 2 <{3i' {3 < 1. (3.3) 
i 

It may also be noted that the present method can be used to 
prove the analyticity of the energy level En (I) for potentials 

V(r)=r"+ I kir f3,+k{3rf3, a>O, O<{3i,{3<a. 
i 

(3.4) 

Superposition of terms with powers in the interval 
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- 2 < {3 < 0 is missing since it is difficult to translate the 
corresponding argumene for arbitrary a > O. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Inherent difficulties with the standard Lippmann
Schwinger equation approach to many-body scattering the
oryl have recently lead to the development of a variety of 
alternative approaches.2 Most of these implement various 
forms of decomposition ofthe wavefunction or T-matrices to 
obtain "well behaved" scattering equations. In this work, we 
present an analysis of the scattering theory pertaining to the 
"arrangement channel quantum mechanics" (ACQM) ap
proach.3 Thus, we consider a system of N distinguishable 
particles characterized by a Hamiltonian H (with cen'ter of 
mass kinetic energy removed) acting on the N-particle Hil
bert space JY'. The ACQM theory is characterized by a ma
trix Hamiltonian Ij with operator valued components H a{3 
where a,/3, ... belong to some subset of arrangement channels 
(clusterings) for the N particles. Typically, Ij is not self-ad
joint (or even normal) but its components satisfy the summa
tion condition4 

(1.1) 

Other constraints will be described later. 
The channel space form of the Schrodinger equation 

becomes 

(Ij - A)!J!. = Q (time independent), 

( Ij - i~)!J!. = Q (time dependent), 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

where !J!. is a vector in the channel space C{; = Efl JY' with 
a 

components I tP a )EJY. Summing over the components of the 
rhs of these equations and using (1.1), it follows that either 
l'.a I tPa ) #0 and satisfies the corresponding Hilbert space 
equation or l'.a I tPa) = O. In the context of (1.2), the former 

alOperated for the U. S. Department of Energy by Iowa State University 
under contract No. W-7405-eng-82. This research was supported by the 
Office of Basic Energy Sciences. 

hi Supported under National Science Foundation Grant CHE79-19098. 

are called "physical" eigenvectors for which A = EER and 
the latter "spurious." 

Recently, there have been some extensive investigations 
into the spectral and semigroup theory for channel space 
Hamiltonian lJ. 5

,6 Although these are expected to be typical
ly scalar spectral having a complete set of physical and spur
ious eigenvectors, this as yet has only been demonstrated for 
the Faddeev case (with some technical assumptions).6 Con
sequently, it is appropriate to first consider the time-inde
pendent scattering theory where we deal directly with IJ
eigenvectors (rather than ei/lif/t as in the time-dependent 
theory). In fact, the original motivation for the introduction 
of the Ij operators was to provide a "well behaved" set of 
time-independent scattering equations amenable to numeri
cal solution. 

If we denote by H a the a channel Hamiltonian so 
H = Hx + va for all a (where va consists of those poten
tials external to channel a), then it is natural to make the 
decomposition 

Ij=Ijo + r, (1.4) 

where [Ijo1a{3 = t>a{3Ha and [na{3 involve potentials guaran
teeing (1.1). The operator r is typically chosen so that the 
kernel of the resulting scattering equation 

(1.5) 

is "well behaved," Here (E - IJo)p, = Q, (i o± (E) 
= limE->o + (io(E ± iE), and (io(z) = (z - IJo) -I. One usually 

demands that the kernel <i o± (E ) r is connected after a finite 
number ofiterations2,5,7 guaranteeing uniqueness of the scat
tering solutions oft 1.5) (to within any normalizable IJ-eigen
vectors of the same "imbedded" eigenvalue). This require
ment is further motivated by the "fiber compactness 
assumption,,7,8 that for reasonable potentials connectivity of 
some iterate leads to compactness of that or a higher (finite) 
iterate. This guarantees that standard numerical solution 
techniques are applicable. In our work we further elucidate 
the role of these conditions. 

In Sec. 2, we investigate the scattering theory of both 
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the eigenvectors and therr corresponding duals for a general 
3-particle, 3- (2-cluster) channellJ (remembering that lJ is 
not self-adjoint). A biorthogonality property is proved and 
channel space Moller operators defined. The corresponding 
~- and r-matrices are introduced in Sec. 3 and various pro
perties, including multichannel unitarity, investigated. 
Some remarks on the corresponding time-dependent theory 
are made in Sec. 4. A scattering theory for channel space 
density matrices is presented in Sec. 5 using the Liouville 
representation. Various expressions for the transition super 
operator (which is related to the collision operator in the 
corresponding reactive Boltzmann equations) are provided. 
In Sec. 6, some modifications of the above 3-particle case and 
the extension to the N-particle case are discussed. 

2. SCATTERING EQUATIONS FOR EIGENVECTORS OF 
fj AND THEIR DUALS 

For purposes of illustration, in Secs. 2-5 we consider a 
system ofthree distinguishable particles labeled 1,2,3. Fur
thermore, we consider only 3 X 3 channel space Hamilto
nians lJ with components HaP labeled by the two cluster 
arrangement channels, namely (1)(2 3), (2)(13), (3)(12). The 
discussion ofSecs. 2-5 will go through with virtually no con
straints on the choice of f other than that the required solu
tions to the scattering equation (1.5) exist. However, the ad
vantage of the "connected" choices is that any non
uniqueness of the scattering solutions must correspond to 
spatially confined lJ-eigenvectors of the same eigenvalue as 
may be seen by iteration of the homogeneous equation. This 
suggests that all the scattering eigenvectors of lJ are ac
counted for by the appropriate inhomogeneous solutions of 
(1.5) in contrast to the standard Lippmann-Schwinger equa
tions. Clearly, the latter type of non uniqueness problems will 
arise for a continuous range of energies if some Haa can 
support bound states in channels other than a, and in Ap
pendix A an example is given where Haa = Ha but discon
nectivity still leads to such non uniqueness. 

Another consequence of a "connected" choice of 1: is a 
partial interpretational property of the components of i 
Specifically, it follows that the different two cluster (pair 
bound state) parts of the Hilbert space wavefunction are con
tained asymptotically only in the appropriate channel com
ponents. This may not hold for a disconnected choice of V 
even where Haa = Ha (see Appendix B). = 

It is convenient to characterize the eigenvectors of H 
assuming asymptotic completeness. If a = (i)(i k ) and bound 
states of(i k) exist, thenH has weak (scattering) eigenvectors 
I¢,;: > where + / - denotes an asymptotically prepared 
pre-/post-collisional state with (i k ) bound and (i) free. This 
asymptotic state is denoted I¢a > and is an eigenvector of Ha 
with the same energy (eigenvalue) as ¢,;:. There are also ei
genvectors I¢o=t > where + / - denotes that the three parti
cles are prepared pre-/post-collisionally asymptotically free. 
The asymptotic state here is a plane wave I¢o> of the same 
energy (eigenvalue) as I ¢o± >. For simplicity, we will suppress 
state labels in this work. There may also be true 3-particle 
bound state eigenvectors I¢n > of H. 

We now consider the weak (scattering) eigenvectors and 
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dual eigenvectors of lJ. We recall that the components of any 
eigenvector of lJ either sum to an H-eigenvector with the 
same real eigenvalue (physical) or sum to zero (spurioUS).4,5 
Also, by taking any eigenvector of H and constructing the 
corresponding equal component dual channel space vector, 
one obtains a dual eigenvector of lJ with the same eigenva
lue.4.5 The asymptotic 2-cluster scattering eigenvectors !f!.! 
corresponding to I ¢ a± >, with eigenvalue E, satisfy 

(2.1) 

where [-Ea]P = oapl¢a > so (E -lJo)-Ea = Q. We also have 
linearly independent eigenvectors !f!.J)),j = 1,2,3, with eigen
value E, satisfying 

!f!.J)) = -E oT}) + Q o± (E) f!f!.J)) , (2.2) 

where (E -lJo)-E J)) = Q and -E J)) - ~jl¢o> in the breakup 
region. Here ()i are linearly independent. We may, for exam-

ple, choose ~j = ~ where (~)a = Oaj so !f!.ot) = r£'!6 in the 
notation of Ref. 5. Another significant choice is where one of 
the !f!.oT)) is physical and the other two spurious, e.g., ~a (J~ is 
zero ifj = 1,2 and nonzero ifj = 3 (so the physical scattering 
eigenvectors of lJ are in 1-1 correspondence with those of 
H). 6 We term such a choice canonical. By considering all 
three !f!.J)) instead ofjustj = 3 (which is sufficient to "repre
sent" the I ¢o± > physics), the inhomogeneous terms in (2.1) 
and (2.2) constitute a complete set of lJo-eigenvectors. This 
will allow definition of corresponding channel space Moller 
operators, independent of (Jj, on the whole of ~ . 

The asymptotic 2-cluSter dual scattering eigenvectors 
f a±' of lJ chosen with all components equal to (¢! I satisfy 

f!' =~~ +fa±'Hil(E), (2.3) 

where [~~]p = 0a,/3 (¢{31 so ~ ~(E -lJo) = Q'. We also con
struct linearly independent dual eigenvectors f o~/ ,j = 1,2,3 
satisfying 

f O~)' = ~ ot] + f J)] Hi l (E ), (2.4) 

where ~o=tl(E - .lio) = Q' and ~ J)] -~P(¢ol in the breakup 
region. Here cpP are biorthogonal to the (Jj. If we make the 
above canoni~al choice of ~j, then ~ 3' an-d f oT31 have equal 
components. 

In this work, we assume that all of the above integral 
equations have suitable solutions which do, in fact, corre
spond to weak eigenvectors of lJ. The type of analysis re
quired to prove this rigorously is described for 2-particle 
scattering in Refs. 9 and 10. If there is any nonuniqueness in 
these equations, it is assumed a single appropriate solution is 
chosen. It has been observed previously5.6 that after explicit
ly setting the components of f,;:' equal, (2.3) reduce to LS
GT equations. II 

Standard manipulations can be performed for the above 
equations. For example, any solutions !f!.,f' of 

!f!.=-E+(io±(E)f!f!., f'=~'+fT(il(E), (2.5) 

where (E -lJo)-E = Q, ~ '(E -lJol = 0' satisfy 

!f!. = (! + (i ±(E)f)-E, f' = ~'(! + Hi +(E)), (2.6) 

respectively. Here (i ± (E) = lim£.....() + (i (E ± i€), 
(i(z) = (z -lJ )-1 and we have the standard resolvent equa
tions 
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(l(z) = (lo(z) + (lo(z)1::'(l(z) = (lo(z) + (l(z)1::'(lo(z). (2.7) 

It is natural to ask whether the scattering eigenvectors 
and duals constructed above are biorthogonal in a general
ized "delta-function" sense. This is readily verified if the 
dual vector has equal components. It is also anticipated to be 
true in general since the corresponding inhomogeneous 
terms in the integral equations are constructed to be biortho
gonal. If the scattering eigenvectors of 11 described above 
together with all physical and spurious normalizable eigen
vectors of 11 form a basis for the channel space (so 11 is scalar 
spectral), then biorthogonality is immediately verifiable.4

,5 

However, it is possible to show that biorthogonality of the 
scattering eigenvectors holds without this assumption (Ap
pendix C). 

We now define and investigate the properties of the 
channel space Moller operator from a time-independent per
spective. Firstly,.(J ± are defined on the entire channel space 
by 

./,± -f} ±,I, ./,± -f} ±,I, ± 
~a - _ ~a' ~O{J) - _ 't:. O{J)' (2.8) 

so 

f} ± - ~.I.±t:-' + "if./,± t:- ±, - - 4-~a :!. a j..~0()):!. O()) , 
a O()) 

(2.9) 

where the # also include a sum/integral over state labels. 
Any ambiguity in (2.8) due to normalizable l1-eigenvectors 
imbedded into the continuum will not affect!1 ± in (2.9) 
regarded as operators on C(f (since the imbedded eigenvalues 
are a set of measure zero). We denote flJ ';"U = Range(.Q ±), 
the subspace spanned by the corresponding scattering eigen
vectors and expect that flJ ~u = flJ.;,.u = flJ scali for reason
able systems.9

,10 Also flJ ~au = Range(~ ~tt) where 

(2.10) 

are .fI-invariant ( [ ~ ~att ,Jj] = 0), nonorthogonal projec
tion operators (from biorthogonality). From (2.6) and (2.7) 
one obtains expressions for!1 ± in terms of the energy de
pendent operators !1 ± (E). Explicitly, 

where.Q ± (E ) = lime--o + !1 (E ± iE) and 

!1 (z) = 1 + (l (z) 1::' = 1 + (lo(z) 1::'.Q (z). (2.12) 

Moller operators G ± associated with the dual scatter
ing eigenvectors are defined on flJ ~II by 

~!' =€!'G ±, ~~){ =€~j{G ±. (2.13) 

Also defining a ± to be zero on Range (1 - ~ s~au ), we have 

(2.14) 

Of course, Range (a ±) is the full channel space. From (2.6) 
and (2.7) one obtains expressions for a ± in terms of the 
energy dependent operators G ± (E). Explicitly, 
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€~ij ± =€~a ±(Ea), €~){a ± =€~){a ±(EO(j))' 
(2.15) 

where G ± (E) = lime--o + a (E ± iE) and 

a (z) = 1 + 1::'(l (z) = 1 + ij (z)1::'(lo(Z). 

It is readily verified, from biorthogonality, that 

ji±f}±=I _ _ a.> 

f} ±f}- ± - rHl ± 
_ .... - ~ scalt· 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

In closing this section, we remark that clearly.Q ± and 
G ± are independent of the choice of {() i,f/> PI and satisfy 
the intertwining relations3 

- -

H,n±=n±u ji±HflJ± =Hn± _ ... ..t ..... ~ .. O' _ _ _ scalt _()II.. . (2.19) 

3. CHANNEL SPACE §- and I-MATRICES 

For our discussion of ~-matrices, we invoke the as
sumption that ~ ~att = ~ ';"11' which is anticipated to hold 
for systems of interest. (In the 2-particle scattering theory, 
this question is analyzed using Moller operators and the cor
responding identity termed "weak asymptotic complete
ness.,,12) We now define channel space scattering operators 
by3 

(3.1) 

It then follows immediately from (2.17) and (2.18) that 

~ + ~ - = ~ - ~ + = I. (3.2) 

We shall show that although ~ ± are not unitary (ifthe 
breakup channel is open), the identity (3.2) does incorporate 
the relationships typically associated with "unitarity" for 
the multichannel reactive scattering problem. 13 

First, we make a connection between the matrix ele
ments of ~ ± and those of the various corresponding Hilbert 
space operators S ;fp ,S ~ S o~, and S & using the obvious 
notation. Consider first 

(~ ± )aP = (€ ~ ~ ± p.p) 
= (~(r,¥!I) 

= <1/1: 11/11) 
=S;fp, (3.3) 

where again state labels have been suppressed and we have 
used the equal component property of ~ d ' and the summa
tion property of pl' Further, it follows that 

(~ ± lap = (~ =F){Ja •• (3.4) 

For the other cases, it is convenient to use a canonical choice 
of f},j (and thus ¥!.~j1) withj = 3 (say) physical. One may simi
larly verify that 

(~ ± )aO(j) = S ~~j,3' 

(~±)0(3).8 =S~, 

(~ ± )0(3)O{J) = S & ~j,3 • 

(3.5) 

The matrix elements with O(k ),k =j:. 3, as the bra are not sim
ply determined. We have the additional relationships 

(~ ± )aO(3) = (~ =F )0(3)a .(~ ± )0(3)0(3)' = (~ =F )0(3)'0(3) ., (3.6) 

where in the second, we have indicated the interchange of 
state labels. 
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It may now be readily verified that ~ ± are not unitary 
for if this were the case it would require, for example, that 
when f!.j = ~, 

which contradicts (3.6) noting €. ~3) in that expression corre
sponds to l:j€. ~}i here. 

The multichannel reactive scattering "unitarity" rela
tionships are now readily obtained. Firstly, using (3.2), (3.3), 
and (3.5) and thus a canonical choice of f!.j, we obtain 

tJa.{3 = Is.~,~ ±~ =Ffp) 

= IIs.~~ ±fY)Is.~~ =Ffp) 
Y 

+ tls.~~ ±f~}l)Is.~}i,~ =Ffp) 
O(jl 

(3.8) 

where only j = 3 contributes in the second term. Similarly 
one obtains 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

= -.fo S o'}S~, + to S &IIS ;to,. 
~ ~ 

(3.11) 

We remind the reader that for the canonical choice 
tP 3' = (1,1,1) but (J 3 can be any vector satisfying l:a (J ~ = 1. - -

Finally in this section, we make the connection between 
the ~-matrices described above and corresponding channel 
space Z'-matrices. Consider first the (~ ± )aP matrix ele
ments. Now since 

;. J' = €. ~ (l + Hi ± (Ea)) = ;. a± ' + €. ~ f ({i ± (Ea) 
- {i =F (Ea)), (3.12) 

we have 

(~ ±)ap = (;. J ',1f!.l) 

= (;. a± ',1f!.l) + Is. ~,f({i ± (Ea) 

- {i (E ! ))1f!.l ) 

= tJa.{3 + 21TitJ(Ea - Ep)(€. ~,f1f!.l), (3.13) 

where we have used the formal identity from (A3), 

({i±(E)-{i=F(E))1f!.l = +2tritJ(E-Ep)1f!.l. (3.14) 

Equation (3.13) motivates the definition of channel space Z'
matrices, 
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[± = f(J ±, 

so then 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

Instead by decomposing 1f!.l in (3.13), analogous to 
(3.12), one obtains 

(~ ± )aP = tJap + 2tritJ(Ea - Ep)(t ± laP' (3.17) 

where 

(3.18) 

A similar analysis again implementing a canonical 
choice f!.j, withj = 3 physical, shows 

(~ ± )aO!3) = + 2tritJ(Ea - Eo)([ ± )aO!3) , (3.19) 

(~ ± )0(3)fJ = + 2tritJ(Eo - Ep)(t ± )0(3)fJ' (3.20) 

where in (3.19), we have decomposed;' a± ' and in (3.20), 1f!.l, 
analogous to (3.12). 

From (2.11), (2.12), (2.15), and (2.16) one obtains expres
sions for r ± and t ± in terms of energy dependent opera
tors r ± (E). Explicitly, for any choice of f!.j, 

[± p.P = [ ± (Ep)p'p, r ± t2 OT}l = [ ± (Eo(}l)P. ~}1' 
(3.21) 

€.~l:± =€.~[±(Ea)' €'cf}il:± =€.cf}ir±(Eo(}l)' 
(3.22) 

where [ ± (E) = limE-oO + f(E ± iE) and3•
14

,15 

f(z) = !;' + l:Xi (zlf = f + nlo(Z)r(z) 
= f + Z'(z){io(z)f· (3.23) 

From (3.21) and (3.22) it follows that l' ± and t ± coincide 
on the.(to-energy-shell [consistent with (3.16) and (3.17)]. 

A reactive optical theorem is readily derived in a chan
nel space setting from the identities 

f(E + iE) - f(E - iE) = f({i(E + iE) - {l(E - iE))f 

= !;'{l (E ± iE)( - 2iE){i (E + iE) f 
= l' (E ± iE){lo(E ± iEl( - 2iE) 

X Go(E + iE)[(E + iE) 

= [(E ± iE)({io(E + iE) 
- Go(E - iE))f(E + iE). (3.24) 

Thus, formally we can write 

l'+(E) - l'-(E) = - 2tril' ± (E)tJ(E - .(to)l' =F(E). 
(3.25) 

Finally, we remark that it follows from (3.16), (3.17), 
(3.19), (3.20), and (3.3) and (3.5) that we have agreement on 
the.(to-energy-shell of the matrix elements of l' ± ,t ± and 
those of the corresponding Hilbert space T-matrices for any 
choice of lJ. 

4. TIME-DEPENDENT SCATTERING THEORY FOR 
VECTORS AND DUAL VECTORS 

Some significant complications occur in the time-de
pendent channel space scattering theory not present in treat
ments involving self-adjoint Hamiltonians. In solving the 
equations 

i."i.1f!. = Ht/J, at - (4.1) 
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-i~'=r'H 
"at';;.. ';;..-' (4.2) 

one must consider the sense in which ilJ generates a time 
evolution group (remembering lJ is typically not self-adjoint 
or even normal). It has been shown, with some weak con
straints, that -lJ generates a holomorphic semigroup e - z.(J 
in the open right half-plane. However, at present, it has only 
been proved that this semigroup extends to the imaginary z 
axis to yield a time-evolution group e - ilfi.(Jt when ris strictly 
bounded.5 In contrast, we indicate below that, with some 
mild technical assumptions, a functional calculus for lJ (and 
thus e - I/fi.(Jt) can always be constructed on a suitable sub
space. 

Define e ~att to be the projection operator associated 
with ¥!.;;- and ¥!.®) and their biorthogonal duals for a canoni
cal choice of~j withj = 3 physical. If any bound states It/tn) 
of H are imbedded into lJ-eigenvectors ¥!.n and if;' ~ are the 
corresponding equal component duals, define 

ebnd = ~n ¥!.n;' ~. Further define I!1';att = ~ s~att - e ';att' 

the projection operator associated with spurious scattering 
solutions; e ± = ebnd + e ~att' the physical projection oper
ator of Refs. 4-6 and ~ ± = fbnd + ~ s~att. All of these are 
ll-invariant. Ifwe assume the eigenvectors associated with 
~ ± form part of a basis for Crff, then it must be generalized 
Besselian from asymptotic considerations (i.e., convergent 
linear combinations are L 2) and is assumed generalized Hil
bertian (i.e., all L 2 linear combinations are convergentj. 16 

This, in particular, guarantees that the projection operators 
and Moller operators (of Sec. 2) are bounded. Furthermore, 
II is real eigenvalue scalar spectral on Range (fZ ± ) (and can 
be regarded as *-self-adjoint there where the involution * is 
associated with the conjugate linear duality mapping taking 
eigenvectors to dual vectors). Previous corresponding results 
were stated only for Range (f ± ).5 In particular, we have 

e+ilfi.(Jt~± = e+i11i'f:±.(Jt = Le+iIIiEnt¥!.n;'~ 
n 

+ t e + i1IiEat¥!.a±;' a± ' 
a 

+ ..f. + ilIiEOi,jJt." ± r ± ' 
~ e ~OU1 ';;.. 0U1 
%1 

(4.3) 

which, from the Hilbertian basis assumption, may be shown 
uniformly bounded on Crff. If !l2 = I - & ± is zero as in the 
Faddeev case6 or if the corresponding s~bspace is spanned 
by normalizable spurious eigenvectors of lJ, then lJ is scalar 
spectral on the whole channel space5 [so, e.g., (4.3) extends 
accordingly]. Even where this is not the case a functional 
calculus on the whole channel space may still be available. 17 

If there are any complex eigenvalue spurious solutions, then 
ei1fi.(Jt will not be uniformly bounded.5 

Now we give an heuristic discussion of the scattering 
behavior of vector wave pulses with various asymptotic clus
terings. Firstly, let t/!.;;- (t ) be a wave pulse satisfying (4.1) with 
channel a stable asymptotic clustering p'a (t ) as t--+ =+= 00. 

Clearly p.a(t) is evolved by.(fo and (p.a(t))p = Dap l<Pa(t ). 
Thus for suitably well-behaved potentials, we expect that 
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s 

¥!.a±(t)-p.a(t) as t--++ 00, (4.4) 

i.e., 

e - i/li('f: ± ).(Jt¥!.a± (0) - e - ilfi.(Jotp.a (0)-:0 as t--+ + 00, 

(4.5) 

where "s" indicates strong convergence and where ~ ± (or 
~ s~att ) may be inserted explicitly without change. Similarly 
let ¥!.ot1 (t ) be a wave pulse satisfying (4.1) corresponding to 
the three particles asymptotically free. The asymptotic be
havior prior to sequential or simultaneous interaction 
between all three particles is characterized by p. J'J1 (t ) 
evolved by IJo. Also P. oTJ1 (t) - ~jl<Po(t) in the asymptotically 
free region (i.e., prior to.interaction between any particles) 
where 1 <Po(t ) is evolved by the pure kinetic energy operator. 
Thus for suitable potentials, we expect that 

s 

¥!.OTJ1(t)-P.ot1(t) as t--++ 00, (4.6) 

i.e., 

e - i/li('f: ± ).(Jt¥!.J'J1 (0) - e - ilfi.(Jotp. J'J1 (0)-:0 as t--+ =+= 00. 

(4.7) 
From (4.5) and (4.7) we conclude that 

11 ± = s-lim e + il"£! ±.(Jte - ilfi.(Jot, 
1_+ 00 

(4.8) 

and if in addition ilJ generates a uniformly bounded time 
evolution group, then als03

•
5 

11 ± = s-lim e + ilfi.(Jte - ilfl.(Jot. (4.9) 
1-=F 00 

A rigorous analysis of the conditions on the potentials re
quired for convergence of(4.9) can be made using a modified 
Cook's method incorporating the uniform boundedness as
sumption followed by a stationary phase analysis. 5.9 

It is appropriate here to introduce the channel space 
interaction picture3 defined by 

¥!.I(t) = e + ilfi.(Jot¥!.(t). 

Then, for example, 

¥!.a± (0) = !J (t )¥!.!i (t ) =!J ± p'a (0), 

¥!.ot1 (0) = !J (t )¥!'J'Jv(t ) = 11 ± P. J'J1 (0), 

where 11 (t) = e + i/li('f: ± ).(Jte - ilfi.(Jot, and since 

s s 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

t/!.a=}(t)--+p'a(O), ¥!.J'J1I(t)--+P.6l'J1(0) as t--++ 00 (4.13) 

for suitable potentials, it then follows that 

11 ± = s-lim.(1 (t ) (4.14) 
t~=t= 00 

provided !J (t ) is uniformly bounded (in agreement with the 
above analysis). 

We consider now the corresponding aspects of the scat
tering of dual vector wave pulses. If;' ~ (t ) is a wave pulse 
satisfying (4.2) with channel a stable asymptotic clustering, 
then clearly 

s 

(;';;-'(t))p = (t/ta±(t)I-(<Pa(t)1 for all pas t--++ 00. 

(4.15) 
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In terms of the interaction picture which here takes the form 

f;(t) = f '(t)e - iH1tfot, (4.16) 

we have 
s w 

(f~I(t)),8-(t,6a(t)le-i/Mi"'---+8a,8(t,6a(O)1 as t---++ 00. 

(4.17) 

Using obvious notation (4.17) becomes 
w 

f ~I(t )~a (0) as t---+ + 00. (4.18) 

Next let f &,{(t) be a wave pulse satisfying (4.2) analogous to 
p. &'1 (t ) with asymptotically free particles and let € &,{(t ) be 
the corresponding .(to-evolved asymptotic form analogous to 
p. &'1 (t). Then in contrast to (4.18) we expect that 

s 

f &,{(t )-€ &,{(t) , 

so 
s 

f &'1~(t )~ &'1 (0) as t---+ + 00, (4.19) 

from the same intuitive reasoning as in the p. &'1 (t ) case. Now 

f a± '(0) = ; a7 '(t ).e + i/~Ifote - i/liI,~ ±)t1t = €! '(O).q ±, 

(4.20) 

f &,{(O) = f &,{/(t )·e + i/~ote - i/liI,~ ±)t1t = € ~,1(0).q ±, 

(4.21) 

which suggests (but does not prove) that 

.q ± = w-lime + i/~ote - i/liI,~ ± )t1t 
t_+ 00 

(4.22) 

if the limit exists. In fact, this identity can only be satisfied if 
the partial componentwise interpretational property holds 
for the 1f!'s. In general the limit on the rhs is "less" than.q ± 

corresponding to outgoing 2-cluster flux lost to the wrong 
channels (see Appendix D). 

5. SCATTERING THEORY FOR DENSITY MATRICES 
AND THE LIOUVILLE REPRESENTATION 

The time-dependent Liouville/V on Neumann equation 
for a channel space density matrix~(t) has the form4 

i1~(t) = [.(t~(t)]. 
It is convenient to introduce the super-operators 

.g 0 = [.(to, ], ~ = [f, ], 

.g = .go + ~ = [.(t, ]. 

A further useful decomposition is illustrated byi8.19 

.!t' 0 = io - io*, where io =.(to ®L 

io* =l®.(to*, 

~=~-~*, where~=f®L 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

~*=l®f*, (5.3) 

etc., using the notation (4 ®.B *)' = 4'.B (cf. Eu20). Pro
vided ~(O) = fl ± ~(O) fl ± , the solution to (5.1) can be for
mally written as 
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~(t) = e - j/~.?t(fl ± ® fl ± °112(0) 

= e - j/liI,~ ±)t1~(O)e + j/liI,~ ±)t1t. (5.4) 

In discussing density matrix scattering theory, we shall 
make use of the interaction picture 

~At) = e + j/IiI.,,~(t) = e + j/~o~(t)e - j/~ot. (5.5) 

Consider a time-dependent scattering problem with packet
like, trace-class solution ~ ± (t). The asymptotic condition 
corresponding to (4.13), (4.18), and (4.19) for collisions where 
the particle clustering is asymptotically resolved (e.g., the 
chemical composition of a reactive gas is typically precolli
sionally resolved in the Boltzmann regime) becomes 

~l(tH/as(O). (5.6) 

Here ~/as (0) is diagonal with respect to the channel indices of 
necessity for the partially bound channels and can be so cho
sen for the breakup channel. The sense of the limit is de
scribed below. Formal manipulation of(5.6) yields 

~±(O) =~l(O) = O±~as(O), (5.7) 

where the Moller super-operators () ± are given by 

() ± = lim e+ jHi~t(fl ± ® g; ± *)e-j/~~ot. (5.8) 
t---++ 00 -

Jauch et al.21 argue, in a Hilbert space scattering theory set~ 
ting, that a physical statement of the asymptotic condition 
should involve density matrices with a limit in terms of a 
certain physical topology (which in their case corresponds to 
a trace class norm). The limit in (5.6) and (5.8) should be 
regarded appropriately. 5 If the potentials are such that 11 ± 
and.q ± exist (a stronger condition than the existence of 
o ± , Ref. 21), then 

O±4=(l±4.q±. (5.9) 

From the Moller super-operators (5.8), we can define 
transition super-operators ~±, analogous to (3.15) and 
(3.18), by 

~± = ~()±. (5.10) 

Thus from (5.2) and (5.9), we have 

~ ± 4 = X ± 411 ± - 11 ± 4Z' 'F 
= '[ ±4 -4Z''F + ,[±4Z''FQl(Eb ) 

- QO±(Ek)'[ ±4Z' 'F, (5.11) 

where Ebl E k are the energies of the .(io-eigen braslkets of 4 . 
This form is familiar from comparison with collision opera
tors in quantum Boltzmann equations where typically the 
latter version is used (with some cancellation due to energy 
diagonality of density matrices). 22-26 

We now mimic the discussion of Snider and Sanctu
ary23 to provide scattering equations for the above super
operators. For motivational and notational convenience we 
first present scattering equations for the channel space X's of 
the form 

r ± = f + ffto±(r ±), (5.12) 

where the super-operator ft o± ( ) is defined by 
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[£ o±(~) = I (io±(E)4 deo(E) 

= lim I I 1. deo(E')4 deo(E) 
£---+0+ E-E'±l€ 

= lim II 1,. dflo(E',E)4 
£---+0+ E-E ±l€ 

= lim ( ± i€ - o!{ 0)-1(.8.) 
£---+0+ 

= Go( ± i€)(4 ), (5.13) 

where {eo(E)} is the spectral family of projectors for lJo, 
d fl olE ' ,E) = deo(E ') ® deo(E), and Go(z) = (z - o!{ 0) - I. 
Thus (i o± (E ) are the spectral components of [£ o± . Clearly 

[± = I r ±(E)dfo(E). (5.14) 

Returning to the case of the abstract super-operators, y± 
satisfy -

.z± = ~ + ~Go±(.'L±), (5.15) 

where the (super-) super-operator Go± satisfies 

Go±(4) = lim IIII 1 . d~o(Ek,E;') 
£---+0+ 8E - 8E' ± l€ 

X4d~0(Ek,Eb) 

lim I I(8E - o!{ 0 ± iE)-14 drlo(Ek,Eb) 
£---+0+ 

= lim IIGo(8E±iE)~d~0(Ek,Eb) (5.16) 
£---+0+ 

and 8E = Ek - E b, etc. Thus Go± (8E) are the spectral com
ponents ofGo±' 

It is appropriate to introduce frequency (energy differ
ence) dependent transition super-operators 
.z-± (w) = lim£---+o + .'L(w ± iE) where .z-(z) satisfies 

.'L(z) = ~ + ~Go(z).'L(z) = ~ + .z(z)Go(z)~. (5.17) 

Thus 

Z-± = I I Z-±(8E)dflo(Ek,Eb)' (5.18) 

so if o!{ 04 = wd then Z- ± (4 ) = .z-± (w)4. Various other 
relationships can be obtained for the .z-(z)'s, O(z),s, and ap
propriate Green functions by standard manipulations (the 
Hilbert space analogs of some of these are given in Ref. 23 
and a more complete list presented in Appendix C). We re
mark that in the treatment of the scattering theory for energy 
diagonal density matrices, as with application to reactive 
Boltzmann equations, .'L ± reduce to .'L ± 

= lim£---+o + .'L( ± iE). 
Under certain conditions the analysis of Fanol9 may be 

adapted to provide a contour integral representation for the 
transition super-operator .'L(z). Firstly, we note that if 
~o(z) = (z - ~o) -I , ~~(z) = (z - &'~) -I then 

Go(z) = (z - &'0 + -:i~)-I = ~o(z + ~~) 
= - ~~(-:io - z). 

Ifwe define {(z),[*(z) as the solutions of 

£(z) = ~ + ~~o(z)£(z) = ~ + {(z)~o(z)~, 
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(5.19) 

(5.20) 

{*(z) = e* + {*(z)~~(Z)e* = e* + e*~~(z){*(z), (5.21) 

then, from (5.19), it follows that 

{(z + ~~) = e + eGo(z){(z + ~~) = ... , (5.22) 

{*(~o - z) = e* - {*(~o - z)Go(z)e* = .... (5.23) 

Furthermore, since ~o(z) = (io(z) ® L ~~(z) = l ® (i ~(z) we 
conclude also that (cf. Eu20

) 

liz + a~) = [(z + ~~) ®L (5.24) 

~(~o - z) = l® r*(~o - z). (5.25) 

Secondly, we make use of the fact that since .!t' 0 = ~o - ~~ 
represents a decomposition of o!{ 0 into commuting parts, 
one may show 

(5.26) 

where 7lE(0,lm z). The proof parallels that Hugenholtz27 for 
operators with discrete spectra but uses an extension of the 
Dunford functional calculus for the unbounded self-adjoint 
operator lJo. 

At this stage we assume that {(z),{*(z) are analytic off 
the real z axis (which, in particular, requires that lJ have no 
complex eigenvalue spurious solutions). Then using the re
sults listed above, the analysis ofFanol9 may be modified to 
show that 

.z-(z) = {(z + &'~) - [*(~o - z) 

I f+=+i'l 

+ 21Ti _ "" +i'l dt [~o(t) - ~~(t - z)]{(t) 

X{*(t - z)[~o(t) - ~~(t - z)]. (5.27) 

The analysis of Eu20 may be adapted to give an alternative 
derivation of(5.27) in which the requirements that a(lJ)ER 
and 

-2
1

. i.dt(t-lJ)-1 =Q if Cn{Imt=O} =0 
1Tl jc 

=1 
if counterclockwise C "encloses" {1m t = O} (5.28) 

are clear. 
A somewhat different algebraic expression for .z-(z) 

may also be obtained from an adaption of Eu's work as fol
lows. 20 Define 

..f: 1 (z) = ~ + ~Go(z).'L(z), 

..f: 2(Z) = ~* + ~*Go(z).'L(z), 
so that 

.'L(z) = ..f: 1 (z) - ..f: 2(Z). 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

Substituting (5.31) into (5.29) and (5.30) and using (5.22) and 
(5.23) to achieve appropriate rearrangements, one obtains 

- {(zQ+ ~~)) 

(5.32) 

Iterating (5.32) once decouples the equations for..f' 1 and..f' 2 

leading to the formal solutions 
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.t 1 (z) = (! + {(z + a~)Go(z){*(&'o - Z)GO(Z))-I 

x ({(z + 4~) - {(z + 4~) Go(z)t*(4o - z)) 

.t 2(Z) = (l + {*(4o - z)Go(z){(z + 4~)GO(Z))-1 
x ({*(aO - Z) + {*(4o - z)Gotz){(z + 4~))· (5.33) 

It is elucidating to compare (5.33) with (5.11) acting on 
an eigenket p.a5.P of ..r o. Retaining only terms quadratic in 
the ['s in (5.33), one obtains 

~±(Ea -Ep)p.a5.P 

;::;[ ±(Ea)p.a5.P - p.a5.P[ ~(Ep) 

+ [± (Ea - Ep + Eb)P.a5.P[ ~(Ep)(i l(Ep) 

-(it(Ea)[±(Ea)p.a5.p[~(Ek -Ea + Ep), (5.34) 

where Eb/Ek are the energies of the .(fo-eigen braslkets of 
this operator. In contrast, (5.11) shows that 

~±p.a5.P = ~± (Ea - Ep)p.a5.P 

= [±(Ea)p.a5.P - p.a5.P[ ~(Ep) 

+ r ± (Ea)p.a5.P[ ~(Ep)Q l(Ep) 

- Qo± (Ea)[ ±(Ea)p.a5.pr ~(Ep). 
(5.35) 

Thus, except where Ea = Ek, Ep = Eb, different energies 
appear in the quadratic terms of(5.34) and (5.35). The differ
ence must be accounted for in the higher order terms of 
(5.33). Olmsted et al.28 have further investigated this ques
tion (for the Hilbert space analog). 

6. RESTRICTIONS, MODIFICATIONS, AND 
EXTENSIONS 

First we consider a restriction of the analysis of the 3-
particle problem in previous sections to the case where the 
breakup channel is strictly closed. Such systems considered 
here incorporate a true 3-body potential which guarantees 
that the total potential becomes unbounded in the breakup 
region (see Fig. 1). The asymptotic ItP a) for each arrange
ment channel a include an infinite number of bound states. 
Furthermore, there are now no scattering solutions 1 tPo± ). 

For a real system with tightly bound pairs, it may be 
possible to add a fictitious 3-body potential to strictly ex
clude breakup at all energies without significantly affecting 
the nonreactive and rearrangement collision dynamics of 
tightly bound reactants for a significant range of energies (of 
course, artificial higher energy bound states are introduced 
in all channels). 

We expect there to be scattering solutions tf!.! as before 
but the association with integral equations must be reexa
mined. For type IB potentials, all infinite wall potentials 
must appear on diagonal [otherwise (1.1) requires off-diag
onal.(f components with regions of - 00 potential). This 
allows construction of incoming spurious solutions with 
asymptotic parts in the "wrong" channels and allows spur
ious parts in outgoing parts of physical scattering solutions 
(thus destroying interpretation). Consequently, we confine 
our attention to type IA potentials and BKLT choice of lJ 
where only appropriate channel potentials (infinitely deep 
wells) appear on diagonal. Application ofthe techniques of 
Appendix B demonstrates that the components of the scat-
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FIG. 1. Potential plots for ~. ~~. collinear configurations. 
'12 '2) 

tering solution have the desired interpretational features (the 
appearance of channel Hamiltonians on diagonal in itself is 
not enough to guarantee the desired interpretational proper
ty as may be seen by analysis of the disconnected example of 
Appendix A). The..(io-eigenvectors {~a 1 by themselves form 
a basis for Crf so (J ± are still defined on the whole space and 
thus, from (3.1) and (3.4), ~ ± are unitary (in the usual sense 
for operators on the Hilbert space Crf). 

Consider next a three particle system where there are no 
(12) bound states. We examine a corresponding 2X2 chan
nel space Hamiltonian.(f, where the components are labeled 
bya,/3, ... = (1)(2 3),(2)(13),havingthedecomposition..(i= 
!Jo + fwith (!JO)aP = 8apHp. Forming the corresponding 
integral equation, the discussion of Sees. 2-5 may be readily 
modified to demonstrate the existence of scattering solutions 
tf!.a± with a = (1)(2 3), (2)(13), and tf!.~J) withj = 1,2 corre
sponding to ItPa±) and ItPo±), respectively. The correspond
ing inhomogeneous terms are given by the .(fo-eigenvectors 
(p.a)p = (jap ItPa > and p. ~J) -~jltPo> in the breakup region 
where ()i,j = 1,2 are linearly independent. Although no 
choice of 2 X 2 H is connected, one might expect that pro
vided Hp ctHaa-(i.e., Vp ctHaa) for a=/={3, the partial inter
pretational property will be satisfied (or a full interpreta
tional property if breakup and the physically unstable 
channel are excluded as above). This may be verified by ap
plication of the methods of Appendix B showing specificially 
that outgoing i cluster bound state contributions are con
tained only in the ith component (i = 1,2). For certain 
choices of.(f there may exist spurious wavelike solutions as
sociated with unphysical Hamiltonians of the type disco
vered in Appendix A. These will not interfere with the inter
pretational property (see Appendix F). 

Finally, we describe the extension of arrangement chan
nel (space) scattering theory to the case of N distinguishable 
particles. The following characterization of scattering eigen
vectors and duals analogous to Sec. 2 has been given by Ev
ans.5 Let ItP !:a' > denote the scattering eigenvector of Ha 
with asymptotic clustering a' finer than a (if a = a' drop the 
± ). Set [p. !:a' ]p = oa{J ItP !:a')' If!J =!Jo + fwhere 

(..(io)aP = oapHa (where a,/3 range over a subset of arrange
ment channels of interest), then the scattering eigenvectors 
tf!.!:a' corresponding to ItP';'= > (which generalize tf!.! ,t£~ of 
the 3-particle case) satisfy 

tf!.!:a· =p.a~a' + (io±(E)ftf!.!:a'· (6.1) 

A discussion of the "canonical" choice as well as the corre-
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sponding dual scattering eigenvectors is given in Ref. 5. The 
analysis of Appendix A extends to prove biorthogonality of 
these scattering eigenvectors and duals. Since p. !:a' form a 
complete set of .flo-eigenvectors on the channel space C(; , the 
Moller operators.(1 ± ,.(1 ± associated with these scattering 
solutions may be defined so that dom(.Q ±) = C(f. range 
(.(1 ±) = C(f. A development parallel to that of Secs. 2-5 is 
readilv obtained. 

Connected choices of IJ again have special features. 
Suppose a,/J, ... include all 2-cluster channels and possibly 
some others, then the corresponding BKLT choice is con
nected. Thus any nonuniqueness in (6.1) corresponds to spa
tially confined .fI-eigenvectors. Furthermore. the techniques 
of Appendix B may be applied to show that a partial inter
pretational property again holds. Specifically, the 2-cluster 
parts of the Hilbert space scattering wavefunction are con
tained only in the appropriate channel components. More 
generally, any channel component contains parts of the scat
tering wavefunction corresponding to that and finer cluster
ings [cf., Ref. 29]. For the case where only 2-cluster channels 
are retained, Kouri et al. 3 demonstrate the agreement 
between corresponding channel and Hilbert space scattering 
matrix elements by manipulating scattering equations and 
using Lippmann's identity (rather than via the more succinct 
wavefunction approach described previously). 

Consider the case where the N particle system is con
fined to 2-cluster channels (a potential generalizing that of 
type lA excludes breakup). Then a connected BKLT choice 
of li guarantees the full interpretational property for the 
scattering eigenvector components. Furthermore. the corre
sponding.s ± are unitary on C(f. Both these features are cru
cial in our development, from a channel space perspective, of 
a kinetic theory for a dilute reactive gaseous system (where 
breakup and recombination are excluded). 26 In the latter we 
also consider an N-particle, m-cluster system where breakup 

o 
o 

(G3VIGIV3)n-I(G3VIGIV2) 

(GI V
3G3Vl)n(GI V2) 

o 
o 

I 

and the four corner elements each contains terms of the form 
(GOV2t (after expansion of GI,G3). 

In Sec. 2, we discuss the solutions of the inhomogeneous 
scattering equation (1.5) associated with the decomposition 
li = .flo + f· To obtain other scattering solutions of .fI 
in (AI) which correspond to homogeneous solutions of(1.5), 
we make the decomposition li = li2 + f2, where 

lJ2=(~ ~2 ~2), f2=(~1 VI; V3 

V2 0 T V3 0 
A complete set of lJ2 eigenvectors is given by 
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and recombination are excluded by inclusion of a suitable 
potential. Again a BKLT choice with components labeled by 
m-cluster channels will guarantee the desired interpreta
tional properties. Furthermore, these properties are pre
served for suitable energies if a spatially confining potential 
is added (of course, here, if the energy is too high, then the 
assignment of clustering inside the container becomes 
fuzzy). These results follow from the type of analysis de
scribed in Appendix B. 

For comparison with the 3-particle discussion, we final
ly consider the general N-particle problem where one or 
more of the 2-cluster channels do not correspond to a stable 
molecule. If the connected.fl includes all 2-cluster channels 
except some of these, then the partial interpretational prop
erty for the 2-cluster parts of the scattering wavefunction is 
satisfied. The scattering equations may, however, exhibit ho
mogeneous spurious wavelike solutions as seen in Appendix 
F. If no 2-cluster channels are stable, then a BKL T choice of 
li with components labeled by stable 3-cluster (and possibly 
finer) channels will exhibit a partial interpretational proper
ty with respect to the 3-cluster part of the scattering wave
funtion. There are further obvious extensions of these re
sults. 

APPENDIX A 

We shall use the notation i = (i)(j k), i = 1,2,3 where 
I i,j.k J = 11,2,3 J and Vi = V;k for the potential internal to 
channel i so Hi = T + Vi> where T is the kinetic energy. 
Further, H = Hi + Vi for all i where Vi = V; + Vk assum
ing there are no true 3-body forces. We consider the channel 
space Hamiltonian 

(

HI V2 

lJ= 0 H2 
Vi 0 

(AI) 

This does not correspond to a connected choice of f since 

n;;;'O, (A2) 

{(I~»). ~(;JC t:l 1A4) 

where I liP ) J = IliP2)' liP l) 10 I¢) I = 11¢2) I¢ 2±) J) con
stitute a complete set of H2 (H2 = T - V2) partially bound 
and scattering eigenvectors. These may be taken as the 
asymptotic parts p. i ± I of lJ scattering eigenvectors ¥!.± 
which satisfy 

¥!.± =p' i ±I+<ll(E)f2¥!.±. (AS) 

Choosing liP ) = liP l ), I¢ ) = I¢ l ) in (A4) generates 
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from (AS) the scattering solutions 

in (AS) generates 1{(~(1 3) discussed previously, and choosing 

~ =~(Iifo~») 
2 lifoz) 

generates another physical scattering solution correspond
ing to I rPl ) which is a homogeneous solution of (1. 5). We 
can, of course, keep one of these as the physical representa
tive and replace the second by a difference (generating a new 
spurious wavelike .(f-eigensolution). If any 1¢2) exist, then 
choosing 

( 

I¢z) ) 
~= 0 

-I¢z) 
generates another new spurious wavelike .(f-eigensolution 

which is a homogeneous solution of(1.5). The discussion of 
the spectral theory and functional calculus for ACQM Ham
iltonians of Ref. 5 must be slightly modified for this case. In 
particular, if lJ in (AI) is scalar spectral, then the newly dis
covered wavelike eigensolutions must be included in the ba
sis. 

APPENDIXB 

We investigate here the componentwise interpreta
tional features of the scattering eigenvectors I{ ± of.(f first 
for a connected choice of f. Making a formal expansion of 
the solution of I{ ± = ~ ± + (i o± (E) fl{ ± yields 

IrP/) = lifo l) + G/(E)[ f n~o ((io±(E)fr~ t (BI) 

using the component labeling notation of Appendix A. The 
appearance of G / (E ) allows I rP/ ) to support channelj 
clustering [i.e., (i k ) bound states where {i j k J = { I 2 3 J]. 
The key feature of the connectivity assumption is that it 
guarantees we cannot resum the second term in (B I) to ob
tain a contribution of the form G! (E ) ... where k i= j. Here 
we assume this means that IrP/) cannot support channel k 
clustering. 

Another approach uses the differential form of the 
channel space Schrooinger equation. We simply look at the 
form of.(f in each asymptotic tube and check which compon
ents of I{ can support the corresponding bound states, 

e.g., in the 2-tube 
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Thus (.(f B - E)I{ = 0 in the 2-tube becomes 

T Ilf/I) = E IrPI)' 

T IrP3) + VzlrPl) = E IrP3)' 

H21rP2) + VZ lrP3) = E IrPz), 

(B2) 

(B3) 

so IrPI) and thus IrP3) cannot support channel2-clustering 
(unlike I rPz»)' Both these techniques carry over to the N-par
ticle case. 

Application of both approaches to the example of Ap
pendix A suggests how the interpretational property breaks 
down. If 

then 

I(GI V
3G3 VI)n(GI V

2 )lifo2) 
n>O 

lifo2) 

I(G3VIGIV3)n-IG3VIGIVzlifoz) 
n>1 

(B4) 

demonstrating that any post collision 2-channel bound pair 
part of the wavefunction is distributed between IrPI± ) and 
IrP3±)' Accordingly, we can resum the expressions for these 
components to obtain a contribution G l .. · . This behavior 
is obvious from the differential form of the .(f eigenvector 
equation and the structure of .(fz. 

APPENDIXC 

A proof of the biorthogonality of the scattering eigen
vectors and duals of.(f is given here using biorthogonality of 
the corresponding inhomogeneous terms in their integral 
equations (eigenvectors and duals of .(fo). As mentioned in 
the text, this property is directly verifiable where the dual 
eigenvector has equal components. However, a proof cover
ing all cases is given here. Accordingly, we implement a gen
eral notation where I{l ,'l ' denote any scattering eigen
vector and corresponding dual of.(f associated with energy 
eigenvalue EJ • The corresponding inhomogeneous terms are 
denoted by ~ l ,€.l ' (the ± here can be dropped for 
I{a±,'a± '). 

Our aim is thus to prove that 

('l ',I{i) = 8J.K 

which should be interpreted as 

(; l', fdK aKl{i) =aJ 

(CI) 

(C2) 

for suitable a K' Here S dK denotes sum/integration over the 
state labels and 8 J,K is the corresponding Kronecker/Dirac 
delta function. The following restricted spectral representa
tion result for .(f, derived from the Plemelj relations, is re
quired here: 
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(i ±(E) J dK aKt/!.i!(-) 

= JdKaK(+i1f~(E-EK)+ & )t/!.i!(-).(C3) 
E-EK 

Here & represents the Cauchy principal value integral. A 
corresponding representation for (i o± (E ) comes from the 
standard theory since lJo is self-adjoint. 

As a preliminary to proving (C2), we consider 

(~:f/,r(i'F(EK) J dJaJt/!.l) 

= J dJaJ{ ±i1r(~j',rt/!.l)~(EK -EJ) 

+ (ffl,r (EK ~EJ) t/!.l)} 

= - J dJaAff',(io±(EJ)rt/!.l)· 

Thus finally, 

(~f', J dJaJt/!.l) 

= (ff I,I! + f(i 'F(EKll J dJ aJt/!.l) 

= J dJaJ(ff I,{! - (io±(EJ)f)t/!.l) 

= J dJaJ(ff',~j) 

(C4) 

=~ ~~ 
as required. We have used (2.6), (C4), (2.1), and (2.2). 

APPENDIXD 

We first give an example demonstrating how break
down of the componentwise interpretational property im
plies that 

.(J -I(t)-M] ±. (01) 

We take the Hamiltonian of Appendix A and suppose that 
(1 3) bound states exist. The outgoing 2-channel bound state 
components in t/!.(t(l 3) were shown to be distributed between 
the 1 and 3 components. Consequently, if 
f i (t) = (0, (t,62(0) leilNl,t,O) then 

0-(fi(t),t/!.(t(13)(t)) 
= (f 2 (O),.(J -I(t )t/!.(t(1 3) (0)) 

-.fr(f 2 (O),.Q - t/!.(t( I 3dO)) 

= s 2~2 as t-+oo. (02) 

Specifically, one can show in this case that 

w.lim.(J -I(t ) = (1 - 't f~ 2).(i -. 
t_+ 00 -+ (03) 

For general 3-particle, 3-channe1lJ, if any outgoing i 
channel bound state flux is missing from the i component of 
t/!.(~(ik) (0), then limt~ + co (fi(t ),t/!.(~(ik) (t)) will be less than 

Si~' 
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APPENDIX E 

There are many relations satisfied by the super-opera
tors of Sec. 5 analogous to standard scattering theory identi
ties. Some of these are presented here. Suppose that 

lJ04=E4, 4lJo=E'4, (E1) 

so that .%04 = (E - E ') 4. Then clearly 

.o±4 = .o±(E,E')4 =!J ±(E)4.Q ±(E'), (E2) 

so 

.0 = J J .0 ± (E,E')d fl o(E,E '). 

On the other hand if 4 satisfies 

~04 =w4 

(E3) 

(E4) 

[which does not imply separate relationships analogous to 
(El) are satisfied] then standard Lippmann-Schwinger type 
manipulations give 

(E5) 

where .0 ± (w) = limE~ + .0 ± (w ± iE) and .o(z) satisfies 

.o(z) = ! + O(z)~ = ! + Go(z)~.o(z), (E6) 

where O(z) = (z - ~)-I so 

O(z) = Oo(z) + Oo(z)~O(z) = Oo(z) + O(z)~Oo(z). (E7) 

Thus 

.0 = J J .o±(E-E')dflo(E,E'). (E8) 

The frequency dependent transition super-operator of 
(5.17) may also be defined by 

.r(z) = ~O(z), (E9) 

so O(z) = ! + Oo(z).r(z) and ~O(z) = .r(z)Oo(z). Besides 
(5.17), .r(z) also satisfies 

.r(z) = ~ + ?[O(z)~. (EIO) 

APPENDIX F 

For the 3-particle system where no (1 2) bound states 
exist, we consider the following 2 X 2 choices of lJ. Firstly, if 

H=(H3+ VI VI) (F1) 
- V2 H3 + V2 

and G3(z) = (z - H 3 ) -I then 

Itf(n)k) =G3(En )Vkltf(n), k= 1,2, 

Itfa7c)=G 3±(E)Vkltfa±)' k=I,2, a=(1)(23),(2)(13). 
(F2) 

Further choosing ~ j = ~ so t/!.ffJJ = 1£.0 (Ref. 5) and setting 
(E - H3)1t,6 3± ) = 0, t ti3 = Vk + Vk G 3± t 63' one obtains 

['h~)]k = ~k.jlt,6 3±) 

+ G l t k~3 It,6l ) + G 3± t k±/3 G 3± VIC I tft ) 
(F3) 

where Ik,k) = 11,2). 
Secondly, if 

H= (T+ VI + V3 
- V2 

(F4) 
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then 

ltP(n)k) = Go(En )(Vk + 8k,l V3 )I¢'(n), k = 1,2, 

Itf.i7c) = Go±(E)(Vk + 8k,l V3)ltf!), k = 1,2, a = (1)(2 3),(2)(13), (F5) 

and 

From (F2) and (F5) we see that for a canonical choice of ft, 
the spurious wavelike eigenvectors span 
~ = {tf!:~~ = 1 I tfi) = 0 J. Thus, with the usual technical as
sumptions, both these Faddeev-like lJ are scalar spectral. 
Furthermore, the partial interpretational property is satis
fied for both and the scattering equations with kernel G o± f 
have unique solutions. 

Finally, we consider the BKLT-type choice 

(F7) 

In addition to scattering solutions analogous to those de
scribed above, others may exist which are associated with 
the decomposition 

lJ = lJ3 + f3 
where 

A complete set of lJ3 eigenvectors is given by 

{ I (1t,6») ( I¢ »)} 2 1t,6)' -I¢) , 

(FS) 

(F9) 

where {1t,6) J = {1t,6 3±)}({ I¢) J = {1¢3),1¢ 3±)}) constitute 
complete sets of H3 (H3 = T - V3) scattering and partially 
bound eigenvectors. These may be taken as the asymptotic 
part p' i ± 1 of lJ scattering eigenvectors which satisfy 

tf!± =p' i ±I+ Y3±(E)f3tf!±. (FlO) 
This generates scattering solutions 

7(2
1 tf!l~O + tf!lo), tf!± = ( 1~3»), -1t,63) 

• I,± -.I,± .I,± _( 1¢3±») 
:t:: - :t::l,O - V,O - - I¢ l) , 

respectively. Clearly 

tf!± = ( 1~3») 
-1t,63) 

are homogeneous solutions of (1.5). The partial interpreta
tional property is not destroyed by the existence of such solu
tions since they do not mix with the outgoing parts of other 
scattering solutions. This is verified by taking a Neumann 
expansion for the latter and observing that it is not possible 
to resum any subset of terms to obtain a contribution G 3± ... 
where G3(z) = (z - H3 ) - I. The structure of this Hamiltonian 
is discussed in more detail in Ref. 30. 

Remark: Suppose now that (12) bound states do exist 
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(F6) 

I 
and consider the lJ-eigenvectors tf!(r,(l 21 for the above choices 
of lJ. For (Ft) we may choose the position of the asymptotic 
part in either (of the 2) components, for (F4) only in compo
nent t, and for (F7) only distributed equally in both compon
ents. 
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It is shown that the partitioning technique (PT) provides us with upper (lower) bounds for the 
scattering phase shifts under the same conditions where Schwinger's variational method (SVM) 
leads to lower (upper) bounds. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Nk, 03.80. + r, 34.10. + x 

The interest in using Schwinger's variational method 
(SVM) for treating electron-atom and electron-molecule 
scattering problems has increased tremendously during the 
last few years (see, e.g., Watson and McKoy, I Takatsuka et 
ai.,2 Nesbet,3 and references therein). In particular, ques
tions have been reconsidered about the quality of the calcu
lated phase shifts in comparison with those obtained by oth
er variational methods and the possibility of deriving upper 
and lower bounds. It is well known4

-6 that Schwinger's 
phase shifts Os are lower (upper) bounds for the exact ones 
oex if the scattering potential is definite positive (negative) 
and 10ex I < n. Sugar and Blankenbecler7 tried, on the one 
hand, to relax the last condition. On the other hand, they 
indicated that, while calculations of opposite bounds should 
be practically more difficult, they become accessible if one 
proceeds in analogous manner to the method of intermediate 
operators (see, e.g., Basley and Fox8 and Abdel-Raouf). Ac
tually, additional formulations of opposite bounds were es
tablished many years ago by Hahn 10 on a similar basis to the 
Temple-like formulae which are frequently used in bound
state problems.9,1l-13 

In this note, we show that our representation of the 
partitioning technique (Abdel-Raouf,14 and henceforth re
ferred to as I) can be employed for obtaining opposite 
bounds. The advantage of the new approach is two fold: 

(i) The difficulties associated with the Sugar-Blanken
beeler procedure are avoided. 

(ii) No quadratic matrix elements as those appearing in 
Temple-like formulae are required. 

Following Biedenharn and Blatt,15 the Lippmann
Schwinger equation for a potential scattering problem with 
the total Hamiltonian H = H (0) + H ' and total energy E, i.e., 

It/!) = I¢) + GoH'It/!), (1 ) 

can be rewritten as 

AH 'qH 'It/!) = (H' - H'GoH')It/!), (2) 

where Go is the integral operator (E - H (0») -I and 
A = cot(oex) = 1I(¢ IH'It/!). The vector I¢) involved in Eq. 
(1) satisfies the equation (E - H(O»)I¢ ) = 10) andq, Eq. (2), is 
the associated projection operator, i.e., 

q = I¢) <¢ I· 

Consider now the two vectors 17]) and I;), such that 

17]) = H'I/21t/!) and 10 = H'I/21¢)· 

"I Present address: Physics Department, York University, Toronto, On
tario, Canada M3J 7P3. 

(3) 

Therefore, Eq. (2) can be reduced into the compact form 

HI 17]) = AH217]) (4) 

with 
HI = l-K (5a) 

and 
H 2 = 10<;1, (5b) 

where K is an integral operator the kernel of which k is de
fined in terms of the formal Green function g(r, r') by 

k = H'I/2(r)g(r, r')H'I/2(r'). 

If the potential operator H' is chosen such that 

II 
H '(r)H '(r') dr dr' < 00 

Ir- r'12 
and IIH'(r)1 dr< 00, 

(6) 

then, by definition, the vectors 17]) and I;) belong to a sep
arable Hilbert space X, and, consequently, H2 is a Hermitian 
positive-definite operator with a domain in X. Also (6) im
plies that both K and HI are Hermitian Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators. 

In the Bubnov-Galerkin variational treatment of Eq. 
(4), 17]) is replaced by a trial expansion space 17]~nl), expressed 
by 

n 

17]~nl) = L ai Ix) (7) 
i=l 

and one demands that 

A (nl = (7]~nIIHII7]~n»/<7]~nIIH217]~nl) = minimum. (8) 

(7) and (8) lead to the system of secular equations 
n 

" (Hili , In1H121) - 0 . - 1 2 L.. ai ij - /l, ij - ,J - , '''., n, 

whereH\~I= <xiIHIIXj) andH\~)= <xiIH2IXj)' 

The system (9) is meaningful if and only if 

det(Hl.l) -A InIHI?I) = 0 
lJ I] 

(9) 

(10) 

and the uniqueness of the resultant A Inl is guaranteed by the 
fact that the matrix H 1.2) is of unit rank. Therefore, we have 
the strong inequality 

(11) 

The previously mentioned variational method coin
cides identically with SVM (Singh and Stauffer6

), i.e., cot(os) 
=A (nl and 

cot(oex ) <cot(os ), (12) 

or Os < oex as long as oex < n. It is also obvious from the 
characteristics of the operators HI and H2 that Kato's condi
tion (Ref. 4, p. 298) for obtaining upper bounds from SVM is 
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uniquely satisfied. On the other hand, these characteristics 
emphasize that Eq. (4) can be similarly treated as (1.2) with 
HI and H2 defined by (Sa) and (5b), respectively, and A plays 
the role of E in I. Thus, the representations given in Sec. 1.2-
1.5 are valid for (4) and, consequently, partitioning lower 
bounds for A become available. The technique (Sec. 1.5) is as 
follows: Let Is) be a reference space in X for which 
(s Is ) = 1. Defining the projection operator Q and its ortho
gonal complement P by Q = Is) (s I, P = 1 - Q, where Q 
and P satisfy the relations Q + = Q, Q 2 = Q, P + = P, 
p 2 = P, and PQ = QP = 0, the generalized resolvent opera
tor T associated with Eq. (4) is expressed in terms of Q and P 
as 

(13) 

where a is a constant different than zero and aT / aa = O. 
The operators T, Q, and P satisfy Eqs. (l.64a, b). The first of 
these equations states that 

P(EH2 -H1)T=P. 

Splitting Pinto 1 - Q, we obtain after rearrangement 

(EH2 - HIlT = 1 - Q [1 - (EH2 - HI)T]. (14) 

Assuming that the reference space is composed of one vec
tor, we may define a vector 1711) such that 

1711) = Is) + T(HI - EH2) Is ). (15) 

Operating on (15) from the left with (EH2 - HI) and using 
Eq. (14), we find 

(EH2 - H I)I71I) = b Is), (16a) 

where 

b = (s IHI - EH2 + (HI - EH2)T(HI - EH2) Is ).(16b) 

Therefore, 1711) is the exact solution 171) ofEq. (4) if and only 
if the functional 

E =/(E)= (sIHI+(HI-EH2)T(HI-EH2)ls) (17) 
I (s IH2Is) 

coincides with E, which is necessarily equal to A. 
An important step in the PT is to reduce the functional 

(17) into the form (1.69), i.e., to construct the reference space 
such that QH2P = PH2Q = 0 and, consequently 
H2T = THz = O. This can be carried out by selecting Is) to 
be equal to HtI'2Im) where mEX, and demanding that the 
operators Q and H2 commute with each other. The simplest 
compromise, however, is to choose Is ) equivalent to the Hil
bert space vector I;) and require that 

(18) 

Since Q and Hz are now identical, therefore, (17) leads to the 
simple form 

E) =/(E) = (;IHI +HJTHJI;). (19) 
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In other words, the solution ofEq. (4) is reduced to the solu
tion of the equation 

F(E)=E-EI=O, (20) 

which possesses, according to the argument mentioned after 
Eq. (10), one and only one root. 

The derivatives of/IE) and F(E) are subjected to the fol
lowing characteristics, respectively: 

f'(E) = -(;IHIT
2H 11;)<O (21a) 

and 

F'(E) = 1 - f'(E) > O. (21b) 

The essential point of the PT lies in the fact that if 
OA = A - E and OA I = A - EI are the deviations of E and EI, 
respectively, from A [ = cot(o.x)]' then, because of(2la), OA 
and OA I must possess different signs, i.e., E and EI satisfy the 
"bracketing theory." Thus, choosing EtO beA (n) [or cot(os)] 
(which means that OA is negative), EI becomes a lower bound 
for A, i.e., we have the strong inequality 

A>ApT = (;IHI + HIP (a·Q 

+ P [H2cot(osl -HdP)-IPH1IO, (22) 

or OpT> Oex as long as O.x < n. 
Finally, we remark that with straightforward general

izations both inequalities given in (II) and (22) can be ex
tended for delivering upper and lower bounds, respectively, 
on the elements of the inverse reactance matrix of the same 
type of scattering problems. Moreover, if the potential H I is 
negative-definite and relations (6) are valid, (II) and (22) 
yield lower and upper bounds, respectively. 
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The results of the theory of complexified V4'S which admit a null string are reexamined by using 
systematically the Bianchi identities. The formal reasons which permit the integration of the 
GJ-lv = 0 equations to one differential constraint in the case ofthedP"dP"structures are exhibited. 
Some new results concerning complexified Einstein-Weyl equations in the presence of a null 
string are given as well. 

PACS numbers: 04.20. - q, 02.30.Jr 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1976 Plebanski and Robinson I found that if the con
formal curvature of a complex space-time is algebraically 
degenerate, then the Einstein's vacuum equations can be re
duced to a single partial differential equation of second order 
involving only quadratic nonlinearities. Their result was 
based on the fact that the algebraic degeneracy of the confor
mal curvature implies the existence of a congruence of total
ly null bidimensional surfaces. 2 This congruence ("null 
string"), and the algebraic degeneracy of the conformal cur
vature permits one to introduce coordinate systems in which 
the Einstein's vacuum field equations divide into three triple 
(triples) and one (singlet) which, when integrated in the ap
propriate order, led to the partial differential equation re
ferred to above; however, this integration process can still be 
considerably simplified by means of the spinorial structure 
induced by the null string.3 Moreover, Garcia, Plebanski, 
and Robinson4 reduced all the Einstein-Maxwell equations 
with cosmological constant to two differential conditions on 
two functions assuming that the complex space-time admits 
a null string and correlating the electromagnetic field to that 
null string. 

In both cases it was found that the first triple of the 
Einstein's equations is of the form aAaiJA + = 0 where aA 
denotes partial derivatives tangent to the null string. Solving 
the first triple and the scalar equation, the second triple can 
be written in the form a A a iJA 0 = O. Once this second triple is 
integrated, the last triple can be rearranged to read a A a iJA _ 
= O. In this paper we show that assuming the existence of a 

null string and the algebraic degeneracy of the conformal 
curvature, the Bianchi identities imply this simple structure 
of the Einstein's equations. We also show how this approach 
can be applied to other sources of the gravitational field. In 
Sec. 2 we deduce, using the spinorial formalism, the form of 
the metric for a space-time which admits a null string and is 
algebraically degenerate. In Sec. 4 we show that in this kind 
of space-time, the solutions for (massless) D (0, s) spinor fields 
can be written in terms of a potential function. The formal
ism and notation used here follows Ref. 5. All the spinorial 
indices are manipulated according to the convention t/J A 

= EAB,,;}' tf} = t/JiJ~iJ, and similarly for undotted indices. 

2. THE FORM OF THE METRIC 

Let gAiJ be a null (cotangent) tetrad (with gAB.gCD 
= - 2~C~D), a spinor IA defines a system of differential 

equations given by 

IAgAiJ = O. (2.1) 

When the system (2.1) is completely integrable it gives a fam
ily, or congruence, of bidimensional surfaces-a null string. 
The tangent plane at each point of these surfaces is spanned 
by the tangent vectors I AaAiJ where aAiJ are tangent vectors 
such that gAiJ(aCD ) = - 2fJ 1/jZ. Clearly, the vectors I AaAiJ 
are null and orthogonal. The integrability condition of the 
system (2.1) is 

d (IAgAiJ) /\ IcgCi /\ IDgDi = O. (2.2) 

If IA satisfies Eq. (2.2) it follows from the second structural 
equations that I Al BI CI DCA BCD = 0, which means thatlA is a 
Oebever-Penrose (OP) spinor. As shown in Ref. 2, when IA 
defines a null string and I A I BC ABCD = 0, then I A is a multiple 
OP spinor (i.e., I Al BI CCABCD = 0). Conversely, if IA is a mul
tiple OP spinor and CABCD = 0, but CABCD #0, then IA de
fines a null string [i.e., I A satisfies Eq. (2.2)]. Now one has the 
following 

Lemma: If the spinor IA satisfies Eq. (2.2) it is a multiple 
OP spinor iff there exists a function <p such that 

(2.3) 

where mA is a spinor such that mAlA = 1. 
Proof Taking I A and m A as a basis in such a way that I A 

= fJ ~ and mA = fJ ~, Eq. (2.3) is seen to be equivalent to 

a liJ In <p = - r ll (a2B ), (2.4) 

while Eq. (2.2) is just 

(2.5) 

The integrability condition ofEq. (2.4) is alAalA In <p 
- aIA(rIMu))' The left-hand side is just the commuta

tor lali ,ali lIn <p, which, in viewof(2.5) and (2.4), is equal to 
[rdaIA) + rAB(aliJ)]rIM2A)' From the second struc
tural equations and r ll (aIA ) = 0, one finds that Cllll = 0 
and [rdaIA) +rAB(aliJ)]rIMu) = -aIA(FIMu)) 
- 4C1l12• Thus, assuming (2.5), the integrability ofEq. (2.4) 
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and the fact that I A is a multiple DP spinor are equivalent 
statements. 

In the forthcoming it will be assumed that the complex 
space-time admits a null string defined by a spinor IA and 
that IA is a multiple DP spinor. 

The complete integrability of (2.1) means that there ex
ists a pair of independent functions qi, rI such that 

IAgAiJ = V1l iJ
cdqc, (2.6) 

where (I B c) is a nonsingular matrix. Let tP be a solution to 
Eq. (2.3). A new null tetrad g'AiJ, is introduced by 

g'2A = _ V1<P -2 d~. (2.7) 

Thus, from Eq. (2.6), 

g,2A = _ tP -21 - 1\/cgciJ, (2.8) 

where (I - IA iJ) denotes the inverse of (I A iJ) (i.e., I A iJ I - liJ C 

= 8~). The remaining members of the tetrad g,AiJ must be 
given by 

gtlA = tP 2/c AmDgDC + 'T/g,2A, (2.9) 

where 'T/ is an arbitrary function. Therefore, the tangent tet
rad a ~iJ is determined by 

a'· - _A.-2/- liJl ca . 
IA - 'I' A CB' 

a iA = - tP 21 CA mDaDC - 'T/a;/t. 
(2.10) 

Using the expression for a;/t given in (2.10) and the 
relation, 0 = v'1d dqc = d (I - ICiJIAgAiJ), a direct computa
tion shows that, 

[a;i' aii ] = 2tP -4(det I - IRs) 

X [lAaAc In tP - mA/BV AclB ]lDaD c, (2.11) 

which is zero by virtue ofEq. (2.3). LetpA be a pair offunc
tions such that 

a' iJ .P;r:B ( 12) IA P = v UJ A . 2. 

The integrability conditions ofEq. (2.12) are trivially satis
fied since [a; i , a ii] = O. Thus one has 

d pA = ( _ !aCiJ pA )g,CiJ = _ V1g,IA _ !(aiiJ ~ )g'2iJ; (2.13) 

hence, by Eq. (2.7), 

gtlA = _ V1(d~ + (l/V1)tP -2(a'f pA)dqB)' (2.14) 

From Eqs. (2.10) and (2.12) one finds that 

aiApA= -tP2/cAmD(aDCpA)-2V1'T/, (2.15) 

therefore, choosing 'T/ = - (l/2V1)tP 2/ CA mD(aDC ~) one 
obtains that 

QAiJ= _ (l/V1)tP -2(a't piJ) 

is a symmetric object. Thus, 

gtlA = _ V1(dpA _ Q AiJdqiJ)=Y1E A. 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

From Eqs. (2.7) and (2.17) it follows that the function qA 
and pA can be used as local coordinates, and that the tangent 
tetrad a ~iJ is given by 
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a;/t =V1~=V1a/t, 
apA 
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(2.18) 

Thus, the metric of a space-time which admits a null string 
and is algebraically degenerate has the form6 

ds2 = - ~~iJ ® g,AiJ 

= 2tP -2dqA ® (dPA - QAiJdqiJ)' (2.19) 
s 

Using the first structural equations one finds that the 
connection one-forms for the tetrad g'AiJ are 

FI1 = - tP -3JAdqA, 

FI2 = H aAQAiJ + tP -IDiJtP ]d~ - ~tP -IJAE A, 
(2.20) 

F22 = tP 2DAQAiJd~ - tPDAtPE A, 

F AiJ = a(/t QiJ)cdqc + tP - IJ(AEiJ) - tP -ID(AtP dqiJ) , 

where JA =a A tP. Similarly, from the second structural equa
tions one obtains the components of the conformal curva
ture: 

C(5) = 2C
1111 

= 0, 

C(4) = 2C
I112 

= 0, 

C(3) = 2C1122 = - jtP 2aAaiJ QAiJ, 

C(2) = 2C1222 = - tP 4aADiJQAiJ, 

C(J) = 2C2222 = 2tP 6 [DADiJQ AiJ 

- (DiJ Q AiJ )aCQAC ], 

CAiJCD = -tP 2a(AaiJ QCD)' 

(2.21a) 

(2.21b) 

The scalar curvature and the spinorial components of the 
traceless part of the Ricci tensor are 

R = - 2<P 2aAaiJQAB - 12tP 3JA (tP -2DAtP), (2.22a) 

Cl1AiJ = - tP -laAaiJtP, 

C12AiJ = !tP 2aCa(A QiJ)C - tPa(ADiJ)tP, 

C22AiJ = tP 5a(A (tP -ID cQiJ)cl 

- tP 3(D ctP )acQAiJ - tP 3D(ADiJ)tP. 

3. SOLUTION OF EINSTEIN'S EQUATIONS 

(2.22b) 

The general expressions for the connection and the cur
vature given in Sec. 2 [Eqs. (2.20)-(2.22)], will be used to 
determine the functions tP and QAiJ [Eq. (2.19)] when the 
Einstein's equations for the gravitational field with sources 
are fulfilled. 

The Bianchi identities expressed in spinorial form are 

VSDCSABC + VIA SCBC)DS = 0, 

V D SCSAiJC + VS(A CIDSliJC) = 0, 

VRSC .. + IJ . R - 0 ARBS 8 AB - . 

(3.1a) 

(3.1b) 

(3.lc) 

Referring all the quantities in Eqs. (3.1) to the tetrad a ~iJ' 
setting A = B = C = 1 in Eq. (3.1a) and using Eqs. (2.18), 
(2.20), and (2.21a) one finds that as (tPCIIDS) = 0 which, since 
CIIDS is symmetric (see Appendix of Ref. 3), implies the exis
tence of a function A + such that 

(3.2) 
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In fact, from Eq. (2.22b) one sees that A + = - ¢>; therefore, 
from CllAiI = 0 one has 

(3.3) 

where JA and K are functions of qA only and can be made 
constant using the freedom in the choice of the coordinates 
qA. The case when JA = 0 is called case I, the other is desig
nated as case II. 

Taking A = 1 in Eq. (3.1c) and assuming that CIIAiI 
= 0 [that is, taking ¢> as given in Eq. (3.3)] it follows that 

(3.4) 

Thus, when CIIAiI = OandifailR = o there exists a function 
Ao such that 

(3.5) 

Taking now A = 2 in Eq. (3.1c), CIIAiI = 0, ailR = 0, 
and using Eq. (3.5) one finds that 

Therefore, if one further assumes R = const, it follows that 
aBa-5(¢> -6C22i1S ) = 0 which implies (see Appendix of Ref. 3) 
the existence of a spinor X s such that 

(3.7) 

Note that when CllAiI = 0 and if C12AiI = 0 and R is a con
stant, Eq. (3.6) implies then the existence as a function A _ 
such that 

(3.8) 

Assuming JA #0 and using Eqs. (2.22a) and (3.3) one 
finds that the condition ailR = 0 implies that the QAiI must 
have the form 

(3.9a) 

where K A is a spin or such that K A JA = 1 and A iI is an arbi
trary spin or. If JA = 0, the condition ailR = 0 implies then 

I: QAiI = _ (fAA iI) - (R /12)K-2pApiI. (3.9b) 

From Eqs. (2.22b), (3.3), and (3.9) one obtains that the 
function Ao appearing in Eq. (3.5) can be taken as 

(3. lOa) 

(3. lOb) 

Similarly, if R is a constant, from Eqs. (2.22b), (3.3), and (3.9) 
it follows that the spinor XA given in Eq. (3.7), can be taken as 
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II -2 C C aAA 
: XA = - ¢> D QCA - J --. 

aqc 

-A. aJ
c + a¢> acA. 

A aqc aqc A 

_ aJ
c 

A + A. -2KcJb~K 
a~ C 'I' aqCaqD A 

.. J2JB· . 
+¢> -IKCJD_. __ . KBKA 

aqCaqD 

_ J.-¢>-2KCKb a
2
¢>. J 

2 aqCa~ A 

_ ~ -IKcK b a
2
JA . 

2 aqCaqD 

+ ¢> -2 aK
S 

{JC a¢> _ 2¢>KC aJ
D 

Jb 
at! aqc aqc 

_"l.J c _. K +- K . aJb R } 
'I' aqc D 24 A' 

while if JA = 0 one obtains 

I X -2DCQ -3 aK aCA : A = -K CA +K -. A 
aqc 

-3 J2K C R -5 aK C 
+K aqAik/P - (;K aqcP PA' 

(3.lla) 

(3.IIb) 

Assuming R = const, Eq. (3.6) can also be written as 

as(¢> -6C22i1s + DsailAo + (asQilclacAo) = 0, (3.12) 

which implies the existence of a spinor Xii such that 

asXiI = y-6C22i1S + DsailAo + (asQBclacAo' (3.13) 

Therefore, one has 

asXs = DsasAo + (asQsclacAo 

= a-5(2(acQcs)Ao - DsAol - 2AoJcasQcs· (3.14) 

From Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) it follows that 

II: aAJBQAiJ = 3¢>J AaA (¢> -lad¢> 2A C)) = 12¢>JAaAA o, 
(3.15a) 

I: aAaBQAiJ = - (R /2)K- 2
• (3.I5b) 

Thus, the spinor X iJ is given by 

II: XiJ =2(acQciJ)Ao-DiJAo+ 12¢>A~JiJ -aiJU, 

(3.16a) 

I: XiJ = 2(acQCiJ)Ao - DiJAo - (R /4)K-4AiJ - aiJU, 

(3.16b) 

where U is any arbitrary function. Inserting this result into 
Eq. (3.13) one finds 

II: ¢> -6C22iJS + 2DciJas)Ao + 2(acQiJs)liAo 

- 2AoJcasQiJC - 12as(t/>A ~JiI) = - JiJJsu, (3.17a) 

I: ¢> -6C22iJs + 2D(iJJs)Ao + 2(acQiJs)acAo 

- 2AoJcasQiJC + (R /4}K-4JsAiI = - aiJasu. (3.17b) 
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Equivalently, using Eq. (3.7), the last two equations can be 
written as 

II: 0liJ IXs ) - Ws)Ao + 2Ao(oCQs)cl + 121,6A ~JS) I 
=OiJosa (3.18a) 

and 

I: 0liJ {XS) - Ws)Ao + 2Ao(oCQs)d - (R /4)K- 4As ) J 
= OiJOsa. (3.18b) 

Since the energy-momentum tensor of any physical 
field must satisfy a relation analogous to the contracted 
Bianchi identities [Eq. (3.1c)], denoting by TABCD the spinor
ial components of the traceless part of the energy-momen
tum tensor and assuming that TIICD = 0 and that the trace 
of the energy-momentum tensor is constant, it follows that 

(3.19) 

where To is some function made out of the matter field. 
Therefore Einstein's equations and Eqs. (3.5) and (3.19) im
ply 

(3.20) 

where LA and S are functions of qR only. 
In the case with JA #0, Eq. (3.15a) gives 

oAaBQAiJ = fxf>JA (LA + 2aA To)=6¢> (.u + 2JAoA To). 

(3.21) 

The transformation A A_A A + ¥-iJ K B (KK A _ ~ ) _ sK A 
leaves the value of QAiJ unchanged [see Eq. (3.9a)] and eli
minates the irrelevant terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(3.20) giving 

(3.22) 

II: XA - 2DAAO + 2AO(OCQAd + 121,6A ~JA 

which has as the most general solution 

A 04= G A + 1,6 -2aAW + 21,6 -2K AK B ot/> + IlKAKB PiJ, 
oqB 

(3.23) 

where W is an arbitrary function and G A is such that 

1,6 -IOA(1,6 2G A) = 4To. (3.24) 

In the case JA = 0, the transformation A A _A A 
- s~~ leaves QAB invariant, giving 

Ao = To + !LA pA, 

which has the solution 

A A = ~GA + ire + j~LB piJ pA, 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

where e is any arbitrary function and G A satisfies Eq. (3.24) 
Using the freedom involved in the definition of the co

ordinates qA one makes J A and K constant; moreover, in the 
case with JA = 0, K will be taken as 1. This choice of coordi
nates simplifies greatly the remaining computations. How
ever, even when JA and K are constants, there is still consid
erable freedom in the choice of the coordinates qA, pA (see 
Refs. 3 and 7). 

Inserting the respective expression for A A into Eqs. 
(3.9a) and (3.9b) one finds that 

II: QAiJ = -1,6 301A BiJ) + (.u1,6 3 - R /24)KAKiJ' 
BA =GA + 1,6 -2004 W, (3.27a) 

and 

I: QAB = - O(ABB) - iL(A PB) - (R /12)pA Pil, 

BA=G,4 + OAe. (3.27b) 

One may now evaluate the left-hand sides ofEqs. (3.18) 
which after some rearrangement read 

=OA{~ 1,6-2QBCQBC-I,6~~: + (I,6JcB c f + 2J.11,62KBpiJJcBc 

+2(ToI,6)2+ ~ KBBB + ~ (.uI,6Kcpcf+2IlToI,62KCpc}, 

. R 
I: XA - WAAO + 2AO(OCQAd - -AA 

4 

O {
I QBCQ oBc R C 1 C 2 2 oLc B C} = A - BC - --. - -Bcp +-(2To+Lcp ) - ---. P P . 
2 oqC 4 2 3 oqB 

(3.2~a) 

(3.28b) 

Substituting these results into Eqs. (3.18) and considering the energy-momentum tensor as known one obtains a differential 
constraint on Wor e, the solutions to which determine the metric. However, we can improve our result by noting that 
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II: - W A (~ IlKB piJ) +IlKB PiJ(aCQAd + 121,6 0ToKB PB + ! 1l2(KB PB)2YA 

=31l1,62GA - -lKB ~~PA +OA{21l1,62KB~JCBc +:i..(.uI,6K c pcf 
2 Oy 2 

+ lp,T 01,6 2K c Pc - IlI,6 3K iJBiJ + 31l W + -lKiJ pB OjL pc}, 
2 oqC 
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and that 

( 
1 . ) .. R RIaL iJ 

I: - 2DA 2: L iJ pB + LiJ pB(acQAcl- 4AA = - 4 GA + 2: ar/ PA 

+ aA {L cBc - !i e + 1.- (Lc pCf + 2T oLc pC _ 1.- aLc piJ pc}. 
4 3 2 arjl 

Therefore, 

II: XA -2DATo+2To(acQAcl+ 12t/JT~JA +3/lt/J 2GA =1.- K iJ ap pA 
2 arjl 

+aA{+t/J-2QiJCQBC -t/J~~: + (t/JJcB C)2 +2(Tot/J)2 + ~ KiJBiJ 

+ /It/J 3K iJBiJ - 3/l W + ~ K iJ piJ :;cPc } (3.30a) 

and 

(3.30b) 

On the other hand, under the assumptions already made regarding the energy-momentum tensor (i.e., T,./' = const; 
T\\AiJ = 0), it follows that the components T22Cb are of the form 

hence, from Einstein's equations and Eq. (3.7) we conclude that 

where a and NA are functions of qR only. 
Finally, expressing QiJcQiJc in terms of BiJ and from Eqs. (3.30) and (3.32) we find that 

II: aA {t/JDCBc - +t/J4aBBCaliJBcl + (t/JJ cBcl2 + (~ +/It/J3)KiJBiJ 

+ 1.- K iJ piJ [Kb PbJc - (t/J + K)K C] all + 2(Tot/J f - 3/lW - NiJ piJ} 
2 aqc 

= TA - 2DA To + 2To(acQAcl + 12t/JT~JA + 3/lt/J 2GA + (a - 1.-K iJ a/l)PA 
2 aqB 

and 

The function a(qR) is determined by the integrability condition of Eqs. (3.33) which gives 

II: a=1.- K A ap +1.-aATA +DAaATO 
2 art 2 

and 
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(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33a) 

(3.33b) 

(3.34a) 

(3.34b) 
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From Eqs. (2.21a), (3.11), (3.32), and (3.34) one obtains the components of the left conformal curvature as 

II: CiS) = C (4) = 0, 

C (3
) = - 2r/J 31.J.t + 2l AaA To), 

C(2)=2.J.S{JAN _(pA+~KKA) all _2JA aTo +JAT 
If' A 2 aqA aqA A 

-r/JDAaATo+JApA(~ aBTiJ + DiJaiJTo)}, 

CII) = 2r/J 6[2r/J 2JC(acB A) - 2r/J 2(JATO) + 31lr/J 2KA + DA] {r/J 2[ TA + NA 

+ (~KiJ all + ~ aBTiJ + D iJaiJ TO)PA] + JiJ a~ + r/J 2KAK iJ piJJC all}, 
2 aqB 2 a'1. aqc 

and 

I: CiS) = C (4
) = 0, 

cO) = Ii, 
6 

c(2) = aL A + 2D JAr. 
aqA A 0' 

From Eqs. (2.21b) and (3.27) one finds that the spinorial 
components of the anti-self-dual part of the conformal cur
vature are given by 

II: CAiJCD = r/J3aIAaiJacr/J2[ BD) - IlKD)KR pR], 

I: CAiJCD = aIAaiJacBD)' 

The results obtained up to now can be summarized as 
follows. If in a space-time which admits a null string defined 
by a spinor [A there is a distribution of matter such that the 
trace of its energy-momentum tensor is constant and 
[A[BTABCD = 0, then Einstein's field equations can be re
duced to one second-order partial differential equation with 
quadratic nonlinearities which together with the dynamical 
equations for the matter field gives a set of coupled differen
tial equations. 

In the case of vacuum, the existence of a null string is 
equivalent to the algebraic degeneracy of the self-dual or 
anti-self-dual part of the conformal curvature.2 In this case 
To = TA = 0 and one can take GA = 0 (any other choice 
amounts to a redefinition of Wor e). Setting R = - 4..1, 
where A is possibly a nonzero cosmological constant, and 

This result generalizes the one of Finley and Plebanski8 

for the case of Heavens and it also contains as a special case 
the one for fiat space-time obtained by Penrose.9 

Similarly, if C I2AiJ = 0 = C IIAiJ, from Eqs. (3.1 b) and 
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I 
inserting these values in Eqs. (3.33) one obtains the hyper
heavenly equation (cf. Refs. 1 and 3). 

As was shown in Ref. 4, this approach allows one to 
reduce the Einstein-Maxwell equations to two differential 
conditions provided that the space-time admits a null string 
and that the spinorial components of the self-dual part of the 
electromagnetic field satisfy the condition [A [B fAB = 0 
where [A is a spinor which defines the null string. Since the 
energy-momentum tensor of the electromagnetic field is 
traceless and TABCD = - (lhr)fABfcD wherefAB andfAiJ 
denote the spinorial components of the self-dual and anti
self-dual part of the electromagnetic field, respectively, the 
condition [A[ BlAB = 0 implies [AI BTABCD = O. 

4. MASSLESS SPINOR FIELDS 

In an algebraically degenerate complex space-time 
which admits a null string the solution to the usual spinor 
field equations for a massless field can be expressed in terms 
of one potential which has to satisfy a wavelike equation. 

Let 1/1 A , ... Az, be a symmetric spinor in its 2s indices which 
satisfies the field equations 

(4.1) 

With B = 1 and using Eq. (2.20) one obtains 
r/J s+ laR (r/J - s- II/IRA""Az,_ I) = 0 which implies the existence 
of a potential H such that 

(4.2) 

Using Eqs. (4.2) and (2.20), Eq. (4.1) with B = '2 implies that 
H must satisfy the wavelike condition 

DiJa a a H+ (s - lIla QiJc)a a a H B AI'" A 2s - 1 B C A 1o .. AZl"_ l 

- (2s - l)(aIA , QiJclJliJaClaA2 ... aA2'_I)H = O. (4.3a) 

For s> lone has the equivalent equation 

(4.3b) 

(2.20) one finds that r/J 3a S (r/J -3CsAiJcl = 0 which implies 
that C AiJCD = r/J 3 a A a iJaca D W where W is a function. If, ad
ditionally, C22AiJ = 0 when W satisfies Eqs. (4.3) with 
s=2. 
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5. EINSTEIN-WEYL EQUATIONS 

The previous results are now applied to reduce the Ein
stein-Weyl equations when the space-time admits a null 
string and by suitably restricting the Weyl field. The Weyl's 
equations for the two-component neutrino are 

VA E '/IA = 0, 

V A E'/IE = O. 

(5.1a) 

(5.1b) 

The energy-momentum tensor of the neutrino field is trace
less and its spinorial components are 

TABCb = (iIiI16) [ '/IA V Bb '/I C + '/I B V AC '/I b 

- '/ICVBb'/lA - '/IbVAC'/IB). (5.2) 

We can easily include a cosmological constant writing 
R = - 4..1.. 

Using Eqs. (5.2) and (2.20) one obtains 

Tllcb = (iIi/8)[ '/II V I{C '/I b) - v'1¢J -312 '/I(CabM 3/2'/11)); 

therefore, in order to have Tllcb = 0, we take '/II = 0 
(though this is not the only way to make T IIcb = 0). With 
this assumption Eq. (5.1a) gives aiJ(~ -5/2'/12) = 0 which im
plies the existence of a function {; = {; (qR ) such that 

'/12 = (v2/imr)~ 5/2{;. (5.3) 

On the other hand, Eq. (5.1b) implies that '/IA is of the 
form 

'/I = 1"- 3/2a H 
A 4'!' A' (5.4) 

where H is a solution of the equation [see Eq. (4.3a)] 

D iJaiJH - !(aBQiJC)acH = o. (5.5) 

From Eqs. (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4) one finds that T12cb 
= (1I321T)~ 4{;aCabH and T22Cb = (1I161T)~ 6a{c[{;Db)H 
- HDb ){; ). Comparing with Eqs. (3.19) and (3.31), one ob

tains 

To = !tH , TA = !(HDA{; - (;DAH). 

Commuting aiJ and D iJ Eq. (5.5) gives 

0= aiJ(DiJH + !HacQiJC) - !HaiJacQBC, 

(5.6) 

which, due to Eqs. (3.21), (3.15b), and (5.6), is equivalent to 

II: 0 = aiJ(D iJH + !HacQiJC - 3(p,1{;)~ 2GiJ - ~~H2JB), 

I: 0 = aiJ(D iJH + !HacQiJC - (A. I{; )G iJ ), 

where G iJ satisfies a iJ (~ 2G iJ) = ~(;H. This implies that there 
exists a function X such that 

II: aiJX = DiJH - !HacQiJC - 3(p,1{;)~ 2GiJ - ~~H2JiJ' 

I: aiJx = DiJH - !HacQiJC - (A. I{; )GiJ. 

Turning the attention to the (reduced) Einstein's equa
tions (3.33) one notes, firstly, that !aATA + DAaA To 
=!t(DAaAH +aADAH)=!{;[DAaAH 
- !(aA QAB)aiJH] which is zero by Eq. (5.5). Thus, in case 
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II a = !K AapJ aqA, and in I a = - !aL AI aqA. Therefore, 
by Eq. (5.6), the right-hand sides ofEqs. (3.33) are 

II: TA - 2DA To + 2To(acQAC) + I~T~JA + 3p,~ 2GA 
= - {;(DAH - !HacQAC - ~~H2JA 

- (3p,1{;)~ 2GA) = - {;aAX, 

I: TA - 2DA To + 2To(acQAd +A.GA 
= - {;(DAH - !HacQAC 

-(A.I{;)GA)= -{;aAX· 

Inserting these expressions into Eqs. (3.33) and defining 
X' X + l{;~ 2H2 - 3(p,1{;)W for case II and 
X ' X + §{;H 2 - (A. I (;)8 for case I, one obtains the pair of 
equations to which the Einstein-Weyl equations have been 
reduced; these equations are 

II: ~DcBc - ~~4aBBca(iJBc) +(~JcBcf+(p,~3 
2 

- A. 13)KiJBiJ + ~KiJ PiJ [Kb PbJC - (~+ K)KC] 
2 

ap, . 
X aqc - NiJ pB = - (;x', 

a ' D "- 2( 1 B iJ ) iJX = iJH + 3ft'!' "2 HKiJ - T 
+ HJ ca(iJ~ 2 Bc ) 

. 1·· .. 
I: DCBc - -JEBca(iJBc) - (L c -A.pC)Bc 

2 

1 (L iJ 2 1 aLc iJ C N iJ +- iJp) - ---. P P - iJp = 
18 6 aqB 

aiJx'=DiJH- ~H(LiJ -A.piJ)- !:.BiJ . 
2 (; 
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A simple result, restricting the behavior of a timelike curve under limitations on its integrated 
acceleration, is obtained and discussed. 

PACS numbers: 04.20. - q, 02.40. + m 

There are numerous examples of space-times in general 
relativity in which various feats can, at least in principle, be 
performed by certain observers (arbitrary timelike curves), 
but not by those freely falling (timelike geodesics). For exam
ple, in the Reissner-Nordstrom solution,1 timelike curves, 
but no timelike geodesics, can reach arbitrarily small r-val
ues; in the Godel solution,2 there are closed timelike curves, 
but no closed timelike geodesics; in Minkowski space-time, 
timelike curves, but no timelike geodesics, can reach points 
offuture null infinity. But what is possible in practice in such 
examples? A real observer, after all, is presumably incapable 
of following an arbitrary timelike curve, and yet certainly 
has more maneuverability than afforded by a geodesic. Thus, 
in order to analyze physical effects in such examples, it is 
natural to consider the behavior of time like curves interme
diate between these extremes. 

A class of physically reasonable obse:rvers consists of 
those described by timelike curves y with finite integrated 
acceleration, i.e., with S ya ds < 00, where s is length along y 
and a is the norm of the acceleration, ab = 5 'i/csb, wheresb 
is the unit tangent to y. Indeed, this condition is motivated 
by the following remark: Timelike curve y has a finite inte
grated acceleration if and only if there exists on y a positive 
function m, bounded away from zero, such that 

(1) 

is future-directed timeIike or null everywhere on y. Physical
ly, m represents the mass of some rocket ship describing the 
curve, whence the oF given by (1) is the rate of discharge of 
energy-momentum by the ship's exhaust. That m be bound
ed away from zero requires that the ship carry finite payload, 
while that oF be future-directed requires that the exhaust 
satisfy the energy condition. In this sense, then, timelike 
curves of finite integrated acceleration are just those which 
can be traversed by physically realistic rocket ships. To 
prove the remark, let m > 0 be given along y, and expand (1) 
to obtain: oF is future-directed timelike or null if and only if 

a< - ~'i/b(ln mi. (2) 

Now integrate. 
We here derive and apply a simple relation between the 

integrated acceleration of a timelike curve and the explora
tions available to it. 

Let M, gab be a space-time, ya timelike curve and ~ a 
Killing field, timelike or null everywhere on y. Introduce the 
effective energy, E = - Sb tb, so, e.g., E would be constant 
along y were it a geodesic. The basic inequality is the follow
ing: 
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Isb 'i/ bEl <aE. 

To prove this, expand the left side: 

Is b'i/ bE I = I - abt b I = labtch bel 
~(a a h bC)I/2(t t h mn)I/2 
, b c m n 

= a(tbtb + E2)1/2<aE, 

where we introduced h ab = ~b + sa ~ , the (positive and 
semi-definite) projection orthogonal to sa, in the second 
step, and used ~ tb <0 in the last. Some examples of the 
application of (3) follow. 

(3) 

Integrating (3) along the curve, it follows that, if y has 
finite integrated acceleration, then E remains finite along the 
curve. But E = - 5 btb ;;;.( - t btb )1/2, and so this right side 
must also remain finite. In the Reissner-Nordstrom solu
tion, (- tbtb) = (1 - 2m/r + q2/r). We conclude that no 
timelike curve of finite integrated acceleration in this solu
tion can reach arbitrarily small r-values.3 In this sense, then, 
the singular region ofReissner-Nordstrom is physically in
accessible. A similar remark holds for certain negative-mass 
Weyl solutions,4 including the Schwarzschild solution (with 
m < 0) and its plane-symmetric limit.5 

Recall that the Godel space-time2 is given by the metric 
product S X H, where R is the realIine with its usual positive
definite metric, and S = R3 has metric 

h ab = Ii ab + ~ t b. (4) 

Here,6 h ab is a complete metric on S of signature ( - , + , + ) 
and constant negative curvature, and ~ is an Ii-Killing field 
of constant squared norm - 1/2. Thus, h ab results from h ab 
by "opening out the light cones about ~ ." This ~ -a unit 
timelike Killing field for h ab_gives the four velocities of the 
galaxies in the Godel universe. Now let y be a closed timelike 
curve in this space-time, with initial tangent sa = ~ . Then 
E = 1 intially. Since the metric Ii ab has no closed timelike 
curves, the projection of the tangent sa into S must some
where be Ii-space-like, i.e., from (4), we must somewhere on y 
have E> v1. Integrating (3) along y, we now conclude that 
the integrated acceleration of y must be at least In v1. Thus, 
no timelike curve with integrated acceleration less than this 
value and with initial tangent ~ can return to its initial point. 
This means physically that certain rocket ships (including, 
by Eq. (2), all those with less than about 29% of their initial 
mass as fuel), launched initially at rest from a galaxy in the 
Gooel universe, cannot return to the event of their launch. It 
is apparently not known whether the condition ofzero initial 
speed can be dropped. 

Finally, let, in Minkowksi space-time, y be a timelike 
curve which reaches a point offuture null infinity f+. 
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Choosing for (l a boost Killing field such that - t btb ap
proaches infinity along y, and again integrating (3), we con
clude that this curve must have infinite integrated accelera
tion. As expected, physical rocket ships cannot reach null 
infinity in flat space-time. 

It is curious that this same result holds also for asymp
totically flat space-times. In this case, the result is not so 
obvious, for it is conceivable that the rocket ship could work 
its way out to f+ by riding gravitational waves, using its 
limited ability to accelerate to reach a succession of waves. It 
is a question of whether the ship can thereby compensate for 
the fact that, as required by asymptotic flatness, each wave 
dies out asymptotically. 

Let M, gab be an asymptotically flat space-time,7 with 
future null infinity f+, conformal fa«tor n vanishing at 
f+, and unphysical metric n 2gab smooth and invertible at 
f +. Let, for contradiction, y be a timelike curve with finite 
integrated acceleration which reaches a point p of f+. Let 
(l be a BMS generator8 corresponding to the boost Killing 
field used in the flat case. Then9 (i) Xab = nV(a tb I and (ii) 
n 2ta must remain smooth at f+ (by definition of a BMS 
generator), (iii) nt btb must have a nonzero limit along y (by 
our choice of (l), and (iv) Xabt b must vanish at p (since t a, 
being timelike along y, must be a multiple of the null gener
ator of f+ at p, while Xab is transverse to this generator). 
We now have 

ItbVbEI<aE+n -llstbXabl 

<aE + n -l(tbtc;be )(Xmn Xpq ;mp;nq)1I2 

<aE+cn 2E 2, (5) 

where c is a constant. In the first step, we have modified (3) to 
take into account that ~ is no longer a Killing field; in the 
second, we have introduced positive-definite metric 

(6) 

+ 
with inverse gab' along y; and in the third, we have used the 

+ 
fact that (t bt c g be) is bounded by a multiple of nE 2 [from (6) 

+ + 
and (iii)] and that (XmnXpq gmpgnq) is bounded by a multiple 

of n 4 [from (i), (iv), and (iii), and the fact that the physical 
metric is smooth at f+]. Now divide (5) by E and integrate 
along y. Then the first term on the right, the integrated accel
eration of y, is finite by assumption; while the second term, a 
multiple of the line integral on yof n 2 tb , is finite 10 by (ii). We 
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conclude that E must remain bounded along y, which, since 
E>( - t btb )1/2, contradicts (iii). 

A similar argument [including, and bounding by 
en 2E2, the extra termFab S t b on the right in (5)] shows: In 
an asymptotically flat space-time with asymptotically regu
lar Maxwell field, no charged rocket ship, with finite inte
grated nonelectromagnetic acceleration, can reach f+. 
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A formalism is developed describing the most general 2 + 2 decomposition of space-time into 
orthogonal spacelike and timelike 2-surface elements [8 J and [ T J . No restriction is made on the 
holonomicity of [8 J or [ T J , and the formalism is 2-covariant in both [ 8 J and [ T J . As an example 
of the utility ofthis formalism, the anholonomic 2 + 2 formulation of the initial value problems in 
relativity is discussed and the standard holonomic approach is briefly reviewed. Further 
applications of the formalism are indicated. 

PACS numbers: 04.20. - q, 02.40.Ky 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In some recent work,I,2 a 2 + 2 formalism was devel
oped in which space-time is broken up into a foliation of 
spacelike 2-surfaces [8 J and the orthogonal timelike 2-sur
face elements [ T J . Using this formalism, several initial value 
problems (henceforth referred to as IVP's), namely, the 
Cauchy, characteristic, and mixed (timelike-null) problems 
were analyzed. The main result of this work is that it shows 
that in each case, the gravitational degrees of freedom may 
be cast into the so-called conformal2-structurel

-
3-essen

tially the conformal metric of [8 J • 
The formalism developed in Refs. 1 and 2 suffers from 

two limitations. Firstly, it is restricted to a breakup where 
[8 J consists necessarily ofholonomic surfaces. Secondly, 
the formalism is covariant only in so far as arbitrary trans
formations are allowed among the dual bases of [8 J. A parti
cular dyad basis is introduced in [T J from the beginning, 
and this destroys the covariance of objects defined in [ T J . In 
the analysis of the IVP's, the introduction of a dyad basis 
into [T J at some stage is almost undoubtedly a necessity, 
since this is equivalent to specifying the directions in which 
the initial data are propagated. However, it is of great advan
tage to do this only after the formalism is developed. It is 
mathematically more elegant, it avoids certain ad hoc defini
tions within [T J (in particular, of some derivatives) pre
viously necessary, since all operations in [T J are now covar
iant, and it simplifies manipulation of the formalism. 

In Sec. II, the most general covariant 2 + 2 formalism 
possible is developed. It removes the aforementioned limita
tions, in that, first, no restriction is placed on the holonomi
city of [8 J and [ T J, the only requirement being that they be 
mutually orthogonal. Second, all quantities are defined with 
respect to arbitrary dual bases on [8 J and [ T J, hence their 
geometrical properties are immediately clear. If the condi
tion of holonomicity is imposed on [8 J, and a dyad basis 
introduced into [ T J, then the present formalism reduces 
(aside from some minor changes in notation) to that devel
oped in Refs. 1 and 2. 

In Sec. III, the formalism is used to discuss the anholon
imic 2 + 2 formulation of the IVP's (compare, for example, 
the work of Kulhanek, 4 6. Murchadha, sand Stachel6 on the 

a) Present address: Department of Applied Mathematics, Queen Mary Col. 
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anholonomic 3 + 1 formulation ofthe Cauchy problem). In 
this formulation, the holonomicity condition is imposed on 
[ T J • This allows one to pick as a basis in [T J a pair of com
muting vector fields. These vectors are the natural ones with 
which to propagate the field variables through space-time. 
The price one pays is that [8 J must now be allowed to be 
anholonomic, with the resulting increase in complexity of 
the definitions of quantities on [8 J. The gravitational de
grees of freedom in this case are taken to be embodied in the 
conformal metric of the 2-surface elements [8 J. 

The signature of space-time is taken to be 
+ - - -. Greek indices run through 0 to 3. Early low

er case Latin indices a to/run through 0, 1. Lower case Latin 
indices i to I run through the early lower case, then the upper 
case Latin indices, e.g., i = a; A = 0, 1; 2, 3. 

II. THE FORMALISM7 

Let Vbe a space-time with metric 4g and let Ea be a 
general basis of vectors on V, with reciprocal basis Ea. Let 
(Ei> E

j
) be reciprocal bases on V, related to the general basis 

by 

Ej = lPj a Ea, Ej = lP ja Ea, 

(where lPj a, lP ja are the usual transformation matrices) and 
required to satisfy 

4g(EA , Ea) = 0 (2.1) 

14g(EA, EB)I >0, 14g(Ea, Eb)1 <0. 

The above conditions imply that (EA, EA) and (Eo, EO) are, 
respectively, reciprocal bases of sets of mutually orthogonal 
spacelike 2-surface elements [8 J, and timelike 2-surface ele
ments [ T J. The bases of [8 J and { T J are allowed to trans
form among themselves, but not among each other. That is, 
if (E", E") are new reciprocal bases of [8 J and { T J, then 

lPA,a=lPa,A=lPa'A =lPA'a =0. (2.2) 

In particular, transformations obeying (2.2) preserve (2.1). 
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) together define the most general 
orthogonal 2 + 2 (spacelike + timelike) breakup possible. 
The tensors 

B = EA ®EA, *B = Ea ®Ea 

are the unit tensors on [8 J and [ T J, respectively, and act as 
projection operators into {8 J and {T J. Clearly, 
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I=B+ *B, 

where I is the unit tensor on V. 
The projections of4g onto! S I and! T I are their respec

tive induced metrics and are denoted by g and *g. Their 
components with respect to E j are given by 

gAB = 4gAB , 

*gab = 4gab , 

and, since ! S } and ! T I are mutually orthogonal, 

4g = g + *g. 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.4) 

The metrical covariant derivatives in V, ! S }, and ! T} are 
denoted by 4V, V, and *V, and the components of the metric 
connections in the bases (E j , E j

) are denoted by 4r;k, r~c, 
and *r:c, respectively. 

A tensor 4VB = - 4V *B defines the curvature tensors 
of valence three, Hand *H of {S I and { T }, via the equation 

4V B a - H a + H a * H a * H a 
l' /3 - 1'/3 l' /3 - 1'/3 - l' /3' (2.5) 

In terms of the bases (Ei> E j
), it follows from (2.5) that 

H = H CB
a EC®EB®Ea, *H = *Heb A Ee®Eb®EA. 

The vectors E j do not in general commute, and the geo
metric object 40 is defined by 

4 j [ E k , Ej ) = 2 [} jk E j , 

which implies that 

4 i 4 i (26) r [jk I = - [} jk . . 

Similarly, "0 and * "0 are defined by the equations 

"[}~c= -rtBC], (2.7a) 

*"[}~e = - *r lbe ]· (2.7b) 

Now,4rjk splits up into a number of separate geometri-
cal objects with differing transformation properties under 
the allowable transformations (2.2). The following results 
can easily be proved. 

4r~c =r~c, 

4r~e = *r~c> 

as follows from (2.3) and (2.4), and 

4r~c =HBC
a, 

4rte = *HbcA, 

4r~c = - HBAc, 

4r:c= -*HbaC' 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

(2.1Oa) 

(2.1Ob) 

which follow from (2.5). Equations (2.6) and (2.9) lead to the 
definitions ofthe tensors 0 and *0 by 

[}BC a= - H IBC la, 

*[}b/= - *Hlbc]A. 

(2. 11 a) 

(2.l1b) 

o and * 0 are the objects of anholonomicity of {S I and { T } ; 
o = 0 if and only if {S I is holonomic, and similarly for *0. 
Two further geometric objects, '0 and * '0 exhaust the con
tents of 4r;k' They are defined by 
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(2.12a) 

(2.12b) 

* 'nand 'ntransformas I-forms of the indicated type in I T I 
and {S }, respectively, but as more complicated objects in 
IS} and {T}. 

The above breakup of4r jk leads to the following defini
tions of certain invariant differential operators. Let 

v = va
B Ea ® EB 

be an aribitrary tensor of the indicated type. The operator D 
is defined by 

D a - "j ak 4V j - 4V a cVB=uCjB jVk- Cv B· (2.13) 

Hence 

Dc va
B = J c va

B - 4r~B va
E + 4rCe ve

B, 

where J c denotes the derivative in the direction ofEc . The 
above may be rewritten, using (2.8a), (2.1Ob), and (2. 12b), as 

Dc va
B = fi)c va

B - *H/c ve
B, (2.14) 

where 

fi) C vaB-JC v
a
B - r~B VaE + 2 *'[}:c ve

B (2.15) 

defines the invariant operator fi). Note that for any tensor w 
lying completely in IS}, 

Dw=fi)w=Vw. 

Similarly, the operators *D and * fi) are defined by 

*Dc Va
B- 4Vc v

a
B, 

which leads to 

*Dc va B = * ~ c va B + HB Ec va E' 

* fi) c vaB=Jc VaB + *r~e ve
B - 2'[} ~c VaE' 

Hence 

*D *w = * fi) *w = *V *w 

for any tensor *w tangent to (T). 

(2. 16a) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.16b) 

The operators D and *D are useful for calculational 
purposes since from their definitions (2.13) and (2.17), it fol
lows that 

Dg = *Dg = D *g = *D *g = 0, (2.20) 

and hence raising and lowering of indices a, A, commutes 
with both D and *D. However, fi) and * fi) have the impor
tant property that they are dependent on the connection of V 
only via the induced connections in (S ) and! T } , respective
ly, a property not shared by D and *D. In fact, fi) and * fi) 
are closely related to the Lie derivative when acting on quan
tities in ! T I and! S }, respectively. It can be shown, for ex
ample, that for any vectors p in S, and q in ! T I ' 

qe*fi)epA=(£q pIA, (2.21) 

where (£qp)A denotes the components, in the basis EA , of the 
projection of £qP into ! S J. This propertyof* fi) illustrated in 
(2.21) is vital to the analysis of the IVP in the next section. 
The operators *9) and 9) are also used to define the extrin
sic curvatures of {S } and! T }. These are given, respectively, 
by 

hCBa=H(CB)a = -! *~ a gCB (2.22a) 

*hcbA=*H(cb)A = - ~ 9) A *gcb' (2.22b) 

Equations (2.22) follow directly from (2.14), (2.18), and 
(2.20). Defining 
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and 

ha = hEEa' 

*hA = *h/A' 

9'=y= IgAB I, 
*9'=I*gab I, 

(2.23a) 

(2.23b) 

(2.24a) 

(2.24b) 

it follows that 

* g; e 9' = 29'he' 

g; E *9' = 2 *9' *hE • 

(2.25a) 

(2.25b) 

The conformal 2-structure of {S 1 is defined by 

gAB ==9' - 1/2 gAB =r- I gAB' (2.26) 

The conformal extrinsic curvature of {S 1 
hCBa = - ~g; a gCB (2.27) 

is thus related to the trace-free part of the extrinsic curvature 
of { S 1, hCBa [in general, n denotes the trace-free part with 
respect to g] by 

- _ 1/2-
hCBa =9' hCBa ' (2.28) 

The gravitational degrees of freedom may be considered as 
being embodied in gAB' hCBa ' or hCBa ' One advantage of us
ing hCBa is that it is a tensor in {S 1, as opposed to the other 
two, which are tensor densities in {S 1. 

The curvature tensors Riem (g) and Riem (*g) of {S 1 
and { T 1 are defined, respectively, by 

2D[D Dc I ~ = RDCB A pB - W DC e * g; e~' (2.29a) 

2 *D[d *Del qa = *R deb a qb - 2*l1de E g; E qa. (2.29b) 

Note that, on account of (2.16), the operator D on the Ihs of 
(2.29a) may be replaced by g; or V, and similarly for (2.29b). 
Equations (2.29) lead to the following explicit expressions for 
R DCB A and * R deb a: 

R DCB
A = :la[D r1: IB + 2rtDIEI r~IB + 4f1DC

e 'I1B Ae 

(2.30a) 

*R a ,,~ *r a + 2 *r a *r e + 4 *11 E *'11 a deb = U7[d elb [d lei elb de b E 

+2*"I1~e*r:b' (2.30b) 

Thus Riem (g) depends on 4rJk only via its projection into 
{S 1, and reduces to the usual expression for the Riemann 
tensor if { S 1 is holonomic. Similarly for Riem (*g). Ric (g) 
and Ric (*g) are defined by contraction on the first and 
fourth indices of Riem (g), and Riem (*g), respectively. Ein 
(g) and Ein (*g), which of course vanish identically if {S 1 and 
{ T 1 are holonomic, are, in general, given by 

GcB=RcB - ~CB R = WECe hB
Ee, 

*Geb=*Reb -! *geb *R = 2 *l1ecE *hb eE. 

(2.31a) 

(2.31b) 

The independent projections of Riem (4g) into {S 1 and 
{ T 1 can now be calculated with little further effort. Note 
first that in the basis (E;. E i

), Riem (4g) is given by 

4R h ,,~ 4r h + 24r h 4r l + 24nl 4rh kji =U7[k jli [kill jli Ukj Ii' 

(2.32) 

The projections are obtained merely by appropriately re
stricting the indices on either side of (2.32) and using (2.6), 
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(2.8H2.13), (2.17), and (2.30). Four of the projections are just 
the well-known equations of Gauss and Codazzi: 

4RDCB
A = R DCB

A + 2H[DIBI e Hc IAe 

+ 2H[DC Ie HBAe (Gauss), 

4R a *R a + 2 *H E *H a deb = deb [d Ib I e I E 

(2.33a) 

+ 2 *H[deIE *Hb aE (Gauss), (2.33b) 

4RDCB
a = W[D Hc IB a + 2H[DC Ie *He aB (Codazzi), (2.34a) 

4Rde/ = 2 *D[d *Helb
A + 2 *H[de/ HEAb (Codazzi). 

(2.34b) 

The remaining independent projection is 

4RdCB
a = *Dd H CB

a +Dc *Hd
a
B 

-HCEd H EB
a - *Hd

e
C *He aBo (2.35) 

The derivatives D and *D may be replaced in the above by g; 
and * g;, by using the identities (2.14) and (2.18). Hand *H 
may be further broken up using (2.11), (2.22), and (2.23). Car
rying out these operations, and taking suitable contractions 
and combinations of (2.33H2.35) and using (2.31), the fol
lowing expressions for the projections of Ric (4g) may be 
obtained: 

4- - - - E - E 
RCB = * g; e hCB e + 2hBEe hc e - 2h(B e I1C)Ee 

- r;x * h * *h ef + T[;;:L/(c B) - hefC B 

+ *n *l1ef] 
·~efC B' (2.36) 

4R E = * g; he _ h he + g; *h E _ *h *h efE E e e E efE 

+ *11 *l1efE_W I1 Efe+R efE E& , (2.37) 

4ReB = * g; e *hB - * g; e *he eB + * g; e *l1e eB +!g; B he 
- E E - E - g; E hB e + g; E I1B e + hBEe *h 

+ !he *hB - I1BEe *h E - 2hB Ee *heeE 

- WBEe *l1e eE - *l1eeB he, (2.38) 

4Reb = * g;(e hb) - hEFe h EFb + !he hb + I1EFel1 EFb 

+ g; E *heb E + 2*heeE *hb eE - 2 *h(e eE *l1b)eE 

-*h *hE_*g (*11 *l1efE _ 1*R) ebE eb efE 2' 

(2.39) 

where T[.] denotes the trace-free part (with respect to g). 
From (2.39), one obtains the useful result that 

4R/ = * g; e he - !he he - hEFe h EFe + g; E *h E 

- * h E * h E + 11 EFe 11 EFe 

- 2*l1efE *11 efE + *R. (2.40) 

The contracted Bianchi identities 4V i 4G ij = 0 can be 
written in the form 

4V i 4G ib=*g;e 4Geb - he 4G eb + g; E 4G Eb 

- *hE 4G Eb - 2*He bE 4G Ee 

+ hEFb4GEF= 0, (2.41) 

4V
i 

4G iB=*g;e 4G Be _ he 4G Be _ 2HEBe 4G Ee 

+ g; E 4G EB - *hE 4G EB 

+ *he/ 4G ef = O. (2.42) 

Finally, note that a symmetry operation (*) may be de
fined by requiring that 
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*(Ea) = EA, *(EA) = Ea, *(Ea) = EA, *(EA) = Ea (2.43) 

and 

*(g) = *g, *(*g) = g. (2.44) 

Hence *(H) = *H, *(D) = *D, etc. This essentially 
halves the number of calculations that need be performed. 
For example, all those equations labeled b are the (*) versions 
of those labeled a, and vice versa. This operation essentially 
inverts {S J and {T J, and bears a close relationship to the 
Sachs symmetry operation defined in the Geroch, Held, and 
Penrose (GHP) modification of the spin-coefficient formal
ism.s 

III. APPLICATION OF THE FORMALISM TO THE INITIAL 
VALUE PROBLEM 

A. Foliations and flbratlons 

Suppose in some region of space-time V, a pair of com
muting vector fields ea, which necessarily span a family of 2-
surfaces {T H J, are chosen together with a two-dimensional 
spacelike cross-section, oS H' The integral curves 'If a of ea 
form a fibration of space-time. A foliation {S H J of space
time is induced by Lie dragging oS H by ea' Since ea com
mute, a unique one-one correspondence between points on 
oS H and any other SHE ISH J is set up by the curves 'If a; 
starting at points on °SH' and traveling fixed-parameter dis
tances along 'If 0' C(! I' respectively, will always lead to the 
same points on the sameSHEI SH J, independent of the order 
of traveling. The families of 3-surfaces obtained by dragging 
with eo(e l ) alone are denoted by I ~oJ ({ ~IJ). In particular, 
the two 3-surfaces intersecting in oS H are denoted by o~o and 
0~1' Since ea commute, there exist (locally) two scalar fields 
¢ a such that 

(3.1) 

and such that I ~o J (I ~ IJ) arise as the level surfaces of ¢ I(¢ 0). 
It can be assumed without loss of generality that oS H is given 
by¢o=¢ 1=0. 

Two IVP's will be considered in the sequel. First, the 
Cauchy problem, where the initial data surface K=o~1 is 
taken to be spacelike, and ea to be non past pointing. Second, 
the characteristic problem, where o~a are assumed to be null 
surfaces with ea non past pointing, and K - ~ ~o U ~ ~ I to 
consist of those portions ofo~a to the future ofoSH, together 
with oS H itself. (A third case which may be considered, but is 
not discussed in this paper, is the mixed problem in which, 
K- ~ ~o U ~ ~ I' with ~ ~ I null and ~ ~o timelike.) In each 
case the problem is to determine what data on K are neces
sary and sufficient to determine a solution in some region in 
the future of K. 

Two ways in which the formalism of the preceding sec
tion may be used to study the IVP's considered above are as 
follows. First, it is possible to require that IS J and ISH J 
coincide. A basis of I-forms in IT J, n°, can then be chosen 
such that 

(3.2) 
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In a general space-time, in which no gauge (coordinate) con
ditions have been imposed, I T H J and { T J will not coincide. 
In fact, I T J will be anholonomic. That is, the reciprocal 
basis of vectors in I T J, na , is given by 

(3.3) 

where ba are "shift" vectors tangent to IS}. Imposition of 
conditions (3.2) and (3.3) leads to (what will be termed) the 
holonomic 2 + 2 formulation of the IVP. This has been ex
tensively analyzed in Refs. 1 and 2 and will not be considered 
in any detail here. 

A second possibility is to demand that IT} and I T H J 
coincide. A basis of vectors in I T J , Da , can be chosen so that 

(3.4) 

In this case it is not possible, in general, to demand that IS J 
and ISH J coincide, and IS J will now be anholonomic. It 
then follows that the reciprocal basis of I-forms in IT}, Da, 
are given by 

(3.5) 

where ca are I-forms in IS}. The conditions (3.4) and (3.5) 
lead to the anholonomic 2 + 2 formulation of the IVP. 

The feature common to both formulations described 
above is the introduction of a particular dyad (Da' Da) into 
I T J. One then works, not with the components of geometri
cal objects with respect to the basis (Ea, Ea), but with the 
(scalar) dyad components of objects in IT J. The process of 
going from "live" tensorial indices to "dead" dyad indices 
(called strangling the indices) is denoted by ::;, . [Cf. Eqs. 
(3.2)-(3.5).] For example, suppose that w 
= WaA Ea ® EA is a tensor of type (0,2). Writing 

WaA ~ oWaA 

implies that 

oWaA =owa(EA) (3.6) 

are the components of two I-forms oW a' lying in IS}, and 
labeled by a. Before going on to analyze the IVP's it is in
structive to investigate the effect of introducing a dyad into 
I T J on the formalism of Sec. II. 

B. Introduction of a dyad basis in {T} 

The dyad is defined by 

(3.7) 

The definition of 4n in Eq. (2.6), and its breakup in (2.7), 
(2.11), and (2.12) imply that 

*"f}~b ::;, - ~(Da, £n, Db) = ~(£nc Da, Db)' 

where (") denotes the inner product, 

*f}cb A::;' - !(£nc Db)A, 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

*'f}/B ::;, ~(£n, Da)Bo (3.10) 

If • {~b} denotes the usual Christoffel symbols built out of 
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·gab' then 

·{~b} ~! ~~d [£oc ~gdb + £Ob ~gdc - £Od ~gCb]. 

For any w = Wa BEa ® EB, it follows from (2.21) that 

• r,)r A 0 (£ )A *re A 
.;:z; c Wb = Dc 0 Wb - 0 cb oWe , 

and from (2.15) and (3.10) that 

f!J C Wb A ~ V C oWb A - (£Ob ne)c oW/. 

Equations (3.10)-(3.13) applied to (2.22) lead to 

hCBa ~ - ~(£o. g)CB= - ~£o. gCB' 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

·hcbA ~ - ~VA ~gcb + ~ge(c (£Obl ne)A· (3.15) 

From (2.6) it follows that 40 obeys the following identity: 

ark 4[J J; I - 2[J lkj [J ~1 = 0, 

and taking a suitable projection leads to the propagation 
equation 

(3.16) 

for ooa. 
In either the holonomic or the anholonomic formula

tion of the IVP described in IlIA, that is, under either (3.2) 
and (3.3), or (3.4) and (3.5), it follows that 

*"[Ja =o.-....r a =.{a}. o cb ~ 0 cb 0 cb 

Further, in the holonomic case, 

00° =0, 

and (3.2) implies that (3.9) and (3.10) reduce to 

£oc nb = - 2 ~[Jcb A EA, £Ob na = 0, 

respectively. Hence (3.15) becomes 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

hcbA ~ -! V A ~gcb. (3.20) 

Another consequence of (3.2) is that the Lie derivative with 
respect to no of any contravariant tensor tangent to {S J re
mains tangent to {S J. For example, 

w = wAB EA ® EB:::::}£oc W = (£oc W)AB EA ® EB. (3.21) 

Under the imposition of (3.2), (3.3), and (3.17)-(3.20), the 
formalism derived in Sec. II reduces to that of Refs. 1 and 2, 
and the analysis of the holonomic formulation of the IVP 
goes through as described therein. 

In the anholonomic case, besides (3.17), the following 
specializations occur on account of (3.4) and (3.5): 

(3.22) 

and a formula analogous to (3.21) holds, this time for covar
iant tensors, i.e., 

W = WAB EA ® EB:::::} £oc W = (£oc W)AB EA ® EB. (3.23) 

On each Se {S J , an arbitrary basis of I-forms EA can be intro
duced. Having specified EA on aSH' it is then possible to 
require that EA be Lie propagated through V by 

£Ob EA = O¢? 'oOb = o. 
The above condition implies that, locally, 

£0.= alaifJ a
• 
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(3.24) 

(3.25) 

The metric 4g can be written as 

4g = rgABEA ® EB + ~gob n° ® nb. (3.26) 

The ten unknown functions are then r, gAB' ~gab' and n°. 
[That n° contain only four independent functions follows 
from the restriction that (n°, nb > = 8:, or that, locally, Eq . 
(3.5) holds.] Four of these functions can be specified freely as 
gauge (coordinate) conditions, the remaining six being deter
mined by the field equations. It is assumed, in order that the 
integration schemes in the sequel be valid, that all the field 
variables, <1> A' say, are expandable in a power series in ifJ a 

about aSH. Then <1> A is given by 

(3.27) 

Hence <1> A (ifJ a) is determined in some neighborhood of aSH , 
provided its Lie derivatives with respect to no up to arbitrary 
order on ·S H are known. 

C. The Cauchy problem 

It is assumed in this subsection that ·goo > O. (The left 
subscript (0) on dyad components will be omitted for the 
remainder of this section.) This ensures that Do is tangent to a 
timelike congruence. It is also assumed that on JY (and 
hence, by continuity, in some neighborhood of In .g II < O. 
This ensures that n I is spacelike. Since an analysis of the 
projections of4Rij given by (2.36)-(2.40) reveals that they 
contain no second Lie derivatives with respect to Do ("time
like" derivatives) of the set, 

{·goo, ·gol' nO J, (3.28) 

one possible choice of gauge variable is just the set (3.28). For 
simplicity one may put 

·goo = 1, ·gol = 0, nO = difJ 0; (3.29) 
however, it is not necessary to choose these values. The six 
field variables to be determined by the field equations are 
then the set 

{·gll' nt, y,gAB J. (3.30) 

The analysis of the integration scheme for this version 
of the Cauchy problem is very similar to that of its holono
mic counterpart given in Refs. 1 and 2. Hence it will only be 
briefly sketched here. The second (and by iteration, higher) 
time derivatives of (3.30) are determined on JY by 

4R E E - 4Re e = 0 :::::} £~ .g II + J II = 0, 

4R IA = O:::::} (£~ n')A + J 'A = 0, constraint 
main 

equations, 

4RCB = O:::::} £~ gCB + iCB = 0, dynamical (3.31) 

where in each case J refers to "junk" terms not depending 
upon second-time derivatives. Of the initial data required on 
JY to solve the main equations, the set 

{.g", £n. ·g",n'} (3.32) 

may be regarded as embodying the lower-dimensional gauge 
freedom and again, for simplicity, the values 

·gll = - 1, £n. ·gll = O,n' = difJ I on JY (3.33) 

may be chosen. The set 
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(3.34) 

is propagated offoS H onto ,w'by the four remaining indepen
dent field equations 

4GO I = 0 ~£Do in, Y + J OI = 0 subsidiary equations. 

4GOO=0~£;, y+Joo=O ~ 

4RoA =O~(£D' £Do nl)A +JOA=O 
(3.35) 

The subsidiary equations must be solved iteratively on aSH 
for the successive Lie derivatives of(3.34) with respect to 0 1, 

The junk terms are known at each stage of the iteration. 
The exact form of (3.31) and (3.35) may be obtained 

from (2.36)-(2.40). An analysis ofthe Bianchi identities (2.41) 
and (2.42) shows that the usual lemma can be proved, namely 
thatif(3.31) hold everywhere, and (3.35) hold on,w', then the 
latter hold everywhere. It follows from the foregoing analy
sis that the freely specifiable, physically meaningful initial 
data are 

{gAB' £Do gAB} on ,w', 

{y, £Do y, in, y,(£Do OI)A} on aSH' (3.36) 

Actually, gAB may be set to any value on aSH by judicious 
choice ofEA on aSH' 

D. The characteristic initial value problem 

It is assumed in this subsection that *g II = 0, which 
ensures that 0 1 is tangent to a null congruence. The anholon
omic version of the Sachs double-null problem9 will be the 
only one considered here, and the integration scheme, as for 
the Cauchy problem discussed in Sec. IIIC, is very similar to 
its holonomic counterpart, so that again only a brief sketch 
of the integration scheme will be given. 

The remaining gauge freedom is embodied in the set 

I*goo' nO}, (3.37) 

which may conveniently specified to be 

*goo=O, nO=d¢o. 

The lower dimensional gauge freedom is 

I*go.} on,w', 101} 00 ':- l:o' 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

It is required io any case that *goo = 0 on. ':- l:o' which en
sures that 01 is null on ':- l:o and for simplicity one can set 

*gol = 1 on,w', 0
1 = d¢ I on ':- l:o. (3.40) 

Note that unless 0 0 = d¢ 0 on ':- l:1 and 0 1 = d¢ I on ':- l:o, 
then ':- l:a will not be null surfaces. The six field variables 

I*gol' 0
1
, Y, gAB 1 

are propagated via the equations 

4RII = O~£;, Y - in, Y'£n, ~ 
X In *gol + J lI = 0, constraint 

4RIB =O~(£;, OI)B +JIB =0, 

4REE=0~£D' £110 y+JEE=O, 

(3.41) 

main 
equations. 

4RcB = 0 ~£n, £110 gCB + iCB = 0, dynamical. (3.42) 

These equations must be solved iteratively on each succes
sive portion of l: IE Il: I } to the future of "r l:o; the junk terms 
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are known at each stage of iteration. Note that 4R 11 = 0 is 
solved for yon ':- l:1' but for *gol thereafter. Of the initial 
data on ':- l:o required to solve the main equations, the set 

{y, (£n, OI)B} (3.43) 

is determined by 

4ROO = 0 ~£~ Y + Joo = 0, subsidiary equations 

4ROB =0~(£110 in, nih + JOB =0, (3.44) 

which are solved iteratively on ':- l:o. The Bianchi identities 
lead to the usual lemma, namely, that providing the main 
equations hold everywhere and the subsidiary equations 
hold on ':- l:o, the latter hold everywhere else and the trivial 
equation 4Rol = 0 is an algebraic-consequence of the main 
equations. As usual, this lemma requries that hi, the expan
sion of the null curves generated by 0 1, be nonzero. The phy
sically meaningful initial data, which is freely specifiable, is 
seen to be 

{gAB} on ,w'/oSH'{Y' £"" y, in, Y'(£n, OI)A} on aSH' (3.45) 

Anholonomic versions of the Robinson-Trautmann 
gauge 10 and the mixed null-timelike ll (Bondi gauge) IVP can 
also be constructed, but again the analysis is similar to that of 
the holonomic analogues of Refs. 1 and 2. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Comparison of the anholonomic formulation of the 
IVP given in Sec. III with that of the more standard holono
mic version, 1,2 shows that in many ways the two approaches 
are complementary. It is yet an open question as to whether 
one has any particular advantage over the other, either from 
the point of view of proving "hard" theorems about the well
posedness of the IVP (in the nonanalytic case) for the parti
cular choice of initial data considered here (i.e., the confor
maI2-structure), or from purely calculational considerations 
of actually generating solutions from given intial data. 

In this paper only one possible application of the for
malism is given, and that is to the IVP under a certain class of 
gauge conditions. However, the formalism is sufficiently 
general to allow a careful analysis of the IVP using virtually 
any (any?) conceivable choice of gauge which casts the gravi
tational degrees of freedom into the conformal 2-structure. 
Two other applications which will be considered in forth
coming papers are to the asymptotic (characteristic) IVP and 
to the IVP for electrodynamcis on a curved space-time back
ground. 

Finally, it is to be noted that, under certain circum
stances, the present formalism must be closely related to 
GHP. Indeed GHP takes as its starting point the singling out 
of two conjugate null directions at each point (necessarily 
orthogonal to a spacelike, and spanning a timelike, 2-surface 
element), realized by a pair of normalized null vectors. This 
can be achieved in the present formalism by the simple expe
dient of setting *goo = *g II ~ 0, *gol ~ 1. A fuller discussion 
of this point will be given elsewhere. 
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A new family of exact solutions of the stationary axially symmetric vacuum Einstein equations is 
presented. The internal symmetries, SL(2,lR) rotation, and duality of parametrization, are 
combined to construct a Backlund transformation. For the special ansatz of the field equations, 
the Backlund transformation can be integrated and the hierarchy of ansatz is generated, 
recursively. The Riemann-Hilbert problem is also discussed for the inverse scattering formulas 
generating nonlocal symmetries. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Jb 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Soliton theoretic treatment and related results have 
played an important role in the systematic generation of ex
act solutions of the stationary axially symmetric vacuum 
Einstein equations. The first example is a discovery of sever
al types of Backlund transformations. 1-7 Note especially the 
works of Kinnersley et al. 1.2 and Neugebauer. 3.4 Kinnersley 
et al. have exponentiated the infinitesimal tranformations 
due to the internal symmetries of the field equations, and 
have derived the Kerr-Tomimatsu-Sato family of exact so
lutions from the static ones. Neugebauer has developed the 
method of finding "multisoliton" solutions which are char
acterized by determinants. 

On the other hand, in gauge theory, Corrigan, Fairlie, 
Yates, and Goddard8 have succeeded in integrating the an
satz of Atiyah and Ward.9 This ansatz yields the instanton 
solutions ofSU(2) self-dual Yang-Mills equations. Conse
quently, the gauge potentials are described by solutions of 
the four-dimensional Laplace equation. 

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we discuss 
the internal symmetries of the stationary axially symmetric 
vacuum gravitational fields and present a Backlund trans
formation. Following the idea of Corrigan et al., we show 
that there exists a new family of exact solutions being outside 
the works of Kinnersley et al. and Neugebauer. 

The second topic of soliton theory in general relativity 
is an application of the inverse scattering method l

O--
I2 and 

the Riemann-Hilbert problem. 5.13 However, this framework 
is not available except for the construction of special solu
tions. To avoid the difficulties due to complicated spectral 
parameters, we propose an alternative approach for the Rie
mann-Hilbert problem. This brings us to the second purpose 
of the paper. 

In the next section, we prepare a dual parametrization 
for the stationary axially symmetric vacuum Einstein equa
tions. In Sec. 3, we explain how a Backlund transformation is 
constructed by the internal symmetries of the field equa
tions. This nontrivial transformation is indispensable for our 
theory. Having defined a special ansatz which relates the 
field equations to a linear differential equation, we derive a 
family of exact solutions in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, we discuss the 
Einstein equations and their linear problem over complexi
fied space. The infinite number of nonlocal symmetries de 

rives inverse scattering formulas. It is showed that the Rie
mann-Hilbert transformation generates new solutions. Fin
ally in the Appendix, by solving linear differential equations 
we give concrete solutions which correspond to the ansatz. 

2. FIELD EQUATIONS 

The metric of a stationary axially symmetric space-time 
can be written as 

(2.1) 

where rand qjlv (fl, v = 1,2) are functions ofp, z only. Here 
we use the notation (x 0, x I, X 2, X 3) = (p, t, l/J, z). Let us 
impose the supplementary condition det Q = - p2 on 2 X 2 
matrix Q = (q jlv)' It is known that the function r is deter
mined up to a constant by quadratures once qjlV are known 
(see Refs. 5 and 14). Thus r may be ignored in our discus
sion. The remaining Einstein field equations reduce to 

(2.2) 

where ap = a/ap and so on. 
Ifwe focus on a particular parametrization (f, lU) for Q, 

(
f flU ) 

Q = flU FlU2 - p2f-1 ' 
(2.3) 

we have a system of field equations 

f(a~ +p-Iap +if;)f-(apff-(azff 

+ (p-lFaplU)2 + (p-lf2azlU)2 = 0, (2.4) 

ap(p-1FaplU) + az(p-'j2azlU) = O. 

The second equation implies that there exists a function 
t/J = t/J( p, z) defined by 

apt/J=p-1FazlU, azt/J= -p-lf2aplU. (2.5) 

The function t/J is called a twist potential. Eliminating lU in 
(2.4), we obtain 

f(a~ + p-1ap + a;)f - (ap f)2 - (azff 

+ (ap t/J)2 + (az t/J)2 = 0, (2.6) 

ap(pf-2apt/J) + az(pf- 2az t/J) = O. 

There is a discrete mapping I which directly transforms 
(2.4) to (2.6) as follows: 

(2.7) 
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This operation was introduced originally by Neugebauer 
and Kramer. 15 

Now we define a matrix P by 

(2.8) 

Here note det P = 1. It can be proved that the field equations 
(2.6) are equivalent to 

ap(papp.p -I) + az(pazp.p -I) = 0. (2.9) 

We call P a dual parametrization of Q in the sense that Eq. 
(2.9) is the same as Eq. (2.2). 

3. INTERNAL SYMMETRIES AND BACKLUND 
TRANSFORMATION 

Let Hbe an SL(2,R) constant matrix. The field equation 
(2.9) is invariant under the SL(2,R) rotation 

H:P-.HPH tr
• (3.1) 

What this means is that (2.9) possesses an invariance group. 
There are three independent generators of this group which 
correspond to scale, gauge, and Ehlers transformations of 
(2.6), respectively. 16 Particularly, let H be 

(3.2) 

which is an appropriate linear combination of generators for 
gauge and Ehlers transformations. 

Providing thatp + t/l=l=O, we obtain the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 3.1: If (/.tP) withP + t/l=l=O satisfies (2.6), so 
does (/',tP') defined by 

/' = yf(P + t/l)-I, 
(3.3) 

tP'= _YtP(f2 + t/l)-I. 
We call (3.3) transformation y after the work of Corri

gan et al.8 They have found a Backlund transformation for 
SU(2) self-dual gauge fields. It must be remarked that the 
transformation y is discrete, since it gives an identity trans
formation when operated twice. 

Next, we consider another internal symmetry of (2.9). 
Let us recall the parametrizations (2.3) and (2.8). The metric 
coefficients f and U) and the twist potential tP are real func
tions of p and z. The mapping I given in (2.7) transforms real 
potentials to complex ones. Hence, it is natural to treat tP 
analytically continued into complex space. Combining (2.5) 
with (2.7), we can prove 

Lemma 3.2: Let (/.tP) be a solution of(2.6). Then ( r,tP') 
defined by 

/' =pf- I
, 

aptP' = - ipj- 2aztP, aztP' = ipj- 2aptP 

is also a solution. 

(3.4) 

We call (3.4) transformation p. It is obvious that p is a 
discrete transformation. 

We now propose a product transformation a: a = pey 
with the parameter y equal to 1. Since peY=l= yep, a has a 
nontrivial effect. The operation of a, a Backlund tranforma
tion, is given by the proposition which we now state. 
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Proposition 3.3: The transformation a acts on an initial 
solution (/.tP) of (2.6) according to 

/' =pf-l(p + tIl), 
aptP' = ipf-2(f2 + t/lf·az [tP(P + t/l)-l J, (3.5) 

aztP' = - ipf-2(P + t/l)2.ap [tP(p + t/l)-I j, 
where (f' ,tP') is another solution of (2.6). 

It must be noted that by operating the transformation a 
even times, we can derive real potentials from real ones. The 
Backlund transformation a is a special case of the Kinnerse
ly-Chitre transformation of the Geroch group. 1.16 While 
Cosgrovel7 has pointed out that Backlund tranformations 
given in Ref. 3 lie outside the Geroch group. It is also pointed 
out lS that the transformation proposed in Ref. 6 is a member 
of the Geroch group. 

4. FAMILY OF EXACT SOLUTIONS 

We shall begin by introducing a new ansatz.d which 
transforms the field equations (2.6) to a single linear differen
tial equation. We have the following. 

Proposition 4.1: A solution of (2.6) is given by 

f=ap.d, tP=az.d, (4.1) 

where.d =.d (p,z) is a solution of the linear equation 

(a~ _p-lap +a;).d =0. (4.2) 

Proof Substituting (4.1) into (2.6), we have 

(ap.dap - a~.d + J;.d + P -lap.d ) 

X(a~ _p-lap +a;).d =0, 

(ap.daz - 2apaz.d )(a~ - p-Iap + J;).d = 0, 

respectively. This proves the proposition. 
As a consequence of Proposition 4.1, the stationary ax

ially symmetric Einstein equations are linearized via the an
satz.d. A similar situation is known for the case of Weyl's 
family of exact solutions (see Ref. 14). However, Weyl solu
tions taketheformf = exp (20), tP = 0, where 0 = 0 (p,z)sat
isfies the cylindrical Laplace equation 
(a~ + p-Iap + a;)O = 0. We call (J.tP) = (ap.d,az.d ) the an
satz P2• 

These heuristic considerations lead us to seek hierarchy 
of ansatz P2 by means of the Backlund transformation a and 
the internal symmetries p and y. We operate the transform a
tionpon (/.tP) of P2· Let us substitute f=p/,-I and 
az f = ap tP into the last equation of (3.4). We have 
az /' = iaz tP', which is consistent with the second of (3.4). 
Therefore, neglecting the integration constant, we obtain 

/' = itP'· (4.3) 

Writing (f',tP') = (.d 0- I, - iLl 0-
1
), we get the ansatz p·l • 

The variable Llo = Ll o( p,z) also satisfies a linear equa
tion as follows. 

Lemma 4.2: If .do satisfies 

(a~ +p-Iap +a;)Llo=O, (4.4) 

then (/.tP) = (Ll 0- I, - iLl 0-
1

) is a solution of (2.6). 
Next, we define a new ansatz P; by a: P; -.P; . The 

ansatze P;, P; correspond to (/.tP), (f',tP') in (3.5), respec
tively. Substituting (/',tP') = (Ll 0-

1
, - iLl 0-

1
) into (3.5), we 
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have 

f(f2 + 1/i)-' =p.1o, 

Jp (t/J(F + t/J2)-' J = pJz.1o, (4.5) 

Jz I t/J(f2 + t/J2)-1 J = - pJp .10 ' 

Let us introduce.1, = .1, (p,z) through 

(4.6) 

These imply (J~ - p-'Jp + J;).1, = O. We can integrate 
(4.5) to obtain t/J( F + t/J2) -, = - .1,. Then we prove thefol
lowing proposition. 

Proposition 4.3: The ansatz P; is written as 

P;:(J,t/J) = 

Ip.1 o 
-.11 

.1, I 
p.1o 

1.1, 
i -.10 

p2.1 o .1, - .12 p2.1o .1, 

-.11 .10 .11 - .11 .10 

- .12 -.11 p2.1 o - .12 -.11 

This suggests that we may express the ansatze PI and 
P ;,1';;.4, using determinants of p and.1" r;>O. Here the vari
able .1, is defined by 

Jp .1, = - pJp .1,_ I' 
(4.12) 

Jz.1, =pJp .1,_1 +2(I-r).:1,_I· 

These lead to (~ + (1 - 2r)p-IJp + J; 1.1, = O. 
The relationship between PI and P; is shown in the 

following diagram; 

Pi· a P ; ..... --a-- P ; ..... ----

Finally, we notice that PI and P; (I even) are real func
tions of p and z. On the other hand, PI and P ; (I odd) give real 
metric coefficients by way of the discrete mapping I. 

5. RIEMANN-HILBERT PROBLEM 

Let us analytically continue P (p,z) into complex space 
(y, y, z), where y denotes a variable independent of complex 
conjugate y* of y and p2 = yy*. Real Euclidean space is 
specified by y = y*, and consequently 

(5.1) 

It must be noted that a solution of(2.9) is given by a solution 
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P' '(f.. I
,) = (P.1o .11) (4 7) 

2' ,Of' Ip.1 o .11 I' Ip.1 o .11 I . . 
-.11 p.1o -.11 p.1o 

Corollary 4.4: The ansatz P2 takes the form 

P2:(J,t/J) = (p.1o,.1 d· (4.8) 

We use similar manipulation to derive P3 and Pi such 
that {3: pr--"p;, a: P; --+P;. Define.1 2 by 

Jp .1 2 = -pJz.1" Jz.1 2 =pJp .1, - 2.1 1, (4.9) 

Then we have (J~ - 3p- IJp + J;).:1z = O. After slightly 
complicated calculation, we prove 

Proposition 4.5: The ansatze P3 and P; are integrated to 
be 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

j 

P (p,z), p2 = yy of the equation 

Jy(Jyp.p -I) + Jz(JzP.p -I) = 0, 

where PESL(2,q. Equation (5.2) can be obtained as an 
Euler-Lagrange equation for the Lagrangian density 
2" = Tr(JyPJyP -, + JzPJzP -I). 

(5.2) 

We consider an infinitesimal transformation for (5.2), 

A:P--+P(l +A), (5.3) 

where A is a 2 X 2 matrix function of y, y, and z. We have 

Lemma 5.1: If A satisfies 

(JyJy + J;)A + [P -IJyP, JyA J + [P -IJzp, JzA ] = 0, 

(5.4) 

then A gives a nonlocal symmetry of (5.2). 
Using Lemma 5.1, we can introduce a sequence of non

local symmetries (So = AO,SI,S2' "'1, whereAo isa constant 
matrix sufficiently close to O. That is, we have 

Lemma 5.2: A sequence (Sn I, n;>O, defined by So = Ao 
and 

(5.5) 

JzSn + I - aysn - [P -IJyP, Sn] = 0, 

reads an infinite number of nonlocal symmetries of (5.2). 
We set a generating function SIt) = I.: =osnt n and 

derive 

DIS(t) + t [P-IJzP, Sit)] = 0, 

DzS(t) - t [P -IJyP, sit)) = 0, 

where DI = Jy + ;Jz' D2 = Jz - tJy, and tEe. Let 
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v (; ) = v ( y, y, z; ; ) be a 2 X 2 matrix function satisfying 
Dk V(;) = 0, k = 1,2, and VIOl = Ao. We define the follow
ing 2 X 2 matrix function 

S(;) = p-ly(;)V(;)y(;)-lp. (5.7) 

Providing that Y (; ) = Y( y, y, z; ; ) be holomorphic near 
; = 0, we may take Y(O) = P. We can prove 

Proposition 5.3: Equation (5.2) is equivalent to the com
patibility condition of linear differential equations, the in
verse scattering formulas, 

DIY(;) = ayp.p -Iy(;), 
(5.8) 

D 2 y(;) = azp.p -I Y(;). 

As an application ofthis, we expand Y (; ) = l:: = 0 Yn ; n 

to present an infinite number of nonlocal conserved currents 
{Yn J, n>O. 

Next, we discuss the Riemann-Hilbert problem for 
(5.8). Let C be a closed analytic curve in ; plane encircling 
the origin, and C+(C_) be the inside (outside) of C. Suppos
ing the curve C be so small that Y (; ) is analytic in CUC +, we 
consider the following Riemann-Hilbert problem. 

X _(;') = X +(;')H (; '), ; 'eC, 

H(;) = Y(;)Y(;)U(;)-I, X_too) = 1. (5.9) 

Here u(;) is an SL(2,Q matrix annihilated by DI andD2. We 
assume that there exists a pair of fundamental solutions 
X ± (;), nonsingular matrices analytic on CUC ± . Following 
Hauser and Emst13 and Ueno and Nakamura,19 we set 

(5.10) 

This is the Riemann-Hilbert transformation induced from 
u(;). Then we obtain 

Proposition 5.4: ThematrixP' defined by P' = Y'(O)isa 
solution of(5.2). 

We give an outline of the proof of this proposition. De
note(5.8)asDk Y(;) = Bk Y(; ),k = 1,2,forsimplicitly.Since 
Dku(;) = 0, the definition (5.10) with (5.9) gives 

DkX+,X+ -I +X+BkX+- 1 

= DkX_.X_ -I + X_BkX_ -Ion C. 

SetX = X ± (;) in C ± . Since Dk X·X -I + XBkX -I is inde
pendent of;, we may write DkX = B leX - XBk. These lead 
toDk Y'(;) = B Ie Y'(;), henceP' satisfies (5.2). Using (5.9) 
and det u(;) = 1, we can show det X = 1, which means 
det P' = 1. This completes the proof. 

We recall that the Riemann-Hilbert transformation 
must satisfy theconditionDk u(;) = O. This implies u(;) is an 
entire function of; and w, the latter being defined by 

w =;y -z -; -Iy. (5.11) 

The quantity w also emerges in the theory of Yang-Mills
Higgs monopole solutions. 20 
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APPENDIX 

The purpose of this appendix is to give concrete solu
tions of the field equations. For the ansatz P ; , we use 
Lemma 4.2 to derive real metric coefficients. A special solu
tionLio = R -I,R = {p2 + (z - a)2J 1/2,aeRofthecylindri
cal Laplace equation gives! and (J) via the mapping I. We can 
easily determine the metric coefficient r appearing in (2.1). 
Then we have a metric 

- ds2 =p-1/2(dp2 + dr) - pR -ldt 2 + 2p dtdt/J, 

which includes a real parameter a. 
The recursive relations in (4.12) lead to the variables Li I 

and Li 2 , 

Li l = {bR - (z - a)JR -I, 

Li 2 = {R 2 - 2b (z - c)R + (z - a)2JR -I, 

a, b, ceR. These variables give the metric coefficients! and (J) 

of the ansatz P3 as follows [cf. (4.10)]: 

!=p{(b 2 + l)R - 2b(z-a)J-I, 

(J) = {(b 2 + 1)P2 + (b 2 - 1 Hz _ a)2 

+2b(2z-a-c)R JR -I. 

The metric coefficients corresponding to the ansatz P 3 are 
also described by the above variables. 

On the other hand, setting Lio = e ± kzX( p), we can de
rive an ordinary differential equation, 

d 2 d 
d
p

2 X(P)+p-1 dp X(p)+ k2X(p)=0. 

Therefore, it is known that a general solution of this equation 
is a linear combination of the Bessel function Jo(kp) and the 
Neumann function No(kp). 
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An attempt is made to obtain the complete set of solutions of Einstein's equations for a nonstatic 
charged dust distribution with a comoving system of coordinates and the most general plane 
symmetric metric, i.e., 

ds2 = exp [2u(x,t)] dt 2 - exp [2v(x,t)] dx2 - exp [2w(x,t)] (dy2 + dz2). 

The field equations have been reduced to a single ordinary differential equation which is 
integrated in a particular case. 

PACS numbers: 04.20. Jb, 02.30.Hq 

1. INTRODUCTION 

If some matter distribution flattens in the form of a disk, 
the likeliest symmetry it will have is plane symmetry. Since 
in the universe there is no dearth of such flattened cosmolo
gical objects, study of matter distribution with plane symme
try has some relevance. Charge-carrying incoherent matter 
in the form of dust is our concern here. Since it has already 
been established 1 that plane-symmetric incoherent dust dis
tribution in equilibrium is not possible in general relativity, 
we seek solutions of Einstein's equations for a nonstatic 
charge-carrying dust distribution with the most general 
plane-symmetric metric given by 

ds2 = e2u(x,rldt2 _ e2v(x, r1dx2 _ e2,*,r)(dy2 + dz2) (1) 

and 

(t,x,y,z)=(XO,x l ,x2 ,x3). 

Some particular solutions of this type were previously re
ported by one of the present authors.2,3 The present paper is 
an attempt to obtain the complete set of solutions of the 
above type for a comoving frame, i.e., 

vO= (go~)1/2 =e-
u

} 

and 

v /l. = 0 for Il = 1,2,3. 

(2) 

2. FIELD EQUATIONS 

Equations (1) and (2) reduce the Einstein field equations 
for a charged dust to 

R g = e- 2U [if + 2w + ii + 2zii - Ii(zi + 2w)] 

- e- 2v [u" + u'(u' - v' + 2w')] 

= - 41TP + FOlFop 

R] = e - 2u [if + zi2 - lizi + 2ziw] 

- e - 2v[U" + 2w" + U'2 + 2W,2 - v'(u' + 2w')] 

(3a) 

= 41Tp + FOlFol , (3b) 

R~ =R~ =e- 2U [w+2w2+w(zi-u)] 
- e - 2V[W" + 2W,2 + w'(u' - v')] 

= 41Tp - F01Fol> 

ROI = 2[w(w' - u') + (w' - w'zi)] = 0, 

and the Maxwell equations for the same to 

(3c) 

(3d) 

FOI = C(x)e -(u+v+ 2w), (4a) 

41Tl7 = C '(x)e - (v + 2wl, (4b) 

wherep is the mass density, uis the charge density andF/l.V is 
the electromagnetic field tensor whose only nonvanishing 
componentsareFo l andF 10 due to symmetry of the problem. 
(A dot indicates differentiation with respect to t and a prime 
indicates differentiation with respect to x.) 

Equations (3) and (4) provide the complete set of equa
tions to be solved. However, to simplify the calculations we 
make direct use of conservation laws as follows. 

From (1) and (2) T/l.V;v = 0 gives 

FOI = _ (p/u)u'e -(u+2v) 

and conservation of mass gives 

e " + 2Wp = const. 

(5) 

(6) 

From (4b) and (6), (p/u) must be a function of x and hence 

C 2(x) = (p/u)2A 2(X), (7) 

where A (x) is some function of x. From (4a), (5), and (7), 

u'e(2w-vl = -A (x). 

From (3d) and (8), 

(w' + u') + (w' + u')(w - Ii) = 0, 

which on integration gives 

w' + u' = B(x)e("-W), 

where B (x) is some function. From (8) and (9) 

w' = B (x)e(v- w) + A (x)e(v- 2w). 

Using (4b), Eq, (3a) - Eq. (2b) + 2xEq. (3c) gives 

e - 2U(4w + 6w2 - 4uw) - e - 2V(2w'2 + 4u'w') 

= 2C2e -2w. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Putting w' and u' from (8) and (10) into (11) and integrating, 
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w = ± eU 
{ [A 2(X) _ C 2(xll e - 4w + D (x)e - 3w + B 2(x)e - 2w j'" (12) 

where D (x) is some function. Similarly, using (4b), (6), and (12), Eq. (3a) - Eq. (3b) - 2 X Eq. (3c) gives 

. {[A '(x) ± C'(x)C(x)lA (x)]e-(u+2W) +B'(x)e-(v+2W) + [C 2(x) -A 2(x)]e- 4W 
- [D(x)l2]e- 3w j 

u- ± 
- e- U{ [A 2(X) _ C 2(x)]e- 4w + D(x)e- 3w + B2(x)e- 2w jIl2 

From (10), (12), andaw/ ax = aw' / at one sees that the negative sign must be taken in ± C '(x)C (x)/ A (x) in the above expression 
for V, i.e., 

v= ± {[A '(x)-C'(x)C(x)lA (x)]r(u+2w) +B'(x)e-(u+ 2W) + [C 2(x)-A2(xlle- 4W - [D(x)l2]e- 3w j (13) 
e- U{ [A 2(X) _ C 2(x)]e- 4W + D (x)e - 3w + B 2(x)e- 2Wjll2 

and further 

2B (x)[A (x)A '(x) - C (x)C '(x)] = A (x)[D '(x) - 2A (x)B '(x)]. (14) 

From Eq. (12) and (13) 

de
v 

I - = P (x,w)eV + Q (x,w), 
dw x=const 

which is equivalent to 

eV 
= exp [f P(x,w) dW]( f Q(x,w)exp [ - f P(x,w) dW] dw + R (X)}, (15) 

where R (x) is a function of x, and 

P( ) 
_ [C 2(x) -A 2(X)] - !D(x)eW 

x,w - , 
[A 2(X) - C 2(x)] + D(x)eW + B2(x)e2W 

Q( ) 
_ [A '(x) - C(x)C'(x)!A (x)] +B'(x)eW 

x,w -
[A 2(X) - C 2(x)]e- 2W +D(x)e- W +B2(X) 

Now it can be checked through direct substitution that 
all the equations of(3) and (4) are satisfied by Eqs. (10). (12), 
(14). and (15) combined. Of these equations, Eq. (15) is al
ready in the integrated form, (14) can be regarded as a defini
tionofD (x) for preassigned A (x),B (x), and C (x), and (12)can 
be regarded as a definition of u. Thus we are left with Eq. 
(10), where u is given by (15) and D (x) by (14) for arbitrarily 
assigned A (x), B (x), and C (x). However, solving (10) where 
e v is given by (14) and (15), seems to be an impossible task, 

Using (16) one can integrate (15) to get 

k 2[A 2(X) - C 2(X)] = D (x) - 2kA 2(X) + I, (19) 

where I is an arbitrary constant. 
We shall now show that if w is defined by (18) and u by 

(17), A (x), C (x), and D (x) are connected by (19), and u is de
fined through (10), then that provides the complete set of 
solutions for the special case B (x)! A (x) = const which is un
der consideration here. That Eqs. (10), (17HI9) are neces
sary for the present case has been shown already. That they 
are sufficient to provide a solution can be seen as follows. 

Equations (17) and (18) together ensures (12). Equations 
(10), (12), and (19) together with the consistency condition 
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but the special case of B (x)/ A (x) = const can be solved as 
follows 

3. SOLUTION FOR A SPECIAL CASE 

Take 

B (x) = kA (x), 

where k is a constant. Here, from (8) and (9), 

- + 1 +kew=O, dWI 
du t=const 

which on integration gives 

e -w+k=e u
, 

(16) 

(17) 

where the arbitrary fUnction of t arising in the integration 
has been absorbed in e u. This is possible due to Eq. (1). Equa
tion (17) reduces Eq. (12) to 

(18) 

aw/ax = aw'/at give (13). For the present case, (19) is equiv
alent to (14); (12) and (13) together ensure (15). Thus when 
(16) holds, Eqs. (10) and (17H19) together are sufficient to 
ensure (10), (12), (14), and (15), which in turn are sufficient to 
ensure that all the field equations are satisfied. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Therefore, in summary, the coupled Einstein-Maxwell 
equations for a nonstatic charge-carrying dust distribution 
in a comoving frame with the most general plane symmetric 
metric (1) reduces to Eq. (10), where u and u are given, respec
tively, by(12)and(15),andfurtherA (x),B (x), C(x),andD (x) 
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are connected by (14). The complete solution has been possi
ble only when B (x)1 A (x) = const, in which case the solution 
is given as follows, w is given by (18), u by (17), v by (10), and 
A (x),B (x), C(x), andD (x) satisfy (16)and(19). A special case 
of this solution was previously reported by one of the authors 
in the case B (x) = O. 

Although the equations have been completely integrat
ed for B I A = const, the resulting equations still appear to be 
too involved for physical conclusions to be drawn. However, 
the fact that a class of exact solutions of Einstein's equations 
for the metric (1) has been obtained seems to be significant, 
because, although an extensive literature exists for the solu-
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tions for Einstein's equations for the plane symmetic metric, 
dSl = e 2u(x,1 l(dt 2 - dx2) - e 2u,ix,1 l(dy2 + dr), which is a spe-
cial case of (1) for u = v, very few solutions are known for the 
metric (1). The present paper may open up some possibilities 
in that direction. 
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We treat the motion of an extended spinning test particle interacting with external fields 
belonging to a large class, which includes curvature, torsion, Maxwell, and Yang-Mills fields. We 
use a unified geometric description of all these fields based on a multidimensional space which 
generalizes the principal fiber bundle ofthe Lorentz frames. Guided by the work of Dixon, we give 
suitable definitions of the energy, the momentum, the angular momentum, the charge, and the 
isotopic spin of the extended particle, and we derive exact equations for the derivatives of these 
quantities. We discuss the pole-dipole approximation, and we compare our results with the 
special cases treated by other authors. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Me 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The motion of a spinning test particle in general relati
vity has been treated by several authors 1-3 and a very careful 
analysis of this problem has been done by Dixon,4--7 who has 
given also a critical discussion of the preceding contribu
tions. The effect of an electromagnetic field on a test particle 
with charge and electro-magnetic dipole moment has been 
examined by Dixon4--7 and Souriau.8 The case in which also 
torsion is present has been examined by Hehl9 and by Traut
man. 10 Particles provided with isotopic spin in a Yang-Mills 
field have been studied by Wong. II By isotopic spin we mean 
a set of charges corresponding to an arbitrary nonabelian 
internal gauge group. 

The aim of the present paper is to give a unified treat
ment in which all the fields mentioned above are treated in a 
symmetric way. In fact, it is known that curvature, torsion, 
Maxwell and Yang-Mills fields, since they are gauge fields, 
can be described by means of a connection on a suitable prin
cipal fiber bundle. 12-15 Kiinzlel6 has used a principal fiber 
bundle to treat the motion of a spinning particle in gravita
tional and electromagnetic fields. Sternbergl7 has used fiber 
bundle techniques to treat the motion of a particle interact
ing with a Yang-Mills field. A further discussion of these 
problems can be found in Ref. 18. 

Actually, one can see that the whole complicated math
ematical structure of the principal fiber bundle is not essen
tial for the treatment of the majority of our problems. There
fore, it is convenient to use a simpler and more general 
framework, based on an n-dimensional manifold Y, whose 
points are interpreted as orthonormal reference frames with 
a given choice of the internal gauge. The geometry of Y is 
defined by n vector fields A a , which represent infinitesimal 
parallel displacements, infinitesimal Lorentz transforma
tions, and infinitesimal internal gauge transformations. All 
these fields can be treated in the same way and only at the 
end one has to remember their different physical meanings. 
A treatment of field theory based on these ideas has been 
given in Refs. 19-21 and the motion of test particles has been 
treated in Ref. 22 in the pole approximation. 

The present treatment differs from the one of Ref. 22 
because we use some of the ideas and the methods developed 
by Dixon,4--7 which can be applied in a very natural way to 

the more general framework. In this way we extend a part of 
Dixon's results to the case in which torsion and Yang-Mills 
fields are present. Moreover, we clarify the essential geomet
ric aspects of the problem and open the possibility of treating 
the case in which geometric fields of a more general (possibly 
nonlocal) nature are present. 

In Sec. II we summarize the geometry of the space Y 
and the balance equations of energy, momentum, relativistic 
angular momentum, electric charge and isotopic spin, which 
are the starting point of our approach. It is convenient to 
treat all these quantities in a symmetric way and to call them 
"the components of n-momentum." In Sec. III we treat the 
case in which all the geometric fields vanish, apart from a 
constant curvature, and the space Y is isomorphic to a Lie 
group manifold. In Sec. IV we introduce some mathematical 
tools. In Sec. V we define the components of the n-momen
tum of an extended particle with respect to a given reference 
frame, and we find the exact equations which determine 
their derivatives in all the directions of the space Y. 

In Sec. VI we consider a test particle, namely we disre
gard the geometric fields generated by the particle itself, and 
we write the equations derived in the preceding section in the 
pole-dipole approximation. Moreover, we restrict our atten
tion to local theories. In Sec. VII we discuss the conditions 
which define the center of the particle and the approxima
tions necessary in order to get a finite number of degrees of 
freedom. In Sec. VIII we rewrite the equations in the usual 
space-time formulation, and we compare them with the re
sults of other authors. 

II. THE BALANCE EQUATIONS 

It has been shown 12-15 that the Einstein-Cartan theory 
of gravitation, Maxwell's theory of electromagnetism, and 
the nonabelian gauge field theories of the Yang-Mills type 
can be formulated in a very natural way on a principal fiber 
bundle Y. 23.24 The basis of Y is the pseudo-Riemannian 
space-time J/ and its structural group is the product of the 
homogeneous Lorentz group and the internal gauge group. 
Ifwe want to treat only the gravitational field, the space Y is 
ten-dimensional and a point of Y can be identified with an 
orthonormal tetrad in the space-time J/. If we consider also 
an internal gauge group of dimension k, the space Y has 
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dimension n = 10 + k, and a point of Y indicates a tetrad 
centered at a point of JI and a choice of the internal gauge at 
this point. 

Following Ref. 19, we introduce on the space Y n vec
tor fields Aa, which have a meaning even if Y has not the 
whole structure of principal bundle. The infinitesimal paral
lel displacements of the tetrads and of the internal gauge 
along the tetrad vectors are generated by the vector fields 
Ao, ... , A 3• The infinitesimal rotations around the spacelike 
tetrad vectors are generated by the vector fields A4, As, A6 
and the Lorentz boosts along the spacelike tetrad vectors are 
generated by A7 , Ag, A9 • The global internal gauge transfor
mations are generated by the vector fields A 10"'" An _ I • In 
the following, the indices i, ... , z take the values 0, ... , 3 and the 
indices a, ... ,h take the values 4, ... ,(n - 1). The Greek indices 
take all the values O, ... ,(n - 1). 

The Lie bracket of the vector fields Aa and AtJ is given 
by (Refs. 19-22 use a different sign convention) 

[Aa, AtJ] = LaAtJ = -F~Ar' (2.1) 

where La = L (Aa ) is the Lie derivative corresponding to the 
vector fieldA a . The scalar fields F~tJ are called the structure 
coefficients of the space Y. They satisfy the generalized Ja
cobi identity 

L[aF~rJ =F?atJF~J'T/' (2.2) 

where [aPr] indicates the antisymmetrization with respect 
to the indices a,/3,r. 

We shall use also ten differential I-forms 01' defined by 

iaol' =~, (2.3) 

where ia = i(Aa) is the inner product operator correspond
ing to the vector field Aa' They have the properties 

La0J3 = F~rwr, 

dwr = !F~wa 1\0J3. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

When Y is the principal bundle described above, the 
structure coefficients have simple geometric and physical 
meanings. If we indicate by F~tJ the structure constants of 
the product of the Poincare group and the internal gauge 
group, we have 

F tJ - FtJ - FA tJ 
aa - - aa - aa" (2.6) 

The quantities F {k are the components of the torsion tensor; 
for a = 4, ... ,9 the quantities Ffk represent the curvature and 
for a> 10, they are the field strengths of the internal gauge 
fields. The usual Riemann curvature tensor is given by 

(2.7) 

From Eqs. (2.2) and (2.6) one gets the Bianchi identities, 
the homogeneous Maxwell and Yang-Mills equations and 
also the transformation properties of the quantities Ffk un
der Lorentz and internal gauge transformations. They are 
given by 

(2.8) 

For a large part of our analysis it is not necessary and 
not even useful to assume that Y has a structure of principal 
fiber bundle and that the structure coefficients have the 
property (2.6). We shall only assume that Y is an infinitely 
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differentiable n-dimensional manifold and that the n vector 
fields Aa are infinitely differentiable and linearly indepen
dent in every point of Y. The vector fields Aa define the 
geometry ofthe space Y. 

We describe matter by means of a set of scalar fields r 
in the space Y. Note that the components of a tensor or 
spinor field in the space-time JI can be considered as scalar 
fields in the space Y. The matter fieldsr interact with the 
geometric fields Aa, which we consider as known external 
fields. 

Following Ref. 19, we derive the matter field equations 
from an action principle of the kind 

(2.9) 

where.AI is an arbitrary four-dimensional oriented compact 
surface and the variations 8fA vanish on the boundary a.AI 
of A'·. The Lagrangian form AM is a differential4-form ofthe 
kind 

AM = M ~rl> (fA,LufA,F~v)wa 1\01' I\w Y 1\ wI>. (2.10) 

If it does not depend on the structure coefficients F~v' we say 
that the coupling between matter and geometry is minimal. 
The general form of the field equations and some specific 
examples have been considered in Refs. 19-2l. 

In all the interesting cases considered up to now, ifthe 
field equations are satisfied, we have 

dAM = 0, (2.11) 

and the action integral does not change if the surface .IV is 
deformed keeping its boundary a.AI fixed. Then, if we con
sider a variation of the general kind which includes also a 
displacement of the surface.AI and of its boundary a.AI giv
en by the infinitesimal vector field €B, we have instead ofEq. 
(2.9) 

8Lr AM = Lv [8rPA -€~(B)], (2.12) 

where the canonical momentapA are differential3-forms 
defined in Ref. 19 and the 3-form ~ (B ) is given by 

~(B) = L (B lfApA - i(BJA M. (2.13) 

We can always put 

B= ba Aa 

and write 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

The differential forms r:: represent the density and the flow 
of energy, momentum, relativistic spin, electric charge, and 
isotopic spin, namely of the n-momentum of matter. 

A symmetry transformation of the space Y is a diffeo
morphism which transforms the vector fields Aa into them
selves. A vector field B generates an infinitesimal symmetry 
transformation of Y if one of the following equivalent con
ditions is satisfied: 

L (B)Aa = [B,Aal = - LaB = 0, 

L (B )wa = 0. 

(2.16) 

(2.t7) 

Then we have the conservation law (Noether theorem) 

d~(B)=O. (2.18) 
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Otherwise, we have the balance equation19,22 

d,,-M (B) = L (B )wa 1\ r: - BA M L (B )F~v' 
BF~v 

The last term is absent if the coupling is minimal. 
If the differential forms r: are given by 

r: = T~(Ti> 

where 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Eq. (2.19) gives the usual balance equations and also the 
transformation properties of the quantities T~ under the 
Lorentz and the internal gauge groups. 19 

III. TEST PARTICLE ON A GROUP MANIFOLD 

We consider first the case in which the structure coeffi
cients are constant, and therefore, as we see from Eq. (2.2), 
they are the structure constants of the Lie algebra of a group 
g;. This happens when all the geometric fields are absent or 
there is only a gravitational field with constant curvature. 
The group g; is the product of the internal gauge group with 
the Poincare or the de Sitter group. In this case the vector 
fieldsAa generate a local action of the group g; on the mani
fold Y. We assume that actually there is a global action of 
g; on Y and that, given two elements sand s' of Y, there is 
one and only one element g of g; with the property 

s=gs'. 

We also write this relation in the form 

g = sis'. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

If we fix the element s', these equations define an isomor
phism between Y and the manifold of the Lie group g;, 
which transforms the vector fields Aa into the generators of 
the infinitesimal left translations of the group g;. 

In this case, there are n linearly independent vector 
fields which satisfy the conditions (2.16) or (2.17), They cor
respond to the generators of the infinitesimal right transla
tions of the group g;. We indicate by Bathe vector field 
which satisfies Eq. (2.16) and coincides with Aa at the point 
s'. It can be written in the form 

Ba(s) = D~(sls')AtJ(s), 

where 

D~(e)=~, 

LoD~ (sis') = F~y(s)D ~(sls'). 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
These equations show that the matrices D ~ (g) form the ad
joint representation of the group g;. They have also the 
property 

L ;'D~(sls') = - D~(sls')F~a(s'), (3.6) 

where L ;, indicates the derivative with respect to the argu
ments'. 

The closed differential3-forms 

(3.7) 

represent the density and the flow of n-momentum defined 
in the fixed reference frame s', while the forms r: represent 
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the same quantities defined with respect to the moving refer
ence frame s. 

In the space-time, the density of n-momentum of a 
small particle vanishes outside a thin neighborhood of a 
worldline. In the space Y the differential forms r: vanish 
outside a region ~ which is a thin neighborhood of a (n - 3)
dimensional submanifold of Y. A component of the total n
momentum of the particle measured with respect to the ref
erence frame s' is given by the integral 

Pals') = L D~(sls')1f, (3.8) 

where y; is a compact three-dimensional oriented submani
fold of Y whose boundary BY; is contained in the comple
ment c ~ of ~ . We have to assume that!?# crosses the region 
~ in a given way. 

The choice of Y; can be discussed by means of the lan
guage of singular relative homology.25 We indicate by Y; a 
singular relative cycle belonging to Z3(Y' c~). If we inte
grate a closed differential form vanishing on c ~ , the integral 
depends only on the relative homology class of Y;, and, in 
order to have a well-defined value of Pa' we have only to 
choose a suitable element of the relative homology group H 3 

(Y, c~). We shall discuss this choice in Sec. V. 
From Eq. (3.8) and the representation property of the 

matrices D ~ (g) we obtain 

Pals) = D~(s'ls)PtJ(s') (3.9) 

and from Eq. (3.6) we get the differential equation 

LoPa = - F~aPtJ. (3.10) 

These equations show that when we change the reference 
frame, the n-momentum transforms according to the coad
joint representation of the group g;. 

In order to describe the motion of the particle, we have 
to define its center. In some reference frames the center coin
cides with the origin when the time coordinate vanishes; as it 
has been discussed in Ref. 22, all these "central frames" form 
a (n-3)-dimensional submanifold 'Yc of Y. The simplest 
way to characterize them is to impose three conditions to the 
values of the quantities P a • 

rdPa) =0, i=1,2,3. (3.11) 

Ifwe substitute Eq. (3.9) into these conditions, we find three 
equations in the variable s, which define the manifold 'Yc. 
Note that in the absence of external fields the motion ofthe 
center depends only on the initial n-momenta, namely it is 
not coupled with the internal degrees offreedom of the parti
cle. This desirable feature would be lost if the conditions 
(3.11) contained other dynamical variables connected with 
the internal motions. The choice of the functions r j will be 
discussed in Sec. VII. 

IV. NORMAL COORDINATES 

In order to define the n-momentum when the structure 
coefficients are not constant, we have to find a useful gener
alization of the matrices D~ (sis') which appear in Eq. (3.8). 
We indicate by exp (tB ) the one-parameter group of map
pings of Y onto itself generated (at least locally) by the vec-
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tor field B. If the point s is given by 

s = exp(s Aa)s', (4.1) 

the parameters S are the "normal coordinates" of s with 
respect to the fixed point s'. They are defined univocally if s 
belongs to a sufficiently small neighborhood of s' and we 
indicate them by s (s,s'). 

One can easily show that 

s (s,s') = - s (s' ,s), 

(l (s,s')Los (s,s') = s (s,s'), 

(l (s,s')L ~s (s,s') = - s (s,s'), 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

where the derivatives Lo and L ~ operate, respectively, on 
the arguments sand s'. From Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) we have 

[Losa(s,s')L~s' = 8~, (4.5) 

[L ~sa(s,s')L~s' = - 8~, 

and we get also the useful formula 

(J}a = ds a + V'~ysPdsY + .... 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

From Eq. (4.5) we see that if s belongs to a sufficiently 
small neighborhood of s' the formula 

L pS a(s,s') = - D 1 (s,s')LyS a(s,s') (4.8) 

defines the matrix D ~ (s,s') uniquely. From Eqs. (4.5) and 
(4.6) we get 

D~(s,s) =~. (4.9) 

If we act on both sides ofEq. (4.8) with the operator (l L o, 
after some calculations we get 

(l (s,s')[ LoD~ (s,s') - F~(s)D ~ (s,s')] = O. (4.10) 

A comparison of Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) with Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) 
shows that when the structure coefficients are constant the 
matrix D ~ (s,s') coincides with the matrix D ~ (s/ s') defined 
in the preceding section. 

In the general case the matrices D ~ (s,s') do not have the 
representation property, but one can easily show that 

D~(s,s')D~(s',s) =~. (4.11) 

From Eq. (4.10) we get 

[LoD~(s,s')]s~s' = F~a' (4.12) 

Ifwe put 

LoD~(s,s') = [C~(s,s') + F~(s)]D~(s,s'), (4.13) 

from Eq. (4.12), we get 

C~y(s,s) = 0 (4.14) 

and, using also Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), after some calculations 
we obtain 

[LpC~a(s,s')L~s' = !LaF!o. (4.15) 

From Eqs. (4.11) and (4.13), we have also 

L ~D ~ (s,s') = - D ~(s,s') [ C ~a (s',s) + F~a (s')] . (4.16) 

Equations (4.9), (4.12), (4.14), and (4.15) give the first few 
terms of the power expansions 

D~(s,s')=~ +F!aSP(s,s')+ ••. , (4.17) 

(4.18) 
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If the vector field 

B=baAa (4.19) 

generates an infinitesimal symmetry transformation of the 
space Y, namely, it satisfies the condition (2.16), we have 

Lob a = F~pb P (4.20) 

and, therefore, from Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) 

ba (s) = D p(s,s')bf1 (s'), (4.21) 

B (s) = bf1 (s')D p(s,s')Aa (s). (4.22) 

V. THE n-MOMENTUM OF A PARTICLE 

In order to define the n-momentum of an extended par
ticle in the presence of geometric fields, we have to generalize 
Eq. (3.8). The results of the preceding section suggest that we 
can put 

Pals') = i D~(s,s')r:. (5.1) 
9i'(s') 

In general the form under the integral is not closed and 
therefore this expression depends on the choice of the inte
gration surface ~(s') when it varies within the correct rela
tive homology class. 

However, if the vector field B given by Eq. (4.19) gener
ates an infinitesimal symmetry transformation, the differen
tial form 

~ (B) = b P(s')D p(s,s')~ (5.2) 

is closed and the conserved quantity corresponding to the 
vector field B is given by 

L ~(B) = bP(s')Pp(s'). (5.3) 

According the Dixon, 6. 
7 this is an important property which 

a correct definition of n-momentum must have. 
In order to complete the definition (5.1), we have to 

specify the integration surface ~(s'). A natural choice is giv
en by the equations 

s (s,s') = 0, a=/= 1,2,3, 

Is (s,s') 1 <I, a = 1,2,3. 
(5.4) 

In other words, the points of ~(s') are obtained by means of 
spatial parallel displacements of the point s'. Note that Eq. 
(5.4) defines a three-dimensional cube in the space of the 
coordinates S and that Eq. (4.1) gives a differentiable map
ping of this cube onto ~(s'), namely we have actually defined 

. I b' I 25 a smgu ar cu IC symp ex. 
We assume that there is an open set ~', which contains 

~ and has the following property: IfS'E~', one can choose 
the parameter I in such a way that the boundary of ~(s') is 
contained in c~, namely &f(s') is a relative cycle. We assume 
also that all the relative cycles obtained in this way belong to 
the same relative homology class, which is by definition the 
"right" one. The quantities P a (s') are defined only for s' ~~'. 

Now we have to generalize Eq. (3.10). The expression 
(5.1) depends on s' through the function under the integral 
and through the integration surface. If we describe the dis
placement of s' and of the generic points of &f(s') by means of 
the infinitesimal vector field 

(5.5) 
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using Stoke's formula, we get 

~Pa = 719 (s'/ L eD~(s,s')r: 
)til'(s') 

+ ( 719 (S)i9 d [D~(S,s')r:]. 
)til'(0') 

From the definition of ~(s') we have 

719 (S)L95" (s,s') + 719 (s')L e5" (s,s') = 0, 

and Eq. (4.8) gives 

719 (s) = D ; (s,s')7( (s'). 

From Eqs. (2.19) and (4.13) we have 

d [D~(s,s')r:] = C~(s,s')D ~(S,s')uJ91\ r: 

D P( ') a).,M L FP - a s,s -- P I-'v' 
aF~v 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

If we use Eqs. (4.16), (5.8), and (5.9), Eq. (5.6) becomes 

~Pa = 719 
( - F'Japp + fea)' (5.10) 

where 

f9a (s') = ( [ D 8 (s,s')C ~(s,s')D ~ (s,s') 
)til'(s') 

- D~(s,s')C~(s',s)]r: 

- ( D8(S,s')C:r(s,s')D~(s,s')uJPl\iur: 
)til'(s') 

1 D U( ')DP( ')L FP . a).,M 
- 9 S,s a S,s P I-'v1u--' 

til'(o') aF~v 

Equation (5.10) can also be written in the form 

(5.11) 

L 9Pa = - F'Japp + f9a' (5.12) 

which generalizes Eq. (3.10). The termfea is a correction 
which appears when the structure coefficients F~p are not 
constant. 

The equations given in the present section are exact, 
and we have not assumed that Y is a principal fiber bundle 
and that the structure coefficients have the property (2.6). 
The most delicate assumption concerns the properties of the 
intersection ofthe surfaces ~(s') and the region ~. The de
finition of ~(s') is the only point of our argument in which 
some of the vectors fields Aa playa special role. 

VI. THE POLE-DIPOLE APPROXIMATION FOR A TEST 
PARTICLE 

Now we disregard the geometric fields generated by the 
particle itself, and we assume that the external geometric 
fields vary smoothly in the region ~ , in such a way that if S' 

is in ~ or at least near to it, we can replace all the geometric 
quantities in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.11) by a few terms of their 
power expansion in the normal coordinates 5" (s,s'). In the 
pole-dipole approximation we disregard the squares and 
higher powers of the quantities 5" and in the integrals which 
describe the nonminimal couplings we disregard also the 
terms linear in 5" . 

Ifwe use Stokes' formula and Eq. (5.9), we can easily 
show that in the pole-dipole approximation the quantities 
Pa defined by Eq. (5.1) are not affected by a small deforma
tion of the surface ~ (s') which leaves the point s' fixed. If we 
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use Eq. (4.17), we get the following pole-dipole approxima
tion ofEq. (5.1): 

Pa = ( ~ +F:a ( t"r:. 
)til'(s') )til'(0') 

(6.1) 

The last term describes the orbital angular momentum, the 
contribution of the electric dipole moment to energy and 
momentum in the presence of an electromagnetic field and 
other less familiar contributions. We see that all these terms 
have a common origin, namely the noncommutativity of the 
transformations generated by the fields Aa· 

With the same approximation, we can use Eqs. (4.7), 
(4.17), and (4.18) to write Eq. (5.11) in the form 

where 

mpe = ( (Sl-'~e - sV80)r: 
)til'(0') 

- ~ ( (Sl-' ds v 
- SV dsl-') Mer: 

)til'(0') 

i . a).,M 
-2 le--' 

til'(s') aF~v 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

The last equation defines the dipole moments in the pole
dipole approximation. If we consider higher multi poles, we 
have to use also a more accurate definition of the dipole 
moments. A consistent set of reduced multipole moments 
could be obtained by means of the methods developed by 
Dixon.6 

The last integral in Eq. (6.3) is the contribution of the 
nonminimal couplings. If this term is absent and we use the 
local expression (2.20) for the differential forms ~, we ob-
tain 

ik <'<l ik k iO i k 0 mp1 = 0lmp + ~/mp - ~/mp , 

m;;" =0, 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

where 

mt = ~ ( (siT~ - skT~) dS IdS 2dS 3. 
)til'(0') 

(6.6) 

Note that SO = 0 on the integration surface. 
If Y is a principal fiber bundle and we use Eqs. (2.6), 

(6.2), and (6.5), Eq. (5.12) gives 

LaPa = -F~aPfJ' (6.7) 

This equation means that the 4-momentum and the relativis
tic angular momentum are gauge-invariant Lorentz tensors 
and the charges are Lorentz scalars which transform accord
ing to the coadjoint representation of the internal gauge 
group. In a similar way, using also Eq. (2.8), we obtain 

LiPk = F~iPP + ~kFr:.mfJi' (6.8) 
Ak 

LiPa = FaiPk 
A A A 

+ HF~aF~o - F~rF7s - F~sF~ )m{J;. (6.9) 

Note that the dipole moments defined by Eqs. (6.4) and 
(6.6) cannot transform as the components of a Lorentz ten
sor. In order to avoid a contradiction with Eqs. (6.7)-(6.9), 
we have to remember that these approximate equations are 
valid only near the central frames and one is not allowed to 
equate all the derivatives of their left- and right-hand sides. 
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VII. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

In order to discuss the motion of the particle, we have to 
consider with more detail the conditions (3.11) which define 
its center. A natural definition of the center-of-energy is 

r t i7f = 0, i = 1,2,3. 
IN(S') 

(7.1) 

If the energy density is positive, the center-of-energy lies in
side the particle. If there is no spin density, from Eq. (6.1) we 
see that these conditions are equivalent to the conditions 

P7=PS=P9=0. (7.2) 

If we describe the angular momentum by means of the anti
symmetric matrix Pik defined by 

/"0.. i lk 
Pa =!F alg Pik, a = 4, ... ,9, (7.3) 

the conditions (7.2) can also be written in the form 

PiO = O. (7.4) 

If there is a nonvanishing spin density, the conditions 
(7.1) are no longer equivalent to Eq. (7.2). Since the condi
tions (7.1) do not have the general form (3.11), which permits 
the decoupling of the motion of the center from the internal 
motions in the absence of external geometric fields, we have 
to adopt the conditions (7.2). In the absence of geometric 
fields, we can use Eq. (3.9) and see that, unless all the quanti
ties Pi vanish, the conditions (7.2) define a (n-3)-dimensional 
manifold rc' This remains true as long as the geometric 
fields are sufficiently small, in a sense which should be stated 
more precisely. However, the center does not necessarily lie 
inside the particle. 

Note that the conditions (7.4) are not Lorentz-invar
iant, and from Eq. (6.7) we see that if they are satisfied at a 
point s, in general they are not satisfied at the near points of 
the fiber which passes through s. In other words, the position 
of the center depends on the velocity of the observer, a fact 
which is well known in special relativity.26 In order to obtain 
a well-defined trajectory in space-time, it is convenient to 
consider the zero-momentum central frames which are de
fined by the conditions 

PI =pz =P3 =P7 =Ps =P9 = 0 (7.5) 

and form the (n-6)-dimensional manifold r cO' Equation 
(7.5) implies the Lorentz invariant conditions 

Pikpk = 0, (7.6) 

which have been advocated by TuIczyjev3 and by Dixon.4-7 
They can be used instead ofEq. (7.2) to give a different defini
tion of the manifold r c • 

If we are dealing with a spinning particle, we can choose 
a still smaller class of reference frames, in which the spin is 
directed along the z axis, namely we have, besides the condi
tions (7.5), 

P4 =P5 =0. (7.7) 

These "zero-momentum central directed frames" form an 
(n-8)-dimensional submanifold r cOd, which has been used 
by Kiinzlel6 to describe the motion of the particle. 

In the pole approximation, Eq. (5.12) coincides with Eq. 
(3.10), which has been derived in the case of constant struc
ture coefficients. In this case, Eq. (5.12), together with the 
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conditions discussed above and with suitable initial condi
tions, determines the motion of the center of the particle and 
the n-momenta Pa' This is possible because these variables 
are not coupled with the internal degrees of freedom. 

In the general case all the infinite degrees offreedom of 
the system are coupled and an exact determination of its 
motion is equivalent to the solution of the matter field equa
tions. In order to get a useful particle theory, we have to 
introduce some approximation, in which the system can be 
described by means of a finite and small number of variables 
X,. For instance, we can consider an adiabatic approxima
tion, namely we can assume that all the other variables nec
essary for the complete description of the system vary very 
rapidly in such a way that all the interesting quantities can be 
replaced by their averages, which depend only on the varia
bles X,. 

We do not try to formulate this assumption in a more 
rigorous way, since we are more interested in the corre
sponding quantum situation, in which most degrees of free
dom are "frozen," namely they have a high frequency and 
cannot be excited with the available energy. We assume that 
the degrees of freedom x,, which are not frozen, can be treat
ed by means of classical mechanics. This is the approxima
tion which gives a very good description of a monoatomic 
gas in normal conditions. 

In the simplest case, the variables x, are the coordinates 
of the center of the particle and the components Pa of n
momentum, which satisfy one of the conditions discussed 
above. Then the quantities/oa or m~~ must be interpreted as 
average values which depend only on the quantities Pa and 
on the geometric fields near the center of the particle. For 
instance, the average magnetic dipole moment can be given 
by means of a constant gyromagnetic ratio. When these aver
age values are known, the equations given in the preceding 
sections determine the average motion of the particle com
pletely. 

In this simple approximation, also the rotational de
grees of freedom are averaged. If we want to treat them in 
detail as classical degrees of freedom, we have to use also 
other equations, which can be derived, for instance, from an 
assumption of "dynamical rigidity.,,6 

We have seen that if the geometric fields are weak, the 
exact equation (5.12) together with the conditions (7.2) or 
(7.6) defines the manifold rc' The introduction of the multi
pole and of the adiabatic approximations may spoil the inte
grability conditions of these equations in such a way that the 
approximate system has no (3-n)-dimensional integral sur
faces. In this case it is necessary to consider only the refer
ence frames defined by the stronger conditions (7.5) or (7.7). 
Another advantage of this limitation is the simpler form of 
the phenomenological formulae which give the average mul
tipole moments. A detailed discussion of these formulae will 
be given elsewhere. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Starting from the exact equations obtained in Sec. V, we 
have obtained a sufficiently simple approximate model for 
the motion of a test particle in external geometric fields. It is 
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based on Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9), on the conditions (7.5) which 
define the zero-momentum central frames and on the pheno
menological equations which give the average values of the 
dipole moments as functions of the quantities P a and ofthe 
structure coefficients F':k. These equations determine the 
manifold r cO' 

We see from Eqs. (6.7) and (7.5) that r cO is invariant 
under rotations and transformations ofthe internal symme
try group. As a consequence, its projection on the space
time J( is a line. We parametrize this line by means of the 
variable t, and we choose in a smooth way a zero-momentum 
central frame s(t ) at every point of the line. Then every func
tion defined on Y defines a function of t. We indicate by vj (t ) 
the components of the velocity vector with respect to the 
frames(t )andbyo Idt thecovariantderivativewithrespectto 
t. We remember!9 that the operators L j applied to the com
ponents of a tensor field give the components of the covar
iant differential of the field. If the field transforms nontri
vially under the internal gauge group, these covariant 
derivatives contain also the contribution of the internal 
gauge potentials. 

Then from Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9) we obtain 

OPk FfJ j I n FfJ rs j -- = kjvPfJ + 2"'k rsmfJjv, 
dt 

oPa "k j 

-=F 'PkV dt a. 

(8.1) 

F" fJ Fa "j FfJ "j FfJ rs j (8 + H aa rs -Far js -Fas rj)mfJjv. .2) 

These equations are covariant with respect to a different 
choice of the frames s(t) if the equations which define the 
dipole moments mj;; are covariant with respect to rotations 
and internal symmetry transformations. If these equations 
are Lorentz-covariant, Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) can also be consi
dered as Lorentz-covariant equations, but then the quanti
ties mpj are not the ones defined by Eqs. (6.4) and (6.6). In this 
case, the conditions (7.5) must be replaced by the Lorentz
invariant conditions (7.6). 

Equations (8.1) and (8.2) can easily be compared with 
the results of other authors. If one considers only gravita
tional and electromagnetic fields, in the absence of torsion 
and of spin density, these formulae agree with the results of 
Dixon6 and of Souriau. 8 The isospin pole term is the one 
described by Wong!!; the isospin dipole terms have been dis
cussed in Refs. 27 and 28. Ifwe admit the existence of torsion 
and of spin density, there is one more pole term, which 
agrees with the one proposed in Refs. 9 and 10 and several 
"gravitational" dipole terms, which have been considered by 
Yasskin and Stoeger.29 It has been shown30•3! that a Dirac 
elementary particle has a gravitational dipole, similar to its 
magnetic dipole. 
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Yasskin and Stoeger29 have discussed also the difficul
ties due to the ambiguities of the definition of the 4-momen
tum and of the center of a particle. We think that in the 
absence of torsion and of spin density the work of Dixon has 
indicated the definitions which are more convenient at least 
from the theoretical point of view. In the present paper we 
suggest that Dixon's arguments can be applied also in more 
general cases. 
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The dimer problem on the hexagonal lattice is solved for various boundary shapes. The number of 
arrangements of dimers in the asymptotic limit of large lattices proves to be very sensitive to the 
precise form of the lattice boundary. If N is the number oflattice points and (for large N) ~ 12 the 
number of dimer configurations, then the molecular freedom W reduces to I in the case of 
standard boundaries (parallelogram, rectangle), and there is, in the thermodynamic limit, no 
freedom in placing a dimer at all. But in the case of a hexagonal lattice which has been given the 
shape ofa macroscopic honeycomb and which thus exhibits the symmetry properties of the unit 
cell, the molecular freedom is found to tend to W = av'J = 1.299 for N- 00 • Investigating various 
other boundary forms, the regular hexagon proves to be a convenient surface shape with a 
maximum molecular freedom which differs markedly from the known value W = 1.381 for the 
hexagonal lattice wrapped on a torus. 

PACS numbers: 05.50. + q 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the discovery of the Pfaffian method as an elegant 
tool for solving the dimer problem on the square lattice, 1-4 

the number of arrangements of dimers can be evaluated in 
closed form for all two-dimensional lattices and even some 
exotic lattices, e.g., the Kagome lattice and the Fisher lat
tice.5 A common feature of all known solutions on planar 
lattices is that the number of dimer configurations Z N on a 
lattice with N vertices is of the order eN, and hence it is 
convenient to define the number of configurations per dimer 

W= lim Z~N, (1) 
N~oo 

which is called the molecular freedom. 6 As a representative 
example for the known 20 solutions we only quote the result 
for the honeycomb lattice7

-
9 

w=exP{(21T)-2 f1r f1rln[t,6(il".ei/l2)] d01d02 } 

= 1.3814, (2) 

where t,6 (x, y) denotes the generating function for random 
walks on the hexagonal lattice. 10 This relationship indicates 
that the dimer problem is connected intimately with the ran
dom walk problem, but this is not the point. What is of inter
est is the fact that the derivation of (2) requires the assump
tion of periodic boundary conditions. Further, the known 
analytic methods available for the solution of the dimer 
problem 1,3,11.12 prove ineffective, if not inapplicable, in the 
case of non-Bravais lattices with free boundary conditions. 

At first sight one is tempted to believe that the exact 
nature of boundary conditions has little influence on the so
lution of the dimer problem in the thermodynamic limit; 
hence it might be thought that (2) also represents a solution 
of the hexagonal lattice with free edges. For comparison, in 
the case of the square lattice it has been shown explicitly that 
the molecular freedom is insensitive to the precise form of 
the boundary conditions in the limit of a large lattice. 1 But 
on the hexagonal lattice we are faced with the phenomenon 
that boundary effects cannot be neglected, and the applica
tion of cyclic boundary conditions is no longer justified. 

To demonstrate the restrictive influence of the bound
ary of the non-Bravais lattice at hand, we study the special 
case of a honeycomb lattice which has been given the shape 
of a parallelogram (see Fig. 1) and which anticipates charac
teristic features of the lattice forms which will be dealt with 
in the following sections. The two opposed sited vertices 
with coordination number 1 (marked as circles in Fig. 1) are 
by no means superfluous lattice sites, but have been intro
duced for two reasons. First, both vertices are necessary if 
one requires that the lattice is composed of unit cells. Sec
ondly, they ensure the possibility of a periodic repetition of 
the lattice and thus are necessary if one wants to employ 
periodic boundary conditions. 

Assuming the lattice to be wound on a torus, we find 
that Eq. (2) is true, and in the case of free boundary condi
tions we find ZN = 1, independent ofthe lattice size. The 
latter result is obvious because a dimer, placed on the lattice 
such that it covers one of the two exceptional points with 
coordination number 1, generates another lattice site with 
one exit only, and so forth. Thus, if one starts to place dimers 
on vertices with a minimal coordination number, one en
forces the occupation of the whole vertical boundary line, 

FIG. I. Hexagonal lattice with two additional lattice sites necessary for the 
device of wrapping the lattice on a torus. 
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and the resulting lattice with unoccupied vertices exhibits 
the same structure as the lattice we started with. Repeating 
this procedure, one finds that the lattice in Fig. 1 permits 
only a single dimer configuration. 

In view of this drastic reduction of the molecular free
dom, one is compelled to provide the hexagonal lattice with a 
less restrictive boundary in order to obtain a nontrivial 
dimer problem. But the evaluation of the generating func
tion for dimer configurations in a closed form, using for ex
ample the Pfaffian method on those lattices with free edges, 
is in general a difficult problem. For certain domains, being 
regular in the sense of van Hove, 13,14 however, it is possible 
to carry through a rigorous analysis. The problems we pose 
are the following: 

1. Does any regular domain exist which permits a non
trivial molecular freedom on the hexagonal lattice (W > I)? 

2. Is W the same for free and periodic boundary condi
tions, provided one finds such a domain? 

Our interest in these questions is not entirely academic and 
arises from the natural discomfort when using periodic 
boundary conditions. Actually, one must admit that cyclic 
boundary conditions cannot be achieved physically. In two 
dimensions a network of honeycomb cells drawn on the sur
face of a torus is still imaginable, but for a three-dimensional 
lattice the imagination breaks down and, indeed, the cyclic 
boundary conditions cannot be satisfied by any topological 
contortions. 

In view of the fact that the natural boundary condition 
to be imposed physically is the free one, it seemed worth
while to try to find the molecular freedom on the hexagonal 
lattice avoiding the trick of winding the lattice on a torus. 
Investigating a variety of possible boundary shapes of the 
hexagonal lattice, we discover that the molecular freedom 
given by Eq. (2) is unattainable in a lattice with free edges. 
Our result is that the greatest molecular freedom is to be 
found on a lattice shaped as a regular hexagon, the numerical 
value being 

W = lYJ = 1.29904 (3) 

in the limit of a large lattice. This obvious reduction of the 
molecular freedom is due to the rough lattice boundary, the 
restrictive influence of which survives when performing the 
limiting process N-oo and would have been suppressed by 
using cyclic boundary conditions in order to get rid of the 
difficulties brought about by a cumbersome surface. 

II. RECTANGULAR DOMAINS 

The preliminary remarks in Sec. I indicate that the two 
vertices with the minimal coordination number 1 on the hex
agonal lattice shown in Fig. 1 enforce a single dimer configu
ration. Detaching these two vertices responsible for this 
drastic restriction of possible dimer coverings leads to an
other trivial dimer problem on the hexagonal lattice, with 
the result 

z = (2L) 
N L' (4) 

where N denotes the number oflattice sites of a lattice com-
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posed of L XL honeycombs. Thus N depends on L via 

N = 2(L + 1)2 - 2. (5) 

The number of dimer configurations given by Eq. (4) proves 
to be a special case of a general solution of the dimer problem 
on domains which will be studied in detail in the next sec
tion. What is important for the moment is the fact that the 
binomial representation of Z N in Eq. (4) entails W = 1 in the 
limit N- 00. Thus the hexagonal lattice with the shape of a 
parallelogram must be excluded as a candidate for a lattice 
with a nonvanishing molecular freedom. This should not 
cause any surprise in view of the fact that even on a square 
lattice with a similar boundary shape there is no freedom in 
placing a dimer when N- 00 .15 This property and the known 
solutions on the n X m square lattice suggest that the rectan
gular domain permits much larger numbers of dimer cover
ings even in the case of a hexagonal structure. 

The lattice shape we intend to study in this section is 
shown in Fig. 2. If this lattice consists of LI XL 2 honey
combs (LI horizontally andL2 vertically arranged cells), the 
number of vertices is 

(6) 

Let Z (L I ,L2 ) denote the number of ways of covering the lat
tice with N /2 dimers. This quantity can be evaluated quite 
simply if one exploits the fact that horizontal dimers placed 
at the boundary induce a mechanism observed already on 
the lattice discussed in Sec. I (cf. Fig. 1). To illustrate this 
mechanism, we begin to place a first dimer and choose the 
vertex marked as a circle in Fig. 2 as a starting point. The 
coordination number of this boundary site is 2; thus it has 
two next-neighbor bonds which will be called exits. Being 
interested in the total number of possible dimer configura
tions, we must study the subsequent covering history for 
both cases, one with a dimer placed horizontally [cf. Fig. 
2(a)] and the other with a dimer occupying the edge repre
senting the second exit [Fig. 2(b)]. 

The horizontal dimer generates a vertex with one exit 
only. In order to avoid the subsequent covering of the lattice 
constituting isolated lattice sites, which are usually called 
monomers, it appears convenient to place dimers immedi
ately wherever such vertices with one exit appear. For these 
dimers placed under constraint we introduce the notation c
dimers. Setting the first c-dimer there emerges another ver-

11 

FIG. 2. Hexagonal lattice of rectangular shape where the occupation of a 
boundary site (marked by a circle) with a first dimer is studied. The bonds 
marked as heavy lines in Fig. 2(a) represent c-dimers and are numbered 
consecutively. 
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tex which necessitates placing a second c-dimer and so on. In 
Fig. 2(a) these c-dimers are numbered consecutively from 1 
to 2L2 + 1 in order to illustrate the sequence of events. The 
resulting lattice is seen to be a (L) - 2)XL2 1attice, which is 
again of rectangular shape and permits Z(L) - 2,L2) dimer 
coverings. 

The second possibility in starting with a first dimer [see 
Fig. 2(b)] has no such spectacular consequences and requires 
a repetition of the procedure described above. To this end, 
we choose a new starting point for a second dimer. This 
vertex being a boundary site with the low coordination num
ber 2, there are again two possibilities: (a) a horizontal dimer 
which actuates an avalanche of c-dimers [see Fig. 3(a)]; (b) a 
dimer which covers a boundary edge [see Fig. 3(b)] and gives 
rise to the choice of a new starting point for a third dimer in 
order to bring this procedure to an end. 

Possibility (a) results in a lattice which can be thought of 
as being composed of(L) - 2) XL2 honeycombs and one ad
ditional cell, which spoils the rectangular shape. This is a 
special case'ofthe lattice shown in Fig. 4. Let Z (k,L) - I,L2) 
denote the number of ways of covering this imperfect lattice, 
where k indicates the existence of only k cells in the first 
column of honeycombs (k < L 2 ). 

The continuation of the procedure indicated in Figs. 2 
and 3 is now apparent. At every stage of this procedure there 
are two cases to be considered, one of which yields a contri
butionZ(k,L) - I,L2 ) (k = 1,2, ... ,L2 - 1) and the second of 
which requires a continuation of the procedure provided 

k<L2• 

After L2 steps of this kind, the procedure terminates in a 
natural way because of an enforced horizontal dimer. Plac
ing this c-dimer, one is faced with a lattice the left vertical 
boundary of which is completely filled with dimers. Thus the 
total number of dimer configurations on the lattice we start
ed with is given by the sum 

Z(L),L2) = Z(L) - 2,L2 ) 

L,-) 

+ I Z(k,L) - I,L2) + Z(L) - I,L2), 
k~) 

(7) 

and we are left with the more general problem of finding the 
number of configurations on the imperfect lattice in Fig. 4. 
Obviously the first and third term on the right side of Eq. (7) 
are special cases of the general combinatorial quantity 

FIG. 3. The possible cases of placing a second dimer on the lattice shown in 
Fig.2(b). 
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FIG. 4. "Incomplete" hexagonal lattice as a result of a partial covering of 
the hexagonal lattice, the covering history of which is shown in Figs. 2 and 
3. 

Z (k,L) - I,L2) with k = 0 and k = L 2, respectively. Adopt
ing the useful convention 

Z(k,L) _ I,L2) = {Z(L) - 2,L2) for k = 0, (8) 
Z(L) - I,L2) for k = L 2, 

both terms can be incorporated into the sum in Eq. (7) which 
now runs from 0 to L 2• 

As matters stand, it will be necessary to solve the gen
eral problem of calculating Z (k,L),L2) rather than the origi
nal dimer problem itself. Fortunately, this quantity satisfies 
a simple recurrence relation, namely 

Z(k,L),L2) = Z(k - I,L),L2) + Z(L2 - k,L) - I,L2), (9) 

which is easily verified if one places alternatively a first 
dimer on the imperfect lattice such that it covers the vertex 
marked as a circle in Fig. 4. 

The obvious advantage of Eq. (9) is that by iteration it 
leads to 

L, 

Z(k,L),L2) = I Z(/,L) - I,L2)' (10) 
'~L, - k 

where use has been made of the definition Z (O,L ),L2 ) 

= Z (L2,L) - I,L2) [cf. Eq. (8)]. For k = L2 this basic recur
rence relation reproduces Eq. (7) which serves to determine 
the required number Z(L),L2)' 

To get the feel of things, we start with the case L I = 1 
and obtain the trivial result 

Z(k,I,L2)=Z(I,k)=k+ 1, (11) 

which represents the number of dimer configurations on a 
linear chain of k honeycombs. Substituting this result into 
Eq. (10), where L I is set equal to 2, yields for Z (k,2,L2) a sum 
of binomial coefficients 

(
L+2) (L+l-k) Z (k,2,L ) = 2 - 2 . (12) 

In deriving (12) use is made of the identity 

± (n + f\ = (n + L + 1) , 
,~O n} n + 1 

(13) 

which ensures that in the following procedure of mathemat
ical induction the quantity Z (k,L ),L2) for arbitrary L) will be 
expressible in terms of binomial coefficients. We omit the 
details here and give only the result for perfect lattices 
(k = Ld with even L) ( = 2n) and with arbitrary L2 ( = L ): 
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n-I 

Z(2n,L) = L (-I)k(n-k)! 
k~O 

(14) 

where '/T(n) stands for a partition of n, usually denoted by 

n;'n;'··.n;, with the restriction l:r rj = n - k. 
Using mathematical induction, it may be shown that 

(14) is the only solution of (10) which satisfies the boundary 
condition Z (k,O,L ) = 1 and the conditions summarized in 
Eq. (8). Analogously one finds a similar expression for 
Z (2n + I,L ). But it must be admitted that the representation 
of the solution of the dimer problem given by (14) proves to 
be inefficient if one wants to present numerical values for 
finite but large lattices. 

A more convenient method for evaluating Z (L,L ) for 
large L is based on the recurrence relation (10) itself. Starting 
with the formula for a linear chain of honeycombs [cf. Eq. 
(11 I], one finds by a simple procedure of adding, according to 
(10), the dimer coverings of imperfect lattices which consist 
of two columns of honeycombs. By repeated application of 
(10) one works through the lattice column by column from 
right to left and finally finds, at the bottom of the L2th col
umn, the quantity Z(L 1,L2), if LI is held fixed during the 
whole procedure. This concept provides, in conjunction with 
the definition in the second ofEqs. (8), an easy way to com
pute the total number of dimer coverings on a rectangular 
LI XL2 hexagonal lattice. For numerical concreteness, a 
continuable array of numbers Z (k,n,6) (k < n), a modified 
version ofthe Pascal scheme, is given in Table I. Note how 
easily one column may be filled in from the next on the right 
using relation (10). The number which is underscored in Ta
ble I representsZ (6,6) = 15 106. Analogously one finds that 
for square lattices with L = 1,2, ... ,5 the number of dimer 
coverings is equal to 2, 6, 30, 190, 1547. 

The quantity which is then of primary interest is the 
molecular freedom defined by 

(15) 

where ZN=Z (L 1,L2) and N denotes the number oflattice 

TABLE I. Numbers of dimer coverings, Z (k,n,6), of imperfect hexagonal 
lattices (cf. Fig. 4), the correspondence being indicated by a dashed line. 
r--

/ 

( 15106 658 28 
\ 

> 3164 140 
/ 

( 29554 1288 55 
\ 
) 6188 

/ 
273 13 

< 42714 1863 80 
\ 
) 8939 393 18 

/ 
< 54011 2358 102 
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sites of an LI XL2 lattice given by Eq. (6). 
In Fig. 5 we have summarized the numerical values of 

W N on square lattices. The steep descent of the curve, which 
connects the discrete values of W N for N_ 00, indicates that 
the molecular freedom reduces to 1 in the thermodynamic 
limit. 

It is again the recurrence formula (10) which enables us 
to give a rigorous proof. Setting k = L2 and replacing each 
term on the right of (10) by Z (L2,L 1 - 1 ,L2 ) =Z (L 1 - I,L2), 
one finds the inequality 

Z(L2,L 1,L2) Z(L 1,L2) < (L2 + I)Z(LI - I,L2), (16) 

and, if this is repeated until the appearance of Z (0,L2 ), which 
is unity, one obtains the following upper bound for the num
ber of dimer coverings of a lattice composed of L 1 X L2 hon
eycombs: 

Z(L 1,L2)«L2+ W'. (17) 

Hence, in the limit of a large lattice, the upper bound behaves 
as exp(L 1 In L 2). Combining this with the asymptotic version 
ofEq. (6) leads to the inquality for the quantity required: 

(18) 

which predicts that the molecular freedom is bound to ap
proach the limiting value limN~oo WN = 1 no matter how 
the edge length L1 goes to infinity. 

To sum up, we succeeded in solving the dimer problem 
on a hexagonal lattice with rectangular shape. With this 
choice of a free boundary the number of dimer coverings is 
found to be augmented when compared with that on an 
equal-sized lattice which is formed like a parallelogram [cf. 
Eq. (4)]. However, in the thermodynamic limit, the rough 
surface leads in both cases to the same drastic reduction of 
the molecular freedom. The meaning of W = 1 is hard to 
grasp, the only interpretation being that one finds exactly 
one possibility to place a dimer, wherever on the infinite 
lattice, whenever in the course of the history of covering. 
This striking feature of the hexagonal lattice seems to render 
the dimer problem on this non-Bravais lattice an unphysical 
model. But ode ray of hope exists which becomes obvious 
by comparison of the profiles of both lattice forms, where the 
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FIG. 5. Molecular freedom of the hexagonal lattice with rectangular shape 
in case of free boundary conditions as a function of lattice size (N = total 
number of lattice sites). 
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phenomenon of a molecular confinement has been observed 
[cf. Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)]. We found that it is (a) a rough surface 
of the hexagonal structure and (b) the parallel run of the 
horizontal boundary lines which restricts and rules the num
ber of dimer coverings. The first point is a peculiarity inher
ent to the lattice type, whereas the second is a feature we can 
dispose of. This leads us to investigate in the next section a 
lattice with a trapezoidal profile [cf. Fig. 6(c)]. 

III. HEXAGONAL DOMAINS 

The purpose of the present section is to verify that pro
viding the hexagonal lattice with a trapezoidal profile pre· 
vents the molecular freedom from running into the trivial 
value W = 1. To be able to compare numbers of dimer cover
ings for both free and cyclic boundary conditions, we com
bine two equal-sized trapezoids to a hexagon, which still in
volves the possibility of a nontrivial behavior of the 
molecular freedom in the limit N- 00. As a first step we 

FIG. 6. Domains of the hexagonal lattice with the shape of a parallelogram 
(a), rectangle (b), and honeycomb (c). The last boundary form leads to a 
nonvanishing asymptotic molecular freedom (W = 3v'3/4) whereas the lat
tices in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) exhibit the phenomenon of molecular confinement 
(W=I). 
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solve the dimer problem on a regular hexagon and, later on, 
discuss the modifications necessary for more general hexag
onal domains. 

The proposed lattice represents a macroscopic repro
duction of the honeycomb cell. It can hence be thought of as 
grown out of the central cell by attaching one-dimensional 
layers of honeycombs at the circumference. Let the macro
scopic hexagon consist of L layers. Then the total number of 
lattice sites, N, is related to L by 

N= 6(L + It (19) 

To simplify the subsequent discussion, we recall that 
the hexagonal lattice represents anAB lattice, where all next 
neighbors of an A site belongs to the B sublattice and vice 
versa. This fact and the symmetry properties of the lattice 
obviously entail that one-third of the dimers of a complete 
covering will occupy one type of edge along one of the three 
principal axes. Hence a determination of the generating 
function advantageous in the case of the square lattice l

-4 

proves to be superfluous for the lattice at hand, and it is 
advisable again to calculate the total number of coverings 
directly. This can be done by using the same technique devel
oped in the last section. 

We start by placing a first dimer in the vertex marked as 
a circle in Fig. 7. Occupying as a first possibility two horizon
tally adjacent vertices, we encounter a standard situation 
discussed above. That means, we release an avalanche of c
dimers as indicated in Fig. 7. The result is a lattice the left 
vertical boundary of which is completely occupied by 
dimers, or what is equivalent, a lattice reduced by one col
umn of honeycombs and with a single monomer sitting on a 
boundary site of type A. 

The other possibility of starting with a first dimer is 
represented by the second term in Fig. 7. Placing this dimer 
is equivalent to dismounting a complete honeycomb. This 
enables us to choose the lattice site in the adjacent honey
comb which is again marked by a circle as a new starting 
point. Proceeding in the same manner as described above, we 
produce again a lattice which is reduced by one column of 
cells and which accommodates a single monomer at a vertex 
neighboring, in the sublattice of A sites, on the first monomer 
position. Moreover, we obtain a lattice with two dismounted 
cells which requires a repeated application of the same pro-

+ 

FIG. 7. The two possibilities of placing a first dimer on a hexagonal lattice 
with the shape of a macroscopic honeycomb (L = 2). 
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cedure. L steps of this kind finally yield the following sum of 
configurations: 

Z = L 

( 
, , 

t 
+ 

( 
o , 

l 
+ + 

( 

l 
(20) 

where we have indicated each configuration by the left verti
cal boundary line and the position of the emerging monomer 
which occupies one of the (L + 1) possible A sites. 

Thus we are faced with a monomer-dimer (MD) prob
lem where the number of monomers after this first step is 
equal to 1. A next step produces lattices reduced by another 
column of honeycombs and decorated by two monomers. 
Generally, we find after n steps all possible configurations of 
n monomers distributed over L + n boundary sites of type 
A. 

For n = 1 we found that each configuration appears 
with the weight 1. But in the case of n = 2, an arbitrary two
monomer configuration results from various different one
monomer configurations, which will be called in the follow
ing ancestor configurations. Denoting the positions of the 
two monomers by Xi (i = 1,2), where XI <X2, it is easily 
found that a two-monomer configuration appears with the 
weight W(X I ,x2) = X 2 - XI' 

For general n, the weight of an n-monomer configura
tion proves to be a function of the relative distances Xi - Xk 

(i,k = 1, ... ,n), where Xk represents the position of the k th 
monomer and the monomers are numbered consecutively 
from 1 to n. The functional dependence of Won XI, ... ,xn is 
given by 

n - I 1 
W(XI,· .. ,xn) = II (x/-xm) II " (21) 

i>m k~lk. 

The proof of (21) is simply done by the use of mathematical 
induction and is given in Appendix A. 

The procedure of reducing the honeycomb-shaped lat
tice of "size" L ceases after L steps and yields a set of L
monomer configurations, where the L monomers are distrib
uted over 2L + 1 boundary sites in eLL+ I) different ways. A 
typical configuration with L = 2 is shown in Fig. 8. This 
special configuration appears with the weight W = 1. The 
rest lattice is of a taperwise shape and gives rise to c-dimers as 
indicated in Fig. 8. An actual placing of these dimers, how
ever, proves to be disadvantageous and would complicate 
the state of affairs, as will become obvious in the following 
discussion. 

Now we are left with an MD problem which can be 
solved on this special lattice owing to the restrictive shape of 
the boundary and the fact that the monomers are all placed 
on lattice sites ofthe same parity. To this end, we perform a 
last step of reduction in order to reduce the lattice by an 
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FIG. 8. Allowed two-monomer configurations as a result of partial covering 
of the hexagonal lattice shaped as a macroscopic honeycomb (L = 2). The 
heavy lines indicate c-dimers. 

additional column of cells which provides (L + 1 I-monomer 
configurations on an "imperfect" lattice. A representative 
lattice with this new feature is shown in Fig. 9, where for 
reasons of illustration we have again assumed L = 2 and 
chosen one of four possible three-monomer configurations 
which are related to the ancestor configuration of Fig. 8 by 
the usual act of generation. The weight of this three-mon
omer configuration is W(2,5,6) = 6. 

The lattice we have now to deal with is characterized by 
two vertices of coordination number 1, which facilitates the 
solution of the MD problem on this lattice. Once this solu
tion is found, we are able to calculate the combinatorial 
quantity Z L by summing over all allowed (L + 1 I-monomer 
configurations. 

The determination of possible dimer configurations on 
a lattice of the form shown in Fig. 9 is easily accomplished by 
employing again the procedure of generation of monomer 
configurations which will be started now at the right border
ing column of L cells (L = 2 in the special case of Fig. 9). The 
progenitive act is of the same mechanism as described above 
and finally yields a zigzag chain of 4L + 3 lattice sites with 
L + 1 monomers occupying A sites and L monomers on B 
sites of this linear chain. 

Clearly, the possible B-monomer configurations which 
permit a complete covering with L + 1 dimers are exactly 
those which are able to generate the (L + 1 I-monomer con
figuration on the A sites, that is, a possibJe B-monomer con
figuration must represent an ancestor configuration of the A 
monomers we generated starting at the left-hand side of the 
lattice. To get the feel of things, let us work through all the 
allowed two-monomer configurations compatible with the 
positions of the three monomers in Fig. 9. Obviously one 
monomer is bound to occupy the isolated B site surrounded 
by the two neighboring A monomers. Positioning the second 

FIG. 9. Possible three-monomer configurations the ancestor configuration 
of which is shown in Fig. 8. 
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B monomer, one is faced with the same confinement. In or
der to ensure a complete covering of dimers, one is forced to 
reduce the uneven number of unoccupied sites in the interval 
defined by the second pair of A monomers. Thus we find 
three possible conjucated B-monomer configurations, as is 
shown in Fig. 10. The relative distance of these three pairs of 
B monomers (marked as full circles) being 1,2,3, respective
ly, the sum of weights of these configurations gives rise to a 
factor W = 1 + 2 + 3 = 6, which thus proves equal to the 
weight W = 6 of the A monomer configuration (indicated by 
open circles in Fig. 10). 

Generally, we find that the number of dimer coverings 
of a honeycomb lattice of extent L is given by the following 
sum of squared weights: 

ZL = L [W(X I,x2'''''XL + I W, (22) 
all configurations X 
of L -I- 1 monomers 

where Xi denotes the position of the ith monomer, it being 
assumed that the monomers are numbered consecutively 
from 1 to (L + 1). The summation in (22) runs over all config
urations of (L + 1) monomers on A sites of a linear lattice, 
where the total number of A sites is 

M = 2(L + 1). (23) 
Thus we succeeded in translating the dimer problem on a 2D 
lattice into a combinatorial problem which is now one-di
mensional in character. 

The closed expression in Eq. (22) provides an easy way 
to compute the combinatorial quantities Z L with pen and 
paper. By way of example, the number of ways of covering a 
hexagon with N = 150 lattice sites (L = 4) has been found to 
be 

Z4 = 267 227 532. 
We can obtain considerable insight into the form of the 

solution in the asymptotic limit of a large lattice by resorting 
to a related physical model of interacting electrons the parti
tion function of which can be identified with (22). 

Expressing the weight Win (22) in terms of Vander
monde's determinant [cf. Eq. (21)] gives the above represen
tation of Z L the form 

L 

Zl. = II (k!)-2 L II (x, -xm)2, (24) 
k=1 Xi>m 

where Lx means a sum over (L"!- I) monomer configurations 
X = (X I,X2, ... ,XL + I ). Now (24) can be written as 

L 

ZL = II (k !)-2 L exp¢ 
k=! x 

(25) 

+ + 

FIG. 10. Possible two-monomer configurations (full circles) compatible 
with the three-monomer configuration on the A sublattice shown in Fig. 9. 
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with 

41 = 2 L In(x, -xm) (26) 
i>m 

and the combinatorial quantity Z L is found to represent the 
partition function of a system of (L + 1) particles freely mo
vable on a linear lattice with M sites, if one ignores for the 
momen t the un usual factor II t( k !) - 2. The in teraction poten
tial, which is a two-particle one, is given by V(x, - x m ) 

a:lnlx, -Xm I. 
It is worth pointing out that this problem is related to 

various models of one-dimensional systems with Coulomb 
forces, e.g., Dawson's model where the potential energy is 
quadratic in displacements l6 and a model simultaneously 
solved by Prager l7 and Lenard l8 which represents a system 
of charged plane sheets with motion restricted to one dimen
sion. The difference in the analytic form of the potential (be
ing logarithmic in displacements in the model at hand) is not 
essential. What is important from the physical point of view 
is the fact that Dawson considers particles of one sign of 
charge embedded in an oppositely charged, uniform back
ground, and Lenard and Prager deal with particles of both 
signs of charge, whereas we are faced with a system of equal
ly charged particles without a neutralizing background. 
While for algebraic purposes this difference is relatively in
significant, it is quite crucial for the existence of a partition 
function in the thermodynamic limit. 

As a matter offact, the quantity Z L in Eq. (25) associat
ed to a system of (L + 1) particles with Coulomb forces re
presents a partition function which is found to diverge in the 
bulk limit. Hence we conclude that there is, from the phys
ical point of view, no virtue in dealing with this system. But, 
recalling that we started with a combinatorial problem on a 
lattice with N - 6L 2 lattice sites, a partition function of the 
order of exp(L 2) isjust what is needed to assure a real molecu
lar freedom. 

In the following a rough sketch of the calculation of the 
partition function will be given and the existence of the ther
modynamiclimit - L -2IimL~oo InZL willonlybeindicat
ed. 

If we introduce an averaging notation 

L ( 1 )2 < .. ·)=II - I, 
I k! J 

(27) 

the quantity ZL may be expressed by ZL = <e"'). The right
hand side can be computed by expanding exp¢ and operating 
with < ... ) on each term. Then using the device of a cumulant 
expansion, taking the limit of large L, and omitting terms 
like L InL, etc., we arrive at 

10gZL = (41) + ~«¢ 2) _ <41 )2) + ... 
-3L 2(~ log3 -log4) + oIL 2), L-oo. (28) 

To interpret the above thermodynamic limit in particle lan
guage, the associated resulting free energy per particle is pro
portional to L and the system of electrons with Coulomb 
forces is found to be unstable. 

From the combinatorial point of view, this is a desired 
result, for it leads to a molecular freedom 
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W=~vj (29) 

on an infinite hexagonal domain. 

IV. NONREGULAR HEXAGONAL DOMAINS 

The last result in Eq. (29) indicates that, even on do
mains which deviate slightly from the regular hexagon dis
cussed above, we will encounter a molecular freedom W> 1. 
In this section we wish to relax the restriction on regular 
hexagonal domains where the "lengths" Land M were con
nected by M = 2(L + 1). In the following, a hexagonallat
tice of arbitrary shape is characterized by two independent 
lengths Land M. Then the total number of lattice sites is 

N= 2(L + 1)(2M -L -I). (30) 

Although the choice of the "lengths" Land M is somewhat 
clumsy, its meaning is clear. We assume a nonregular hexa
gon to be composed of two trapezoids with b = M - 1 and 
h = L, where band h denote the numbers of honeycombs 
constituting base and height, respectively. 

The obvious advantage of the above definition of 
"lengths" Land M is that it leaves the representation of the 
combinatorial quantity Z [cf. Eq. (24)] unaltered, the only 
necessary modification being that the symbol Z (L ) has to be 
replaced by Z (L,M) in order to specify the geometry of the 
underlying lattice. Thus, generally, 

L 

Z(L,M)= II (k!)-2I II (i/-imf· 
k=l X I>m 

(31) 

The sum in (31) has to be taken over all (L + I)-monomer 
configurations on a linear lattice with M lattice sites, where 
M and L are now to be considered as independent lengths. 

A study of more general domains is of no use, because 
attaching a column of honeycombs to an L X M lattice 
amounts to adding an uneven number of lattice points, 
which prohibits a complete covering of the resulting lattice. 
Moreover, a periodical repeating of those lattices and thus a 
comparison with solutions of toroidal lattices would be no 
longer possible. 

Equation (31) represents a combinatorial problem 
which at first sight seems to be quite intricate. It turns out, 
however, that the quantity Z (L,M) is simply expressible as a 
product of binomial coefficients. As an example, for 
L = 1,2,3, M = fixed integer, one readily finds that 

and one is tempted to conclude that, generally, 
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(
M+k) 

Z(L,M)= IT 2k+ I . 
k=O (L+ 1 +k) 

2k+ 1 

(33) 

The result in (33) is so simple as to invite proofs of equal 
simplicity. One way to verify (33) is to use mathematical 
induction. 

We decompose the binomial coefficients in (33) into fac
torials and rearrange them in the following way: 

( M+k ) 

Z(LM) = IT W -L -1 . (34) 
, k = 0 (M - 1 - k) 

W-L -1 

Taking the logarithm on both sides, replacing summation by 
integration and using Stirling's formula, we get, after some 
tedious calculations, the result 

lim -\-In[Z(L,M)] 
L~", L 

= ~( 5 + 1 f In( 5 + 1) + ~( 5 - 1 f In( 5 - 1) 

- 52 Ins - In4, (35) 

where we have introduced the parameter 

S=MIL. (36) 

As a next step we express N, the number of lattice sites [cf. 
Eq. (30)] in terms of Land 5 and find that Nbehaves roughly 
as 

(37) 

in the limit of an infinite lattice [L--+oo, M--+oo, MIL 
= 5 (finite)]. Then the combinatorial quantity Z proves to be 

of the order of eN assuring a nontrivial molecular freedom. 
Combination of (35) and (37) finally yields the molecular 
freedom as a function of 5: 

W( 5) = [( 5 + 1)( s+ 11'12( 5 - 1)( 6 - 1I'1214s6'] 1/(2s- II. 

(38) 

The function W ( 5) is represented in Fig. 11. As follows from 
(38), the molecular freedom has a maximum as a function of 
the ratio 5 = MIL if 5 = 2. Inserting this value into Eq. (38), 
we finally obtain 

Wmax = W(2) = ~vj, (39) 

which reveals the regular hexagon (M = 2L ) to be the do
main with greatest possible molecular freedom. 

Now let us turn to the two special cases S --+ 00 and 5--+1. 
The ratio 5 = MIL = 00 is realized on a single column of 
honeycombs (M--+oo, L--+O). The number of dimer coverings 
of this strip is M and thus depends linearly on the total num
ber oflattice sites (N - 4M), which entails W = 1 as N--+ 00 • 

The second limiting case 5-1 corresponds to a hexag
onallattice with the shape of a parallelogram (lattice depict
ed in Fig. 1, where the two vertices with coordination num
ber q = 1 must the two vertices with coordination number 
q = 1 must be omitted). Thus the rigorous results in Eqs. 
(34)-(38) established for hexagonal domains include the case 
of a lattice which has been mentioned in Sec. II as being 
representative for a lattice with the trivial molecular free-
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FIG. II, Molecular freedom of a hexagonal lattice with honeycomb shape 
in case of free boundary conditions. M and L denote the characteristic 
lengths of the honeycomb so that M = 2L corresponds to the regular hexa
gon. 

dom W = 1 in the thennodynamic limit. Indeed, replacing 
Mby L + 2 in Eq. (34) reproduces the result cited in Eq. (4). 
Furthennore, Eq. (38) yields the predicted molecular free
dom W(l) = 1, as can be seen in Fig. 11. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper the dimer problem has been solved exactly 
for hexagonal lattices equipped with various boundary 
shapes. The important result is that the greatest molecular 
freedom attainable on a lattice with edges is avJ. This maxi
mal value is found to be realized on an infinite domain 
shaped as a regular hexagon. 

As soon as one employs periodic boundary conditions, 
the molecular freedom on a regular hexagon jumps from 
Wmax = 1.299 to the value Wtorus = 1.381, which follows 
already from geometric considerations: In Fig. 12 we have 
indicated how to truncate the original domain and rearrange 
the constituent parts to a new domain which obviously ex
hibits the shape of a parallelogram. [This resulting domain 
consists of L X (3L + 2) honeycombs, where L denotes as 

FIG, 12. Decomposition of a periodically repeated hexagonal domain and 
subsequent rearrangement. The resulting (repeated) lattice exhibits the 
shape of a parallelogram. 
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usual the characteristic length of a regular hexagon with 
N = 6(L + 1)2 lattice sites.] Thus, under the protection of 
periodic boundary conditions, these two lattice forms are 
shown to be indistinguishable and hence yield the same mo
lecular freedom in the thermodynamic limit, namely that 
given by Eq. (2). 

To sum up, we are faced with drastic boundary effects 
in several respects. The solution of the dimer problem on the 
hexagonal lattice depends decisively on the actual shape of 
the boundary. Moreover, we are faced with the phenomenon 
that, in contrast to the situation in Bravais lattices, free-end 
boundary conditions and periodic boundary conditions lead 
to different results in the bulk limit. The method of proof 
used for the free-end case indicates that this discrepancy 
arises from the existence of a rough surface appearing in a 
natural way on non-Bravais lattices. The striking result of 
this paper is that the restrictive influence of this rough sur
face survives even in the limit of a lattice with infinite extent 
and cannot be reduced completely by any contortion of the 
boundary shape. 

Now the question arises of which boundary condition 
to use. Admittedly, as long as we do not intend to discuss 
boundary effects themselves, cyclic conditions are by far the 
most convenient. But on the lattice at hand we encounter the 
extreme situation that the application of periodic boundary 
conditions produces artificially a molecular freedom W> I, 
where actually there is no freedom at all (e.g., rectangle and 
parallelogram). In view of this discrepancy, we recall that 
the natural boundary condition dictated by physical grounds 
is the free one, whereas the trick of periodic repetition of the 
lattice must be regarded as a pure mathematical device to get 
rid of complications brought about by a troublesome lattice 
surface. This leads us to conclude that at least on the hexag
onallattice the application of periodic boundary conditions 
is no longer justified. 

Then we are still left with the unphysical sensitivity to 
the precise form of boundary. There are reasons to believe 
that this phenomenon results from the restriction to the only 
solvable case where the dimers completely fill the lattice and 
is thus a specific feature of the close-packed limit and might 
disappear as soon as monomers are present. Indeed, the re
sults given in the last section indicate that already two mon
omers, placed on the two opposed sited corners of a finite 
parallelogram, augment the molecular freedom on this lat
tice, which predicts that taking account of all possible mon
omer positions and passing to the bulk limit, a finite ratio of 
monomers to lattice sites will lead away from the molecular 
freedom W = 1. 

But this more general monomer-dimer problem is far 
from being solvable on two-dimensional lattices, and we 
must leave the question unanswered whether the presence of 
monomers will lead to a uniform molecular freedom or even 
permit the application of periodic boundary conditions. 

APPENDIX: DEPENDENCE OF THE WEIGHT W(x, , ... , xn) 
ON THE MONOMER POSITIONS Xi 

The procedure which leads to an n-monomer configu
ration in the nth column of the hexagonal lattice can be ex-
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pressed in mathematical terms by the following recursion 
relation: 

x,,-l 

L W(YI, .. ·,Yn_1 ), (AI) 

where W(YI,. .. ,Yn _ I) represents the weight ofa (n - 1)
monomer configuration in the (n - 1 )th column of the lattice 
with positionsYI <12 < ... <Yn -I' The restrictions when 
summing over Y; result from the condition that the configu
ration X = (xl,. .. ,xn) can be generated by monomerconfigu
rations Y = (YI,. .. ,Yn _ I) only if 

(A2) 

As a first step, we study the case n = 2. The allowed posi
tions YI of the one monomer generating the configuration 
X = (X I,x2) in the next column of the lattice are XI <11 <X2• 

Then, performing the sum in (AI), we find 

W(X I,x2) = x 2 - XI' (A3) 

where W(yd = 1 has been used. 
The common feature of both results for n = 1,2 is that 

W can be written as a determinant: 

I(~I)(~}··C ~ J 
I(~2)(~2}··C ~ J 

(A4) 

We now give an inductive proof that (A4) holds for general n. 
Our inductive premise for the weight W(YI, .. ·,Yn _ I) of an 
(n - 1 )-monomer configuration is 

W(YI, .. ·,Yn -I) 

= det( Y; ) 
k-I 

o ( YI )( 12 ) ( Yn - I ) 
= ~ P PI - 1 P2 - I ... Pn _ I - I ' 

(AS) 

where the sum is on (n - I)! permutations 
p = (PI,P2, ... ,Pn _ I)' Now inserting (AS) into (AI) and per
forming the indicated sums onYI"'" Yn _ I' one finds 

W(XI, ... ,xn) = LOp Yrl [(Xr+ I) _ (Xr)] , (A6) 
p r= I Pr Pr 

where use has been made of the summation rule 

(A7) 

It is important to recall that the sum in (A6) is still on (n - I)! 
permutations P = (PI'"'' Pn _ I ), which at first sight makes it 
impossible to rewrite (A6) as an n X n determinant. 

When we mUltiply out the factors in (A6) we observe 
that there are some terms in which, for example, X 2 occurs 
twice, namely in, 
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(A8) 

which will vanish when performing the sum over all permu
tations. The terms surviving the summation l:p in (A6) are 
those where X; occurs only once (i = I, ... ,n). Thus (A6) can 
be reduced to 

n 

W(xl, ... ,xn) = L (- I)k-I 
k=1 

L 0 (XI) (Xk_I)(Xk+ I) ( Xn ) 
X p P PI ... Pk _ I Pk ... Pn _ I . 

(A9) 

As a representative of all terms, we study 

(_I)k_ILOp(XI) ... (Xk-I)(Xk)(Xk+I) ... ( Xn ), 
p PI Pk-I 0 Pk Pn-I 

. (AI~ 

where we have inserted superfluously as k th factor ('ri'J. As a 
next step we define a special element of the permutation 
group Sn, namely the permutation P' = (PI', ... ,P/), which 
is related to P by 

p/ = Pr + 1, r=/=k, 
(All) 

Pk' = 1, 

and (A 10) can be rewritten as 

+ ~Op'(p/~_ J(p/~ J'{Pn~~ 1). (AI2) 

whereP' = (PI',P2', ... ,Pn ')arepermutationsofthenumbers 
(I,2, ... ,n) with therestrictionPk' = 1. Since the sum in (A9) is 
overallk 's, W(xl, ... ,xn ) can be expressed as a single sum over 
all permutations P' without any restriction so that 

(A13) 

and we have found exactly what we want, namely the weight 
W of an n-monomer configuration in the determinantal form 
(A4) for general n. 

As a last step towards a proof of Eq. (21) in Sec. III we 
recall the known identity l9 

I(~I)(~I} .. C ~ J 
I(~2)(~2}··C ~ J IIi>k (x; - x k ) 

1!2! ... (n - I)! 
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We prove that solutions of the factorization equations for S matrices with Zn symmetry can be 
given in terms of theta functions. We present a class of vertex models based on A-symmetric S 
matrices (A being an abelian group) as natural generalizations of the Baxter model. The mapping 
of these models into spin systems is described. 

PACS numbers: 05.50. + q, 11.20. - e, 02.30. + g 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The existence of nontrivial interacting systems which 
are completely integrable, i.e., exactly solvable, is one of the 
most interesting problems in theoretical physics. For one 
thing they present excellent tools for studying various phys
ical phenomena, as, for instance, phase transitions, or for 
testing approximate techniques; for the other, it is interest
ing in itself to understand the reasons for complete integrabi
lity. 

Integrable systems are found in various parts of physics: 
(1) A number of two-dimensional lattice models in sta

tistical mechanics has been solved exactly. The most promi
nent ones are the Ising model 1 and the Baxter model. 2 In a 
sufficiently general formulation the latter contains almost all 
known solvable statistical models as special cases. 3 

(2) Some types of nonlinear partial differential equa
tions are solvable by means of the inverse scattering trans
form method.4.5 They appear in physics, for instance, in hy
drodynamics (Korteweg-de Vries equation6) and as 
equations of motion of certain 1 + I-dimensional field the
ories. 7 

In most cases, the quantitized versions of these field 
theories have also been shown to be completely integrable 
using the quantum method of the inverse scattering trans
form. 7-9 Among the best known of such models are the non
linear Schrodinger model, the sine-Gordon model, the mas
sive Thirring model, the Gross-Neveu model, and the 
Heisenberg spin chain. 10 

The understanding of these integrable systems has been 
largely improved during the past years by the realization 
that their existence is deeply related to the existence of fac
torized scattering theories in 1 + 1 dimensions. 11-14 A scat
tering theory is called factorized if its n-particle S matrices 
factorize into products of two-particle ones. The existence of 
such theories arises from the existence of solutions of certain 
cubic functional equations, the so-called factorization equa
tions. 

Factorized S matrices reappear as matrices of vertex 
weights in integrable statistical models and as the S matrices 
in the direct problem of the inverse scattering transform. In 
both cases, the factorization equations are crucial for the 
complete integrability. 

In particular, from solutions of the factorization equa-

')Supported by Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes. Present address: 
Theoretische Physik, ETH-Honggerberg, CH-8093 Ziirich, Switzerland. 

tions it is possible to construct integrable systems. Thus find
ing new solutions becomes an extremely interesting prob
lem. 

Due to the complexity of the factorization equations 
only relatively few solutions are rigorously known until now. 
The most important ones are the S matrix found by Baxter 
in the course of the solution of the famous eight-vertex mod
el and the O(n) symmetric factorized S matrices found by 
Zamolodchikov. 12 In addition, some rather special solutions 
are known. 15.16 In a recent paper, however, Beljavin 17 pro
posed a way which might allow for finding in a systematic 
way large classes of factorized S matrices. His principal idea 
was the conjecture that the factorization equation represents 
nothing but an addition formula for certain quasiperiodic 
(matrix) functions. It would then suffice to solve the quasi
periodicity equations, which is a far simpler problem. Belja
vin was thus able to conjecture a class of new solutions, in
cluding the Baxter solution as the simplest special case. 
However, Beljavin could give no rigorous justification for his 
ansatz, and could not verify that the S matrices he found 
were indeed factorized ones. 

In this paper we take up Beljavin's idea and give rigor
ous arguments for its validity. We give the corresponding S 
matrices explicitly in terms of theta functions and prove that 
they are solutions of the factorization equations. 

As a second point we show that these S matrices are 
related to certain statistical models which are natural gener
alizations of the Baxter model. As in that case, they possess a 
representation both as a vertex model and as a spin system. 
In that part of the paper we keep our analysis more general 
considering models based on an arbitrary abelian group A 
whereas we give solutions of the factorization equations only 
in the case where A is a cyclic group, A = Zn. 

Solutions for the general case, which are just the naive 
generalizations of our solutions in the Zn case, have been 
conjectured recently by Chudnowsky and Chudnowsky.18 
However, our proof cannot be generalized to that situation, 
and numerical tests, which have been done by Ottinger and 
Honerkamp19 indicate that the conjecture is indeed false. 

We have endeavored to keep this paper as readable as 
possible. To this end, we have included some introductory 
chapters which should provide the necessary background. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we derive, 
following Zamolodchikov,12 the factorization equations. In 
Sec. III we explain the connection between factorized scat
tering theories and statistical vertex models. We give a sim-
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pIe method for the calculation of the free energy of such 
vertex models, which has been derived by Stroganov.20 In 
Sec. IV we review some aspects of finite abelian groups and 
introduce the groups 91 (A ), which we will need in what fol
lows. In Sec. V we define a large class of vertex models as 
generalizations of the Baxter model. We also give their spin
system representation. In Sec. VI we find solutions of the 
factorization equations and present our proof. 

II. FACTORIZED S MATRICES 

In this chapter we briefly review the basic features of 
factorized scattering in 1 + 1 dimensions and derive the fac
torization equations. For a more detailed review we refer the 
reader to the papert2 by Zamolodchikov and Zamolodchi
kov. 

The basic properties to be satisfied by any factorized 
scattering theory are12•

2t .23 

(1) conservation of particle number, 
(2) conservation of the total set of rapidities present in 

the initial state. 

These properties reflect the existence of an infinite 
number of conservation laws in field theories pos
sessing a factorized S matrix. 

As has been shown by Zamolodchikov such scattering 
theories are most conveniently described in the following 
way. We introduce an algebra of states generated by one
particle statesAk (u). Here k is an additive quantum number, 
distinguishing between the various types of particles in the 
theory, and u is the rapidity of the particle. 

An n-particle state is then denoted by 

(11.1) 

The order of the Ak (u) in this expression reflects the spatial 
ordering of the particles. Of course, (11.1) is uniquely defined 
only if the algebra ofA k (u)'s is associative. We will now show 
that from the associativity of this algebra it follows that the S 
matrix is a factorized one and that the requirement of asso
ciativity leads to the factorization equations for the two-par
ticle S matrix. 

In terms of the Ak (u)'s, the two-particle S matrix is de
fined through 

(11.2) 

and the n-particle S matrix through 

A j , (u tl ... AjJu n ) 

=S,in::::'(ut, ... ,un)Ai (un)" .Ai,(un), 
I In If 

(11.3) 

where U1>U2> ... >un , that is, theleft-hand side represents 
an in state and the right-hand one an out state. 

If the algebra of A's is associative, in and out states are 
uniquely defined by the above expressions and the out state 
can be obtained from the in state by subsequent transmuta
tions of neighboring rapidities, i.e., two-particle scatterings. 
The n-particle S matrix is thus a product of two-particle 
ones: 
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(11.4) 
Now, the two-particle S matrix determines the "commuta
tor" (the only part of the product rule relevant for our pur
poses) of our algebra. Associativity of the algebra thus im
poses certain conditions on the two-particle S matrix. To 
obtain these, it suffices to consider a three-particle in state 
and to calculate the corresponding out state in the two differ
ent possible ways. Equating the results yields the following 
cubic functional equations which are known as the Baxter
Yang-Zamolodchikov factorization equations: 

S~}:2(Ul - u2)s i:~3(Ul - U3)S i:i: (u2 - u3) 

= S t}~3(U2 - u3 )s ~~3(U 1 - u3)s i:~: (u 1 - u2). (11.5) 

It is useful to visualize the two processes considered in 
obtaining (11.5) by a space-time diagram (see Fig. 1). One 
sees from this picture that the factorization equations ex
press the independence of the scattering process of the abso
lute distances of the particles involved. Only the relative or
der of the particles is relevant. From the definition (11.2) of 
the two-particle S matrix, it is clear that the natural "initial 
conditions" are 

S%/(O) = t>j,A;k' (11.6) 

It is important to notice that any solution to (11.5) satisfying 
(11.6) is "almost" unitary, i.e., it holds 

S t,k2(U)S tk, ( - u) = OJ,mOp flu) (11.7) 

with some arbitrary functionf(u). 
Thus any solution of (11.5) can be normalized to obtain a 

unitary S matrix. The necessary normalizing factor is deter
mined by solving the functional equation: 

n(u)n( - u) = flu). (11.8) 

Apparently, then, S(u)=S(u)/n(u) is unitary. 
If an additional symmetry, usually crossing symmetry, 

is imposed on the S matrix, the solution to (11,8) satisfying 
this additional requirement is unique (up to CDD ambigu
ities23

), 

In the next section we will show an interesting connec
tion between this normalizing factor and the partition func
tion of statistical models constructed using factorizing S ma
trices?O 

" 

/ 

FIG. \. 
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III. FACTORIZED S MATRICES AND STATISTICAL 
MODELS 

In this section we will explain how the S matrices from 
Sec. II can be used to construct a statistical vertex model. In 
particular, we indicate why the models obtained are solvable 
if the original S matrix satisfies the factorization equations. 

Consider a space-time diagram of the world lines of an 
n-particle scattering process from the preceding section3

•
13 

(see Fig. 2). Performing a Weyl rotation into Euclidean two
dimensional space, the world lines constitute an irregular 
two-dimensional lattice. The rapidities of the particles are 
now the angles of the lines forming the lattice. On this lattice 
we now introduce link variables which take the same values 
as the quantum numbers of the particles in the former scat
tering theory. To each configuration oflink variables around 
one vertex, we now assign a distinct statistical weight (vertex 

weight) wI{ x ;), which may also depend on the angle u 
u 

between the two crossing lines at this vertex. We take this 
vertex weight equal to the corresponding S matrix element: 

W(k~;)=S%/(U). (111.1) 

We will use the notation S %/(u) for vertex weights in the 
future rather than WekX ;) and calIS(u) the matrix of vertex 
weights or simply the weight matrix. The partition function 
of the vertex model defined above is now given by 

Z= L II (S%/(u)).ertex· (111.2) 
I i.j.k,ll vertices 

Here the sum is to be taken over all the configurations of the 
variables on the links. We will now show why this vertex 
model is solvable, if the weight matrix S (u) satisfies the fac
torization equations. 

It is irrelevant for what follows that u represents the 
angle between lines of the lattice. We will thus consider a 
regular square M X N lattice in what follows, and let u be an 
arbitrary parameter. For convenience, we take the same u at 
any vertex. The usual way to solve such a model is to intro
duce transfer operators between rows of vertical links by24 

Tk lil(u) = Ski,. (U)Sk,i, (u) •. . SkN-tiN(U). 
/111 k'l' k'h IjN (111.3) 

Here! iJ represents the N-tuple (i1,i2, ... ,iN ). The trace of this 
operator with respect to the indices k and I is the usual trans
fer matrix: 

Iii Akli' T jl(U)= LTk jl(u), (111.4) 
k 

which is connected to the partition function through the 

FIG. 2. 
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well-known relation 

Z (u) = tr(TM (u)). (111.5) 

In the thermodynamic limit N-+oo, M-+oo, this simplifies 
to 

Z(u) = t~ax(u), (111.6) 

where tmax (u) is the maximum eigenvalue of T(u). Our prob
lem is thus the determination of the eigenvalues of the trans
fer matrix (111.4). The most powerful technique known to do 
this is the Bethe ansatz25 and its generalizations. 2.7.8.24.26 In 
its most algebraic version, discovered in the development of 
the quantum inverse scattering transform method, one 
makes the following ansatz for the eigenvectors of the trans
fer matrix: 

Ak Ak Ak 
T/,'(udT/,'(u2),·· T/:(uM)IO) (111.7) 

with some known, simple eigenvector 10) of T(u), whose ei
genvalue is known. (In general, it can be pretty difficult to 
find such a state; for an example, see the calculations neces
sary in the case of the Baxter modeI.2.24) 

If simple commutation relations between the elements 
T7(u) of the transfer operator are known, the action of T(u) 
on the ansatz vectors (111.1) can be calculated by commuting 

T(u) through all the T~i(Uj)' One obtains a system of equa
tions which determines the Uj and the eigenvalues. Now, the 
necessary commutation relations in our models are a 
straightforward consequence of the factorization equations 
(11.5). Namely from them and the definition (111.3) follows: 

Sk,k,(U _ u')Tm"tl(u)Tm,ljl(u') 
n,n, k,111 k,l' I 

= T::I:"i(u')T::I/! (u)SZ:k7'(u - u'). (111.8) 

In all known integrable systems the transfer-operator ele
ments satisfy commutation relations of this form. (In the 
classical inverse scattering transform method, these commu
tation relations are present as Poisson-bracket relations 
between the scattering data.) The investigation of the infi
nite-dimensional algebras defined through relations of the 
form (111.8) appears to be a very interesting problem in itself; 
it lies, however, beyond the scope of the present paper. From 
Eq. (111.8) it follows easily that the transfer matrices for dif
ferent values of the parameter u commute, i.e., 

[T(u),T(u')] =0. (111.9) 

This equation was the starting point in Baxter's original 
work. He had observed this property of the transfer-matrix 
in the previously solved six-vertex model27 and conjectured 
that it was the clue for the working of the Bethe ansatz. From 
(111.9) he then derived (111.8) and finally (11.5) as sufficient 
conditions. 

The commuting of the transfer matrices is, however, 
also a physically very suggestive feature. Namely, it reflects 
directly the existence of infinitely many conserved quantities 
in Hamiltonian systems associated with their transfer matri
ces via 

d
n 

I Hn = -In(T(u)) . 
dun u=O 

(111.10) 

For example, from the transfer matrix of the Baxter model 
one obtains the Hamiltonian of the Heisenberg XYZ model 
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asH1•
28 

The actual solution of such a model by Bethe ansatz is 
in general a very difficult problem, and we refer the reader to 
the excellent reviews by Takthajan and Faddeev24 or 
Thacker7 for details and examples. For the calculation of the 
free energy only one can, however, apply a far simpler meth
od which has been proposed recently by Stroganov.20 In this, 
one observes that from (II. 7) it follows that 

T(u)T( - u) = IfN(u). (111.11) 

On the other hand, by virtue of(1I1.9), T(u) and T( - u) com
mute, and thus both matrices can be diagonalized simulta
neously. Hence the eigenvalues t (u) of T(u) satisfy 

t(u)t( - u) =fN(U). (111.12) 

In particular, this equation holds for the maximum eigenva
lue of T(u). Since that is theMth root of the partition func
tion, we have for the latter 

Z IIMN(U)Z IIMN( - u) =f(u). (111.13) 

With F(u) = - (kT IMN)lnZ (u) it follows for the free 
energy per vertex F(u): 

F(u) + F( - u) = - kTlnf(u). (111.14) 

(111.14), of course, only determines the even part of F(u), so 
we need an additional relation to determine F(u) uniquely. 
Such a relation is obtained from the invariance of the parti
tion function under rotations and reflections of the lattice. 

IV. THE GROUPS ~(A) 

This section is intended to provide some concepts of 
abelian groups and of the nonabelian groups ~ (A ) which are 
needed in what follows. Readers familiar with the theory of 
finite groups may skip most of this section and content them
selves with some glimpses on definitions (IV.3), (IV.5), and 
(IV.7). 

The building blocks in the following discussions are fin
ite abelian groupS.29 The most simple types of them are cy
clic groups, that is, groups, in which any element can be 
obtained as a power of one certain group element, called the 
generator. Cyclic groups are fully characterized by their or
der, that is, the number of their elements. We will denote the 
cyclic group of order n by Zn . The nth power of each element 
is the unit element, and, on the other hand, there is at least 
one element that doesn't give the unit element if it is raised to 
any power smaller than n. 

The group Zn is realized through the residue classes of 
integers modulo n with addition mod n as a group operation. 
Observe that multiplication mod n defines a second oper
ation on this set and turns Zn into a ring. We will identify Zn 
with this ring if suitable. An arbitrary abelian group A is 
always obtained as a direct product of cyclic groups, that is, 

A = Zn, X '" XZnk • (IV.1) 

This group is realized by k tuples a = (al, ... ,ak) with a i an 
element of Zn,. The group operation is then given by com
ponentwise addition mod ni . It is important to keep in mind 
that the identity Zn X ZI = Zkl holds if and only if k and I are 
relatively prime, i.e., their largest common divisor is 1. In 
particular, it always holds Zn X Zn #- Zn' . On the other hand, 
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we have 

Z =Z, X··· XZ, 
n PI' p/ (IV.2) 

if n = P~' •.• p!', where the Pi are different prime numbers. 
The most general abelian group thus has the decomposition 

A =Z, X··· XZ, 
PI' p: 

with arbitrary (not necessarily different) primes Pi' Based on 
an abelian group A we now define nonabelian groups ~ (A ). 
These are central extensions of the groupA XA with a center 
Zm , m being the least common multiple (lcm) of all the nj if A 
is given by (IV. 1 ). To do this, we define a scalar product from 
A XA into Zm by 

m a.p. 
(a,/3) = L -' -' m. (IV.3) 

i=1 nj 

An element of fP (A ) is now denoted by 

g~,P' ZEZm , a,/3EA, (IV.4) 

and the multiplication rule is defined through 
z z' z+z'+(a,.8') 

g a,p g a',p' = g a + a',.8+p'· (IV.5) 

Apparently, gg,o is the unit element of fP(A ) and the m ele
ments g ~,o form the center of the group. (The center of a 
group is the subgroup all of whose elements commute with 
all the elements of the whole group.) 

As an example for definitions (IV.4) and (IV. 5), consider 
the case A = Z2' The group fP (Z2) has eight elements, and is 
generated by the products of the two generators g~,o and gg,l . 
These generators satisfy 

(g~,O)2 = (GG,l)2 = gg,o = id, 
(IV.6) 

(g~,o gg,l)4 = (g:,l)4 = id. 

From these generator relations29 we see that fP (Z2) is iso
morphic to the dihedral group D4 •

29
,30 In the next sections 

we will need representations of fP (A ), to be precise, one faith
ful irreducible representation. 

The matrix elements of one such representation can be 
given explicitly. To do this, we label rows and columns by 
elements a, b fromA. The matrix elementsofd = n1n2· .. nk
dimensional representations are then given by 

[ T( g Z )] - E z + (a,b )I5A t:==.e"aj/m (IV.7) a,.8 a,b - (a,b + pp - . 

Here 15 ~,b) is one if, for alIi, a j = bj' mod n j , and zero other
wise. It is easy to check that (IV. 7) gives a unitary irreducible 
representation of fP (A ). Besides the representation given by 
(IV.7) the groups fP (A ) possess still d 2 one-dimensional re
presentations, and, except in the case A = Z2 X Z2 X ... X Z2' 
further higher-dimensional representations. For the case 
A = Zn a detailed discussion can be found in Ref. 30, and the 
results obtained in this case can easily be generalized. For the 
rest of this paper, however, the results given here will suffice. 

V. GENERALIZED BAXTER MODELS 

In this section we look for generalizations of the Baxter 
model and thus for candidates for new integrable systems. 
This section will be concerned with the symmetry properties 
of the corresponding weight matrices only, while the investi-
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gation of the factorization equations will be the subject of 
Sec. VI. 

Our considerations start from the observation ofWu 
and of Kadanoff and Wegne~1 that the Baxter model can be 
represented in the form of a spin system as well as of a vertex 
model. We will briefly repeat their construction (see Fig. 3). 
Consider two interlacing square lattices. Let the lines form
ing the lattice be numbered such that lines with even 
numbers belong to one lattice, those with odd numbers to the 
other. On every lattice site of the two lattices we place Z2 spin 
variables a and define an interaction by the following La
grangian: 

L = I !f xy(ax_ I,y,ax+ I,y,ax,y_ I ,ax,y+ I)' (V.I) 

where 

x,y 
x#y mod2 

!f x,y(ax _ I,y,ax + I,y,ax,y _ I ,ax,y + I) 

= gl<5(ax _ l,y + ax+ I,y) + g2<5(ax,y_ I + ax,y+ I) 

+g3<5(ax_ I,y +ax,y+1 +ax+I,y +ax,y_d, (V.2) 

We will call !f x,y the local Lagrangian of the vertex xy 
(mind that x=/=y, mod 2), 

This is the spin system representation of the Baxter 
model. We will now transform this into the vertex-model 
representations, To do this, we introduce an intermediate 
lattice (dotted lattice in Fig. 3) with verticesxy. We will con
sider one such vertex in what follows and denote the sur
rounding spins by ai, a 2, a 3, and a4 for convenience. We 
place Z2 variables on the links of the new lattice (denoted by 
i,j,k,l). Link and site variables are connected by 

i= q3 + a 2, j= a 2 + ai, k = a l + a\ 1= a4 + a 3, 

(V.3) 
To each configuration of the link variables at a vertex, we 
now assign a vertex weight according to the prescription 

if i=a 3+a 2 

{ 

-(lIkT)S".,,(u',u',u',u'). 2 I ' 
Sij - e J=a +a, etc., 

kl - 0 otherwise, i.e" if i + k =/=j + I. 

(V,4) 
I 

!f xy (al + a 3,a 2 + ( 4) = g 1<5(a: + u:) + g2<5(ai + a ~) + 

" 

r.,------'*:-:,------4'=t5', ---;'f-'------

" / 

.. , 

It is easy to see that the partition functions of the two models 
are equal: 
z ~ II (Sij) ~ II e-(lIkT)S".,,(u) vertex = £.. kl xy = _ 

I i,j,k,/l x,y ~ x,y 
x#Y, mod2 x,,"y, mod 2 

= ~ e - (lIkT)L(u) = Z . 
spm' 

u (V.S) 

The vertex model we have obtained is just the Baxter model. 
The local Lagrangian (V.2) is not the most general function 
ofthe variables al,a 2,a 3,a 4, but is a function of the varia
bles a l + a 3 and a 2 + a4 only. This fact is reflected in the 
vertex representation by the fact that S ~I depends on i + k 
and k + 1 only, if i + k = j + I while otherwise S ~I = O. 

The spin-system version can be viewed as two identical 
anisotropic Ising models which are coupled by a four-spin 
interaction which involves the variables of the decoupled 
model only. Besides integrability, one of the most remarka
ble properties of the Baxter model is the fact that the critical 
indices vary continuously with the coupling constant of the 
four-spin interaction. As a first step in generalizing this mod
el, let us replace all the Z2 variables by variables taking values 
. Zk 
10 2 = Z2 X ... X Z2' Thus we denote by a the k tupel 
a = (al, .. "ak) with components ai in Z2' and corresponding
ly i = (il, ... ,id, etc. 

We can keep up the relations (V.3) between link and site 
variables and take as the local Lagrangian again the most 
general function of a l + a 3 and a 2 + a4, i.e., 

+ g2k<5(a~ + at) + g2k+ 1 <5(a: + a~ + ai + a~) + 
+ g<5(ak + oi + ~ + at) + '" 

+ g22k _ 1 <5(a: + ai + '" + ak + a i + ... + ~ + u: + ... + oi + a~ + '" + at). 
(V,6) 

For illustration we write down the complete Lagrangian in the case k = 2. It describes two Ashkin-Teller models32 which are 
coupled by four-, six-, and eight-spin couplings: 

!f xy = gl!5(a: + a ~) + g2!5(ai + a ~) + g3!5(a: + a ~ + ai + a ~) 

635 

+ g4<5(a i + a~) + g5!5(a ~ + a~) + g6!5(a i + a~ + a ~ + a;) 

+ g~(a: + a i + a ~ + a~) + gg!5(ai + a ~ + a ~ + ai) 

+ g~(a: + a ~ + a ~ + a~) + gltP(ai + a i + a ~ + a~) 
+ gll!5(a: + a i + a ~ + aj + ai + a~) + gl2!5(ai + a ~ + a i + a; + a: + an 

+ g 13!5(a: + a i + a ~ + aj + a ~ + a~) + g 14!5(ai + a ~ + a i + a; + a i + aj) 
+gI5!5(a: +ai +a~ +aj +ai +a~ +a~ +a;). 
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The weights of the corresponding vertex models are again 
introduced through (VA) only with 2" xy now given by (V.6). 
We obtain thus a 23k -vertex model with but 22k different 
vertex weights. Again the weight S %1 is zero if i + k =I=j + 1 
and depends on i + k and k + 1 only, analogous to the situa
tion of the Baxter model. 

Before we proceed to introduce variables from a general 
abelian group A rather than Z~ only, we will find a more 
algebraic expression of the peculiar symmetries of the weight 
matrices resulting from the special choice of interaction La
grangian. 

Baxter in his original paper already mentioned that his 
weight matrix could be expanded in terms of tensor 
"squares" O'i ® O'i of Pauli matrices. We will show that the 
weight matrices of our models can be expanded in a similar 
way using the representations of the groups "@(Z~), intro
duced in the preceding section. Namely, we can write 

S = L wr . .s T( g~ . .s) ® T( g~ . .s). 
r.liEZ~ 

(V.S) 

Inserting the expression (IV.7) for the representation matri
ces, we arrive at 

ij -Lr.k + II z~ c-Z~ 
Ski = L Wr . .st:' 8Ii.k+{3l oU.I+{3I· (V.9) 

r.liEZ~ 

We see that indeed S %1 = 0 if i + k =I=j + 1 is satisfied auto
matically by (V.S) and S%I depends only on i + k and k + I. 
Thus the matrices (V.9) for arbitrary wr . .s represent just the 
possible weight matrices of our models. We will call matrices 
ofthe form (V.9) Z~-symmetric. 

As a simple special case, using (V.S), we obtain for k = I 
Baxter's result2

: 

(V. 10) 

We will regard the symmetry expressed through (V.S) as the 
crucial property of our models. Hence it is clear how to 
further generalize them. Namely, taking variables now from 
an arbitrary finite abelian group A, we will require that the 
weight matrices of the resulting vertex models can be ex
panded using the groups ..@(A ) in the form 

S= L wr . .sT(g~ . .s)® T(gO_r._.s) (V.Il) 
r.6EA 

with gO .sE..@(A). [The minus signs in the second term have 
been i~troduced to include the "initial conditions" (11.6) in 
our class of matrices. They result upon taking wr . .s = ~r . .sl.] 

To these weight matrices again there corresponds a spin 
system. However, this time we have to be careful about signs, 
so that link and site variables are now related by 

. 32' 2 Ik I 4 
1=0' -0', J=O' +0', =0' -0', 

1=0'4 + 0'3. (V.l2) 

The possible form of the Lagrangian 2" xy is now dictated by 
the requirement that S%I depends on i - k and k -I only. 
Consequently, we find that 2" xy may depend on the varia
bles ~ + 0'4 and 0'4 + ~ - ~ - 0'1 alone! Thus except in 
the case A = Z~, where 20"4 = 0, no pure two-spin interac-
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tions in both directions on the lattice are allowed. In particu
lar, ordinary Potts models will not be included as special 
cases of our models. 

In the next section we will search for solutions of the 
factorization equations among A-symmetric S matrices. The 
A symmetry turns out to be very helpful in finding solutions. 

VI. Zn -SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS OF THE 
FACTORIZATION EQUATIONS 

This section is concerned with finding A -symmetric so
lutions of the factorization equations where A = Zn. In the 
first part we follow Beljavinl7 and derive an explicit expres
sion of Zn -symmetric S matrices in terms of theta functions. 
In the second part we prove that these S matrices indeed 
satisfy the factorization equations. Beljavin's idea can easily 
be applied to a more general situation, where Zn is replaced 
by an arbitrary abelian group A = Zn, X ... X Znk and the 
complex variable n by k complex variables UI, ... ,Uk' The na
ive generalization of the procedure leads to Chudnowsky 
and Chudnowsky's conjecture. 18 

However, a generalization of our proof does not seem 
possible. To show why this is the case, we give all the neces
sary auxiliary theorems on theta functions which we will use 
in their general form (i.e., as applying to theta functions of 
several variables) and indicate at what point of the argumen
tation the restriction to one complex variable is crucial. 

It is remarkable that due to numerical calculations done 
by Ottinger and Honerkamp l9 not only does our proof not 
apply in this situation but also the conjecture seems to be 
false in the case of several variables. 

To be able to write the factorization equations in a more 
transparent way, we introduce for any two-particle S matrix 
S (u) the (formal) three-particle S matrix SJ (u), which oper
ates nontrivial on the subspaces indicated by i andj only, for 
example,17 

n-l 

S12(U)= L wr . .s(u)T(g~ . .s)®T(gO_r._.s)®l. (VI.I) 
r . .s=o 

Using this notation, the factorization equations take the 
form 17 

S 12(U)S 13(U + U')S23(U') = S23(U')S 13(U + U')S 12(U). 
(VI.2) 

In the following calculations we will need two properties of 
the groups ~ (A ) and of A -symmetric S matrices. The first is 
the fact that the representations of ~ (A ) are projective repre
sentations29 of A X A, i.e., 

T( g~,{3)T(g~.,{3') = ~a,{3·IT(g~+a·.{3+{3·)· (VI.3) 

The second follows from this and from the A symmetry of 
S(u): 

Tl(g0,{3)S12(U)TI(g~,{3)-1 = T2(~,{3)-ISI2(U)T2(~,{3)' 
a ~~ 

Here again the upper index to T indicates the subspace 
where T acts. 

We will use these equations to construct first a solution 
on a lattice lJ in C. The most general lattice has the form 

lJ = I UEC:U = wa + w'{3;a, {3EZ} (VI.5) 
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with arbitrary complex numbers ltJ and ltJ'. On n we can 
define an S matrix by 

S 12(ltJa + ltJ'/3;ltJ,ltJ',J) = T I( g~jJ)S 12(0)T I( rljJ )-1 

X/(a,/3;ltJ,{J)') (VI.6) 

with 
n-1 

S 12(0) = L er.6)T( g~.6)® T( g~.6)® 1, 
1'.6 

i.e., S~l = Oi./Jk.j' (VI.7) 

Here ~ = a, mod n, etc. In what follows we will drop the 
caret and write the same symbols for elements of Z and ele
ments ofZn , understanding that they are related in the above 
manner. 

Ita, /3,{J),{J)') is an arbitrary function. To avoid misinter
pretations, we have written S explicitly as a function of (J), (J)', 
and/besides u; that means we have defined a family of S 
matrices, distinguished by the choice of the lattice and the 
function! In what follows we will drop these parameters, 
but it is important to keep in mind their implicit presence. 

Inserting (VI.6) into (VI.2) and using Eqs. (VI.3) and 
(VI.4), it is easy to see that the S matrices defined bl (VI.6) 
are indeed a solution on the corresponding lattice n. 

Now, the question is how we can use these solutions on 
a lattice to obtain solutions which are defined on all C. As the 
most natural possibility one would rewrite Eq. (VI.6) as a 
quasiperiodicity condition for an S matrix defined on all C: 

S 12(U + (J)a + (J)'/3) = T I( g~.p)S 12(U)T I( g~.p)-I 

X/(a,/3;{J),{J)';u). (VI.8) 

If again initial conditions (VI. 7) are required, any solution to 
(VI.8) coincides on the lattice n with one of the S matrices 
from (VI.6), that means, satisfies (VI.2) on n. 

The next question to ask is when do solutions to (VI.8) 
exist and what choices of nand/yield independent solu
tions. These questions have been studied in the mathemat
icalliterature on quasiperiodic functions and allow for a 
definite answer. 33.34 

For the period lattice we can always take the choice 

n = {UEC:U = a + r/3;a,/3EZ I. (VI.9) 

Here r is a complex number with positive imaginary part. 
The function/can be chosen in the form 

/(a,/3,r,u) = e - hrprp - 2fTip(u + '7) 

with some arbitrary '1JEc. 
Now (VI.8) takes the form 

S 12(U + a + r/3) = TI(g~.p)S 12(U)TI(g~.p)-1 
X e - ifTprp- 21Tip(u + '7). 

(VI. 10) 

(VI.11) 

This equation implies on the coefficient functions wr.6 (u): 

w (u + a + r/3) = €,,6 - Pre - i1Tprp - 2fTiPIu + '7)w (u) 1'.6 1".6 , 

(VI.l2) 

The solutions of (VI. 13 ) can easily be found in terms of theta 
functions. Taking into account the initial conditions 

(VI.l3) 
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one finds 

Here we have put 

8=8!n, r=r/n. 

(VI. 14) 

(VI.15) 

Or [~] (u) are the well-know!! theta functions with period 
matrix r and characteristic [~ ] . They can be given as a theta 
series: 

Or [~ ](u) = L ei1T(t + 6)* + 6) + 2fTiit + 6)(u + r). 
kEZ 

(VI. 16) 

Apparently, the series converges only ifthe imaginary part 
of r is positive, hence the restriction on the period lattices. In 
this case, the theta function is an entire function in C. 

What has been achieved so far? We have obtained the 
explicit expression for an S matrix which is defined for all 
u E C and which coincides with a solution of the factoriza
tion equations on the lattice n, that is, Eq. (VI.2) is satisfied, 
provided elements of n only are inserted for u and u'. How
ever, at this stage it is absolutely not clear that these S matri
ces are solutions for all u and u'! 

In the remainder of this section we will show that we 
have indeed found solutions of the factorization equations 
everywhere. To do this, we will consider the difference 
between the left- and right-hand side of(VI.2) as a function of 
u and u'. 

We will use the Zn symmetry of Stu) to show that this 
function is zero for u = 0 or u' = O. The quasiperiodicity of 
S (u) implies certain quasiperiodicity relations for this differ
ence function. This suffices to prove the identical vanishing 
of the difference. Let us now formulate our statement: 

Theorem: A Zn -symmetric S matrix Stu), which satis
fies the initial conditions 

S~I(O) = o(i,/ )o(j,k) 

and the quasi periodicity relations 

S 12(U + a + r/3) = T I( g~.p)S 12(U)T I( g~.p)- I 
X e - ifTprp- 2fTip(u + '7) 

is the solution of the factorization equations. 
Proof We first define a (matrix-valued) functionH (u,u') 

by 

H (u,u') = S 12(U)S I3(U + u')S 23(U') 
_ S23(U')S 13(U + u')S 12(U). (VI. 17) 

Some inspection shows that this function can be expanded in 
the form 

H(u,u') = L hY(u,u')T(g~.6) 
YeZ! 
® T( gO_ 1"- 1". _ 6 -6') ® T( g~.6')' 

(VI.18) 

We have put 'Y = (r,o,y',o') for convenience. To prove the 
theorem, we will have to show that all the h Y(u,u') vanish 
identically if Stu) satisfies the given assumptions. We show 
now a first lemma, which uses the Zn symmetry of the S 
matrix: 
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Lemma 1: For any A -symmetric S matrix we have, with 
definition (VI. 17), H (u,O) = H (O,u') = O. 

Proof: 

S 12(U)S I3(U)S23(O) 

and 

= L Wy".5, (u)wy, . .5, (u)~Y,·.5,IT( g~'~'~, . .5, +.5,) 
YI.r2'Y~ 

lJ 1.h2 .61 

® T( g;: ~y~.~, -.5,) ® T( ty,,~;I- y, . .5, -.5,) 

S23(O)S 13(U)S 12(U) 

= L wy".5, (u)wy, . .5, (u)~y,·.5,IT( g~'~'~".5, +.5,) 
YI.Yl·Y3 
0,,{)]..8) 

® T( g.;:~~~t-.5,) ® T( t:::'·~:I- y,. -.5,-.5,). 

Performing the following transformation of summation in
dices, 

YI-Y2, {jr~t52' Y-YI' {j2-t>1' Y3-Y3 + Y2 - YI' 

{j3-t53 + {j2 - 15 1, 

and using that T ( ~,.5) = E'T ( g~,.5)' we see that both expres
sions coincide and thus H (u,O) = O. H (O,u') = 0 follows cor
respondingly. 

We will use the following definitions and properties of 
theta-functions in the next steps of the proof: 

(1) Definition33: An analytic solution of the quasiperio
dicity equation 

j(u + a + r/3) = j(u) _ €,,(a,.5I- n( {3.yle - n(;,r/3-rf3 + 21Tif3(ul 

is called a theta function of order n with period matrix rand 
characteristic [~ ] . 

(2) Proposition 33
: A theta function of order n with period 

matrix r and characteristic [~] can be expressed through 
theta functions of order 1 with period matrix nr: 

n ii [8+Aln] O"[r](u)=Lc"enr _ (nu) 
"EZ! ny 

(VI.19) 

with some set of constants e". The nk functions 

e nr [8 +n~ In] are linear independent for different A. 

(3) Transformation rule33
•
35

: Theta functions of order n 
with different characteristic are related by the equation 

O:[~: il ](U) = ei11"n7,r7, + 21ri1lt,(u + i'+7210 :[;1(U + 12 + rId. 
Y 2 (VI. 20) 

In particular, 

er [~ :} ](U) = ei1T7,rl,+ 2m1,(u + i'+ 7218,.. [;](U + 12 + r/)). 
y 2 (VI.21) 

One easily verifies (VI.21) from the series expansion (VI. 16) 
and (VI.20) follows from (VI.21) using (VI. 19). 

We now proceed to the proof of the theorem. In what 
follows it is always assumed that S (u) is quasiperiodic, i.e., 
satisfies (VI. 12). 

Lemma 2: The functions h Y(u,u') are theta functions of 
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order 2 with period r in the variable u as well as in u'. As 
functions of u they have characteristic [t~ ] and as func
tions of u' characteristic [ = V-~ ] . 

Proof of Lemma 2: The lemma results from the period
icity relations satisfied by S (u). We have 

H (u,u' + a + r/3) = T 3
( g~,f3 )-IH (u,u')T 3

( g~,f3) 
X e - 21Tif3r{3 - 21Tif3(u + 2u' + 2'71 

and 

H(u + a + 1"/3,u') = T I( g~,f3)H(u,u')TI( g~,f3)-1 
X e - 21T$rf3 -- 21Tif3 (2u + u' + 2'71, 

Hence it follows that 

h Y(u,u' + a + 1"/3) = E - a.5' + f3r' e - 21Tif3rf3 - 2rri{3(u + 2u' + 2'71 

Xh Y(u,u'), (VI.22) 

h Y(u + a + r/3,u') = ~.5 - f3Ye - 2mf3rf3 - 21Ti(3(2u + u' + 2'71 

XhY(u,u'), (VI.23) 

According to the definition above, these equations define 
theta functions of order 2 as proposed. 

A direct consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2 is that h Y(u,u') 
vanishes not only for u = 0 or u' = 0, but even for all u E fl 

or u' E fl. 

Together with the proposition quoted above, Lemma 2 
allows us to expand h Y(u,u') in the two following forms: 

I [( _ 8' + A )l2) 
h Y(u,u') = L ex (u)821' __ , (2u' + u + 217), 

A~O Y 
(VI.24) 

I _ [(8 + ..1.)12] 
h Y(u,u') = L eX(U')e2T _ (2u + u' + 217), 

A~O Y 
(VI.2S) 

Here ex(u) and ex(u') are analytic functions ofu and u', 
respectively. (Of course, they depend on 17 and r as well; 
however, we do not write this dependence explicitly as we 
are principally interested in the properties of the ex as func
tions ofu.) 

We will use the two possible ways to represent h Y(u,u') 
crucially. First we derive from the knowledge of zeros of the 
functions h Y(u,u') a lemma about zeros of ex and eX. 

Lemma 3: The functions ex and ex have zeros for all 
UEfl, 

This lemma follows immediately from the vanishing of 
h Y(u,u') if one of the entries is a lattice point and from the 

. [(8 +..1. )/2] linear independence of the theta funcuons 8 zr r 
for different A. 

A second important consequence of Lemma 1 is ob
tained upon inserting u' = 0 in (VI.24) and u = 0 in (VI.25). 
Namely, we get 

I [ _ (8' + A )/2] 
o = ,,~o eX(u)e2r y (u + 217), (VI.26) 

O ~ e- Y ( ').0 [(8 + A 112] , = k "U 0'2r _ (u + 217)' 
,,~o y (VI.27) 
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CJ(u) = - {I 8 2r [ -!;'2](U + 21/) }CT(U) 

[
( - 8' + 1)12] 

X82r _ Y' (u + 21/). (V!.28) 

Introducing for A =I-° the analytic functions36 

[-8'/2] 
gY(u) = CT(u) 8 2r _ Y' (u + 21/), (V!.29) 

we may expand h Y(u,u') in the form 

{ [ 8'/2] h Y(u,u') = gY(u) 8 2r _ 1" (u + 21/) 

[
( - 8' + 1)/2] 

X82r _ Y' (2u' + u + 21/) 

_ 8 [( - 8' + 1)/2]( 2) 
2r _ Y' u + 1/ 

[ 8'12] } X82r _ 1" (2u' + u + 21/) . (VI.30) 

Using this expression together with (VI.25), we obtain peri
odicity relations for gX(u): 

hY(u + a + 2T/3,U') =gY(u + a + 2T/3)CfJr'-a8'( - W 
X e - 21TifJ 2rfJ - 21TifJ (214 + 2,,' + 4'7) 

{ [
-8'/2] [( - 8' + 1)/2] 

X 8 2r _ Y' (u + 21/)82r - Y' 

[
( - 8' + 1)/2] 

X (2u' + u + 21/) - 8 2r _ 1" (u + 21/) 

[ -8'/2] } x82r _ 1" (2u' + u + 21/) 

= E - 2fJr + a/je - i1T4fJ2rfJ - 21T1"2fJ(,,' + 214 + 2'7)h Y(u,u'). 

= [(8 + 8' + 112)12 + J-L12] (2VT) 
MI"v 8 4r 2(Y + Y') 

Hence 

gY(u + a + 2T/3) = E - 2fJ(r + r') + a(/j +/)')( - W 
Xe - i1T2fJ2rfJ- 21T1"2fJUgY(u). (V!. 3 1) 

Thus we have shown: 
Lemma 4: The functionsgY(u) are theta functions of 

order 2 with period matrix 2T and characteristic 

[
(8 + 8' + W2] . . 3 d d fi .. l' + Y' . In addition, from Lemma an e mtIon 

(V!.29) it follows thatgY(u) has zeros for u = a + T{3. Other-

. [-8'/2]( h'h' ti wlse,82r _ Y' 21/) had to be zero, w IC IS wrong or 

almost all 1/. But this means that we know two zeros of gY(u) 
in each cell of the period lattice. According to Lemma 4, we 
can writegY(u) in the form: 

Y()= ~ CY8 [(8+8'+ 112 + J-L)/2] (2u). 
g,\ u I'~O I' 4r 2(Y + Y') 

(VI.32) 

The two zeros of gY(u) we know allow us to impose the fol
lowing two equations on the two constants C~: 

~ CY 8 [(8 + 8' + 112)12 + J-L12] (2VT) = ° veZ. 
£.. I' 4r 2(- + -'I '2 

1'=0 Y Y 
(V!'33) 

This system of equations has nonzero solutions C~ only if 
the determinant of the matrix (MI"v) with elements 

=8 [(8 + 8' + 112)/2 + J-L12] (2VT) 
MI'. v 4r 2(Y + Y') (VI.34) 

is zero. 
Thus we have to investigate that determinant. Using 

Eq. (V!.21), we get 

= [(8 + 8' + 112)/2 + J-L12 + V12] (O)e - i1TVTV- 21Tiv(y+ y) 

8 4r 2(Y + Y') 
(VI.35) 

Hence the determinant of MI'.v vanishes if and only if the 
determinant of 

(
8 4r [(8 + 8' + 1I~/2 ~ J-L12 + VI2](0)) 

2(y + Y') I'.V 
is zero. The latter matrices have been investigated in math
ematicalliterature. Therefore, we can refer to a paper by 
Koizumi,3s in which the following equation is proven: 

det(8
r 
[kl + P1/n - P2In ](U)) k 

k2 p,.p,EZn 

= IT e-21Tik,Q821n' [ nkl ](uln). 
qEZ~ k21n + qln 

(VI.36) 

For our problem this gives 

det(8
4r 

[(8 + 8' + 1I~/2 ~ J-L12 + VI2](0)) 
2(y + Y') l'.vEZ, 

= IT e - i1TlJ{6 + 6' + 112)8 r [~ + ~' + 112] (0). (VI.37) 
q=O Y + 1" + ql2 
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I 
By this equation we have reduced our problem to the ques-
tion for which 8 + 8' + 112 and l' + Y' one of the factors on 
the right-hand side of (V!'37) vanishes. A well-known 
theorem, which may be found, for instance, in the textbook 
by Igusa/4 contains the answer to this question: It says that 
8 r [~ liO)==O if and only if 28 = ° mod 1 and 21' = ° mod 1 
and !1'8 = ~ mod 1. This gives us the foll~win~ lemma: 

Lemma 5: If2( l' + Y')=l-O mod 1 or8 + 8' = =1-0 mod 
1, thengr·/j·r'·/j·(u)=O. 

By now the proof is almost complete and we have only 
to consider the two remaining cases 8 + 8 ' = 0, l' + Y' = 0, 
and 8 + 8 ' = 0, l' + 1" = ~. 

Before we do this, we give a well-known proposition on 
the zeros of nth order theta functions of one complex vari
able. We mention that this proposition can be used as an 
alternative to the investigation of the determinant Ml'v in 
order to derive Lemma 5. 

Proposition34
: A theta function of order n and charac

teristic [g ] in one variable has n zeros in each period cell and 
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the sum of these zeros in the elementary cell (spanned by 1 
and 1") is equal to ~n(l + 1"). We now come to the proof that 
even the "exceptional" gY(u) must vanish. To do this, we 
introduce, in analogy togY(u), thefunctionsgy(u'). One easily 
verifies that they are theta functions of the same type asgY(ul 

. . [( - 8 - 8' + A /2)/2] but have charactenstIc _ _, . 
-Y-Y 

Thus, in the exceptional cases (only) gY and gY have 
same characteristic! We have the general expression for 
these functions: 

[
1/4] [3/4] gY(u) = C'6e47" 0 (2u) + cye4 7" 0 (2u), 

(VI.38) 

- ') CY [114] , -e [3/4](2 gY(u = Oe4 7" 0 (2u) + Y 47" 0 u'). 

Taking into account that both functions vanish at u = 0, 
resp. u' = 0, and observing that, e.g., 

[
1/4] [3/4] e 47" 0 (0) = e 47" 0 (0) 

we have even: 

gY(u) = cy{e47" [1~4](2U) - e 4T [3~4](2U)}, 

gY(u') = cY{e47"[1~4](2U') - e47"[3~4](2U)}. 
(VI.39) 

In particular from this it follows thatgY(u) andgY(u) are pro
portional! One may now write h Y(u,u') once in the form 
(VI.22) and once in form (VI.23) and equate the results. This 
gives 

hY(u,u') = gY(u){e2T [8;2](U + 21] +p/2) 

[
(8 + 1)12] 

xe2r y (2u' + u + 21] +p/2) 

- e 27" [(8 +yl)l2](U + 21] + p/2) 

X e27" [8;2 }2U' + u + 21] + p/2)} 

= kYgY(U'){e2T[8;2](U' + 21]) 

xe27" [(8 +y1)/2]f2U + u' + 21]) 

- e 27"[(8 +y1)12](U' + 21]) 

xe2r [8;2](U' + 2u + 21])}. (VI.40) 

Here we have putp/2 = y + :y',pEZ2 andgY(u) = kYgY(u). 
We have to distinguish two cases, namely p = 0 andp = 1. 

Case l:p = 1: Put u = ~ in (VI.40). We arrive at 
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(VI.4I) 

Using the proposition above and the transformation rule for 
theta functions (VI.20), we find that the right-hand side of 
(VI.41) vanishes with e27" [f2](U' + 21]) at 

ub = ! + 1" - 21] - 1"8 - y. 
The left-hand side, however, is a theta function of order 2, 
one zero of which we see immediately, namely u' = O. The 
second zero can now be calculated using again our proposi
tion yielding 

u; = 1 + 1" - 21] - 1"8 - y. 
Sinceu; = ub, wemusthavegY(~) = o. But this again implies 
gY(u) O. 

Case 2: Here a procedure similar to that in Case 1 would 
not give any result. But, fortunately, h '1' . .5. - r. - .5(u,u'), which 
corresponds to this case, can be shown to be zero as a direct 
consequence of the factorization equations, regardless even 
what S matrices are inserted. This holds not only for Zn but 
for arbitrary A. 

To show this, we write down the factorization equa
tions (VI. 1 ) with (VI.2) inserted: 

0= I Wr .. .5, (U)Wr, . .5,(u + u')Wr,.Ii,(U')! T(t;"~'~,.Ii, +Ii,) 

YI,Yl'YJ 
8 •• 8 2 .SJ 

® T( gr-:- ~~~,~, -Ii,) ® T( t:::·~;)- '1'" -Ii" -Ii,) 

- T(t;"~LIi3+1i,) 
® T( g,;; ~3Y~'~3 -.5,) ® T( t:::'~:)- '1'" -Ii, -Ii, JI. (VI.42) 

Introducing new summation indices 

Y = Yl + Y2' Y" = YI' Y' = - Y2 - Y3' 

0= 0 1 + O2 , 0" = 0 1, 0' = - O2 - 03 , 

we obtain 

0= I Wr".Ii" (u)wr-r".Ii-Ii"(u + u') 
r",Ii"EA 
Xwr" - '1'- r'.Ii" _.5_.5,(u') 
X E- 3Ir",Ii") -lr,.5)! E3Ir",.5) + 21'1'",.5') + 1'1',.5") - 1'1',.5') 

_ E3Ir.S") + 111",1)") + 1'1'" .S) - 11",.5) l. (VI.43) 

If Y = - Y' and 0 = - 0 " this equation is trivially satisfied 
and thus h '1',.5, - '1', - s(u,u')=O automatically. This proves the 
theorem. 
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We consider the general form of the finite difference approximation to the Dirac (Weyl) 
Hamiltonian on a lattice and investigate systematically the dependence on symmetry of the 
number of particles described by it. To a lattice with given symmetry, expressed by its 
crystallographic space group, there corresponds a minimal number of particles, which are 
associated with prescribed points of momentum space (the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice). We 
show in tables, using the existing detailed descriptions of the space groups, our results for all the 
relevant (symmorphic) symmetry groups. Only for lattice Hamiltonians with a momentum 
dependent mass term can this degeneracy be reduced or eliminated without reducing the 
symmetry. 

PACS numbers: 05.50. + q, 11.30. - j, 11.10. - z 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During the last several years there has been consider
able effort to include fermions in a formulation of lattice 
(gauge) field theory and to investigate its nonperturbative 
effects. Various descriptions offermions on a lattice l

-
3 have 

been proposed, but all met with certain difficulties already at 
the level of free fermions. These difficulties have their origin 
in the periodicity of the Hamiltonian on the reciprocallat
tice, the momentum space, and consist of the fact that one 
has too may modes (particle degeneracy) or loses invariance 
properties of the theory if one reduces these modes. The pre
cise number of modes depends on the lattice symmetry and 
the structure of the Hamiltonian. Periodicity alone, without 
symmetry arguments, leads, e.g., to the result that a lattice 
cannot carry only one massless (Weyl) particle if the Hamil
tonian is not too nonloca1.4

•
5 These particles have to be at 

least two in number, and this minimal number is reached4
•
5 

by Hamiltonians with very low lattice symmetry. One can 
easily see that a minimum of symmetry of the Hamiltonian, 
as, e.g., invariance with respect to space reflection already 
increases this number in d dimensions to 2d particles. 

Symmetry considerations have already played a role in 
the description of degeneracy of particular lattice fermion 
Hamiltonians3.6·7 and in its partial reduction. In this note we 
investigate the effect of symmetry on the particle degeneracy 
of the Hamiltonian on a lattice from a general point of view, 
which is similar in spirit to work performed in solid state 
physics8

•
9 on critical points in spectra of lattice vibrations. 

We adopt the usual (group theoretic) definition of spin-~ 
fermions in terms of a representation of the Poincare group 

(U (A,a)t/')( x) = 9" (A )t/'(A -IX - A -Iar (1.1) 

and the spectrum condition (in the Hamiltonian form) 

i at/' = Ht/', H = a·P + 13m. 
at 

(1.2) 

On a lattice we have instead of the Poincare group a discrete 
subgroup of the Euclidean group in three dimensions, which 
contains the lattice translations, i.e., a crystallographic space 
group. If we would use the Lagrangian form in (Euclidean) 
four dimensions we would arrive at the four-dimensional 
space groups. 

The number of particles ( ,one, ) present in the contin
uum is specified by the propagator of the Dirac Hamiltonian 
(1.2): It is equal to the number of points where the vector 
P=(P"P2,P3) vanishes, which is also (here) equal to the 
number of non degenerate, det(a 2 E 21 api apj ) -# 0, minima of 
E2 =p2 + m2. 

On the lattice the partial derivativesPk = - ialax k in 
(1.2) are substituted by approximating finite-difference ex
pressions. In momentum space, the reciprocal lattice, there 
will appear then, as multiplication factors of the matrices ai' 
instead of the components of P three real periodic functions 
Vi (p) and in addition a real periodic mass function as factor 
of 13. Their precise form depends on the way one chooses to 
approximate: by nearest neighbors only or by including also 
higher order differences, possibly in various directions. The 
particle content of the lattice Hamiltonian is then given by 
the structure of the propagator of a.V(p) + f3m(p), i.e., by 
the number of (nondegenerate) minima of E 2 = ~k V~ (p) 
+ m 2(p) in the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice. This num
ber is related, because of 

aE
2 

( aVk am) -=2 2:Vdp)-+m(p)-, 
api k api api 

to the number of zeros of the vector function 
V (p) = (VI (p), V2( p), V3( p)) and critical points ofthe scalar 
function m(p) [zeros of grad m(p)]. Generally, the number 
and position of points where V (p) or grad m( p) vanishes de
pends on the forms of the Hamiltonian, i.e., of VIp) and 
m(p), but it turns out that for any symmetry (crystallogra
phic space group) there is a minimal set of points, determined 
entirely by it, where any function VIp) and grad m(p) re
specting this symmetry has to vanish. The determination of 
these sets, to which the degeneracies due to symmetry are 
connected, is the aim of this paper. As long as m(p) = const, 
all zeros of V ( p) are minima of E 2 (particles) and the minimal 
particle degeneracy is given by this minimal set of zeros of 
V (p), prescribed by symmetry. The connection between this 
set of zeros and the particle degeneracy may, however, be 
weakened by momentum dependent mass terms m( pl. Then, 
in a symmetric zero point of V ( p) and grad m( p), a 2 E lap i apj 
becomes 
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2 (I. aVk aVk a
2
m ) 

k ap; apj + m ap;apj 

and only the minimum of m( p) has to remain a minimum of 
E2. This is, e.g., what happens with V;(p) = sin21Tp; and 
m(p) = (m 2 + 1:;(1 - COs21TP; )2)1/2 in E2 = 41:· sin21Tp, 

2 I I 

+m. 
The paper is organized as follows: We first summarize 

(Sec. II), with emphasis on symmetry considerations, the de
scription of a fermion on a lattice in coordinate space and in 
momentum space (the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice or, 
equivalently, the torus). Then, we apply, in Sec. III, to our 
situation a theorem on zeros of continuous real vector func
tions (vector fields), required by symmetry, and consider 
(Sec. IV) two examples from this point of view. In Sec. V we 
consider such finite-difference approximations to the contin
uum Hamiltonian that the vector V (p) is a gradient. Then it 
turns out that the degree of degeneracy is at least 2d in d 
dimensions (8 for d = 3), independently of any symmetry. 
When, however, symmetry already leads to a degeneracy of 
at least 8, then gradients are compatible with it and need not 
increase it further. The zeros of gradients are also relevant 
for the location of the critical points of the mass term m(p). 
Finally we comment (Sec. VI) on the possibility of (local) 
reduction of the degeneracy. 

The information on crystallographic space groups, 
needed in order to determine the particle degeneracy re
quired by symmetry and the location of particles in momen
tum space, can be taken over from the so-called international 
tables for these groups. For convenience of the reader we 
have compiled this information in Tables I-VII, in a form 
appropriate to our purpose, for the 73 relevant (out of the 
total of 230) symmetry groups. 

II. DIRAC FERMIONS ON A LATTICE 

The Dirac Hamiltonian (1.2) acts as a mUltiplication 
operator ap + pm in momentum space. The only zero of the 
vector field p associatd with it, p = 0, has the remarkable 
property, of interest to us, that it is isolated: It represents by 
itself an orbit of the rotation group, whereas all its neighbor
ing points belong to larger orbits (spheres). The concept of 
orbit will play an important role in the following: the orbit of 
a point under a group is the whole set of points into which it 
is transformed by the group operations. 10 

Invariance of H under three-dimensional Euclidean 

transformations (R,a), composed of a rotation R and a trans
lation a, (R,a)x = Rx + a, in coordinate space 
x-I XI' x2, X3), 

U (R,a)HU -1(R,a) = H 

is obeyed due to the relations 

fi)-I(R )a;fi)(R) = R;pj' 

fi)-I(R )f3fiJ(R) =p. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

The lattice L is defined in terms of (primitive) vectors 
e l ,e2 ,e3 [e l (e 2 Xe 3)#0], 

L = ! v = n lei + n2e2 + n3e3 ; n; = integers J. (2.3) 

With it we associate a crystallographic space group Gs 10.11; it 
is a discrete subgroup of the three-dimensional Euclidean 
group, which contains the lattice translations as an invariant 
subgroup. The 230 crystallographic space groups are oftwo 
types, 10.11 and between them there is an essential difference. 
The so-called symmorphic groups (there are 73 of them) 
have only elements (R, ( ) which can be written as composi
tions of pure translations (0,( ) and pure (proper or improper) 
rotations (R,O) belonging to the group. Since by operations of 
such a group a lattice point is always transformed again into 
a lattice point, the lattice wavefunction ¢l is defined precisely 
on the lattice (2.3). The other type, the nonsymmorphic 
space groups, contain besides elements of the kind just de
scribed, also elements (R,7) consisting of combined rotations 
and translations, such that the translation (0,7) is smaller 
than a primitive translation and neither (0,7) nor the rotation 
(R,O), taken separately, are symmetry operations. By opera
tins of this kind a lattice is not transformed into itself, but 
into another lattice, superposed on it. So the wavefunction ¢l 
has to be defined in these cases on a number of superposed 
lattices, which exceeds by one the number of non primitive 
translations (0,7) appearing in operations (R,7) of such a 
group. Because of the difference between these two types of 
symmetry groups we consider them separately. 

(a) Symmorphic case: Since we may specify all vectors 
(2.3) by their integer components, 

v<=}(n l,n2,n3) (~.4) 

the wavefunction 7f(v) may be considered as defined on the 
set Z3 of triples of integer numbers: ¢lin) = 7f(n l ,n2,n3 ). Its 
transformation properties 

TAB;~ I-VII. ~sola~ed or.bits oft~e symmorphic space groups (critical points required by symmetry) on the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice (torus T 3) The 

~':~ti~n: ~:~::ven m u~ts ~t~ 1T I(pn t) he ranf:ge 0.;;8, < 21T. The space groups and the little (stability) groups of the orbit points are given in the Schoe~fties 
. lcesarepnmllve ,one- ace-centered (C),all-face-centered (F) body-centered(ll orrho hed al(R) P . . . . 

Pth~ Wtsa~ their pob~nt group acts on the lattice are distinguished by a prime n attached'to the lattice. The ;eciproc~o oft:e hexa~o::I~~~:ce(P gr) i:~!:!:~yn~~n 
om m an or It are separated by a comma (,); orbits by semicolons (;). . 

TABLE I. Triclinic system. 

Space 
group Lattice 

C: p 

C: p 

Reciprocal 
lattice 

p 
p 

Critical points required by 
symmetry 

000; lll; 
100; 010; 001; 
110; 101; Oll; 
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Little group of the 
critical points 

C, 

Number of these critical points 
Of given little group Total 

8 8 
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TABLE II. Monoclinic system. 

Space 
group 

C' 2 

C-' 2 

C; 
C~ 
C~h 

C~h 

Lattice 

p 

C 
P 

C 
P 

C 

Reciprocal 
lattice 

P 

C 
P 

C 
P 

C 

Critical points required by 
symmetry 

000; II I; 

100; 010; 001; 
110; 101; 011; 
000; 110; 001; 111; 

100,010; 101,011; 

(U(R,t),p)(v) = liJ(R )rp(R -IV -R -It) (2.5) 

are obtained by restriction of ( 1.1) to the space group ele
ments. Through Fourier series ,p(v) may be transformed to 
the momentum space, i.e., as a periodic function 

(2.6) 

on the reciprocal lattice defined by the primitive vectors/;: 

21T/;.ej = 8u , P=(PI,P2,P3) LPj /;, 

= -! <Pj"q, (2.7) 

or, equivalently, as a function 

rp(0 )=,p(01,02,03) = L ejn'°rp(n), 
n 

OJ = 21TPj, -1T<Oj<"1T, (2.6') 

on the three-dimensional torus T3. Then ,pIp) obeys 

(U(R,t),p)(p) = liJ(R )ejt'P,p(R -Ip ). (2.8) 

TABLE III. Orthorhombic system. 

Space 
group 

D' 2 

DO 
2 

D' 2 

D" 2 

C~, 
C" 2, 

C 14 
2, 

CIS 
2, 

C21 2, 

D~h 

D'9 2h 

DB 2h 

D" 2. 

644 

Reciprocal 
Lattice lattice 

p P 

C C 
F I 

I F 

P P 

C C 
C· C· 
F I 

I F 
P P 

C C 

F I 

I F 

Critical points required by 
symmetry 

000; 001; 010; 100; 

011; 101; 110; 111; 
000; 110; 111; 001; 

000; 01 1; 101; 110; 

000. J..!.l. 111' 333 . 
, 222' '222' 

000; 100;010;001; 

110;011; 101; 111; 
000; 110; 001; 111; 

100,010; 101,01 1; 
000; 100; 010; 110; 

001, OIl, 101, 111; 
000; 111; 
100,01 1; 010, 101; 
001,110; 
111 333 
222 ' 222 ; 
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Little group of the 
critical points 

Number of these critical points 
Of given little group Total 

C 2h 8 8 
C 2h 4 
Ci 4 8 

We now define the lattice Hamiltonian. As already 
mentioned in the Introduction, by a finite-difference approx
imation of the partial derivatives we are led to a periodic 
Hamiltonian of the reciprocal lattice. Its form will depend 
on the way we approximate. The simplest approximation, by 
nearest neighbors on a cubic lattice (with e7 = 1): 
- ia,pl aXr-'( 1I2i) [ rp( x + ej ) - rp( x - ej )] would give a 
Hamiltonian of the form 

H = a·V(p) + f3m(p), (2.9) 

with a vector field Vj(p) = sin 21Tpj and a constant mass 
term m( p) = m. Inclusion of higher order differences would 
change Vj (p) to more complicated periodic functions, which 
may depend not only on a single variable each, if one in
cludes differences not only in the direction of the partial 
derivative to be approximated. The presences of higher-or
der difference terms reflect themselves in terms of higher 
powers ofsin OJ or cos OJ in VIp)· 

Invariance of the Hamiltonian (2.9) under operations of 
a symmorphic space group leads, due to (2.2), to the relations 

Little group of the 
critical points 

Number of these critical points 
Of given little group Total 

D2 
D2 
D2 

D2 

D2h 
D2h 
C 2• 
D2h 
Ci 

D 2• 

C 2h 

D2 

8 
4 
4 

4 

8 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 

6 

2 

8 
4 
4 

4 

8 

8 

8 

10 
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TABLE IV. Tetragonal system. 

Space Reciprocal Critical points required by 
group Lattice lattice symmetry 

C! P P 

C1 F I 

S! P P 000; 001; 110; 111; 

Si F I 000' 110' ~ 1· J2. 1· 
, '22' 22 ' 

C!h P P 000; 001; 110; 111; 
010, 100; Oil, 101; 

C1h F I 000; 110; 
100,010; 

~ 1 J2. 1· 
22 '22 ' 

001,011, 101, 111; 
D! P P 000; 001; 110; Ill; 

100,010; 101, Oil; 
D: F I 000; 110; 

010 100' ~ 1 J2. 1· 
, '22' 22 ' 

C!u P P 

C:v F I 

D~d P P 000; 111; 001; 110; 
100,010; 101,011; 

D~d P' P' 000; 110; 001; 111; 

D;d F I 000· 110· ~ 1· J2. 1· 
, '22' 22 ' 

D" 2d F' I' 000; 110; 

010 100· ~ 1 J2. 1· 
, '22' 22 ' 

D!h P P 000; 001; 110; 111; 
Oil, 101; 010, 100; 

DI7 4h F I 000; 110; 
010,100; 

~1 J2. 1· 
22 '22 ' 

001, 111,011, 101; 

V;(Rp) = Rij ~(p), 
(2.10) 

m(Rp) = m(p), 

which have to be obeyed for any element (R,O) of this group. 
The elementary consequence of these relations are the facts 
that the zeros of V (p), to which we have related the particles 
described by the Hamiltonian (2.9), represent orbits ofthe 
space group in the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice, and that 
m(p) is constant on each of these orbits. 

We have thus connected the degeneracy in the lattice 
Hamiltonian (2.9) with the orbit structure induced by the 
space group in the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice (Brillouin 
zone). 

(b ) Nonsymmorphic case: Here the lattice is given by the 
subgroup of translations, but the point set on which the 
wavefunction has to be defined, the orbit of a lattice point 
under the action of the space group, is a superposition of 
several lattices. The vectors specifying the additional lattices 
are of the form 

7'j=aJe;, O<aJ<I, j=I, ... ,k. (2.11) 

To each lattice there corresponds, according to (2.6), a unit 
cell (a torus) of its own reciprocal lattice. If k is the number of 
vectors (2.11), then we have as the whole momentum space 
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Little group of the Number of these critical points 
critical points Of given little group Total 

S. 4 4 

S. 4 4 

C 4h 4 

C 2h 4 8 
C 4h 2 

C 2h 2 

S. 2 

C, 4 10 
D4 4 

D2 4 8 
D4 2 

D2 4 6 

D2d 4 

D2 4 8 
D2d 4 4 

D2d 4 4 

D2d 2 

D2 4 6 

D4h 4 

D2h 4 8 
D4h 2 

D2h 2 

D2d 2 

C 2h 4 10 

the sum of unit cells on k + 1 reciprocal lattices. Although 
the transformation (2.5) now mixes the lattices, the Hamil
tonian constructed out of pure translations does not mix 
them: On each lattice there acts a separate Hamiltonian. The 
form of these Hamiltonians will be related by the symmetry 
operations containing nonprimitive translations which 
transform one lattice into another. This will, however, not 
influence in any important way the orbit structure in the unit 
cells of the reciprocal lattices, because all orbits generated in 
one unit cell by the symmetry operations of the (symmor
phic) subgroup, which does not mix the lattices, appear mul
tiplied by the same factor, the number of lattices. 

The orbits are thus completely characterized for any 
nonsymmorphic group by those of its (maximal) symmor
phic subgroup, which is one of the groups considered before, 
and by the number of lattices. 

III. INVARIANT SMOOTH VECTOR FIELDS 

By (2.10) we are given a periodic real vector function on 
the reciprocal lattice i.e., a real vector field on the torus T 3

, 

which is invariant with respect to a space group. We shall 
now assume that it is smooth, i.e., continuous together with 
its partial derivatives up to a certain order. This assumption 
is a condition of a certain degree oflocality: The nonlocality 
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TABLE V. Trigonal system. 

Space Reciprocal Critical points required by Little group of the Number of these critical points 
group Lattice lattice symmetry critical points Of given little group Total 

C' J 
p px 

C1 R R 
C~i P px 000; 001; C li 2 

100,010, 110; 
101,011, III; Ci 6 8 

Cii R R 000; 1I1; C Ji 2 
011, 101, 110; 
100,010,001; Ci 6 8 

D' P px 000; 001; J 

~O'~I'~O'~I' 
33 '33 '33 '33 ' 

DJ 6 6 

Di p' P'x 000; 001; D3 2 2 
D' J R R 000; Ill; D3 2 2 
C~, P px 

Ci, P' P'x 

Ci, R R 
D~d P px 000; 001; DJd 2 

~0~0'~1~1' 
33 '33 '33 '33 ' 

DJ 4 

100,010, 110; 
101, Oll, 1I1; C 2h 6 12 

Did P' p,x 000; 001; DJd 2 
100,010, 110; 
101, Oll, 1I1; C 2h 6 8 

Did R R 000; 1I1; DJd 2 
100,010,001; 
011, 101, 110; C 2h 6 8 

TABLE VI. Hexagonal system. 

Space Reciprocal Critical points required by Little group of the Number of these critical points 
group Lattice lattice symmetry critical points Of given little group Total 

C' 6 P px 

C;h P px 000; 001; 

E..O·~O·E..I·~I· 
33 '33 '33 '33 ' 

C Jh 6 6 

C!h P px 000; 001; C 6h 2 

E..o ~O·E..I ~I' 
33 '33 '33 '33 ' 

C Jh 4 

100,010, 110; 
101, Oll, 1I1; C 2h 6 12 

D' 6 P px 000; 001; D6 2 

E..o ~O·E..I~· 
33 '33 '33 '33' 

D3 4 

100,010, 110; 
101, Oll, Ill; D2 6 12 

C!, P px 

D~h P px 000; 001; 

E..O·~O·E..I·~ I· 
33 '33 '33 '33 ' Dlh 6 6 

Di. P' P'x 000; 001; Dlh 2 

E..o ~0·E..1,~1· 
33 '33 '33 33' 

C lh 4 6 

D!. P px 000; 001; D6h 2 

E..o ~O·E..I,~I· 
33 '33 '33 33' Dlh 4 

100,010, 110; 
101, Oil, Ill; D2h 6 12 
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TABLE VII. Cubic system. 

Space 
group 

T' 

T~ 

0' 

T~ 

o~ 

Lattice 

p 

F 

I 

P 

F 

I 

p 

F 

I 

p 

F 

I 

P 

F 

I 

Reciprocal 
lattice 

p 

I 

F 

P 

I 

F 

p 

I 

F 

p 

I 

F 

P 

I 

F 

Critical points required by 
symmetry 

000; 111; 
011, 101, 110; 
100,010,001; 
000; 
Oil, 101, 110; 

000'111'~' 333 . 
, '222'222' 

000; III; 
011, 101, 110; 
100,010,001; 
000; 
011, 101, 110; 
111, 100,010,001; 
000; 111; 
III 333 
222 ' 222 ; 
100,010,001, 
110, 101,011; 
000; 111; 
011, 101, 110; 
100,010,001; 
000; 
011, 101, 110; 
III, 100,010,001; 

IJl ~I~ Jl I 
22 '2 2' 22 ' 

III ~I~ lli' 
22'22'22 ' 

000· 111· 
In' 3:b 
222 ' 222 ; 
100,010,001, 
110, 101,011; 
000; 111; 
Oil, 101, 110; 
100,010,001; 
000; 
011, 101, 110; 
113 311 131 
244 ' 424 ' 442 ' 
113 311 131 
424 ' 442 ' 244 ; 

000'1I1'~' 333 . 
, '222' 222 ' 

000; III; 
Oil, 101, 110; 
100,010,001; 
000; 
011, 101, 110; 
III, 100,010,001; 

IJl ~I~ Jl I 
22 '2 2' 22 ' 

III ~I~ lli' 
22'22'22 ' 

000; III; 
111 333 
222 ' 222 ; 
100,010,001; 
011, 101, 110; 

of the finite-difference approximation to the continuum Ha
miltonian increases with the inclusion of higher order differ
ences. Ifthere are only terms up to a certain order, then 
Vi (p) are trigonometric polynomials, which are smooth. But 
we can admit even trigonometric series (difference terms of 
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Little group of the 
critical points 

Number of these critical points 
Of given little group Total 

T 

o 
T 

2 

6 
I 

3 

4 

2 

6 
I 
3 
4 
2 

2 

6 
2 

6 
I 

3 
4 

6 

2 

2 

6 
2 

6 
I 
3 

6 

4 

2 

6 
I 
3 
4 

6 

2 

2 

6 

8 

4 

4 

8 

8 

10 

8 

14 

10 

8 

10 

4 

8 

14 

10 

any order) as long as the coefficients of the higher-order 
terms decrease fast enough, so that the series represent 
smooth periodic functions. 

If the vector field VIp) is smooth, the following state
ment is true12

: It has to vanish on the orbits which are isolat-
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ed in their strata. 
We comment on the terminology of this statement: The 

unit cell of the reciprocal lattice (the torus) may be divided 
into orbits. Any point of a orbit has essentially (up to conju
gation) the same stability (little) group. But even more orbits 
may have essentially the same stability group. These orbits 
are then called of the same type. A stratum is the collection 
of all orbits of the same type. An orbit is called isolated if in 
its neighborhood there is no element of an orbit of the same 
type with its own. 

We thus need to determine, for all crystallographic 
space groups, those orbits in the unit cell of the reciprocal 
lattice (or lattices), which are isolated in their strata. These 
orbits represent the points where for any lattice Hamiltonian 
with the symmetry of the space group and constant mass 
termm(p) = mtheenergysquaredE 2 = l:k Vi(p) + m2has 
to have a minimum. There may be, of course, in addition, 
other minima depending on the concrete form of V (p). These 
isolated orbits can be identified from the international crys
tallographic tables. 13 We give them here for the symmorphic 
space groups in Tables I-VII; for the nonsymmorphic 
groups they are, up to the multiplicity factor, the same as 
those of their maximal symmorphic subgroups. 

In order to identify zeros of V( p) with particles in a 
Hamiltonian with m( p) = const, we have to ask that they be 
nondegenerate [det(JV;lJpj )#0]. For all zeros (critical 
points) in the same orbit det(JV;lJpj) has the same value; in 
particular, the sign of it, K = sgn det(JV;lJpj)' the index of 
the vector field in the critical point, depends only on the 
orbit. By the theorem of Poincare and Hopf,5.14 the sum of 
indices in all (nondegenerate) zeros on the torus has to be 
zero. Therefore, the possibility that the minimal set of zeros 
of a vector field V (p) consists only of nondegenerate zeros 
depends on the orbit structure of the symmetry group. There 
are groups where this indeed cannot happen-T2,T~, 
0 5

, T ~, and 0 ~ -because one of their orbits has more points 
than all the others together, and so the Poincare-Hopf 
theorem cannot be obeyed. Hamiltonians with these symme
tries must then have an even higher particle degeneracy than 
given by the isolated orbits: 14, 16, 16, 14, and 16, respective
ly, since the smallest (nonisolated) orbits that can be added in 
order to fulfill this theorem are of order 4 + 6, 6, 6, 4, and 6, 
respectively. 

IV. EXAMPLES 

As a first example we consider the space group 0 k of 
the primitive cubic lattice. The vector field VIp) with this 
symmetry has to have the zeros 
(0,0,0);(1'1,!);(0,0,~),(0,!,0),(!,0,0);(0'~'1)'(!'0,!),(~,!,O). These 
are the points also reproduced by VIp) = sin21Tp;.3 which 
has this symmetry. 

As a second example we consider the space group of the 
two-dimensional hexagonal lattice, determined by the group 
D !h' Its isolated orbits (in two dimensions) are: 
(O,O);(O,!),(!,O),(H);(!,!),( - !, - !). These are precisely the ze
ros found in Ref. 6 with a Hamiltonian of this symmetry. We 
identify ()\ = - k3, (}2 = - k 2 , - 1T < (}j < 1T, and get the 
vector field in coordinates (}j = 21TPi as 
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VI = (1!v3)[sin((}1 + (}2) + sin(}I], 

V2 = Hsin((}1 + (}2) + 2 sin(}2 - sin(}d. 

V. GRADIENT FIELDS 

We have connected the particle content of a Hamilton
ian (2.9) with the number of minima of E2 = l:j Vf(p) 
+ m2(p), which we required to be nondegenerate. So, we 
are, in fact, interested in a special type of critical points of the 
functionE 2 on the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice (torus T 3

). 

This function is symmetric, E2(Rp) = E2(p), because of 
(2.10) and its critical points (zeros of grad E 2) have to include 
the isolated orbits determined in Sec. III. What kind of criti
cal points the points of various orbits can be has to be deter
mined by consistency of the orbit structure with the con
straints coming from Morse theory. We may assume that E 2 
is a Morse function (a smooth function which has only isolat
ed and nondegenerate critical points), since we already had 
demanded that its minima be nondegenerate. Then Morse 
theory allows to apply to it the following statement l5: The 
number Vk of critical points (grad/ = 0) of (Morse) index 
(Footnote 16) k = O, ... ,n ofa Morse function/on a compact 
manifold of dimension n, characterized by the Betti numbers 
bk (=bn _ k), is limited by the inequalities 

Vk -Vk_1 + ... +(-l)kvo;;'bk -bk _ 1 + ... +(-l)kbo 
(5.1) 

and by the equality 

i (- WVk = I (- l)kbk X (5.2) 
o 

expressed in terms of the Euler characteristics X. For the 
torus Tn the Betti numbers are bk = (Z) and therefore the 
total number of critical points of a gradient is at least r : 

n n 

I Vk;;' I bk = 2n 
. (5.3) 

o 0 

For the dimensions we are considering (n = 2,3) one gets 
from (5.1) and (5.2): 

n = 2: vo;;.l, 

n = 3: vo;;.l, 

vI;;.VO + 2, 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Comparing the orbit structures from Tables I-VII with 
the inequalities (5.5) and taking into account that points of 
one orbit have the same Morse index, one gets that the set of 
points given by the isolated orbits, supplemented eventually 
by additional orbits as described in Sec. III, can be minimal 
sets of critical points of E 2. Since (0,0,0) is always an orbit, 
Morse theory as such does not demand more than one mini
mum for E 2. A possible obstruction to this only lies in the 
structure of E2 itself. Namely, as long as m(p) = const, 
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(
iP'E2) _ (2') aVk aVk) >0 

ap;apj ~ ap; apj 

in the critical points of VIp), and each one is a minimum of 
E 2, as already discussed, and E 2 cannot saturate the inequal
ities (5.5). In order to reduce this high number of minima, 
one has to allow for momentum dependent mass terms 
m( p) =1= const. I Then although 

( 
iJ2E2 ) = (2') aVk aVk + iP'm2) > ( iP'm

2 
) 

ap;apj ~ ap; apj ap;apj ap;apj' 

the nature (index k ) of the critical points may be determined 
by m2(p), and not by V2(p). 

The fact that the minimal sets of critical points deter
mined in Sec. III by the isolated orbits and the Poincare
Hopftheorem are compatible with the (stronger) restrictions 
of Morse theory [equality (5.2) contains the information of 
this theorem] also means that, for the groups which have 
isolated orbits, the general vector fields VIp) cannot reach 
smaller sets of nondegenerate critical points than the gradi
ents do. 

The examples considered in Sec. IV are, in fact, gradi
ents. In the first example 

af 
V; = as;' 0; = 5;, 

(5.6) 

frO) = - L cosO;, 
; 

and in the second 

()I = 51 - (l/v3)S2' ()2 = (2/v3)52' 

(5.7) 

f(O) = - (l/v3)[COS(OI + ()2) + cosol + COS()2]' 

In these examples the numbers Vk arevo = 1, VI = 3, V 2 = 3, 
V3 = 1 and Vo = 1, VI = 3, V 2 = 2, respectively. 

VI. REDUCTION OF DEGENERACY 

One (obvious) way to reduce completely the particle de
generacy on the lattice is by projection on the corresponding 
subspaces defined by subsets, the so-called fundamental do
mains, of the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice. This is nonlo
cal on the lattice of coordinate space, essentially as nonlocal 
as the (discontinuous) vector V;(p) = p;.2 

If one is prepared to accept momentum dependent mass 
terms, I then the reduction of particle degeneracy from the 
minimum number given by VIp) is not difficult. One exam
ple for this has already been mentioned in the Introduction, 
with V;(p) = Sin21TP; and m(p) = [m 2 

+ 1:i(1 - COS21Tp;f]1/2, of symmetry O~. The only critical 
points of E 2 = 1:; V;( p) + m2( p) = m2 + 41:; sin21Tp; are 
those required by 0 l symmetry. The minimum of E 2 is given 
by that of m2(p). It would also do to takel m(p) = m 
+ m l 1:;(1 - COS21Tp;), m l > 1. 

A local reduction of the minimal degeneracy, which 
does not go through m( p), has to make use of some nonpri
mitive translation invariance of the Hamiltonian on the reci
procallattice. In order to allow this, the critical points 
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should arrange themselves on a lattice. In several cases this 
turns out to be so, in many others (Table I-VII) not. Ifit 
happens to be the case, as it is for the space group 0 l of the 
primitive cubic lattice, then one has to pay the prize for the 
construction of a reduced reciprocal lattice by giving up 
partly symmetry. The point symmetry of the smaller lattice 
can only be the common stability group of the critical points 
on it. For 0 h this is, as one can see from Table VII, the group 
0h' if in addition to (0,0,0) one also takes (!,!,!) as a lattice 
point, D 4h if one takes (O,O,!),(M,O) and (!,M) as additional 
lattice points, or D 2h (the intersection of the threeD 4h in Oh ) 
if all eight critical points are taken as lattice points. 

This argument only refers to point group operations 
and determines the point symmetry which may survive if one 
reduces the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice. Translation on 
the reduced reciprocal lattice has to be defined for the wave
function in such a way that it is consistent with periodicity 
on the initial lattice and, as much as possible, with the point 
symmetry of the reduced lattice. It cannot be done by simply 
asking periodicity on the reduced lattice for the reason that it 
would relate the index K = sgn det(aV; / api ) of the vector 
field VIp) in the critical points in such a way that the Poin
care-Hopf theorem is contradicted. One has to allow for 
unitary (and Hermitian) transformations in the space of 
wavefunctions together with the translations on the reduced 
reciprocal lattice. 

These transformations are obtained by considering the 
transformation properties induced through (2.2) by a point 
group on the algebra generated by the Dirac matrices a i and 
/3. One has to consider the common stability (little) group of 
the elements of its commuting subalgebras. The maximal 
commuting subalgebras are of order four and are generated, 
up to permutations of a;'s, by 1,{3, - ia la2' - ia la2 /3; 
l,a3, - iala2' - ia la 2a 3; l,a l , - ia3/3, - ia la 3/3. Any 
point group is a subgroup of Oh or D 6h . In Oh the stability 
group of I and/3is Oh, that of - ia la 2, - ia la 2/3only C 4h . 
Further, for a 3 and - ia3 /3 the group is C 4v and for 
- ia la2a 3 it is O. The algebra generated by 1, /3 is invariant 

with respect to 0h, but 1, /3, - ia )a2, - ia la2 /3 conserves 
C 4h (C 2h ), not D 4h (D 2h)' The stability groups in D 6h are as 
follows: for 1 and/3it isD 6h' for - ia la 2 and - ia[a2 /3 it is 
C 2h ; further, for a 3 and - ia3 /3 it is C6v , and for 
- ia la 3, - ia la 3 /3 also an (isomorphic) C 2h' Finally, the 

stability group of - iala2a3 is D2. 
A maximal commuting subalgebra of the Dirac algebra 

generates an abelian group. Its product with the group of 
translations on a reduced reciprocal lattice determined by 
critical points is generally not an invariance group of the 
Hamiltonian. Its maximal invariance subgroups perform the 
reduction to subspaces. In order that such an invariance 
group exist at all, the masses have to be degenerate: m( p) has 
to be periodic on the reduced lattice. 

In the example Vi = sinO;,m = const the reduction is 
performed3 by the projections 

(P ± t/I)(O) =! [t/I(O) ± ia1a 2/3tf!(O - 'T)], 
(6.1) 

(Q ± t/I)(O) = ! [t/I(O) ± ia [a2t/1(O - 'T')], 

'T = (0,0,1T), 'T' = (1T,1T,0), 
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(P ± ¢')(n) = ~ [1 + ia ta2 13 ( - 1 )(n . .,..j/1T] rp(n), 
(6.1') 

(Q ± ¢')(n) =! [1 + ia ta 2( - l)(n . .,...j/1T]rp(n). 

The symmetry left after projection is the tetragonal space 
group C!" of the lattice (2Z)3 of doubled size in coordinate 
space. 

Since V; = sinO; has exactly the minimal number of 
particles for 0 k , one cannot do better than this also in the 
general case of 0 k symmetry with constant mass term: 0 L 
symmetry is reduced by reduction of particles (from eight to 
two) to tetragonal symmetry C !". 

VII. DISCUSSION 

We have shown that a symmetry of the finite-difference 
Dirac Hamiltonian generates, if the lattice admits isolated 
points of special symmetry, a minimal number of particles 
which depends only on the crystallographic symmetry 
group. We have listed in detail the results for the symmor
phic groups (Tables I-VII), the (semidirect) product ofa 
point group and and the group of lattice translations. The 
nonsymmorphic groups lead, since they contain nonprimi
tive translations, to an increase of the sets (coordinate and 
momentum spaces) where the wavefunctions are defined 
(i.e., to a lattice multiplication). This has as a consequence 
that the minimal particle degeneracy is determined by the 
minimal number required by the symmorphic group of one 
lattice copy times the total number oflattice copies, equal to 
the number of nonprimitive translations. 

There is a number of crystallographic space groups 
which do not generate isolated orbits (Tables I-VII). Since 
any of these groups leads to (nonisolated) orbits consisting of 
one single point each, its minimal partical content is the min
imum required by the Poincare-Hopf theorem: two. 

As to the reduction of degeneracy it can be performed 
by momentum-dependent mass terms or by (local) projection 
on subspaces. In the first case it conserves symmetry, where
as in the second it is accompanied by a reduction of symme
try. In the example we have considered3 the reduction is 
from 0 k to C !h . 

We have to state, finally, that the degeneracy described 
is connected to the form (2.9) ofthe lattice Hamiltonian, 
which is expressed in terms of a symmetric vector field V (p) 
and a symmetric scalar function m( pl. All results derive 
from the fact that both these types offunctions have minimal 
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sets of critical points, imposed by the symmetry group and 
depending on it. This point of view could be relaxed l7 (see 
also Ref. 18) in the sense that one could start from a reducible 
(eight-component) continuum equation, which already de
scribes two fermions (species doubling), and make on it a 
lattice approximation. As far as the particle spectrum is con
cerned, the result on gets in the simplest case l7 is equivalent 
to E2 =:I; V;(p) + m 2 with V; = sinO; and with a mass 
function m(p) = [m 2 + :I;(l - cosoYrl2. Beyond this, it 
can be considered as the interpretation of the square root in 
the manner of Dirac: (m 2 + :I;\ 1 - COSO;)2)1/2_ 
:Ia;(l - cosOj ) + 13m to giveH = :I;(a j X l)sinO; 
+ :I j (f3 Xaj )(1 - cosO;) + (13 Xf3)m. 
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We analyze two completely integrable quantized systems: the nonlinear Schrodinger and sine
Gordon ones, with the aim explicitly to recover the (spin-~ approximation) mechanisms 
responsible for their being allowed in the continuum limit equivalence with Fermi systems. 
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I. MOTIVATION 

Since Refs. 1-3, a relationship between the (lattice) spin 
xyz Heisenberg and the (continuum) massive Thirring mod
els has become well known. On the other hand, there is a 
correspondence4 between the massive Thirring model and 
the sine-Gordon model, in which, upon adjustments of suit
able parameters, the Schwinger functions of both models are 
identical, and hence the spectra are the same. In fact, the 
latter coincide with the semiclassical spectrum of the sine
Gordon system. In an indirect way we thus have a relation
ship between the spin-! xyz and the sine-Gordon model. 

There is an isolated attemptS to establish the correspon
dence directly, via the so-called spin-~ approximation of the 
sine-Gordon system on a lattice. One finds that in a Hilbert 
space (state space) of the sine-Gordon model there exists a 
proper subspace for which the reduction of the sine-Gordon 
Hamiltonian to this subspace makes it identical to the appro
priate spin-! xyz type Hamiltonian. The spin-~ approxima
tion idea is then to recover these properties of the original 
Bose system which allow it to approximate, at least weakly, 
the related spin-! or Fermi system (see also Ref. 6). One 
knows that if the spectra of both are identical, we can expect 
that then HsG commutes with the underlying projection P: 
[ HSG ,P] = 0 and then either HsG = PHsGP or HsG 
= PHsGP + (1 - P )HsG (I - P). However this simple prop

erty does not hold true while on a lattice, in general, but it can 
be recovered in the continuum limit. 

In the present paper we exploit the results of the quan
tum inverse scattering analysis for the nonlinear Schro
dinger and sine-Gordon models, to demonstrate explicitly 
the mechanisms of the "fermion-boson reciprocity" known 
to occur for both in the continuum limit, with the emphasis 
on the involved spin-! approximation formalism. 

In case of the nonlinear Schrodinger model, it is impor
tant to have available explicit formulas for Bethe-type eigen
functions of the Hamiltonian. In the case ofthe sine-Gordon 
system such functions are not explicitly known, but never
theless we are able to recover the spin-! approximation 
scheme by analyzing the algebraized form of the Bethe an
satz and relating it to this of the spin-~ xyz Heisenberg model. 

II. NONLINEAR SCHRODINGER MODEL IN THE 
REPULSIVE CASE 

(A) Let us consider the famous Hamiltonian Bose sys
tem in 1 + 1 dimensions: 

H= ~ JV<fo*V<fodX 

+ ~ J J <fo *(x)<fo *( y)V (x - y)<fo (x)<fo (y) dxdy, 

[<fo (x),<fo *( y) L = 8(x - y), [<fo (x),<fo (y) L = 0, (2.1) 

i~ = [<fo,HL 

= - ~ V<fo2+ J V(x-y)<fo*(y)<fo(y)dy<fo(x). (2.2) 

The latter equation of motion, in case of 
V (x - y) = c8(x - y) is known as the nonlinear Schrooinger 
equation. 

Let us choose a countable set of square integrable func
tions in ,2"2(R I) subject to the restrictions: 

{<Ps}' sUPPCl's = .1s' .1 snJs+ 1 #0, .1snJ t = 0 otherwise, 

.1 s beingaclosedintervalinR I. Nowletusapproximate<fo (x) 
by 

<fo (x)~ 2:as<Ps(x), [asan _ = 8s" [as,a t ] _ = O. (2.3) 

Then (2.1) reads 

(2.4) 

where 

Tmn = ~ J V~n V<Pm dx, 

Gmnjk = ~ JJ~m(X~n(Y)V(X-y)CPj(X)CPdY)dXdY 
(2.5) 

and because of (2.2) only the nearest neighbor exchange inte
grals remain (provided they exist): 

Tmm = + JIV<Pn 12dx=am, 

Gmmmm = ~ JI<Pm 1
4
dx =!3m, 

Tmn = 8nm_lam_1 + 8nm + lam+ I' (2.6) 

Gmnjk = 8nm-18jm8km_l!3m_1 + 8nm + 18jm 8km+ l!3m+ 1 

with 

1 f -a m± 1 = '2 V<Pm V<Pm± Idx, 

(2.7) 
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Hence, using (2.6), the formula (2.4) becomes 

HeEL[a:(am+1am+1 +am_1am_ 1 +amam) 
m 

+ a:2(,8m+ la~+ 1 +,8m-la~_1 +,8ma~)]. (2.8) 

(B) Let 10) be a Fock vacuum for the representation of 
the CCR algebra generated by (2.3): ak 10) = 0 Vk. We de
note 

Pk = :exp( - arad: + ar:exp( - arad:ak (2.9) 

and observe that 

pr = Pk, pi = Pk, [Pk,pd = 0, k =/=/; 

and, moreover, 

i.e., 

PkarPk=Uk+, PkakPk==Uk-' 

(Uk+)2=0 

= (Uk-)2 

= [uk-,u/]_ 
= [uk- ,0'/- ]_ 

= [Uk+ ,0'/+ ] _, k =/=/, 
[uk ,ut] + = Pk, 

(2.lO) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

thus giving rise to spin-! Pauli operators for the linear chain. 
An operator 

P= IJpK (2.13) 
k 

is a well-defined projection operator in the Fock space of our 
Bose system,7 and allows us to consider a projected Hamil
tonianHF = PHPofthe (spin-! approximation) type of Ref. 
6: 

H=HF +(I-P)HP+PH(I-P)+(I-P)H(I-P). 

(2.14) 

Obviously (2.8) reads 

HF =PHP 

=~Ju';:-(am+1U';;-+1 +am_1u';;-_1 +amu,;;-)]. 
m 

If, for any vector IA. ), we have P IA. ) = IA. ), then 

H IA. ) = H F IA. ) + (I - P)H IA. ), 

i.e., 

(1 -P)H IA.) = ~H IA.) =HFIA.). 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Suppose that H is diagonalized, and IA. ) is an eigenvector of 
H: H IA. ) = E IA. ). Then, 

PIA.) = IA. )=>H IA.) = HF IA.) = E IA.), (2.17) 

and because of [P, H] = 0 we can equivalently write 

H=HF +(I-P)H(I-P)]. (2.18) 

(e) Notice that (2.15) is a familiar form of Schultz's Ha
miltonian8 for the impenetrable Bose lattice gas in one space 
dimension, provided one adopts 

am+1 =am_ 1 = -l/2M82
, am = l/M82 (2.19) 

with 0 being the lattice spacing, M the single-particle mass, 
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and the finite volume restriction (to N sites) being conven
tionally imposed. One knows that after making the Jordan 
Wigner transformation from spins-! to anticommuting 
(CAR) variables, followed by the appropriate canonical 
transformation, a resulting Hamiltonian describes the free 
Fermi gas. In the continuum limit the Girardeau eigenvalues 
and wavefunctions arise.9 The free Bose gas Hamiltonian 
should then be used instead of H: 

1 SaL iJ1 H=Ho= - - t/J*(x)-t/J(x)dx 
2M 0 ax2 

(2.20) 

provided one imposes the domain restriction: 

[J dx't/J *(x)t/J *(x')O(x - x')t/J (x')t/J (X)] It/J) = 0, (2.21) 

which eliminates the coupling term 

!e J dx J dx't/J *(x)t/J *(x')O(x - x')t/J (x')t/J (x) 

of the original nonlinear SchrOdinger problem. 
In Girardeau's modeIit is obvious that [H, P L = 0 and 

hence all eigenvectors of H satisfying P IA. ) = IA. ) are just 
those obseying (2.21). Here P projects on a subspace of the 
(Hilbert) eigenspace of H, on which (2.21) holds true. Let us, 
however, mention that the role of the coupling constant e, by 
virtue of (2.21) is missing, while from Refs. lO and 11 one 
knows that at e = 0 the Bose (free) gas appears while at 
e = <Xl H converts into HF = PHP, i.e., the equivalent free 
Fermi gas appears. 

(D) Let H be a nonlinear SchrOdinger model Hamilton
ian. For any value of e > 0, the normalized in-eigenstates of 
H read as followS l2,l3: 

I t/J (k1,. .. ,kn ))in = R (k1)· .. R (kn ) I 0) 

= JUXdxieXP(ikiXi )] 

HeretheZamolodchikovoperatorsR (k ),R *(k ) can be intro
duced to algebraize the Bethe ansatz for the eigenvectors of 
H, and one has 

(2.23) 

and 

k. - k. - ie 
R (ki)R *(kj ) = ' J • R *(kj)R (k i ) + 21T8(ki - kj ) 

k i - kj + Ie 
(2.24) 

together with 

[H, R *(k)L = k 2R *(k), (2.25) 

which implies that It/J (k1,· .. ,kn )) is an eigenvector of H. By 
making use of (2.22), one finds easily that at e = 0 
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1t,6 (kl,. .. ,kn)B 

= fLvldX; [exP(i~k;X;)]}t,6 *(xl l"'t,6 *(Xn 10) 

= a*(kl) .. ·a*(kn)IO), (2.26) 

which corresponds to the free Bose gas problem, while the 
free Fermi gas problem appears at e = 00, when 

1t,6(k l ,. .. ,kn HF = fdXI"Jdxn[exp(i~k;X;)] 
Xa(x l,. .. ,xn]t,6 *(xtl .. ·t,6 *(xn)IO) (2.27) 

and 

a(XI,. .. ,xn)= II [8(x;-xj )-8(xj -x;l] (2.28) 
1<1<;<n 

satisfies 

~ = Un' u! (I - u! ) = 0, 
a( ... x; ... xj ... ) = - a( ... xj· .. x; ... ). (2.29) 

Obviously R = R (t,6 *, t,6 ) follows from (2.22); see Refs 12, 13. 
Girardeau's version of the free Bose gas wavefunctions arriv
ing at the free Fermi gas is realized here by means of Un . This 
is a special case of the general isomorphisms between linear 
spaces of symmetric functions and antisymmetric func
tions l4 see also Ref. 7. 

Let us emphasize that the general theory of Ref. 14 al
lows us to recover Fermi states of Bose systems in more than 
one space dimension. Obviously the simple multiplicative 
alternation Un is insufficient for such a purpose. Because of 
(2.29) for an n-point function In , one has 

I 2 

In = u2Jn + (1 - u!lfn =In + In (2.30) 

so that iffn = I(x I,. .. ,xn ) is a symmetric function, its anti
symmetric image a la Girardeau9 is 

I I 

Un In = a(XI'"'' xn )/(x l,· .. , Xn I. 

In our case, the vector 

a(kl, .. ·,kn 11t,6 (kl, .. ·,kn )F 

= f dx l· .. f dXn [exp(i ~ kjXj )] 

X u2(xl, .. ·,xn 1t,6 *(x l l"'t,6 *(xn 10) (2.31) 

is a typical element of the range of a projection operator 
I I 

P= IF of Ref. 7, Le., P 1t,6)B = 1t,6 )B' If adopted to our no-

tation, 1 F reads 

IF = L J,jdx l ... jdxnu2(X I,. .. ,xn)t,6 *(x l) .. ·t,6 *(xn) 
n n. 

x:exp [ - j dY t,6*(y)t,6(Y)]=t,6(Xtl ... t,6(Xn). (2.32) 

It is an operator unit of the CAR algebra (a Fock 
representation): 
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[b(x),b*(y)]+ =t5(x-y)IF , [b(x),b(y)]+ =0 

b (x) = ~ (1 + n)I/2 f dYI'" f dYn 

X u(vl, ... ,yn )a(x,Yto .. ·,yn) (2.33) 

Xt,6*(YI) ... t,6*(Yn):exp [ - j dZt,6*(Z)t,6(Z)]: 

xt,6 (x)t,6 (YI)"'t,6 (yn)' 

By inspection one easily verifies that 
I 

1t,6)B = a(kl,. .. ,kn) 1t,6 (kl, .. ·,kn ))F 

= a(k I, .. ·,kn) f dx I'" f dXm [ exp(i ~ kjXj ) ] 

Xb *(xll .. ·b *(xn )10) 

= a(kl, ... ,kn)b *(kl)· .. b *(kn)IO). (2.34) 

Obviously at e = 0, the 1 R,R + J algebra generates the CCR 
algebra, while at e = 00 the CAR's arise; see (2.22)-(2.24). 

By using the Jordan Wigner transformation, (2.34) can 
be replaced by 

I 

1t,6)n = 0'+ (kl)· .. O'+(kn 10), (2.35) 
I 

where 1t,6 )B vanishes if any two k 's coincide, and is permuta-
tion invariant. In this connection compare also Ref. 15, 
where the quantum Gel'fand-Levitan transform problem 
has been solved for the nonlinear Schrodinger field: 
t,6 (x) = t,6 [R *,R ](x) in the limit of the infinite repulsion re
duces to the Jordan Wigner mapping from the CAR genera
tors 1 R,R * J to Pauli operators 1 t,6,t,6 * J. 

(E) From Ref. 6 one knows that a family 
11t,6 (kl,· .. ,kn)) J n = 0.1,2,,,, of vectors forms a complete eigen
function system for the nonlinear Schrodinger model Hamil
tonian if e;;.O, However, one should realize that a continuous 
transition from e = 0 to e = 00 results in the contraction of 
the dynamically accessible state space for our Bose system 
from the whole of the Fock space .'Y (e = 0) to its proper 
subspace P.'Y = .'Y F' 

This peculiar property is precisely a (very special) real
ization of the Bose-Fermi metamorphosis phenomenon via 
the spino! approximation procedure, as described in Refs. 16, 
6. 

Recall that P = IF' (2.32), is a continuous version of the 
lattice projection P, which replaces each single Bose degree 
offreedom by the two-level (spin-!) degree in the system. The 
formulas (2.14)-(2.18) apply both to the continuous and lat
tice cases. 

Generally upon the parametric dependence H = H (Il ) 
we expect to arrive at [H ( 00 ),P] _ = 0 so that 
H(oo) =PH(oo)P+ (I-P)H(oo)(I-P)mayholdtrueei
ther on the lattice level or, if impossible, on the continuum 
level. If all eigenstates of H ( 00 ) belong to the range of P, then 
H (00 ) = H F = PH (00 )P, which is the case for the nonlinear 
Schrodinger model at e = 00. Then a "fermion-boson reci
procity" idea apparently applies. Otherwise, the diagonali
zation of H F does not resolve the spectral problem for H, and 
one is forced to diagonalize H itself to recover a complete set 
of eigenvectors. Obviously, it is frequently much more favor-
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able to diagonalize the Bose Hamiltonian than the related 
Fermi one. If one succeeds with H, then a solution for H F is 
immediate, provided [H,P] = O. This idea lies at the founda
tions of the boson expansion methods as applied in the 
many-body (Fermi or finite spin) systems in the diagonaliza
tion-before-the-projection procedure of Refs. 17,18. 

III. THE QUANTUM SINE-GORDON SYSTEM VS SPIN-l 
xyz HEISENBERG MODEL: PRELIMINARIES 

(A) As far as the nonlinear Schrodinger model is con
cerned, we are fortunate to have available an exact spectrum 
of the problem with an explicit form of the eigenvectors. This 
fact enables one to control how the Bose system is becoming 
equivalent to Fermi one as c varies from 0 to 00, and to notice 
that [H,P];60 except for c = 0 and c = 00. 

For the sine-Gordon system, despite the spectacular 
equivalence with the massive Thirring model4 and the de
monstration of complete integrability via the quantum in
verse scattering transform method, 19 even the knowledge of 
the Bethe ansatz states for the massive Thirring model did 
not enable one to construct explicitly Bethe wavefunctions. 
On the other hand, we know from Ref. 5 that the sine-Gor
don Hamiltonian, while put on a lattice with the nearest
neighbor coupling gradient term, in the spin-~ approxima
tion (at 1>0) reduces to the spin-~ xyz problem. The latter 
under the weak anisotropy assumption in the continuum 
limit is known to reproduce the WKB spectrum of the sine
Gordon system. 1 

In addition, our lattice analysis of Ref. 5 suggests that in 
the continuum limit the ("fermion-boson reciprocity") 
statement: 

HsG = PH.GP H xyz (3.1) 

is not realized if at all, but rather 

HsG==Hxyz + (1 - P)HsG(l- Pl· (3.2) 

Consequently, a selection of the appropriate subspace of the 
sine-Gordon state space is necessary to arrive at the Cole
man's equivalence on the level of irreducible fields. To sup
port this conjecture, we shall make an analysis of the avail
able inverse scattering results for the sine-Gordon 19 and the 
spin-~ xyz2° models with the emphasis on some limiting pro
perties of both. Both systems are considered on the finite 
lattice oflength L and spacing 8. This restriction is essential 
because the continuum limit of the sine-Gordon model does 
not exist for all coupling constant values. 

Within the inverse scattering formalism, the basic ob
ject is the one-parameter family of the local transition matri
ces Ln (A. ), n = 1, ... , N = L /8 which give rise to the matrix: 

T(A. ) = L (A. ) ... L (A. ) = (A (A. ) B (A. )) (3.3) 
N 1 C(A.) D(A.)' 

where the following commutation relations hold true: 

[A (A. ), A (p,)]_ = [B (A. ), B (p,)]_ = 0, 

B (A. )A (p,) = b (A., p,)B (p,)A (A. ) + c(A., p,)A (p,)B (A. ), 

B (p,)D (A. ) = b (A., p,)B (A. )D (p,) + c(A., p,)D (A. )B (p,), (3.4) 

c(A., p,)[C (A. ), B (p,)]_ = b (A., p,)[A (p,)D (A. ) - A (A. )D (p,)], 

c(A., p,)[D (x), A (p,)]_ = b (A., p,)[B (p,)C (A. ) - B (A. )C( p,)]. 
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As a consequence of (3.4), one has, for example, 

[Y(A. ),Y( p,)L = O,Y(A. ) = A (A. ) + D (A. ). (3.5) 

We wish to have represented relations (3.4) in terms of the 
operator algebra in the N-particle Hilbert space 

N " 
JY = II hi> hi = h Vi, 

j= 1 

including a reference state f1 such that 

C(A.)f1 = 0, A (A.)f1 = exp[a(A. )N]f1, 

D (A. )f1 = exp[d (A. )N]f1. (3.6) 

The particular choice off unctions b (A.,p,),c(A.,p,),a(A. ),d (A. ) 
determines the model of interest. 

The eigenstates of Y(A. ) are constructed from f1 as fol
lows: 

n 

IA.I,···,A.n)= II B(A.;)f1 (3.7) 
i=1 

provided the following (periodicity) condition holds true: 

exp{[a(A.k)-d(A.k)]NJ = IT C(A.j,A.k), k= 1,2, ... ,n. 
i = I c(A.k,A.j) 
j#k 

(3.8) 
Then (3.7) is an eigenvector of the operator Y(A.) with the 
eigenvalue 

A (A., A.
I

, ... , A.
n

) = ea(A IN IT 1 + ed(A IN IT _1_ . 
j=1 c(A.j,A.) j=IC(A.,A.j ) 

(3.9) 

(B) The sine-Gordon model in the above framework is 
defined l9 as follows, 

b(A.,p,)= . sinh(v~vl). ,c(A.,p,)= __ i_sin--!...y __ 
smh (v - v + lY) sinh(v - v' + iy) , 

v = 1M, v' = Inp" (3.10) 

alA. ) = d (i) = Am282cosh(2v - i8) 

provided one starts from the field equation 

fj)" - fj)xx = (m2//3)sin/3fj), y = 'tf32, (3.11) 

and then discretizes the problem: L = N8, 8 being the lattice 
spacing. The local transition operator L" (A. ) appears then in 
the form 

_( p,", (m/4)[A.V~-(1/A.)v"]) 
L,,(A.) - [] , 

(m/4) (1/ A. )v~ - A.v" , p,~ 
(3.12) 

where the Weyl commutation relations 

vnvm = vmv", UnUm = UmU n , V~Vm = VmV~' 

U~Um =UmU~' UnVn =e~iYvnun' unv~=eiYv~un (3.13) 

are satisfied by operators 

Vn = 8eXP[ (i/3 /28) i~n+81fj)(X)dX], 

i
xn + 8 

Pn =! /3 Cp (x)dx, Un = exp( - iPn)' 
Xn 

[fj)(x),fj)(y)L =0= [Cp(x),Cp(Y)L, (3.14) 

[fj) (x),Cp (y)L = i8(x - y). 
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Let us emphasize that the defining commutation relations 
(3.9) can be rewritten in the compact tensor product form: 

R (A, jl)[ T(x) ® T(P)] = [T(P) ® T(A )]R (A,jl) (3.15) 

where R = R (A,jl) is a 4 X 4 matrix with c-valued elements: 

R~ ~(~ ~ I D b=b(A#), C~C(A#). (3.16) 

To specify a concrete model in the inverse scattering formal
ism, one must thus know R and solutions of the eigenvalue 
equations (3.6). This amount of knowledge suffices to recon
struct the whole model. 

(C) Now we shall recall the basic results for the spin-~ 
xyz Heisenberg model, with a final goal of identifying these 
eigenvectors for the sine-Gordon system, which belong to 
the range of the projection P of Sec. I, in 

~ = IT ® hi' h; = 'y2(R I) Vi, 
;= 1 

after making a transition to the continuum. Without enter
iny into the detailed (Baxter's) parametrization, let us notice 
that the form of the local transition matrix20 

(
W40"! + wp·~, wIO"! - iWP;,) 

L,,(A) = I. -2 4 4' 
WIO"" + lW2CT", W40"" - W30"" 

(3.17) 

where [dn ,0";" ] _ = 0, n =1= m, and operators {dn Y ~ 1.2.3.4 are 
equivalent to 2 X 2 Pauli matrices assigned to the nth site, 
allows a representation of Ln(.1) in 

N N 
P~= II ®(Ph);=II ®Cf 

i= 1 ;= 1 

provided we introduce 

fjJk = 8- 1
/
2i fjJ (x)xdx ) dx = 2 -1/2(at + a k ), 

R' 

cPk = (l/i21/2) (at - ak), (3.18) 

Xk(X) = 1 for XE(Xk,xk + 8) 

= 0 otherwise. 

Then define {d,,}~:,li~i~ ... and O"! =p" via formulas (1.10)
(1.13). However, we are still far from any relationship with 
the sine-Gordon system, especially because the R matrix 
reads 

R.~ ~G ~ I D 0#1, d#O, 

a = 8(21])8(...1. - jl)H(A - jl + 21]), 

b = H(21])8(A - jl)8(A - jl + 21]), 

c = 8 (21])H(A - jl)8(A ~ jl + 21]), 

d = H(21])H(A - jl)H(A - jl + 21]) (3.19) 

with H, 8 being Jacobi's eta and theta elliptic functions. 
(D) One knows that, for each family {L,,(A )}" = I •...• N of 

local transition matrices for the xyz model, there exists a 
sequence {M~(A) = M~(A,s,t)} of matrices with complex
valued matrix elements, being functions of two integers 
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1 and n, n, I = 0, ± 1 ± 2,.··, and two arbitrary complex 
parameterss and t (to be omitted below for simplicity) such 
that the operators 

L ~(A) = L ~(A,s,t) 

= M ,,-,; IL,,(A )M" + I-I 

= (a~(A) P~(A)) 
Y,,(Al 8~(Al 

(3.20) 

withM~: = M" + (1- I) serve as thenewlocaltransitionoper
ators for the xyz model, with a resulting one-parameter fam
ily of transition operators: 

T I (A ) = IT L ~ (A ) = (A : (.1 ) 
,,=1 C (A) 

(3.21) 

Let us consider a single-site Hilbert space h = 'y 2(R I) and 
let {eJ;=o.I .... be a complete orthonormal system in it with 
a*eo = el , aeo = 0, en = (l/Vn!)a*neo. We denote eo = e-, 
e 1 = e+ . In this notation, we introduce a one-parameter fam
ily of vectors20 

u/ = H (s + 2(1] + 1)1] - 1])e+ + 8 (s + 2(1] + 1)1] -1])e-, 
(3.22) 

given as linear combinations of e + , e - in terms of Jacobi 
elliptic functions of the modulus k, 1] being one more (real) 
parameter. Each vector u/, (3.22) is annihilated by a respec
tive r of (3.20), and, moreover, we have 

with 

r(A )u/ = 0, 

al(A )wl = h (A + 1])wl - \ 

81(.1 )wl = h (A _1])WI -
I
, 

h (u) = 8 (0)H(u)8(u). 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

The above local formula allows a construction of the one
parameter family of N-particle vectors in 

N .. 

P~ = II (p •. ZP2(R Ill;: 
;=1 

11 I = w; ®w~ ® ... ®w~, w; = Wi Vi (3.25) 

such that operators A I (A ),B / (A ),C I (A ),D I (A ) of (3.2 I) sa
tisfy 

A 1(...1. )111 = hN(A + 1])11 1- \ 

D/(A)11 I = h N(A _1])11 1- 1, 

C /(A)I1I=O 

(3.26) 

for each 1. The formula (3.21) can be rewritten as follows: 

TI(A) =M N~dA )T(A )M/(A): = TN+I./(A), (3.27) 

where the notation 

(3.28) 

is introduced, and the corresponding (operator-valued) ma
trix elements read Akl(A ), BkdA ), Ck/(A ), Dk/(A ). By using 
these operators, one constructs a 1 + n operator family of 
vectors: 

I/I/(A., ... ,A." ) 

= BI + 1,1- 1 (A,) ... B I + ",1- " (An )11 I-n, n = N /2. 
(3,29) 
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The transfer operator of the model,20 

Tr[T(A)] = Y(A) 

= A (A) + D (A ) = YII(A ) = AII(A ) + Du(A ) (3.30) 

satisfies the following eigenvalue equation: 

Y(A )!f!e(AI,··.,An) = A (e,A,AI, ... ,An)!f!e(AI, ... ,An)' (3.31) 

where 
+00 

!f! e(AI,···,An) = I e21Tile!f!dAI,···,An)' 
1= - 00 

n 

AI(A,AI,···,An) = h N(A + 1/) II a(A,Ak)' (3.32) 
k=1 

n 

A 2(A,AI,···,An) = h N(A -1/) II a(Ak,A), 
k=1 

a(A,,u) = h (A -,u - 2,u)lh (A - ,u), n = N 12, 

and by construction !f! e (A I"",A n )EP K. 
The periodicity condition reads 

hN(Aj +1/) =e~41Tie i a(Ak,Aj), 
h N(Aj -1/) k= I a(Aj,Ak) 

k'i'j 

j = 1,2, ... ,n = N 12. (3.33) 

By exploiting a property H (u) = - H ( - u), e (u) 
= e( - u), i.e., h (u) = - h ( - u), we can write this condi

tion as follows: 

[ 
h (Aj + 1/) ] N e41Tie = i h (Aj - Ak + 21/). (3.34) 
h (Aj - 1/) k= I h (Aj - Ak - 21/) 

k'i'j 

IV. FROM THE xyz MODEL TO THE SINE-GORDON 
MODEL: SPIN-! APPROXIMATION IDEA REVIVED 

(A) In the above the elliptic Jacobi functions H (u) and 
e (u) are of the modulus k with k = (1 -I ")/(1 + I") 
0<1" < 1. We are interested in the properties ofthexyz Hei
senberg system while approaching the limit 
(1 - k ')1(1 + k') = I'--.(}, which impliesk = (1 - k '2)1/2--.(). 
The transition from the modulus k to 1', under an assump
tion I' --.(}, can be equivalently rewritten as 

h (u) = H(u,k )e(u,k )e(O,k) = (const)H(u,I') (4.1) 

(see Ref. 3). It allows us to evaluate the limiting properties of 
(3.34) upon the following change of variables (formerly intro
duced in Ref. 3) 

(A i - Aj)-+ - !iIPi - f3j ), 

1/-+~(17" -,u) 

caused by 

Ai-+ - ~if3i + iK" 1/-+~(17" - ,u), 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

K, = q;, K, -+ In(411')-+00. i
1T12 d 

o (1+/ 2sin2q;)1/2 "->0 

The following limits were investigated in Ref. 3: 
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In[ h (A + 1/) ] -+ _ i(17" -,u) - fr,il'2 siJVt sinhf3i' 
h (A -1/) ,·~O 

(4.4) 

In[ h (Ai - Aj + 21/) ] -+ In[ sinh(~IPi - f3j ) - 2i,u) ] . 
h (Ai - Aj - 2,u) ,·~O sinh(!IPi - f3j + 2i,u) 

Consequently, we arrive at the following form of the period
icity condition, 

exp( i[417"e - (17" - ,u)N]) ,exp( - ikiL ) 

= IT sinh HIPi - f3j - 2i,u)] 

k = I sinh HIPi - f3j + 2i,u)] 

(4.5) 
ki = mo sinhf30 mo = M,2/8 siJVt, N = L18, 

and, upon the additional demands 

e = (17" - ,u)N 1417", f3i = 2vi , ,u-+ -,u, 

we get finally 

(4.6) 

. n sinh(v; - Vj + i,u) 
exp(lkiL) = II . . , i = 1,2,oo.,n = N 12. 

k = I smh(v; - Vj - l,u) 
k'i" 

(4.7) 

On the other hand, by recalling (3.9) and (3.10), we realize 
that the original sine-Gordon periodicity condition reads 

exp( [a(A K ) - a(Ak)]N} = exp[!m28 sin rsinh 2Vk,L] 

_ IT sinh(vk - Vj + ir) 
- j= I sinh(vk - Vj - ir) , 

j'i'k 
i.e., upon an identification 

1'2 m28 

168 4 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

we can identify (3.34) with the sine-Gordon periodicity 
condition. 

(B) We are interested in the I'--.(} limit, upon the re
placements (4.2), (4.6), and (4.9) of all the basic formulas for 
the xyz Heisenberg model. For this purpose let us make use 
of Ref. 21 and make transparent the I' dependence of the 
Jacobi functions. Namely we have 

H(u,k) = BI(ul2Kk,q), e(u,k) = B4(uI2Kk,q), 

k 2+k,2= 1, k'=(l-I')/(l +1'), 

where 

(4.10) 

I'TI2 

q=exp(-17"K,IK,.), K,= Jo dq;I(1+/2sin2q;)1/2, 

K, -+ In(41I')-+00, K" -+ 17"/2, (4.11) 
/'->0 "->0 

q -+ exp( - 2Kd-+I'2/16, 
"->0 

and the following q expansions hold true21 : 

0l(V,q) = 2q1/4(sin 1TV - q2 sin 31TV + q6 sin 517"V - ... ) 
+00 

= i L (- 1 )nq(n ~ 112)le(2n ~ l)lTVi, (4.12) 
n = - 00 
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04(V,q) = 1 - 2(q cos 21TV - q4 cos 41TV + rI cos 61TV - ••• ) 
+00 L (- Itqn'e2n1Tiv. (4.13) 

n= - <Xl 

One should also realize that the elliptic modulus k is a func
tion of q and for small 1 ' reads 

k2"",16q 1+4q2 (4.14) 
- I+Sq+24q2 

(C) Let us analyze the 1'-0 behavior of the xyz model R 
matrix (3.19) upon replacements (4.2), (4.6), (4.9) and pro
vided we demand that '1/ = ° is mapped into 1T. Then 

8(2'1/~1, 8(A -A ')---+1, 8(A -A' + 2'1/)---+1, (4.15) 

but 

H(A - A '~2q1/4 sin [!i(,8' -P) + 1T) 

= 2q1/4j sinh [!(,8 - P')), 

H (2'1/)---+2q1/4i sin (1T - J.l) = 2q1/4 sin J.l, (4.16) 

H (A - A' + 2'1/)---+2q1/4i sinh [!(,8 - P') - iJ.l). 

Consequently, 

a(A,A ') = 8 (2'1/)8 (A - A ')H 

X (A - A ' + 2'1/)---+2q1/4i sinh [!(,8 - P') - iJ.l), 

b(A,A') =H(2'1/)8(A -A') 

X8(A - A' + 2'1/)---+2q1/4 sinJ.l, 

C(A,A ') = 8 (2'1/)H (A - A ') 

X8(A -A' + 2'1/)---+2q1/4isinh [!(,8 -P')), 

d(A,A') = H (2'1/)H (A -A ')H(A -A' + 2'1/) 

(4.17) 

---+ - Sq3/4i sinJ.l sinh [!(,8 - P ')) sinh {!(,8 - P') - iJ.l}. 

Now let us make a reftectionJ.l---+ - J.l in the above formulas 
[compare, e.g., also (4.6)] and divide all of them by 
a(A,A ',J.l---+ - J.l). We get 

a(A,A '~1, 

b (A 1 ') i sin J.l (4 IS) 
,n. ---+ sinh [!(,8 - P') + iJ.l) , . 

C(A,A ')---+ sin [!(,8 - P')) 
sinh [!(,8 - P') + iJ.l) 

d (A,A ')---+4q1/2 sin J.l sinh [!(,8 - P ')). 
Now, it suffices to recall (4.6) withP = 2v to noticing that, 
with an accuracy up to ql/2 corrections, the following ap
proximate relationship holds true for the R matrices of the 
xyz and sine-Gordon models: 

(4.19) 

where the right-hand side is l' independent. Though the ap
proximation improves with 1 '-0, we cannot here make the 
limit /' = 0, like 

limRxyz __ 1_ = Rso(A,A '). 
1'--00 a(A,A ') 

(4.20) 

Namely, because of (4.3)-(4.7), the mass factor 
mo = n (/ '2/8) sin J.l appearing there as well as the identifi
cation 1'2/168 = m28!4 of (4.9) depends on I'. A nontrivial 
limit arises only if we simultaneously let 8-0, so that 
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1,2/8---+const, i.e., if with 1'-0, we recover the continuum 
limit of the lattice theory. But at the same time m28 should be 
kept constant, which means that we are forced to let m go to 
00 with 8-0. The need for such an effect was explicitly re
covered in Ref. 5; then only the spino! approximation of the 
sine-Gordon model in terms of the xyz model becomes reli
able. 

(D) The limiting properties of the transfer matrix eigen
value are not straightforward if we use the form (3.32) of A. 
However, 

e2rri8h N(X - '1/)AXyz(8,A,AI"",An) = A '(8,A,AI,···,An) 

= e4rri8 [ h (A + '1/) ]N IT h (A -Ak - 2'1/) 
h(A-'1/) k=1 h(A-Ak) 

n h (A - Ak + 2'1/) 

+ JI h(A-Ak) 
(4.21) 

exhibits quite reasonable limiting behavior: By virtue of 
(4.3)-(4.7) we arrive at 

rrn sinh (A - Ak + iJ.l) 
A ' ---+ exp (ikL ) --.-----

/'--00 k = I smh (A - Ak ) 

n sinh (A - Ak + iJ.l) 

+ JI sinh (A - A. k ) 

so that 

e2rri8h N (A. - '1/)Axyz (8,A,A 1, .. ·,An ) 

(4.22) 

---+ exp [-d(A.)N).Aso(A.,A),. .. ,An)· (4.23) 
/'--00 

In the above we can again approach I' = ° while letting 8 go 
to 0, (4.23) recovers a resolution of the eigenvalue problem 
A (A. )11 = ea(" )11, D (A. )11 = ed (")11 in the! 1'-0,0-0 J limit. 
Because tha data! R, alA. ), d (A. ) J are defining objects for the 
model, we find that indeed the simultaneous ! 1 ' -0, 0-0 J 
limit of the xyz Heisenberg model defined in p:Jr c:Jr gives 
rise to the (continuous) sine-Gordon model, in full agree
ment with Ref. 1. However, let us recall that the xyz model 
eigenvectors were explicitly constructed in terms of a n+ 

= Pa: P, a n- = Pan P. The limiting procedure does not des
troy the Pauli exclusion principle which is coded in the prop
erty (an+)2 = ° = (an-)2 Vn,andbecauseofthefinitevol
ume (L is kept fixed) we have not destroyed the Fock-ness 
property 

N 

an- 110=akI10=0 Vk, 110= rr ®ek-
k=1 

[compare, e.g., (3.22)]. Consequently, in the continuum limit 
we still remain in the proper subspace p:Jr of the Fock space, 
where P is a continuum generalization of the former discrete 
projection, in complete analogy with the case of the nonlin
ear Schrodinger model. 

On the other hand, the representation (3.10) of the fun
damental sine-Gordon algebra satisfies its continuum limit 
as well, being however defined in the whole of:Jr through 
bounded in :JrWeyl operators. It means that in the contin
uum we can represent the fundamental sine-Gordon struc
ture ! R, alA. ), d (A ) J in at least two equivalent ways: first in all 
of:Jr and second in the proper subspace p:Jr of :Jr. In the 
language of representation theory, it means that the contin-
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uum limit of the fundamental representation (3.10) is reduc
ible and has at least one nontrivial component, namely this 
on P Yr. Hence though the spectral problem resolved in Ref. 
I gives an exact spectrum of the sine-Gordon model, it does 
not suffice to recover all of its eigenfunctions. We conjecture 
that the WKB/massive Thirring spectrum of the sine-Gor
don system is exact and infinitely degenerate. 

(E) The existence of a representation of the sine-Gor
don algebra in P Yr implies the existence of a representation 
in the continuum limit of any among the proper subspaces of 
Yr received by composing projections on two arbitrary 
(neighboring) excitation levels at each single site. In this con
nection, let us notice that single-site operators,22 

+ * cos
2
(1Ta*a/2) - cos

2
(1Ta*a/2) (4.24) a =a , a = a 

(a*a + 1)1/2 (a*a + 1)1/2 

generate in h = ,2"2(R I) a reducible representation of the 
CAR algebra: 

a-e2n =0, a+e2n =e2n + 1 V n=O,I,.··, 

(a-)2 = 0 = (a+)2 (4.25) 

provided {en 1, is a complete basis system in ,2"2(R I). For the 
sine-Gordon model ,2" 2(R I) is the Hilbert space of the quan
tum pendulum. 6 The representation (4.24) becomes reduced 
on each two-dimensional subspace of h = ~ n =o.I .... h (n), 
h (n) = ,2"(e2n ,e2n + I)' Our construction allows to identify a 
representation of (4.24) related to the single-site projection 
p(O) = :exp( - a*a): + a*:exp( - a*a):a, i.e., 
P = P(O) = rr;'= I Pj(O). We can as well use a projection 
P = P (k ) with p(k )h (k ) = h (k ) and the spin-! algebra 
{P(k )a/ P(k) = a/ (k )}{:,16~C:N. In case of the nonlinear 
Schr6dinger model we were able to give a detailed descrip
tion of how fermions arise in the Bose system. In the present 
case, things are less straightforward, but once any operator 
quantity is given in terms of {a/ } then the Jordan Wigner 
transformation allows us to rewrite it in terms of pure fer
mionic variables. Let us exploit a reducible representation of 
the CAR given in Ref. 22: 

bi = exp (i1Tiil Nk)'(Nk + 1)-1/2 COS2(1TN;l2)·ai> 
k=1 

br =a~(Ni + 1)-1/2COS2(1TN;l2)exp[ -i1T~tIINk]' (4.26) 

where 

[bi,bj]+ =oij' [bi,bj ]+ =0. (4.27) 

The representation follows from the previously introduced 
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(4.24), a± ~l, via 

bj = (jfi ck)aj-, aj = (jfi c~)aj+ , 
k=1 k=1 

Ck = exp(i1TNk)=>[ ck,a/ ] + = 0, ci = 1. (4.28) 

Here [Nk,PU)] _ = OVk,j; hence we can immediately re
duce the representation of the CAR (4.26) according to br -+ 

bj(k) = P(k )bjP(k). Inparticular,duetoP(O) = nf= IPj(O), 
we arrive at the well-known Jordan Wigner formulas: 

P (O)biP (0) = bi(O) = exp(i1T~t: at ak- }ai-, 

P(O)b rp(O) = b rIO), (4.29) 

which are easily invertible. For the derivation of (4.29) one 
should notice that (Ni + 1) -I 12COS2(1TN;l2) = 1 on the al
lowed domain. If we supply (4.26) with 

(
i-I) (i-I) h r = II c~ ai-, hi = II ck a/, 
k=1 k=1 

(4.30) 

we arrive at the two-component Fermi system (the massive 
Thirring model demands it): 

[bj(k ),b r(l)] + = OjiOk/' [bj(k ),bi(/)] + = 0, 

bj (l) = bj , bj (2) = hj . (4.31) 
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A class of complex, self-dual Euclidean SU(2) gauge field configurations are obtained. The action 
is finite and real. In a simple scaling limit, of infinite action, this class reduces to the complex, 
static monopoles of Manton. Various special features of these solutions are discussed. 

PACS numbers: 11.15. - q 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paperl a conjugate pair of non-self-dual 
complex solutions for SU(2) gauge fields was presented. 
They had finite, complex Euclidean actions and zero topo
logical charge. One motivation for constructing complex so
lutions is their possible role in systematic applications of sad
dIe point methods.2 One may conjecture that in trying to 
extract certain results by semiclassical methods it would be 
essential to supplement the real saddle points, corresponding 
to instantons, by complex ones. Only after having taken into 
account the effects not only of real but also of suitable classes 
of complex classical solutions should one decide whether the 
exploration of certain domains of interest is beyond the 
scope of such methods or not. For this purpose it is evidently 
important to construct self-dual complex solutions with fin
ite real actions, providing the weight factor e - S for the cor
responding paths and thus most directly generalizing the 
class of real instanton solutions. We present a class of such 
solutions in this paper. Let us at this point make it quite 
explicit what type of complexification we are aiming at. 

(1) We are not complexifying the coordinates xl' of the 
flat Euclidean space. They will have their usual real do
mains. Our solutions must be complex with the real Euclid
ean space as base. Complexification of the base space can be 
of interest in a still broader context and will automatically 
lead to complex fields. But in this paper we will present ex
plicit examples ofSU(2) fields which remain complex in spite 
of the above-mentioned restriction. So in this context we 
cannot start with real gauge potentials and complexify them 
through complex coordinate transformations. We will have 
to find some less evident method. 

(2) We will also exclude solutions obtained by formal 
complex gauge transformations of real solutions. Our solu
tions must be, in this sense, intrinsically complex. This will 
be demonstrated by explicitly constructing gauge invariant 
expressions which are complex for our class of solutions. 
Our class will, however, contain interesting particular cases 
which can indeed be rendered real through complex gauge 
transformations. But we will separate them out, providing 
explicitly the gauge transformations in question. This will 
serve to pinpoint the level at which our class of solutions 
becomes intrinsically complex. See Sec. 4 for examples of 
complex gauge transformation [SU(2)-SL(2,c), as discussed 
in Ref. 1]. 

• , Division de Physique Theorique, Institut de Physique Nucleaire, Univer
site Paris XI, 91406 Orsay Cedex, France. 

(3) Neither will we resort to complexification ofpa
rameters of known real solutions. In fact such a naive ap
proach usually fails. To take the simplest example, if in the 
generating function in the 't Hooft gauge of the one instanton 
solution, namely in 

p = 1 +A 2/(x - 5)2 (1.1) 

the center 51' is complexified, the action diverges. The co
ordinates xl' being defined to be real, the imaginary part of 
51' cannot be absorbed by a translation of the origin. The 
situation concerning the (8n - 3) parameters ofthe general 
solutions, for arbitrary index n, is naturally more involved, 
which we will not attempt to analyze here. In sharp contrast 
to the foregoing line of thought we will present solutions 
whose action will diverge if a certain purely imaginary pa
rameter is made real. The solutions must be complex for the 
action to be finite. They will be intrinsically complex also in 
this sense. The imaginary parameter will be found to enter in 
a nonperturbative way (in Sec. 2, K = i(;, where (; > 1 for the 
action to be finite). The general solution cannot hence be 
continuously deformed to a real one with finite action. 

(4) We will construct our solutions such that though 
(except for particular cases to be pointed out) they are intrin
sically complex according to the above-mentioned criteria, 
the corresponding actions will be real. The situation will be 
shown to be as follows. Gauge invariant expressions such as 

Tr(Fl'v Fap) = Tr(UFl'v U- I UFaPU- 1
), (1.2) 

where U is any gauge transformation, real or complex, will 
be in general complex. These are not invariant under coordi
nate transformations. But since, as explained before, we per
mit only real coordinate transformations, the set of such ten
sor components cannot be rendered real by that means. 
Evidently the inverse real transformation cannot make a real 
tensor complex. Hence tensors such as (1.2) exhibit the in
trinsically complex nature of our solutions. But as the sum 
over indices is performed to form the action density 
Tr Fl'v F I'V the imaginary parts cancel out. Indeed, our solu
tions satisfy a deeper constraint. The study of the third and 
the fourth order invariants in Appendix A would seem to 
indicate that all polynomials in Fl'v, invariant under both 
gauge and coordinate transformations, are real for our class 
of solutions (1.3). This, in spite of the situation described in 
the remarks following (1.2). 

For all physical consequences only the quantities invar
iant under both gauge and coordinate transformations are 
relevant . 

Hence, in this respect (presumably, at least so far as 
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such invariant polynomials are concerned) our solutions are 
on the same footing as real, self-dual ones. Yet they provide 
minima of action which would have been missed had one 
looked only for real solutions. Such properties should make 
a thorough study of the possible roles of such solutions 
worthwhile. 

In the following section we will introduce an ansatz in
spired by the work of Manton on complex monopoles3 and 
our previous results exploiting static solutions in De Sitter 
space. 1,4 The approach using coordinates which are familiar 
in the study of De Sitter space and make its static, spherical 
symmetry explicit has been commented upon in detail in our 
previous papers. We will not repeat such comments here. 
The following sections will again illustrate how this tech
nique enables one to select classes of solutions which com
bine interesting properties with a relative simplicity permit
ting explicit calculations. 

In the Introduction we have mostly tried to explain the 
type of complexification we are aiming at. Other important 
properties of our constructions are discussed in Sec. 5 and 6. 
In particular we show that a new possibility that arises for 
complex solutions (as opposed to real ones), namely the pos
sibility of obtaining a finite action even for divergent field 
strengths, is realized in a particularly simple fashion in our 
class of solutions. 

II. ANSA TZ AND SOLUTIONS 

We consider the fiat Euclidean space with the line ele
ment 

ds2 = dt 2 + dr + r(dO 2 + sin20 d</J 2), 

where 

- 00 < t < 00, O';;r < 00, 0.;;0';;1T, O.;;if; < 21T. 

We introduce the coordinates 7 and p given by 

(2.1) 

( t + ir) = tan ( 7 ~ iP ). (2.2) 

The full domains of t and r in (2.1) now correspond to the 
domains 

(2.3) 

These coordinates, well known in the study of De Sitter 
space, 1.4 will be used here in the context of fiat space to 
achieve a simple form (independent of 7) of the gauge poten
tials. The finite domain of 7 leaves open the possibility of 
"static" solutions (involvingp, 0, and if;) having finite ac
tions. The solutions will be time dependent when expressed 
in terms oft, r, 0, andif;, which will do ultimately. Since only t 
will be considered as the Euclidean time, our solutions will 
be found to be neither really static nor periodic in time. 
These solutions can, of course, be considered (due to the 
well-known conformal properties of gauge fields) in the con
text of conformally fiat spaces of nonzero curvature. But in 
this paper we will be interested in fiat Euclidean space (2.1) 
using the transformation (2.2) as a trick to simplify interme
diate steps in calculations. 

We now proceed to give the ansatz for the components 
A7',Ap ,Ao, andA,p. 

Let I( p,O,if; ) be a function independent of 7. Let K be a 
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constant parameter which may be complex. (In fact our finite 
action solutions will correspond to K = i;, where; is real). 
Let, in terms of the Pauli matrices U 1, U 2, U 3, 

up = sin 0 cos if; U 1 + sin 0 sin if; U 2 + cos 0 U 3, 

Uo = cos 0 cos if; U 1 + cos 0 sin if; U 2 - sin 0 U 3, 

u,p = - sin if; U 1 + cos if; U 2. (2.4) 

We set (with !,,=Jpl and so on) 

up 1 U o 
A7' = !" -2 + -'-h-Io -2 

sm p 

1 u,p 
+ . h . 01,p-2 ' sm psm 

up 1 Uo 
A =K-+ l,p-

p 2 sinhp sin 0 2 

1 u,p 
- sinhp 10 2' 

Ao 1 f. !!L + K .!!.!.... 
sinhp sinhp sin 0 ,p 2 2 

+ (f. _ cos~P - I)!!!..., 
p smhp 2 

A,p 1 up 
sinhp sin 0 = sinhp 10 2 

_ (f. - coshp - I).!!.!.... + K!!!.... 
p sinhp 2 2 

(2.5) 

The corresponding FflV are given in Appendix A. 
For simplicity we have normalized a possible scaling 

factor to one. This can be introduced as follows: 

(2.6) 

Introducing also K --+- (1/ A. ) K I and making A.--+- 0, (2.7) 

one obtains (with up = up' ,I' being the limiting form of J, 
and so on) 

u. 1 Ua 

A '7" = I;· T + p,!'o--!f: 

1 I u,p 
+ I' if;1,p-2' p sm 

u. 1 Uo 
A'. =K'-L+ I~-

p 2 p' sin if; 2 

A '0 

p' 

- ..!.I' !!!... 
p' 0 2' 

___ 1_/~ up' 
p' sin 0 2 

+K I .!!.!....+I'.!!!..., 
2 p 2 

A I 1 u. U U .. __ ,p_=_I'-L_I'._o +K'-"'. 
"0,0 2 P2 2 P sm P 
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We note that correspondingly the line element (2.1) which is 
in terms of T and p, 

dil = 1 
(cos T + coshp)2 

X [dr + dp2 + sinh2p(dO 2 + sin20dt/J 2)], (2.9) 

reduces in the limit A--. 0 to 

4ds
2 

= dS,2 = dr' + dp2, + p2'(dO 2 + sin20 dt/J 2). (2.10) 
A2 

In the fiat metric given by dS,2, (2.8) can be verified to be the 
ansatz of Manton, 3 leading to complex monopoles, which we 
recover (adapted to our notations and conventions) as a 
limiting case.5 It will be noted that the terms with the factor 
(coshp - 1)/sinhp = tanh 1012) in (2.5) disappear in (2.8). 
These supplementary terms turn out to be essential to assure 
self-duality. Hence a naive generalization of (2.8) by replac
ingp' by sinh p in the explicit factors is not adequate. Thanks 
to the conformal properties of gauge fields (which permit us 
in formal construction of solutions to ignore an overall con
formal factor in the line element) an ansatz in terms of T andp 
can lead one to solutions in terms of standard fiat space co
ordinates in two distinct ways, namely by a coordinate trans
formation such as (2.2) and through a limiting process such 
as (2.6) and (2.7). This permits us to construct sequences of 
finite action solutions which have as limits interesting static 
finite energy solutions (but naturally of infinite action due to 
the trivial time integration over - 00 < t < 00 or equivalent
ly over T'). Examples can be found in Refs. 4 and in the 
present paper. For the time being we just note that for finite 
K' = AK, K--.oo asA--. O. This will be found related to infi
nite action in the limit. 

Let us now study the self-duality constraints for (2.5). 
Defining 

Fpy = ap Ay - ay AI' + i[Ap' Ay] (/L,v = T,p,O,t/J), 

(2.11) 

these constraints are given by6 

1 
Fr: = Fe</>, 

p sinh2p sin 0 

1 
Fr:(J = -.-F</>p' 

smO 

Fr</> 
--=F e· 
sin 0 p 

(2.12) 

For the ansatz (2.5), these can be shown to reduce to the 
single equation [with /pp = (J2lap2)j, and so on] 

( /pp + 2cothp/p - I~) 

1 , 
+-'-2-(/ee + cot Ole - Ie) 

smhp 

+ . h/ . 20 (/""" - I~) = (K2 + 1). sm psm 

Setting 

1= -lnH, 

one obtains 
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(2.13) 

(2.14) 

J1H . 1 ap (sinh2p apH) 
smh2p 

+ 1 ae(sin 0 aeH) 
sinh2p sinO 

+ 1 a~H=-(K2+1)H (2.15) 
sinh2p sin20 

[henceforth the operator J1 will be defined by (2.15)]. Real 
values of K do not lead to a finite action. 

As in Refs. 3 and 5, solutions with interesting properties 
are obtained for imaginary K, namely 

K=i;, (2.16) 

where; is real. One can assume; to be positive without real 
loss of generality and thus avoid introducing I; 1 in many 
subsequent results. In fact, interesting properties will be 
found to be obtained for integer values of; > 1 (; = 2,3, ... ). 
Henceforth, unless otherwise stated, we will impose this re
striction. (We will come back to the question of nonintegral ; 
later on in the concluding remarks of Sec. 6). We have re
duced our problem to that of solving a linear equation, as one 
is able to do for 't Hooft gauge instantons. 

The equation 

J1H = (; 2 - 1) H, (2.17) 

has solutions expressible in terms of Legendre functions as 

1 
H = "cjk (sinhp)1/2 f:t 

xP ~--.!~j; 112) (coshp) Pk (cos 'h), (2.18) 

where 

cos f/!j = cos OJ cos 0 + sin OJ sin 0 cos(t/J - t/Jj) (2.19) 

and C'k' 0., and t/J. are arbitrary parameters. Equation (2.17) 
" , I' was also encountered in Ref. 7. There, however, real mear 

deformations of static spherically symmetric solutions were 
being considered. Here we obtain the same equation for 
imaginary K. 

Having exhibited the general solution (2.18) let us now 
concentrate on one particular class of finite action solutions. 
In Ref. 3, the solutions of(2.8) considered were for the limit
ing equation 

J1 'H,=_I_ a . (p2'a. H') p2, p p 

+ 2 1. ae (sin 0 ae H') 
p'smO 

+ 1 a~ H' = ;2'H', 
p2' sin20 

sinh r'p',. 
H' = L a'j ----'-~-'---=-

j p'j 

where 

P,2 _ p2, + C,2 2p' C' cos .1, 
j - j - j 'I'j' 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

Here the terms in the linear superposition (2.21) are obtained 
by a translation of the origin in one basic solution, 

H ' _ I sinh;'p' -a . 
p' 

(2.23) 
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For this spherically symmetric solution one can easily verify 
that the evident modification 

H=a sinh~p 
sinhp 

(2.24) 

gives indeed the corresponding basic spherically symmetric 
solution of (2.17). 

It remains now to construct an adequate generalization 
of the translated form (2.22). This is done in Appendix B. For 
the readers' convenience we have collected there many re
sults concerning "pseudotranslations" suitable for our pur
pose. To show that they furnish the necessary solutions we 
start with a "one-center" form 

H = a sinh ~7J , (2.25) 
sinh 71 

where 71 is to be determined. Then (2.17) leads to 

dH .. 2 d 2H 
J1H= J17J-+(V7J) -

d7J d7J2 

= (~2 _ 1) H, (2.26) 

where 

---+ 2 2 1 (2 1 2) 
(V7J) =7Jp + ---:---h2 7J() + ----:-Z-o 7J¢ 

sm 1T sm 
(2.27) 

and J1 is given by (2.15). This is satisfied if 

(V7J)2 = 1 (2.28) 

and 

J17J = 2 coth 71· (2.29) 

It can now be verified that 71, given by 

cosh 71 = cosh c cosh p - sinh c sinh p cos t/l, (2.30) 

satisfies (2.28) and (2.29) where 

cos t/l = cos 0' cos 0 + sin 0' sin 0 cos(¢ - ¢ '), (2.31) 

and c, 0', ¢' are constants. The signficance of (2.30) is dis
cussed in detail in Appendix B. For c = 0 we get back the 
spherically symmetric form (2.24). Now, finally, we can take 
a linear superposition 

~ sinh ~7Jj 
H= £..aj • , 

j smh 7Jj 

where 

cosh 7Jj = cosh cj cosh p - sinh cj sinh p cos t/lj' 

cos t/lj = cos OJ cos 0 + sin OJ sin 0 cos(¢ - ¢j)' 

and aj, cj ' OJ' ¢j are free parameters. 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

At this point we note a remarkable consequence of the 
restriction of ~ to integer values. 

It would seem that our class of solution (even for a fixed 
integer ~ ) can accommodate an infinite number of free pa
rameters (aj , cj , etc.). But, in fact, the maximum number of 
parameters is finite and is determined by ~. Using an expan
sion formula for Gegenbauer polynomials8 it can be shown 
that for integer ~, 
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sinh~7J C' ( h) . = ;_,cos7J 
smh7J 

= C ~_, (cosh C coshp - sinh C sinhp cos t/l) 

= ;i' (- W~ (2k+ l)r(~+k+ 1) 
k~O 2 (sinhcsinhp)'/2 

Xp;:-~\;;1I2) (coshp)P ;--.!~h 112) (cosh c) Pk (cos t/l). 

(2.34) 

Thus we have a finite series with ~ terms. (This is no longer 
true for noninteger ~, when one has to deal with an infinite 
series.) Using this expansion for each term in (2.32) and 
grouping the coefficient, the number of terms is seen to be 
effectively finite. First let us consider the case when each 
OJ = 0 and hence cos t/lj = cos 0 for allj while the c's are all 
different. For this case, using (2.34), (2.32) reduces to the 
form 

1 ;-, 
H= ~ bk 

(sinh p)'/2 k~O 

xP ;--.!k,h 112) (coshp) Pk (cosh 0). (2.35) 

The number of parameters b k are thus at most ~. Adding 
more terms in (2.32) simply amounts to altering the bk 'so But 
the bk 's are arbitrary to start with. Hence the situation re
mains essentially unaltered. 

For OJ 's#O in general, using the expansion8 

Pk (cos t/lj) = Pk (cos 0) Pk (cos OJ) 

2 ± (k-m)! 
+ m~' (k+m)! 

X P';: (cos 0) P k (cos OJ) cos m(¢ - ¢j)' (2.36) 

one sees similarly that the maximum number 0/ parameters 
is l:i :: b (2k + 1) = ~ 2. We will come back to this point later 
on (Sec. 6). It should be remembered that since only logarith
mic derivatives of H appear in AI" one overall factor can be 
normalized in H. This reduces the effective number of para
meters by one. In the limit (2.21) of(2.32) the maximum 
number of parameters is no longer limited. This corresponds 
to the fact, already noted before, that a finite ~ , = ..1.~ implies 
t - 00 as ..1.- O. A direct expression of this is provided by the 
fact that in contrast to (2.34) the corresponding expansion of 
(sinh t 'p' /p') leads to an infinite series. Thus the infinite ac
tion, complex, static monopoles of Manton3 can depend on 
an unlimited number of parameters. 

We will show in the following section that ~ will deter
mine the aciton to be S = 8~(~ - 1). 

So far we have expressed everything in terms of the set 
(p,O,¢ ) since they permit us to construct finite action solu
tions independent of the periodic 7. Let us now express our 
ansatz in terms of the coordinates (t,r,O,¢). Using (2.2) one 
obtains, since 

a7 ap 
- = - = (1 + cosh P cos 7) at ar 

and 
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-= 
ap . h . --=sm psm7', at ar 

- Ap sinh p sin 7', (2.37) 

A, =Ap(1 +coshpcos7') 

+ AT sinhp sin 7', (2.38) 

while A8 and A", do not change. Expressing the coefficients 
in terms of rand t, and with 

one has 

~A8 = ~ (-. I_ A8 ), 
r D smhp 

r ~: 0 = ~ (sinh; sin 0 A", ). (2.40) 

The terms involvingp in (2.35) and its t,6-dependent general
izations can be expressed, using (B37), as 

(2r) -1/2 P _ (k + 112) ( 1 + r + t 2). 
D &-112 D (2.41) 

This provides one way of expressing the right-hand sides of 
(2.41) entirely in terms of t, r, 0, and t,6. C.alculations in study
ing the properties of these solutions are of course performed 
very much more conveniently in terms of the coordinates p, 
0, and t,6. Certain apparent singularities in H as p-+ 00 (when 
t_ 0 and r-l) do not prevent the action from being finite, at 
least under certain simple restrictions, since only logarith
mic derivatives of H are involved. This we proceed to dem
onstrate in Sec. 3. More discussions concerning the related 
properties of the gauge potentials (2.40) will be found in Sec. 
5. 

III. THE ACTION 

One has 

J + 00 1 00 111" 1211" S = dt dr dO dt,6 
-00 0 0 0 

x (r sin 0 ) (! Tr FJ'Y FI''') ( /-t, v = t,r,O,t,6 ) (3.1) 

= f11" d7' 1
00 

dp 111" dO f11" dt,6 

X ~(! TrF afJ FaP) (a, p = 7', p,O,t,6 ), (3.2) 

where ~ is given by (2.9). The 7' integration factors out triv
ially for our class of ansatz. Moreover, using the self-duality 
constraints and 7' independence one has 
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~! Tr FafJ FafJ 

= 2 Tr (FTp F84> + FT8 F",p FT", Fp8 ) 

= - 2 Tr{ ap(AT Frp sinh2 p sin 0) 

+ a8(Ar FT8 sin 0) + a", ( AT FT</> Si! O)} 
= ! sinh2 p sin 0 A (V If 

= ! sinh2 p sin 0 A ( v:: r (3.3) 
.;. 

The operators A and V are defined by (2.15) and (2.27), re-
spectively. As is to be expected for such "static" self-dual 
solutions, S is expressed in terms of 

(3.4) 

Hence, finally, 

S = 1T 1
00 

dp 111" dO f11" dt,6 

X (sinh2 p sin 0) A (v::r 
(11" (211" 

= 1T Jo sin 0 dO Jo 
2 ... 2 

X [sinh pap V (In H) lnmp-+oo' (3.5) 

provided there are no singularities within the surface bound
ed by the asymptotic value of p. For our class of solutions 
(2.32) H itself has no singularities for finitep. Let us now 
study the asymptotic expansion of'T/] and In H. It can be 
shown that asp-+oo, 'T/ given by (2.30) and satisfying (2.28) 
behaves as follows: 

lim 'T/ =p + 51 + e-2p 52 + O(e-4p), 
p-+oo 

where 

and 

51 = In(cosh c - sinh c cos 1/1) 

52 = (a8 51)2 + +0 (a", 51)2 
sm 

_ sinh2c sin2 1/1 
- (cosh c - sinh c cos 1/1)2 • 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Using (3.6) and developing (2.32) systematically one obtains 
an analogous form for In H, namely (since we have t> 1) 

lim (In H) = (t - l)p + h l ( O,t,6) 
p-+oo 

where 

hI = In [L a] (cosh c] - sinh c] cos 1/1]),_1] 

and 
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L OJ {(t - 1) sinh2cj sin2 
,pj + 1J (cosh cj - sinh cj cos ,pj )It - 3) 

h2 =------------------------------------------- (3.12) 

We will not really need the explicit forms of hi and h2 for 
calculating S. What is necessary is that they be finite. For a 
finite number [see the comment following (2.34)] OJ 's>O this 
is evident [for example, the argument of the logarithm in 
(3.11) is positive definite, and so on1. Such a stringent condi
tion is not essential but we will impose it for simplicity. We 
assume that the choice of parameters is such that such condi
tions are fulfilled. Now we note that 

and 

A InH= -(VlnH)2+ AH 
H 

= (t 2 
- ll-(V In H)2 

A InH= {2cothP ap +~ 

+ -.-1-2- A2} (InH), 
smhp 

where 

A2=-._I- all (sin eall ) 

sm e 
1 J2 +-. -2- </>. 

sm e 
for ~oo, from (3.10), keeping terms 0 (e - 2p ), 

A InH {2(1 + 2e-2p) Jp + ~ + 4e-2p A2l (InH) 

= 2(1 + 2e- 2p) [(t - 1)2e - 2p h2J 

+ 4e- 2p h2 + 4e- 2p A2 hi 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

=2(t-I)+4e-2p{(t-l)+A2hd. (3.15) 

From (3.13) and (3.16) 

(V InH)2 = (t - If - 4e-2p (t - I) 

-4e- 2P A 2 h l • (3.16) 

The elimination of h2 is due to the constraint (2.13 ) [or 
(3.13)], which implies 

A2 hi + (V2 h,)2 = (; - l)(h2 - I), (3.17) 

where 

(V2h lf=(h l,e)2 ++e (h,.</>f 
sm 

Substituting this in (3.5), 

(tf (21r 
S = 21T Jo sin e de Jo d4> [(; - 1) + A 2 h, ] . (3.1S) 

Here h I is nonsingular and depends on periodic functions of 
e and 4>. It can be expanded in spherical harmonics. Hence 
the term A2 hi does not contribute to the integral. Thus, 
finally, 

S = Sri; - 1) (t> 1). (3.19) 

(If negative sign of; is allowed, It I replaces t in H and hence 
also inS.) Thus we see that in the integrand of(3.1S) a com-
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I 
plicated contribution from the angular terms survives, but it 
does not contribute to the total integral. This has been 
checked explicitly for the relatively simple cases with one 
and two "centers" in (2.32). The required cancellations are 
indeed found to occur but even at this stage the integration 
becomes laborious. 

Though the foregoing considerations are sufficient to 
derive the action, it is interesting to see how the coordinate 
transformation of Appendix B shows immediately that the 
action cannot depend on parameters other than; in (2.32). 
Let us consider the consequences of the transformation of 
coordinates (B3) and (B5) which, of course, leaves the total 
action S invariant. For simplicity let us first consider the case 
of axial symmetry, namely, when in (2.32) cos 'h = cos e for 
all j. Performing a transformation corresponding to the pa
rameter - CI and using the group property (B27), 

cosh rh- coshp (3.20) 

and, in general, 

cosh 1/j- cosh(cj - edcoshp 
- sinh (ej - cd sinhp cos e. (3.21) 

The conformal invariance of S and the property (B24) 
assures that it is sufficient to transform H as a scalar in (3.5). 
Hence H will now depend on the parameters C in the combi
nation c· - C I • Hence the action can depend only on these 
combin~tions. But since they are quite arbitrary to start 
with, ej-(cj - el) amounts to a redefinition. Hence. the con
clusion is that S cannot depend on C I' By symmetry It cannot 
depend on any of the c's. Setting all the c's equal to zero the 
a's are grouped together into a single overall factor which 
can be normalized away. Hence S cannot depend on the a's. 
Alternatively, one can use a parallel argument replacing the 
differences of the c's by the ratios of the a's. When there is no 
restriction to axial symmetry, a rotation 4>j-l.4>j - 4>1) and 
an analogous argument would complete the picture. For 
higher order invariants the overall conformal factor of the 
metric is not irrelevant. The change in this factor will depend 
on c 1 for (3.21). Hence the above arguments do not hold. In 
the first approach the angular contributions to integrands of 
such invariants will not, in general, be grouped into a term, 
as in (3.1S), giving vanishing integral. 

IV. GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS TO REAL FORMS OF 
ONE CENTER SOLUTIONS 

Our gauge potentials are given by (2.5), (2.16), and 
(2.32). For the spherically symmetric case, 

H = sinh bP, (4.1) 
sinhp 

a complex gauge transformation (as in the corresponding 
case of Refs. 3 and 5) by 

U = exp( -;p ~ ) (4.2) 
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with (U - I now being distinct from U +) 

BI' =UAI' U-I+(ial' U)U-I, (4.3) 

reduces our solution to a familiar real form (i.e., with com
ponents B t real or the matrices BI' -Hermitic) studied at 
length in a series of papers.4

•
5

•
9 This solution is 

with 

CT 
BT = - (t coth tp - cothp)-L 

2 

CTp 
=XpT' 

Bp =0, 

Be = - (tsinhp - 1) ~ 
sinh tp 2 

= -(C-l)~, 
2 

~ = (t sinhp _ I)!!!.. 
sinh (J sinh tp 2 

CTe 
=(c-l)-, 

2 

c = tsinhp. 
sinh tp 

(4.4) 

In Appendix B we have studied in detail a pseudotrans
lation that leads from spherical to axial symmetry (and even
tually to t/J dependence through an additional rotation). Let 
us now study the generalization of (4.2) for the one-center 
axially symmetric solution. Let us start directly with the c0-

ordinates (r,1],w,t/J land 

H = sinh t1] , (4.5) 
sinh 1] 

i.e., with (using evident definitions in terms of 1],w) 

AO) . CTO) 
--=It-
sinh w 2 

+ (ITJ - cos~ 1] - 1 ) ~, 
smh 1] 2 

A~ = it~ 
sinh w sin (J 2 

_ (f, _ cos~ 1] - 1 ) CTO) , 
TJ smh1] 2 

where 

ITJ = - (t coth t1] - coth 1]), 

CTTJ = sin w cos t/J CTI 

2 

. . J. CT2 CT3 + sm w sm 'f" - + cos w -, 
2 2 

and soon. 

(4.6) 

Now using the coordinate transformation (see Appen
dixB) 
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(1],w) --+ (p,(J), 

when 

cosh p = cosh c cosh 1] + sinh c sinh p cos w, 

sinh p sin (J = sinh 1] sin w, 

and so on, one obtains 

[ 
CTp CTe ] 

A ~ = ITJ cos(w - (J ) T + sin(w - (J ) T ' 

[ 
CT ~] A; = it cos(w - (J - r) -f + sin(w - (J - r) T 

1 CT~ aw CT~ - -.--I() - - (cosh 1] - 1) --, 
smhp 2 ap 2 

A; [ ~ -.-- = it cos(w - (J - r) -
smhp 2 

- sin(w - (J - r) CT; ] 

+ i, ~ - (cosh 1] - 1) 
p 2 

1 aw CT~ x----
sinhp a(J 2' 

A ~ . CT~ -----''--- = it-
sinh p sin (J 2 

(4.7) 

_ (f, - cos~ 1] - 1 ) [COS(W - (J ) !!!.. 
TJ smh 1] 2 

- sin(w - (J) ~ ]. (4.8) 

All the results used, including the definition of r, can be 
found in Appendix B. 

This is not in the gauge used in our Sec. 2. It can be 
shown that a further (real) gauge transformation by 

U = ei(0)-()-r)u~2 (4.9) 
converts (4.8) to the gauge implied by our ansatz. Namely, U 
through 

A =UA' U-I+(ia U)U- I 
I' I' I' 

leads to 

AT = ITJ (cos r CT; + sin r CT; ) 

= i, !!L+~!!!.. 
p 2 sinhp 2' 

and similarly to 

. CTp I() CT~ 
A =it-----

p 2 sinhp 2' 

~ = it!!!.. + (i, - coshp - 1) ~ (4.10) 
sinhp 2 p sinhp 2 ' 

A~ =it~ 
sinh p sin (J 2 

+ ~ CTp _ (i, _ coshp - I)!!!... 
sinhp 2 p sinhp 2 
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In deriving (4.10) one has to use the relations 

ay = cosh 7] am, ay = cosh 7] am - coshp, (4.11) 
ap ap ae ae 
cos e = cosh 7] sin m sin y + cos m cos y, (4.12) 

cosh p sin e = cosh 7] sin m cos y - cos m sin y. (4.13) 

From the above results one finds that a gauge transfor-
mation by 

V = e -;>]u,,/2 e - iilU - e- r)u,y2 

= e - iilU - e) u,y2 e - ;>]u/2 eiru,y2 (4.14) 

reduces (4.10) to a real form. Moreover, these real gauge 
potentials are those obtained by the coordinate transforma
tion (4.7) starting from 

with e" = {; sinh 7]/sinh {;7], and so on. After the transforma
tion one obtains 

where 

(TlU 
B,p = sin m(e" - 1)-, 

2 

(T>] = cosh(m - e) (Tp + sin(m - e) (Te, 

(T lU = cos(m - e) (T e - sin(m - e) (Tp' 

am 
-= ap 
am 
ae 

sinh e sin e 
sinh27] , 

- ~inhp (sinh e coshp cos e - cosh e sinhp). 
smh27] 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

The gauge potentials (4.15) (or 4.4) has been exploited in 
a series of papers to obtain many interesting results. The 
axial deformation (4.16) will naturally have analogous inter
esting properties while including one more parameter (e of 
B4). For completeness we add that under the limiting pro
cess (BI4), (BI5) (4.16) reduces to the "translated" Prasad
Sommerfield form, namely, to 

B, = (1 - K7] coth K7]) 

x~ [(r- ecose) (Tr +esine~], 
7]2 2 2 

Br = (~-l)~(eSine)!!.!...., 
smh 7] 7] 2 

!!!... = _ (~_ 1) (e cos e - r) !!.!...., 
r sinh 7] 7]2 2 

~=( K7] -1) 
r sin e sinh K 7] 

1 [ (T e • (Tp ] x- (r-ecos e)--csme- , 
~ 2 2 

(4.19) 
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where now 

7]2 = r- + c2 
- 2 cr cos e. 

Finally, we note that for {; = 2, (2.32) always reduces to 
the one-center form. Using results such as (2.34) and (2.35) 
with {; = 2, or more directly, one has for {; = 2, from (2.32) 
and (2.33), 

H = I 2 aj cosh 7]j 

j 

= I 2 aj (cosh cj coshp - sinh cj sinhp cos 'h). (4.20) 
j 

Grouping the coefficients of cosh p, and so on, and normaliz
ing suitably one gets back the standard one-center form. 
Hence the case {; = 2 can also be reduced to a real form 
through complex gauge transformations. We demonstrate in 
Appendix A that for more than one center in (2.32) and 
(; = 3,4, ... , this is no longer possible. Such solutions are, in 
this sense, intrinsically, complex. 

V. ON THE POSSIBILITY OF FINITE ACTION FOR 
DIVERGENT, COMPLEX GAUGE POTENTIALS 

For complex potentials a new possibility arises. The 
signs of different terms in the action density 2 Tr(Fl'v FI'V) 
can be different. Hence mutual cancellations can render the 
density finite and even integrable, though certain terms may 
diverge individually. Here we are not talking about singular
ities in AI' which can be gauged away, but which are essential 
and can survive in other gauge invariant quantities other 
than the action density. [The energy momentum tensor of 
course vanishes. This is a general property of all (anti) self
dual solutions on the Euclidean section.] Such a possibility is 
of course excluded for real solutions. There, for essentially 
divergent solutions, the weight factor e - S in the path inte
gral formalism is vanishing. Applications have nevertheless 
been envisaged for meron type solutions with logarithmical
ly divergent action. 10 For paths corresponding to certain 
classes of divergent, complex solutions, S can be finite and 
even real (without oscillations in e - S due to an imaginary 
part of S). There seems to be no a priori reason permitting us 
to ignore the possible contributions of such paths. We will 
now make it explicit how our class of solutions (for more 
than one center) furnishes an example of the above men
tioned phenomenon in the simplest possible fashion, namely, 
through the role played by one single purely imaginary pa
rameter. 

This is not everywhere evident in terms of the coordi
nates 7 andp. But the metric (2.9) is itself singular asp-+oo. 
[For the De Sitter metric, where the conformal factor is 
(coshp)-2, this limit corresponds to the cosmological hori
zon.] We have to study the properties of AI' andFl'v in terms 
of the usual fiat space spherical coordinates (t,r,e,ifJ ). (Since 
there is no special trouble as r-+ 0, it is not necessary to go 
over to fiat Cartesian coordinates.) Let us concentrate on the 
region wherep-+oo and hence [see (B39)] t-+ 0 and r-+l. 

Asp-+oo, from (2.5), (A28), (A29), and (A30), 
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A 
_._IJ _ = i;! (UIJ + iu</» + 0 (e- P), 
smhp 

A 
. </>. =;!(ulJ +iu</»+O(e- P). 

smhp sm 0 

(5.1) 

Hence these all remain finite. Hence AIJ and At/J diverge. 
Now from (2.37) to (2.40), asp---+oo, 

. e P 
A,~( Ar cos r - Ap sm r)-, 

2 

. eP 
Ar~( Ap cos r + Ar sm r)-, 

2 

AIJ~(i;)!(ulJ +iu</», 
2 

A . 0 e P 
; ( .) </>~sm .-.- UIJ +IU</>. 

2 2 

(5.2) 

Now all theAjl 's are seen to diverge as e P , which means that 
in terms of t and r they diverge linearly [as D -\ as t~ 0 and 
r~l, as is evidenct from (B36) and (B37)]. 

Divergences in A jl can be a gauge effect. Indeed, for one 
center these divergences can be gauged away. The transfor
mation to the real forms given in Sec. 4, accomplish this. 
This follows from (4.4) and (4.16). It should not be forgotten 
in this context that unless otherwise stated we are restricting 
; to positive integral values [see the remarks following 
(2.16)]. The role of integral values of; in assuring regularity 
properties of(4.4) has been discussed elsewherell and can be 
directly extended to the axially symmetric case of Sec. 4. We 
will not repeat these considerations here. 

We will now show that solutions with more than one 
center, which have been shown in Appendix A to be intrinsi
cally complex [see (A20), for example] are also essentially 
divergent. The technique is similar to that used in Appendix 
A, namely, it is sufficient to construct one single gauge invar
iant quantity which is divergent as p~ 00 . Such a quantity is 
furnished, among others, by Tr( F'IJ f For simplicity we put 
It/J = 0, when from (A2), using (A28)-(A36) and also (3.17) 
with It/J = 0, one obtains 

2 Tr (~)2 = 4'" e - 2p r h 2 
sinhp !> t I,IJ 

+ (; - 1) ( h1.1J1J - cot 0 hl,lJ) I 

+ 0 (e- 4p), (5.3) 

where h I is given by (3.11) with 'h = O. We note that for one 
center, namely, for 

hi = (; - 1) In (cosh c - sinh c cos 0), 

(5.4) 

h ~.IJ + (; - 1)( hl,1J1J - cot 0 hl,lJ) = o. 
But it is no longer zero for more than one center and; > 2 
[compare the situation presented by (AI8)-(A22)]. Hence 
Tr (FrlJ )2 tends to 0 (1) as p_ 00. A similar result holds for 
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Tr (FrifJ )2. Now one has 

1 _ sinh2 p 
F,r + r sin OFIJ4> --r--Frp, (5.5) 

~ 'h . F'IJ = -.- = F TIl (1 + cosh p cos r) - FplJ sm p sm r, 
sm 0 

F,</> = sin 0 FrIJ = Fr</>(1 + coshp cos r) - Fp</> sinhp sin r. 

Hence evidently Tr(F'1J)2 diverges as p---+ 00 or as t~ 0 and 
r~1. A similar result holds for Tr( FrifJ)2 [though Tr( Ftr )2 
can be shown to remain finite asp-oo]. Thus we have estab
lished the announced result. That the action is finite even 
under these circumstances has already been established in 
Sec. 3. But the role of the imaginary value of K can be made 
more explicit in the following way. Using the results of Ap
pendix A one obtains 

1 
. . 2Tr( Frp FIJ</> + F TIl F</>p + Fr</> FplJ ) 

smh2 p sm 0 

= 2K 2(/12 + I~ + In + 2 (X ~ + X ~ + X ~) 

+ (Y~ + Y~ + Y;). (5.6) 

Using the asymptotic forms (A28)-(A36) 

112 + 122 + 132 = (; - 1)2 + 4 e - 2p1 (V2 htl2 

- (; - 1) h21 + 0 (e- 4p), 

X ~ + X ~ + X ~ = 4 e - 2p ; 2(V 2 h tl2 

+ o (e- 4p), 

and 

Y~ + Y~ + Y~ =2;2(;_ W 
-8;2(;-I)e-2ph2+O(e-4p), (5.7) 

where in the last equation (3.17) has been used. Hence, as 
p---+oo , 

2 Tr( Frp FIJ</> + FrlJ F</>p + Fr</> FplJ ) 

= (sinh2psinO) [2(;2+K2)!(;_1)2+4e-2p 

X((V2htl2-(;-1)h2l1 +O(e- 4p)]. (5.8) 

Since K 2 = -; 2, both divergence and nonintegrability are 
eliminated and we obtain a finite, real action 8~(; - 1), as 
shown in Sec. 3. 

For comparison let us consider the third order invariant 
(AI2), namely, 

Tr (Fald F.Br , Fra ]) 

24 
= -- Tr Frp [FrlJ ,Fr</> ]), 

Jjgrr 
(5.9) 

where gjl" are given by (2.9). Using the results of Appendix 
A, 

_T_r _I F_T,,--P:-=-[ F_TIl_,_F-,r</>-=]~1 = 0 (e - 4p). 
(sinh2 p sin 0) 

(5.10) 

The coefficients of the two leading terms on the right-hand 
side vanish again as for the action density. But since 

1- _ sinh2 p sin 0 
"g grr - 6 ' 

(coshp + cos r) 
(5.11) 

the invariant (5.9) diverges. The factor Jg in the invariant 
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volume element in terms of (1" ,p,(},¢ ) still gives 

v'iTr(Fa.ld FPy,FYa])::::O(I), ~oo (5.12) 

and hence is not integrable. The effect of the conformal fac
tor cancels out for the action density leading to finiteness and 
integrability. 

So far we have been considering the situation as p_ 00 

and hence, on our chosen scale, t_ 0 and r-1. To compare 
with the well-known properties of real instanton solutions let 
us finally briefly note the situation as t 2 + r==x2 _ 00 • From 
(B36)--(B39) we see that as x 2 

_ 00 ,p_ 0 and 1"_ ± 1T ac
cording to the sign of t. Developing H in powers of p and 
using (2.37) and (2.38), one obtains the corresponding pro
perties of AI'. It is convenient to express the results in terms 
of the Cartesian components, where x 2 = xi + x~ 
+ x~ + x:. It is easy to verify that A l' A 2 , A 3, and A4 all are 

of 0 (1Ix2
) as X-oo. This may be compared with the fact 

that for real instantons they are of 0 (1Ix) in the lackiw
Nohl-Rebbi gauge and of 0 (1Ix3

) in the 't Hooft gauge. Our 
A I' 's remain of course complex valued due to the presence of 
K. For one-center solutions only they have been shown to be 
reducible to real instantons. The Cartesian components of 
Fl'v can be shown, for the case of axial symmetry, to be of 
o (11 x 4

) as for the above mentioned real instantons. But for ¢ 
dependence U¢ #0) some of them are of 0 (1Ix3

). This does 
not spoil integrability but some special cancellations [giving 
o (1Ix4)] no longer take place. Thus here again ¢ dependence 
brings about a discontinuity as concerning the number of pa
rameters [see (2.35) and (2.36)]. 

VI. REMARKS 

The imaginary part (the antihermitic one in the matrix 
formulation) enters into our ansatz in an extremely simple 
way, namely, as projection of K (a/2), where K is a purely 
imaginary constant. This suffices to lead to many remarkable 
features. K ( = i{;, where (; is real) turns out to playa nonper
turbative role. The properties of the solutions do not every
where vary smoothly with {;, though one might have the 
contrary impression on looking at the form of the ansatz 
(2.5). For our class of solutions the action diverges for {; < 1. 
[More precisely, for I{; I < 1. But as our solutions are obtained 
in complex conjugate pairs it is sufficient to consider, as in 
(2.16), non-negative values.] This divergence is most imme
diately evident, in the gauge (4.4), for the simplest, namely, 
the spherically symmetric case, as p- 00. But this is true in 
general. (The effect of the logarithmic derivatives of H enter

ing into the ansatz is such that H must diverge as ~ 00 for 
the action to be finite. The case (; = 1 or H = constant is 
evidently trivial.) The action can indeed be verified to be 
finite [and still given by (3.19)] for all values of {; > 1. Thus, if 
only the criterion of finite action is imposed one obtains a 
continuous spectrum. But in this spectrum the integer values 
({; = 2,3, ... ) correspond to special properties. Discontin
uous changes occur at these points. The effective number of 
parameters in H becomes finite for integer {;, otherwise they 
are unlimited. [See the discussion leading to Eqs. (2.34)
(2.36).] We have shown elsewhere that the spherically sym
metric solution (4.4) is regular only forinteger {;. 11 This holds 
for the one-center solution with angular dependence, studied 
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in detail in Sec. 4, since this is related to the spherically sym
metric case through a coordinate transformtion. Solutions 
with more than one center [of H in (2.32)] are both essentially 
complex and singular, though of finite action. They are not 
regular even for integer values of {;. (See Sec. 5.) Hence the 
criterion of regularity no longer singles out the integer values 
of {;. But such integer values are still set apart by their drastic 
consequence concerning the parameters in H. The linear de
formations of such parameters would, for a given {; fixed by 
the action, lead to a finite number of modes for integer (;. We 
intend to study elsewhere such modes and fermions with our 
complex backgrounds. 

Another source of discontinuous features is the relaxa
tion of symmetry. For spherical symmetry [H (p)] there are 
no free parameters for a given action. For axial symmetry 
[H (p,(} I], normalized H has effectively ({; - 1) parameters 
for integer {;. As axial symmetry is broken this number 
jumps to {; 2 - 1. We note that for axial symmetry the num
ber {; - 1 = n say, is well under the maximal number of par
ameters in real instanton solutions of index n, which is 
8n - 3. But ¢ dependence changes the situation and this lim
it is crossed for {; = 7. But in any case even the axially sym
metric solutions, for more than one center, are not only es
sentially complex but also divergent (though of finite action). 
Presumably they do not fall within the framework of stan
dard index theorems. The asymptotic behavior (as 
x 2 = t 2 + r-oo) also exhibits a discontinuity as axial sym
metry is relaxed. 

We have studied many important aspects of our ansatz. 
But we are far from being able to make categoric statements 
concerning the-full significance of the existence of such solu
tions. Certain possibilities offurther interesting explorations 
has already been mentioned above. Much more can be envis
aged. It would be desirable to generalize our class of complex 
conjugate pairs of solutions and to try to construct the corre
sponding measures, though this would be difficult to 
achieve. One should, moreover, try to better understand the 
significance of integer values of {;. Our solutions can also lead 
to explicit construction of complex periodic solutions. These 
would be generalizations of the corresponding results for the 
spherically symmetric case discussed elsewhere.4 Certain re
sults obtained here can again be useful concerning certain 
aspects of real instanton solutions. Let us explain this point 
and why we consider the possibility interesting. One crucial 
step in our construction was a suitable generalization of the 
flat (3-space) Helmholtz equation and of a class of its solu
tions. (See Sec. 2 and Appendix B). The flat Helmholtz Eq. 
(2.20) arises in the context of singly charged, complex mono
poles of Manton/ but also in certain approaches to the con
struction of real multicharged monopoles. 12 (It is present 
again in the study of real, linear deformations of the real 
spherically symmetric monopoles. Our generalization has 
already been exploited in this context. 7 We have studied in 
preceding papers4 the properties of a class of instantons 
("summable chains") which tends very simply in an infinite 
action limit to the spherically symmetric, singly charged 
Prasad-Sommerfield monopole. (More precisely, to the case 
where the Euclidean A, replaces the Higgs scalar.) This class 
is obtained from (4.4). In the standard 't Hooft gauge this 
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corresponds to the generating function, for t = n an integer 

{ 

,,- I csc2(kl1"/n) } 
1 + L (6.1) 

k= I [It - cot (k1TlnW + r] . 

Their simple properties lead, for example, to totally explicit 
expressions for Green's functions and quantum fluctuation 
determinants. Thus they provide the first example where the 
correction to the "dilute gas approximation" can be ob
tained really explicitly for arbitrary index.4 Encouraged by 
this one may try to select out other classes of finite action 
self-dual solutions which have other interesting static (t-in
dependent) solutions as limits. In this paper we have con
structed the class which thus tends to the complex general
ization of the P - S monopole. But for reasons mentioned 
above our solutions (2.32) of (2.15) should prove helpful in 
the construction of a hierarchy of real self-dual solutions 
which tends in a relatively simple fashion to multicharged 
monopoles in an infinite action limit. One cannot have a 
simplicity comparable to (6.1) for these cases. But one funda
mental criterion of simplicity will continue to hold. These 
solutions will all be "static" (T-independent) when expressed 
in coordinates (T ,p,O,f/J ). Such a property should continue to 
have interesting consequences. This is again another topic 
we intend to study elsewhere. 

APPENDIX A: F"w AND GAUGE INVARIANT 
EXPRESSIONS, REAL AND COMPLEX 

Using (2.5) and (2.11) the Fl'v's can be written compact
ly as follows. 

FrlJ F~ up ---=. . =(X3+J;K)-
sinhp smhp sm 0 2 

where, by definition, 

669 

/" /" /" fe f", 
JI=Jp' J2 'nh' f3 . h . 0' 

S1 P smpsm 
-1 

XI . h2 • 0 {f(J<f> + (Ie -cotO)f",!. 
sm psm 

-1 
. h . 0 {f",p + f",(1" - cothplJ, 

sm psm 
-1 
. h {I"e + (I" - cothP)fe I, 

sm p 

Y = _ /" + _1_ (12 f;) 
,- Jpp • h2 e + --=--20 ' sm p sm 
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(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

y= -~+ I~ + /, (f, -cothp), 
2 sinh2 p sinh2p sin20 p p 

(A9) 

-I""" fe Y3 + -- (Ie - cot 0 ) 
sinh2 p sin2 0 sinh2 p 

+ I" (I" - cothp). (AlO) 
Introduction of the Jj, Xj and the lj's facilitate the 

calculation of certain gauge invariant expressions we want to 
discuss. The cyclic symmetry makes the cancellations of cer
tain terms evident without substituting the detailed expres
sions (A4)-(AlO). 

Using (2.13) one obtains 

Y, + Y2 + Y3=(V/)2-(K2+ 1) (All) 

when the operator V is defined by (2.27). 
We have already seen that the action density (Sec. 3) is 

real. Indeed our ansatz was motivated to assure this reality. 
(See also the discussion in Sec. 5.) Let us now examine the 
higher order invariants. Using (Al)-(A3) one can easily cal
culate the invariants 

Tr(FaP [FPy,Fya]), (AI2) 

and 

TrJ 2
, (A13) 

where 

Jij=F~FjaP, (A14) 

i,j being isospin indices. Using (2.9) and (2.12) the invariants 
can be calculated in terms of Frp ' F rlJ, and F ~ . One finds 
that the third and fourth order invariant are both real (for 
K = it with t real), since the coefficient of K 3 and K both 
turn out to be zero. 

Since we are considering self-dual fields, the reality of 
the action density, (A 12) and (A 13), indicates that all polyno
mials in Fl'v invariant under both gauge and coordinate 
transformations are real for our solutions. This should fol
low from a suitable adaptation of the results of Ref. 13 to the 
Euclidean section. We, however, will not attempt a full dis
cussion of this point. The reality of the action density is what 
is most important for us. 

Let us now look at certain gauge invariant tensorial 
expressions of the type 

Tr ( Fri Frj ) (i, j = p,O,f/J ). (A15) 

From (A1)-(AlO)oneobtainsforapurelyimaginaryK( = it) 
2 Tr(Frp Frp) = Yi +X~ +X; - (Ii + f;)t 2 

+ 2 it (12 X 2 - f3 X 3), (A16) 

2 Tr (Frp ~) = X, X2 + ( Y, + Y2 ) X3 + fd2 t 2 
smhp 

and so on. 

+ it {( Y, - Y2 )f3 +Xd2 -Xdd, 

(A17) 

It can be verified that when there are more than one 
center, i.e., when in (2.32) there are more than one distinct 
terms, the imaginary parts in (A15) do not all vanish. This is 
true even when the centers are aligned, leading to axial sym-
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metry without t/J dependence. The significance of this is dis
cussed in Sec. 1.4. An exception is the case; = 2. 

The imaginary parts vanish for; = 2 because then 
(2.32) always reduces to a one-center form. This is discussed 
in Sec. 4, where (for one center in H) gauge and coordinate 
transformations relating the complex gauge potentials to 
real ones are given explicitly. Using the simplest nontrivial 
case, where 

H = sinh;p + a _SI_' n_h.=:.,;1]..:.... 
sinh p sinh 1] 

(AI8) 

with 

cosh 1] = cosh c coshp - sinh c sinhp cos e, (AI9) 

one can show that 

Tr (F FT<I> ) 
Tp sinh p sin e 
_ i; I~ a 

a sinh c sinh p sin e P 

sinh31](; cosh;p sinhp - sinh;p coshp) 
X sinh3 p (; cosh;1] sinh 1] - sinh;1] cosh 1]) 

(A20) 

= 0 for; = 2, (A2I) 

:f0 for; = 3,4, . . . (A22) 

Manton3 establishes the intrinsically complex nature of 
his monopole solutions by studying the 't Hooft tensor defin
ing the magnetic field. This is found to be complex except for 
spherically symmetric solutions and equivalent ones. Since 
we are not dealing with Higgs fields the situation here is 
different in certain respects, in spite of many formal analo
gies. 

We are not motivated for defining a tensor exactly in the 
same way and the transformation properties of AT are differ
ent from those of a Higgs field <1>. Let us, however, note the 
following results for comparison. Let us consider the traces 

(A23) 

and let us note the corresponding imaginary parts by Ijk • 

Then one can show that 

(A24) 

18<p i; (I' a I' a ) ( V/)2 . h2 . e J8 'I' - J<p 8 , 
SIn P SIn 

(A25) 

i; (I' a I' a ) ( V/)2 . h . e J<p p - Jp 'I' , 
SIn P SIn 

(A26) 

where 

... 12 12 1 (/2 1 12) (V ) = p + ---:----h2 8 + "7"2e 'I' • 
SIn P sm 

For the general case (i.e., more than one center in (2.32) and 
;> 2) these are again nonzero. However, while 
i Tr I <I> [ FTj ,FTk ] J, where <I> is a scalar, is totally gauge in
variant, (A23) is invariant only under static (i.e., 1'-indepen
dent) gauge transformations. The vanishing of the I's for 
18 =1'1' = 0, i.e., for spherical symmetry, is evident. The 
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cases!" = Ie = 0 andl<p =!" = 0 correspond to infinite ac
tion when nontrivial. 

Let us finally note the asymptotic forms ofJ;,xi' and Y i 
[from (A4) to (A 10)] as p_ 00. They will be utilized in Sec. 5. 
We have, asp-oo [see (3.10)], 

-1=lnH=(;-I)p+hl 

+ e - 2p h2 + 0 (e .- 4p), (A27) 

where hi and h2 depend on e and <po Hence we obtain the 
following developments; 

11= - (; - 1) + 2 e- 2p h2 + 0 (e- 4p), (A28) 

12 = - 2 e- P h l ,8 + 0 (e- 3p ), (A29) 

h 
13= - 2e--P~ + O(e- 3p), 

sm e 
(A30) 

X I = 
4 e- 2p 

---{ -h . e 1,8'1' 
SIn 

+ (h l,8 + cot e) hl,<p} + 0 (e -4p), (A3I) 

h 
X2= - 2;e-P~+ O(e- 3p), 

SIn e 
(A32) 

X3 = - 2; e - Ph 1,8 + 0 (e - 3
p), (A33) 

h 2 
Y = 4 e - 2p (h + h 2 + ~ + 0 (e - 4p) (A34) 

I 2 1,8 sin e ' 

Y z =;(;- 1) - 2e- 2p 1(;-1) (h2 -1) +;h2 J 

+4e- 2P( h + h~,<p )+o(e-4P) 
1,88 sin2 e ' (A35) 

YJ = ; ( ; - 1) - 2 e - 2p 1(; - 1) ( h2 - 1) + ;h2 J 

+ 4 e - 2p { ~~~<Pe + ( h 1.8 + cot e ) hi ,8 } 

+ 0 (e - 4p ). (A36) 

APPENDIX B: A COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 

In Sec. 2 we introduced the coordinates (1' ,p,e,t/J ). Here 
we collect together some results on a useful coordinate trans
formation which sheds light on the structure of our solu
tions. In a certain limit, through rescaling, it will be shown to 
reduce to a translation in 3-space. It will thus provide a non
trivial generalization of the complex solutions of Ref. 3. This 
will furnish the key to the solutions constructed in Sec. 2, 
The solutions in Sec. 2 are linear superpositions of one basic 
solution expressed in terms of 1], where 

cosh 1] = cosh c cosh P - sinh c sinh p cos if! , (B 1) 

with 

cos if! = cos e cos e / + sin e sin e' cos(t/J - t/J '), (B2) 

c,e ',t/J' being arbitrary parameters. We now display the sig
nificance of 1] in the context of a systematic coordinate trans
formation. First a simple rotation can bring the direction 
(e ',t/J ') on the third axis, Hence it is sufficient for our purpose 
to consider a transformation 

(7,p,e,t/J )-(1',1],OJ,t/J ). 
We define 

cosh 1] = cosh c cosh P - sinh c sinh p cos r; , (B3) 
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and 

coshp = cosh c cosh TJ + sinh c sinh TJ cos tU. (B4) 

The second relation follows by imposing a symmetric inverse 
with c~ - c. Since we are aiming at generalizing transla
tions this is essential. From (B4) and (B5) one obtains 

t 
sinhp sin e 

an tU = --------''--------, 
cosh c cos e sinh p - sinh c cosh p 

Useful relations are 

sinh TJ sin tU = sinh p sin e 
and 

sinh 2 TJ = (sinh c cosh p - cosh c sinh p cos 0 )2 

(B5) 

(B6) 

+ sinh2 p sin 2e (B7) 

= (cosh c sinh p - sinh c cosh p cos e )2 

+ sinh2 c sin2 e. (BS) 

Equations (B7) and (BS) are related by interchange of p and c 
and the different terms have the following significance: One 
has 

cos tU = (cosh c sinh p cos e - sinh c cosh p)l 
sinh 1], (B9) 

sin tU = sinhp sin e /sinh TJ, (BIO) 

and 

cos y== aTJ = (cosh c sinh p - sinh c cosh p cos e )/sinh TJ, 
ap 

. 1 aTJ . h . 0/' h sm y==--- -- = sm c sm sm TJ. 
sinhp ae 

Indeed TJ satisfies the relation 

(V TJ)2 = (~)2 + _. 1_ (aTJ)2 = 1. 
ap smh2 p ao 

Upon rescaling 

(p,TJ,c)~().,p,A TJ,Ac) 

and making 

).,-<), 

(B4), (B5), and (B6) reduce, respectively, to 

TJ2 = p2 + c2 
- 2 cp cos e, 

p2 = TJ2 + c2 + 2 cp cos tu, 

and 

TJ sin tu = p sub O. 

(BIl) 

(BI2) 

(B13) 

(BI4) 

(BI5) 

(BI6) 

(BI7) 

(BlS) 

Also in this limit (tu - 0) __ y. Thus, in this limit (rescaling 'I 
analogously for completeness) one arrives at a translation in 
fiat metric. This translation is along the third, namely the 
e = 0, axis. For generalizing translations in arbitrary direc
tions the rotation mentioned after (B2) should be included. 

We note that 

dTJ = -. _1_ [(cosh c sinhp - sinh c coshp cos e) dp 
smh TJ 

+ sinh c sin e sinhp de] (BI9) 

and 
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sinh TJ dtU = -. _1_ [ - sinh c sin 0 dp 
smhTJ 
+ (cosh c sinh p - sinh c cosh p cosO) 

X sinh p dO], 

implying 

~ sinh TJ atU 
ap = sinhp ao' 

_1_ ~ = _ sinh TJ atU 
sinhp ao ap 

with the Jacobian 

and 

In 

{ 
aTJ atU _ aTJ atU} = sinh p 
ap ao ao ap sinh TJ 

dTJ2 + sinh2 TJ( dtU2 + sin2 tu d,p 2) 

= dp2 + sinh2 p( dO 2 + sin2 0 d,p 2). 

ds = dt 2 + dil + il( dO 2 + sin2 0 drp 2) 

= 1 2 [ dr + dp2 + sinh2 p( dO 2 
(coshp + COST) 

(B20) 

(B21) 

(B22) 

(B23) 

(B24) 

+ sin2 0 drp 2)], (B25) 

the conformal factor in (B25) is, however, changed, as indi
cated by (B5). [For De Sitter space the conformal factor 
would be (coshp)-2.] 

Let us also note the following group property: Compos
ing two successive transformations one has for 
Ip,O )--(TJI,tUI)-(TJ2,tU2) 

cosh TJ I = cosh C I cosh P - sinh C I sinh p cos 0 (B26) 

cosh TJ2 = cosh C2 cosh TJI - sinh C2 sinh TJI cos tUI 

and 

= cosh(c l + c2 ) coshp - sinh (c I + c2) sinhp cos 0 
(B27) 

sinh p sin 0 = sinh TJI sin tUI = sinh TJ2 sin tU2' (B2S) 

For completeness we display the implication of the 
transformation in terms of the embedding (normalized for 
simplicity) 

I . 
ZI = --- sin 'I, Z2 = --- COST, 

coshp coshp 

Z3 = tanh p sin e sin ,p, Z4 = tanh p sin 0 cos ,p, 

Zs = tanh p cos e, (B29) 

with 

z1 +~ +z3 +Z:! +~ = 1. (B30) 

Defining analogously 

with 

!- 1 . !- 1 
:'1 = --- sin 'I, :'2 = --- COST, 

cosh TJ cosh TJ 

S3 = tanh TJ sin tu sin,p, 

54 = tanh TJ sin tu cos ,p, 

S5 = tanh TJ cos tu, 

(B3I) 

si +s~ +5; +5; +s; = 1, (B32) 
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one obtains 

Z· S. = • , i = 1,2,3,4 (B33) 
I (cosh e - Z5 sinh e) 

55 = (Z5 cosh e - sinh e) . (B34) 
(cosh e - Z5 sinh e) 

We have used the term "pseudotranslation" to emphasize 
the limit (BI4HBI6), giving translation in flat space. This is 
the essential feature for our purpose. But in the embedding 
space it is a nonlinear rotation of the sphere (B30). The infini
tesimal form is 

55 = Z5 - E( L z7). i = 1,2,3,4. (B3S) 

The points Z5 = ± 1, Zj = 0 are fixed. 
Finally, we want to study the chain of transformations 

(2) cosh 1J = cosh c coshp - sinh c sinhp cos 0, 

ta 
sinh p sin 0 

nw= 
cosh e sinh p cos 0 - sinh c cosh p 

with 1",t/J unchanged. 

(3) t' + ir' = tan (1" ~ i1J) 

with w,t/J unchanged. 
(1", p,O,t/J )- (1",1J,w,t/J ), 

T ! 

(t,r,O,t/J) _It ',r',w,t/J). 

For (1) some useful relations are, defining 

D = [{ t 2 + ( r + 1 )21 { t 2 + ( r - W)] 1/2 

. h 2r sm p =-, 
D 

. 2t sm 1"=
D' 

(B36) 

(B37) 

(B38) 

(1) t + ir = tan ( 1" ~ ip ) 
t = sin 1" , r = sinhp (B39) 

cosh p + cos 1" cosh P + cos 1" 

There are analogous relations involving ( t ',r') and (1",1J). 
with O,<p unchanged. 

2rsin 0 
tanw= 2 _.2' 

cosh e (2r cos 0) - sinh e (1 + t + r ) 

cosh 1J = ~ [cosh e (1 + t 2 + r) - sinh e(2r cos 0 )] • 
D 

Using all these one can show that 

, sin 1" 2t 
t = cosh 1J + cos 1" = cosh e (1 + t 2 + r) - sinh e(2r cos 0 ) + (1 - t 2 - r) , 

r' = sinh 1J _ {[sinh e (1 + t 2 + r) - cosh e(2r cos 0 )]2 + 4r sin
2 01 1

/
2 

cosh 1J + cos 1" - cosh e (1 + t 2 + r) - sinh e(2r cos 0 ) + (1 - t 2 - r) 

Corresponding to the limit p- 00, when 1J- 00 we note that for 

t = O,r = lone has t = O,r' = 1. 

Concerning the line element we note that 

dt 2, + dr' + r'( dw2 + sin2 w dt/J 2) 

1 [dr + d1J2 + sinh2 1J( dw2 + sin2 w dt/J 2)] 
(cosh 1J + cos 1")2 

= 1 [ dr + dp2 + sinh2 p( dO 2 + sin2 0 dt/J 2)] 
(cosh e cosh p - sinh e sinh p cos 0 + cos 1")2 

(coshp + cos 1")2 [ dt 2 + dr + r( dO + sin2 0 dt/J 2)] 

= (cosh e coshp - sinh e sinhp cos 0 + cos 1")2 

4 [ dt 2 + dr + r( dO 2 + sin2 0 dt/J 2)] 

= [cosh e (1 + t 2 + r) - sinh c (2r cos 0 ) + (1 - t 2 - rW . 
Various applications of the transformations of this Appendix will be found in the foregoing sections. 
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Some solutions of the Yang-Mills equations generalizing the Wu-Yang 
monopole 
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We present a new form of the Wu-Yang magnetic monopole solution ofthe SU(2) Yang-Mills 
equations on S2 which is generalized to yield a solution of the SU(n + I) Yang-Mills equations on 
CPn for each integer n> 1. 

PACS numbers: 11.15. - q, 11.30.Jw, 11.30.Ly, 14.80.Hv 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1968 Wu and Yang published a solution of the SU(2) 
Yang-Mills equations [solution (12a) in Ref. 1] which de
scribes a Dirac magnetic monopoie2 embedded in SU(2) 
Yang-Mills theory. The embedded solution is free from the 
wire singularity which necessarily appears in the potential of 
Dirac's monopole. The gauge transformation relating the 
Dirac monopole to the Wu-Yang monopole is such that the 
pure gauge term in the transformation has a wire singularity. 
This is discussed by Wu and Yang3 and by Actor.4 The em
bedding of Dirac monopoles into SU(2) monopoles has re
cently been examined by Quiros5 and Tafe1.6 

The Wu-Yang potential, considered as a I-form field 
on Minkowskian space-time, in rectangular Cartesian co
ordinates and time, was originally given in the form 1 

Aa = - Eiaj(xjlr)dxi, (1.1) 

where a = 1,2,3 is the isotopic spin index, i,j = 1,2,3 with 
Xi = (x,y,z),r = x2 + y2 + Z2, and the summation conven
tion applies. A new form of this solution, for which the rela
tionship with the Dirac monopole is perhaps more transpar
ent, is given in Sec. 2. 

We may visualize the Wu-Yang solution as a I-form 
field on S2( = CP1 ) with values in the Lie algebra of SU(2) 
(see Sec. 2). This is generalized in Sec. 3 to I-form fields on 
CPn with values in the Lie algebra ofSU(n + 1), for each 
integer n> 1, which are shown to satisfy the Yang-Mills 
equations on CPn with Fubini-Study metric.7 This is the 
main result of the present paper which ends with a discussion 
of our results in Sec. 4. 

2. THE WU-YANG MONOPOLE 

We take the line-element of Minkowskian space-time in 
the form 

ds2 = 4r(1 + ;t)-2d; i; - Urdu - dcr, (2.1) 

where; is a complex coordinate, with conjugate t, related to 
the polar angles (),¢ by ; = ei

'" cot (() 12), while r is the radial 
polar coordinate and 0' = t - r is retarded time. We intro
duce the basis I-forms 

() 1 = v1r(1 + ;t)-Id;, (}2 = v1r(1 + ;t)-Idt, 

() 3 = dO', () 4 = dr + ~ dO', 

and note the dual 

(2.2) 

*(() 1 !\(}2) = _(}3!\(}4. (2.3) 

Finally we define the operators 

A (I 1-!-)2 ~ a (I I-!-) a 
~ = + ~~ a;at' = + ~~ a;' 

() = (1 +;t )-!.. (2.4) a; 
As gauge potential we consider a I-form field on Min

kowskian space-time with values in su(2), the Lie algebra of 
SU(2), of the form 

A = i(ap d; - a:. dt) (2.5a) a; a; 
(2.5b) 

where P = P (;,t)E su(2). From (2.5b), A is singular on r = 0 
(the t-axis) which is the world-line of the source. However, A 
may in general have wire singularities. It follows from (2.5a) 
that we may consider A as a I-form field on S2 with line
element given by (2.1) with r, 0' both constant. 

The gauge field is 

F = dA + ! [A,A ] 

= _r-2(i~p_![ap,(}p])(}I!\(}2, (2.6) 

and so, using (2.3), the Yang-Mills equations 

D' F= r F+ [A: F] = 0 (2.7) 

read 

2ia(~p) - 2 [apAP ] - a[ap,(}p] - i[ap,[ap,(}p]] = O. 

(2.8) 

We now asume that P satisfies 

~P+2P=O, (2.9) 

and as solution we take 

P= (;t + 1)-1[( tt - I)TI + i(t - t)T2 + (t + t)T3J, 
(2.10) 

where T1, T2, T3 are basis vectors ofsu(2) satisfying the com
mutation relations [Ta,Tp] = Eapy Ty.ltcan then be shown 
that P satisfies the equations 

[ap,(}p] = - 2iP (2.11) 

and 

[ap,p] = iap. (2.12) 
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Substitution of(2.9), (2.11), and (2.12) into (2.8) shows that P 
given by (2.10) satisfies (2.8). The gauge potential is given by 
(2.5) and (2.10) while substitution of(2.10) into (2.6) yields the 
gauge field 

(2.13) 

Thus Fis a Dirac monopole field multiplied by P. We have 
thus obtained a new form of the Wu-Yang monopole. The 
expression (Ll) may be recovered from (2.5) and (2.10) by 
introducing rectangular Cartesian coordinates. 

A gauge transformation takes the form 

A_Q t AQ + Qt dQ, (2.14a) 

F_Q t FQ, (2.14b) 

with QESU(2). By (2.10), p 2 = -11, and so in view of(2.13) 
we can choose QE SU(2) such that 

QtPQ= TI =- / 1 (. 0) 
2 0 - i . 

(2.15) 

This is found to be given by 

Q = ( - pt p) (2.16) 
-p -pt 

withp-2 = 1 + tt. A straightforward calculation now re
veals that 

Q t AQ + Q t dQ = ip2(tdt - tdt )TI, (2.17) 

which is the potential of a Dirac monopole of strength g = ! 
(see, for example Ref. 12). 

We note that when (2.10) is substituted into (2. 5b), A is 
then singular only when r = 0, while (2.17), when expressed 
on the basis (2.2), is singular not only at r = 0 but also when 
t = 00 (i.e., when (J = 0). This latter is the wire singularity 
mentioned in the Introduction and is due to the fact that 
Q t dQ in (2.17) is singular when (J = O. 

3. SU(n + 1)-SOLUTIONS ON CPn 

As a generalization of (2.5a) and (2.10) we consider a 1-
form field on CPn,n;:, 1, of the form 

(3.1) 

where, in this section, Latin indices take values 1,2,3, ... ,n 
while Greek indices take values 0, 1,2, ... ,n and the summa
tion convention applies unless otherwise stated. To genera
lize (2.10) we take 

Pa (3 = i((n + l)-loa(3 

+ pZ( _ W +(3+ Itat(3)ESU(n + 1), (3.2) 

where there is no summation over repeated Greek indices, 
to = 1, and 

(3.3) 

We take the Fubini-Study line-element on CPn given by 

ds2 = p4(P-2dta dta - tatbi?adtb)' (3.4) 

The main result of the present paper can now be stated in the 
following theorem. 

Theorem: The I-form field A given by (3.1) and (3.2) on 
On (n;:, 1), with Fubini-Study metric given by (3.4), satisfies 
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the Yang-Mills equations (2.7) for each integer n;:, 1. The 
case n = 1 corresponds to the Wu-Yang monopole. 

Proof It is a simple matter to check that ifn = 1, (3.1) 
and (3.2) reduce to (2.5a) and (2.10) with t = t I while (3.4) 
becomes the line-element on S2' For n > 1 the following ana
logs of(2.11) and (2.12), respectively, are found to be satis
fied: 

- [ap ap]. - a
z 
P 

(Obe + tbte) ata'atb = /(Obc + tbte) ataatb (3.5) 

and 

ap + i[ ap ,p] = O. 
ata ata 

(3.6) 

As basis I-forms on On we choose 

c?a-I = (1!Y2)P2(P- zoab - tatb)dtb' c?a = (IN'2)pzdta, 
(3.7) 

and thus (3.4) reads 

dsz = 2c?a - Ic?a. (3.8) 

Now, using (3.5) and (3.6), the gauge field can be written 

F=2i -Z(o +;r.: r) a
2
p c?e-ll\c?a (3.9) 

p be ~b~e ataatb 

with the matrix P = (PaP) given by (3.2). 
In order to substitute (3.9) into the Yang-Mills equa

tions (2.7) we have to evaluate expressions of the form 
d' (ere - 11\ c?a) and dte 1\ • (c?e - I 1\ c?a). This is done using 
(3.7) and the quantities 7]za =' c?a,7]Za- 1=' era-I, 
7]ze - 1.2a = • (ere - I 1\ era) which satisfy the equations (see 
Refs. 8 and 9 for definitions and derivations) 

and 

dte 1\ 7]Ze- 1.2a = - V1p- 28ee 7]za. 

Using these we find 

D" F = 2vL.ip-2(Obe + tbte) az~ (nte 7]2a 
ataatb 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

Referring now to the formulas quoted, for convenience, in 
the Appendix we find, using (A3), that the coefficient of 
dte 1\ 7]ze-I.20 vanishes while use of (AI) and (A2) implies 
that the remaining terms cancel and so we have 

D" F= 0 (3.13) 

and the theorem is established. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

We wish to point out the following two properties of the 
solutions of the Yang-Mills equations given in Sec. 3: 

Equation (3.6) together with its Hermitian conjugate 
can be written in the form 

DP=dP+ [A,P] =0, (4.1) 

which is the infinitesimal form of the invariance of the poten
tial, given by (3.1) and (3.2), under gauge transformations 
generated by P (see Refs. 10 and 11). 

Trautman 12 has proved that the natural connections on 
the U(l) Hopfbundles S2n + 1 ~CPn (n> 1) satisfy Maxwell's 
equations, with Fubini-Study metric on CPn • The case n = 1 
is Dirac's monopole and this prompts one to ask if our solu
tions correspond to Trautman's Maxwell fields embedded in 
SU(n + 1) Yang-Mills theory for n > I? In general the an
swer is "no." For example, in the case n = 2 Trautman's 
Maxwell field (an "electromagnetic instanton") on CP2 is 
self-dual 12 whereas a simple calculation reveals that our su(3) 
field on CPz is not. 
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APPENDIX 

We list here three formulas required for the proof of the 
theorem in Sec. 3: 

a~c ~-2(ObC + ;btc)::;iJ 
+ i -2[ ap (0 f- r) J2p ] 

P a;c' be + ~b~c ataa;b ay 

= ip4(n - 1)( - l)a + y;a;a;y + ip2n( - l)Y+ 10aO;aty 

676 

+ ip20ay;a + ip2n( - l)a + y+ 10ya;a 

+ in( - l)YoaOOya 
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(AI) 

(A2) 

and 

(A3) 
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The norms of the Bethe-ansatz eigenstates ofthe chiral-invariant Gross-Neveu Hamiltonian are 
calculated. 

PACS numbers: 11.30.Rd, 11.30.Jw, 11.lS.Bt 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Refs. 1 and 2 the chiral-invariant Gross-Neveu Ha
miltonian 

H = - i(tP!+ axtPa+ - tPL axtPa- ) 

(1) 

was diagonalized using the Bethe-ansatz technique. For this 
purpose, as well as for that of extracting the S-matrix for 
physical particles,3 there was no necessity to normalize the 
energyeigenstates. However, if we are to make further pro
gress in the direction of a complete solution of the field
theoretic model (in the form of correlation functions of ren
ormalized fields), we shall certainly require a detailed 
knowledge of the norms of our basis states. Our aim in this 
note is to obtain useful and instructive norm formulas for the 
model, making use of the general results (valid for a wide 
class of models closely related to the one-dimensional Hei
senberg ferromagnet) established recently by Korepin.4 In 
addition, we shall exploit a newly established classification 
of all physically relevant solutions of the Bethe-ansatz equa
tions for SU(2) internal symmetry.5 

II. BETHE-ANSATZ EIGENSTATES AND THEIR 
GENERAL NORM FORMULA 

Restricting ourselves to SU(2) internal symmetry ("col
or"), we may write the energy eigenstates constructed in 
Refs. 1 and 2 in the form6 

IF) = J dNxF(x\"'XN)a,Oo.aN 

(2) 

where 10) is the Fock reference state annihilated by the ca
nonical fermion fields tPaa (x), a = ± !, a = ± 1. More 
specifically, the function F, interpreted as the wave function 
for N ( = N + + N _) pseudoparticles on a reentrant line seg
ment of length L, is of the form 

'I Research supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant No. 
PHY-8116102. 

x L [U(Q)4> ]a,Oo.aNO(xQ ), (3) 
QESN 

where 
(a) the sum ~Q is over all permutations Q of 1,2, ... ,N; 
(b) the step function ° (xQ) is equal to unity for 

xQ\ < XQ 2 < ... < XQN and vanishes otherwise; 
(c) for each sign ofthe chirality a, nj,j = 1, ... ,Na , are 

distinct integers; 
(d) U (Q) is a matrix which is unitary with respect to the 

inner product 

(S,s ') = L s :,00.a3 ~'Oo.aN; 
Q •• ··aN 

(e) the quantity ~Q [U(Q)4>]O (xQ )issymmetricwithre
spect to interchange of x;,a; with xj,aj , provided a; = aj ; 

(f) the spinorial tensor 4>a,Oo'aN and the collective mo
menta k ± are the functions of M complex parameters 
X\,,,,,XM (for a state of total color spin S =!N - M) satisfy
ing the "Bethe-ansatz equations" 

!pj(X\· .. ·XM) = integer, j=I, ... ,M, (4) 

where 

1 _ at'TT . 
/1.[- --, 

C 

_ i f In (Xi - Xl + ~1T ) 
/ = \ Xj - Xl - 11T 
/h 

c=~. 
l-gl 

Making use of the canonical anticommutation rela
tions, the norm of a state F with the properties described 
above is calculated to be 
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(F IF) = f d N X I I 
a.",oN PeSN . XSN 

XF( XPI···XPN)apI ... aPN 

= I O(Q)(U(Q)<P,U(Q)<P) = (<P,<P). 
QESN 

For a given solution set IXj J of(5), the corresponding <P 

comprises a color multiplet, I <P (S,Sz ); Sz = - S··· + S J . 
Given <P (S,s), the remaining members of the multiplet may 
be obtained by repeated application of the spin lowering op
erator S - = ~~~ IS n-: 

<P(S,Sz) 
= [(S + Sz)!] 1/2[(2S)!(S - SZ I!] -1/2(S _)s- s'<P (S,S). 

(6) 

With the normalization given in (6), all members of the same 
multiplet have the same norm and we may henceforth re
strict our attention to those <P with maximal Sz . According 
to Ref. 7 such a <P has the explicit form 

M 

<P = I <P (YI"",YM) II S y~ <Po, 
I<Y.<Y2<"'<YM<N j=l 

where 
N 

<POa, ... aN = II D + 112.a,' 
I~ I 

M 

<P(YI"'YM)= I A LYPl"'XPM) IIf(xPj,Yj), (7) 
PES", j~ I 

f(x,y) = - itT Yif X - AI + itTI2 
X - Ay - itTI2 I~ 1 X - AI - i1TI2' 

A (XI"",XM) = IT (1 + i1T ). 
j<k Xj - Xk 

In Ref. 6, the discrete wave function <P (YI""'YM) was deter
mined up to an arbitrary y-independent overall factor. In (7) 
this factor [partially absorbed in the definition off( X,y)] has 
been chosen to better conform to the conventions of the 
Quantum Inverse Scattering formalism used by Korepin and 
many other authors.4

•
8 In particular, we may write 

<P = B(XI + hr/2)B(X2 + hr/2) ... B(xM + i1TI2)<Po, 
(8) 

whereB(x)isanelementoftheso-calledmonodromymatrix 

T _ (A (X) B(X))_ 
(X)- C(X) D(X) -LN(X-AN)···L1(X-AtI, 

LnIX) = a(x)1 + b (X lPn' 

a( X ) = X( X - hr) -I, a( X) + b (X) = 1, 

1(1+~ 
Pn = Ul + 0" ®tT,:) = - I .-2 

2 Un + UT" 

U! - iif,,) 
1-~ . 

(9) 

Here tT,:, a = 1,2,3 are the usual Pauli matrices, associated 
with site n on a one-dimensional lattice oflength N, with 

[ tT,:,d,!,] = 2iD nm E aPr U~ . 

ThecommutationrelationsamongA (X ),B (X ),e (X ),D (X) 
may be expressed concisely as . 

R (X - X')[ T(x) ® T(x')J = [T(x') ® T(x)]R (X - X'), 
(10) 

where R ( X ) is the 4 X 4 matrix 
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R(x)=a(x)P+b(X)l, P=!(1 +0" ®aa). (11) 

Actually, in Ref. 4, Korepin used a different normaliza
tion for Ln (X ). According to our normalization, his general 
formula for the norms of the XXX -type models (based on the 
conjecture of Gaudin, McCoy, and Wu8 reads 

(<P,<P) = ~ [IT a( Xj - Xd] - I det (2mpjk )·(<po,<po), 
)"1' k 

(12) 

where (<Po,<Po), the norm of the reference state, is in this case 
just 1, and, from (4), 

rpjj= arpj = I NaDI/2 (a!!.... - X)) 
ax) a~ ± C 

M 

I DI(X) - b), 
k~1 

k"I'J 
(13) 

III. CALCULATION OF THE JACOBIAN DETERMINANT 

At first sight, the matrix elements rp)k may appear too 
complicated to allow straightforward calculation of the de
terminant D = det( rpjk) in (12). Fortunately, the fact that we 
are interested in D only for asymptotically large Land 
K =1TN 12L comes to our rescue (as it did in the solution9 of 
the Bethe-ansatz equations themselves), allowing us to intro
duce integrals over densities of real Xj in place of sums over 
individual Xj' 

For a given solution of (4), X I""'X M, consider the equa
tion 

exp!21Tirp(X;XI,,,,,XM)J = - 1, 

where 

2 ( ) . ~ (X-AI +i1T12) 1Trp X;XI"",XM =1 £.." In . 
I~ I X -AI -111"12 

-i f In(X-Xj +1:1T). 
i ~ I X - Xi - I1T 

The set of X satisfying (14) will of course include all Xj' 

(14) 

j = 1, ... ,M, but in addition will usually-the vacuum state 
being the only exception--contain other members as well, 
and these are known as holes. Unless otherwise specified, we 
shall concern ourselves only with holes on the real axis. Phy
sically, a state describing n particles with rapidities OI, .. ·,On 
corresponds to a solution of (4) having precisely n holes lo
cated atx = 0i, i = l, ... ,n. For real X, rp(X;XI"",XM) is a 
monotone increasing function (for the states of interest) 
which runs through successive half-odd integers as X runs 
through successive solutions (Xj and holes) oft 14). A smooth 
density of real Xj and holes is thus given by 

d 
pix) = -rp(X;XI"",XM)' (15) 

dX 
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For holes at ()\"",()n, we may also define a density ofrealXj' 
j= 1, ... ,M" as 

I 

n 

a(X) =p(X) - L o(X - ()d· (16) 
i= \ 

The introduction of the densities (15) and (16) simplifies 
the calculation of the determinant in two important ways: 

(i) for real Xj,Xk we may now write 

qJjk = Rjk = p( Xj )Ojk + Kjk' Kjk = D\( Xj - Xk)' 
(17) 

(ii) for nonreal X k' the sum over real Xj may be per
formed explicitly (in fact, it has already been performed in 

Ref. 5) by replacing 'I.~ I ... by Sdx a( X)···· 
Further simplification arises from the exponential 

growth, for asymptotically large L, of certain matrix ele
ments of (qJjk ). To see this, we recall5 that the nonreal Xj can 
be classified according to the following scheme: 

Two-string: 
[X"Xs.}, Xs =tPs +i(11/2+!Es), Xs· = X.:', (18) 

tPs =tP.:', Es =E.:', Es =O(e- KL ), K>O. 
Quartet: 

[Xq,Xq,Xq• ,Xq·}, Xq =;q + i71q , Xq• = X:' 

Xq = Sq + i(1T - 71q + Eq), Xq. = X:' (19) 

Sq =S:,71q =71:, 1T/2<71q <1T,IEql =O(e-K'L), 

K'>O. 

Wide pair: 

[Xw,Xw·l, Xw =;w + iaJw, Xw· = X:, 

;w=;:, aJw=aJ:, aJw>1T· (20) 

From (13), (18), and (19) we see that the following matrix 
elements (and only those) have exponential growth for large 
L (here sand q are used as generic indices for a two-string and 
a quartet. respectively): 

X X' 
II 

Uxx ' or Axx ' 

qJss -(1I21TEs)-qJs.s·, 

qJss. = qJs.s - - (1I21TEs). (21) 

qJqq -(1I21TE:)-qJq.q., qJq.q. -(1I21TEq)-qJqq. 

qJqq. = qJq.q - - (1121T~). 
qJq.q = qJqq. - - (1I21TEq). 

The 1/ E singularities of det(qJjk ) for L- 00 can be isolat
ed by noting 

det (qJjk) = det (qJ;k)' (22) 

where (qJ;k) is obtained from (qJjk) by the following determi
nant-preserving manipulations: for each two-string [Xs.X s· I 
add row s* to row s and column s* to column s; for each 
quartet [Xq.Xq,Xq* ,xq.l. add row (column) q* to row (col
umn) q. and row (column) q to row (column) q*. The only 
remaining 0 (11 E) elements of (qJ;k) are qJ ;.s •• qJ~q ,qJ~.q. 
(equal. respectively. to their unprimed counterparts). With 
an exponentially small error. these quantities may be fac
tored out of the determinant to yield 

D = II (_1_) II (417'/ 2) det (qJij)X(l + O(e-K"L)), 
s 21TEs q IEq 1 

K" >0, (23) 
where (qJij) is (qJ ij) with rows and columns labeled by s*. q. q* 
(but not s,q,q*) deleted. We will completely neglect the 
o (e - KL) corrections in Eq. (23). because, as we shall see. to 
each pole in (23) there corresponds an equivalent zero com
ing from [n~ka( Xj - Xd]-I in (12). (qJij) has the structure 

real R 
(

real' 

sqq*ww* if 

with the matrix R of the real Xj given in (17) and the matrices 
U and A assigned matrix elements as follows (for conve
nience we introduce the notation X = X - i1T 12 for 1m X>1T 1 
2): 

real Xs.Xq.Xq• D3/2(X - X') + DI/2(X - X') 
real Xw,Xw· D1(X-X') 
X"Xq,Xq· Xs"Xq',Xq'·(#X) 2D\(X - X') +D2 (X - X') 
X.,Xq.Xq• Xw,Xw· D\(X - X' + i1T/2) = D\(X - X' - i1T/2) 
Xw,Xw· XW"w'·(#X) D\(X-X' ) 

Xw,Xw· X [! qJ(z;[Xj I) + D1(z - X)]z=x 

X .. Xq,Xq• X [! (qJ (z + i1T/2; [Xi J) + qJ (z - i1T12; [Xj I)) 
+D1(z - X + i1T) + 2D1(z - X) +D1(z- X - i1T)L=x (24) 

I 
where 

()(x) = {l,x>O. 
O,x,O 

To proceed with the calculation note that 

The expressions for qJ(z; [Xj J) in the Eq. (24) may be 
evaluated using the formulas of Ref,S. The calculation is 
straightforward and we omit the details. The resulting 
expression for the diagonal elements of A is remarkably sim
ple when expressed in terms of the parameters Xj and the 
holes 8\ .... '()n: 

n 

Axx = L DI/2(()h - X) - Z D1(Xj - X) - (3/2r) 
det (; ~ = det [(~~) (;T~) (~ A _ ~~ -IU)] 

h= 1 XJ#t =detR·det(A -B), B= ifR -IU. (26) 

X()(1T12 - 11mx I), (25) Since 
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R -I =p- 1/2(1 +p-1/2Kp-1/2)-lp-1/2, Pij =p(Xj)c5ij, 

we have [setting UXXj = uj ( X)) 

Bij = IdX oix) ui(X)uj(x)- IIdX1dX2 oiXI) oiX2) 
p(X) p(xIl P(X2) 

xudxl)K(xl - X2)Uj (X2) + ... 

= II dXdX'udx)(l+K)-I(X-X')Uj(x') 

+ III dxdX'dX"ui(X)(l+K)-I(X-x')(O"h(X')/ 

xp(X'))(l +K)-I(X' - x")uj(x ") + o(:~} (27) 

where O"h = P - 0" is the density of holes. But for an n-parti
de state, 

O"h(X) = i _1_c5(X-Oh), 
pIx) h=1 P(Oh) 

with P(Oh ) -I = 0 (L -I), and hence we need keep only the 
first term in the expansion (27) in powers of O"h/P. Inserting 
the expressions for elements of U given in (24), we obtain, for 
example, for X,X' = Xs,Xq'Xq*, 

BXX' =DIU'- X') +D2U'- X') 
and hence, from (24) and (28), 

(A -B)XX' =D1U'-X'), X#X'· 

(28) 

Calculating the remaining matrix elements, (i.e., those in
volving at least one wide pair), one finds that all matrix ele
ments of A - B are of the form (29). 

The result (29) has a most satisfying interpretation. In 
Ref. 5 we found that the introduction of the density 0" into 
the Bethe-ansatz equations (4) led, upon integration, to a set 
of "higher level Bethe-ansatz" equations, 

A 

4'j( XI,,",XM) = integer, j = 1, ... ,M, 

where 

2 A I.:", A ~ ) _ • ~ I (Xi - Oh + hr/2) 11'fPjU I,,,,,XM - 1 ~ n A • 

h= I Xj - Oh -111'/2 

- i f In (~j - ~l + ~11'). (30) 
I = I Xj - X I - 111' 
I #i 

We see from (29) that det (A - B ) is nothing butthe Jacobian 
determinant of these equations. 

To evaluate the first factor in (26), we write 
M, 

det R = IT p( xd exp[Trln(l + p-I/2Kp-1/2)] 
;=1 

(31) 
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To arrive at the last line, we have used 

oi X) = 1 + 0 (L -I), 
pIx) 

I dX"Da(X - X")Db(X" - x') =Da+b(X - x'), 

Da(O) = (lira). 

The treatment of~~ I p( Xi )-1 is a bit tricky, since insertion 
of Sdxoi X ) ... in place of ~i is not justified here (it leads to a 
linearly divergent integral). However, we can write 

with J.l determined by 

L'" dxoix) = 1 

(32) 

(33) 

andp( XI)-I, P(xM)-1 are of order unity. Inserting the 
asymptotic behavior of oi X) for X>J.l (see Refs. 1 and 6), 

oix )~(N /211')e"IC- X + h (X), Ih (x)1 <hOX- 2, 

ho = 0(1), 

we obtain 

J.l = (11'/c) + In N + 0 (1) 

and hence 

i~/(Xi)-I = 2 (; + InN) + 0(1). 

Thus, using the renormalization rule 

mL = 2Ne -"Ic, 

detR = (.IT P(Xd) (2N2)1/6.Ao, 
1=1 mL 

where Ao is a cutoff independent numerical factor. 

(34) 

IV. EVALUATION OF THE REMAINING FACTORS 

Referring back to the full norm formula (12), we now 
turn to the problem of calculating 

In II a(Xi -xd= ± I(v) J.. ln ( (Xi -Xk)2 2)' 
i# v=li# 2 r+(Xi-Xk) 

(35) 

where we break up the double summation into three sets of 
terms: 'V = 1 for both Xi and X k real; 'V = 2 for Xj real and X k 
complex, or vice versa; and 'V = 3 for both Xi and Xk com
plex. 

FOr 'V = 1 (real-real case), one might try to replace the 
summation over j and k in (35) by 

J J dXdX' oi X )oi X ')In a( X - X') - f dX oi X )In a(O). 

(36) 

Unfortunately, both terms in (36) are meaningless; the sec-
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ond because of the strictly infinite In a(O), and the first be
cause it contains a piece l:h 0(8h )21n a(O) (sum over holes 8h ), 

which is again infinite. We can, however, use the densities in 
a more judicious fashion, first writing 

j~kll) In(Xj -Xk)2= j~1 {5 dxp(x)ln(Xj _X)2 

- ± In(Xj - Ohf 
h=1 

-5:':;' dp(x)ln(Xj - X)2}, 

~j = ~p(Xj)-I. (37) 

Exceptnearx = ± OO'~j = OIL -I)andwecanevaluatethe 
last term in brackets, obtaining 

(38) 

Adopting this expression for all Xj introduces an overall 0 (1) 
error which, like that in (34), depends only on the asymptotic 
form of (jo( X ) and not on the parameters OJ ,Xj or the cutoffs 
N. 

If the sum over j in (37) is now replaced by an integral, 
the first and third terms in brackets give no problem, but the 
second term must be treated by the same procedure we used 
to derive (37) and (38). The result is 

(39) 

= foo dp (1 _ e -1TP) { ± (p(p)eip8, + p( - pIe - ip8,) - p(PV>( _ P)} 
Jo p h= 1 

+ In tU/(X;) JJ/(Oh)-I} + (M, - n)ln(21Te) + 0(1), 

wherep(p), the Fourier transform ofp( X), is given explicitly by9 

n 

p(p)=(71p)+ L e- ip8'=PI(P)+P2(P), 
h=1 

PI(P) = [2 cosh(1Tp/2)] -I {N+e- ip1T/C + N _eip1T/c + ± e-IPI1T/Z-iP8,} 
h=1 

(40) 

P2(P) = - L e - Ipl1T/2 - ip.", - L [e -lpl". + e -lpll1T- "')]e - ips. - L [e -lpl<»w - e -Iplt<»w -1T)]e- ip~w. 

s q w 

In contrast to the subtleties of the v = 1 case, the expression for the v = 2 (real-complex) summation in (35) in terms of 
densities is obtained in a completely straightforward manner. One simply replaces the sum over real Xj by SdX 0( X )"', then 
groups the terms according to the two-strings, quartets, and wide pairs. This gives 

L(2) lna( Xj - X k ) = foo dp 1(71 PV>2( - p) + (71 - pV>2(P1l (1 - e - 1TP), (41) 
~k ~ P 

which may be combined with (39) to yield 
2 n 

L Ltv) Ina(Xj -xd= L Ina(OIl -Oil') 
v=lj#k h#h' 

+ 100 

dp (1 _ e -1TP) {± [PI(p)eip8, + PI( - pIe - ip8,] - PI(PlOl( - p) + PZ(PlO2( - P)} (42) 
o P h=1 

+In{Bo(21Te)M,-n iij/(Xi) iI/(Oh)-I}, 

where Bo is a pure number of order unity. 
To complete this phase of the calculation, we insert the expressions (40) for PI,pZ into (42) and perform as many of the 

integrals as possible. Combining the result with the v = 3 (complex-complex) contribution, we obtain a result whose depen
dence on the parameters Xj is particularly simple: 
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where 

1"" dp sinh(p1T12) 
[(Il-,x) = - e-/JPcospx. 

o p cosh2(p1T/2) 

v. FINAL EXPRESSION FOR THE NORM 

Putting together the above calculations, we obtain, fin
ally, a forniula for the norm of our Bethe-ansatz basis state, 
in the limit L, K-~: 

(FIF) =(CP,CP)=~ [II a(ij -id]-I det(21T~jk)(010), 
j¥-k 

(45) 

where 

(
2N2)1/6 (1T)M' - n n (010) = Co - - G(O) II (1TLm cosh (Jh) 
mL e h=1 

n 

X II a((Jh - (Jh' )-1, 
h ¥-h' 

with G (0) given by (44) and Co a purely numerical factor 
common to all states. The result (45) agrees with the hypoth
esis, put forward in Ref. 9, that each n-massive particle sec
tor is characterized by an asymptotic higher Bethe-ansatz 
structure. 10) is the reference state, the one with highest 
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(44) 

~olor (S = n12, i.e., no parameter i), in each of these sectors. 
Its norm, given by (46), correctly depends on 0==[ (Jt,··,(Jn I 
and the cutoffs Land K, and could be renormalized to one 
for the whole sector; all other states of the sector have the 
norm given in (45), identical in structure to (12). 
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Exact analytical expressions for the off-shell Jost function}; (k, q) for the Coulomb and Coulomb
distorted nuclear potentials are constructed in terms of the sum of Gaussian hypergeometric 
functions by using an integral representation for}; (k, q) given by Fuda. It is pointed out that the 
hypergeometric functions which occur here can be generated by the use of a well-known three
term recurrence relation. With van Haeringen our expressions for}; (k, q) exhibit discontinuity in 
the on-shell limit q-.k. This discontinuous behavior has been attributed to the long range nature 
of the Coulomb force. 

PACS numbers: 21.30. + y, 21.10.Sf, 02.30. - f 

1_ INTRODUCTION 

Based on a coordinate space approach I to the T-matrix, 
Fuda and Whiting2 have introduced a generalization of the 
J ost function. 3 This is often referred to as the off-shell J ost 
function. The half off-shell T-matrix element can be ex
pressed directly in terms of the off-shell Jost function. Also 
by exploiting the relations which exist between the fully off
shell T-matrix elements and half-off shell ones, we can write 
the off-shell T-matrix in terms of the off-shell Jost function. 
Thus it is of some importance to have in the literature a 
relatively noncomplicated mathematical prescription to de
rive an expression for the off-shell Jost function relating to 
scattering by Coulomb distorted nuclear potentials which 
are encountered in physical processes like the proton-proton 
(p-p) bremsstrahlung and p-2p reaction. The present paper is 
an effort in this direction. 

For a central potential V (r) having a short range, the off
shell Jost function}; (k, q) is obtained from the solution of an 
inhomogeneous differential equation2 

[
2 d

2 
1(/+1) ] 

k + d~ - ~ - VIr) };(k, q, r) 

= (k 2 _ q2)ell12lil1Twl + I(qr) (1) 

by using 

q1e - i/1T/2(21 + 1) . 
};(k, q) = hm r};(k, q, r). (2) 

(21 + I)!! r---O 

tIere we have two momenta k and q, the on-shell momentum 
k is related to the energy E = k 2 while q is an off-shell mo
mentum. We work in units in which fi212m is unity. Note 
that wI + I(kr) is a Reccati-Hankel function in the phase con
vention of Messiah.4 

Fuda5 has introduced two integral representations for 
}; (k, q), one of which connects}; (k, q) with a function that 
arises in Kowalski's generalization of the Sasakawa's the
ory6 and the other that expresses}; (k, q) in terms of the regu
lar solution of the Schrodinger equation. 

The later integral representation is given by 

};(k, q) = 1 + q dr qr hI + l(qr)V(r)¢J/(k, r), 1 i"" 
(21 + I)!! 0 

(3) 

where ¢Jdk, r) is the regular solution of the radial Schro
dinger equation, i.e., of (I) when q = k. The functions 
wI + I(qr) and h 1+ I(qr) are related as 

wI + I(qr) = qrh 1+ I(qr) = i .fi-HIll 112 (qr). (4) 

The Hankel function H \ 11112 (qr) of order half-odd integer 
can be expanded as 

Hili (r)=;-I.!!!... ~ - J. e .(5) ( 
8 

)
112 1 ( IY'(I + ')' iqr 

1+ 112 q .~ ~(/_ ')' (2' Y'+ I 1T ) = 0 J. ] . lqr 
(5) 

One of the important virtues of (3) is that it can be used both 
for short and long range potentials.? In general, (3) will facili
tate construction of expressions for}; (k, q) whenever the as
sociated radial Schrodinger equation is analytically solvable. 
Here we deal with the Coulomb and Coulomb plus some 
useful separable nucleon-nucleon potentials. For the pure 
Coulomb case we have 

21]k 
VIr) = Ve(r) = -, 

r 
(6) 

with 1] the Sommerfeld parameter. However, for the Cou
lomb plus, a rank n separable potential V (r) will be replaced 
by 

Ve(r) + l:7= I Ai vlil(r)vlil(r') 

and in this case the integral representation for}; (k, q) will 
read 

};(k, q) = I + I ql ("" qr h \ + I(qr) [ Ve (r)¢J ~S(k, r) 
(2 + I)!! Jo 

+ itl Aiv\il(r) L"" VIii (s)¢J I'(k, s)ds] dr, (7) 

where ¢J ~S(k, r) is the regular solution of the Schrodinger 
equation for the Coulomb plus separable potentials under 
consideration. We shall use ¢J ~(k, r) for the Coulomb regular 
solution. The superscripts c and cs will have similar mean
ings throughout this article. 

In the next section we employ (3) to construct an expres
sion for the I-wave Coulomb off-shell Jost function in terms 
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of Gaussian hypergeometric functions 2 Fl' This result is al
ready known in the literature. However, generalization of 
the 2 FI functions in the expressions for fHk, q) without us
ing series summation technique is a nontrivial problem. 7 We 
achieve this by the use of a three-term recursion relation. 8 

The equation 7 

lim (J) n(k, q) = f~(k ) (8) q_k 

has been found to hold good for the Coulomb case. Here 
f/(k) is the on-shell Coulomb Jost function and 

( 
q _ k )i71 emJ/2 

(J)= q+k r(l+i1]) (9) 

We have checked our results for the criterion in (8). 
Based on (7), in Sec. 3 we present a similar treatment for 

(i) Coulomb plus Yamaguchi and (ii) Coulomb plus Mongan 
case IV potentials9

•
1O by using expressions for the regular 

wave functions derived in the previous paper I I (hereafter re-
I 

ferred to as paper I). For simplicity of presentation we con
sider the s-wave case only. The results forf~S(k, q) appear 
somewhat complicated. But the 2 FI function involved can 
still be generated by the use of the three-term recursion rela
tion noted earlier. Finally, in Sec. 4 we present some con
cluding remarks. 

2. COULOMB CASE 

For the Coulomb potential in (6) the regular solution of 
the Schr6dinger equation is given byl2 

¢Hk, r) = r'+ 1 eikr• F1(1 + 1 + i1], 21 + 2; - 2ikr), (10) 

where the confluent hypergeometric function 

F( .)_ ric) ~ r(a+n) zn 
• }a,c,z - -- L -. 

r(a)n=o r(c+n) n! 
(11 ) 

Combining (3)-(6) and (10) we get 

f~(k,q)=1+21]k q I I +;'-- rj-Iei(k+q)r F(/+l+i1] 21+2' -2ikr)dr. 
I I .j-/(I ')' 1 loo 

(2/+ I)!! j=O j!(/-;1! (2q)j 0 I I " 
(12) 

In order to transform the integral in (12) into more use
ful forms, it is necessary at this point to introduce explicitly 
into the integral a convergence factor e - sr • For all values of 
s such that Re s~, the resulting integral is then uniformly 
convergent. The limit s~ will be taken in the final answer 
and it is this limiting operation that introduces the discontin
uous behavior7 off/(k, q) at q = k. When the integration in 
(12) is thus performed we arrive at 

r(k ) = 1 + l 21]k ± (/ + j)! (k + qy 
I ,q (21 + I)!! (k + q)1 + I j = 0;1 2q 

X2FI(/+ 1 +i1],I-j+ 1;2/+2;~),(13) 
k+q 

where the Gaussian hypergeometric function 

F( . b. ) _ rib) ~ r(n +a)r(n +p) zn 
2 I a,p, ,Z - L 

r(a)r(p) n=O r(n+b) n! 
(14) 

Evaluation of the closed form expression for n(k, q) for a 
particular I requires the generation of a set of hypergeome
tric functions which differ only in p-values with fixed values 
of a and b. Note that the parameter a is complex while b is a 
real integer. As one moves from one partial wave to another, 
a new set of 2 FI functions is needed to construct the expres
sion forf/(k, q). Each set is determined by its value of a and 
b. For a fixed I, the functions 2 FI which occur in (13) can be 
generated by solving a set of simultaneous equations result
ing from the recursion relation8 for the hypergeometric func
tion, 

p(I-xbFI(a,p + 1; b;x) 

+ [(a - p)(1 - x) + (b - p - a)]2 FI(a, p; b; x) 

+(p-bbFI(a,p-l;b;x)=O (15) 

with the known special values 

2 FI(a, 0; b; x) = 1 (16a) 
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r 
and 

2 F1(a, b; b; x) = (1 - x) - a • (16b) 

In the following we specialize (13) to a few lower partial 
waves and demonstrate that our limiting procedure in writ
ing this equation has already introduced the discontinuous 
behavior of/Ilk, q) at q = k. 

Considering the s-wave case we get a very simple 
expression forf~(k, q), namely, 

f~(k, q) = 1 + 21]k I(k + q)i 2 F1(I + i1], 1; 2; 2k I(k + q)). 

( 17) 

Using (15), (16a), and (I6b), (17) becomes 

f~(k,q)= (:~~r· ( 18) 

Clearly, at q = kJ~ (k, q) is discontinuous. This behavior 
was first observed by van Haeringen.7 The discontinuity 
would disappear if we have chosen to work with a screened 
Coulomb potential. Note that the appropriate wave function 
¢ ~(k, r) for this case has been given by one of us. 13 

Using the approach described above we can also calcu
late expressions for higher partial wave off-shell Coulomb 
Jost functions. Interestingly, these results will be in exact 
agreement with those given by van Haeringen.7 

3. COULOMB-LIKE POTENTIALS 
A. The Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential 

The s-wave regular solution ¢ ~S(k, r) of the Schr6dinger 
equation for the Coulomb plus Yamaguchi potential has 
been given in (40) of paper I, where we did not use the super
script cs on ¢o' The subscript I = 0 was also omitted. We now 
specialize (7) to the rank one case, using Yamaguchi form 
factors and the expression for ¢ ~S(k, r) just noted. This leads 
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us to 

f CS(k ) _ (q + k )i'1 + A ( aa -+ ll·.kk );'1 
o ,q - q _ k (a _ iq)(a2 + k 2) 

with 

and 

1Jfi2 '16 
- A ---'------

(a2 + k 2)(k + q)D CS(k ) 

00 p" - I ( 2k )" 
X"~I (n+ 1) k+q 

x 2 FI( 1, n + 1 + i1J; n + 2; ~ ) 
k+q 

e2'16 _A2 __________ ~~--~------
(a - iq)(a - ik )2(a2 + k 2)D CS(k )2ik 

X f p" - I ( - 2~k )" 2 FI 
"=1 a-lk 

( 
. - 2ik ) x 1, n + 1 + 11J; n + 1; --.- , (19) 

a-lk 

p = [(a + ik )/2ik ], 

()=tan-Ikla, 

(20) 

(21) 

D CS(k ) = 1 + A f (_ 1)" ( a + ik )" 
(a2 + k 2)(a - ik ) "= I a - ik 

( 
. - 2ik ) X 2 F I 1,I+n+I1J;n+l,--.-. (22) 

a-lk 

A couple of useful checks can be made on the fairly compli
cated expression (19) for the Coulomb modified Yamaguchi 
off-shell Jost function. For example, in absence of the Yama
guchi potential, i.e., for A = O,J~S(k, q) goes to the pure Cou
lomb Jost functionf~(k, q) given in (18). Secondly, in the 
limit of no Coulomb field, 1J-o, the first term becomes uni
ty, the second term takes up a simple value, A I 
(a - iq)(a2 + k 2), the third term vanishes altogether, and the 
fourth term is modified as 

where 

D(k)= 1- A f (_ 1)" ( a + ik )" 
(a2 + k 2)(a - ik) "= 0 a - ik ' 

(24) 

the value of If" (k ) for 1J = O. In writing (23) and (24) we have 
made use of(16b). We have also used the value ofp and 
changed the summation appropriately. Interestingly, the 
summations in (23) and (24) represent the binomial series 
giving 

i: (- W ( a + ~k )" 
"=0 a -lk 

a-ik 
(25) 

2a 

Equations (23H25) facilitate evaluation of the limitf~S(k, q) 
for the no Coulomb case and we arrive at the expression for 
the Yamaguchi off-shell Jost function. 14 It is of interest to 
remark that all Gaussian hypergeometric functions which 
parametrize (19) and (22) can be generated by the use of(15), 
since 2 FI(a, /3; r; x) = 2 FI( /3, a; r; x). 

B. The Coulomb plus Mongan case IV potential 

Thes-wave regular solution l/J ~S(k, r) of the Schrodinger 
equation for the Coulomb plus rank-two Mongan case IV 
potential as given in paper I can be written in the form 

l/J ~S(k, r) = reikr 
I FI (1 + iTj, 2; - 2ikr) 

1 ·k ~ ()"(I+i1J,2; -2ikr) 
_ -re" ~ 

2ik "=1 (n-I)! 

X (dl(k)pt- I + d2(k)p/-IJ. (26) 

All functions occurring in the right side of (26) are given in 
Ref. 11. For example, ()" is related to the generalized hyper
geometric function 2 F2• The quantities d, ,s are given in (52)
(54). Using (26) in the special form of(7) appropriate for the 
Mongan case IV potential we arrive at the expression for the 
off-shell J ost function 

CS (q+k)i'1 21Jk 2 d,(k) 00 i-n+l(a,+ik)" 
fo(k,q)= - - - L L--

q - k k + q ,= I a, + ik "= I (n + 1) k + q 

X 2 FI 1, n + 1 + 11J; n + 2; --- + ( 
. 2k) 2 A, [ ( a, + ik )i'1 

k + q '~I (a, - iq)(a; + k 2) k + q 

d,(k) ~ ( a, + ik )n ( _ 2ik )] - . ~ (- 1)" . 2 FI 1, n + 1 + i1J; n + 1; . 
(a, - lk) "= I a, - lk a, - lk 

_ ± ± A, ds(k) f _ 1 " ( as + ik )" 
,= I s= I (a, - iq)(a, - ik)2 (as + ik) "= I ( ) a, - ik 

'#S 

X 2 FI 1, n + 1 + 11J; n + 1; .. ( 
. -2ik) 

a, -lk 
(27) 

I 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS Checks similar to those carried out for (19) can also be made 

here. In appropriate limits (27) yields results for the pure 
Coulomb and for the pure Mongan case IV potentials ob
tained by one of us. 15 

Following the line of thought initiated by Fuda and by 
van Haeringen we have derived an analytical expression for 
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the I-wave off-shell Jost function for the Coulomb field in 
terms of Gaussian hypergeometric functions. These func
tions could be generated by the use of a three-term recur
rence relation which avoids truncation errors resulting from 
series summation of 2 F) functions. We have also derived 
similar results for (i) Coulomb plus Yamaguchi and (ii) Cou
lomb plus Mongan case IV potentials for the s-wave case 
only. These expressions exhibit relatively complicated math
ematical structures as compared to the pure Coulomb Jost 
function. However, hypergeometric functions which enter 
into the expressions forf~S(k, q) can still be generated by the 
same prescription as used in the pure Coulomb case. To 
achieve a desired accuracy for the series in (19) or (27) one 
may proceed as follows. 

For a chosen value of n the system of simultaneous 
equations reSUlting from (15) should be solved on a digital 
computer by the Gaussian elimination method and the en
tire array of functions be stored. The procedure may be re
peated for some higher value of n. At a certain stage of such 
calculations the values of 2 F) functions for large n will be
come negligible. This may be used as a criterion for truncat-
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Two formalisms are presented for estimating the change in the fundamental eigenvalue (the 
criticality) of the neutron transport equation due to a perturbation in the exterior boundary of the 
system. The first-order perturbation formulas are derived within the context of energy-dependent 
transport theory and its energy-dependent diffusion approximation. Several numerical examples 
are given. 

PACS numbers: 28.20.He, 03.65. - w 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The mathematical description of transport processes 
can be extremely complex. The transport (or the diffusion) 
equation characterizing such processes is often far too com
plex to allow a direct analytical (as well as numerical) solu
tion for any but simple, modeled problems (e.g., simplified 
geometries or scattering kernels). Therefore, it is not surpris
ing that the theory of neutron transport represents a fertile 
field for development and application of approximate meth
ods in reactor physics. Some of the widely used techniques 
are the perturbation or variational methods that make use of 
the solutions to simple problems to estimate features of the 
solutions to more complex problems. That is, the complexity 
in such problems can be represented mathematically as a 
small perturbation on the diffusion or transport equation 
characterizing a far simpler problem. For these problems we 
can use familiar methods from perturbation theory to obtain 
first-order estimates of integral quantities such as eigenval
ues or reaction rates in terms of the solution to the unper
turbed problem. For example, in nuclear reactor calcula
tions one is frequently required to estimate the effects of a 
small change in the reactor core composition or geometry on 
the multiplication factor Kelf (the criticality eigenvalue). If 
these changes or perturbations are small, it is not necessary 
to repeat the criticality calculation for the new core configu
ration; rather, the calculated flux for the unperturbed core 
can be used to make simple estimates of the change in K elf' 1.2 

Similar problems arise in a variety of other transport phe
nomena. There are also several specialized techniques such 
as multigroup methods or degenerate kernel expansions 
which can be used to generate approximate solutions to 
transport problems. 

Our primary concern here is to develop a boundary per
turbation method that can easily be applied to the analysis of 
eigenvalue problems both in transport theory and the diffu
sion approximation. In this case, a perturbation of order-l 
amplitude in a small volume on the exterior boundary of a 
system is prescribed, and the problem is to seek a formalism 
which estimates the first-order change in the fundamental 
eigenvalue. We note that, unlike the usual perturbation ap
proach which envisions order-E material composition (e.g., 

-) P~nnanent address: General Electric Co., Nuclear Energy Business Oper
atIOns 175 Curtner Ave., M/C 151, San Jose, California 95125. 

cross sections) changes over a volume of order 1, boundary 
perturbation problems involve order-l property changes 
over a volume of order-E. 

The subject of boundary perturbation theory is quite 
old. However, in the field of reactor physics, Larsen and 
Pomraning3 have very recently developed such a boundary 
perturbation formalism for the first order change in the ei
genvalue. Their formalism is restricted to one-speed models 
both in linear transport theory and the diffusion approxima
tion. 

In this paper we present two approaches, different from 
Larsen and Pomraning's, to the boundary perturbation 
problem. For the special case of one-speed models we will 
show that both of these methods yield the same results (for
mula) as those of Larsen and Pomraning. The applicability 
of our formalisms to energy-dependent problems make them 
more useful to the reactor physics community. We also be
lieve that one of these methods is conceptually less compli
cated and algebraically less involved than that suggested by 
Larsen and Pomraning. In fact, this method is a natural ex
tension of the ordinary operator perturbation method used 
extensively in reactor physics and other fields. In the follow
ing section, we briefly review the existing literature relevant 
to this study. 

II. SELECTED REVIEW OF PREVIOUS PAPERS 
CONCERNED WITH BOUNDARY PERTURBATIONS 

The subject of boundary perturbations was extensively 
studied in the time span of the late 1930s and early 1940s. In 
fact, this subject was perhaps considered first by Rayleigh in 
the late 1800s. In his famous book The Theory of Sound,4 he 
investigated how the natural vibration of a uniform mem
brane is affected by a slight departure from the exact circular 
form. Rayleigh's approach consists of expanding the per
turbed eigenfunction in an infinite series of the unperturbed 
eigenfunctions. The same approach was taken by Polya and 
Szeg05 as well as in the early work of Morse and Feshbach.6 

The main interest in the subject of boundary perturbation 
lies in the fields of acoustics and quantum mechanics. In this 
case, one imagines a small change in the domain of the prob
lems and seeks a formula (or a set of equations) which esti
mates the eigenvalue (or the eigenfunction) ofthe perturbed 
problem. Of the previous work in this field one must mention 
the papers by Brillouin,? Cabrera,8 Froelich,9 Feshbach and 
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Clogston, 10 Fuchs, II Feshbach, 12 Bolt, Feshbach, and Clog
ston, 13 Wassermann, 14.15 Feshbach and Harris, 16 Keller and 
Keller, 17 Strang and Berger, 18 Blair, 19 Helton and Ralston,20 
and Larsen and Pamraning.3 Feshbach and Clogston's as 
well as Wassermann's developments contain and generalize 
the methods of other authors except that of Froehlich. In the 
following, we briefly summarize some of these develop
ments. 

Froehlich~' In his paper, Froehlich considered the 
Schrodinger equation 

V2 1J10 + (Eo - V)lJIo = 0, (1) 

with a certain boundary condition at the surface a.ffl 0 
bounding the domain .ffl o. His intent was to calculate the 
eigenvalue E =Eo + E corresponding to the Schrodinger op
erator defined in a new domain .ffl bounded by the surface 
a.ffl which is slightly different from a.fflo, 

V2 1J1 + (Eo + E - V)IJI = O. (2) 

Multiplying Eq. (1) by lJIand Eq. (2) by lJIoand subtract
ing one result from the other, he found, after integrating over 
.ffl and using Green's theorem, 

(3) 

where a lan-n'V, in whichn is the unit normal toa.ffl in the 
outward direction. In an attempt to compute E, Froehlich 
considered the following boundary conditions: 

lJIo = 0 on a.ffl 0 and IJI = 0 on a.ffl, (4a) 

or 

alJlo = 0 on a.ffl 0 and alJl = 0 on a.ffl. (4b) 
an an 

For small changes in the boundary, he found 

E = i dS lJIo alJlo 
affl an 

(5a) 

or 

(5b) 

where lJIo is normalized to unity. Therefore, it is possible to 
determine the first-order approximation to the energy E by 
an integration over functions that are known from the un
perturbed problem. However, Froehlich failed to mention 
that in Eqs. (5a) and (5b) one needs to compute the analytic 
continuation of lJIo onto a.ffl which is a difficult task even for 
simple geometries. Another shortcoming of these formulas 
is that the integrations are performed over the perturbed 
surface (i.e., the intent in any perturbation method is to avoid 
the perturbed problem as much as possible). 

In this paper, we develop a method (identified as Meth
od 1), in which we use Froehlich's cross multiplication idea, 
to compute eigenvalue changes due to a boundary perturba
tion. By defining an equation, which relates points on the 
unperturbed surface to those on the perturbed surface, we 
overcome the shortcomings mentioned above. As a result, 
the calculation of the eigenvalue change only requires the 
eigenfunction and its derivatives at the unperturbed surface. 
The idea of cross multiplication as used by Froehlich is a 
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common procedure utilized in reactor physics and other 
fields when the problem involves a perturbation of the (inte
rior) operator. In fact, one may consider Method 1 a natural 
generalization of the standard operator perturbation meth
od to include boundary changes as well as an extension of 
Froehlich's method. 

Feshbach and Clogston 1~. This method is nearly the 
same as those of Brillouin and Cabrera. In Feshbach and 
Clogston's (hereafter referred to as FC) paper, the change in 
the boundary was introduced into the problem as a small 
perturbation in the differential operator. This was done in 
the following manner. 

Consider the eigenvalue equation 

HotPo + KotPo = 0 in.ffl 0' (6) 

which has been solved with tPo satisfying some boundary 
conditions denoted by i on a.ffl o. It is required to find the 
solution of the equation 

Hoif;+Kif;=O in.ffl, (7) 

with if; satisfying other boundary conditions denoted by ii on 
a.ffl. The idea was to let Tbe some operator, and define a 
function by 

tP = Tif;, (8) 

where tP is to satisfy conditions i on a.ffl o. This is the very 
condition on T. If one assumes that T = 1+ 0' + ... , where I 
is the identity operator and 0' is a quantity small in first or
der, then one obtains the equation satisfied by tP as 

(Ho + HI + ···)tP + KtP = 0, 

where 

(9) 

HI = O'Ho - HoO'. (10) 

Thus, the problem has been reduced to one in which ordi
nary perturbation methods may be applied. This gives 

K=Ko+KI +···, (11) 

where 

(12) 

The formula for the perturbed eigenfunctions is not given 
here, because of our sole interest in the eigenvalues. 

Now, one is to determine HltPo, which as yet is un
known. By introducing the transformation operator R 
( = I + l:;X;(alax;) + ... , where X; is the perturbation), FC 
made an attempt to compute HltPo [with Ho = V2 + V(x)], 
which involves finding 0' according to the boundary condi
tions on if;. In their paper, they emphasized that to find a 0' 

satisfying all the boundary conditions [specifically of the 
typeaif;lan = OoralJl Ian = F(x)lJIona.ffl withF(x) small] 
and of sufficient continuity may be, in all but simple cases, 
very difficult. They conjecture that the eigenvalues can al
ways be obtained in terms of surface integrals and thus made 
independent ofthe volume behavior of O'. However, they 
were only able to verify this in cases where the boundary was 
fixed (.ffl = .ffl 0) and only the boundary conditions were per
turbed. 

In the following, we use FC's approach to the boundary 
perturbation problem in transport theory and the diffusion 
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approximation. By recognizing that the vector normal to the 
perturbed surface may be expanded as 

n = no + €to + "', (13) 

where E is a smallness parameter, we are able to indirectly 
find a U that satisfies boundary conditions of the types 
'" + r(ih/llan) = 0 on a~ (in diffusion theory) and 
rp(x,n) = 0 on ~ for all n.n < 0 (in transport theory). In the 
above equation to is a vector tangential to a~ 0 which is given 
in terms of the derivatives of the function/(xso ) = 0 defining 
the unperturbed surface a~ o' This extension (generaliza
tion) ofFC's approach is identified as Method 2 in Secs. III B 
and IV B. 

Wassermanl~. In contrast to FC,1O Wasserman did not 
utilize an inverse displacement operator, Eq. (8). The intro
duction of Gaussian parameter U j on the unperturbed sur
face avoided the use of the inverse operator and made the 
general representation more natural. In fact, he established a 
one-to-one correspondence between the points of the unper
turbed surface a~ 0 and those of the perturbed surface a~ 
by means of a displacement vector 11, which joins corre
sponding points. However, to obtain a continuous mapping 
he came across a rather complicated differential equation for 
11 that naturally involves the equations ofthe surfaces a~ 0 

and a~. Another complication of his method is that 
1~/auj I max is generally ofzero order, and in some practical 
cases they found it to be of order 10111lmax (11 being of first 
order). This difficulty, however, was overcome by introduc
ing a new mode of separating orders. In his previous work, 
the zero-order magnitude of the derivatives of the displace
ment vector was formerly looked upon as first-order quanti
ties. 

In summary, Wasserman assumed that the eigenfunc
tions and eigenvalues of an eigenvalue problem given by an 
elliptic differential equation are known subject to given 
boundary conditions on a finite boundary. He then showed 
how the corresponding quantities can be obtained for a simi
lar problem in which the original differential equation, 
boundary, and boundary conditions are simultaneously per
turbed. The introduction of a surface displacement vector 
allowed him to Taylor expand all quantities and subsequent
ly separate orders. The problem of finding the eigenfunc
tions for each order was then reduced to solving an inhomo
geneous differential equation subject to known boundary 
conditions. The equations were solved by a variational meth
od, unlike most ofthe previous attempts6

,'0-13 in this field 
which depended on solutions in series of the unperturbed 
eigenfunctions or on solutions involving a Green's function. 
An application of Green's theorem at each stage enabled him 
to find the perturbed eigenvalues. 

Recent authors (1952-1976): Keller and Keller'7 have 
considered the problem of obtaining a lower bound on the 
fundamental eigenvalue of the Helmholtz equation for near
ly circular regions. On the other hand, Strang and Berger'S 
estimated the change in the solution of - V2u = / (with the 
Dirichlet condition U = 0 on the smooth boundary) due to a 
change in the domain ~ of the problem. In particular, ~ 
was replaced with an inscribed polygon ~ h as the perturbed 
domain. 
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Blair, '9 later, generalized Strang and Berger's method 
to obtain bounds for the change in the solutions of second
order elliptic partial differential equations when the bound
ary of the system is perturbed. 

Larsen and Pomraning~' Very recently Larsen and 
Pomraning developed an approach to the boundary pertur
bation problem in which they obtain a first-order formalism 
for the change in the eigenvalue 8A both in transport theory 
and the diffusion approximation. The basic idea in their 
method is to introduce a small dimensionless parameter E 

into the perturbed problem and obtain expressions that lead 
to 8A by differentiating the eigenvalue equation as well as 
the boundary conditions with respect to E. Since we will 
compare LP's results with those obtained in this paper, a 
brief review of their approach is in order. 

Consider the one-group diffusion eigenvalue equation 

L (x)t,6 (X,E) = A (E)G (x)t,6 (X,E), XE~ E' 

where 

(14) 

L (x)= - V-D (x)V + ua(x) (15) 

and 

(16) 

In this equation t,6 (X,E) is the scalar flux (fundamental eigen
function) and A (E) is the corresponding eigenvalue (the reci
procal of Keff)' The boundary surface a~ EO bounding the 
domain ~ E' is defined by 

F(XE,E) = 0, (17) 

where F is a function such that V F and aF I aE are 0 (1) for x 
near a~ E and E<l. The boundary condition on Eq. (14) is 
given by 

t,6 (XoE) + y(xE)n(xE,E)-Vt,6 (XE,E) = 0, XEEa~ E' (18) 

where nIxE ,E) is the unit outward normal to a~ E at the point 
X E and r(xE ) is the linear extrapolation distance. We note 
that the unperturbed problem (whose solution is assumed 
known) is immediately obtained by setting E = 0 in the above 
equations. 

They assume in their analysis that dA ! dEl E = 0 and 
at,6! aE IE = 0 exist and that no operator perturbation is pre
sent in the interior of the system (i.e., the interior composi
tion of the system is unchanged as the boundary is per
turbed). Then, by differentiating Eqs. (14) and (18) with 
respect to E and setting E = 0 in the resulting equations, they 
obtain 

[L (x) - A (0) G (x)]t,6, (x) = A '(0) G (x)t,6o(x). XE~ 0' (19) 

and 

t,6,(xo) + r(xo)n(Xo)-Vt,6,(xol = - () (Xo), XoEJ~ 0' (20) 

where 

and 

() (xo) = X (Xo)[1 + n(Xo)-Vr(Xo)]n(xo)-Vt,6o(Xo) 

+ Y(Xo)t(Xo)-Vt,6o(Xo) 
r(Xo)X (Xo)n(Xo)-[n(Xo)-V]Vt,6o(Xo), (21) 

XE~O' (22) 
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(23) 

To first order, EX (Xo) is the distance between a~ E and a~ 0 

at the point Xo in the normal direction, and is given by 

(24) 

In a straightforward way, A '(0) is explicitly derived from Eq. 
(19) as 

A '(0) J!iJo dx v(x)O"j(x)~ 6 (x) = - L!iJo dS D (x)8 (x) a~~X) . 
(25) 

Finally, one is to note that, with A (0) and A '(0) known, we 
have 

A (E);:::;A (0) + EA '(0), (26) 

with an error which is formally 0 (c). 
In a completely similar manner, they obtain the change 

in the eigenvalue for the transport equation as 

A '(0) 1,0 dx v(x)O"j(x)v(x) 

- f dS X (Xo) [ O"s (x)u(x) + A (O)v(x)O"j(x)v(x)] , 
Ja§o 

(27) 

where 

u(X) = (1I41T)J J df1dn' if;o(Xo, - n )f(x,n.n ')if;o(x,n '), 

(28) 

and 

(29) 

In this case, L (x) and G (x) in Eq. (14) describe the one-speed 
transport operator given by 

A f A A A L (x) = n·v + O"(x) - O"s(x) dn' f(x,n.n ')(.), (30) 

and 

G (x) = V(X~::(X) J dn '(0), (31) 

with the following free surface condition on if;: 

if;(Xon,E) = 0, n.n(xoE) <0, XEa~ E. (32) 

This approach seems to be simpler (in concept) than 
those suggested by most of the previous authors.9- 15 How
ever, as will be seen shortly, one of our methods is perhaps 
conceptually even simpler and algebraically less involved 
than that of Larsen and Pomraning. 

III. ANALYSIS IN DIFFUSION THEORY 

For simplicity, the discussion in this section is first re
stricted to the one-speed model in the case of the diffusion 
approximation. The formalism is then extended to energy
dependent models. We will show that both of our methods 
yield the same results (formulas) as those of Larsen and Pom
raning3 for the special case of one-group theory. 
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A. Method 1 

Consider the one-speed diffusion eigenvalue equation in 
a domain ~ 0 bounded by a smooth surface a~ 0' 

- V·D (x)V~o(x) + O"a(x)~O(x) = Aov(x)O"j(x)~o(x). XE~o, 
(33) 

where ~o(x) is the scalar flux and Ao ( = 11 Keff ) is the eigen
value of the unperturbed problem. We wish to determine the 
eigenvalue (Ao + 8A ) corresponding to the same diffusion 
operator with a slightly different boundary a~ : 
V·D (x)V~ (x) + O"a (x)~ (x) 

= (Ao + 8A )v(x)O"j(x)~ (x), XE~, (34) 

where ~ (x) is the perturbed scalar flux and 8A is the pertur
bation in the eigenvalue due to the change in the boundary. 
The remaining notation is standard.21 D (x), O"a (x), and 
v(x)O"j(x) are smooth functions ofx defined in a domain con
taining ~ 0 and ~ (~ou~). We note that these functions 
are assumed to be unchanged due to the boundary perturba
tion. 

Functions ~o(x) and ~ (x) are considered to satisfy the 
Robbin (mixed) type boundary conditions in which linear 
combinations of the function and its normal derivative van
ish on the boundary, i.e., 

~o(xsJ + r(xsJno·V~o(xsJ = 0, xso Ea~ 0' (35) 

and 

(36) 

where Xs and xs" are the vectors from the origin to the points 
on the surfaces ~ 0 and ~ , respectively; no and n are the unit 
outward normals to a~ 0 and a~ at xs" and X s ' respectively, 
and r(x) is the linear extrapolation distance. 

We assume the eigenvalue Ao and the solution ~o(x) are 
known, and we seek a first-order perturbation formula for 
the change in the eigenvalue corresponding to the perturba
tion of the smooth boundary a~ o. Following the method of 
Froehlich,9 we multiply Eq. (33) by ~ (x), multiply Eq. (34) by 
~o(x), subtract one result from the other, and integrate over 
!iJ. This gives 

8A L dx v(x)O"j(x)~o(x)~ (x) 

= f . dS D (x) (~(X) a~o(x) _ ~o(x) a~ (X)) . (37) 
Jay an an 

This result can be written, using the boundary condition on 
~, Eq. (36), as 

8A i. dx VO"A~o = - f dS D a~ (~o + ra~o). 
!2) Ja!iJ an an (38) 

In the process of obtaining Eq. (38), it was assumed that ~o(x) 
and ~ (x) can be analytically extended into the domain ~ and 
~ 0' respectively, while satisfying their respective differen
tial equations.22 A rigorous determination of the conditions 
under which analytic continuation is possible is unquestion
ably a difficult mathematical problem. However, it is clear 
that a necessary condition is that the material added (or de
leted) due to the perturbation must be a smooth extension of 
(e.g., identical with) the material at the surface of the unper
turbed domain ~ o. 
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So far we have made no approximations in obtaining 
Eq. (38). Now, if we assume the change in the smooth bound
ary ag 0 is small, then one can relate the perturbed surface 
points x, to the unperturbed surface points xSo by 

Xs = xSo + EX (xso )no + 0 (~), (39) 

where, to first order, X (xso ) is the distance between a9J and 
a9J 0, at the point x..." in the normal direction and E is a 
smallness parameter. Let the unperturbed (ago) and the 
perturbed (ag) surface boundaries be given by 

(40) 

and 

f(xs ) = 0, (41) 

respectively. Then, using Eq. (39), one can show that the 
outer normal to ag satisfies the following equation. 

n = no + EX (xso)to + 0 (~), (42) 

whereto is a vector tangential (to-no = 0) toag oatxso ' and is 
given by 

(43) 

In obtaining Eq. (42) we have assumed thatf(xs ) is a smooth 
function of E. If we further assume that the functions in the 
integrand on the right-hand side ofEq. (38) are smooth in E, 

then we can express them as Taylor series expansion in E 

about the point xSo' Use of Eqs. (35), (39), and (42) gives 

D {:~ (¢o + r C:0 ) L = x, 

= E {XD a¢ [(1 + ar) a¢o 
ano ano ano 

+ r (a2~0 + ltol a¢o)]} + 0 (~), (44) 
ano ato x = x •• 

where 

ltol a¢o=to·V¢o. 
ato 

Thus, Eq. (38) becomes 

8A i, dx vu F/J¢o 

= -E ( dSXD{a¢ [(1+ ar)a¢o 
Ja.'iJ ano ano ano 

(45) 

+ r (J2~0 + ltol a¢o)]} + O(~). (46) 
ano ato x = x •• 

We note that the pairs (¢o,¢), (ago,ag), and (9J,go) all 
differ by order E, and hence we can replace ¢, ag, and 9J in 
the above equation by ¢o, a9J 0' and go to obtain 

A I L'odX vu F/J ~ 
= _ ( dSXDa¢o 

Ja~o ano 

X [(1 + ar ) a¢o + r (J2~0 + ltol a¢o)]. (47) 
ano ano ano ato 
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A I represents the first-order change in the eigenvalue due to 
the perturbation in the boundary, i.e., 

A =Ao+8A 
=Ao+EAI +O(~). (48) 

It must be mentioned that Eq. (47) is exactly the same as 
that obtained by Larsen and Pomranin~ using a different 
method. Our belief is that the perturbation method present
ed here is perhaps conceptually simpler (and less involved) 
than the method developed by LP. Equation (47) makes it 
possible to estimate the eigenvalue corresponding to the per
turbed problem by integrating functions which are either 
known or defined by the virtue of the perturbation. This 
formalism is derived for a general mixed boundary condition 
and a general function! The results are by no means simple, 
especially because of the vector to, in most geometries. How
ever, in the following we derive a considerably simplified 
version of the formula for some simple geometries. 

If the solution to the unperturbed problem, ¢o(x) is 
spherically symmetric with a9J 0 as the surface of a sphere 
with radius ro, then Eq. (47) can be written as 

AI ( dr v(r)uAr)¢~(r) 
J~o 

= -8VD(ro) {(a¢o+!.....ra¢o)a¢o} , (49) 
ar ar ar ar, = '0 

where 8 V is defined as the difference in volume, to first or
der, bounded by ag and ag 0' respectively. 

In order for the perturbation formalism just developed 
to be useful in the reactor physics community, one must gen
eralize the method to energy-dependent (both continuous 
and multigroup) reactor theory problems. Since the pertur
bation corresponds to only the spatial variable (x) and not to 
the energy variable E, the generalization is rather straight
forward. 

The energy dependent diffusion eigenvalue problem23 

(the unperturbed problem) is described by 

- V·D (x,E )V¢o(x,E) + a(x,E )¢o(x,E)' 

= ( dE' [us(x;E'-+E) + Aov(x,E')uAx,E'-+El] 
JE' 
X¢o(x,E'), xEgo, (50) 

with boundary condition 

a¢o(x ... ,E) 
¢o(xs ,E) + y(xs ,E) = 0, x ... EJgo' (51) 

o 0 ano 

The perturbed description corresponds to the same dif
fusion operator with a slightly different boundary ag, 

- V·D (x,E )·V¢ (x,E) + a(x,E)¢ (x,E) 

= ( dE' [u,(x;E'-+E) 
JE' 
+ (Ao +8A )v(x,E')uf(x;E'-+E)]¢(x,E), xEg, 

(52) 

with boundary condition 

a¢(x"E) 
¢(xs.E) + y(x"E) =0, xs EJ9J. (53) 

an 
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Here, we again want to determine a first-order perturbation 
formula for the change in the eigenvalue (bA ) assuming that 
Ao and t/Jo(x,E) are known from the unperturbed problem. 

It is necessary to introduce the reference adjoint prob
lem [the adjoint to Eqs. (50) and (51)]. That is, 

- VoD (x,E)Vt/J t(x,E) + q(x,E)t/Jt(x,E) 

= i dE' [qs (x;E---+E') + Aov(x,E )qf(x;E---+E')] 
E' 

Xt/Jt(x,E'), xEgo, (54) 

at/Jt(xSo,E) 
t/Jt(xs ,E) + r(xs ,E) = 0, xEJgo' (55) 

o 0 ano 

We now multiply Eqs. (52) and (54) by t/J t(x,E) and t/J (x,E), 
respectively, and subtract. Using analytic continuation to 
extend t/J t and t/J into g and go, respectively, we integrate 
the resulting equation over the domain g and all energies E 
to obtain 

bA r dxi dE r dE'v(x,E') 
J~ E JE' 

X qf(x,E '---+E )t/J (x,E ')t/J t(x,E ) 

= - r dsi dED(x,E)at/J(x,E) 
Ja~ E an 

A, to dx i dE i, dE' v(x,E')qf(x,E'-E)t/Jo(x,E')t/Jt(x,E) 

x [ t/J t(x,E) + r(x,E) at/J ~:'E)] , (56) 

where we have made use of the divergence theorem as well as 
the boundary condition on t/J, Eq. (53). 

We note that Eq. (56) represents an exact expression for 
the perturbation in the eigenValue. However, since t/J is not 
known, we use the approximating method described in the 
previous section to obtain an estimate for bA . Assuming that 
the functions in the integrand on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(56) are smooth in E, we can then express the integrand as the 
Taylor series expansion in E about the point x

So
• Using Eqs. 

(39H43) as well as the boundary condition on t/J t, we get 

+r(tJ2t/J
2
t + ltol at/Jt)]} +O(c). (57) 

ano a to (1~ .. E ) 

Hence, Eq. (56) becomes 

= -l dSX(x) 1 dEDat/Jo [(1 + ar ) at/Jt +r(
a2

t/J2t + ltol at/Jt)] , 
a~ 0 E ano ano ano ano ato 

(58) 

where we have already noted that the pairs (t/J t,t/J), 
(ag o,ag), and (g,g 0) all differ by order E and have used 
Eq. (48). 

Equation (58) is indeed the generalized version ofEq. 
(47). That is, if the problem is energy independent, then the 
equation given above reduces to the one-speed result, Eq, 
(47). We again note that this formula is somewhat complicat
ed in its general form. However, for the special case of Dir
ichlet boundary conditions (vanishing flux condition) Eq. 
(58) would have the following simple form: 

AI r dxi dE r dE'v(x,E') 
J~o E JE' 

X qAx,E '-E )t/Jo(x,E ')t/J t(x,E) 

= _ r dSX(X)i dEDat/Jo at/Jt. (59) 
Ja~o E ano ano 

From Eq. (58), one can also obtain the generalized form of 
Eq. (49) for the special case of spherical symmetry: 

A I ( dr r dE r dE' v(r,E ')qf(r;E '---+E )t/Jo(r,E)t/J t(r,E) 
J~o JE JE' 

= -bV f dED(ro,E) 

X {(at/J t + ~ r at/J t) at/Jo} (60) 
ar ar ar ar, ~ '0 ' 
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where b V is the same as defined in the previous section. 
If a multigroup formulation with G groups were taken 

as the fundamental diffusion description,24 the analysis pre
sented here can be repeated within that context, and one 
obtains the result for the first-order eigenvalue change 

AI Jgo dx g~, g~, Vg,(x)qfg'~g(x)t/Jog'(x)t/Jtg(x) 

= -i dSX(x) f Dg(x)at/JOg(x) 
a!iJo g ~ I ano 

X{(1 + arg(x)) at/Jtg(x) 
ano ano 

+ rg(x) (a2~:i(X) + ltol at/J :~(X))} , (61) 

To obtain Eq. (61) from the multigroup diffusion equations, 
one follows the procedure outlined in the preceding section 
with the integrations over energies replaced with summa
tions over all groups ( g's). 

B. Method 2 

In Sec. III A we developed a generalized first-order per
turbation method to obtain a formula for the eigenvalue 
change due to a boundary perturbation. The intent here is to 
verify that formula by applying a totally different method. 
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As was mentioned earlier in Sec. II, the subject of 
boundary perturbation was of some interest in the fields of 
acoustics and quantum mechanics. One of the previous pa
pers in this field is due to Feshbach. \0 In the analysis to 
follow, we make an attempt to extend Feshbach's method to 
the field of reactor physics, in particular diffusion theory in 
this section. The discussion is first restricted to the one-speed 
model for simplicity. The generalization of the formalism, to 
energy-dependent theory, is then outlined to complete the 
discussion. 

We rewrite Eq. (33) as 

HrlPo(x) = Ao Fo¢o(x), XEi0 0' (62) 

with the same boundary condition as given by Eq. (35). We 
want to determine the eigenvalue A corresponding to the 
same diffusion operator defined in a domain i0 bounded by 
a slightly different boundary ai0 : 

Ho¢ (x) = AFo¢ (x), xEi0, (63) 

where the operators Ho and Fo are defined as 

Ho= - V·D(x)V + O'a(x), 

Fo=v(x)O'f(x), 

(64) 

(65) 

and Eq. (36) is to be satisfied as the boundary condition on 
¢(x). 

We suppose the eigenvalue Ao and the solution ¢o(x) are 
known, and we seek to find A to first order. Following the 
method of Feshbach, we let Tbe some operator, to be deter
mined later, and define a new function 1](x) by 

1](x) = T¢ (x). 

T must be such an operator that 1](x) satisfies the same 
boundary condition (as ¢o) on ai0 0: 

(66) 

a1](xso) 
1](xso )+r(xso )-a-=O, xso~i0o. (67) 

no 

Suppose that T can be written as 

T=I+€P I +O(c), (68) 

whereIis the identity operator, €is the smallness parameter, 
and PI is some operator which is unknown at this point. PI 
will indirectly be determined from the boundary conditions. 
From Eqs. (63) and (66), the equation satisfied by 1](x) is given 
by 

[Ho + €HI + o (c)]1](x) 
= A [Fo + €FI + o (c)]1](x), xEi0o, (69) 

where 

(70) 

and 

(71) 

Equations (67) and (69) constitute the perturbed problem in 
which ordinary perturbation methods may now be applied. 
One obtains the formula 

A I r dx v(x)O'f(x)¢ ~ (x) = - r dx ¢o(HI - AoFo)PI¢o, J.o J~ 
(72) 

in which we have used the boundary conditions on 1] and ¢o. 
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We have also assumed that the following can be expressed by 
series expansion in €: 

(73) 

and 

(74) 

Equation (72) can further be reduced by using Eqs. (35) and 
(62) and the divergence theorem. We obtain 

A I Lo dx v(x)O'f(x)¢ ~ (x) 

= - r dS D (x) a¢o(x) [PI¢o + r~ (PI¢o)]' (75) Ja.o ano ano 

In order to determine A I' one needs to find Po (the only 
unknown in the equation) from the boundary condition on 
¢ (x), which has not yet been used. 

Define X; (x;) such that ifx; represents the coordinate of 
a point on ai0 0' then to first order X; + €X;(x;) gives the 
coordinates of a point on ai0. Define an operator R (dis
placement operator) such that 

Rg(x) = g(x + EX) 

= g(x) + €X·Vg(x) + 0 (c) 

= [I + €X·V + 0 (c)]g(x), (76) 

where g(x) is some smooth function. Hence, R can formally 
be written as 

R = I + €a + 0 (c), 

where 

(77) 

a=X·V. (78) 
As in Eq. (39), we choose X(x) as 

X(x) = X (x)no. (79) 

Now, consider the boundary condition on ¢, Eq. (36), 

¢ (x) + r(x) a¢ (x) = 0, x~i0. (SO) 
an 

From the definition on R, we have 

R¢ (x) + R [r(X) a~~X)] = 0, x~i0 0' (Sl) 

or 

RT- I
1](x) + R {r ! [T- I1](X)]} = 0, x~i0o, (S2) 

where 

(83) 

Using Eqs. (42) and (74) and separating into orders, we find, 
in zeroth order, 

¢o(x) + r(x) a¢ao(X) = 0, xEai0 0' 

no 
(S4) 

as expected, and, in first order, 

PI¢o(x) + r(x) aa [PI¢o(x)] 
no 

=X(x) {(I + ar(X)) a¢o(x) 
ano ano 

+ r(x) [~¢o~X) + ltol a¢o(X)]}, xEai0o, 
ano ato 

(85) 
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where to is given by Eq. (43). 
Substitution of Eq. (85) in (75) yields the desired for

mula, 

Al ( dx v(x)O"f(x)I,6~(x) J9!o 
= - { dS X (x)D (x) al,6o(x) 

Ja9!o ano 

X {(I + ar(X)) al,6o(x) + r(x) 
ano ano 

X [a21,60~x) + ltol al,6o(x)]} . (86) 
ano ato 

A comparison of this equation with that given in Eq. 
(47) reveals that both Methods 1 and 2 yield the same result 
for the eigenvalue change A I due to a boundary perturba
tion. Both methods seem to apply with equal ease to the 
diffusion equation. However, the method just developed 
(modified Feshbach and Clogston's method) is perhaps more 
involved algebraically but not conceptually. The advantage 
of this method is that it is less restrictive in that it only re
quires the analytic extension of the solution 1,6 into the unper
turbed domain iiJ 0' Eq. (66). The method presented in Sec. 
III A requires the analytic extension of the unperturbed so
lution 1,60 into the perturbed domain iiJ as well. 

The generalization of this method to energy-dependent 
theory is obvious. Starting with the energy dependent diffu
sion operator, as in Eq. (50) and its adjoint as in Eq. (54), one 
obtains the generalized version of Eq. (75) 

A I { dx { dE { dE' 
J9!o JE JE' 

X v(x,E ')O"f(x;E' --E)1,6 ~(x,E )l,6o(x,E ') 

= - f dSi dE D(x,E) al,6o(x,E) 
Ja9!o E ano 

X {PII,6 ~(x,E) + r(x,E) ~ [PII,6 ~(X,E)]}. (87) 
ano 

Using the displacement operator R and the boundary condi
tion on 1,6 *, one can show, following the procedure just out
lined, 

PII,6 ~(x,E) + r(x,E) ~ [PII,6 ~(x,E)] 
ano 

=X(x) 1 +--...L _0 {( 
a) al,6· 
ano ano 

Hence, 

Al f dx f dE f dE' 
J9!o JE JE' 

X v(x,E ')O"f(x;E ' __ E )l,6o(x,E ')1,6 ~(x,E ) 

= _ f dSX(x) f dED al,6o 
Ja9!o JE ano 

(88) 

X[(1 + Jr) al,6~ +r(azI,62~ + ltol al,6~)]. 
ano ano ano ato 

(89) 
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Comparing this equation with Eq. (58), we note that 
both Methods 1 and 2 yield the same result for the eigenvalue 
change. This is obviously what one would expect if the meth
ods are to be correct. Using this method, we find that one 
would again obtain Eq. (61) in multigroup diffusion theory. 

Thus far in Secs. III A and III B, we have presented two 
different methods with which one can obtain a first-order 
perturbation formula, in diffusion theory, for the change in 
the eigenvalue due to a boundary perturbation. In Sec. III C, 
we demonstrate the accuracy of the formalism by consider
ing some examples. We must mention that Examples 1 and 2 
have already been considered by Larsen and Pomraning. 3 

However, here, we utilize the simple perturbation formula 
(49) and demonstrate its simplicity over the more complicat
ed equation (47). 

c. Examples 

Consider the equations 

V21,60(x) + Aol,6o(x) = 0, xEiiJ 0' 

and 

V21,6 (x) + (Ao + 8A )1,6 (x) = 0, xEiiJ , 

with Dirichlet boundary conditions 

1,60(x) = 0, xEaiiJ lJ' 

and 

1,6 (x) = 0, xEaiiJ . 

(90) 

(91) 

(92) 

(93) 

In this case, from Eq. (47), the perturbation formula becomes 

A I = _1_aIiJ....;:o,--d_S_X_(_X)_(a_l,6_oI_
a
_
n

_o)_2 

LodXI,6~ 

when 1,60 is spherically symmetric. 

(94) 

(95) 

Example 1: In this example, we estimate the eigenvalue 
of a square of side 2 by taking a circle of radius ro as the 
unperturbed problem. In this case, 8 V as well as X (x) are 
functions of r o. 

The unperturbed solution is 

(96) 

with 

Ao= (B/rof, (97) 

where B = 2.4048 is the first zero of the zeroth-order Bessel 
function Jo. Using Eq. (94) or (95), one gets 

A = (B /ro)2[3 - (8/l7ro)ln(1 + v1)] + ... (98) 

or 

A = (B /rof(2 - 4/mi) + ... , (99) 

respectively. One might choose r 0 such that A I = O. Accord
ing to Eqs. (94) or (95), this leads to 
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TABLE I. Eigenvalue for a square, diffusion theory. 

A. (exact) = 4.9348 
Ap 

Unperturbed (perturbation) 
circle radius r 0 Eq. (98) Eq.(99) 

1.0 4.3697 4.2029 
1.1 4.5865 4.5296 
1.1222 4.5922 4.5414 
1.1284 4.5918 4.5420 
1.2 4.5368 4.4811 
1.2071 4.5272 4.4697 
1.3 4.3580 4.2658 

ro = (4I1r)ln(1 + v1) = 1.1222 (100) 

or 

ro = 2/,fii = 1.1284. (101) 

The choice ro = 2/,fii corresponds to conserving area (the 
Wigner-Seitz approach, b V = 0). Other choices are: (1) 
minimize the maximum perturbation, IX(r,Jlmax ' 

ro = (1 + v1)/2) = 1.2071, (102) 

and (2) setdA /dro = OinEqs. (98) or (99) which leads toEqs. 
(100) or (101), respectively. A for various values ofro is given 
in Table I. The values for Ap in the first column are the same 
as those obtained by Larsen and Pomraning.3 

Comparison with the exact eigenvalue shows that the 
best estimate is obtained with ro given by Eq. (100). The 
Wigner-Seitz results are almost as good, although those of 
Larsen and Pomraning are somewhat more accurate. How
ever, neither of these results are especially good. This is due 
to the fact that the perturbation (circle to a square) is quite 
large, and any treatment only to first order in this perturba
tion is not likely to be very accurate. In the last three co
lumns of Table I, we note that the relative error in A, 
(Ae - Ap)/Ae, is of the same order of magnitude as therela
tive maximum boundary perturbation, IX(r ... )lmax/ro' 

Example 2: A more interesting example would be to 
consider estimating the eigenvalues of an ellipse. We take an 
ellipse with a semimajor axis of unity and an eccentricity e. 
The semiminor axis is then given by (1 - e2 )1I2. As the un
perturbed system we choose a circle with radius ro in the 
range (1 - e2)1/2<:ro<:1. The endpoints of this inequality cor
respond to the circle completely enclosing the ellipse or com
pletely enclosed by the ellipse. The unperturbed solution is 
given by Eqs. (96) and (97). The perturbation follows from 
Eq. (95), since the unperturbed solution is spherically sym
metric. We have 

(103) 

Hence, 

A = (B /ro)2(2 - (1 - e2)1/2/~ + ... ). (104) 

If we determine ro by setting A 1 = 0, we obtain 

~ = (1 - e2)1I2. (105) 

Thus, Eq. (104) becomes 

(106) 
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(A. -Ap)/A. 
Eq. (98) Eq.(99) IX(r...,)lmaxlro 

0.12 0.18 0.17 
0.07 0.08 0.08 
0.07 0.08 0.Q7 
0.07 0.08 0.06 
0.08 0.09 0.04 
0.08 0.09 0.03 
0.12 0.14 0.05 

A comparison of this perturbation result with exact numeri
cal results3 is given in Table II. We see, as expected, that the 
accuracy of the estimate becomes worse as the perturbation 
gets larger. The results, however, are quite accurate for rela
tively large perturbations. Finally, in the last column ofTa
ble II, we have presented the results that Larsen and Pom
raning obtained by using Eq. (94), which does not make use 
of the symmetry property of the unperturbed solution. In 
fact, Larsen and Pomraning used Eq. (94) and obtained the 
following, as shown in the table: 

A = (B /ro)2[3 - (4I1rro)K (e)(l - e2)1/2] + ... , (107) 

where K (e) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, 
defined by 

(108) 

The results obtained by Larsen and Pomraning are less accu
rate (for this particular problem) than those obtained here. 
However, one can easily show that Eq. (107) is equivalent to 
Eq. (106) to Ole). 

Example 3: In this example, we consider a more realis
tic problem concerned with the gas cooled fast reactor 
(GCFR)25 in one-dimensional slab geometry. The unper
turbed problem corresponds to a 112 cm thick core sur
rounded by a 5 cm thick axial blanket. The perturbed prob
lem corresponds to adding (or deleting) a layer of blanket 
material ofthickness E. We must mention that the designed 

TABLE II. Eigenvalues for an ellipse, diffusion theory. 

Eccentricity 
e 

o 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.85 
0.90 
0.95 

A 1/2 
P 

(perturbation) 
Eq. (106) 

2.405 
2.411 
2.430 
2.462 
2.512 
2.584 
2.689 
2.846 
3.\05 
3.313 
3.642 
4.117 

A.l/2 
(exact) 

2.405 
2.411 
2.430 
2.463 
2.513 
2.588 
2.697 
2.866 
3.156 
3.394 
3.800 
4.417 

A 1/2 
P 

(perturbation) 
Eq. (\07) 

2.405 
2.411 
2.430 
2.464 
2.516 
2.593 
2.720 
2.921 
3.293 
3.628 
4.214 
5.183 
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(optimum) thickness of the blanket is 45 cm (which would 
have led to very small eigenvalue perturbations if taken as 
the reference blanket thickness). The core is a homogeneous 
mixture of plutonium and uranium oxide, stainless steel, and 
boron carbide (as the control material), and the blankets are 
composed of natural uranium oxide, stainless steel, and heli
um. For this system, Eq. (61) gives 

where 

[

I 3 3 

N= 0 dx g~1 XgtP~g g~1 vg.afg'tPog (110) 

and 

rg = V3Dg • (111) 

The three group constants are taken from ANL-5800,26 Ta
ble 7.5. A comparison of the "exact" discrete ordinates27 S-2 
(with isotropic scattering) eigenvalues with Eq. (109) is given 
in Table III. [We must emphasize that in slab geometry the 
S-2 calculation is equivalent to the diffusion approximation 
with Mark boundary condition (Ill).] It is seen that the per
turbation formula has predicted quite good results (see col
umn 3 in Table III). 

IV. ANALYSIS IN TRANSPORT THEORY 

In this section, we consider the energy dependent trans
port eigenvalue equation and modify Methods 1 and 2, as 
described in Sec. III, to obtain a first-order perturbation for
mula for the change in the eigenvalue due to a boundary 
perturbation. We then show that the formalism suggested by 
Larsen and Pomraning is a special case of our formula (the 
one-speed model). The analysis is concluded by considering 
some numerical examples in Sec. III C. 

TABLE III. Eigenvalue for the reflected GCFR," diffusion theory. 

Additional 
blanket 
E 

-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 
-0.5 

0 
0.5 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 

Ap A. 
(perturbation) (exact) 

1.0417 1.0531 
1.0332 1.0402 
1.0247 1.0285 
1.0162 1.0178 
1.0077 1.0081 
1.0035 1.0035 
0.9992 0.9992 
0.9950 0.9950 
0.9907 0.9911 
0.9822 0.9837 
0.9737 0.9769 
0.9652 0.9707 
0.9567 0.9651 
0.9397 0.9551 

% error 
[100(A. -Ap)/A.l 

1.08 
0.67 
0.37 
0.16 
0.04 

0.04 
0.15 
0.33 
0.57 
0.87 
1.61 

"The number density ofB-1O in this reactor is taken as 7.3X 1020 cm- 3 to 
obtain a roughly critical unperturbed reactor. 
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A. Method 1 

Consider the transport eigenvalue equation28,29 in a do
main fP 0 bounded by a smooth surface afP 0: 
A. '" '" n·Vt/Jo(x,E,n) + a(x,E )t/Jo(x,E,n ) 

1 i '" A. '" = dE' dn' [as(x;E',n '~E,n) 
E' 417' 
+ Aov(x,E ')af(x;E' ,n ' ~E,n )] t/Jo(x,E ',n '), 

xEfPo, (112) 

where t/Jo(x,E,n ) is the angular flux, x is the neutron position 
vector, E is the energy variable, and n is the unit vector in 
the direction of neutron motion. We now wish to determine 
the eigenvalue (A + 8A ) corresponding to the same trans
port operator with a slightly different boundary a~ : 
A. A. '" 
noVt/J(x,E,n ) + a(x,E )t/J(x,E,n ) 

= f dE'i dn' [as(x;E',n'~E,n) 
JE' 417' 
+ (Ao + 8A )v(x,E') 
X af(x;E',n '~E,n )]t/J(x,E',n '), xEfP, (113) 

'" where t/J(x,E,n ) is the perturbed angular flux and 8A is the 
perturbation in the eigenval~e due tS?, the slight change in the 
boundary. oix,E), as (x;E' ,n ' ~E,n ), and 
v(x,E ')af(x;E' ,n ' ~E,n ) are smooth functions ofx defined 
in a domain containing both fP ° and fP (fP oufP). These 
functions are assumed to be unchanged due to the boundary 
perturbation. 

As boundary conditions, we demand that there be no 
incoming neutrons for all positions x on the boundary sur
faces afP 0 and afP, respectively. 

A. '" 
t/Jo(xs",E,n)=O forall xs"EafPo and no·n<o (114) 

and '" '" 
t/J(xs,E,n) = 0 for all xsEafP and n·n <0. (115) 

We assume the eigenvalue Ao and the solution 
t/Jo(x,E,n ) are known, and seek to find 8A to first order. Since 
the analysis here is similar to that in Sec. III, we shall present 
it with a minimum of discussion. Multiply the ,!,djoint to the 
unperturbed equation and Eq. (113) by t/J(x,E,n) and 
~(x,E,n), the adjoint angular flux, respectively, and sub
tract. Integrate the resulting equation over all XE~ , E, and n and then use the divergence theorem and the boundary 
condition on t/J(x,E,n ) to get the following exact formula for 
8A: 

8A f dx f dE f dE' i dn' i dn 
J!iC JE JE' 417' 417' 

A A A A 

X v(x,E ')af(x;E ' ,n ' ~E,n )~(x,E,n )t/J(x,E ' ,n ') 

= i dS f dE f ~ dn n.n~(x,E,n )t/J(x,E,n ), 
ag; JE In.n>o (116) 

where ~(x,E,n ) satisfies 
'" '" '" - n·V~(x,E,n) + oix,E)~(x,E,n) 

= f dE' i dn' [as(x;E,n~E ',n ') 
JE' 417' 

A A '" + Aov(x,E )af(x;E,n~E' ,n ')] ~(x,E' ,n '), 
XEfP 0' (117) 
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and 
A A 

~(X..., ,E,n ) = 0 for all x..., ea~ 0 and no·n > o. 
(118) 

In view of the arguments given in Sec. III, we assume that 
~(x,E,fl ) and t/J(x,E,fl ) can be analytically extended into ~ 
and go, respectively, while satisfying their respective inte
gro-differential equations. 

Using similar arguments as in Sec. III A, Eqs. (39H43), 
one can show that 

[ n .fl·,,,·,,] ~ ~ 'f'0 'f' Ix,E,n) = Ix. ,E,n) 
A 

= {no·n~t/J + EX (x...,) [ no·n (~no'Vt/J + t/Jno'V~) 
+ to'fl~t/J] I (x,E,n) = ("."E,n) + 0 (c). (119) 

Substitute Eq. (119) in Eq. (116) to get 

!SA I dx r dE r dE' r dn r dn' 
g JE JE' J41T J41T 

A. A. A. A 

X v(x,E )O'f(x;E' ,n ' -+E,n )~(x,E,n )t/J(x,E ',n ') 

= r dS r dEL dn 
Ja9 JE ii.n>o 
X {no·n~t/J + EX (x...,)[ no·fl (~no'Vt/J + t/Jno'Vt/J~) 
+ to'fl~]Ilx",,'E,n) + Ole). (120) 

We note that the pairs (t/Jo,t/J), (no,n), (a~ ,a~ 0)' and (~o'~) 
all differ by order E, and hence we can replace t/J, n, ag, and 
g, in the above equation by t/Jo, no, ag 0' and ~ o' This leads 
to, after making use of the boundary condition on~, Eq. 
(118), 

A I r dx r dE r dE' r dn' r dn 
J90 JE JE' J41T J41T 

X v(x,E ')O'f(x;E' ,n ' -+E,n )~(x,E,n )t/lo(x,E ',n ') 

= r dS X (x) r dE ~ ~ dn 
Ja9 0 JE Jiio.n>o 

A A A 

X no·nt/Jo(x,E,n )no'Vt/J~(x,E,n ). (121) 

A I represents the first-order change in the eigenvalue due to 
the perturbation in the boundary [see Eq. (48)]. This equa
tion can further be reduced by noting that, for all xeag 0 and 

A 

no·n > 0, Eqs. (117) and (118) imply 

(no·fl )no'Vt/J~(x,E,n ) = n'Vt/J~(x,E,n) 

= - r dE' r dE [O's(x;E',fl'-+E,fl) 
JE' JE 

A A A 

+ Aov(x,E )O'J(x;E,n-+E ',n ')t/J~(x,E ',n '), 

xEago, no·n>o. (122) 

Substitution ofEq. (122) in Eq. (121) yields the end result 

AI r dx r dE r dE' Wf(x;E'-+E) J9 0 JE JE' 

= - r dSX(x) r dE r dE' [Ws(x;E'-+E) 
Ja9 0 JE JE' 

+ AoWJ(x;E'-+E)) , (123) 

where 

1 A A 1 A Ws(x;E'-+E)== dn t/J~(x,E,n) dn' 
4'17" 417' 

A A A 

XO's(x,E',n '-+E,n )t/Jo(x,E',n') (124) 
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and 

~(x;E '-+E)== r dfl ~(x,E,fl) r dn' 
J417" )417' "" A-

X v(x,E ')O'Ax;E' n '-+E,n )t/Jo(x,E ',n '). 
(125) 

The analysis presented here can be repeated within the 
multigroup formulation context, with G groups, to obtain 

AI f90 dx g~1 g'~1 Wfc_.(x) 

= - 190 dSX(x) g~Ig'~1 
X [Wsc_.(X) + AoWfc_.(x)) , (126) 

where 

WSc_.(x) 

= r dfl ~g(x,fl) r dfl' J4" J4v 
X O's.,_. (x;n '-.Ii )t/Jog' (x,n ') 

and 

Wf .. _.(x) 

= r dfl ~g(x,fl) r dfl vg'(x) 
J4~ J4" 
xO'fg._.(x;n '-+fl )t/Jog' (x,n '). 

(127) 

(128) 

To derive this equation from the multigroup transport equa
tion,30 one follows the procedure just outlined with the inte
grations over energies replaced with summations over all 
groups ( g's). 

In the case of one-speed (one-group) transport theory t/J 
and t/J. are energy-independent and hence both the contin
uous and the multigroup formulation for AI' Eqs. (123) and 
(126) reduce to the following equation: 

All dx Wf(x) = - r dSX(x)[W.{x) + AoWAx)] , 90 Ja90 

(129) 

where 

i
A AiA A A A 

Ws(X)== dn ~(x,n) dn' O'.(x;n '-+I] )t/Jo(x,n ') 
4" 41T 

(130) 

and 

Wf(x)== r dn ~(x,n) r dfl' v(x)O'f(x;fl '-.Ii )t/Jo(x,n '). J41T J41T 
(131) 

Equation (129) is exactly the same result as that obtained by 
Larsen and Pomraning, who employed a quite different per
turbation method. 

B. Method 2 

In this section we want to rederive Eq. (123) by extend
ing Method 2 of Sec. III B to transport theory. The analysis 
here is very similar to that in Sec. III B. and shall be present
ed with a minimum of discussion. 

We rewrite Eqs. (117) and (118). the adjoint unper
turbed problem. as 
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A ~1/1(x,E,n ) = AoB ~tP~(x,E,n ), xEfP 0' (132) 

and 

tP~(xs",E,n) = 0 for all xEiJfP 0 and no·n > 0, (133) 

where 

A ~= - n·v + a(x,E) 

i 1 A A A 

- dE' dn' us(x;E,n-+-E',n ')(.), 
E' 477" 

(134) 

and 

i 1 A A A 

B~= dE' dn' v(x,E)u/(x;E,n-+-E',n ')(.). (135) 
E' 477" 

Similarly, the perturbed problem is obtained by rewriting 
Eqs. (113) and (115) 

AotP(x,E,n ) = ABotP(x,E,n ), xEfP, (136) 

and 

tP(xs,E,n) = 0 for all xsEafP and n.n <0, (137) 

where 

Ail A A A Ao==.n·V + a(x,E) - dE' dn' us(x;E',n '-+-E,n )(.) 
E' 477" 

(138) 

and 

Bo==i dE' 1 dn' v(x,E')u/(x;E'n '-+-E,n )(.). (139) 
E' J477" 

We suppose that Ao and 1/1(x,E,n ) are known, and we 
seek to find A to first order. Following the analysis given in 
Sec. III B, we define ~ (x,E,n ) by 

A A 

~ (x,E,n ) = KtP(x,E,n), (140) 

where the operator K is such that 

~ (xSo ,E,n ) = 0 for all XSo EiJfP 0 and no·n < o. (141) 

Assume that K can be written as 

K=I +EQI + a (e); (142) 

QI is some operator which is unknown at this time. QI will 
indirectly be determined from the boundary condition on 

A 

tP(x,E,n). Substituting Eq. (140) in (136), we get 

(Ao + EAIl~(x,E,n) + O(el 
=A(Bo+EBI)~(x,E,n)+O(e), xEfPo. (143) 

where 

(144) 

and 

(145) 

which constitute the perturbed problem in terms of ~ (x,E,n ). 
Applying ordinary perturbation methods, one obtains the 
following formula for A I: 

A I 1 dx 1 dE 1 dE' 1 dn 1 dn' 
Jgo JE JE' J477" J477" 

A A A A 

X v(x,E ')u/(x;E' n '-+-E,n )1/1(x,E,n )tPo(x,E' ,n ') 

= - 1 dx i dE 1 dn 1/1(x,E,n ) Jgo E J41T A 

X (Ao - AoBo)QltPo(x,E,n ), (146) 
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in which we have used the boundary condition on ~ and tP~ 
and have assumed that A and ~ can be expressed by series 
expansion in E, 

A = Ao + EA I + a (e) (147) 

and 

~(x,E,n) = tPo(x,E,n) + EtPl(x,E,n) + Ole). (148) 

Equation (146) can further be reduced by using Eqs. (132) 
and Gauss theorem, i.e., 

A I 1 dx 1 dE 1 dE' 1 dn 1 dn' 
Jgo JE JE' J477" J477" 

X v(x,E ')uJ(x;E' ,n '-+-E,n )tP~(x,E,n )tPo(x,E' ,n ') 

= - 1 dS i dE 1 dn no·n 
Ja.!Pn """"- E )417' A 

X tP~(x,E,n )QltPo(x,E,n). (149) 

We now must find QltPo(x,E,n) on afP 0 in order to ob
tain the end result. This is done by considering the boundary 
condition on tP, which is as yet unused, 

tP(x,E,n) = 0 for all xEafP and n.n <0. (150) 

But from the definition of the displacement operator R, Sec. 
III B, we have 

or 

RtP(x,E,n ) = 0 for all xEafP 0 and no·n < 0 (151) 

RK-I~ (x,E,n) = 0 for all xEiJfP 0 and no·n < 0, 
(152) 

where 

KK- 1 = 1. (153) 

Using Eqs. (148) and (152), we find upon separating into or
ders, in zeroth order, 

A A 

tPo(x,E,n)=O for all xEiJfPo and no·n<o, (154) 

as expected, and the first-order result 

Substituting Eq. (155) in Eq. (149), we get 

A I 1 dx i dE 1 dE' 1 dn 1 dn' Jeo E JE' J477" J477" 
A A A A 

Xv(x,E')u/(x;E',n '-+-E,n )1/1(x,E,n )tP(x,E',n') 

=_1 dSldEI 
J~go JE A In,,.ii<9.. A 

xdn X (x)no·n1/1(x,E,n )no·VtPo(x,E,n). (156) 

But from Eqs. (112) and (114) we have 

(no·n )[no·VtPo(x,E,n )] = n·VtPo(x,E,n ) 

1 1 A A A 

= dE J4 dn'[us(x;E'n'-+-E,n) 
E 417' A A 

+ Aov(x,E ')uJ(x;E'n '-+-E,n)] 

X tPo(x,E' ,n ') for all xEiJfP 0 and no·n < O. 
(157) 

Thus, Eq. (156) becomes 
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Ali dX! dE! dE' W,(x;E'-E) 
go E E' 

= - f dSX(X)! dE! dE' Jag o E E' 

x [Ws(x;E'-E) + AoW,(x;E'-E)] , (158) 

where Ws(x;E' _E) and W,(x;E' _E) are defined by Eqs. 
(124) and (125), respectively. As expected, Eq. (158) is identi
cal with Eq. (123) which verifies that Method 2 yields the 
same results for A I as that obtained through Method 1. We 
also found the same agreement in the multigroup transport 
formulation. 

It might be of interest to note that in the special case of 
isotropic scattering in one-speed theory both Eqs. (123) and 
(126) reduce to 

AI fgodX v(x)O',(x)tP ~(x) 

= - f dSX(x)[O'.(x)+Aov(x)O',(x)]tP~(x), (159) Jago 

where tPo(x) is the unperturbed scalar flux, 

tPo(x)== i dn "'o(x,n ), XE~ 0' 
4". 

(160) 

That is, the formula contains only the scalar flux and not the 
angular flux. 

C.Examples 

In this section we would like to present two transport 
theory example problems in which a discrete-ordinates (S
N )31 approximation is assumed to perform the numerical 
computations. Since it is easily seen that the perturbation 
formulas (123) and (159) apply to the S-N equations as well as 
the exact transport equation, the eigenvalues reported here 
actually correspond to the S-N equations rather than the 
exact transport equation. We note that the S-N eigenvalues 
are good approximations to the exact eigenvalues for N> 1. 

Example 1: We consider a two-dimensional problem in 
x-y geometry with isotropic scattering. The unperturbed 
problem is a bare square core that occupies Ix 1< 1 and I yl < 1 
with O'a = 0.5, vO', = 1, and Us = 0.5. We take this square 

TABLE IV. Eigenvalue for a perturbed square, transport theory. 

Ap 
Additional (perturbation) 
coreE S-2 S-4 S-2 

- 1.0 1.1950 1.1616 1.4569 
-0.5 1.1390 1.1033 1.1848 
-0.3 1.1166 1.0799 1.1335 
-0.2 1.1054 1.0682 1.1128 
-0.1 1.0942 1.0566 1.0961 
-0.05 1.0886 1.0507 1.0891 
-0.02 1.0852 1.0472 1.0853 

0 1.0830 1.0449 1.0830 
0.02 1.0808 1.0426 1.0809 
0.05 1.0774 1.0391 1.0777 
0.1 1.0718 1.0332 1.0730 
0.2 1.0606 1.0216 1.0651 
0.3 1.0494 1.0099 1.0590 
0.5 1.0270 0.9866 1.0510 
1.0 0.9710 0.9282 1.0446 
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with a thin layer of the same material added to one side as the 
perturbed problem. The layer occupies Ix I <! and 
1 <y < 1 + E. Since the boundary conditions are not to be 
perturbed, we let, in the perturbed square, an infinite absorb
er(i.e"O'a is infinitely large) occupy!< Ixl < 1 and 1 <y< 1 + E 

fOrE>O and Ix I <! and 1 <y< 1 + dOrE<O. The addition of 
the absorber leads to the unperturbed nonreentrant bound
ary condition in the perturbed problem. The "exact" as well 
as the perturbed eigenvalues were computed with the dis
crete-ordinates S-2 as well as S-4 approximations.32 For this 
problem Eq. (159) gives 

[ 

E fl2 dx tP~(x,l) ] 

A~A, !- L:J~,dY~~(X.y) +... (!6!) 

as the perturbed eigenvalue. In Table IV we give the "exact" 
as well as the perturbed eigenvalues for some values of E, 

using S-2 as well as S-4 approximations. In the last column of 
this table, we explicitly show that the % error in the per
turbed eigenvalue in the S-2 approximation is the same as 
that in the S-4 approximation. That is, within the numerical 
approximation (e.g., S-N), the error involved in the perturba
tion formula is second order. 

Example 2: Finally, we conclude this section by consid
ering a more realistic energy-dependent (three groups) exam
ple problem. In fact, we reconsider the one-dimensional (slab 
geometry) GCFR problem described in Sec. III C, Ex. 3. For 
this reactor Eq. (126) gives 

AIN= -ELtlgtl 
x (O'Sg_g +AoVO', •. _g)tP~gtPOg,} unperturbed, (162) 

boundary (x = 61) 

where 

(163) 

A comparison of the exact discrete ordinates S-4 and S-2, 
beth with isotropic scattering, eigenvalues27 with the pertur-

A. 
(exact) 

S-4 

1.3609 
1.1455 
1.0955 
1.0754 
1.0584 
1.0513 
1.0473 
1.0449 
1.0426 
1.0400 
1.0346 
1.0264 
1.0199 
1.0107 
0.9989 

S-2 

17.9 
3.8 
1.5 
0.7 
0.2 

0.1 
0.4 
0.9 
2.3 
7.1 

% error 
[100(A. -Ap)/A.l 

S-4 

14.6 
3.7 
1.4 
0.7 
0.2 

0.1 
0.5 
1.0 
2.3 
7.1 
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TABLE V. Eigenvalue for the reflected GCFR. transport theory. 

Additional Ap 
blanket (perturbation) 
€ S_2a S-4 S-2" 

-5 1.0417 1.0231 1.0531 
-4 1.0332 1.0156 1.0402 
-3 1.0247 1.0081 1.0285 
-2 1.0162 1.0006 1.0178 
-1 1.0077 0.9931 1.0081 
-0.5 1.0035 0.9894 1.0035 

0 0.9992 0.9856 0.9992 
0.5 0.9950 0.9819 0.9950 
I 0.9907 0.9781 0.9911 
2 0.9822 0.9706 0.9837 
3 0.9737 0.9631 0.9769 
4 0.9652 0.9556 0.9707 
5 0.9567 0.9481 0.9651 
7 0.9397 0.9331 0.9551 

a Diffusion theory prediction with Mark boundary conditions. 

bation results, Eq. (162), is given in Table V. The perturba
tion results are seen to be very accurate even for large values 
of E. This is, however, misleading, since a comparison in 
terms of reactivity (Table VI) indicates that the error in esti
mating the reactivity is orders of magnitude larger than that 
in approximating the eigenvalue. In the third and sixth co
lumns of both Tables V and VI, we explicitly show that the 
% error in the perturbation estimate in S-2 calculation is 
nearly the same as that in S-4 calculation. 

v. DISCUSSION 

The primary purpose of this paper has been to develop a 
first-order perturbation formula for the change in the eigen
value due to a perturbation in the exterior boundary of a 
system. The motivation for this work was the recognized 
lack of energy-dependent first-order perturbation theory 
that can handle eigenvalue problems of the type mentioned 
above. The perturbation formalism was obtained in trans
port theory as well as in the diffusion approximation. 

TABLE VI. Reactivity for the reflected GCFR, transport theory. 

Additional Reactivity Rp in sa 
blanket (perturbation) 
E S_2b S-4 S-2" 

-5 - 10.79 - 9.52 -13.67 
-4 - 8.62 -7.62 - 10.39 
-3 -6.47 - 5.73 -7.43 
-2 - 4.30 - 3.81 -4.72 
-1 - 2.15 - 1.89 - 2.25 
-0.5 -1.09 -0.97 - 1.09 

0 0 0 0 
0.5 1.06 0.93 1.06 
1 2.16 1.91 2.06 
2 4.31 3.81 3.94 
3 6.47 5.71 5.65 
4 8.64 7.63 7.24 
5 10.80 9.51 8.66 
7 15.11 13.33 11.19 

a R = (Ao - A )lP. P = 0.003 94, and Ao = unperturbed eigenvalue. 
"Diffusion theory prediction with Mark boundary conditions. 
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Ae % error 
(exact) [100(Ae -Ap)/Ae] 

S-4 S-2 S-4 

1.0337 1.08 1.03 
1.0222 0.67 0.65 
1.0117 0.37 0.36 
1.0022 0.16 0.16 
0.9935 0.04 0.04 
0.9895 
0.9856 
0.9819 
0.9785 0.04 0.04 
0.9719 0.15 0.13 
0.9659 0.33 0.29 
0.9604 0.57 0.50 
0.9555 0.87 0.78 
0.9467 1.61 1.44 

The major effort has been directed towards developing 
two different formalisms that would lead to the same pertur
bation formula for the eigenvalue change. In the first meth
od, we have shown that the standard first-order perturbation 
theory can be extended to deal with changes in the boundary 
(exterior) of a system as well as with perturbation in the oper
ator (reactor core composition). The second method is an 
extension of Feshbach and Clogston's idea, 10 in which they 
suggested the use of an inverse operator to convert boundary 
changes into a fictitious perturbation in the interior operator 
of the system. Using this inverse operator, it was shown that 
one obtains the same formula as that resulting from Method 
1. 

When applicable (i.e., in one-group theory) compari
sons were made with Larsen and Pomraning's method,3 
which is the only other existing method in the field of reactor 
physics. It was concluded that Method 1, which is a natural 
extension of the first-order standard perturbation theory, is 
conceptually and algebraically less involved than the other 

Reactivity Re in sa 
(exact) 

S-4 

- 12.21 
- 9.28 
- 6.63 
-4.21 
- 2.03 
-0.99 

0 
0.93 
1.81 
3.48 
5.00 
6.39 
7.65 
9.88 

% error 
[lOOIRe - Rp I/Re] 

S-2 S-4 

21.1 22.0 
17.0 17.9 
1~9 13.6 
8.9 9.5 
4.4 6.9 

4.9 
9.4 

14.5 
19.3 
24.7 
35.0 

2.0 

5.5 
9.5 

14.2 
19.4 
24.3 
34.9 
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two methods. Its only conceptual disadvantage (over the 
other methods) is that in the course of the derivation it is 
required that the unperturbed and perturbed solutions be 
analytically continued into the perturbed and unperturbed 
domains, respectively. However, in the final formula such a 
continuation is not needed because the formula requires only 
the information about the unperturbed problem (of course, 
the boundary perturbation has to be known). 

The accuracy of the formulas was assessed by consider
ing several numerical examples both in transport theory and 
the diffusion approximation. The examples all indicated that 
good eigenvalue estimates (in particular, in transport theory) 
can be obtained by using the perturbation formalism devel
oped in this paper. 

There appear to be a number of useful and significant 
extensions of the work contained in this paper. Of perhaps 
most direct interest would be for one to consider a general
ization of the perturbation theory developed in this paper to 
compute second- and higher-order eigenvalue changes due 
to boundary perturbations. These changes can be obtained 
by generalizing either Method 1 or 2. To determine, for ex
ample, the second-order change in the eigenvalue, one needs 
find the first-order change in the perturbed solution tPl in 
terms of the unperturbed solution ¢o' In this respect, Meth
od 2 in its present form seems more attractive since the high
er-order changes in the perturbed solution (¢1'¢2" . ',¢n) can 
be explicitly obtained in terms of ¢o' On the other hand, 
Method 1 needs to be modified to yield these changes. Re
gardless of the method (existing ones) used, the problem of 
finding the eigenfunctions for each order will be reduced to 
solving inhomogeneous differential equations (integro-dif
ferential equations in the case of transport theory) subject to 
inhomogeneous boundary conditions. The complication of 
these methods is that the solutions to these equations can be, 
in all but simple cases, very difficult to obtain. Several at
tempts have already been made in solving these equations for 
the simple case when the system operator is of the Helmholtz 
type.IO·14.15 

It might also be of interest to consider alternate ap
proaches to the problem of boundary perturbation. For ex
ample, one can modify Brillouin's or Wassermann's method 
(Sec. II) so as to be applicable to the transport or diffusion 
equation. Or as suggested by Larsen and Pomraning, one 
may use the well-known fixed domain perturbation formula 
(i.e., Rayleigh quotient) by completely enclosing the per
turbed domain within the smallest smooth domain possible. 
The unperturbed problem would then correspond to adding 
material to this additional region surrounding the perturbed 
domain. The perturbation, now a volume (or operator) per
turbation, would consist of replacing the added material by 
void (vacuum). It must be emphasized that this treatment of 
the boundary change via a volume perturbation cannot work 
in the context of diffusion theory. Replacing material by 
vacuum would imply an infinite perturbation in the diffusion 
coefficient, making use of the Rayleigh quotient impossible. 
This approach has been discussed, in detail, by Larsen and 
Pomraning. 3 

Another interesting subject to pursue is the computa
tion of other functionals (than the eigenvalue) in an eigenva-
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lue problem. For example, one may be interested in estimat
ing the change in the breeding ratio in a criticality problem 
when the boundary of the reactor is perturbed. In this case, 
Method 2 seems to be the ideal tool with which one may 
approach this problem, since in this method boundary 
changes are converted into fictitious perturbations in the in
terior operator of the system. Once this (operator) perturba
tion is known, one can then use the existing perturbation (or 
variational) methods to estimate the change in the desired 
functional. 

Finally, in contrast to suggestions made above, it may 
be of interest to consider fixed source (noneigenvalue) prob
lems in which one is to obtain an estimate ofthe change in an 
arbitrary functional of the solution when the boundary of the 
system is perturbed. Again, as suggested above, by using the. 
idea of an inverse operator (Method 2), one can reduce the 
problem to one in which ordinary perturbation (or variation
al) methods may be applied to obtain the change in the func
tional (e.g., breeding ratios, reaction rates, etc.). 
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On massive electromagnetism In the null-plane: their limit and "dual" 
invariance 
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The limiting process is developed, stressing the simplicity of the null-plane formulation. A SU(2) 
"dual" invariance for the dynamical variables is made explicit. The symmetry is not satisfied by 
the field strengths. 

PACS numbers: 41.10. - j, 03.50.De 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of the m-D limiting process for massive elec
tromagnetism has been carried out by several authors. I In 
these studies the 3 + 1 decomposition of the theory has been 
exploited in order to isolate the dynamical variables. To our 
knowledge there is no treatment of this problem in the 
framework of a 2 + 2 decomposition,2.3 that is within the 
null-plane formalism. In the case of electromagnetism, the 
null-plane formalism has several advantages over the 3 + 1 
decomposition. Let us mention a few of them: the con
straints are easily solved. Dual invariance is made explicit at 
the level of the Lagrangian4 and finally it led to a covariant 
theory of monopoles with two degrees of freedom. S.6 

This paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the 
massive electromagnetism and the limit of the theory when 
the mass goes to zero. Second, we analyze how dual invar
iance is implemented in the theory, at the level offield 
strengths or at the level of the dynamical variables of the 
theory. 

2. MASSIVE ELECTROMAGNETISM IN THE NULL· 
PLANE 

Let us denote by (XO, Xl, x2
, x3

) the usual space-time 
coordinates. The infinite momentum frame is defined by a 
new set of variables (x< + l, x I, x2, x< - )), related to the usual 
ones by 

The matrix that relates both set of coordinates is then given 
by 

I 
0 0 

I 
-

V1 V1 
0 0 0 

(2) Q= 
0 0 0 

1 
0 0 

V1 v'1 
so that the null components of any given tensor in the 3 + 1 
representation can be easily obtained by means of the Q ma
trix given above. 

In order to have an unconstrained action for massive 
electromagnetism, we start with the following first-order ac
tion, depending on ten independent variables A/L and F/Lv: 

dI = UF/LvF/LV + A/L.vF/LV - (m2/2)A/LA /L + A/LJ/L Jd 4x, (3) 

where F/Lv is an arbitrary antisymmetric tensor and J/L the 
external current. Variation on the ten independent variables 
provides us with the following equations of motion: 

(a) F/Lv = A/L.v - Av./L' 
(b) avF/Lv = J/L _ m2A /L. 

(4) 

We look for the evolution of the system along the x<+) 
variable, which is a null-plane. Therefore in the null-plane 
decomposition of the equations of motion, the constraints 
are those where the derivatives with respect to the x< +) vari
able do not appear. In our case these are 

(a) Fab = Ab.a -Aa.b, 

(b) Fa_ =A_.a -Aa._, a,b= 1,2. 

(c) F + _._ -Fa -.a =J_ - m 2A_, 

as one can easily verify from the equations of motion (4). 

(5) 

In order to solve the constraints, it is convenient to de
compose the two vectors Aa and Fa _ into their longitudinal 
and transverse parts, i.e.,: Aa = A ~ + cabA ~ and a similar 
expression for Fa _ . Using the above decomposition in Eq. 
(5), we obtain for Fab , A _, and Fa _ : 

(a) Fab = A L - A !,b' 

(b)A_=D-I[F+_._ +VA~_ -J_], 

(c) Fa_ =CabV-IFI2.b_ +D-I[F+ -.-a 

+ V A ~ _ a - J _ .a] - A ~ _ a , 

where the operators V and D are defined as follows: 

(6) 

v=ai + a~ andD =V - m 2
•
7 1t is worth pointing out that 

the four constraints solved [Eqs. (6)] are expressed in terms 
of the variables A ~, F + _, A L and Fob and also that we are 
left with six independent variables. After substituting Eqs. 
(6) into the action (3), a straightforward calculation gives us 

dI = IW+_F_+ -Ft -, + D -IF + _._ 

+F+_D-I(J+._ -J_.+)+J+D-IJ_ 

+ ~a,bFab - A TFI2. + _ + A ')J') 
- (m 2/2)A ')A ') +A LVA ~_ + -A LD -IV2A ~_ + 

+A LD -IV[J_.+ +J +,_ ] +A ~;J: 
- (m 2/2)A:A: Jdx dx(+J dx(-J. (7) 

Notice that the variables A + and Fa + do not occur in the 
action, thus the number of degrees of freedom has been re
duced to three, a well-known result for the Proca fields. 

Due to the structure of the reduced action (7), and also 
from our experience with the null-plane treatment of electro
magnetism,S it is convenient at this point to introduce a new 
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set of variables, defined as follows: 

A (1)==( _ V)1/2A T, A (2)=( _ D )-1/2F +_, 

A (3)=( _ D )-1/2( _ V)1/2A L. (8) 

Then, the action (7) in terms of the new variables reads as 

dI = IA ~Il A ~I~ - HI - D )1/2A (1)]2 
+ A (1)( _ V)1/2JT + A (2) A 12~ _ 1 [( _ D )1/2A (2)]2 

.+. 2 

+A(2)(_D)-1I2[J_.+ -J+._] +m2(A~3lA~3~ 

- HI - D )1/2A (3)]2) + J +D -IJ_ 

+ A (3)«( _ V)1/2( _ D)-1/2[J _. + + J +. _ ] 

+ ( - V)1/2( - D )1I2JL) Jdx dxl +) dxl -). (9) 

If we consider the limit ofthe action when m-o, we 
easily see that the term A (3)[( - V)1/2( - D )-1/2(J _. + 

+ J +. _ ) + ( - V)1/2( - D )1/2JL]_A (3)aI'JI.t. So if we 
further assume that JI' is a conserved current, the A (3) field 
becomes a Lagrange multiplier of the theory when m-o. In 
this case we are left with the usual unconstrained Lagran
gian4

•
5 containing two degrees of freedom, namely: 

dlo = IA ~Il A ~I~ - HI - V)1/2A (1)]2 + A (I)( - V)1/2JT 

+A ~2l A ~2~ - HI _ V)1/2A (2)]2 

+ A (2)( - V) - 1/2(J _ . + - J + . _ ) 

+ J + V-IJ _ Jdx dxl+) dxl -). (10) 

The equations of motion for massive electromagnetism 
are obtained from the action (9) after variation of the action 
with respect to the independent fields A Ii) (i = 1,2,3), to ob
tain 

(b) [2 a+a_ - V + m 2]A (2) 

= -(-D)-II2[J -J ] +.- -.+' 

(c) [2 a+a_ - V + m2]A (3) 

= (1/m2)( _ V)1/2[( _D)-1/2(J _.+ 

+ J +. _ ) + ( - D )1I2JL]. 

(11) 

Thus, the three degrees of freedom satisfy inhomogeneous 
massive Klein-Gordon equations, whereas for massless 
electromagnetism, the two degrees of freedom satisfy inho
mogeneous massless Klein-Gordon equations.4 

From the above equations we see that the propagator of 
the degrees of freedom for massive electromagnetism have 
the desired limit if (1/m2)( - V)1/2[( - D )-1/2(J _. + 

+ J +. _ ) + ( - D )1/2JL ]-0, or in other words, when (1/ 
m2)PI'JI'-o, a well-known result. s 

3. DUAL INVARIANCE 

In order to discuss the invariance of the theory under 
dual transformations, it is convenient to write the fields 
strengths E and B in terms of the dynamical variables. First 
we need the null-plane components of the four-potential AI' 
in terms of the above variables. These are derived from Eqs. 
(5) and from the equations of motion for the A 1.1 fields [Eqs. 
(11)]; we obtain 
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A =c (_V)-1/2AII)+(_D)1I2(_V)-1/2A I3) 
a ab ,h ,0' 

A_ = _ (-D)-II2A ~2~ + (_D)-1/2( _ V)1/2A ~3~ 

+(-D)-IJ_, (12) 

A+=(-D)-1/2A~2l +(-D)-I/2(_V)1/2A~3l 

+ (-D)-IJ+. 

Since the field strengths E and B are defined in terms of 
the null components of Fl'v as 

Ei = FOi = (1/v'1)(F + i - F _ i)' 

E3=F03 =F+_, 

Bi = CijF3j - (cij/v'1)(F _j - F +j)' 

B3 = -FI2' 

we obtain for E and B, 

E. = c .. ( - V)-1/ 2A (I) + ( _ D )- 1/2A (2). 
• I) .0, .3. 

(13) 

+ [( _ D )112( _ V)-1/2 _ ( _ D )-1/2( _ V)1/2]A ~~~ 

- (- D )-IJO.i> 

E3 = ( - D )1/2A (2), 

B = - ( - V)- 1/2A (I). + C .. ( _ D )- I12A (2). , .3, I) .0, 
+ [( _ D )112( _ V)-1/2 _ ( _ D )-II2( _ V)1/2]cij 

XA ~jj - ( - D )-ICijJ3J 

B3 = - ( - V)1I2A (I). (14) 

With these results, we are now in a position to discuss 
the zero current case and furthermore, try to generalize the 
dual invariance occurring in free electromagnetism. First, 
we would like to point out three important facts that appear 
in free electromagnetism. (a) When the action is expressed in 
terms of the field strengths E and B, the action is not dual 
invariant, only the equations of motion share the above sym
metry.9 (b) If one writes the unconstrained action, the action 
is indeed invariant under U(l), and finally (c) the U(I) sym
metry for the dynamical variables implies the same symme
try for the field strengths E and B, and vice versa.5 The sec
ond point can be easily seen from Eq. (10) (after setting the 
external current equal to zero). The resulting action can be 
written as 

dI' = [a+A.a_A - ~aiA.aiA ]dx dxl +) dxl -), (15) 

where A is defined as a two component vector: A = (~:;:), 
thus the U( I) invariance is exhibit in an explicit way. to 

The reduced action for free massive electromagnetism 
can be obtained from Eq. (9); after setting the external cur
rent to zero, we have 

dIJ=o = la+c.a_c - ~aiC.aiC 
- ~m2C'CJdx dx(+) dxl -), 

where C is defined as 

and 
G

Il)) 
C= A (2) 

(3)/ 

A (3)/ = mA (3). 

(16) 

Therefore, the symmetry group of the theory is SU(2). We 
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can say that this SU(2) "dual" symmetry generalizes the U( 1) 
invariance occurring in free massless electromagnetism. It is 
convenient to stress that the SU(2) symmetry is not shared by 
the field E and B, as one can see from the equations for the 
fields in terms of the dynamical variables A ('1 [Eq. (14)]. This 
situation does not occur in free massless electromagnetism, 
as we mentioned before. 

The corresponding conserved current associated to this 
"dual" invariance is obviously 

(17) 

The expression of this current in terms of the E and B fields is 
complicated and not very illuminating. Only J!t has a simple 
expression, 

J!t = - [( -D)-1/2E
3

( - V)-1/2Bf 

- (- V)-1/2B3( -D)-1/2E f], 

so thatthe conserved Q3 charge is 

Q3 = - J d 3x[( -D)- I12E3( - V)-1/2B3,o 

- (- V)-1/2B
3

( -D)-1/2E
3
,o]. 

As one expects, this charge reduces to the known dual 
charge4

•
lo when m~, that is to say 

= - Jd 3X[( - V)-1/2E3( - V)-1/2B3,o 

- (- V)-1/2B
3

( - V)-1/2E3,o] 

(18) 

(19) 

= ~ Jd 3X[B/(V +a~)-IEj,o -Ej(V +~)-IBj,o]. 
(20) 

To conclude, a few remarks seem pertinent. First, the 
simplicity of the null-plane treatment provides us with ex-
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plicit dual invariance for the unconstrained Lagrangian for 
free massless and massive electromagnetism. Also the limit 
when m~ for massive electromagnetism is very transpar
ent in this formulation. 

Finally, one could try to apply the results given here to a 
massive Cabibbo-Ferrari theory for monopoles. II One 
would expect that a Lagrangian formulation of this theory 
would have similar features to those of the massless cases: (a) 
too many degrees offreedom (likely 6) and (b)physical obser
vables which appear to depend on three degrees offreedom. 
Work in this direction is now in progress. 
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We discuss the classical and quantum theory of a charged particle moving in a plane wave 
electromagnetic field. In the nonrelativistic theory forbidden regions in the momentum spectrum 
of the particle occur, while no such regions exist in the relativistic theory. The gaps in the 
momentum spectrum are shown to be an artifact of the nonrelativistic approximation and are 
caused by the possibility of transforming to a Galilean frame of reference moving at the speed of 
light in which the particle moves in a time independent periodic potential. A quantitative estimate 
of the momentum gaps for optical frequencies shows that they are proportional to a very large 
power n!:::::: lOS of the ratio of particle velocity to the speed oflight, and hence, beyond the limits of 
accuracy of the nonrelativistc theory. For this result to hold in the low frequency limit we have to 
employ a conjecture about the radius of convergence of the perturbation series expansion for 
eigenvalues of Mathieu's equation. While no rigorous proof seems to exist at present, this 
conjecture is well supported both by numerical studies and by our WKB calculations. 

PACS numbers: 41.70. + t, 03.65.Sq, 11.10.Qr 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of intense classical radiation fields with 
matter is of considerable practical and theoretical interest. 
In fact applications in the field of laser damage to optical 
components are so numerous that a separate review paper 
would be necessary to do justice to the amount of effort in
volved here. The following references are therefore meant to 
mark two typical approaches, and do by no means exhaust 
the set of representative papers. 1,2 From a theoretical point 
of view the solution of the external field problem has led to 
advances in the fully quantum mechanical treatment, and 
served to clarify important issues in quantum electrodynam
ics.3.4 

For the case of a spinless particle interacting with a 
classical plane wave an exact solution of the relativistic 
quantum mechanical problem was given by Gordon5 and 
later for the spin 1/2-particle by Volkov.6 Furthermore, 
both the relativistic and nonrelativistic classical problem can 
be reduced to a one dimensional problem, and hence all solu
tions can be obtained in terms of a simple quadrature.4

,5 

The solution of the relativistic problem applies to all 
situations where the radiation field can be treated as an ex
ternal classical quantity, and it is valid in particular in the 
nonrelativistic regime, where the velocity v of the electron is 
much smaller than the velocity C of light. Nevertheless, it is 
important to have an independent formulation in terms of 
the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation. From a theoretical 
point of view nonrelativistic quantum mechanics should be 
considered a theory in its own right, and hence an indepen
dent solution of the problem be sought within its framework 
(we shall discuss the necessary precautions for doing so in 
this paper). From a practical point of view one would like to 
apply the theory to the effects of intense radiation fields on 
electrons in a solid, where the influence of the electronic 
band structure has to be taken into account.7

•
S Since band 

structure is calculated in the framework of nonrelativistic 
quantum mechanics it is important to maintain a clear un
derstanding of how intense classical radiation fields are to be 
incorporated into this framework. Recently an exact solu
tion for the nonrelativistic Schrooinger equation in the pres
ence of an external plane wave field has been obtained.9 On 
the basis of this solution the authors predict an optically 
induced band structure for free electrons, with relative ener
gy separation in the microwave region for the highest laser 
intensities presently available. No such band structure is 
found in the known relativistic solutions. 

In this paper we analyze the apparent discrepancies 
between the relativistic and the nonrelativistic theories. 
Since the WKB solution is exact for the relativistic quantum 
problem, the analogy between classical and quantum theory 
is a very close one. 

In Sec. 2 we discuss both the relativistic and the nonre
lativistic classical theory. The classical relativistic problem 
has been treated before4

•
5 and we present it here for the sake 

of completeness and in order to establish contact to the non
relativistic treatment. In the nonrelativistic theory it is possi
ble to transform to a Galilean frame of reference in which the 
phase of the external wave is constant. In this frame the 
particle moves in a time independent, periodic potential. It is 
precisely this aspect of the classical motion which leads to 
forbidden energy bands in the quantum theory. No such 
transformation is possible in the relativistic formulation. 

In Sec. 3 we interpret the parameters of the exact rela
tivistic wavefunction for a spinless particle in terms of the 
classical constants of motion and discuss their classical limit. 
Only the wavefunction aspects of the nonrelativistic limit are 
discussed, leaving aside the well known procedure of obtain
ing the appropriate limiting form of the scalar product. 10 

The nonrelativistic quantum theory is then developed in 
close analogy to the discussion of the classical theory. The 
bound state problem is discussed, and the WKB solution is 
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shown to approximate the nonrelativistic limit of the exact 
solution. 

In Sec. 4 we obtain more quantitative results for a circu
larly polarized plane wave. The resulting Schrodinger equa
tion is equivalent to Mathieu's equation, and we determine 
the appropriate region in the stability chart, in which solu
tions must be sought. The WKB approximation is employed 
to show that: 

(a) No forbidden regions exist to leading order in the 
quasiclassical approximation in the valid asymptotic region. 

(b) Asymptotic formulas employed before9 belong to an 
inappropriate region of the stability chart, which corre
sponds to the unphysical bound state situation of the nonre
lativistic theory. 

The exact solutions of Mathieu's equation do show for
bidden regions for the momentum spectrum of the particle. 
An estimate of their size is obtained from recent results of 
Harrell ll and A vron and Simon. 12 These results show that 
the spectrum of parallel (to the direction of propagation of 
the wave) electron momentum has forbidden regions of size 

where 17k is the photon momentum, () = vic and n is an in
teger labeling the region 

n = 2mc/l7k. 

For optical photons n~IOS, showing that the width of the 
forbidden region is much smaller than the lowest order rela
tivistic corrections. 

We note that for this result to apply in the low frequen
cy limit we have to conjecture that the perturbation series for 
the energy eigenvalues converges in a region where the cou
pling is proportional to the eigenvalue considered. 13 No 
mathematical proof for this conjecture seems to exist at the 
present, and the available proofs are restricted to regions 
where the coupling is at most proportional to the square root 
of the eigenvalue. However our conjecture is well supported 
by numerical results for the low lying eigenvalues, 13 and by 
WKB results in the region of large eigenvalues. 

2. CLASSICAL MOTION 

The motion of a relativistic classical particle in a plane 
wave field is obtained in the fully covariant formulation from 
a Hamiltonian 

JfP(x,p) = ~ gl'v( PI" - ~AI")( Pv - ~Av), 
where 

AI" = AI" (¢J ), ¢J = (kox), (k.k) = 0; X
O = ct 

is the vector potential of the field with wave vector k and 
phase ¢J. For two four vectors a and b their scalar product 
will be denoted by 

3 

(aob)=gI'val"bv=avbv=aobo- L aaba· 
a=l 

The equations of motion for trajectories XV = xV(r), 
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PI" = PI" (r) are 

~xv = aJfP = pV _ ~A v, (la) 
dr apv c 

~P = _ aJfP =k ~(pv_~Av)~A. (lb) 
dr I" axil I" c c d¢J v 

For a particle of mass m the Hamiltonian JfP is subject to the 
constraint 

JfP = ~m2c2, 

showing that 

d 
uf' = - xl" fmc, (wow) = 1 

dr 

(2) 

is the relativistic four velocity and the integration parameter 
r is proportional to proper time. Since A = A (¢J ) we have 

(koA)=O (3) 

and the phase changes at constant rate along any trajectory 

~ ¢J = (k. ~ x) = (kop) = const, 
dr dr 

¢J (r) = ¢Jo + (kop)or. (4) 

It is a then straightforward consequence ofEqs. (1), (3), and 
(4) that the functionspv(x,p) below are constants of motion 
(i.e., constant along any trajectory): 

(5a) 

(5b) 

They form a four vector p which is constrained to the "mass 
shell" 

(6) 

For any given constant four vector p on the mass shell Eq. 
(5b) can be solved to give p as a function of p: 

p =Pv+~[~(poA)_~e2 (AoA)] 
v (kop) c 2 c2 

kv 
= Pv + - B (p,¢J); (kp) = (k-p). (7) 

(kop) 

Together with Eq. (4) this gives the momentump as an ex
plict function of r. The position vector x can then be ob
tained from Eq. (la) by direct integration. As an alternative 
procedure we note that a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation may be constructed from Eq. (7): 

Pv = ~ W(x, p); W(x, p) 
axv 

1 flex) 
= (pox) + - d¢J B (p,¢J ), 

(kop) ~o 
(8a) 

gl'v (aw _ ~A )(aw - ~Av) = (p.p). 
axil c I" axv c 

(8b) 

A canonical transformation from constant initial coordi
nates x' and p' = p is generated by Hamilton's principal 
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function S (see Ref. 14, Chap. 9) 

S(x,p,r) = W(x,p) - !(p.p).r, (9a) 

I as kl' [17") 
xl' =-=xI' --- difJB(p,ifJ) 

apll (k-p)2 ~o 
1 [17") e + -- difJ - A I' - pIl.r, 

(kp) ~o c 

ifJ (r) = (k.x) = (k·x /) + (k.p)r = ifJo + (k.p)r. (9b) 

This shows that the parameters Pv may assume all values 
compatible with Eq. (6), and that every trajectory is uniquely 
characterized by these values and the initial position vector 
x'. The physical interpretation of the constants ofmotionpv 
is most easily found for a situation in which Av = 0 in some 
regions of space-time. In these regions Pv = Pv' For wave
fields of infinite extension like a monochromatic plane wave 
p is equal to the average particle momentum (up to an addi
tive constant). 

Let us now tum to the nonrelativistic limit of our the
ory. It is convenient to start from the equivalent, six-dimen
sional canonical formualtion, in which the total energy 
E = cPo is used as a Hamiltonian. E is obtained by solving 
Eq. (2) for Po in terms of the remaining variables. In a gauge 
where Ao = 0 we obtain 

E = (m 2c4 + 2mc2H)1/2, 

H= _1 ± (po -~A a)2. 
2m a~ I C 

(10) 

The integration variable associated with E is just the canoni
cally conjugate variable t = xO/c, and the resulting equa
tions of motion are equivalent to Eq. (1). 

Note that for the Hamiltonian equations of motion to 
have their usual form momentapa = - Pa; a = 1,2,3; must 
be used in the six-dimensional formulation. This is consis
tent with Eqs. (1). 

In the nonrelativistic limit H is much smaller than the 
rest energy mc2 on the whole trajectory. By expanding E to 
lowest order, H becomes the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian 
and is equal to the kinetic energy 

3 ( e)2 3 I pa - -A a = m 2c2 I (wa)2 = m 2c2, 
a~1 C a~1 

(Ila) 

() = vlc<l; E-:::~mc2 + H. (lIb) 

Condition ( 11 b) puts restrictions on the values of parameters 
Pa,a = 1,2,3 and on the magnitude of the vectorpotentialA. 
Let us assume that A is periodic without constant compo
nent, and fix our frame of reference and gauge such that 

In this case PI = P I and P2 = P2 are constants, and from Eqs. 
(5) and (II) we obtain 

(p)2 = (pl)2 + (p2)2<,()2m2c2, (12a) 

(elcfA 2 = (e/cf[(A 1)2 + (A 2f]<,()2mV, (12b) 

IB(p,t,6)I<,()2m2c2
, (12c) 

(p3f<,()2m 2c2. (12d) 

Equation (12d) is valid up to higher orders of () 2. If any of 
these conditions is violated the particle will assume relativis-
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tic velocities at some points on the corresponding trajector-
ies. 

As in the relativistic theory the momenta pi and p2 are 
constants of the motion, and we shall assume then to be fixed 
throughout the following discussion 

(13) 

In order to maintain a clear distinction we have denoted the 
nonrelativistic constants, although equal in magnitude to 
their relativistic counterparts by the new letter r P• Under the 
above assumption the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian H de
scribes the motion of a one-dimensional mass point in the 
time dependent potential - B (r,t,6 )Im, 

H=_I_ I (r P f+_I_(p3)2-l.B(r,ifJ). (14) 
2m P~ 1,2 2m m 

The rate of change of the phase ifJ along the trajectory is given 
by 

(ISa) 

Note that ~ is no longer a constant of the motion. A constant 
of the motion is 

Co = H - p3C, (ISb) 

which may be obtained from the relativistic constant ofmo
tion (k-p) by expanding the latter to first order in () 2. This 
situation occurs in all orders of approximation. If the relativ
istic Hamiltonian is expanded to order 2n in (), the resulting 
equations of motion are correct to order 2n - 1, while the 
constants of motion coincide with the relativistic constants 
of motion up to order 2n. This shows that it is not possible to 
approximate the relativistic dynamics consistently in any 
finite order of expansion. In fact one can argue that the addi
tional term H in Eq. (ISb) represents a second order relativis
tic correction to the term pc, which should be dropped since 
the equations of motion are correct only to first order. While 
this is not a self-consistent procedure within the framework 
of the nonrelativistic theory, it is consistent from the point of 
view of the relativistic theory, and is justified as a valid ap
proximation for ()<I, which is the range of validity ofthe 
nonrelativistic formulation. It is instructive at this point to 
push the nonrelativistic theory beyond its limits, and change 
to a comoving frame of reference, in which the phase of the 
radiation field is constant, corresponding to an observer 
moving at the speed oflight. While this is not possible in the 
relativistic theory (unless we consider a dielectric medium of 
refractive index larger than unity, see Ref. 14), it is a perfect
ly consistent formal possibility in the nonrelativistic theory. 
The corresponding time dependent canonical transforma
tion from variables x 3 and p3 to new variables x' and p' is 
generated by the function F (Ref. 15, Chap. 8) 

F(p',x3) =p'(X3-ct) +mcx3, (I6a) 

I aF 3 3 aF I 

x =-=x -ct, P =-=p +mc. (I6b) 
ap' ax3 

The new time independent Hamiltonian H I is given by 

I aF 1 1 
H =H+-=H-p'c=-mc2+- I (rP)2 at 2 2m P~ 1,2 

+ _1_ (p') _l. B (r, - koX/) 
2m m 
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and isjust equal (up to a constant) to the constant of motion 
Co above. 

In the nonrelativistic regime proper we have 

(p'f/2m~mc2; (I/m)B_02mc2; 0<1. 

Hence, the kinetic energy term will always dominate the po
tential energy, leading to unbounded motion of the variable 
x' (which is proportional to the phase,p ). Ifwe allow the 
kinetic energy in the comoving frame to become small how
ever, bounded, oscillatory motion in the regions of negative 
potential energy will occur, corresponding to bound states in 
the quantum mechanical system. Of course this would corre
spond to relativistic velocities in the fixed frame of reference, 
and hence violate the nonrelativistic approximation. Let us 
finally introduce a momentum like constant of motion r in 
analogy with the relativistic case by putting 

Co =H _p3C = _1_ ± (r"f - rc. (17) 
2m a~ I 

The momentum p3 can be expressed in terms of r 
p3 = mc - ((mc - r)2 + 2B (r,,p ))1/2 

----r - (I/mclB (r,p). (IS) 

The last term ofEq. (IS) givesp3 to lowest order in 0 2, and is 
identical with the corresponding expansion of the relativistic 
expression [Eq. (7)]. This shows that r coincides with the 
relativistic constant p3 to lowest order in 0 2

• 

Equations (15a) and (IS) may be integrated to give the 
phase ,p and hence x3 and p3 as an explicit function of t. 

3. QUANTUM THEORY 

The Klein-Gordon equation for a scalar particle in the 
presence ofthe plane wave field Ap is 

HI/J = gl'V(pp - (e/c)Ap)(pv - (elc)Av)I/J = m2c2I/J, 

(19) 

The solution W of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation [Eq. (Sa)] 
also satisfies the wave equation 

gl'v ~ ~ W(x, p) = o. 
axil axv 

(20) 

In this case the WKB approximation gives an exact solution, 
and the vector parameter P is to be interpreted in terms of the 
asymptotic or average particle momentum as in the classical 
case: 

I/J(x, p) = e - iW(x.p)lli. (21) 

Furthermore, if the wavelength of the external radiation 
field is large compared to the Compton wavelength of the 
particle, 

ko -I>fz/mc, 

wavepackets can be constructed from the wavefunctions 
[Eq. (21)] for which the expectation value of the position 
operatorl6 moves along the classical trajectories defined by 
putting the classical constants of motion equal to their quan
tum mechanical expectation values. 

In the lowest order of the nonrelativistic approximation 
the parameter Po is expanded 
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1 
Po = (m2c2 +p2)1/2~mc + __ p2; p2 = L (PaI2. 

2mc a 

This gives for the phase W(x,p) of the wavefunction [Eq. 
(22)] (in a gauge where Ao = 0) 

W(x,p)~W(l)(x,p) = (mc + _1_p2)xo 
2mc 

1 i'kX
) + LPaxa+-- d,pB(p,,p). 

a mcko 4>0 
(22) 

After discarding the rest energy term mcxo we obtain the 
nonrelativistic wavefunction 

I/J(XU,t,p) = exp [ - ifz(_I_p2t + LPaxu 
2m U 

1 i 'kV

) )] +-- d,pB(p,,p). 
mcko 4>0 

(23) 

We shall show below that Eq. (23) is a valid approximation to 
an exact solution 7 of the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equa
tion under the conditions of Eqs. (12aH 12d). 

Let us now consider the nonrelativistic Schrodinger 
equation. Our construction of an exact solution will closely 
parallel the procedure adopted for the classical problem. The 
Schrodinger equation is 

ifz~I/J=HI/J, at 
H = _1 (p3)2 + _1 L (pa _ ~A U(,p ))2, 

2m 2m a= 1.2 C 

,p = ko(ct - x3). 

Since the vector potential A U does not depend on x I and 
x 2

, we can obtain solutions ofthe form 

(24) 

where X satisfies the Schrodinger equation with Hamilton
ianHo, 

ifz~x=HoX' at 
Ho = (l12m)(p3)2 + (I/2m) L (,P)2 - (I/mlB(r,,p). (25) 

fJ= 1,2 

Note that our momentum operators are defined in analogy 
with the classical momenta 

Aa A ·z a 123 P = - Pa = - lTI axa ' a = , , . 

The potential (I/mlB depends on t only via,p, hence a solu
tion can be obtained by a time dependent, unitary transfor
mation [compare Eq. (16)] 

X(x,t) = eili- • mcxX' (x - ct,t ) = [U (t )X'] (x,t ), (26) 

U(t)=eili-'mcXe-ili-'ctP; p=p3, x=x3. 

ifz ~ X = ifz ~ U (t lx' at at 
= U(t)[ cp + ifz ~ lx' = HUx'· 

It follows that X ' obeys the time independent Schrooinger 
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equation 

ifJ.E..- X' = [U-1HU - ep]x' = H'x', at 
H ' 1 A2 1 B( kO') =-p -- r,- x 

2m m 

+ _1_ L (,0)2 + ~ me2. 
2m p 2 

Solutions of Eq. (27) are of the fonn 

X'(x',t) = e-Hl-'E',X"(x'), 

(27a) 

(27b) 

H'X" =E'X". (28) 

The full wavefunction ¢ is then given by 

¢(x,t ) = exp [ ifJ - 1 ( L ,oxP 

+mex/':"~'t)] ·X"(x3-et). (29) 

For this wavefunction to describe a nonrelativistic particle, 
an appropriate range of energy eigenvalues E' for the Hamil
tonian H' must be chosen. Let us remember that in order to 
cancel the tenn linear inp in Eq. (24a) we had to boost the 
momentum to relativistic vlaues by p---+p + me [Eq. (26)]. 
Hence the energy E ' and the distribution of momentum asso
ciated with the wavefunction X " will be at relativistic values, 
also. It follows that the kinetic energy contribution to the 
Hamiltonian (27b) is much larger than the potential energy, 
resulting in unbounded states. Also in this situation the 
WKB approximation is valid. In this approximation the 
wave function ¢" is given by 

XWKB(X') = (k(X'))-1/2e -Hl-'K(X'), 

K(x') = iX' dt k(5) 

by 

= iX' dt(2mE' - ~ (,0)2 - m2e2 - 2B(r, - kOt)YI2. 

(30a) 

In view of transfonnation (26) we define a parameter ~ 

2mE' - L (,.e)2 - m2e2 = (me - ~)2; ~<me, (30b) 
p 

K(x') =(me - ~)x' - 1 ~ rx

' dt B(r, - kOt) 
me- Jo 

=(me - ~)x' + (lImek 0) floc} dt/J B (r,t/J). (30e) 

For the wavefunction ¢ we obtain finally the approximation: 

¢WKB(Xa,t) = eXP[ifJ-1Ctl ~xa - Et 

- m:k ° LIoc

} dt/J B (r,t/J )) ], (3Od) 

where E = (112m) l:! = 1 (~)2. This is identical to the nonre
lativistic limit [Eq. (24)] of the exact relativistic wavefunc
tion [Eq. (23)] if we put ~ = - Pa; a = 1,2,3. 

An analysis ofEq. (28) which is not based on the WKB 
approximation can be given along the following lines for a 
periodic external field. In this case solutions of Eq. (29) can 
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be obtained in the fonn 

X" (x') = e - HI- 'p'x' u(x'), (31a) 

where u is a periodic function. The wavefunction ¢ is then 
given by 

¢(xa,t) = eXP[i- 1
( L ,oxP 
p= 1,2 

+ (me - p')x3 - (E' - ep')t) ]U(X3 - et). (31b) 

The parameters (me - p') and (E' - ep') are the average 
three-component of momentum and energy of the particle in 
the state defined by wavefunction (31b). The conditions 

(me - p')<me, 

(E' - ep')<me (31c) 

have then to be taken into account in order to select the 
appropriate values of parameters p' and E ' for the solutions 
of Eq. (28). In the next section we discuss this procedure in 
detail for the case of a monochromatic plane wave of circular 
polarization, which leads to the well studied Mathieu equa
tion. 

4. CIRCULARLY POLARIZED RADIATION AND 
MATHIEU'S EQUATION 

For circularly polarized radiation the vector potential 
in Eq. (22) is given by 

A I(t/J) =A cos t/J, A 2(t/J) =A sin t/J, A3 = O. (32a) 

With rl = r cos a and r2 = r sin a we obtain for the potential 
(lIm)B in Eq. (27b): 

- (lIm)B(r,t/J) = (lIm)[ - ~ rA cos (t/J - a) + (e2/2c2)A 2]. 

(32b) 

Finally introducing the new variable z = (t/J - a)/2, we 
obtain Mathieu's equation from Eq. (28). 

d 2 

dr g(z) + (a - 2q cos 2z)g(z) = 0, (33a) 

g(z) =g( - [kOx' + a]/2) = X"(x'), (33b) 

a =~ [EI _~me2 __ I_r2 __ 1_ e
2 

A2] 
(fJk Of 2 2m 2m e2 

4 [ .. 1)2 e
2 2] =-- (me-r --A 

(fJkO)2 c' (33c) 

4 e 
q = - (fJk 0)2 ~ rA. (33d) 

Equations (30aH3Od) agree with Eqs. (7aH7e) of Ref. 7 if 
identify their quantity mVIl with our parameter ~. Note that 
~ has been defined by Eq. (30b). 

As is well known, solutions of Mathieu's equation are 
either stable, (i.e., bounded) or unstable, (i.e., unbounded), 
depending on the values of a and q. Figure 1 shows the re
gions of stability and instability in the q-a plane, known as 
the stability chart. Since unstable solutions are not accepta
ble as wavefunctions, the corresponding values of a (for giv
en q) and hence of ~ [Eq. (33c)] are "forbidden" for a quan
tum particle. For radiation at optical wavelengths (Il = 10-4 
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FIG. 1. Stability diagram for Mathieu's equation showing the two regions of 
interest: q/ a> 1 (region II) and q/ a < 1 (region I). Region I corresponds to the 
nonre1ativistic case. A blowup ofthe region where q, a::::; I is shown in Fig. 2. 

cm) and a particle of electronic mass we have 

a~1.7x 1011 >1, (34a) 

showing that we are in the asymptotic region a> 1. On the 
other hand we find for the ratio of q to a: 

/ erA (J2 1 
E = q a'" - -- ..;; <, 

m 2c3 
(34b) 

where we have used the condition (J 2 < 1. This shows that 
even for nonrelativistic velocities both a and q can be much 
larger than unity, their ratio however being fixed by Eq. 
(34b). The region in the stability chart of interest to us as 
given by Eqs. (34a)-(34b) is denoted by I in Fig. 1. 

As mentioned in Sec. 3 the WKB approximation is valid 
under these conditions. Since the WKB solutions are bound
ed for all values of the parameters a andq satisfying Eq. (34b) 
the forbidden regions have zero width in this approximation. 
On the other hand the expressions for the eigenvalues an(q) 
for periodic and antiperiodic solutions derived from the 
WKB approximation do reproduce the asymptotic form (for 
n--oo) of the known power series expansions I3

•
17 of an (q): 

i1r dz(an(q) - 2q cos 2z)1/2 = mr; an(O) = n2
• (35) 

In view ofthe asymptotic conditions Eq. (34a) and (34b) it is 
convenient to express an as a function of the ratio E: 

antE) = n2~/[f' dz(l - 2E cos 2z)1/2 r (36) 

Note that an (l) is an analytic function of E for lEI < 1/2. 
In order to obtain an estimate on the order of magni

tude of the "forbidden" regions we have to go beyond the 
WKB approximation. In fact the problem of energy gaps for 
Mathieu's equation is an area of current research. II

•
12 

In particular it has been shown 11.12 that for n--oo the 
width Ll n of the nth "forbidden" interval of the eigenvalue a 
leading to unstable solutions is given by 

Lln(q) = Con[4~2 r (37) 
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where Co is a numerical constant. On the other hand Ll n (q) is 
the difference between eigenvalues an (q) and b n (q) belonging 
to even and odd eigenfunctions, and Eq. (37) also gives the 
correct first term in the power series expansion of Ll n (q). For 
values of E such that q is within the radius of convergence of 
the corresponding power series we obtain the leading term of 
a power series expansion J n (E) with respect to E: 

(38) 

From Eqs. (38) and (33c) we obtain for the width of the 
corresponding forbidden region for ~ 

Ll~ = 1M (d4)n, n = ..[a. 
Since n~ 105 for optical frequencies this width is pro

portional to a very large power of the small parameter (J 2, 
and hence beyond the limit of accuracy of the nonrelativistic 
approximation. 

Let us mention that Eq. (37) was proven under the con-
dition 

Iql <~n. 
Since an ~n2 this limits the value of E to 

lEI..;; ..[a . 
2 

For optical frequencies this gives lEI < 10-5 which is an 
acceptable restriction. In the limit of low frequencies how
ever we would have to require that IEI-o, which appears to 
be an implausible result on physical grounds. We therefore 
conjecture that the power series for an (q) and bn (q) and hence 
for Ll n (q) have a radius of convergence proportional to n2

• 

This conjecture has been made before 13 as a result of numeri
cal studies. It implies that the corresponding power series 
expansions in E have a radius of convergence larger than 
some constant independent of n. This is supported by the 
WKB result [Eq. (36)] showing that for large n the radius of 
convergence is lEI = 1/2. 

Let us finally identify the region of validity of the 
asymptotic formulas for a employed in Ref. 7. This region is 
obtained for 

a < 21ql; lEI> 1/2, (39a) 

corresponding to states bound in the wells of the periodic 

UNSTABLE 

FIG. 2. Stability diagram for Mathieu's equation when a and q are small. 
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potential 2q cos 2z. For the low lying states the WKB ap
proximation again gives good results and one obtains for the 
first terms 

an(q) = - 21ql + 2(2n + 1) v'fqT, (39b) 

which is Eq. (10) of Ref. 7. 
Equation (39b) is just the energy spectrum ofthe har

monic oscillator corresponding to an expansion of the cosine 
in Eq. (33a) to lowest order. 

This shows that the region of validity of asymptotic for
mula (39b) (see Fig. 1) is given by 

la/2q + 11<1, 
which is clearly inconsistent with Eq. (34b). 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The nonrelativistic theory of a spinless quantum parti
cle moving in a plane wave electromagnetic field does pre
dict forbidden regions for the eigenvalues of some momen
tum like observable. No such region exists in the relativistic 
theory. 

The occurrence of such regions was shown to be an 
artifact of the nonrelativistic approximation. This artifact is 
introduced by the formal possibility of transforming to 
frames moving at the speed oflight in which the phase of the 
plane wave does not change in time. In these frames bound 
states of the particle are possible both in the classical and 
quantum theory. Since these particles would move at the 
speed of light in the original frame of reference, the corre
sponding states are clearly unphysical and violate the condi
tions of validity of the nonrelativistic approximation. 

The case of a monochromatic wave of circular polariza
tion leads to the well studied Mathieu equation. Recent re
sults on the gap asymptotics for this equation show that the 
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size of the forbidden regions in the momentum spectrum of 
the particle vanishes asymptotically like a very large power 
of the ratio of the particle velocity to the velocity of light. 
This result holds for those regions of the stability plane in 
which the conditions of validity of the nonrelativistic ap
proximation are satisfied. Asymptotic expressions for the 
spectrum considered before in the literature are shown to be 
restricted to regions where these conditions are violated and 
which correspond to unphysical bound states. 
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In this paper, we apply the spinor wave optics to light beam propagation in a strong turbulent 
medium. Using the Markov technique, we give the equations for the mutual coherence 4-vector 
Fp, (z; PI' P2)' p, = 0,1,2,3, whose third component r3(z; PI' P2) is the usual mutual coherence 
function (the three other components have to do with the Poynting vector). Then, scaling 
transverse and longitudinal distances by the beam waist {do and diffraction length I, respectively, 
an expansion procedure in powers of {dol -I is developed. The zeroth-order approximation is 
discussed, and it is shown that this approximation gives the same mutual coherence function as 
the paraxial optics. The case of a plane wave is also considered. 

PACS numbers: 42.20.Ee 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We recently developed, 1.2 for light propagation in iso
tropic media, a spinor theory simpler than Maxwell's theory 
and taking into account polarization contrary to the scalar 
theory. 

Here, in the framework of this theory and using the 
Markov method,3 we consider the mutual coherence func
tion for a light beam in a strong turbulent medium while, in a 
second paper, we discuss the intensity covariance function. 

We shall see that one is lead to a mutual coherence 4-
vector, and we give the system of equations for this 4-vector. 
A zeroth-order approximation to the solution of this system 
is obtained using the parameter {dol - • , where {do is the beam 
waist and I the diffraction length. For the mutual coherence 
function this approximate solution is also the solution of the 
usual parabolic equation. This result should not come as a 
surprise since Lax et al.,4 using an expansion procedure in 
powers of (dol - ., proved that the parabolic equation is a ze
roth order approximation to Maxwell's equations. We also 
discuss the case of plane waves. 

We first sum up the main points of the spinor wave 
formalism, and we start with both spinor equations 

[iujaj + Kon(X)]t/I(X) = 0, (la) 

t/I+(X) [ - iujaj + Kon(X)] = 0, i = 1/ - 1. (lb) 

tP(X) and its Hermitian conjugate t/I+(X) are two component 
spinors, Ko is the wavenumber, nIX) the refractive index, Jj , 
j = 1,2,3, the derivative with respect to xj , the uj's are the 
Pauli matrices, x denotes an arbitrary point in R3

, and we use 
the summation convention. 

Then the intensity I (X) and the Poynting vector Pj(X), 
j = 1,2,3, are defined by the relations 

J (X) = t/I+(X)tP(X), Pj(X) = t/I+(X)ujt/l(X), j = 1,2,3, 
(2a) 

and a simple calculation gives 

Pj(X)pj(X) = J2(X). (2b) 

Now we would like to obtain the average intensity 
(J (X), where the angle brackets ( ) denote an ensemble 

average for a light beam propagating along the Oz direction 
in a turbulent medium characterized by a refractive index 
nIX) with 

nIX) = 1 +p,(X), 1p,(X) I <1, (3a) 

where p,(X) is a Gaussian random field with zero mean 
(p,(X) = 0 and with correlation function (for a beam propa
gating along Oz) 

Bn (x,x') = (p,(Xlu(X') = An (p - p')8(z - z'), x = (p,z). 
(3b) 

Here 8 (z) is the Dirac distribution while P denotes the trans
verse coordinates (x, y). According to (2a), one has 

(Pj(z,P.) = (t/I+(z,P.lujt/l(z,p.l) 

= lim (t/I+(Z,P2)Uj t/l(Z,P.), j = 1,2,3 
Pz---P. 

where (t/I+(Z,P2)tP(Z,P.l) and (t/I+(Z,P2)Uj t/l(Z,p) are, re
spectively, the scalar and vector mutual coherence 
functions. 

As previously stated, we give in this paper the system of 
equations for the 4-vector (t/I+(z, P2)Up, tP(z, p.l), p, = 1,2,3 
(uo is the 2X2 identity matrix), and we then discuss an ap
proximate solution of these equations; but we first start with 
the calculation of the coherent intensity that is, according to 
(2a), 

Jc(P,z) = (t/I+(z,p) (t/I(z,p) (4) 

in order to illustrate the Markov technique in the case of the 
spinor formalism. 

II. COHERENT INTENSITY 

The functional (or variational derivativef is an essential 
tool of the Markov technique; we shall assume that the func
tional derivative has all the properties of the ordinary deriva
tive, in particular with respect to its definition for an infinite 
interval and for differentiation under the integral sign. We 
shall also assume that all the functionals we used have all the 
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properties of differentiation needed to make our calculations 
valid. We intend to discuss these points in a forthcoming 
paper. 

Let us then take the ensemble average ofEq. (la) [one 
has similar computations with Eq. (lb)]; we get 

(iajaj + Ko)(tP(z, p) + Ko( J.l(z, p)tP(z, p) = 0, (5) 

where we used (3a). SinceJ.l(X) is Gaussian, we may use the 
Novikov-Furutsu formula6 

( J.l(z, p)t/J(z, p) 

= I dz' dp' (J.l(z,p}J.l(z,p') (~~::~\) 

=Idz'6(z-Z')IdP'An(P-P') ( 6t/J(z,p)) 
6J.l(z', p') 

= I dp' An (p - p') (6t/J(Z, p) ), (6) 
6J.l(z, p') 

where 6t/J/6J.l is a variational derivative and Eq. (5) becomes 

(iajaj + Ko)(t/J(X) + Ko I dp' An(P _ p') (6tP(z,P)) 
6J.l(z, p') 

=0. (5') 

To compute the last term on the left-hand side of(5'), we 
write (la) in the following form where the Greek indices take 
the values 1,2 while the summation convention is used: 

ia3a3t/J(X) + (icrzaa + Ko)t/J(X) + KoJ.l(X)t/J(X) = 0, a3 = !...., 
az 

and by integrating with respect to z from z = 0 to z, it 
becomes 

ia3! t/J(z,p) - t/J(O,p)1 + (icrzaa + Ko) f t/J(t,p) dt 

+ Ko f J.l(t, p)t/J(t, p) dt = 0 

Now we take the variational derivative of this last relation, 

. 6t/J(z, p) ('crza K ) 6 lZ .1,(1" ) dl" 
za3 ~ ( ') + Z a + 0 ~ ( ') 'I'~, P ~ 
~~p ~~p 0 

6 lZ + Ko £ ( ') J.l(t, p)tP(t, p) dt = 0 
UJ.l z, p 0 

(7) 

and let z' -+Z. Neglecting the backscattering from J.l(z', p') in 
the region z' > z, one has 

6tP(z,p) =0 if z'>z' 
6J.l(z', p') , 

(8) 

then the second term on the left-hand side of (7) becomes 

6 lZ ./JI" ) dl" - iZ 
6tP(t, p) dl" 

£ (") 'I'\~,p ~ - £ (' ') ~, UJ.lZ,P 0 z' uJ.lz,p 
which gives 

. 6 iZ 

hm " t/J(t,p)dt=O. 
z~z' 6J.l(z, p) 0 

(7') 

Let us now consider the last term on the left-hand side of (7) 
and let L (z) be: 

L (z) = f J.l(t, p)tP(t, p) dt· (9) 

Using the Heaviside function H (z - t), we write this 
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expression 

L(z) = L'" dt I:oo dp"[H(z-t)c5(p-p"}J.l(t,p")t/J(t,p")], 

where 6 (p) is the Dirac distribution. Now we use the follow
ing result6

: If one has 

L (z) = r F (z,s, J.l(S )) ds, 

then the variational derivative of L with respect to J.l is 

_6L_(_z) = _6F--,(....:..z,z.....:',.!-J.l.:.-(z'..:.:..)) 
6J.l(z') 6J.l(z') 

(10) 

Using this last result, (9) becomes 

6L (z) = H (z _ z')6( p - p')t/J(z', p') + 10
00 

ds 
6J.l(z', p') Jo 

xI: 00 dp"[H(z - s)6(p -p"}J.l(s,p") 

x 6tP(5,P")] 
6J.l(z', p') , 

and using (8) together with H (0) = !, one obtains 

lim 6L,(z), = !6(p -p')t/J(z,p'). (7") 
z~z' 6J.l(z, p ) 

Substituting (7') and (7") into (7) gives 

6t/J(z,p) = !iKoU36(p - p')t/J(z,p'), (11) 
6J.l(z', p') 

which implies 

( 6tP(z,p)) = !iKoU36(p -p')(t/J(z,p'). 
6J.l(z, p') 

Taking (11') into account, Eq. (5') becomes 

(ioiaj + Ko)(t/J(X) + FK~a3 

xI dp' 6(p -p')An(P -p')(t/J(z,p') = 0; 

that is, 

(11') 

[oia j - iKo + !K~a~n(O)] (t/J(z,p) = O. (12) 

Together with the boundary condition at z = 0, 

(t/J(O,p) = t/Jo(p), (12') 

Eq. (12) completely determines the coherent field (t/J(z, p). 
The solution of (12) can be obtained by writing 

(t/J(z,p) = <P(z,p)e- aoZ (13) 

where the attenuation constant a o is 

a o = !K~An(O). (13') 

Substituting (13) into (12) shows that <P (z, p) is the field in free 
space satisfying 

(aja) - iKo)<P (z,p) = O. (13") 
Remark: Starting from Eq. (lb), one obtains similar re

sults for t/J+(z, p): 

(t/J+(z,p) = <P +(z,p)e- aoZ, <P +(z,p)(aJa) + iKo) = O. 

We now have to discuss the fact that the light beam is 
propagating along the Oz axis, which implies in free space 

Pa(X) = 0, a = 1,2, /(X) = IP3(X) I (14) 
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Now let t/JI, t/J2 be the two components ofthe spinor t/J,i/JI' i/J2 
their complex conjugate. From the representation of the 
Pauli matrices! 

~J 
(15) 

we get 

PI(i} = i/J1(X)t/J2(X) + i/J2(X)t/J1(i}, 

P1(i} = - i(i/JI(X)t/Jli) - i/J2(X)t/J1(X))' 

P3(i} = i/J1(X)t/JI(X) - i/J2(i}t/J2(X)' 
(15') 

I (i) = i/J I (i}t/J I (X) + i/J2(X)t/J2(i), 

and the relations (14) imply t/J2(X) = i/J2(i} = O. 
The generalization of(14) to the coherent field in a ran

dom medium is 

Pa,e(X) = 0, a = 1,2, Ie (X) = IP3,e(i}I, (16) 

which leads to (t/J2(i}) = (i/J2(i}) = 0; that is, from (13), 
<P2(i} = qJ2(X) = 0, where <PI and <P2 are the two components 
of the spinor CPo 

Using this last result together with Eqs. (13) and (14), 
one obtains for the coherent intensity 

Ie(P,z) = 1<pI(p,zWe- 2a .. , (17) 

which is similar to the expression supplied by the parabolic 
equation6 

Ie (p,z) = !U (p,zWe - 2a .. , 

where U (p,z) is a solution of the scalar equation 
(2iKo a/az + aaaa)U(p,z) = O. 

This result should not come as a surprise since both 
coherent fields cP and U are solutions of a first-order differ
ential equation (with respect to z) which is charcteristic of a 
first order Markov process. Thus the coherent intensity can 
be considered as the autocorrelation function of a stationary 
Gauss-Markov process with power spectral density p(cv), 

p(cv) = 4a~/(CV2 + 4a~), a2 = 1<pI(p,zW 

[resp. a2 = !U(p,zW]; 

the random medium acts as a band pass filter with band
width 2ao. 

Remark: Many people use, instead of Bn (x,i"), the cor
relation function 

B£(x,.i') = (e(i},e(.i') = ~(z - z')A£( p,p'), 

where €(X) is the dielectric constant and one has 

B£(x,i") = 4B,,(x,.i'), ao = !K~A,,(O) = lK~A£(O). 

We shall now consider the mutual coherence 4-vector. 

III. EQUATION FOR THE MUTUAL COHERENCE 4-
VECTOR 

A. Notation 

In order to simplify later computations, we use the fol
lowing notation: starting with the current 4-vector, 

714 

Z", (z; PI' P2) = t/J+(z, Pz)u3u", t/J(z, pd, p, = 0,1,2,3, 
(18) 
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we define the functionals 

r",(Z;PI,Pl) = (t/J+(Z,P2)U3U",t/J(Z,PI)' p, = 0,1,2,3, 
(19) 

with 

UI• = IUo,uj J, p, = 0,1,2,3, j = 1,2,3. 

According to these conventions, the scalar mutual coher
ence function is 

(19') 

[the usual notation 3,6 is r (z; PI' P2) while the transverse com
ponents of the mutual coherence vector are r a (z; PI' P2)' 
a = 1,2, and the longitudinal component ro(z; PI' P2)]' 

B. Fundamental equations 

We start with Eq. (la) written for x = XI and Eq. (lb) 
written for X = x2: 

[iuja] + Kon(x.) ]t/J(x.) = 0, 

t/J+(x2) [ - iuiJJ + Kon(x2)] = 0; 

the notations a], JJ are obvious. 

(20a) 

(20b) 

Let us first mUltiply (20a) on the left by t/J+(X2)U3 and 
(20b) on the right by u3t/J(x.); one has 

it/J+(x2)upia]t/J(xl ) + Kon(xl )t/J+(X1)U3t/J(XI) = 0 

and 

- iJjt/J+(X2)UiU3t/J(XI) + Kon (xz)t/J + (X2)U3t/J(XI) = O. 

for z = Z I = Z2' these equations become 

it/J+(Z'P2l(! t/J(Z,PI)) + it/J+(Z,p2)U3~a~t/J(Z'PI) 
+ Kon(z, p.)Zo(z; PI' P2) = 0, 

( - i ! t/J+(Z, P2))t/J(Z, PI) - iJ;t/J+(Z'P2)~U3t/J(Z,P.) 
+ Kon(z, P2)ZO(Z; PI' P2) = 0; 

substracting the second equation from the first one and aver
aging, we get 

i!... r 3(z; PI' P2) + i(a~ - a! )ra(z; PI' P2) 
az 

+ Ko([p,(z, p.) - p,(z, P2)]ZO(Z; PI' P2) = 0, (21) 

where we used the relation UaU3 + U3Ua = 0, a = 1,2. In 
Eq. (21) a ~ and a! denote the derivatives with respect to 
x I' YI and X2' Y2' respectively. Now, to compute the lastterm 
on the left-hand side of(21), we still use the Novikov-Fur
utsu formula 

( p,(z,pdZo(z;PI,P2) 

= f dpj A"(PI_pj)(~~~~~~j~2)) 
with 

~Zo(z; PI' P2) 
~p,(z,p; ) 
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from (18); then using (11) and averaging, 

/ oZo(z; PI' P2)) = _ ~iKoO( P2 - pi )r3(z; PI' pi) 
\ o,u(z,pi) 

+!iKoO(PI-pi)F3(Z;P2,pd (23) 

Substituting (23) into (22) gives: 

(,u(z, PI)ZO(Z; PI' P2) 

= !iKo[An(O) -An(PI - P2)]r3(Z;PI,P2)' (24a) 

By interchangingpl andp2 in (22) and taking the Hermitian 
conjugate, we get 

(,u(z, P2)Z 0+ (z; P2, PI) 

=fd ' A ( _') (OZO+(Z;P2,PI)), 
PI n P2 PI ~ ( ') o,u Z,PI 

and, since, according to (18), one has Z 0+ (z; P2' PI) 
= Zo(z; PI' P2)' the last relation becomes 

(,u(z, P2)ZO(Z; PI' P2) 

= f dpi An(P2 -pi) (O~~~~~'i~2)). (22') 

Substituting (23) into (22'), we get 

(,u(z, P2)ZO(Z; PI' P2) 

= - ~iKo[An(O) -An(P2 - pd]r3(z;PI,P2) 

and, assuming An(PI - P2) =An(P2 - pd, 

(,u(z, P2)ZO(Z; PI' P2) 

= - ~iKo[An(O) -An(PI - P2)]r3(Z;PI,P2)' (24b) 

Using (24a) and (24b), Eq. (21) becomes 

(~ + K~ [An(O) -An(PI - P2)] )r3(Z;PI,P2) 

(25) 

This is the first equation for the mutual coherence 4-
vector. We now multiply (20a) on the left by t/!{x2) and (20b) 
on the right by r/t(xd. For z = Zl = Z2' one has 

ir/t+(Z'P2)U3(~ r/t(Z,PI)) + ir/t+(Z,p2)a"a~r/t(z,pd 
+ Kon(z, pdr/t+(z, P2)r/t(Z, PI) = 0, 

- ;(~ r/t+(Z,P2))U3r/t(Z,Pd - ia!r/t+(Z,P2)a"r/t(z,pd 

+ Kon(z, P2)r/t+(Z, P2)t/!{Z, PI) = 0; 

subtracting the second equation from the first one and aver
aging, one obtains 

i ~rO(Z;PI'P2) + i(a~ + a!)(r/t+(z,P2)a"t/!{z,pd) 
az 

+ Ko([,u(z, pd - ,u(z, P2)]Z3(Z; PI' P2) = 0. (26) 

The last term on the left-hand side of(26) is computed as for 
Eq. (21); wejust have to interchange the couples (Zo,r3) and 
(Z3,rO)' Still assuming An (PI - P2) = An (P2 - PI)' one has 

([,u(z, ptl- ,u(z, P2)]Z3(Z;PI' P2) 

= iKo[An(O) -An(PI - P2)]rO(Z;PI,P2)' 

Now according to the Pauli algebra, one has 
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(26') 

Ua = iEafJ~UP, a,/3 = 1,2, 

Ell = E22 = 0, EI2 = - E21 = 1, 

which implies 

(r/t+(Z,P2)a" t/!{z, PI) = i~P r p(Z;PI,P2)' 

Using (26') and (26"), Eq. (26) becomes 

(:z +K~[An(O)-An(PI- P2l1)rO(Z;PI,P2) 

+ i~p(a~ + a!)rp(z;PI> P2) = 0. 

(27) 

(26") 

(28) 

This is the second equation for the mutual coherence 4-
vector. To obtain the last two equations, we multiply (20a) on 
the left by r/t+ (x2)U a' a = 1,2, and (20b) on the right by 
Ua r/t(xd, a = 1,2. For z = Zl = Z2' we get 

ir/t+(Z'P2)UaU3(~ r/t(Z,PI)) + ir/t+(Z'P2)UaUpa~t/!{Z'PI) 
+ Kon(z,pdr/t+(Z,P2)Uar/t(z,pd = 0, 

- i(~ r/t+(z, P2))UPa t/!{z, PI) - i~t/!{z, P2)aPUa t/!{z, pd 

+ Kon(z, P2)r/t+(Z, P2)Ua t/!{z, pd = 0, a = 1,2; 

summing these two equations, averaging, and using the fol
lowing relations, 

UaU3 + U3Ua = 0, uaup = oaP + iEapU3, a, /3 = 1,2, 

one obtains 

- i ~ra(Z;PI'P2) + i(a~ - a~)F3(Z;PI,P2) 
az 

- E!:(a~ + ~)FO(Z;PI'P2) + 2iKoE!:rp(Z;PI,P2) 

+ iKoE!:( [ ,u(z, pd + ,u(z, P2) ]Zp(z; PI' P2) = 0, 

(27') 

a = 1,2. (29) 

The last term on the left-hand side of (29) is computed as 
previously, 

(,u(z, pdZp(z; PI' P2) 

= f dpi An (PI - pi) (OZp(Z; PI' P2)) , /3 = 1,2 (30) 
o,u(z,pi) 

with 

OZp(Z;PI,P2) 

O,u(z,pi) 
= Or/t+(Z,P2) UPpr/t(z,pd 

O,u(z,pi) 

+ r/t+(Z,P2)UPP ot/!{z,pd 
O,u(z,pi) 

= - ~iKoO(P2 - pi )r/t+(z,pi )upt/!{z,pd 

+ !iKoO(PI -pi)r/t+(Z,P2)UPpu3r/t(z,pi) 

= - ~iKoO(P2 - pi )r/t+(z,pi )upt/!{z,pd 

- ~iKoO(pl -pi)r/t+(Z,P2)Upt/!{z,pi), 

/3 = 1,2. 
from (11) and (18). Using (27) and averaging, we get 

(
OZP(Z;PI,P2)) 

o,u(z,pi) 

= !KoEHo(P2 - pi )Fr(z;PI,pi) + O(PI -pi )Fr(z;pi ,P2)]' 

/3 = 1,2. (30') 
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Substituting (30') into (30) gives 

( f-l(Z,PI)Zp(Z;PI,P2) 

= ~OE~ [An (0) + An(PI - P2)]Fy (z;PI,P2)' 

/3 = 1,2. (31a) 

By interchangingpi andp2 in (30) and taking the Hermitian 
conjugate, we get 

(f-l(z, P2)Z p+ (z; P2, pd) 

= f d ' A ( -') (OZ p+ (z; P2' Pd) /3 1 2 PI n P2 PI £ ( , , =" 
Uf-l Z, f-ll) 

but according to (18), one has 

Zp+(z;P2,pd = -Zp(Z;PI,P2)' /3= 1,2. 

Thus the last relation becomes 

then using (30') together with the assumption An (PI - P2) 
=An(P2 - pd, we get 

(f-l(z, P2)Zp (z; PI' P2) 

= ~oE~[An(O) +An(PI -P2)]Fy(z;PI,P2)' 

/3 = 1,2 . (31b) 

Substituting (31a) and (31b) into (29) and using the relation 

EtE~ = -o~, a,r= 1,2 

one obtains 

{! + K6 [An (0) +An(PI -P2)] }Fa(Z;PI,P2) 

(32) 

- (a~ - a;)F3(z;PI,P2) - iEt(a~ + J2p)FO(Z;PI,P2) 

- 2KoEtFp(z;PI,P2) = 0, a = 1,2. (33) 

This completes the system of equations for the mutual coher
ence 4-vector. If we set 

F(pi -P2) =K6 [An (0) -An(PI -P2)]' 

G(PI -P2) =K6 [An (0) +An(PI -P2)]' 
a a 

Df =- +F(PI-P2)' Dg =-+ G(PI-P2)' 
az az 

Equations (25), (28), and (33) become 

Df F 3 + (a ~ - a~)Fa = 0, 

DfFo + i~p(a~ + a;)Fp = 0, 

Dg Fa - (a~ - a~ )F3 - iEt(a~ + a~)Fo - 2KoEtFp 

=0, a=I,2 

(34) 

(35a) 

(35b) 

(35c) 

where to simplify we did not write the argumentsz,PI andp2' 
These equations can still be put in a more compact form. 
Indeed, using the definition (27) of EaP' we can explicitly 
write Eqs. (35) as 
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Df F 3 + (a~ - a;)FI + (a! - a;)F2 = 0, 

DfFo + i(a~ + a;)F2 - i(a! + a;)F1 = 0, 

(36a) 

(36b) 

Dg FI - 2KoF2 - (a~ - a;)F3 - i(a! + a;)Fo = 0, 
(36c) 
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Dg F2 + 2KoFi - (a! - a;)F3 + i(a~ + a;)Fo = O. 
(36d) 

Let us now introduce the following functionals: 

A (z; PI' P2) = F 3(z; PI' P2) + Fo(z; PI' P2) 

= 2(¢I(Z,P2)tPl(z,pd), 

B(Z;PI,P2) = F 3(z;PI,P2) - F O(Z;PI,P2) 

= 2(¢2(Z,P2)tP2(Z,pd), 

fl (Z;PI,P2) = F I(z;PIIP2) + iF2(z;PI,P2) 

= 2(¢I(Z,P2)tP2(Z,pd), 

ll(Z;PI,P2) = F I(z;PI,P2) - iF2(z;PI,P2) 

= - 2(¢2(Z, P2)tPl(Z, PI), 

which satisfy the obvious relations 

(37a) 

(37b) 

(37c) 

(37d) 

A (Z;PI,P2) =.1 (Z;P2,PI)' E(Z;PI,P2) =E(Z;P2,pd, 

fl (Z;PI,P2) = - h(Z;P2,pd, (38) 

where the tilde denotes complex conjugation. 
Then, summing and substracting successively (36a) and 

(36b), we get 

DfA + (a~ - ia!)fl - (a; + ia;)ll = 0, 

Df B + (a~ + ia!).ll - (a; - ia;)fl = O. 

The same operations made with (36c) and (36d) give 

(Dg - 2iKo)ll - (a~ - ia!)E + (a; - ia;)A = 0, 

(D g + 2iKo)fl - (a~ + ia!)A + (a; + ia;)E = O. 

Let us now introduce the spinors X and Yand the derivative 

operators Va and Va, a = 1,2: 

X=(~), Y=(~, 
Va = a~ - a;UII Va = (a~ + a;ud, a = 1,2; (39) 

then the last four equations take the simple form 

DfX + Va~Y=O, 
(Dg - 2iKo( 3)Y - ~V aX = O. 

(40a) 

(40b) 

Let uAs note that the operators Va and U a' Va and U a' and Va 
and Va do not commute. 

IV. SOLUTIONS FOR THE MUTUAL COHERENCE 4-
VECTOR 

A. Approximation by a perturbation method 

Multiplying (40a) by 2iKoU3' taking2iKoU3Y from (40b), 

and using the relation u 3V a~ = - V a~u3' we get 
• A P A 

21KoU3Df+(Va~U Vp)X=Va~DgY, (41) 

but from the relation uaup = oa{3 + iEa{3U3, a,/3 = 1,2, we 
deduce 

A p A .-.an;, 
Va~UPVp =Oa VaVp +ie'vau 3Vp 

p A .-.an;, A 

= 0 a Va V p + ie~ Va V pU3. 

The second term on the right-hand side of the last relation is 
zero (antisymmetry of Eap) and from the definition (39) of the 
operators Va and Va' one has 

V ~uPV =alaa,l_a2aa,2=~ -~ 
a fJ a a 1 2' 

where ~ denotes the transverse Laplacian operator. So Eq. 
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(41) becomes 

(2iKcP3Dr +.1 I - .1 2)X = VacT'Dg Y. (41') 

To obtain the solutions ofEqs. (40b) and (41'), we now intro
duce the dimensionless coordinates previously used by Lax 
et a/.4 Considering Gaussian-like beams, there exists some 
characteristic width CiJo in the transverse dimension while the 
diffraction length / is characteristic of the longitudinal direc
tion, and one has 

I = KoliJ~, E = CiJol- I <1. (42) 

Let S, 'T/, and ~ be the dimensionless coordinates 

S = XCiJo- 1, 'T/ = YCiJo- I, ~ = Z/-I; (43) 

we denote by T the couple (S,'T/) and by.1 0, V~, and V~, the 
dimensionless derivative operators while one has 

F(pi -P2)-FO(TI - T2), G(PI -P2)-GO(TI - T2), 
(43') 

X (z; PI' P2}-XO(~;TI,T2)' Y(z; PI' P2)-yO(~,TI,T2)' 
Then using (43) and (43'), Eqs. (41') and (40b) become 

[2iKcP3(~~ +FO) + _1_(.1? -.1 ~)]xo 
/ a~ CiJ~ 

= _1_ VOcT',(~~ + GO)Yo 
CiJo a I a~ , 

-- + - 2,Kou3 Y = -cT' a , (
1 a GO . ) ° 1 VOXO 
I a~ CiJo 

where we used definition (34) of Dr and Dg • Taking (42) into 
account, we get 

(2iU3 :~ + 2ilu3Fo +.1 ? -.1 ~ )xo 
= EVo cT'(~ + IG 0) yO 

a a~ , (44a) 

(L~ + r.' TO)YO = -LlVOXO TO GO 2'K 
<:; a~ ""0 U a' = - I ou3• 

(44b) 

We first have to justify the way we write the right-hand side 
of (44a), which implies that EllGol is a quantity of order E. 
Indeed, from definition (34) of the G function, one has 

IGO = IKHA ~(O) - A ~h - T2)] 

<2/K~A ~(O) = 4/ao, 

where a o is the attenuation coefficient defined in Sec. II. But 
one has6 

where in strong turbulence the structure constant C~ and 
the outer scale of turbulence Lo are about 10- 14_10- 15 

m -2/3 and 10 m, respectively. Taking Ko = 21TX 10-5 m - 1, 
CiJo = 10-2 m this leads to a o::dO-2-1O- 3 m- I so that, for 
1~60 m, EI/G °1 is actually of order E. 

Since E< 1, this suggests looking for the solution ofEqs. 
(44a) and (44b) by a perturbation technique, but we have to be 
cautious because, in (44b), E is mUltiplying the highest de
rivative of z. Following a suggestion from Latta/ we set for 
yO 
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yO(~;TI,T2) = UO(~;TI,T2) + exp( - CiJoTo~ IE) 
X [yO(0;TI,T2) - UO(0;TI,T2)] 

UO(~;TI,T2) = f €"U~(~;TI,T2)' 
n=O 

while, f~r XO, one has 

XO(~;TI,T2) = f €"X~(~;TI,T2)' 
n=O 

Substituting (45) into (44) gives, to zeroth order, 

(45a) 

(45b) 

(2iU3 ~ + 2ilu3Fo +.1 ? -.1 ~ )xg = 0, (46a) 

CiJoToUg = cT'V~xg (46b) 

and, to any order n > 0, 

(2iU3 :~ + 2ilu3Fo +.1 ? -.1 ~ )x~ 

= Vo cT'(~ + IGO)YO (47a) 
a a~ n-I' 

WoToU~ = cT'V~X~ - :~ U~ _ I' (47b) 

In this paper we do not discuss the convergence of the power 
series (45a), (45b), and we only consider the zeroth-order 
approximation. 

B. Zeroth-order approximation to solution 

Let us now come back to the Cartesian coordinates 
x, y,z: using definition (34) of the F function and definition 
(39) of the spinor X, we get from (46a) 

( 2iKo ~ +.1 1-.12 + 2iK~ [An (0) - An(PI - P2)]) 

XAo(z; PI' P2) = 0, (48a) 

( 2iKo :z +.12 -.11 + 2iK~ [An (0) -An(PI -P2)]) 

XEo(Z;PI,P2) = O. (48b) 

We see at once that (48a) is the exact equation supplied 
by the parabolic equation6 for the scalar mutual coherence 
function r 3p [in agreement with (19), we denote this function 
by r 3p ratherthanr; the indexp reminds us of its origin). As 
said in the Introduction, this result agrees with the fact 
proved by Lax et al. 4 that the parabolic equation is the zeroth 
order approximation to Maxwell's equations. 

Remark: Eq. (48a) is often written with the correlation 
function Ae (PI - P2)' and, as already noted in Sec. II, one 
hasAn(p) = 4Ae(P)' 

The solutions of (48a) are well known6
; in terms of the 

coordinates 

P=~(PI +P2)' r=PI-P2, 

which lead to 

(49) 

a la a a la a 
- = -- + -, - = -- - -. (49') 
ap I 2 ap ar ap2 2 ap ar 

One obtains for the functional Ao(z; p,r): 

Ao(z;p,r) = J Mo(O,x,r - xzlKo) exp[ix·p - H(z;x,r)] dX 

(50a) 
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with 

and 

Mo(O;x,r) = ~ f Ao(O; p,r)e - iX'p dp 
(21T) 

(SOb) 

H(z;x,r)=K~ f [An(O)-An(r-Xz'/Ko)]dz'. (SOc) 

In these expressions, Ao(O;p,r) is the boundary condition at 
z = O,X isa two-dimensional vector dual top (with respectto 
the Fourier transform), and X·P is the scalar product of both 
vectors X and p. 

Since one has An (PI - P2) = An (P2 - pd, one easily 
sees that we pass from (48a) to (48b) by interchanging the 
couple (PI,P2) into (P2'P.), that is (p,r) into (p, - r); this 
gives, for ':o(z; p,r), 

':o(z; p,r) = f No(O;X, - r - Xz/ Ko) 

Xexp[ix·p - H(z;p, - r)] dX, (Sla) 

No(O;x,r) = ~f':o(0;p,r)e-2iX'PdP' (Sib) 
(21T) 

Using the variable r' = r - Xz/ Ko makes it possible to obtain 
the expressions (SO) and (SI) in a more symmetric form. 

With the coordinates z, p,r, Eq. (46b) gives 

Uo(z; p,r) = T -lo"V aXO(z; p,r), 

and from (4Sa) we get 

Yo(z;p,r) = T-lo"VaXo(z;p,r) 

+e-TZ[Y(O;p,r)_ U(O;p,r)] 

which we write 

Yo(z;p,r) = T-luaVaXO(z;p,r) 

+ e - Tz [Yo(O; p,r) - T -·o"V aXO(O; p,r)). 
(S2) 

The functionals (SO)-(S2) are known as soon as the boundary 
conditions Ao(O; p,r), ':0(0; p,r), and YolO; p,r) are given, 
which is discussed in the next section. 

C. Boundary conditions 

As for the coherent intensity in Sec. II, we must take 
into account that the propagation of the light beam is along 
the Oz axis. Using the coordinates z, p,r, the comparison of 
(2a) and (19) supplies the relations 

(Pa(z,p) = i€trp(z;p,O) a = 1,2, 
(S3) 

(P3(z,p) = ro(z;p,O), (I(z,p) = r 3(z;p,0), 

and the generalization of(14) to turbulent media leads to 

ra(z;p,O) = 0, a = 1,2, (S4a) 

r 3(z;p,0) = Iro(z;p,O)I, (S4b) 

that is, in terms of the components "'I and "'2 of the spinor "', 

(~.(Z'P)"'2(Z,P) = 0 = (~2(Z,P)"'.(z,p), 

(~2(Z'P)"'2(Z,P) = 0 (SSa) 

for z = 0, these last relations are true with probability I, 
which implies 

"'2(0, p) = O. (SSb) 
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Using (37), we get from (SSa) 

,:(z;p,O) = 0, A (z;p,O) = 2(I(z,p), 

n (z; p,O) = 0, n (z; p,O) = 0, 

while (SSb) gives 

.: (0; p,r) = n (0; p,r) = n (0; p,r) = o. 

(S6a) 

(S6b) 

(S7) 

This supplies the boundary conditions for the three function
als':, n, and n. On the other hand, A (0; p,r) is well known6 

from the physical characteristics of the light beam; in par
ticular, A (0, p,O) = 2I (0, pI, where 1(0, p) is the intensity of 
the light source. 

We now have to prove that if the conditions (S6) are 
fulfilled for z = 0 [in agreement with (S7)], they are also ful
filled for any z > O. This follows from the fact that according 
to (40), one may write 

X(z; p,r) = f eF(z' - zlVa 0" Y (z'; p,r) dz' + X (0; p,r), 

Y (z; p,r) = f eT(Z' - zlo"V aX (z'; p,r) dz' + Y (0; p,r). 

Let us now consider the boundary conditions for the zeroth
order approximation. In agreement with (S6) and (S7), we 
shall take 

':0(0; p,r) = 0, Ao(O; p,r) = r 3p (0; p,r), 

no(O; p,r) = 0, no(O; p,r) = O. 

(S8a) 

(S8b) 

These relations achieve the determination of the solutions 
(SO)-(S2). Let us then remark that according to (SI) and (S8a), 
one has 

':o(z; p,r) = 0, (S9) 

which implies from (37a) and (37b) 

r 3•0 (z; p,r) = r o.o (z; p,r) = r 3•p (z; p,r); (60) 

that is, the mutual coherence function has the same expres
sion to the zeroth-order approximation of the spinor formal
ism and to the paraxial approximation of the scalar 
formalism. 

V. PLANE WAVE IN A STRONG TURBULENT MEDIUM 

Since for a plane wave the parameter € is useless, we 
have to come back to Eqs. (36), taking into account that now 
the 4-vector r (Z;Pl,P2)'J.l = 0,1,2,3, is a function ofz and 
Irl = Ipl - plonly. Then using the coordinates (49) with 
p = 0 together with the relation (49'), Eqs. (36) become 

Df r 3(z;0,r) + 2Jx r l(z;0,r) + 2ay r 2(z;0,r) = 0, 

r = (x,y), (6Ia) 

DfrO(z;O,r) = 0, (6Ib) 

Dgr.(z;O,r) - 2KJ2(z;0,r) - 2a"r3(z;0,r) = 0, (6Ic) 

Dgr 2(z;0,r) + 2KJ.(z;0,r) - 2ay r 3(z;0,r) = O. (6Id) 

From (61b) and from definition (34) of the derivative opera
tor Df , we get 

ro(z;O,r) = ro(O;O,r) exp! -K~ [An (0) -An(r)]z). (62) 

The three other equations (61) can be written: 
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D,F3 + (ax - iay)(FI + iF2) + (ax + iay)(FI - iF2) = 0, 
(63a) 

(Dg + 2iKo)(FI + iF2) - 2(ax + iay)r3 = 0, 

(Dg - 2iKo)(FI - iF2) - 2(ax - iay)r3 = 0. 

(63b) 

(63c) 

From (63b), (63c), using the fact that, as previously dis
cussed, one has F1(0;0;r) = F 2(0;0,r) = 0, we get 

F1(z;0,r) + iF2(z;0,r) 

= 2 f ~(r)(z' -Z)(ax + iay)F3(z';0,r) dz', 

F1(z;0,r) - iF2(z;0,r) 

(64a) 

= 2f ~(r)(z'-z)(ax - iay)r3(z';0,r) dz' (64b) 

withH (r) = G (r) + 2iKo,ii (r) = G (r) - 2iKo. Then a simple 
calculation gives 

(ax - iay)(r l + iF2) 

= 2 f ~(r)(z'-z)[,jTF3 + (z' -z)VTG·VTr 3 

+ i(z' - z)V TG 1\ V TF3] dz', (65a) 

(ax + iay)(FI - iF2) 

= 2 f ~(r)(z' -Z)[,jTr3 + (z' - z)V TG.V TF 3 

- i(z' - z)V TG 1\ V TF3] dz' (65b) 

where ,j T and V T denote the Laplacian and the gradient 
transverse operators. Substituting (65a) and (65b) into (63a) 
gives 

D,r3(z;0,r) + 4f eG(r)(z' -Z)I cos [2Ko(z' - Z)],jTr3(Z';0,r) 

+ cos[2Ko(z' - z)](z' - z)V TG (r).V Tr3(Z';0,r) 

- sin [2KO(ZI - z)j(z' - z)V TG (r) t\ V TF3(z';0,r)J dz' 

=Q ~~ 

This is the equation for the mutual coherence function of a 
plane wave in a strong turbulent medium. 

Now in the Appendix we prove that in optics where Ko 
is very large, one has for a bounded functionf(z) which varies 
smoothly on an interval1rIKo approximately 

f cos 2Ko(z - z') f(z') dz' 

S!![f(O)I2Kol sin 2KOZ, (67a) 

f sin 2Ko(z - z')f(z') dz' 

S!![f(z)l2Kol - [f(O)I2Kol cos 2KOZ, (67b) 

f (z - z') cos 2Ko(z - z')f(z') dz' 

s¥ [J(O)l2K~ ](2KOZ sin 2KOZ + cos 2KOZ ± 1), (67c) 

f (z - z') sin 2Ko(z - z')f(z') dz' 

!O¥ [J(z)l2K~] - [f(O)/2K~] 

X (2KOZ cos 2KOZ - sin2KOZ ± 1). (67d) 
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Ifwe replace in these expressionsf(z') by f(z - z'), we obtain 
similar results; it is only sufficient to changef(z) into f(O) and 
vice versa. 

Using these last results, the three terms to be integrated 
in Eq. (66) become 

f cos 2Ko(z - z')eG(r)(z' -Z),jTF 3(z';0,r) dz' 

~(l/2Ko)e- G(r)z,jTF3(0;0,r) sin2Koz, 

f (z' - z) cos 2Ko(z - z')eG (r)(z' - Z)V TG (r). V TF 3(Z' ;O,r) dz' 

S!!(l/2K~)e - G(rlzV TG (r)·V TF3(0;0,r) 

X (2KOZ sin 2KOZ + cos 2KOZ ± 1), 

f (z' - z) sin 2Ko(z - z') eG (r)(z' - z) V TG (r) t\ V TF 3(Z' ;O,r) dz' 

S!!(l/2K~)VTG(r)t\ VTF 3(z;0,r) 

- (e-G(r)z/2K~)VTG(r)t\ VTF 3(0;0,r) 

X (2KOZ cos 2KOZ - sin 2KOZ ± I). 

For a wave perfectly coherent at z = 0, one has F 3(0;0,r) = 1, 
and these relations become 

f cos 2Ko(z - z')eG(r)(Z' - z),j TF3(z';0,r) ~o 

S!! iZ 
(z' - z) cos 2Ko(z - z')eG(r)(Z' - z) 

X V TG (r). V TF 3(Z' ;O,r) dz', (68a) 

f (z' - z) sin 2Ko(z' - z)eG(r)(z' -z)V TG (r) t\ V TF3(z';0,r) dz' 

S!!(l/2K~)V TG (r) t\ V TF3(z;0,r). (68b) 

Substituting (68a) and (68b) into (66) and using definitions 
(34) of D" F(r), and G (r), we get 

(:z + K~ [An (0) - An(r)] + 2V TAn(r) t\ V T )F3(Z;0,r) = 0. 

(69) 

If one has 

IV TAn (r)1 <KoIAn(r)l, 

I VTF 3(z;0,r) I <KoIF3(z;0,r) I , 
(70a) 

(70b) 

the last term on the left-hand side of (69) can be neglected 
with respect to K ~An (r)F3(z;0,r), and one obtains, in agree
ment with the solution supplied by the parabolic equation,6 

F3(z;0,r)=expl-K~[An(0)-An(r)]zl. (71) 

To discuss (70a), let us think an instant of An (r) as a 
Gaussian function An (r) = (10I21r1/2) exp( - rll~), where 10 
is the transverse correlation length, so that (70a) becomes 

r<!Kol ~. (72) 

Although this particular form of (70a) is strictly valid only 
for a Gaussian function, it can be considered as a good ap
proximation in many other cases provided that 10 is a charac
teristic length of transverse turbulence. As a consequence, 
the expression (71) supplied by the parabolic equation is cor
rect as long as (72) is fulfilled. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

From the previous results, we may state two conclu
sions: 

(i) The spinor wave optics supplies more information 
about the statistical properties of a light beam propagating in 
a strong turbulent medium than the scalar wave optics since 
one may describe the fluctuations not only of intensity but 
also of the Poynting vector. 

(ii) Since the spinor wave optics and the parabolic ap
proximation to scalar optics lead to a first-order differential 
equation with respect to the leading variable z, they both 
correspond to a first-order Markov process, which differs for 
both theories but not in an essential way, especially when the 
refractive index satisfies Eq. (3b). 

In fact we proved that when one is not too far from the 
light axis, that is, when E' < I for a beam, and when (72) is 
fulfilled for a plane wave, both formalisms give similar 
results. 

We shall see in the second paper on the intensity covar
iance function that these conclusions hold valid. 

APPENDIX 

We first remark that the following integral S~ cos e de 
(resp. S~ sin e de) is zero on any subinterval [m17',(m + 1)17'] 
(resp. [(2m + 1)17'/2, (2m + 3)17'12]), m = 0,1,2,.··. Let 
II = S~ cos 2Ko(x - x'lf(x')dx' and 
12 = S~ sin 2Ko(x - x'lf(x') dx'. 

In optics where Ko is very large, one may consider that 
providedf(x) does not oscillate with similar frequency,f(x) is 
approximately constant on these intervals. So we may write 
for any bounded functionf(x), assuming 
n17'<2KoX < (n + 1)17', 

II ~(1/2Ko) i:K.,x cos e fIx - e /2Ko) de 

~ [f(0)/2Kol i:K.,x cos e de 

~ [f(O)l2Kol sin 2KoX (AI) 

and, assuming (2nl + 1)17'/2<2KoX «2n l + 3)17'/2, 

I2~(1/2Ko) L,"12 sin e fIx - e /2Ko) de 

+ (1/2Ko) r2K
.,x sin e fIx - e /2Ko) de 

J(2n, + I)lTl2 

~ [f(x)/2Kol .[/2 sin e de 

+ [f(O)l2Kol r2K
.,x sin e de 

J(2n, + l)lTl2 
~[f(x)l2Ko] - [f(0)/2Kol cos2KoX· (A2) 
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In the same way, one has 

and 

13 = f (x - x') cos 2Ko(x - x')f(x') dx' 

i
2K,oX 

~ (1/2K ~) nlT e cos e fIx - e 12Ko) de 

~ [J(0)/2K ~ ] [(e sin e )~!.,x - i:K.,x sin e de ] 

~ [J(O)l2Kn 

x [2KoX sin 2KoX + cos2KoX + ( - It + I] 

14 = f (x - x') sin 2Ko(x - x')f(x') dx' 

~ (1/2K ~) ilTl2 e sin e fIx - e /2Ko) de 

(A3) 

+ (1/2K ~) r2K
.,x e sin e fIx - e /2Ko) de 

J(2n, + l)lTl2 

~ [J(x)/2K ~ ] [12 e sin e de + [J(O)l2K ~ ] 

x r2K
.,x e sin e de 

J(2n, + l)lTl2 
~ [J(x)/2K ~ ] - [J(0)/2K ~ ] 

X [2KoX cos 2KoX - sin 2KoX + (- It']. (A4) 

Remark: If one considers instead of II and 12 the follow
ing integrals, 

I; = f cos 2Ko(x - x')f(x - x') dx', 

12 = f sin 2Ko(x - x')f(x - x') dx' 

and similarly I i and I ~, then the previous results hold valid; 
it is only sufficient to changef(x) intof(O) and vice versa. 
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In this paper, which is a continuation of the preceding paper, we consider in the framework of 
the spinor wave optics the intensity covariance function of a light field propagating in a strong 
turbulent medium. In the preceding paper, for the second-order moments we had a 4-vector 
corresponding to intensity and to the Poynting vector; similarly, here we obtain a second-rank 
tensor with 16 components. But we limit ourselves to the zeroth-order approximation with 
respect to the parameter E = CtJo / -I, where CtJo is a transverse characteristic of the light beam and 
/ the diffraction length. So only four components are needed, and provided that a particular 
assumption is made on the statistical behavior of the light beam, we get for the intensity 
covariance function the usual result obtained for a plane wave in the framework of the parabolic 
approximation. The interpretation of this result is discussed. 

PACS numbers: 42.20. - y 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Ref. 1 we considered the propagation of a light beam 
in a turbulent medium in the framework of the spinor wave 
optics, and we computed an approximation of the average 
intensity. Here we consider the intensity covariance func
tion, and we first sum up the main notations introduced. 

Let us consider a beam propagating along the Oz axis; 
then P denotes the transverse coordinates (x, y), t/J(z, p) is a 
two-component spinor which describes the amplitude ofthe 
light field, t/J+(z, p) is the Hermitian conjugate. Then using 
the Pauli matrices O'j,j = 1,2,3, and the 2X2 identity ma
trix 0'0' we introduced a mutual coherence 4-vector: 

rl'(Z;PI,P3) = (ZI'(Z;PI,P3) = (t/J+(Z,P3)0'30'1't/J(Z,Pt!), 
I-" = 0,1,2,3, (1) 

where the angle brackets ( ) denote an ensemble average. 
Then the average intensity (I(z,pt!) is 

(I(z,pt!) = lim r 3(Z;p·I,P3) = (t/J+(Z,PI)t/J(Z,PI)' (2) 
PJ-PI 

In a similar way we consider here a tensor of rank 2 with 16 
components: 

rl'v(Z;PI,P3;P2,P4) = (Zl'v(Z;PI,P3;P2,P4) 

= (ZI'(z; PI' P3)Zv(Z; P2, P4)' 

1-", v = 0,1,2,3, (3) 

with 

ZI'(Z;PI,P3) = t/J+(Z,P3)O'JO'I't/J(Z,PI)' I-" = 0,1,2,3; (3') 

then the fourth-order coherence function is 

so that the intensity correlation function is defined by the 
relation 

From (2) and (4') we obtain the intensity covariance function 

BJ!Z;PI,P2) 

= (I (z, P t!I (z, P2) - (I (z, P t!)(I (z, P2) 

= r 33(Z;PI,PI;P2,P2) - r 3(Z;PI,PI)F3(Z;P2,P2)' (5) 

In this paper we limit ourselves in two asptlCts: 
(i) First we do not consider all the components rl'v but 

only those necessary to compute BJ!z; PI' P2)' 
(ii) As in Ref. I, we only calculate the zeroth-order ap

proximation with respect to the parameter E = CtJo / - I, 

where CtJo is a transverse characteristic of the light beam and / 
the diffraction length. 

Then we shall get the same formal intensity correlation 
function as the parabolic approximation for a plane wave, 
but we disagree with the interpretation plane wave of this 
result. 

II. BASIC EQUATIONS 

A.General 

We do not write the arguments z, PI' P3 when no ambi
guity is to be feared. The refractive index has the form 
n = 1 + I-" and we denote by n I' n3, I-" I' and 1-"3 the functions 
n(z, pt!, n(z, P3)' I-"(z, pt!, and I-"(z, P3)' The Greek indices a, /3 
take the values 1,2 corresponding to the transverse coordi
natesp(x I = x, x2 = y), aa is the derivative a laxa, and EafJ 
the antisymmetric tensor E tt = E22 = 0, E\2 = - E21 = 1. In 
Ref. 1 we proved that the 4-vector (3') ZI" I-" = 0, I, 2, 3 is a 
solution of the following equations: 

i. Z3 + (a~ - a!i.)Z a - iKo/,J.L I - 1-"3)ZO = 0, (6a) 
az 

! Zo + i~p(a:, + a!)Zp - iKo/,J.Lt -1-"3)Z3 = 0, (6b) 

! Za - (a:, - a! )Z3 - i~ (a 1 + a~ )Zo 

- Ko(nl + n3)~Zp = 0, a = 1,2; (6c) 
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in these expressions we use the summation convention a a Z a 

= alzl + a2Z 2• The explicit form ofEqs. (6a) and (6b) is 

! Z3 + (a! - a!)ZI + (a; - a;)Z2 - iKo/J.t\ -1t3)ZO = 0, 

~ Zo + ita! + a!)Z2 - i(a; + a;)ZI - iKo/J.t1 -1t3)Z3 az 
=0. 

Summing and subtracting these two equations, we get 

(! - iKo/J.t1 -1t3))(Z3 + Zo) + (a! - ia;)(ZI + iZ2) 

- (a! + ia;)(ZI - iZ2) = 0, 

(:z + iKo/J.t1 -1t3))!Z3 - Zo) - (a! - ia;)(ZI + iZ2) 

+ (a! + ia;)(ZI - iZ2) = 0. 

In the same way the explicit form ofEqs. (6c) is 

(7a) 

~ZI-(a! -a!)Z3-i(a; +a;)Zo-Ko(nl +n3)Z2=0, az 
~Z2 - (a; - a;)Z3 + i(a! + a!)Zo + Ko(n l + n3)ZI = 0. az 
Summing and subtracting these two equations, the second of 
which being multiplied by i, we get 

(! + iKo(nl + n3))!ZI + iZ2) - (a! + ia;)(Z3 + Zo) 

+ (a! + ia;)(Z3 - Zo) = 0, 
(7b) 

(! - iKo(nl + n3))!ZI - iZ2) + (a! - ia;)(Z3 + Zo) 

- (a! - ia;)(Z3 - Zo) = 0. 

Let us now introduce the following matrices: 

Vaa"=(a~ -a!O't!a", 

a"Va = a"(a ~ - a !O'I)' 

and the two component spinors 

U& = (Z3 + Zo), 'Y = (ZI - ~Z2). 
\23 - Zo \21 + IZ2 

Then Eqs. (7a) and (7b) become 

(! -iKo/J.tI-1t3)0'3)U&+V a a"'Y=0, 

(:z - iKo(nl + n3)0'3)'Y - a"Va U& = 0. 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(9) 

(10) 

These basic equations will be used to compute the intensity 
covariance function. 

B. Relations between rl'v and both splnors U& and 'Y 

We now have to define rl'v in terms of both spinors U& 
and 'Y. Let us consider the transformation 

ZI' (z; PI> P3)-Z :(z; PI' P3) = ( - 1)15""·2Z 1'+ (z; P3' pt!, 

It =0,1,2,3, (11) 
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obtained by associating the Hermitian conjugation with the 
interchanging of the transverse coordinatesp\ andp3; ~/lo;I,2 
is the Kronecker symbol, zero for It =1= 1,2 and equal to unity 
for It = 1,2. Then from definition (3') of Z/lo(Z;PI,P3) and 
from the properties of the Pauli matrices, we get 

Z!(Z;P\,P3) = Z/lo(Z;PI,P3)' It = 0, 1,2,3, (11') 

and from definition (3) of ZI'V it becomes 

Zl'v(Z;PI,P3,P2,P4) = Z/lo(Z;PI'P3)Z~(Z;P2'P4)' 

It,v=0,1,2,3. (12a) 

If we now introduce the two spinors X * = (Z r, Z r, Z 1, 
Z ~), X T = (ZI' Z2' Z3' Zo), where T denotes the transposi. 
tion, relation (12a) can be written: 

Zl'v = x*r/lovX, It, v = 0, 1,2,3, (12b) 

where r /loV is a 4 X 4 matrix with only one entry not zero (and 
equal to 1). But one has 

X=SI/J, X*=I/J*S+, I/JT=(U&T,'YT), 

~'~I%'. Y'). S~ {r ! [ ; ~J (13) 

so that substituting (13) into (12b) with the remark that Sis a 
unitary matrix, we get 

Z/lov=I/J*S-lr/loVSI/J, It,v=0,1,2,3. (12c) 
Using four 2 X 2 matrixes A ~P' a, p = 1, 2, we may write 

[
A /loV A I'V] S-I S- 11 12 

rl'v - A I'V A /loV' It, v = 0,1, 2, 3, 
21 22 

and, since the Pauli matrices 0' /lo' It = 0, 1, 2, 3, are a basis of 
the 2 X 2 matrix algebra, one has 

4 

A ~p = L C,dA ~p )0"', 
,(=0 

where the constants C,( depend on the matrices A ~p, As a 
consequence, there exists a linear relationship between the 
components of the tensor Z/loV and the components of the 
four following vectors: 

U&*O'I'U&' u?L*O'I''Y, 'Y*O'l' ulI, 

'Y*O'I''Y, It =0,1,2,3; 

for instance, one has 

Z33 = aU&*(O'o + 0't!U&. 

(14) 

(14') 

So, to obtain r /loV' we just have to look for the average of the 
four vectors (14) taking into account Eqs. (10). 

This last result is interesting for computing all the com
ponents r I'V' but, as stated in the Introduction, we only con
sider the components entering into the formula of the inten
sity covariance function. Moreover, as we shall now see, to 
zeroth-order approximation with respect to E, one has fur
ther simplifications so that we shall no longer use (14). 

c. Approximate theory 

The problem of computing rl'v without any approxi
mation would lead to a formidable task, so we make three 
simplifications which considerably reduce the work. 
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1. First, as in Ref. 1, we introduce the dimensionless 
coordinates 

S = xCtJo 1, 1/ = YC()o 1, t = z I - I, ( 15) 

where CtJo is some characteristic width in the transverse di
mension while I is a diffraction length in the longitudinal 
direction with 

1 = KoCtJ~, € = CtJo 1- 1<1. (16) 

We use the following notations: 

Il( p)-IlO(T), n( p)_nO(T), T = (S, 1/), 
(17) 

,*(Z;PI,P3)-,*0(t; T I , T3), r(z; PI> P3)-ro(t; T I , T3)' 

Here also we do not write the arguments t, T I , T3 when there 
is no ambiguity. Let us now come back to Eqs. (to) which we 
transform in the following way. Multiplying the first one by 
2iKou3 and using the relation 

a = 1,2, 
(18a) 

we get 

( 2iKoU3 ~ + 2K~/.J.l1 -1l3))'* = Vaa"(2iKou3r), 
(19a) 

and the second Eq. (to) is 

(~ - iKo/.J.l1 + 1l3)U3 - 2iKo(3)r - a"Va '* = O. 

(19b) 

Taking 2iKou3r out of(19b) and substituting it into (19a), 
we get 

(2iKoU3 ~ + 2K 6/.J.l1-1l3)),* 

= V aa"[ (~ - iKo/.J.l1 + 1l3)U3)r - aPV p '* ]. 
Now using the following relation proved in Ref. 1, 

A P 
Vaa"u Vp =L11 -L13' (18b) 

where L1 denotes the transverse Laplacian operator, we get 

(2iKoU3 ~ + 2K~/.J.l1 -1l3) +L11 -L1 3),* 

= Vaa"(~ - iKo/.J.l1 +1l3)U3)r; (20a) 

in addition to this equation, we must consider the second Eq. 
(to) 

(~ - iKo(n l + n3)U3)r - a"Va '* = O. (20b) 

We now use the dimensionless coordinates (15) and de
note by L1 0, V~, V~ the derivative operators defined with 
these last variables. Then Eqs. (20) become 

(2iU3 ~ + 2K~ CtJ~(p~ -Il~) +L1? -L1 ~ ),*0 

= €V~a"( ~ - iKoi/.J.l? + Il~) + ( 3)ro, 

(€ ~ - iKoCtJo(n? + n~)U3)ro - a"V~ ,*0 = o. 
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(21a) 

(21b) 

As in Ref. 1 we look for the solution of these equations by a 
perturbation technique with 

,*O(t; T I, T3) = ! €"'*~(t; T I, T3), (22a) 
n=O 

ro(t; T I, T3) = J'P'l(t; T I, T3) + exp[(iKoCtJoI€)(n? + n~)u3t] 

X [ro(O; T I, T3) - J'P'l(0; T1, T3)]' (22b) 

J'P'l(t; T 1, T 3 ) = ! €n~(t; T I, 1"3); (22c) 
n=O 

the choice of the particular form (22b) is discussed in Ref. 1. 
As stated in the Introduction, we only consider here the 

zeroth-order approximation ,*g, rg, and, substituting (22) 
into (21), we get 

(2iU3 :t +2K6CtJ~/.J.l? -1l~)+L1? -L1~),*g =0, 

(23a) 

iKoCtJo(n? + n~)u3~ + a"V~ ,*g = o. (23b) 

We shall no longer write the lower index since it must be 
understood that we always speak about the zeroth-order 
approximation. 

2. The second simplification comes from the following 
remark: Since we only intend to compute the intensity covar
iant function (5), we just need to know according to (4) the 
solution ,*0 to Eq. (23a). Now using definition (9) of '* and 
coming back to the coordinatesx,y, z, we can explicitly write 
Eq. (23a) as 

(2iKo ~ + 2K~/.J.l1 -1l3) +L11 - L1 3) 

X (Z3(Z;PI,P3) + ZO(Z;PI,P3) = 0, 

( - 2iKo :z + 2K 6 /.J.l1 - 1l3) + L11 - L13 ) 

X (Z3(Z;PI,P3) - ZO(Z;PI,P3) = o. 

(24a) 

(24b) 

These equations are the basic equations we shall use later. 
Of course, we would like to deal only with r33: 

rdz; PI' P3; P2' P4) = (Z33(Z; PI' P3; P2' P4) 
= (Z3(Z;PI,P3)Z3(Z;P2,P4)' (25) 

but it is clear from Eqs. (24) that we also have to take into 
account roo, r 30, and r03' these functionals having a defini
tion similar to (25). 

3. Finally let R = l( PI + P2 + P3 + P4) be the center of 
mass on the four pointsPI,P2,P3' andp4; we assume that 
turbulence is stationary in the transverse direction and that 
one has 

V R r ij = 0, i = 0, 3, j = 0, 3, (26) 

where V R denotes the gradient with respect to the variable 
R. We shall later discuss this condition. 

Ill. THE INTENSITY COVARIANCE FUNCTION TO 
ZEROTH-ORDER APPROXIMATION 

A. Equations for the quadruplet r 33. roo. r03• r 30 

To simplify calculations, we introduce the operator 

L = 2K ~Il + L1 (27a) 
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and the following notation: 

x = Z3 + ZO' Y = Z3 - Z00 

Then Eqs. (24) give 

(2iKo! + LI - L 3)x(1, 3) = 0, 

( 2iKo ! + L2 - L4)x(2, 4) = 0, 

( - 2iKo ! + LI - L3)Y(1, 3) = 0, 

( - 2iKo! + L2 - L4)Y(2, 4) = 0, 

(27b) 

(28a) 

(28b) 

(29a) 

(29b) 

and, by summing two by two these equations after multiply
ing them on the left by the ad hoc function, we get 

2iKo!.... (X(l, 3)X(2, 4)) + X(2, 4)(LI - L 3)X(1, 3) az 
+ X(l, 3)(L2 - L4)X(2, 4) = 0, 

2iKo!.... (Y(l, 3)Y(2, 4)) - Y(2, 4)(LI - L3)Y(1, 3) az 
- Y(l, 3)(L2 - L4)Y(2, 4) = 0, 

2iKo!.... (X(l, 3)Y(2, 4)) + Y(2, 4)(LI - L 3)X(1, 3) az 
- X(l, 3)(L2 - L4)Y(2, 4) = 0, 

2iKo!.... (Y(l, 3)X(2, 4)) - X(2, 4)(LI - L3)Y(1, 3) az 
+ Y(l, 3)(L2 - L4)X(2, 4) = 0. 

(30) 

Using some obvious linear transformations and coming back 
to Zo' Z3' we get 

2iKo!.... (Z3(1, 3)Z3(2, 4)) + Z3(2, 4)(LI - L3)Zo(1, 3) az 
+ Z3(1, 3)(L2 - L4)Zo(2, 4) = 0, 

2iKo!.... (Zo(l, 3)Z3(2, 4)) + Z3(2, 4)(LI - L 3)Z3(1, 3) az 
+ Zo(l, 3)(L2 - L4)Zo(2, 4) = 0, 

2iKo!.... (Z3(1, 3)Zo(2, 4)) + Zo(2, 4)(LI - L3)Zo(1, 3) az 
+ Z3(1, 3)(L2 - L4)Z3(2, 4) = 0, 

2iKo!.... (Zo(l, 3)Zo(2, 4)) + Zo(2, 4)(LI - L3)Z3(1, 3) az 
+ Zo(l, 3)(L2 - L4)Z3(2, 4) = 0. 

Substituting (34a) and (34b) into (35), we get 

Using (27) and taking the ensemble average, these equations 
become 

2iKo~F33 + (AI -A3)F03 + (A2 -A4)F30 az 
+ 2K~ (VLI - ,u3)Z3(2, 4)Zo(1, 3) 

+ VL2 - ,u4)Z3(1, 3)Zo(2,4) = 0, (31a) 

2iKo ~ F03 + (A I - A3)F33 + (A2 - A4)F 00 az 
+ 2K~ (VLI - ,u3)Z3(2, 4)Z3(1, 3) 

+ VL2 - ,u4)Zo(1, 3)Zo(2,4) = 0, (31b) 

2iKo ~F30 + (AI - A3)F 00 + {A2 - .1 4)F33 az 
+ 2K~ (VLI - ,u3)Zo(2, 4)Zo(1, 3) 

+ VL2 -,u4)Z3{1, 3)Z3{2,4) = 0, (31c) 

2iKo ~ F 00 + {A I - .13)F30 + (.1 2 - .14)F03 az 
+ 2K~(VLI -,u3)Zo(2, 4)Z3{1, 3) 

+ VL2 - ,u4)Zo{1, 3)Z3(2,4) = 0. (31d) 

We now have to compute the last term on the left-hand 
side of each equation (31), and this requires some results 
previously proved in Ref. 1. First we assume that ,u(X) is a 
random Gaussian field with the correlation function 

Bn (x, x') = (,u{X),u(x 'I) = An (p - p')D{z - z'), x = (p, z), 
(32) 

where 15 (z - z') is the Dirac distribution while An (p - p') 
satisfies 

(32') 

Then one may apply the Novikov-Furutsu formula and 
F (z, p) being a differentiable function, one has 

(,u{z, p)F(z, p) = f dp' An{P - p') (~;{~':~) , (33) 

where DF /D,u is a variational derivative. This leads to the 
following results I 

DZo(Z;PI,P3) _ -liK D{p -p')Z (z·p p') 
~ ( , ) - 2 0 3 I 3, I' I 
u,u Z,PI 

+ !iKoD{PI - P; )ZO{Z;p; ,P3). (34b) 

Let us then consider the term (,u1,Z3{2,4)Zo(1,3) on the left
hand side of (31a); one has 

(35) 

(,ul, Z3{2,4)Zo(1,3) = !iKo[An(O) - An(PI - P3)]F33 + !iKo[An(PI - P2) - An{PI - P4)]F 00· (36a) 

Let us take the Hermitian conjugate of (35) and then interchange PI and P3' P2 and P4; because of the equalities 
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Z(l, 3) = Z +(3,1) and Z(2,4) = Z +(4,2), we get 

I.. ) f d ' A ( , )(z ( ) DZo(Z; PI' P3) DZ3(Z; P2' P4) Z ( )) \JA'3,Z3(2,4)Zo(l,3 = PI n P3 -PI 3Z;P2,P4 + OZ;PI,P3 . 
Dp(Z, pi) Dp(Z, pi) 

Using (34a), (34b), and taking (32') into account, this last relation becomes 

<J.t3,Z3(2,4)Zo(1,3) = - ~iKo[An(O) - An(PI - P3)]r33 - !iKo[An(P3 - P4) -An(P3 - P2)]r 00' 

We introduce the following notation: 

(36b) 

H(1,3) =K~ [An (0) -An(PI -P3)]' H(2,4) =K~ [An (0) -An(P2 -P4)]' 
(37) 

Q = ~~ [An(PI -P2) +An(P3 -P4) -An(PI -P4) -An(P3 -P2)]; 

then Eqs. (36a) and (36b) lead to 

K~ <J.tl -P3' Z3(2,4)Zo(l,3) = iKo[H(1,3)r33 + Qr 00]' 
(38a) 

Still using (32'), a similar computation gives 

K ~ <J.t2 -P4' Z3(2,4)Zo(1,3) = iKo[H (2,4)F 00 + Qr33 ]· 
(38b) 

Substituting (38a) and (38b) into (3la) gives 

2iKo(! + H(1,3) + Q )r33 + 2iKo[H(2,4) + Q]r 00 

+ (..:11 - ..:1 3)r03 + (..:12 - ..:14)r30 = O. (39a) 

One obtains in the same way 

2iKo(! + H(1,3) + Q )r03 + 2iKo[H(2,4) + Q ]r30 

+ (..:11 - ..:1 3)r33 + (..:12 - ..:1 4)r 00 = 0, (39b) 

2iKo(! + H(1,3) + Q )r30 + 2iKo[H(2,4) + Q ]r03 

+ (..:11 - ..:1 3)F 00 + (..:12 - ..:1 4 )F33 = 0, (39c) 

2iKo(! + H(1,3) + Q )r 00 + 2iKo[H(2,4) + Q ]r33 

+ (..:11 - ..:1 3) r 30 + (..:12 - ..:1 4 )F03 = O. (39d) 

This completes the set of equations for the quadruplet 
Ir33, roo, r 30, r03J· 

B. Use of a special coordinate frame 

We now consider the coordinate transformation2.3 

R = !(PI +P2 +P3 +P4)' P =PI -P3 +P2 -P4' 

PI = R + ~('I + '2) + !p, P2 = R - ~('I + '2) + !p, 
(40) 

'1 = !(PI +P3 -P2 -P4)' '2 = !(PI -P3 -P2 +P4)' 

P3 = R + !('I - '2) - !p, P4 = R - ~('I - '2) - !p. 
Let V R' V P' V", V '2 denote the gradients with respect to the 
variables R, p, '1' '2; a simple calculation gives 

(40') 

Summing and subtracting (39a) and (39d), then (39b) and 

(39c), we get 

2iKo(! + H(1,3) + H(2,4) + 2Q )(F33 + roo) 

+ (..:11 -..:13 +..:12 - ..:1 4 )(r30 + r 03) = 0, 
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(4la) 

I 

2iKo(! + H (1,3) - H (2,4))(F33 - roo) 

+ (..:11 -..:13 -..:12 + ..:14)(r30 - r 03 ) = 0, (4lb) 

2iKo(! + H(l,3) + H(2,4) + 2Q )(F03 + r 30) 

+ (..:11 -..:13 +..:12 - ..:14)(r33 + roo) = 0, (4lc) 

2iKo(! + H(1,3) - H(2,4))(F03 - r 30) 

+ (..:11 -..:13 -..:12 + ..:14)(r33 - roo) = O. (4ld) 

Now the quadruplet I rij J, i,j = 0,3, is invariant under the 
transformation 

(PI'P3)~(P2'P4)' r33~r33' r oo~r 00' r30~r03 (42) 

so that if we impose the invariance of Eqs. (41) under this 
transformation, it follows from (4lb) and (4ld) that one has 

r33 = roo, r 30 = r 03' (42') 

and Eqs. (4la) and (4lc) reduce to 

iKo(! + H(l,3) + H(2,4) + 2Q )r33 

+ (..:11 -..:13 +..:12 - ..:1 4)r30 = 0, (43a) 

iKo(~ + H(l,3) + H(2,4) + 2Q)r30 
Jz . 

+ (..:11 -..:13 +..:12 - ..:1 4 )F33 = O. (43b) 

Let us now use the coordinates (40) and take into account (26) 
which imposes V Rrij = 0, i,j = 0,3, so that we may set 
R = 0; but one sees at once using (40') that V p is eliminated 
from Eqs. (43a) and (43b). Thus P is a parameter that, for 
convenience, we may set equal to zero; thus one has 

R =P = 0, '1 =PI -P4 =P3 -P2' 

'2 =PI -P3 =P4 -P2' 
which gives 

(44a) 

PI = !('I + '2)' P3 = ~('I - '2)' P2 = - ~('I + '2)' 

P4 = - !('I - '2)' (44b) 

We set 

Fij(z; '1' '2) = rij(Z;PI,P3;P2,P4)R ~p~O' i,j = 0,3. 
(44c) 

Using (44b), the relations (37) become 

H(l,3) =H(2,4) =H=K~ [An (0) -An('2)]' 

Q = ~HAn('1 + '2) +An('1 - '2) - 2An('d]· (44d) 
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If we substitute these last results into Eqs. (43), we get 

(a )- -iKo - + 2H + 2Q r33 + V, ·V, r 30 = 0, 
az ' , 

. (a ) - -IKo - + 2H + 2Q r 30 + V, ·V, r33 = 0, az ' , 

and by summing and subtracting successively, 

( a ) - -iKo az + 2H + 2Q (r33 + r 30) 

+ V" .V" (F33 + F 30) = 0, (45a) 

( a ) - -iKo az + 2H + 2Q (r33 - r 30) 

- V" .V,,(F33 - F 30) = O. (45b) 

We shall now discuss the solutions of these equations. 

IV. SOLUTIONS FOR THE FOURTH-ORDER 
COHERENCE FUNCTIONS 

A. Boundary conditions 

We still have to give the boundary conditions, and we 
repeat here some of the remarks mentioned in Ref. 1. In the 
spinor wave optics and for a nonturbulent medium, one has 

l(z,p) = I/J+(z,p)r/J(z,p), 

Pj(z,p) = I/J+(z,p)ujr/J(z,p), j= 1,2,3, 

12(z,p) = pj(z,p)Pj(z,p), (46) 

and, since we consider a light beam propagating along the Oz 
axis, then both transverse components of lj(z,p) are zero, 
which gives 

Pa(z,p) = 0, a = 1,2, l(z,p) = IP3(z,p)l. (47a) 

This leads to 

Pi(z, PI)Pj(z, P2) = ~i3~j31 (z, PI)! (z, P2)' (47b) 

From definition (5') of the currentsZ!'(z; PI' P2),jl = 0,1,2,3, 
we get 

Pa(z,ptl = i~ZP(Z;PI'P2)' a = 1,2, 

P3(z, PI) = ZO(Z;PI,PI)' l(z,p,) = Z3(Z;PI,ptl. (48) 

The generalization of (47b) to a turbulent medium is 

r a!'(Z;p"P,;P2,P2) = 0, a = 1,2, jl = 0,1,2,3, 

r 3j (z;PI,PI;P2,P2) = rOi(z, PI' PI; P2,P2)' i,j = 0,3. 
(49) 

Using the coordinates r l , r 2, the conditions on r 3j and rOi 
become 

F3j (z; r l , 0) = FOi(z; r l , 0), i,j = 0, 3, 

and, taking (42') into account, we only have 

F33(Z; r l , 0) = F 30(z; r l , 0), (50) 

a relation to be satisfied by the boundary conditions atz = 0, 
which is in agreement with (47b): 

F33(0; r l , r2 ) = F30(0; r l , r2 ) 

= 1(0, (rl + r2)12)!(0, - (rl + r2)/2). (51) 

This completes the data required to obtain the solutions of 
Eqs. (45). 
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B. Discussion of the solutions for Eqs. (45) 

According to (51), Eq. (45b) has the trivial solutions 

F33(Z; r l , r2) = F30(z; r l , r2T 

so that Eq. (45a) becomes 

(52) 

. (a)- -IKo - + 2H + 2Q rdz; r l , r2) + V, ·V, r33(Z; r l , r2 ) = o. 
az ' , 

(53) 

This is also the equation obtained for the fourth-order coher
ence function of a plane wave propagating in a strong turbu
lent medium starting with the parabolic equation (paraxial 
approximation of the scalar Helmholtz equation),2.3 and the 
solution can be written in the form2 

F33(Z; r l , r2 ) = J J: 00 M(z; rl,x)eix"'dX 

with 

M(z; r,x) =M(O; r- xzIKo,X) 

xexp [ - !1TK~ f H(;, r - X(z - ')lKo)) d, ] 

+ f exp [ -!1TK~ f H("X(Z-')IKo)d'] 

xG(z',x(zz')IKo,X) dz' (54) 

(for the definition of the functions G and H, see Ref. 2). This 
result needs the following comments: 

1. As in Ref. 1 and in agreement with Lax et al.,4 we see 
that the parabolic equation corresponds to a zeroth-order 
approximation of the light field equations in terms of the 
parameter E = (do 1 - I and that it supplies results only valid 
to this order of approximation. 

2. As a consequence, the solution is not valid for a plane 
wave so that the condition (26), which is natural for a plane 
wave, appears now as an ad hoc tool for obtaining analytic 
solution. 

Whatever it may be, Eq. (53) has been extensively stud
ied, but it is a formidable task to look for a solution no matter 
whether an analytical or a numerical technique is used. Al
though a great deal of effort has been expended, only ap
proximate asymptotic solutions have been obtained (see, for 
instance, Ref. 3). 

Some recent surveys5.6 discuss the experimental and 
theoretical situation on scintillations in strong turbulence, 
and we note that some results were obtained on a heuristic 
technique based on the extended Huyghens-Fresnel 
principle. 

As a final comment, let us remark that with the choice 
ofthe r l , r2 coordinates and taking into account (44a), one 
cannot compute the covariance function for any couple of 
points (PI' P2); one only has 

B,(z; r l , - r l ) = (l(z, rl)!(z, - r l ) 

- (l(z, r l )(l(z, - rtl), (55) 

which is rather limited. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The present work suggests the following remarks: 
1. The interpretation of the condition (26) V R r if = 0 
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should be clarified. 
2. Assuming F33 = r30, it would be interesting, without 

using (26), to obtain a solution of the system (43a), (43b); that 
is, to solve the following equation: 

iKo(~ + H(I,3) + H(2,4) + 2Q )r33 
(56) 

Even with numerical methods, it seems to be a difficult task. 
3. We could also consider a plane wave with the coordi

nates (40) since in this case the condition (26) (more generally 
V Rr/JV = O,p., v = 0,1,2,3) is fulfilled, but we should have to 
start directly with Eqs. (20a), (20b). In Ref. 1, we proved, for 
the second-order moment, that the plane wave case is rather 
intricate; this suggests it could be here analytically 
unmanageable. 
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4. We conjecture that as long as one is not too far from 
the light axis the condition (26) for a finite beam and the 
zeroth-order approximation with repsect to E are approxi
mately valid. 
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